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Pr~face
Quels que s6ient la complexit6 de la situation adrienne et le potentiel dc navigation des adronefsj e contr6le de la circulation
reste assuri par I'llomme. Les technologies modernes sGnt utiles au contr6leur, mais uniquement pour l'accomplissement de
tiches d'importance secondaire; nullement au niveau dicisionnel. Par contre, le pilotage automatique est chose courante,
mimne au cours des phases critiques dui vol. De plus, les techniques modernes permnetent de planifier un vty et de raiser son
d~roulement d'une mani~re enti~rement automatique.
Aussi, la gestion de la circulation a~rienne pr~sente-elle Ail'heure actuelle des caract~ristiques qui rel~vent du paradoxe.
D'une part le commandant de bord, responsable de ]a s~curit6 du vol (il y va de ]a vie de plusieurs centaines de personnes, dont
la sienne), est en inesure de suivre une trajectoire programm~e dans las quatre dimensions avec une pr~cision 6lcv~e or-ace 'a
une gestion du vol informatisuie coupl&c au guidage et pilotage automatiques.
D'autre part, la structure de l'espace a~rien - adapicie aux possibilit~s humaines - oblige Ad~couper le vol en une s~rie de
phases. Les tiches de contr6le sont riparties entre plusieurs organismes, chaque phase se d~roulant pratiquement
inddpendaniment des phases antdrieures et ult6rieures. A titre d'exemple, le contr6le d'un vol Bruxelles-Londres - d'une
dur~e de 45 minutes environ, peut comporter jusqu'I cinq phases - sans computer sectorisation, contr~le d'a~rodrome,
contr6le dapproche et contr6le au so].
Cette situation changera sous l'impulsion de facteurs 6conomiques, opdrationnels et technologiques agissant dans le m~me
sens. L'adaptation du segment sol au potentiel de pilotage et de navigation des avions aura pour cons~iquence la rationalisation
et P'automatisation des opirations de gestion at de contr~le avec comme corollaire une exploitation efficace, voire maximale, de
]a capacit6 disponible.
Le concept de la Zone de Convcrgence (ZOC) constitue in premier pas dans ce sens. 11a pour objet l'int~gration en temps reel
dui contr6le de ]a navigation adrienne dans une zone 6tendue conaprenant une nigion tarmidnale importante et 6ventuellement
plusieurs a~roports secondaires. EUROCONTROL, l'Organisafion aurop~enne pour la sicurit6de la navigation a6rierine, en
collaboration avec des organismes nationaux de contr6le de la navigation adrienne, des instituts de recherche et plusieurs
compagnies amriennes des Etats membres, est en Europe Al'origine de ces; d6veloppements. Par la suite plusieurs pays ont
rialis6des versions plus spdicifiques en vue d'une utilisation op~rationnelle immediate.
L'approche frangaise, connue sous l'acronyme MAESTRO, marque le franchissement d'une 6tape importante dans 1'6volution
dui processus d'automatisation dui contr6le. Aid6s d'un ordinateurjugeant de la manoeuvrabilit6 d'un a6ronef, une 6quipe de
deux contr6leurs en route et d'un contr~leur d'approcha chevronn~s proc~dent, en 6troite collaboration, pendant la phase en
route, Aiune "prinigulation" dui trafic entrant. Ils veillent Aidtaler les arriv~es aux points d'entrie dans les zones de contr6le
terminales, situ~s Aiquelque 50 rn des pistes. Les contr6leurs d'approche savent d~sormais qu'iI est possible de faire atterrir las
a~ronefs sans recourir de faqon systimatique aux attentes habituelles; un de leurs coll~gues ayant contribu6 Atla recherche de la
solution. En principe, lorsque le pr6sent volume sera mis sous prasse, l'approche MAESTRO devrait avoir 6t6 adopt6e par le
Centre de contr~le Nord de la France pour Ie trafic destination d'Orly. C'est avec le plus grand int&rt que l'on suivra
I'6vohution de cette collaboration devenuc essentielle entre le contr6leur et son aide informatique.
Ce deuxihne volume dui trait6 sur les trajectoires de vol est consacr6 pour l'essentiel aux m6thodes, procidures, techniques et
technologies utiles voire indispensables Ail'am6lioration future - Atcoui tec moyen terme - de la gestion dui trafic a~rien.
L'assistance informatique i la prise de d~cisions est essentielle A'l s'agit de privoir at de maitriser le d6roulement des
6v6nements tels que l'attribution des crineaux d'atterrissage et la privention des conflits - caux qui, faute de mesures, se
produiraient intivitablement. Une attention particuli~re est accord~e Aila rdgulation dui trafic et au gidaga des vols dans in
environnement 4-D avec contraintes sir les temps d'arriv~e.
Apr~s ine bnive description des perspectives europ~ennes, ce volume met I'accent sur I'utilisation en temps rial de la
pr~diction et dui contr~le de trajectoires - aspects fondamentaux et applications, le guidaga des atironefs Aipartir dii sol, la
poursuite radar, Ie r6le potentiel des satellites dans le domaine de la surveillance, l'influence de la qualit6 des privisions
m~t6orologiques ctue r6alisme de l'avion dans les techniques de simulation de la gestion at dui contr~la dui trafic a6rien.

Andr6 Benoit
Directeur dui programme
Membre de Ia Commission Guidage et Pilotage

Preface
Irrespective of the complexity of the traffic situation or the navigation potential of the aircraft, the control of air traffic is at
present carried out by t.e human controllers. Clearly, assistance from modem technology is available, but for the conduct of
ancillary tasks, never at the decision level. In contrast, pilots rely on automatic guidance, especially in the most critical phases of
flight. Further, the present trends in aircraft operations make it realistic to envisage the planning of a complete flight, or an
appreciable part thereof, with little subsequent intervention from the pilot.
Accordingly, the present handling of air traffic exhibits the following paradoxical characteristics.
On the one hand, the captain responsible for the safe conduct of the flight - several hundred human lives involved, his own
included - wvill be able to plan a 4-D trajectory and execute this plan with a high degree of accuracy, trusting the on-board
computerized navigation, guidance and control equipment.
On the other hand, the air traffic handling organization cuts the flight into slices and distributes the control tasks to the
controllers of the relevant units, each phase being controlled practically independently of what has happened previously and
regardless of what the subsequent unit will do. For example, a straight 45-minute Brussels to London flight may comprise up to
5 different control phases, not to mention sectorization, aerodrome/tower and taxi control.
This situation must and will change, under the influence of several essential factors acting in the same direction, which include
the requirements covering an increased use of the available capacity, more consideration for the economy of flight operations
and adequate adaptation of air traffic handling practice to the individual aircraft's 2-D, 3-D or 4-D navigation capability.
The Zone of Convergence (ZOC) concept constitutes an initial step in an attempt to meet these requirements. It aims at
integrating on-line the handling of air traffic over an extended area including and surrounding a main Terminal Manoeuvring
Area (TMA) and possibly secondary airports. In Europe, the concept was initially developed at the European Organisation for
the Safety of Air Navigation, EUROCONTROL, in co-operation with air traffic control units, research institutions and several
airlines of the Organisation's Member States. Subsequently, specific versions designed for immediate operational use were
initiated by several national authorities.
The French approach, known under the acronym MAESTRO, constitutes a remarkable step in the evolution of the AirTraffic
Control (ATC) automation process. With the assistance of the computer assessing the aircraft's range of manoeuvrability, a
team of 3 duly selected en-route (2) and approach (1) controllers working in close co-operation, "pre-regulate" the inbound
traffic while en-route, ensuring a properly scheduled set of deliveries at the entries (geographical fixes, some 50 nm from the
nnways) into the TMA. As a result, the approach controllers know that the problem of bringing the aircraft down to the
runway without the systematic use of "stacking" has a solution. Further, they also know that one of their colleagues was involved
in the negotiation of the solution. When this volume is printed, MAESTRO will in principle be in operation in the North
Control Centre of France, for the traffic inbound to Orly. It will be most interesting to follow the evolution of this essential cooperation, namely the controller and his computerized assistant.
The second volume of the treatise on Aircraft Trajectories is mainly devoted to methods, procedures, techniques and
technologies considered for the benefit of air traffic handling.
The emphasis is placed on some preliminary aspects relating to the computerized decision assistance to be provided to the air
traffic controller for the determination and control of future events, such as the allocation of landing time slots, avoidance of
conflicts - otherwise certain to happen - or any other critical situation. Special attention is given to the regulation of traffic and
the guidance of flights in a time-of-arrival constrained environment.
The main parts of the volume cover successively, general requirements and European prospects, on-line use of aircraft
trajectory prediction, including fundamentals, applications, ground-based guidance of aircraft, radar tracking, the potential
role of the satellite for surveillance, the impact of the quality of meteorological forecasts and specific consideration of air traffic
handling simulations.
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Activities it Air Traffic Handling
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the North Atlantic Treaty Organization has devoted part of its activities to the fascinating field known historically as Air Traffic
Control.
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OP-rTIMUM OVI-IMNE HANDLING OF AIR TR.AFFC OVER VESTERIN EUROPE (
by
Andr6 Benoit and Sip Swierstra
European Organisa-don for the Safety of Air Navigation
EUROCON0TOL
Engineering Directorate
72, rue de la Loi, B - 1(90 Brussels (Belgium)

SUMMARY
For today's airlines Western Europe is not very large and the flights they make within it do not last
very long. Consequently it should be possible within such an area as Western Europe (defined for
si-plicity as the non-oceanic area covered by the EUROCONTROL route charges system) to arrange
ATC clearances and instructions so that any flight will, from departure clearance to touch-down
(including therefore departure and arrival routes, standard or otherwise), be conducted in accordance
with airline policy and without the changes to route and profle due to short-term planning which are
so disruptive to air traffic.
The present paper reco=ands an approach for the on-line handling of air traffic over such an ar.ea,
covering in particular the integration of control phases from departure to destination. This leads to
(a) a central on-line optimal definition of departurelarrival sequences and essential characteristics of
all flights and (b) a series of regional units to implement the relevant proposalsidirectives.
This
should provide the optimum integration of adjacent Zones of Convergence in which the time and altitude
at which aircraft enter and leave each Zone are precisely controlled and are affected by the traffic
conditions in their corresponding spaceltime sphere of influence.
As a prerequisite to the above, a system is hereby proposed for the purpose of accurately predicting

and controlling the 4-D trajectory of an aircraft over any part of a flight, and in particular that part
which extends from entry into until exit from the airspace of a given control centre.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Much consideration has been given by ATC authorities to the future of air traffic systems in Europe
and a number of publications have been devoted to the subject.
The most recent one is to be
published by the Royal Institute of Navigation next March (1).
Their common characteristics usually
include:
(a)

a catalogue of the deficiencies of the present systems;

(b)

another
mission,
and the
of such

(c)

additional considerations which cover other azpects such as the significance of the term
"beneficial"; these may reflect the specific interests or the policy of particular institutions

catalogue of the technologies involved including voice communications, data transnavigation, surveillance, data processing, human access to computer knowledge
generation of decisions, together with the possible impact, immediate or delayed,
decisions on air traffic;

or simply the philosophy of their authors.
(d)

finally, a more or less comprehensive list of actions to be undertaken through research
and development and at European government levels to define and progressively implement
a new version of air traffic handling which is "beneficial" to the future European aviation
community.

In contrast, the present paper will set out a more modest point of view, in fact a practical approach
supported by studies and tests conducted as part of the "Studies, Tests and Trials" work programme
undertaken within the Engineering Directorate of the EUROCONTROL Agency.
This approach aims at
providing the ATC community with adequate tools to handle air traffic efficiently in the face of a large
number of sometimes contradictory demands, and in spite of the numerous constraints which may (and
probably will) evolve with the political situation in Europe.

(')

This paper has been presented at the
International Seminar "ATC 2000" on the subject of
Research and Development leading to advanced ATC concepts and systems,
EUROCONTROL Institute, Luxembourg, February 23-24-25, 1988.

(1)

"The future air navigation in European regions" by R. Rawlings,
The 1988 International Conference,
The Royal Institute of Navigation, London, U.K., 22-24 March 1988.
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In other words, the approach and techniques proposed for the handling of air traffic are compatible on
the one band with the criteria whereby appropriate weightings are allocated to the conservation of
natural resources (fuel, land, airspace), operating economy, airspace capacity, flight crew workload
with the developments anticipated in various
and passenger convenience and, on the other )ad,
related technologies, in airborne equipment in particular, in data processing in general, and in data
transmission capabilities.
After the above introduction, the remainder of the paper deals in turn with the following points:
(a)

Applicability in terms of time-scale and boundaries;

(b)

The link with the Zone of Convergence concept of which a summary is given for this
purpose;

(c)

-

Fundamentals of the proposed on-line handling of air traffic;

(d)

Relationship with the Operational advent of advanced technologies including a section
devoted to the accurate 4-D control of flights;

(e)

Dedicated real-time simulation facilities;

while the conclusions will include recommendations regarding developments and related tasks.
2.

TIME-SPACE EXTENT AND BOUNDARIES

2.1. Air traffic bandling
The approach proposed essentially applies to the on-line components of air traffic handling, namely
both the on-line component of traffic management and the control of each individual flight. Accordingly, on the air traffic handling timescale, the initiation of action is concomitant with the entry of an
aircraft into the airspace controlled. When this occurs, the first action belongs in the field of traffic
management, while implementation of the subsequent control directives follows later as appropriate (2).
The on-line handling of air traffic as considered here is independent of any previous management
action (of which the latest upstream contribution is the traffic regulation or limitation exercised at the
appropriate level of air traffic flow management), although the results may and presumably will be
affected by it. In other words, the on-line handling of air traffic as considered here (witit the exception of the conflict-free character of the transfer of flights between similar adjacent units) deals with
the traffic as it enters randomly into the geographical area covered - which would, ideally, be the
whole of Western Europe; it determines an optimum trajectory for each aircraft involved, in terms of
the overall situation, and subsequently ensures that each aircraft flies accordingly, within acceptable
limits, in spite of all disturbances affecting the situation.
2.2. Geographical area and timescales
Ideally, a European air traffic handling system should cover the whole of Europe, or at least that part
of it currently referred to as Western Europe. Obviously there are still some differences in membership between the European Community and the European Organisation for the Safety of Air Navigation;
for the sake of this presentation, however, it is not necessary to go into this particular question,
since the main principles will be conveyed in a manner independent of the ultimate number of participants, although it is worth noting that the efficiency and benefits for the aviation community as a
whole increase with the extent of the area concerned.
Brussels, considered as a focal point of Europe, is within one hour's flight of a number of major
airports : from a half to one hour from Amsterdam, Paris, London and Frankfurt; from one to one
and half hours from Zurich, Milan, Dublin and Vienna. Fur such flights and more especially for
shorter ones, any extension of the time or distance flown, either through holding or vectoring, has an
appreciable negative impact on flight economy.
Further, the annual growth rate of air transport
remains rather high and it is to be expected that the density and complexity of air traffic will continue
to increase appreciably over the next ten years. This in turn will increase the level of runway utilisation of existing airports, with the consequence that any disturbance, including even a slight
increase in traffic density, will lead to a considerable and disproportionate increase in delays.
Accordingly, in view of the geographical scale of Europe, the on-line handling of air traffic should (a)
cover areas within one to two hours flight from a selected fairly central point, and (b) consider each
flight as a complete entity, not as a succession of phases. This means that management timescales are
of the same order, and clearly implies a need for tools to implement the subsequent control directives
while ensuring overall stability yet operating along predictions of the same order of magnitude.

(2) "On-line management and control of air traffic"
by Andr6 Benoit,
NATO ASI Series, Vol. F38,
Springer Verlag, Berlin, Heidelberg 1987.
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3.

THE ZONE OF CONVERGENCE : A PRACTICAL INTERMEDIATE STEP

At this stage, it is appropriate to summarise the essential characteristics of the Zone of Convergence
approach, considered as a practical intermediate step in the integration of the control phases for all
flights approaching a main terminal. This will make it possible to point out the guidelines of the
overall project, the continuity aspects, elements of comparison and differences. Additional information
on the ZOC concept and assessment are available elsewhere 1(3), (4)].
3.1. Conflubtion and scenarios
The Zone of Convergence concept aims at optimising the overall traffic by assigning each individual
aircraft a 4-D trajectory which meets as far as possible the request expressed by the operators, within
the set of constraints resulting from the traffic situation, the capacity available and the limitation of
the range of control variables.
Geographically, the ZOC surrounds and includes a major terminal area (and possibly secondary aerodromes also), and extends as far as is convenient depending on the local conditions, but usually up to
150 or 200 NM. The benefits which should be achieved have been assessed in terms of fuel and operating economy, and to a certain extent safety, for two typical areas, namely the South-East of England
and Belgium, including London and Brussels terminal areas respectively, which are representative of
high and medium-traffic-density terminal areas in Western Europe.
3.2. Control variables
Except for those flights originating inside the area itself, the control variables mainly consist of (a) at
the management level, the combined sequencinglscheduling of arrivals on the runway, namely the
determination of the sequence of arrival times and (b) at the traffic control level, the cruise/descent
speed profile for each individual flight, and possibly the ground track, particularly in the final phases
of flight in the case of non-direct approach.
3.3. Essential components
The Zone of Convergence concept includes two distinct although closely-related components.
The
"sequencer" determines and/or confirms the set of trajectories compatible with present constraints;
subsequently, when appropriate, the "flight controller" generates the control directives automatically in
a way which makes it possible to so guide the aircraft that its arrival in the landing stream may be
precisely timed.
3.4. Benefits
Although the first sequencer developed was designed chiefly to minimise the overall flight cost (i.e.
the fuel consumed and flight duration combined), appreciable improvements have been made in terms of
"expeditiousness", capacity (maximum use of available landing capacity) and safety; nevertheless,
although appreciable, these improvements apply only to those parts of the flights conducted in the

ZOC.
4.

ON-LINE HANDLING OF AIR TRAFFIC OVER EUROPE

4.1. Basic objectives
It is our purpose to propose a system suitable for the On-Line Handling of Air Traffic (OLHAT) over
a European area which includes several main terminals, for example an OLHAT area "centred" on
Brussels and including Amsterdam, Frankfurt, Paris and London, and extending to the north, south,
east and west as appropriate.
In such an OLHAT area, any flight - the entire flight or a part of a flight as appropriate - should be
conducted as a single entity and control phases duly integrated over the entire part of the flight
taking place inside the area. At this stage, it is sufficient to indicate that those flights originating
outside the area differ essentially from those originating inside the area due to the fact that their
initial conditions at entry are "imposed" and as a consequence "frozen" (as is also the case of flights
entering a ZOC area).

(3)

"Optimum use of cruise/descent control for the scheduling of inbound traffic"
by Andr6 Benoit and Sip Swierstra.
International Conference sponsored by Flight International on "Fuel Economy in the Airlines",
The Royal Aeronautical Society,
London, U.K., April 1980.
Also EUROCONTROL Report 802013, February 1980.

(4)

"Air Traffic Control in a Zone of Convergence : Assessment within the Belgian airspace"
by Andrd Benoit and Sip Swierstra.
Paper presented at the 14th Congress of The International Council of the Aeronautical Sciences
(ICAS),
Toulouse, France, September 10-14, 1984.
Also EUROCONTROL Report 842009, April 1984.
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The criterion used to derive an Optimised set of trajectories with sufficient flexibility to meet a variety
of requirements will normally take into account not only economic aspects (including flight duration and
fuel consumed) but blso deviations from departure and arrival times, these being duly weighted and
integrated over the area covered.

4.2. -Illustrative scenario
When an aircraft enters the OLHAT area - either as a departure originating inside the area or as a
flight coming from outside - an optimum trajectory is determined for the entire part of the flight to be
conducted within the area. This determining of trajectory is made in accordance with the criterion
selected (an "optimiser" is acting at the on-line traffic management level), in conformity with the range
At the same time (this is
Gf control available and is limited by the series of applicable constraints.
also the case with the ZOC approach), the trajectories of other aircraft already in the area - but for
which the range of control possibilities is still available - may also be modified so as to minimise the
global criterion and provide the operators, on the whole, with the best possible service.
Subsequently, each aircraft will be guided accurately by the ground-based control unit operating in close
cooperation with the aircraft crew, so as to maintain precise timing for critical events, landing
included.
Accordingly, given the geography and timescales involved, it becomes possible to plan flights in
Europe, including the departure and arrival sequences, in such a way that any flight would, from its
departure clearance until landing at its destination, be conducted in accordance with airline policy,
without any of the changes to route and profile due to short-term planning that are disruptive to air
traffic.
In an OLHAT area, the main variables available for the on-line management and subsequent control
include the take-off and landing time sequences and the transit times in the area, these two sets of
variables being subject to quite different sets of constraints.
4.3. Relationship with related disciplines and technologes
An academic approach to the subject has been made (5) and, from a scientific viewpoint, methods are
available for conducting the optimisation in a way compatible with real-time operation. It should be
noted that the control of air traffic as set out in this paper applies from the start of take-off until
touch-down. The ground movements prior to the start of take-off or subsequent to touch-down are
not covered.
The extension of the work to such phases of flights involves an appreciably different
approach and is not envisaged in the present programme.
The stability of the solutions obtained from the optimisation process is highly dependent on the subsequent control of the critical events of the set of flights involved since the situation (traffic, meteorological conditions, human factors, knowledge of aircraft state vector and operational capability, etc.) is
continuously evolving.
This point has been given particular attention and will be outlined in Section 5. below.
In terms of surveillance, navigation and communications, the proposed OLHAT system is compatible
with the airlines' present methods of flight operation but will of course benefit from particular
improvements. As in the case of the ZOC concept, it relies on the availability of DME stations; the
advent of Mode S with its data-link capability will be sufficient to allow the transition to be made from
RJT voice communication to automated data transmission.
The experience gained during the ZOC control exercises makes us believe that the interfaces implying
human involvement, both in the cockpit and on the ground, will probably be much easier to handle
than previously anticipated.
For the pilots, this already appears to be the case; as far as the new
controller is concerned, he will probably converse with the OLHAT system knowledge "as he would
with a friendly adviser, in simple terms and in full confidence" (2).
Accordingly, the operational
handling of air traffic which takes place should raise no difficulty as regards the human aspects.
Clearly, the major difficulties are of a different order; these are expected to occur at the organisational level in a number of areas including the defining, collecting, transfer and on-line processing of
Information, the standardising of protocols for the automatic exchange (groundlground and groundlair)
of information to be used on-line, the structure of the jurisdiction over the reorganised airspace, etc.

5.

GROUND-BASED GUIDANCE OF FLIGHTS (TIBdE-OF-CRITICAL-EVENTS CONSTRAINED)

5.1. Flight predictor I Controller module
In order to ensure the stability of any system designed to regulate a flow of air traffic efficiently
without a series of buffers such as are provided by stacking and path-stretching, yet allowing each
aircraft to fly in near-optimum conditions, it is necessary to have a reliable prediction module complemented by a trajectory controller to deal with all the perturbations that can affect the normal conduct

(5) "Gestion automatise du trafic a6rien sur un ensemble d'a6roports",
by Khan Mohamnnadi, Sohrab.
Thbse no 81/1983, Ecole Nationale Sup~rieure de 'A6ronautique et de 1'Espace,
Toulouse, France, October 1983.
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of a flight. These comprise uncertainties in meteorological forecasts, alterations to initial plans,
aircraft operation options, uncertainty regarding aircraft characteristics (performance and mass
included), human fallibility in the cockpit and on the ground, and other particular events and incidents.
5.2. Prediction and control accuracy
In order to ensure maximum use of the available capacity, in particular as regards runways, it is
necessary to keep separations at their minimum operational values and possibly reduce them by
reducing the uncertainty component of the safety margins.
Particular attention has been given to these aspects over the last ten years and it is felt that the
trajectory of an aircraft can now be controlled so as to maintain the time-of-arrival within 5 to 10
seconds of a prediction made up to two hours ahead.
5.3. Sources of information
The information required is readily available from aircraft manufacturers and completed whenever
necessary by the airlines' specific operating procedures. The basic information thus obtained is then
converted to provide the data suitable for on-line operation.
5.4. Groundlair dialogue
The interfaces between the trajectory prediction unit and the control unit have two essential features,
namely automatic data exchange and dialogues involving human participation. These latter have been
given special attention (6).
At this stage, the control directives appear entirely compatible with
aircraft operation and the experiments conducted to date with air traffic controllers are certainly
encouraging.
6.

INTEGRATION OF AIRCRAFT IN SIMULATIONS

6.1. Integration of the aircralt/ crewlequipment
The representation of the aircraft in present ATC simulation facilities is generally extremely simple and
is unsuitable for assessing the various aspects of the approach proposed. In this system, aircraft
trajectory prediction and control are highly accurate and the response of the pilot (including autopilotFMS) is an inherent part of it.
Accordingly, a series of facilities have been developed so as to integrate the aircraft, crew and equipment in the OLHAT simulations.

6.2. Flight Simulator
In order to test and assess validly the ground/air procedures used and in particular to pass the
guidance directives from the ground to the aircraft, controllers and flight crews have to be present in
the overall navigation, guidance and control process.
The amount of organisation that this requires is obviously appreciable and it is accordingly desirable
to limit the relevant simulation sessions to a minimum, if only for economy reasons.
This has led to the development of a programmable flight simulator usable on the so-called "Personal
Computer".
The operator controls the flight director and the resulting trajectories reproduce the
combination of "flight crew/actual aircraft" with a high degree of accuracy in all phases of flight (7).
6.3. Creation of a low-cost multi-aircraft environment
A series of such PC-simulators can be used to simulate a number of aircraft of different types flying
in any desired conditions. They can be operated in three basic modes
1.

Manually as would be done by a pilot.

2.

In a semi-automatic mode where the operators enter information as received from the groundbased trajectory controller.

(6) "The Air Traffic Controller facing automation : Conflict or cooperation"
by Andr6 Benoit, Sip Swierstra and Ren6 De Wispelaere.
The Royal Institute of Navigation,
29-30 September - I October 1987, London, U.K.
Also EUROCONTROL Report 872008, April 1987.
(7) "A Simulation facility for assessing the next generation of 4-D air traffic control procedures"
by Andr6 BehtoVt and Sip Swierstra.
Proceedings of the 15th International Congress of the Aeronautical Sciences, London, U.K.,
September 1986.
Also EUROCONTROL Report 862017, June 1986.
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3.

In an automatic mode where the control directives are transmitted via a ground-air automated data exchange and directly input into the cockpit control facilities (this mode is
used for a variety of exercises with a limited number of operators).

6.4. Integration of full-scale airline flight simulators In ATC simulations
Once procedures have been established and tested in the above environment, they should be tried out
To this end, cooperation programmes have been established with
in realistic types of situation.
several airlines and training centres in Europe. It is then possible to simulate an air traffic area in
which a number of aircraft are fiown with the realism indicated in the preceding paragraph, while two
of the aircraft are actually full-scale flight simulators operated by qualified airline crews with the
directives being transmitted over the RIT by professional air traffic controllers (see the exercises
conducted using British Airways B-737 and B-757 and SABENA B-737 and DC-10 simulators).

7.

CONCLUSIONS

In Western Europe the increase in traffic density and the complexity of air traffic flows from the
geographical standpoint are such as to make it necessary to envisage, plan and implement the facilities
The
for handling traffic in terms of safety, capacity, operating economy and flight crew workload.
present paper recommends placing particular emphasis on the on-line handling of air traffic and by
integrating the different phases of flights over "extended areas" of which a typical example might be a
geographical zone including the Brussels, Amsterdam, London, Frankfurt and Paris terwuinal areas and
extending to the north, south, east and west as appropriate.
The advantage of this would be that any flight cleared to depart from any runway in the area would,
until arriving at the boundary of the area - or landing at its destination if this were withii the area be conducted in accordance with airline policy and without the changes to route and profile due to
short-term planning which are so disruptive to air traffic.
Some of the tools required for handling traffic in the way recommended above have been designed or
are under development at the Engineering Directorate of the EUROCONTROL Agency. This is the case
in particular as regards the prediction, guidance and control of trajectories. In this field, the tests
conducted to date in conjunction with air traffic controllers and airline crews have proved fully satisfactory from the viewpoints of both accuracy and aircraft operation.
Furthermore, fast-time and preliminary real-time simuladons using real traffic flows in the Zones of
Convergence of London and Brussels have led to practical sequencing/scheduling strategies.
This experience together with the knowledge accumulated in various European research institutions
makes it possible to envisage a joint and successful effort to establish the technical and operational
basis of the proposed recommendation.
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REGULATION TEMPS REEL OPTUAL

DU TRAFIC AEREN -EN EUROPE OCCIDENTAI1 E(S

par
And.6 Benoit et Sip Swierefra
Organisation Europ~enne pour la Sdcurit6 de la Navigation adrienne
EUROCONTROL
Direction Technique
rue de l~a Loi, 72,
B-1040 Bruxelles (Belgique)

SOMMAIRE
Pour les compagnies adriennes, l'Europe occidentale est devenue un espace bien exigu et les vols; y sont
de courte durde. Pour plus de commoditd, nous entendons ici par "Europe occidentale" l~a rdgion
desservie par le systbme EUROCONTROL de redevances de route ; h une telle 6chelle, ii devrait Wte
possible de ddllvrer les autorisations et les instructions de contr8le de telle manibre que tout vol9 depuis
son ddpart jusqulau point de prise de contact avec l. piste d'atterrissage (clest-h-dire pour l~a totalitd de
l'itindraire, ce qui inclut notanunent les routes d'arrivde, normalisdes ou non) puisse 6tre exdcut6 en
conformit6 de la politique gdndrale ddcidde par sa compagnie et sans subir les ddroutements et modifications de profil de vol qu'impose !a planification a court terme et qui perturbent tant l~a fluidit6 du trafic
adrien.
Le prdsent expos6 vise Aireconunander une mdthode pour l~a rdgulation des vols, en temps rdel pour
l'ensemble de cette rdgion, en particuller l.'intdgration des diffdrentes phases de contr8le depuis l~e ddpart
jusqu'h l.'arrivde. A cette fin, ii faut que les sdquences d'arrivde et lea sdquences de ddpart, ainsi que
les principales caractdristiques de tous las vols en cause soient ddfinies au mieux, en direct at bi partir
d'un point central, et que soi~nt mis en place une sdrie d'organismes rdgionaux chargds de veiller bt
l.'application des propositions ou directives de rdgulation. Un tel systbme optijniserait l'intdgration de
zones de convergence adjacentes pour lesquelles les heures et les altitudes h l'entrde deviendralent tout comma las instants d'atterrissage dans una zone unique - subordonndes aux conditions de trafic
prdvalant dans l'ensemble d'una telle rdgoni 6tendue.
Dans un premier temps, le systbma de calcul, de prddiction et de contr~le de l~a trajectoire dans les
quatre dimensions mis au point pour la zone de convergence est dtendu bLlensemble du vol depuis son
entrde - 6ventuellement un ddcollage - jusqulh sa sortie - 6ventuellement un atterrissage - de l~a rdgion
de contrble 6tendue ainsi constitude, l.ensemble de l'espace adrien concernd relevant d'un centre de
gestion ddtermind.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Depuis longtemps, les autoritds du contr~le de l~a circulation adrienne se penchent sur i'1avenir des
systbmes ATS en Europe et de nombreusas publications y ont Wt consacrdes. L16tude l~a plus rdcante &
ce sujet sara publide, en mars prochain, par l~e Royal Institute of Navigation (1). Ces diverses publications prdsentent des points communs, que l.'on peut gdndralement rdsumar comme suit
a)

liste des faiblesses des systbmes actuels;

b) liste des technologies utilisdas, dapuis les communications en phonie, transmission des donndes,
navigation, surveillance, traitemant des donndas, accbs aux donndes informatisdes et prises de ddcisions jusquh lincidenca immddiate ou diffdrde de telles ddcisions sur le trafic adrian;
c) rdflexions sur d'autres aspects, tels qua l~a signification du terme "lbdndfiquell ; ces rdflexions
traduisent parfois les intdr~ts spdcifiques ou l~a politique gdndrale dlinstitutions particullbres, ou tout
simplement les th~ses de leurs auteurs;

*)

(1)

Cette communication fut prdsentde au
S~minaire International I"ATC 2000"1
Institut EUROCONTROL de la Navigation Adrienne ; Luxembourg, 23-24-25 fdvrier 1988.
Aussi, Rapport EUROCONTROL, 882004(F), fdvrier 1988.

"The future air navigation in European regions", R. Rawlings,
The 1988 International Conference,
The Royal Institute of Navigation, London, U.K., 22-24 nars 1988.
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d) enfin, liste plus ou nioins exhaustive des actions a engager, sur le plan de la recherche et du
ddveloppement ainsi quA 1dchelon des gouvernements des pays d'Europe afin de ddfinir et de mettre
progressivement en oeuvre une rdgulation nouvelle de la circulation adrienne qul soit "bdnffique" bLla
future communautd sdronautique europdenne.
A lVoppos6, le prdsent document, dont 1'objet est de ropondre 6. tne ambition beaucoup plus modeste, se
propose d'6voquer le problIbme sous un angle pratique en s'appuyant sur des 6tudes et des expdrimentations rdalisdes dans le cadre du Programme d'Etudes, d'Essais et d'Expdrimentations de is Direction
Technique de rAgence EIIROCONTROL. 11 s'agit de donner bLla communaut6 des services ATC les outils;
approprids pour acheminer le trafic aerlien avec efficacit6 dans un contexte oil is dema1nde est forte, ses
exigences quelqucfois contradictoires, et les contraintes nombreuses, contraintes qui suivront probablement le cours de l'dvolution politique en Europe.
En d'autres termes, la mdthodologie et les techniques proposdcs pour is prise en charge du trafic sont
compatibles, d'une part, avec une juste ponddration de critbres tels que ia conservation des ressources
naturelles (Ics combustibles, les terres, I'espace adrien), i'dconomie d'exploitation, la capacit6 de l'espace
adrien, la. charge de travail du personnel navigant et, le confort des passagers pour qui attentes et par
suite retards, peuvent 6tre g~nants, cofleux, voire critiques et d'autre part, avec les progrbs technologiques escompids en particulier dans le domaine des 6quipements embarquds, du traitement de 1'information d'une manibre gdndraic, et de la transmission des dones.
Le prdscnt expos6 traite ensuite des points suivants:
(a) possibilitds de mettre en oeuvre, dans certaines limites de temps et d'espace, les mdthodes et techniques proposdes lii
Mbrapports entre ces dernibres et le concept ZOC (Zone de Convergence), dont Ilessentiel est rappeld
ci-aprbs ;
(c) principes 6idmentaires de is mdthode de fdguistion do la circulation adrienne en temps rdel
(d relation avec l1avbnement de technologies de pointe, notamment le contr~le quadridimensionnel prdcis
des vols;
(e) moyens propres de simulation en temps rdel
et propose, en conclusion, les grandes lignes des ddveloppements et tfiches futures dans ce domaine.
2.

APPLICATION DANS L'ESPACE ET DANS LE TEMPS :ETEND1]E ET UIMITE

2.1. R6gulation du trafic a~rlen
La ddmarche proposde slapplique principalement aux composantes "on line" du processus de rdgulation, h
savoir is composante en ligne de la gestion du trafic adrien at le guidage at contr~le de chaque vol.
Partant, sur la plan chronologiquc, 1'intervention est ddclenchda dbs iors qua l'adronef pdnbtre dans
lespacc contrdid. Dbs cet instant, I action relbve de la gestion du trafic, is misc en application des
directives du contrdle se produisant ultdrieuremcnt, au moment voulu.
Or, is rdgulation des vols en temps rdei, talle qu'eile ast congue ici, est absolumant distincte de toute
mesure de gastion en amont (dont la dernibre manifestation aura Wt is rdguiatiort voire la limitation
ddciddas aui niveau GCTA compdtcnt), encore que sur le plan pratique, cule en so!., malgr6 tout tributaire. Ceci signifie qu'h lexception des transferts entre organismes analogues adjacents, la rdgulation
temps rdel slappliqueralt sans risques de conflits A n'importa quel vol pdndtrant dans la rdgion gdographique considdrdc, clest-&-dire - idalament - l'cnscmbla de l'urope occidentale. L'approcha proposda
parmettrait de ddterminer la trajectoire optimale de chaque adronef compta tenu de la. situation gdndrale
et garantirait le respect de cette trajactoire, dans des limites acceptables, inddpandammant de tout
ditsment susceptible de perturber is situation (2).
2.2. Limltes g4omrphiques et 2exloitation dans le tams
Dans 1'iddal. un systbme curopden dlacheminement des vols devrait englober toute l'Europe ou, A tout le
momns, cc qu'il est convenu d'appaier I'Europe occidentala. Personne n'ignore que la Cominunautd
europdanne at l'Organisation auropdennc pour la Sdcurit6 de la Navigation adrienne ne groupent pas on
pas encore exactament les mimes pays mais, pour les besoins de la ddmonstration, i1 Wecst sans doute pas
ndcessaire de sly attardar ; 116noncd des principes essentiels 6tant en fin de compte inddpcndant du
nombre des participants, encore qu'il soit utile de relaver qua lefficacitd et les avantages que ce
systbme offre & la communautd adronautique dana son ensemble sont directement proportionnels 6
l'6tendue de la rdgion conslddrde.

(2)

"On-line managenent and control of air traffic",
Andr6 Benoit,
NATO ASI Series, Vol. F38, Springer Verlag, Berlin, Heidelberg 1987.
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Bruxelles, quo P'on peut prendre comme plaque tournante de 11'Europe, nlest situd qu'A une heure de vol
de plusleurs grands adroports (trente bLsoixante minutes suffisent pour rallier Amsterdam, Paris,
Londres- et Franefort), et-it lh-lhj de -Zurich, Milan, Dublin et Vienne. Pour les vols entre ces points,
et- davantage encore sur des -distances plus -courtes, tout allongement- de la durde de vol ou de la
distance pareourue, en raison soit des circuits d'attente, soit de mesures de guidage, influe d'una
manibrenettement ddfavorable sur 1'dconomie du vol. En outre,. lie taux de croissance annuel du transport adrien se maintenant & un niveau. plut~t 6lev6, il y a tout lieu de slattendre- une augmentation
sensible de in densit6 et de in complexitd du trafic adrien dans les dix anndes hLvenir. II en rdsultera
une utilisation plus intensive des plates d'adroport, de sorte que toute perturbation, ffit-ce une tr~s
16gbre augmentation du volume de trafic, se traduira par un accroissement important, et disproportioun6,
des retards.
En cons~quence, vu, les dimensions gdographiques de 1l'Europe, la rdgulation en temps rdel du trafic
afrien devrait d'une part, s'appliquer A une rdgion dont le rayon reprdsenterait une A deux heures de
vol & partir du point central et, d'autre part, copsiddrer chaque vol dui ddbut A ia fin comme une seule
entit6 et non plus comme une succession de phases distinctes. Ccci signifie-que les marges temporolles
disponibles pour la gestion sont elles-m~mes tr~s limitdes et qu'il faudra des outils approprids pour
appliquer les directives du contr~le et prdserver la stabilit6 globale tout en assurant l'exploitation des
vols sur la base de pr~visions it dchdances comparables A cellos des durdos de vol.
3.

LA ZONE DE CONVERGENCE : RTAPE

ITEMDIAIRE

fl W'est sans doute pas inutile de rdsumer, A ce stade, les caractdristiques essentielles du concept
de lan Zone de Convergence", ZOC, jugde constituer, Sur le plan pratique, une 6tape interiuddlaire dans
le sens 'de l'intigration des diverses phases de contr~le de la totalit6 des vols se dirigeant vers une
grande rdgion terminale. Ainsi pourrons-nous mettre en 6vidence les lignes directrices des deux
concepts, les aspects de continuit6 entre les deux, leurs, points commyns et leurs diff'drences. Le
lecteur trouvera un compidment d'information sur la ZOO dans d'autres publications [(of. rdfdrences (3)
et (4)).
3.1. Confizuration et sefinarioB
Le concept ZOC vise A cptimiser les flux de trafic par l'attribution, ht chaque adronef, d'une trajectoire
ddfinie dans les quatre dc'nensions et rdpondant, dans la mesure du possible, A la demande de l'exploitant inais tenant compte de la situation de trafic, de ia capacitd disponible, ainsi que des linites des
variables de contrdle.
Gdographiquement, la ZOC englobe une grande rdgion terminale (Ie cas dchdant, elle peut aussi inclure
des adrodromes secondaires) et offre les dimensions les plus vastes possibles, avec un rayon gdndralement compris entre 150nm et 200am. Les avantages qu'un tel concept devralt offrir oat &6d6valuds en
termes d'dconornies de carburant et d'exploitation, et, dans une certaine mesure, do sdcurit6 ; les
6valuations ont 6tds faites pour deux rdgions caractdristiques, & savoir le sud-est de I'Angleterre et in
Belgique, c'est-bi-dire pour los rdgions terminales de Londres et de Bruxelles, reprdsentatives de rdgions
terminales prdsentant, pour l'ouest de l'Europe, une densit6 de trafic respectivement forte et moyenne.
3.2. Variables du contr8le
Sauf pour les vols au de~part d'un point situ6 A 11intdrieur de la ZOO, les variables de contr~le sont,
principalement, de deux ordres:
a)

sur le plan de la gestion des vols, rdgulationlordonnancement des arrivdes sur la piste (ddtermination de in sdquence des heures d'arrivde);

b)

sur le plan dui contr8le de la circulation adrienne, profil de vitosse de montdeldeseente pour chaque
vol et, le cas 6chdant, trajectoire au. sol, en particulier pour les phases finales de vol en approche
non directe.

(3)

"Optimum use of cruise/descent control for the scheduling of inbound traffic",
Anar6 Benolt et Sip Swierstra.
International Conference sponsored by Flight International on "Fuel Econmy in the Airlines",
The Royal Aeronautical Society, London, G.B., avril 1980.
Aussi Rapport EUROCONTROL 802013, fdvrier 1980.

(4)

"Air Traffic Control in a Zone of Convergence :Assessment within Belgian airspace"t ,

Andrd Benolt et Sip Swierstra.
A4th Congress of the International Council of the Aeronautical sciences (ICAS),
Toulouse, France, September 10-14, 1984.
Aussi, Rapport EUROCONTROL 842009, avril 1984.
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3.3. Prihcipaux 46ments constitutif.
Le concept de- la Zone de convergence repose sur deux composantes distinctes quoique trbs 6troitement
Mies. Le "s~quenceur" ddtermine etlou confirine l'onsemble des trajectoires compatibles avec les
contraintes en vigueur ; au moment opportun, le "contrbleur de volt g~n~re ensuite automatiquement les
directives de contr~le permettant de guider l'a~ronef do telle fagon que l'instant d'atterrissago puisse
6tre, pr~vu et maintenu avec une prdcision rigoureuse.
3.4. Avantages
Bien quo le premier sdquenceur mis au point visait essentiellement Zt rendre minimum le cofit global de
l'ensemblo des vols (clest-b.-dire conjointement la. consommation de carburant et la durdo de vol), des
amdllorations non n~gligeables ont At6 rdalis~es en ce qui concerne la fluiditd du trafic, la capacit6
(exploitation niaxiinale de la capacit6 dispanible de prise en charge ZLllatterrissage) et la s~curit6. Pour
6tre profonds, ces cliangements nWont toutefois qu'une portie limit~.e puisqu'ils n'affectent que los parties
des vols effectudes dans une ZOC.
4.

REGULATION THLPS REEM DU TRAPIC AERIEN EN EUROPE

4.1. Objectif a fondamentaux
L'objectif que nous poursuivons ost do proposer, pour l'Europe, un systbme do rdgulation en temps rdel
do la circulation adrienne, ddnommd systbme OLHAT (On-Line Handling of Air Traffic) dans une rdgion
englobant plusiours grandes zones torminalos ; cotto rdgion pourrait 6tre centrde, par exemple, sur
Bruxellos et inclure Amsterdam, Francfort, Paris et Londres avoc, le cas- dchdant, un prolongemont vers
le nord, le sud, l'ost et l'ouest.
Dans une rdgion OLHAT ainsi ddfinie, tout vol sorait exdcut6, en totallt6 au en partie, comnie s'il no
formait qu'uno soulo entitd dont los diffdrentes phases do contrdle soralent Judicieusomont intdgrdes pour
touto Ia partie du vol exdcutde dans cette rdgion. A co stado, il suffira d'indiquor quo los vols au
ddpart d'un point situd en dohors do la rdgion diffbrent considdrablemont do ceux qui sont originaires
d'un point situ6 dans la rdgion puisque los conditions initiales correspondantes, c'ost-h-dire cellos qui
p-rdAvalont au point d'entrde do la rdgion, sont en quolquo sorto imposdes et donc tlfjgdos (connie pour
los vols pdndtrant dans une ZOC).
Le critbre appliqu6 pour calculer un ensemble optimisd do trajectoiros suffisanment souples pour pormottre do rdpondre bLune gamme divorsifido d'oxigencos tiendra gdndraloment compto d'aspocts 6conomiques,
notaniment la durde du vol et la consommation do carburant, mais aussi do tout 6cart par rapport aux
houres do ddpart et d'arrivde, cellos-cl 6tant dilmont ponddrdes et intdgrdos sur l'onsemblo do la rdgion
couvorte.
4.2. Type de scenario
Lorsqu'un adronef p~nktre dans ta rdgion OLHAT - qu'll alt ddcolId & l'intdriour ou ik l'extdriour do la
rdgion - sa trajoctoire optinialo ost ddtermindo, pour la totalitd du vol dans cotto rdgion, sur la base du
critbre choisi (un "optiiseur" intorvient au nivoau do la gostion dirocto du trafic adrion) en fonction do
la gamnie dos mosures do contrdle disponiblos ot des limites inhdrentes aux contraintos en viguour. En
mgmo temps, tout cornie dans le concept ZOC, la trajectoire des autres adronofs prdsents dans le
systbme Cot pour lesquels touto la gammo dos possibilitds do contrble ost encore disponiblo) pout 6tro
modifido pour assouplir au maximum le critbre global et offrir aux exploitants le meillour service possible.
Ensuite, chaque adronef ost soumis N un guidago pr6cis par l'organisme do contrblo au sol, qui coopbre
6troitoment avec l'dquipago afin quo los heures prdvuos pour los phases critiques, y compris 1'atterrlssage, solont rigoureusomont respectdes.
Vu los dimensions do Ia rdgion en cause et 1r. durde do la prdsonce des adronefs dans cetto rdgion, il
devient done possible do planifier los vols en Europe, ddparts et arrivdos inclus, do tello nianibre quo
tout, dopuis le moment do lobtontion do l'autorisation do ddcollago jusqu'& l'atterrissage b. l'adroport do
destination, puisso 6tre effectu6 en conformit6 do la politique gdndrale do la compagnie dont il relbve,
sans subir los ddroutements et modifications do profil do vol qulimpose la planification a court torme et
qui perturbent tant l'dcoulement du trafic adrien.
Dans une rdgion OLHAT, los principalos variables disponiblos pour la gestion du trafic en direct,
6troitomont associdos aux durdes do vol dans Ia rdgion, sont los sdquonces des instants do ddcollago et
d'atterrissage, ces deux ensembles do variables 6tant bien ontondu soumis L des contraintos trbs
diffdrentes.
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4.3. Points cotnmuns avec d'autres disciplines ou technololies
IA, notion.. de base a d6jh fait l'objet d'6tudes thdoriques (5) et, dui paint de vue scientifique, il1existe
des mdtbodes d'optimisation compatibles -avec les exigences -de 1'exploitation en tenmps rd.
11 y a lieu de noter que le contr~le de la circulation adrienne C-voqu6 dans le prdsent document slentend
comme s'appliquant du ddbut des manoeuvres de ddcollage (lMcher des freins) jysqu'au toucher des
roues, ii lexclusion done des mouvements au sol avant le pasitionnement de l'adronef en vue dui ddcollage -et aprbs la prise de contact avec la piste a l'atterrissage. Si Poan voulait 6iargir le champ des
travaux -pour y inclure -ces deux phases de roulement au sal, il y aurait lieu d'envisager le problhme
sous, un tout autre angle, ce que notre programme actuel. ne prdvoit pas.
La stabilit des solutions auxquelles abautit le processus d'optimisation est largement subordonnde a la
maltrise des moments critiques de chacun des vols. prdsents dans le systbme puisque la situation globale
(trafic, conditions mdtdoralogIques, facteurs huinains, position et 'vitesse, moyens opdrationnels, etc.) est
en -dvolution canstante. Au Chapitre 5, nous avans accord6 A ce probreme une attention plus particuliere.
Sur le plan de la surveillance, de la navigation et des communications, le systbme OLHAT propos6 est
compatible avec les mdthodes dlexploitation de vol actuelles mais 'i ne manquera pas, bien entendu, de
bdndficier des perfectionnements A venir. Connie le concept ZOO, il a besain pour fonctionner de
stations DME., ]a mise en service du Mode S et de ses liaisons numdriques automatisdes assurera la
transition entre les communications radiotdldphoniques actuelles et les transmissions automatisdes de
donndes futures.
L'expdrience acquise au cours des essais du concept ZOC donne A penser que la question des interfaces
exigeant une intervention humairie, tant dans le poste de pilotage qulau sol, sora probablement. beaucoup
plus alsde 6i rdgler quo prdvu. Cette hypothese semble du reste d6jbL se vdrifier pour los pilotes ; quant
an niveau contr~leur, celui-ci tiendra sans doute avec. le systisne expert OLHAT une conversation
semblable A celle qu'll aurait evec un conseiller amical, en termes simples et en pleine confianco. 11
slensuit qu'en ce qui concerne les aspects humains, l'acheminement opdrationnel des vols ne devrait poser
eucun probILhme difficile.
Manifestement, les principales difficultds sont d'un tout autre ordre et P'on
apparaitront an nivoan de l'organisation, notaminont pour la ddfinition, la saisie,
ment en direct de l'information et comprendront, en particulier, la normalisation
dams les 6changes informatisds (sollsol et sal/air) des informations A exploiter
juridictionnolle de l'espace adrien dans so nouvelle organisation, etc.
5.

pout slattendre qu'elles
le transfert et le traitedes Dratocoles A utilisor
en direct, la strnucture

GUIDAGE DE LAVION A PARTIR DlU SOL AVEC CONTRAINTES SUR EVENEMENTS CRITIQUES

5.1. Module de pr~diction et de contr~le des vols
Si V'on vent assurer ha stabilit6 de teut nouveau systbme congu en vue do la rdgulation efficace d'n
courant de trafic adrien et hibdrd des divers "tampons1 ' quo sant, par exemphe, Vdtagement du trafic om
h'allongemont de la trajectoire, tout en permottant A chaque adronef d'exdcuter son vol dans des conditions quasi-optimales, il est indispensable de disposer d'un module do prdvision fiable, doubld d'un
"contrbleur" automatique do trajectoire charg6 dlattdnuer los offets des perturbations suscoptiblos
dlinfluer sur in conduite normalo du vol, qu'Il slagisse de prdvisions mdtdorologiques incertaines, do
modifications aux plans do vol iitiaux, des diffdrentos options d'exploitation des adronefs, d'incertitudes
quaint A hours caractdristiques (y compris la masse et les performances,), do 116ventuahit6 d'une orreur
humaine (taint du c~t6 do 1'dquipage quo des contrbleurs) ou encore d'autros 6vdnements on incidents
particuliors.
5.2. Prdclsion do la pr~vision et dui contr~le
Afin d'oxploiter an micux ]a capacit6 disponible, en particulier colle des pistes, ii faut que les nonmes
diespacemont solent maintonues au niveau minimum acceptable, voiro rdduites par nine action sur ln
composante aldatoiro des marges de sdcurit6.
Une attention touto particulibre a 6t0 accorddo A ces aspects au cours des dix dernibres anindes et maintenant notre sentiment gdndral est quo la trajectoire d'nn adronef pent 6tre ddfinie et contrdlde de
manibre telle que l'instant d'arrivdo, estIm6 avec un prdavis pouvant allen jusquIA deux heures, solt
respect6 A 5-10 secondos prbs.

(5)

"Gestion autoniatisde du trafic adrien sur un ensemble d'adroports",
Khan Mohammadi, Sobrab, Thbse n0 81/1983,
Ecole Nationale Supdrieure do 1'Adronautique et do 1'Espace,
Toulouse, France octobre 1983.

-

----
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5.3. Sources d'lnformation
Ues informations n4cessaires sont ais~ment dispanibles auprbs des canstructeurs ;le cas 6choant, elles
sont compl~t~es h 1'aide des proc~dures d'exploitation propres aux, compagnies. L'enseinble des renseignements ainsi obtenus est alors converti en donn~es exploitables en direct.

Les interfaces entre 1'6l6ment charg6 de l~a prdvision des trajectoires et 116l6ment de contr~le se caractdrisent essentiellement par des 6changes de donn~es autoinatisfies et l~a conduite de dialogues avec la
participation de I'homme; ce dernier paint a du reste fait 1'objet d'une 6tude particulibre - cf. r~fdrence
(6). Au stade actuel, les directives de contr~le apparaissent compatibles avec l'exploitation des a~ronefs, et les exp~rimentations r~ffis~es avec le concours de contr8leurs de l~a circulation a6rienne sont
certainement encaurageantes.
6.

INTrEGRATION D'AXRONEFS AUX EKECICKS DR SWIM

ON

6.1. Int~gration a~ronedI6quipsgeI6qu~pement
Dans les centres de simulation ATC actuels, la reprisentation d'mironefs g~n~ralement d'une simplicit6
extrfme, se pr~te trbs mal A 116valuation des diffdrents aspects de la m6thode praposde. Daxis notre
systbme, l~a prdvision et le contr~le des trajectoires sont d'une trhs grande pr~cision, et la rdaction du
pilote, de mgme que celles du pilote automatique et du FMS, en sont parties int~grantes.
CVest pourquai P'on a mis au point taute une s~rie de moyens et d'installations permettant dlint~grer
a~ronef, 6quipage et avionique aux simulations OLHAT.
6.2. Sinmlateur de vol

Afin de mener & bien l'6valuation des proc~dures sollair utilisies et, en particulier, de transmettre les

directives de guidage du sol 4 l'adranef, contr8leurs et 6quipages doivent 6tre pr~sents d'un bout h
l'autre du processus de navigation, de guidage et de contr~le.
Le volume de travail que l'arganisation d'une telle simulation implique est, de toute 6vidence, consid6rable de sorte qulil est souhaitable, ne flit-ce que pour des raisons d'dconomie, de rdduire les sessions
de simulation au minimum.
Cet impdratif a cdbouch6 sur la mise au point d'un simulateur de vol programmable et utilisable sur un
ordinateur individuel (type PC ou AT). L'opdrateur commande le directeur de vol et les trajectaires qu.
en rdsultent reproduisent la combinaison "6quipagelaironef" avec une pr6cision 6lev~e pour toutes les
phases de vol (7).
6.3. Cr~ation d'un environnement multi-arouefs de faible cot
On peut utiliser une s6rie de simulateurs sur PC pour reprdsenter plusicurs adronefs de types diffdrents
et op&'ant dans n'importe queules conditions de vol. Les trois modes de base sont les suivants
1.

exploitation manuelle, identique A ceile que pratiquerait un pilate;

2.

exploitation semi-automatis~e, dans laquelle les op~rateurs mettent les informations en machine comine
ils le feraient slils les recevaient du contr6leur (au sal) de trajectoire;

3.

exploitation autamatis6e, dans laquelle les directives de contr~le sont transmises par liaison automatisie sollair et directement relaydes aux 6quipements de bard (ce mode d'exploitation est utilis6
pour toute une gamme d'exercices r~alisds avec un nombre limit6 dlop6rateurs).

(6)

"The Air Traffic Controller facing automation :Conflict or co-operation",
Andr6 Benoit, Sip Swierstra et Ren6 De Wispelacre.
The Royal Institute of Navigation.
29-30 september - 1 october 1987, Londres, G.13.
Aussi Rapport EUROCONTROL 872008, avril 1987.

(7)

"A simulation facility for assessing the next generation of 4-D Air Traffic Control procedures"
Andrd Benoit et Sip Swierstra.
15th Congress of the International Council of the Aeronautical Sciences,
Londres, G.B., septembre 1986.
Aussi Rapport EUROCONTROL 862017, juin 1986.
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G.4. Intfiration. de zsmnltuus de Tol de 22!ME&Ez

ahriennm ik des shkmtin

ATC

se
line fois !as procedures dlablies et testdes clan-- lenviromnement dfimit ci-dessus, efles doivent Ztre
h l'6preuve dans des situations zdalistes. A catte fin, des progra~es; at fiti mis an point en coophzalion avac plusleurs cocipegries 2firiennes et 4tablissements de formlion d'urope- Ces proga--=
perimettent de simuler une rigion oa un certain zobre de vols soat exdeut~s enti~rement en concordance
avec la r&alitC, landis que der- des afrads dui systbe sont en felt des shmulateurs de vol, en vreie
grandeur, desservis per des equipeges diinant qizalif& de coxpegnies a&ienne ; quant & I-- transmision des directives, elle est essurde per des contro-leurs a&riens professioanels sur les frdqnences radiotedl6phoniques (cf. exercics; rdelis& avec quatre shmulateurs :un 3-Zi7 et. un B--157 de In British
-Airways, et. un B-737 et un DC-10 de la S.A*BMiA).
7.

CON CL S IONS

L'augrnentation de la densitii et de ]a cocplexitfi dui traflc a&-len en Europe occidentele sont telles;
que, compte tenu des dimensions gdograpbiques de cette region.,11 est devenu indispensable de planiffler
et de mattre en oeuvre les Inoyans voubis pour anliemIner le trei dams les melileures conditions de
sdcurit6, de capacitd, d'dcowie d'exploitation et. de cbarge de travatil des 6oquipeges. Nous reeco=mndons qu'une importance toute particulire soit accordde & la igulation dui trafic adirian en temps r&Iel t
qua les diffidrentes phases de vol soient intdgides sur des zones plus vastes, dont. un example type
pourrait fitre ue rdgion englobent les zones terminales de Bruxelles, Amsterdam, Londres, Frandfort et
Paris at s'dtendant, pour autant que de besoin, vans; le nord, le sud, l'est et P'ouestL'aventage de cette dfi rche est que tout vol autorise- & ddcoller d'una piste quelconque de cetta rdgion
serait. axdcutii, jusqu% sa sorte de la. rdgion - oii jusqu'% son atterrissage si 1'adfroport de destination y
est situ6 - en conforrmit~ de la politique gdndala des compegnies sans subir les ehange=ments de route on
de profil qu'impose le contr6le de planificalion A court term et qui nuisant. lain an boa 6cmulement. dui
trafic adnien.
Certains des moyens nficessahras A la rigulation dui trafic tella qu'elle est recom=and~e ci-dessus; existent
d6df oua scat en cours d'Glaboralion a la Direction technique de F.Agence EUROCONTROL, nolaent pour
cc qui est de Ia prevision, dui guidage et dui contrdle des trajectciras. A cat 6gard, Uas assais rdaliss it
ce jour en coopdration avec des contr~leurs de la circulation adirienne et des 6quipages de vol oat donn6
des rdsultats entierement satisfaisants en cc qui coacarna tent les exigences de la prdcision qua Pexploitation des adronefs. En outre, las simulations tamps accedldr6 et les premieres simulations temps reel,
rdalis~es h l'aide de doninias coacarnant. des courenls de Irafic rdels dens las; zones de convergence da
Londres at de Bruxelles, oat permis de mattre au point des strategies; pratiques pour l'ordonnancement
dui trafic.
L'expdrience acquise at. les connaissances cumul~es de divers dtablissaments eurepdens de recherche nous
autcnrisent & eavisagar un travail coacert6 qui na manquara pas de de-boucher sur la misa en place des
prdalables techniques at opdrationnals indispansables A la raise en oeuvre de la recoramandation propos~e.
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THE EUROCONTROL FUTUE ATS SYSTEM CONCEPT

THE PROGRAMiE OF STUDIES. TESTS AND TRIALS
V. Vachi ry
Engineering Directorate
European Organisation for the Safety of Air Navigation
EUROCONTROL
72. rue de la Loi. B-1040. Bruxelles
1.

INTRODUCTION

It is clear that the era of the simultaneous but uncoordinated development of ground-based ATC
systems on one hand and of airborne navigation, guidance and ccmmunications systems on the other
is definitelv over. Two factors, namely the considerable growth in air traffic and aircraft operators'
desire for maximum economy of operation, nowadays make it essential that such systems, in the air and
on the ground, should harmoniously complement each other and it is the task of those responsible for
Air Traffic Managerent (ATM) to ensure that appropriate solutions are employed to achieve this.
Planners are agreed that to increase both the airspace capacity for traffic and the efficienc/ with which
traffic is handled while maintaining the essential requirements of safety involves two essential
components :
ii

(ii)

Close collaboration
use of a data link
ATC computers on
paths, not only in

between aircraft in flight and the ATC services. This can be achieved by the
between the on-board computers of the FMS (Flight Management System) and
the ground and is a pre-requisite for the accurate prediction of aircraft flight
space but also in time, i.e. in four dimensions.

A greater degree of automation, not only to assist in routine operations but also in the
decision-making processes both in the air and on the ground.

These aspects of the situation are clearly taken into account in the "Future ATS System
Descriptionu (EUROCONTROL Document No. 87.1007 of May 1987). This concept is the fruit of
experts from the Member States and the EUROCONTROL Agency, together with representatives
user organisations IATA, IACA and IAOPA and the European industry organisation AECMA,
approved by the EUROCONTROL Permanent Commission of Ministers in July 1987.

Concept
work by
from the
and was

The refining of the concept and its subsequent impltanentation around the year 2000 necessitates the
carrying out by the EUROCONTROL Organisation of a substantial programme of research, studies, tests
and trials, using the resources of the Member States and the EUROCONTROL Agency. Certain parts of
the programme are in fact already being actively undertaken.
The present paper sets out, firstly, the essential characteristics of the concept, the principles which
should guide its implementation, the ATC functions and its main components, namely the surveillance,
communications and navigation systems, and the various aspects connected with automated assistance.
This is followed by an account of the studies, tests and trials programme connected with the
development of the concept, including a reference to the resources to be deployed both in the Member
States and within the EUROCONTROL Agency.
2.

DESCRIPTION OF CONCEPT

2.1.

General

The future ATS system concept necessarily results from an evolvinq and continuous process, which
does not however prevent it from including some revolutionary changes compared with the current
system. The main components of the future concept are expected to be available towards the end of
the 1990s. The concept itself is intended to cover a period extending up to the years 2010/2015.
Several lines of action were considered, from continuing with the present system up to a completely
"open sky" concept, including "maximum capacity" and "maximum segregation" concepts and a concept in
which the whole of the traffic would be planned by computer.
The "semi-open sky" concept was the one adopted. With this concept airspace utilisation should become
more efficient as the philosophy of close coordination and flexibility applied today in the Upper Airspace
is progressively extended down to a lower level.
Moreover, even though it will be necessary to
continue to utilise a basic network of published routes, the organisation of airspace and navigation will
be based on area navigation (RNAV).
In addition, this concept will be a move in the direction of the
elimination of reserved air spaces whether permanent or semi-permanent.
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As set out the concept adopted concerns the following components of the air traffic system
-

Air Traffic Control
Air Traffic Flow Management
Airspace Management
Airspace and Route Structure
Navigational Facilities.

-

-

The Working Group which was responsible for the description of the future ATS System Concept desired
that it should be acceptable outside the EUROCONTROL area and would be a tool that could be used for
ATS planning for the whole of the ICAO EUR Region.
2.2.

Main principles

The following is a list of the main principles by which the development and operation of the future ATS
system should be guided :
1.

Conformity with ICAO Standards and Recommended Practices.

2.

Continuity of safe operations.

3.

Provision of adequac redundancy in Navigation, Surveillance and Communications systems.

4.

Duplication of facilities to be kept to a minimum consistent with operational efficiency and safety.

5.

A balance of the human responsibility (pilot and controller) and automated assistance.

6.

The ATS system to serve the whole of the airspace and the totality of the traffic.

7.

Airspace organisation to be based on an area control concept rather than a fixed route network
concept.

8.

Maximum utilisation of the capabilities of advanced airborne equipment.

9.

Utilisation of Minimum Performance Specifications.

10.

Cost-effectiveness analysis and operational/technical judgement for policy decisions.

11.

Air traffic management functions to be essentially ground-based.

12.

Capacity for coping with demands.

13.

A balance to be achieved between air traffic demand and ATC capacity.

14.

Avoidance of airspace segregation.

15.

Except when vectored by a radar unit, the responsibility for aircraft navigation should rest with
the pilot.

16.

No systematic priority to be accorded to any particular class of traffic.

17.

Functional harmonisation of services.

18.

Compatibility in data exchanges.

2.3.

ATC functions

The functions to be performed by air traffic control have been listed and are as follows
Function ATC 1:

Avoidance of in-flight collisions.
Within this function there are 3 levels of conflict prevention
- Medium-term (from 5 to 20 minutes) : this is handled by ATC issuing clearances;
- Short-term (of the order of 2 minutes) in which a ground-based facility acts as a
safety net;
- Automatic warning of the pilot by anti-collision systems, the warning time being
The
of the order of 30 seconds. The provision of such systems is optional.
system can be based on airborne components alone or on a combination of airborne
and ground-based devices.

Function ATC 2

Avoidance of collisions on the ground.

Function ATC 3

Advice for the avoidance of collisions with the ground.

Function ATC 4

Ensuring optimum efficiency for the operation of each aircraft in flight.

Function ATC 5

Provision of up-to-date information to flight crews, e.g. weather conditions and the
status of ground facilities.

Function ATC 6

Ad hoc assistance to individual flights on request.
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Function ATC 7 :

Real-time acquisition and real-time relay of weather information from aircraft in
flight. (This is especially important for accurate prediction of the flight path.)

Function ATC 8 :

Identification of flights for defence purposes.

Function ATC 9 :

Activities related to ATFM.

Function ATC 10 :

Exchange of information for airspace management purposes.

Function ATC 11 :

ATC support in SAR action (pour mrnoire).

Function ATC 12 :

Provision of information for route charges purposes (pour m6moire!! !).

2.4.

Data input into the system

The level of performance of the ATC functions is dependent upon the quality of the data input into the
ATC system. These data are obtained from the use in combination of the surveillance, communications
and navigation systems. In each of these fields basic improvements have to be provided.
2.4.1.

Surveillance system

The search for an increase in the potential density of traffic through the reduction of separation minima
implies improvements in the surveillance system with regard to
-

accuracy in position information ;
the timely detection of gross errors in navigation;
reliability in the identification of aircraft.

Within the period of the concept,
ground-based radars.

surveillance will continue to be provided through the

use of

Secondary surveillance radar will have improved performance through the use of monopulse techniques.
SSR Mode S will, in areas of high traffic density, provide suitable improvements such as :
-

-

-

an improvement in the reliability of SSR information (viz. position, identification, altitude);
an improvement in the monitoring and prediction of the movement of aircraft in the vertical plane;
the automatic acquisition by the ground systems of flight identifications through the use of the data
link;
the automatic acquisition, also by means of the data link, of certain airborne navigational data which
will make it possible to improve the ground tracking of aircraft and flight path prediction;
the renewal rate of information on each aircraft will be selectively adjusted in accordance with
instantaneous ATC needs.

The setting up of Mode S radar stations is an example of the type of implementation which should be
This aspect is of special importance in the
carefully coordinated at the ICAO regional level.
EUROCONTROL study programme.
Dependent surveillance, i.e. the provision by the airborne system of position information to the ground
system, will find a potential application with the Mode S radar system and its air-ground data link or
with the use of satellite.
An initial development based on the use of Mode S could facilitate the
subsequent introduction of satellite techniques in this field. Suitable investigation into the problems of
However, dependant
reliability and integrity of these systems will of course be necessary.
surveillance, which is already under discussion on a worldwide basis (the ICAO FANS Committee), is
considered to be the best option where independent surveillance is not available, as in the case with
low-level or oceanic operations.
A satellite-based independent cooperative surveillance system whereby position can be determined on
board the aircraft, on the ground or by the space segment of the system, has potential advantages
compared with ground-based radars. However, as this is a system whose operational coverage could
extend well beyond the airspace of the European region, it would seem premature at the present stage
to include this type of surveillance system in the concept.
Primary radar should no longer be required for those types of airspace where traffic conditions and
SSR detection reliability are such as to ensure that a safe radar service is provided. However, the
need for primary radar will continue to exist for those airspaces in which it is necessary to render the
operation of non-SSR-equipped aircraft compatible with the services provided to SSR-equipped aircraft
Inamely around major terminal areas), and also to satisfy a continued need with regard to military
requirements.
2.4.2.

Communications system

The linking of the airborne and ground-based computers by an automatic data link will be a most
important development in air-ground communications, and could be as important as the introduction of
radar was in the past.
A data link is necessary in order that the ground-based system can acquire the airborne data which is
needed for improvement to sector capacity and to obtain the full advantage of the automated assistance
envisaged in the future concept. In addition, a data link should help to provide airborne access to
ground data bases such as those of the AIS and MET services.
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Speech communications will remain the most practical method of dialogue between pilots and controllers.
The volume of speech communications will, however, depend on the degree of utilisation of the automatic
air-ground data link. Nevertheless, full VHF coverage will continue to be of prime importance. However, where large sea areas, for example, are concerned, there is the possibility of replacing it by
satellite voice links.
Ground-ground communications will experience a considerable increase in the automatic exchange of data
for which the CIDIN and the public data transmission networks will be the facilities employed. This will
allow the rational utilisation of a distributed data base system which will be provided for the use of
ATC.
2.4.3.

Navigation system

The future concept is based on the use of Area Navigation (RNAV) which is an airborne-interpreted
method of navigation allowing routings free from the siting constraints of ground-based facilities. This
complies with the recommendation of the Seventh EUR Regional Air Navigation Meeting and the Air
Navigation Plan which recognises two classes of RNAV equipment, basic RNAV and precision RNAV;
this classification is in line with the Required Navigation Performance Capability (RNPC) concept.
Area Navigation will have the advantage that within the period covered by the concept the vast majority
of aircraft will be equipped with FMS; 60 to 70 % of airline aircraft will be so equipped in 1995 and
subsequently this proportion should increase appreciably.
The use of satellites will depend upon the standards of performance that can be ensured in high
traffic-density airspace.
2.5.

Automation

Automated assistance will play an ever-increasing part in the air traffic control process.
The growth in traffic demand will require that the capacity of the airspace be significantly increased
and that ATC be provided with the facilities for taking action in a flexible manner and without
constraints for the user. It is only through the extensive use of automated assistance that this can be
achieved, and full use will need to be made of computers in providing the capability for the following
-

Storing and processing large quantities of data,
Assessing small variations hardly detectable by human operators,
Rapidly simulating predictable future situations.

The man-machine relationship, by which the real benefits of computer assistance are largely
conditioned, needs to be improved by new capabilities in display techniques and computer dialogue
which are being developed in various fields. These will have to be adapted to the particular needs of
ATS.
System reliability and integrity are subjects of major concern arising from the increased use of
automation in a field in which safety is of overriding importance.
Compatibility between the processing systems of adjacent areas will be essential.
The transition from one level of automation to another and the implementation of automated facilities in
adjacent centres are matters which will need to be carefully studied.
The EUROCONTROL concept sees three applications of automatic assistance
-

Flight path prediction,
Improvements in organising the expected traffic situation,
Automatic assistance in monitoring.

The contribution of increased automation to control capacity is illustrated in the following diagram.
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2.5.1.

Flight path prediction

The achievement of, significant improvements in the organisation of the traffic situation and the
application of automated assistance for monitoring activities require the ability to make high-quality
prediction of aircraft flight paths.
The EUROCONTROL concept distinguishes between two types of flight path prediction
(i)

That required for the short-term prevention of collisions, which consequently has a short reaction
time, a low false-alarm rate and a high-detection probability;

(ii)

That required in support of systems for the planning and sequencing of traffic which cover, for
example, the pre-structuring of traffic in a given control sector and the achieving of optimum
arrival sequencing.

Each type of flight path prediction thus has its own requirements as regards the nature and the source
of the data employed, the frequency of updating and the level of performance.
It has to be emphasised that the provision of an automatic air-ground data link is the necessary
condition which will allow the limitations in the use of flight path prediction techniques to be overcome
since it will allow communication between the PMS/FMS systems and the ground-based computer systems.
2.5.2.

Organisation of the expected traffic situation

This concerns the harmonisation of strategic and tactical measures. In fact, control efficiency depends
upon, firstly, the ability to forecast traffic situations and to influence these situations by planning
measures and, secondly, the possibility of deciding on tactical measures which are consistent with the
planned situation.
During the period of application of the concept, artificial intelligence will have made marked progress
and it is likely that computers will then be able to be used to reproduce organised, planned, traffic
situations and to rationalise them as necessary by adaptation to specific sets of circumstances.
In addition, the combination of high-quality flight path prediction, of selective display facilities and
warning features will allow the problems involved to be categorised and assigned different degrees of
priority and make it possible to assist controllers in organising the expected traffic situation and in
monitoring the safe progress of each flight from take-off to landing.
2.5.3.

Automatic assistance in monitoring

The Concept emphasises the following aspects of automated assistance in this field
-

-

The identification of non-conflict situations,
The ensuring of safety,
Improvements in the management of arriving flights.

2.5.3.1.

Identification of non-conflict situations

It is considered that the ability to identify real non-conflict situations with certainty should improve
control capacity in a significant degree.
It would in fact allow the controller to concentrate his
attention on the flights which actually pose a problem and would reduce the number of interventions on
the part of ATC, with the result that unnecessary disturbances which detract from the optimum conduct
of the flight are eliminated.
2.5.3.2. Ensuring safety
This is a matter which is dealt with at three levels; in decreasing order of the time involved these are
-

Prevention of in-flight collisions by the controller, with the assistance of automatic warning aids,
particularly in areas of high traffic density.

-

The use of a short-term conflict alert (STCA) facility, based on a maximum of 2 minutes warning
time and using only data that is obtained automatically from the surveillance system.

-

The use of airborne collision-avoidance systems (ACAS);

it is expected that the carriage of such

systems will not be mandatory for some time.
2.5.3.3. Improvements in the managing of arrival flights
There will be a need to adopt procedures and to set up facilities which will aim at providing the
optimum utilisation of available runways and landing capacity; this will minimise delays while respecting
the users' requirements for optimum descent flight paths.
Automated assistance will play an important role here in several ways, namely in the general
organisation of traffic, the determining of the landing sequence, the acquisition and processing of flight
profile data and the preparation of air traffic control messages.
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2.6.

Procedures

The procedures empltoyed will be directly deperident on the quality of the surveillance, communications
and navigation systems and the capabilities of the ATC system.
2.6.1.

Separation minima

It is considered that the following minima will apply
Vertical_separation
1000 feet at all levels.
Horizontal sAeparatio
(i)

Lateral separation : 7 to 8 NM between parallel routes continuously monitored by radar and with
some form of automatic deviation warning.

(ii)

Longitudinal separation : 10 NM if an automatic conflict alert system is utilised.

(iii)

Radar separation : 5 NM or 3 NM as specified by ICAO.

2.6.2.

Airspace sectorisation

The airspace will continue to be divided into sectors. However, automatic conflict-detection techniques
should enable the planning of air traffic to be performed over a length of flight path involving several
(executive) control sectors. The ability of aircraft to maintain cleared conflict-free tracks will reduce
the number of occasions on which ATC intervention will be necessary.
2.6.3.

Route network

The RNAV capability of aircraft will make it possible to rely on a basic route network and offer
increasing freedom in the application of "off-route" flight paths and the introduction of closely-spaced
parallel tracks.
2.7.

Summary of the concept and its principal features

The traffic densities that are forecast for the beginning of the coming century are such as to give rise
to the recommendation of an evolution towards a "semi-open sky" concept which will make it possible to
deal with the problems of capacity. The concept is based on the use of area navigation and area
control and is designed to increase flexibility and efficiency in the utilisation of airspace; in
particular, pernanently or quasi-permanently reserved airspaces will virtually disappear.
Other essential features are the use of SSR Mode S and the setting up of an air-ground data link.
development of automatic ground-ground data links will also be involved.

The

Control capacity will be increased through an increase in automated assistance.
The concept requires the use of flight path prediction of high quality. In this connection, automatic
links between on-board PMS/FMS and ATC computers on the ground will play an essential role.
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3.

THE EUROCONTROL ORGANISATION'S PROGRAMME OF STUDIES,
OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

3.1.

The EUROCONTROL Convention

TESTS AND TRIALS AND

The Protocol amending the EUROCONTROL International Convention stipulates that the Organisation,
consisting of the Permanent Commission (at the ministerial level) and the Agency (the executive organ)
shall, amongst others, undertake the following tasks :
o

to promote and conduct studies, tests and trials relating to air navigation ; to collect and distribute
the results of studies, tests and trials carried out by the Contracting Parties in the field of air
navigation ;

o

to coordinate the Contracting Parties' research and development programmes
techniques in the field of air navigation.

3.2.

Facilities and resources

3.2.1.

The EUROCONTROL Agency

relating to new

The EUROCONTROL Agency has study departments at its headquarters in Brussels and substantial
hardware and software facilities at the EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre at Br~tigny-sur-Orge in the
Paris area. These facilities include air traffic control simulators, a computer complex, software tools
and test benches for different purposes. A large part of EUROCONTROL's expertise and resources are
devoted to its programme of studies, tests and trials.
3.2.2.

The Member States

Experts from Member States assist in the preparation and carrying out of the studies, tests and trials
programme.
However, some of the Member States have not only their own ATC research and
development establishments but also aeronautical research and development establishments.
This is
particularly advantageous in the context of the future concept given the need to combine expertise from
both of these fields.
3.2.3.

Proiect PHARE
Organisation)

(Programme

for

Harmonised

ATM

Research

in

the

EUROCONTROL

In the EUROCONTROL concept, major importance is attached to the combining in the future of certain
research rnd development activities in the aeronautical field with research and development activities in
the ATC field (the latter will require a detailed knowledge of aircraft performance and avionics).
In this connection, the EUROCONTROL Agency has recently launched an initiative which it is proposing
will take shape under the name of the project PHARE. The purpose of this project is to find the means
of harmonising the ATM research and development work performed by aeronautical research and
experimental establishments with the work performed by ATC research establishments.
The establishments concerned are the following
(a) Aeronautical establishments
CEV, Br6tigny, and CERT, Toulouse, both in France
DFVLR, Brunswick, the Federal Republic of Germany
NLR, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
RAE, Bedford, United Kingdom.
(b) ATC establishments
ATCEU, Hum, and RSRE-AD4, Malvern, both in the United Kingdom
BFS, Frankfurt, the Federal Republic of Germany
CENA, Athis-Mons, and STNA, Paris, both In France
DFVLR and NLR, listed under (a), which also have ATC research departments
EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre (EEC), Br6tigny, France.
The PHARE initiative, in which :stabllshments in non-Member States would be able to participate,
should have the following features and capabilities
o
o
o
o
o

Be multi-disciplinary
Facilitate access to flight test aircraft, flight simulators and real-time ATC simulators
Make it possible to analyse the tests and trials carried out and provide essential feedback to system
designers
Stimulate research through the exchange of staff, ideas and results
Assist in the harmonising of action along the lines of the EUROCONTROL ATM concept.

PHARE is an ambitious programme but it is one that is essential for the evaluation and implementation of
the systems which will have to cope with the problems to be faced In the year 2000.
3.3.

The Studies, Tests and Trials Programme connected with the Concept

The key items in this programme are the following :
-

The improvement of the surveillance and air-ground communications systems (Mode S Radar and
automatic data link)
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-

The increase in automation involving in particular an improvement in 4D flight path prediction and
close coupling between the pilot and the controller.

-

The improvement in evaluation methods (using "demonstrators" providing a realistic representation
of the airspace concerned) and in training facilities.

An important part of the programme is devoted to the analysis of the conditions to be met in order that
the ground-based systems may in the future have the necessary facilities for the acquisition and the
utilisation of the relevant on-board flight parameters.
The following diagram is an indication of the inter-relationship of the main components to be considered
in the programme.
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Fig.2

3.3.1.

Mode S radar and automatic data link

The Agency has always been closely interested in developments in secondary radar along the lines of
ADSEL/DABS and when the need arose at the beginning of the 1980s to envisage the adoption by ICAO
of standards for the Mode S radar system, a trial and evaluation programme was put in hand.
At the present stage, this programme includes :
the validation and proposal of standards to be sent to ICAO
studies intended to identify the problems inherent in the transition from the current type of
SSR towards Mode S
studies connected with the operation of the system and the utilisation by ATC of the automatic
data link.
3.3.1.1.
(i

The facilities employed

Ground-based facilities

France and the United Kingdom are currently setting up three Mode S radar stations between them:
the station in France is located in the Paris area. while the two in the United Kingdom are located
respectively at Malvern and Gatwick (the latter being mobile).
(ii)

Airborne equipment

The Member States are jointly financing by means of the Agency's budget the development and
acquisition of thirty Mode S transponders of performance level 4 as specified in the Annex 10 to the
ICAO Convention. These transponders should have been delivered by 1988 and will make it possible to
test the technical operation and the surveillance part of the data link. However, the transponders have
to be supplemented by an item of equipment which will allow the evaluation of the ATC applications of
the data link. A study has therefore been made of a unit which will bring together the appropriate
on-board data and process it for transmission to the ground and also distribute the data transmitted to
the aircraft from the ground : this item of equipment is called a Data Link Processing Unit (DLPU).
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A contract has recently been concluded for the development of 12 Data Link Prccessing Units. These
will be installed on airline aircraft for the majority of the trials, but flight test aircraft will also be
used.
Other equipment

(iii)

The evaluation programme is based on the use of ground interrogators, on-board Mode S transponders
and DLPUs for the data link evaluation.
However, the programme also requires various analysis and
evaluation tools such as arithmetical simulation models and a system known as the Data Link and
Transponder Analyser System (DATAS) which it is envisaged will be produced jointly with the FAA.
3.3.1.2.

Programme timetable

Having been preceded by the installation as from 1983 of the ground stations and on-board equipment,
the evaluation programme should enter its active phase in 1988 as regards the surveillance function and
the multi-site aspects, and continue in 1989 and beyond in connection with the ATC applications of the
data link. The programme also includes studies into airborne collision-avoidance systems (ACAS) which
have already been, or will be, the subject of experiments conducted in France and the United Kingdom.
3.3.2.

Satellite communications ; the PRODAT proiect

Together with the United Kingdom and Spain, the EUROCONTROL Agency is a member of the group
engaged ir the ATC experimental programme known as PRODAT which is sponsored by the Europe;'i
Space Agency. This programme should serve as a basis for additional studies in the field of automatic
dependent surveillance (ADS).
3.3.3.

Increased automation

3.3.3.1.

General

The increased use of automated systems in the decision-making process (an increase which is essential
in order to cope with the growth in traffic demand) entails research and development at several levels,
the following in particular :
-

The man-machine dialogue
An improvement in flight path prediction necessitating, firstly, the evaluation of, and improvement
in, the quality of the input data, in particular the components of the aircraft state vector and
weather data, and, secondly, the development of the algorithms concerned
The system functions as described In 2.5. above
System reliability and integrity (these are always-present concerns).

3.3.3.2.

The man!machine dialogue

In the context of the introduction of "strip-less" ATC systems, the Agency has begun to evaluate the
problems connected with the man/machine dialogue in a highly-automated environmert. This matter has
recently been the subject of real-time trials and simulations concerned in particular with the use of a
colour code for the different Items of information presented to the controller. This programme is
continuing and may be extended to other aspects of the man/machine dialogue such as the introduction
of speech recognition, and may go so far as to develop minimum operational performances for the
dialogue and display system intended for use by the controller.
3.3.3.3.

Flight path prediction

During the decades ahead, the aircraft to be handled will be equipped with avionics of different
degrees of capability, from 4D-FMS to 2D-RNAV.
In addition, air/ground data exchange equipment will
progressively be Installed.
ATC will therefore find itself in a situation in which, to put It in simple terms, there will be two
categories of aircraft to handle :
(a) One category will be able automatically to determine, transmit to ATC, and follow (and, if
necessary, recalculate) optimum flight profiles ; this will enable ATC to "negotiate" an acceptable
flight profile rather than predict the flight path to be followed ;
(b) Another category which although able to comply with the separation standards in force, will not be
able to follow a flight profile with any greater degree of accuracy than that of the predicted flight
path which is calculated by ATC from the data that is available to it.
It can therefore be envisaged that the data defining the predicted flight paths used by ATC will be
obtained from two different sources, one on board the aircraft and the other by ATC on the ground.
In both cases the data link will be essential for the transmission of the flight path as determined by the
on-board FMS or of the data comprising the aircraft state vector.
The studies to be put in hand or pursued further can be summarised as follows
-

The detailed evaluation of the accuracy with which the presumed flight path of the aircraft in space
and time is monitored.
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-

The development and validation of the algorithms for the calculation of the flight path ; it may be
noted that the quality of the input data and the complexity of the algorithms vary according to the
length of the period of time with which the prediction is concerned.

-

Research into the methods whereby accurate weather data can be obtained by ATC centres on the
ground and on board aircraft in flight.

3.3.3.4.

System functions

As referred to above, the EUROCONTROL concept covers two other major fields in connection with the
prediction of flight paths. These are :
-

Improvements in organising the expected traffic situation

-

Automated assistance in monitoring activities, which covers the identification of non-conflict
situations, the ensuring of safety and improvements in the management of arriving flights.

Preliminary studies have already begun on some of these aspects. In the case of others, the studies
and trials are a continuation of these activities which are already in progress, for example, flight path
prediction, improvements in the short-term conflict alert system, assistance in conflict detection and
resolution as a part of the CAPE planning function and ACAS studies.
In yet other cases such as improvements in the management of arriving flights, the research work,
trials and operational evaluations have already been carried out for several years either within the
EUROCONTROL Agency (e.g. Zones of Convergence) or in the Member States (e.g. COMPASS, HAP,
MAESTRO, TCSDG-UK).
3.3.4.

Evaluation and te-aining methods and facilities;
demonstrators

3.3.1I.1.

General

ATM

Up to the present time, the research, trials and operational evaluation carried out prior to the
introduction of new functions have placed relatively little importance on a global systems approach which
would take due account of the factors involved in the ground-based ATC system as well as the factors
involved in the air traffic situation.
The result is that in the experiments and trials carried out the aeronautical side of the overall situation
is represented either in an over-simplified way (aircraft performance, simulation of flight path, and so
on) or in a too restricted manner (e.g. exercises of an experimental type in which the aircraft behave
in a realistic manner but whose traffic sample is small as regards both the number and types of
aircraft). The same is true as regards ATC training and re-training facilities.
This could be acceptable if the ATC system were capable of adapting itself to the advances in aircraft
design without there being any significant dialogue between aircraft designers and ATC planners.
In this connection, however, it is clear that foreseeable developments will require a change of attitude
both the future growth of traffic and the potential capabilities of the avionics installed in today's
aircraft demand that an overall approach should be adopted.
3.3.4.2.

ATM demonstrators

In view of the foregoing the facilities used for ATM evaluation and training have to evolve towards a
closer and more realistic integration of the airborne and ground-based components of the air traffic
control system. Such an evolution, whose importance can easily be appreciated, is not at all easy to
put into effect. This has already been found when, for example, there has been a need to have
documentation containing actual performance data of aircraft, to know the algorithms of Flight
Management Systems or to get to grips with the problems of the interface between integrated flight data
systems and an air-ground and ground-air automatic data link.
It is evident that in the medium term the desired changes are very much conditioned by what exists at
the present time whether ii actual use or In an advanced stage of experimental development, for
example, Mode S.
It is extremely important that the initial stages of implementation of the Concept should take into
account the longer-term aims so that the transition to higher levels of performance can take place
smoothly.
The need for a real-stic representation of the airborne side of the equation when evaluating future ATM
system functions has already been taken into account in a number of trials in which the essential
component was the use of airline flight simulators (for different types of aircraft) which were actually
"piloted" by airline flight crews (ZOC/Cintia is an example).
Similarly, where real-time simulation systems are concerned, the necessary arrangements have been
made to replace the simulated navigation of aircraft of the "blip driver" kind by sub-systems which
provide realistic behaviour of the different types of aircraft in service.
In the various stages of research and trials, it will be increasingly important to have the interactive
participation of advanced flight simulators, of flight test aircraft and, in the ultimate stages, of actual
airline aircraft.
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Moreover, while accepting that the future concept will have to come about as the result of a continuous
and evolving process of implementation of new functions, it may be considered that the production of
demonstrators which incorporate the most advanced forms of technology and a number of revolutionary
concepts such as artificial intelligence, automatic speech recognition, automatic conflict resolution and
other automatic systems, will be such as to bring about fruitful reflection on what is involved. This is
the path that the Agency proposes to follow in the development of the tools required for the research
programme that is linked with the concept for the year 2000 and beyond - and in which the first (and
modest) step consists in carrying out a real-time simulation that has been given the name of ARC 2000.
3.3.4.3.

Training methods and facilities

The methods and facilities for the training and re-training of personnel will of necessity have to be
adapted to the changes in the ATM system and take its new aspects into account. In this connection
also, a number of studies and developments have begun to indicate new courses of action that can be
followed in the years ahead.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

Two of the main characteristics of the ATM concept are the use of an air- ground and ground-air data
link to ensure close cooperation between aircraft in flight and the ATC services on the ground, and the
introduction of automation into decision-making processes.
The medium-term solutions include, firstly, an improved aircraft navigation system leading to RNAV
and, secondly, an improved surveillance system through the use of Mode S which will introduce the
long-awaited automatic data link.
There is not much time remaining to take appropriate action in response to the need for an increase in
the capacity of the air traffic management system.
The substantial programme of research 9nd trials involved in the progressive implementation of the ATM
concept necessitates due reflection and concerted action between all the parties concerned together with
the provision of the resources required, whether tools or expertise, in both quality and quantity.
Active community cooperation - in the wide sense of the term - is more than ever essential.
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LE CONCEPT DU FUTUR SYSTEME ATS EUROCONTROL

et
LE PROGRAMME D'ETUDES, ESSAIS ET EXPERIMENTATIONS
V. Vachi~ry

Direction Technique
Organisation Europ~enne pour la S~curit6 de la Navigation A~rienne
EUROCONTROL
72. rue de la LOI. B-1040. Bruxelles
1.

INTRODUCTION.

L'6re des d6veloppernents paraIliles et non concert~s des syst~mes au sot et de I'avionique de guidage,
de navigation et de communications est ,dvolue. La recherche de conditions d'exploitation 6conomiques
optimales d'une part, et Ij n~cessit6 de faire face ) un trafic croissant d'autre part. Imposent aux
responsables de Ia Cestion du Trafic A~rien (Air Trafic Management-ATM) des solutions qui marient
harmonjeusement les technologies disponibles au sol et 5 bard.
Les concepteurs slaccordent A penser que I'accroissement de Ia capacit6 et de I'4fficarit6 de la gestion
du trafic tout en respectant les imp6ratifs de s6curit6, impliquent deux 616ments essentiels:
-Une concertation 6troite entre le domaine
liaison de donnbes entre Ies calculateurs
calculateurs; au sol. Cette liaison est la
trajectoire de i'avion dans I'espace et dans

"AIR" et le domaine "SOL", rendue possible par une
des syst~mes de guidage embarqu~s (FMS) et les
condition n~cessaire 5 une pr6vision pr~cise de Ia
le temps (trajectoires 4-D).

-Une intensification du recours 5 Ilautomatisation, non seulement 5 I'appui des op6rations de
routine mais 6galement dans Ie processus de d~cision aussi bien
bord qu'au sol.
Ces aspects sont bien pris en compte dans [a "Description du Concept du Futur Systbme ATS"
dIEUROCONTROL (Doc 87.1007 de Mai 1987). Ce concept. auquel ont travaill6 les experts des 6tats
membres et de I'Agence ainsi que des repr~sentants d'organisations d'usagers (IA*TA. IACA, IAOPA) et
de I'industrie europ6enne (AECMA) a 6t6 approuv6 sur le plan des principes par Ia Commision des
Ministres d'EUROCONTROL en Juillet 1987.
L'affinement du concept et sa mat~rialisation, 5 I'horizon 2000. impliquent ie d6ploiement, au niveau de
I'Organisation d'un vaste programme de recherche, 6tudes, essais et experimentations qui fera appel aux
ressources des 6tats membres et de I'Agence. Certaines parties du programme connaisent dbjN une
activlt6 intense.
Dans ce qui suit, on passera d'abord en revue les caract~ristiques essentielles du concept. les principes
qui doivent en guider Ia mise en oeuvre, les fonctions ATC et les composantps principales. 5 savoir, les
syst~me de surveillance, de communications et de navigation. et les aspects Uis 5 I'assistance
automatisbe.
On pr6sentera ensulte Ie programme d'6tudes essais et exp~rimentations qui s'attache au d~veloppement
du concept, en faisant r~f~rence aux ressources 5 d~ployer. tant dans les dtats membres qu'au sein de
I'Agence.
2.

DESCRIPTION DU CONCEPT.

2.1.

G&alit~s.

Le concept futur dolt r6sulter d'un processus 6volutif et contlnu, ce qul n'exclut pas qu'II comporte des
changements r6volutionnalres par rapport au syst~me actuel. Ses constituants principaux sont cens6s
apparaltre 5 la fin des ann~es 1990. 11vise une p~rode s'~tendant jusqu'5 2010/2015.
Plusleurs approches ont 6t6 consid6r~es allant du statu quo 6 un concept A "diel ouvert" en passant par
des concepts b "capaclt6 maximum", 5 11s~gr~gation maximum" ou 5 un concept de trafic totalement
planifi6 par ordinateur.
C'est un concept 5 "ciel semi ouvert" qui a Wt retenu
11 tend 5 une utilisation plus efficace de I'espace a~rien par I'applicatlon progressive aux niveaux
inf6rieurs de Ia notion de coordination 6troite et de souplesse d'emplol de I'espace telle qu'elle pr6vaut
actuellement dans I'espace supbrleur.
11est bas4 sur Ia navigation de surface (RNAV) et sur un contr8le de surface (iI restera n~cessaire
d'avoir recours b un r~seau succlnt de routes publes).
11sloriente vers Ia suppression de Ia notion d'espaces r6serv6 permanent ou semi-permanent.
Le concept tel qu'lI est d~crlt concerne les domalnes suivants:
-

Contr8le de Ia circulation adrienne;
Gestlon des courants de trafic;
Gestlon de Ilutllsation de l'espace a6rien;
Espace a~rien et r6seau de routes;
Installations de navigation;
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Les experts qui ant oeuvr6 A la description du concept ant eu pour souci de le rendre acceptable en
dehors de la zone EUROCONTROL et d'en faire un outil utilisable pour la planification ATS pour
I'ensemble de la r4gion EUR de l'OACI.
2.2.

Les PrinciMe.

Les principes devant guider [a r~alisation et l'exploitation du futur syst~me ATS sont
ci-dessous:

rdsum~s

1. Conformit6 aux normes et pratiques recommand~es de l'OACI.
2. Continuit6 et s~curit6 des op~rations.
3.

Redondance appropri~e pour les 6quipements de Navigation, de Surveillance et de Communications.

4.

Minimisation de la duplication des inayens.

5.

Equilibre des responsabilit~s humaines (pilate et contraleur) en milieu automatis4.

6. Le syst~me dessert l'ens-mble de Ilespace et la totalit6 du trafic.
7. Organisation de Ilespace agrien bas~e sur un concept de contrigle de surface par opposition 5 un
concept 5 r~seau de routes fixes.
8.

Exploitation maximale des possibilitis des 6quipements de bard modernes.

9. Utilisatlon de la notion de sp~cifications de performances minimales.
10. Orientations bas&es sur Ilanalyse co~t/efficacit6 et l'appr~ciation opgrationnelle-technique.
11. Fonctions de gestion du trafic assurkes essentiellement par les services au sol.
12. Aptitude A faire face aux demandes.
13. Equllibre entre la gestlon des courants de trafic (ATFM) et les services de contrale (ATC).
14. Eviter [a s6gr6gation de Ilespace.
15. Le pilate est responsable de )a navigation (sauf guidage Radar).
16. Pas de rbgles de priorit6 systamatiques.
17. Harmonisation fonctionnelle des services.
18. Compatibilit6 des 6changes de donn~es.
2.3.

Les fonctlons ATC.

les fonctions ATC ant 6t r6pertoribes comme suit:
Fonction ATC 1 :Eviter les collisions en vol.
Cette fonction s'exerce 5 trois niveaux:
-5

mayen terme (We cinq 6avingt minutes) -Service ATC-

-A

court terme (We l'ordre de deux minutes) Dispositif type "Filet de sauvegarde".

-Imm~diat (de l'ordre de trente secondes). Option nel. Syst~me soit totalement
embarqu6 ou mixte air-sal.
Fonction ATC 2 :Eviter les collisiorns au sol.
Fonction ATC 3 :Eviter les collisions avec le sal.
Fonction ATC 4 :Assurer I16fficacit& optimale pour la condulte du vol de chaque a6ronef.
Fonction ATC 5 :Mise jour de llnformation de vol n6cessaire aux 6quipages (conditions m~t4o, 6tat
des installations au sal. etc... ).
Fonction ATC 6 :Assistance ad-hoc sur demande.
Fonction ATC 7 :Acquisition et retransmission en temps r~el, par le sal d'Information m~t~o
disponible 5 bard. ceci est particuli~rement indispensable pour une bonne pr~vIslon
de trajectoire).
Fonction ATC 8

Identification des vcls pour les besoins de Ia d6fense.

Fonction ATC 9 :ActivIt~s 116es 6 Ia gestion des courants de trafic.
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Fonction ATC 10 :

Echanges d'information pour la gestion de l'utilisaiion de l'espace ak-ien.

Fonction ATC 11 :

Assistance ATC aux op~rations SAR (pour mimoire).

Fonction ATC 12:- Foui-niture d'inforraations pour le calcul des redevances (pour Caoire!!!!)_
2.4.

les done dentrie au systhme.

Le niveau de performance des fonctions de contr~le est conditionnfi par la qtzaItM des donn'&es d'entrie
au syst~ne ATC. Ces donnies risultent de la crkinaison de I'exploitation des sysiines de
Surveillance, de Commnunications et de navigation.
Dans chacun de ces domaines des ac~lioi-ations; fondwnetales sent 5 prevor.
2.4.1.

Le sysiim* de surveillance.

La recherche d'un accroissement de la densit6 potentielle du trafic par une reduction des espacements
implique pour le tyst~rne de surveillance des acm~irations dans:
-

la prkision du relevC- de position;

-

la detection en temps voulu des erreurs grossibres de navigation;

-

la fiabilit

dans l'identification des a~ronefs;

Pour la piriode consid&rie

la surveillance continuera d'9tre assur~e par des radars au1 Sol.

Le radar secondaire de surveillance sera Ilobjet d'am~lioratlons par les techniques "monopulse'
Le SSR Mode S permettra, dlans les zones i forte densit6 de ti-afic :
-

l'am~lioration de [a fiabiljtM des informnations SSR (position, identification, altitude);

-

l'amilioration de [a surveillance et de la pr~vision des d~placements dans le plan vertical;

-

l'acquisition autornatique par le sol. giice 5 la liaison de donn~es, des indicatifs d'appel;

-

Par cette msne liaison de donnies, l'acquisition autornatique des paramn'tres du vecteur
d16tat de Ilavion et d'autres donnies disponibles 5 bard. avec pour consC-quence la possibilitM
d'am~liorer la qualit6 de [a poursuite et de [a prediction de trajectoire;

-

l'adaptation selective i chaque ae-ronef de la cadence de renouvellement des informnations en
fonction des besoins du moment de l'ATC;

La mise en place de station Mode S est le type maine d'action qui demande 5 9tre saigneusernent
coordonnie au niveau regional OACI. Cet aspect revfit une importance toute particulire dans le
programme d'6tudes d'EUROCONTROL.
La "surveillance d~pendante ", I possibilit6 de fournir au sal des informnations de position mesur~es
bard ) trauvera un potentiel d'application avec le mode S, sa liaisap de donn&!s air-sal, ou l'utilisation
de satellites spatiaux. 11 est considgr6 que Ilemploi. dans un premier temps de la technologie Mode S
sera de nature 5 faciliter Ilintroduction ult~rieure de la technologie "satellites".
Bien entendu, des investigations sant n~cessaires aux plans de la flabilit6 et de l'int~gitM des
syst~nies.
La surveillance d6pendante. gtudiiie 5 l'&helon mondial par le comit6 FANS de l'OACI. peut fire vue
comme le meilleur chaix dans le cas o~z la surveillance ind~pendante ne peut raisonnablement Etre mise
en oeuvre, par exeinple vols oc~aniques ou 5 basse altitude.
Un sys~ine coop~ratif ind~pendant 5 base de satellites. qui permettrait une mesure de position de
l'avian 5 bard. au sal. ou par le segment spatial. pr~sente th~ariquexnent des avantages par rapport 5
un syst~me radar au sal. Toutefois, il s'agirait ici d'un d6veloppemnent qul d~passe la seule Europe. If a
sembl6 pr~matur6, 5 ce stade. de retenir ce type de syst~ne.
Le radar primaire ne devrait plus 6tre utilis6 dans les espaces oi les conditions de trafic et la d~tectian
du radar secondaire de surveillance (SSR) sont telles qu'un service sar peut 9tre garanti. Toutefois
son emploi demeurera n~cessaire, salt en combinaisan avec le SSR pour faire face 5 des situations de
trafic mixte (avions dot~s au non de SSR, par exemple autour de zones terminales impartantes) sait
pour satisfaire 5 des imp6ratifs militaires.
2.4.2.

Le Systame de Communications.

Les Communications Air-Sal. connaitront une avanc~e impartante. de par l'introduction d'une liaison de
donn~es automatis~e entre le bard et le sal. On estime que ce fait aura des implications aussi
consid~rable que Ilintroduction, en son temps, du radar.
Une telle liaison est essentielle pour l'acquisition de dann~es 5 bard, pour tirer le plein b~ndfice d'une
assistance automatis~e qui permette d'accrattre la capacit6 d'absorption du trafic. Elie offre par ailleurs
la possibilit6, dans l'avenir, de permettre depuis le bard. linterrogation de bases de donnkes au sal
telles que M~t~a. AIS etc..
Les Communications verbales demeureront indispensables comme le mayen le plus pratique de dialoguer
entre pilotes et contr~leurs. Leur volume d~pendra , bien entendu. de l'intensit6 de Ilemploi de la

liaison autcxnatique de donnies Air-Sol. 11 reste qu'une couverture VHF cc nplite restera n~c~ssaire,. 5
laquelle se substituera pour les r~gions maritimes par exemple, [a possibilitg d'utiliser des liaisons
phonic par-satellites.
Les Cocinunications Sol-Sol connaitront un d~veloppnsment considirable des &changes autociatiques dont
le CIDIN et les r~seaux publics de transmission de donnies constitueront le support. Codi perrnettra
l'utilisation rationnelle du systime informatique i bases de donn~es distribu~es que
cocporte l'ATC.
2.4.3.

Le svstime de navication.

Le futur syst~rme se fonde sur l'emploi de Ia navigation de surface IRNAV) qui perrnet de s'affranchir
de ['implantation des installations au sol. 11 est en conform it6 avec la recoaxnandation de la Septi~me
EIJR RAN et le plan de navigation a~rienne qui distingue RNAV de base et RNAV de pr~cision. 11 fait
appel 2U concept de niveau de performance requis (RNPC).
11 b~tifficiera du fait que, dans la p~riode consid&ree la grande rnajorit6 des avions seront dotes de FMS
(60 5 70% des appareils des flottes; cocxmerciales en ISSSJ. proportion qui devrait ensuite augmenter
sensiblernent.
intervenir au plan de
L'infrastucture du syst&ne de navigation d~pend strictemrent de dkisions
l'OACI.
L'utilisation de satellites sera fonction des niveaux de performance gaz-anti dans Ins espaces i forte
densit6 de trafic.

L'assistance automzatis~e prendra une part de plus en plus pr~pond~rante dans le processus de contr~le.
LUaccroissemnent de la demande de trafic nkcssitera que la capacith de Ilespace agrien soit
significativement augmentie et que Ie contrale se donne Ins rnoyans d'intervenir avec souplesse et de
fagon non contraignante pour Ilusager- Ccci nWest possible que par un recours accru 5 flassistance
autvczatisA-e et en se dotant de possibilit~s:
- de stockage et de ti-aitement de grandes quantit~s d'inforniation
- de d~tection de petites variations difficiff-=-ent discernables par llopgrateur humain
- de simulation rapide de situations futures prgvisibles.
La relation hoimme-machine, qui conditionne largement Ins b~n~fices reels de Passistance automatisL~e,
devrait pouvoir fitre am~lior~e par le fait du diveloppemnent des techniques de visualisation et de
dialogue auquel on assiste dans divers domaines. If faudra Ins adapter aux bosoins sp~cifiques ATM.
La fi abilit 6 et Pint~gritC- du syst-eme constituent des sujets de pr~occupation majeurs suscitts par un
recours accru 5 Pinformatique dans un domaine ofz la skurit6 dolt pr~valoir.
La cocipatibilit6 entre systianes de traitement sera primordiale.
La transition d'un niveau d'automnatisation vers azn niveau sup~rieur et la prise en compte des actions
menies dans les centres voisins devra faire flobjet d'L'ne attention toute particuliire.
Le Concept ELIROCONTROL distingue trois domaines principaux
-La prediction des trajectoires.
-L'am~lioration dans l'organisation de la situation de trafic envisag~e,
-L'assistance automatique

Ia surveillance,

La contribution du recours accru 5 I'automatisation 6 flaugmentation do Ia capacit6 du contr8le est
illustr~e dans Ie diagramrno suivant:

SYSTM

UTIONS

H

QFig.T1
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Procidures

2.6.

Les procedures employbes seront bien entendu fonction directe de la qualit6 des syst~mes de
surveillance, communications et navigation ainsi que de ]a performance du systime de contr~le au sol.
2.6.1.

Minima de s~paration

11 est consid~r6 que les minima suivants seront eppliqu~s
S~paration verticale
1000 pieds i tous les niveaux.

-

Separation horizontale
-lat~rale :7 1 8 miles nautiques entre routes paralliles ,sous surveillance radar et avec detection
automatique d'&cart.
-longitudinale :10 miles nautiques, A condition d'utiliser un dispositif d'alerte automatique aux
conflits.
-radar :5 NM ou 3NM tel que prescrit par l'OACI.
2.6.2.

Sectorisation

L'espace agrien continuera
devraient permettre A la
executifs. L'aptitude des
consC-quence une reduction
2.6.3.

Zk6tre d~coupi en secteurs. Toutefois les techniques de pr&Iiction de conflits
planification de s'exercer sur des trongons interessant plusieurs secteurs
avions 5 suivre des routes autoris'&es exemptes de conflits aura pour
des interventions de I'ATC.

R~seau de routes

La possibilit6 de navigation de surface permettra de se reposer sur un r6seau de routes de base et
donnera plus de latitude aux trajectoires "hors route" et i Iintroduction de routes parall~les
rapproch~es.
2.7.

R~sum6 du concept et id~es forces

Lez densit6s de trafic pr6visibles A l'horizon 2000 aminent 5 pr~coniser une 6volution vers un concept i
"cie. serni-ouvert" qui soit de nature A faire face aux probl~mes de capacit6
11 est bas6 sur la navigation de surface et sur un contr6le de surface.
11 tend A augmenter la souplesse et I'efficacit6 de l'exploitation de l'espace a~rien; en particulier. la
notion d'espace r~serv6 permanent ou quasi permanent devrait disparaitre.
11 est fond6 sur l'utilisation du SSR Mode S et sur l'exploitation d'une liaison de donn~es entre le sal et
le bord.
11 implique le d6velopement des liaisons automatiques sol-sol.
L'accroissement de capacit6 de contr8le est obtenue par une augmentation de l'assistance automatis~e.
11 n&e'site une pr~diction de trajectoire de haute qualit6. Une liaison automatique entre PMSIFMS et
calculateurs au so; joue ici un r~le primordial.
La fonction de gestion des courants de trafic s'appuie sur une Banque Centrale de Donnkes alimentant
les unit~s ATFM.
3. ETUDES

ESSAIS

EXPERIMENTATIONS

et

RECHERCHE

et

DEVELOPEMENT

DE l'ORGANISATION

EUROCONTROL
La Convention EUROCONTROL

3.1.

le Protocole amendant la Convention internationale EUROCONTROL stipule qu'entre autres t~ches,
IlOrganisation, constitu~e de Ia Commission permanente (au niveau des Ministres) et de l'Agence (organe
ex~cutif) est chargbe de:
-

promouvoir et ex~cuter des 6tudes~.des essais et exp~rimentations touchant Ia navigation a6rienne;
rassembler et diffuser le r6sultat des 6tudes. essais et experimentations effectu~es par les Parties
contractantes dans le domaine de la navigation a~rienne;

-

coordonner les programmes de recherche et d~veloppement des Parties contractantes relatifs aux
nouvelles techniques dans le domaine de Ia navigation a~rienne;

3.2.

Moyens et Ressources

3.2.1.

Agence EUROCONTROL

L'Agence dispose, au siL~ge 5 BruxeIle:., de d~partements dldtudes, et du
EUROCONTROL situ6 5 Br6tigny-sur -Orge (France), dans la r~gion parisienne.

Centre Exp~rlmental

Le Centre Exp6rimental est dot6 d'importantes ressources en mat~riel et logiciel (simulateurs de contrle
de la circulation a~rienne. centre de calcul. outils logiciels, bancs d'essais etc... ). 11 consacre une part
importante de son savoir-faire et de ses ressources au programme d'Etudes, Essais et Exp6rimentations
(E.E.E).
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2.5.1.

Prediction de trajectoires.

L'obtention dlam~liorations significatives dans l'organisation de la situation de trafic et l'assistance
automatique ;I la ;surveillance passe par la n~cessitd de disposer d'un syst~me de pr~diction de
trajectoire de haute qualit6.
le concept a distingu6 deux types de pr~diction
-L'un, utilis6 dans des fonctions de pr6vention d'abordage
court terme et permettant par
consdquence un temps de r6ponse rapide, une faible probabilitg de fausse alarme et forte probabilit6
de ditection.
-Pautre. destin6 supporter les fonctions de planification et d'ordonancement du traf ic telles que la
pr~structuration du trafic d'un secteur de contr~le et l'optimisation de la sequence d'arriv~es.
Chaque type de pr~diction a donc ses exigences propres en mati~re de nature. d'origine des donn~es,
de fr~quence de mise h jour et de performance.
11 convient de souligner que l'existence d'une liaison automatique air-sol est la condition n~cessaire 5 la
supression des limitations dlemploi des techniques de pr~vision de trajectoire en ce qu'elle ouvrira la
vole i la communication entre les syst~mes PMSIFMS et les syst~mes d'ordinateurs au so[.
2.5.2.

Organisation de la situation de trafic envisag~e

Ceci est du domaine de l'harmonisation des fonctions strat~giques et tactiques. En effet, l'efficacit6 du
contr~le d~pend, d'une part. de l'aptitude 5 pr6voir les situations de trafic, 5 agir sur ces situations
par des mesures de planification et, d'autre part, de la possibilit6 de d6cider de mesures tactiques qui
cadrent avec la situation pr~vue.
A l'horizon consid6r6. on estime que les techniques relatives 5 :'intelligence artificielle auront 6volu6 de
sorte 5 pouvoir reconstituer des situations de trafic organis~es et les rationaliser en fonctions de
circonstances sp~cifiques.
De plus la combinaison d'un sys~me dle prdvision de trajectoire de haute qualit6, de moyens s~lectifs de
visualisation et de dispositifs avertisseurs. devrait permettre de s~rier les probl~mes par ordre de
prioritd et assister le contr8leur dans l'organisation du trafic et dans le suivi du bon d~roulement du
vol du d~collage A Patterrissage.
2.5.3.

Assistance automatigue 6 la surveillance

Le concept met l'accent sur les aspects suivants;
-L'identification des situations non conflictuelles.
-La garantie de s~curit6.
-L'amdlioration de la gestion des vols
l'arrivie.
2.5.3.1.

Identification des situations non conflictuelles.

On consid~re que la d~tection avec certitude des situations de non conf lit r~elles devrait am~liorer de
fagon significative la capacit6 du contr8le. Ceci permettrait en effcet de concentrer Ilattention sur le
trafic qui pose probl~me et de r~duire les interventions de I'ATC avec pour cons~quence [a suppression
de perturbations inutiles b la conduite optimale du vol.
2.5.3.2.

Garantie de s~curith

Elie intervient A trois niveaux, par ordre de temps d6croissant:
-Pr~vention dec collisions par le contr8leur, avec assistance automatisbe, particuli~rement dans les
zones b haute densit6 de trafic.
-Dispositif d'alerte aux conflits 5 court terme ( A terme de 2 minutes maximum ) bas6 au soS et
utilisant exclusivement S'information d~riv~e automatiquement du syt~me de surveillance.
-Emploi de syst~mes anti-collision embarqu6s (ACAS); ce dernier 616ment pourrait rester optionel
pour quclque temps.
2.5.3.3.

Ai~lioration de la gestion des vols 6 S'arrivbe

I1 conviendra de mettre en place des proc~dures et des moyens qui permettent d'exploiter de mani~re
optimale la capacitS d'atterrissage disponible et par 16 de minimiser les retards, tout en respectant des
profils de vol conformes aux desiderata des usagers.
Ici encore l'asslstance automatisae devrait jouer un r8le important que ce soit au niveau de l'organisation
g~n~rale du trafic. de S'ordonancement des s6quences d'atterissage, de l'acqulsition et du traitement des
donn~es de profil de vol ainsi que de l'Alaboration des messages de contr8le.
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Procedures

2.6.

Les proc~dures employees seront bien entendu fonction directe de la quaiit6 des syst~mes de
surveillance, communications et navigation ainsi que de la performance du systame de contr6le au sal.
2.6.1.

Minima de s~paration

11 est consld6r6 que !es minima suivants seront appliqu6s
Separation verticale
-

1000 pieds 5 tous les niveaux.

S~paration horizontale
-latiraie :7 5 8 miles nautiques entre routes parall~les ,sous surveillance radar et avec d4tection
automatique d'&cart.
-longitudinale :10 miles nautiques, 5 condition d'utiliser un dispositif d'alerte automatique aux
confi its.
-radar :5 NM ou 3NM tel que prescrit par l'OACI.
2.6.2.

Sectorisation

L'espace agrien continuera
devraient permettre i [a
executifs. L'aptitude des
cons~quence une r~duction
2.6.3.

5 Wte d~coup6 en secteurs. Toutefais les tcchniques de pr~diction de canflits
planification de s'exercer sur des trongons interessant plusieurs secteurs
avions 5 suivre des routes autoris~es exemptes de conflits aura pour
des interventions de I'ATC.

R~seau dle routes

La possibilit6 de navigation de surface permettra de se reposer sur un r4seau de routes de base et
donnera plus de latitude aux trajectoires "hors route" et
l'introduction de routes parallies
rapproch~es.
2.7.

Rgsum6 du concept et id~es forces

Les densit4s de trafic pr~visibles 5 l'horizon 2000 am~nent 5 pr6coniser une dvolution vers un concept 5
"1ciel semi-ouvert" qui soit de nature 5 faire face aux problames de capacitd
11est bai6 sur la navigation de surface et sur un contr8le de surface.
11 tend 5 augmenter la souplesse et l'efficacit6 de Ilexploitation de l'espace agrien; en particulier. Ia
notion d'espace r~serv6 permanent ou quasi permanent devrait disparaitre.
1I est fond6 sur l'utilisation du -SSR Mode S et sur l'exploitatian d'une liaison de donn~es entre le sol et
le bard.
11 implique le d4velopement des liaisons automatiques sal-sal.
L'accroissement dle capacit6 de cantr6le est obtenue par une augmentation de l'assistance automatis~e
11 necessite une pr~diction de trajectaire de haute qualit6. Une liaison autamatique entre PMSIFMS et
calculateurs au sal joue ici un r8Ie primordial.
La fonctian dle gestion des courants de trafic s'appuie sur une Banque Centrale de Donn~es alimentant
los unit6s ATFM.
3. ETUDES

ESSAIS

EXPERIMENTATIONS

et

RECHERCHE

et DEVELOPEMENT

DE I'ORGANISATION

EUROCONTROL
3.1.

La Convention EUROCONTROL

le Protocole amondant Ia Convention internationale EUROCONTROL stipule qu'entre autres t~chos,
I'Organisation, constitu~e de la Commission permanente (au nivoau des Ministres) et de l'Agenco (organe
ex~cutif) ost charg~e do
-

promauvair et exdcuter des 6tudes,des essais et expdrimentations touchant la navigation a~rienne;
rass-mbler et diffuser lo r~sultat des 6tudes, ossais et exp~rimentatians effectubes par los Parties
contractantes dans le domaine de la navigation a~rienne;

-

coordonner los programmes de recherche et d~veloppement des Parties contractantes relatifs aux
nouvelles techniques dans le domaine do la navigation a~rienno;

3.2.

Mavens et Ressources

3.2.1.

Agonce EUROCONTROL

L'Agonco dispose, au si~ge 5 Bruxelles, de d6partements d'6tudes, et du
EUROCONTROL situ6 5 Br~tigny-sur -Orge (France), dans Ia region parisienne.

Centre

Exp~rimental

Le Centre Exp6rimental est dotg d'importantes ressources en matdrieI et logiciel (simulateurs do contr8le
do la circulation a6rienne, centre de calcul, outils logiciels, bancs d'essais etc... ). 11 consacro une part
impartante de son savoir-faire et de ses ressaurces au programme d'Etudes, Essais et Exp~minientations
MEE).
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3.2.2.

Etats membres

Les Etats membres dont les experts collaborent A l'6laboration et Ai I'4x6cution du programme E.E.E
disposent, pour certains. non seulement d'6tablissements de recherche et d6veloppement A vocation
circulation adrienne, mais 6galement d16tablissements de recherche et d~veloppement a vocation
essentiellenent aironautique.
Ceci est particulibrement interessant dans le contexte du futur Concept compte tenu de la n6cessit6 de
combiner les deux domaines d'expertise.
3.2.3. L'initiative
organisation)

PHARE

(Programme

for

Harmonised

Atm

Research

in

the

EUROCONTROL

Les 616ments essentiels du concept confarent une importance primordiale, pour le futur. 6 la combinaison
de certaines activit~s de recherche et d~veloppement du domaine adronautique et des activit4s de
recherche et d6veloppement du domaine ATC ( n~cessit4 d'une connaissance fine du domaine dle
performances de l'avion et de I'avionique).
L'Agence EUROCONTROL a pris r~cemment
ce sujet une initiative qu'elle se propose de concr~tiser
par le projet PHARE. II s'agit de trouver les moyens d'harmoniser les actions de recherche et
d6veloppement des 6tablissements de recherche et exp6rimentations 5 vocation essentiellement
a6ronautiques. ressortant du domaine ATM, avec celles des 6tablissements homologues 5 vocation
essentiellement ATC.
Les 6tabl issements concernds sont:
-

pour ce qui concerne le domaine agronautique
Le CEV - BRETIGNY et le CERT - TOULOUSE
Le NLR - AMSTERDAM (PAYS BAS).
Le DFVLR - BRUNSWICK (RFA).
Le RAE - BEDFORD (ROYAUME UNI).

-

(FRANCE).

pour ce qui concerne l'ATC:

Le CENA - ATHIS-mons et le STNA - PARIS (FRANCE).
Le BFS-Est FRANCFORT (RFA).
L'ATCEU - HURN et RSRE-AD'i - MALVERN (ROYAUME UNI).
Le Centre Exp~rimental EUROCONTROL- BRETIGNY.
Le DFVLR et le NLR ont 6galement des activit~s ATC.
L'initiative PHARE,
Farticiper, devrait

laquelle d'autres 6tablissements,

en dehors des 6tats membres,

pourraient

-

8tre multidisciplinaire

-

faciliter Ilaccis aux avions laboratoire, aux simulateurs de vol et aux simulateurs ATC temps r~el

-

permettre l'analyse des exp~rimentation et le retour d'information indispensable aux concepteurs

-

stimuler la recherche par l'6change de personnel, des ld~es et des r6sultats

-

aider 5 Ia convergence vers le concept ATM des 6tats membres
d'EUROCONTROL ;

11 s'agit d'un programme ambitieux mais essentiel pour 116valuation et Ia mise en oeuvre des moyens
destin6s A faire face aux probl~mes qui se posent 5 I'horizon 2000.
3.3.

Programme d'Etudes. Essais, et Experimentations Hit au Concept

Les points clefs du programme sont:
-

L'am~lloration du syst~me de Gurveillance et des communications Air-Sol (Syst~me MODE S et liaison
automatique de donn~es).

-

L'augmentation de l'automatlsation qul passe en particulier par une am6lioration de la pr~vlsion de
trajectoires en 4D et par un couplage 6troit entre le pilote et le contr8leur.

-

L'am6lioration des m~thodes d'6valuatlon (D6monstrateurs falsant appel A une repr~sentation r6aliste
de Ia partle "air") et des moyens de formation.

Une large place est falte 6 l'analyse des conditions 5 r~unir pour que les systames au sol puissent
disposer dans Ilavenlr des moyens permettant diacqudrir et d'exploiter les paramktres du vecteur d~tat
de Ilavion.
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Fig .2
3.3.1.

Syst~me Mode S et liaison automatique de donn~es

L'Agence s'est toujours intgrgssbe de pr~s aux d~velopements du Radar Secondlaire dlans la direction
ADSELIDABS et, au d~but des annaes 1980, lorsque la n~cessit6 d'envisager de faire adopter par
l'OACI des standards pour le syst~me Mode S s'est manifest~e , un programme d'6valuation et d'essais a
Wt mis sur pied.
Au stade actuel. ce programme comprend:
-Une partie orient~e vers la validation et la proposition de standards 5 destination de I'OACI;
-Des 6tudes destin~es 5 identifier les probl~mes inh~rents 6 la transition du SSR vers le Mode S;
-Des 4tudes dans le cadre de l'exploitation du systbme et de I'utiiisation op6rationelie de sa liaison
automatique de donnbes;
3.3.1.1.

Les moyens mis en oeuvre

-Equipements au sol:
La France et le Royaume Uni mettent actuellement en place trois stations Mode S situ~es dans la
r~gion parisienne pour la France et
Malvern et Gatwick (en conteneur mobile) pour le Royaume
Uni.
-Equipements embarqu6s
Les Etats membres financent en commun par le budget de l'Agence le d~velopement et l'acquisitlon de
30 r~pondeurs Mode S dont les performances sont au niveau 4~ de I'annexe 10 de l'OACI.
La livraison de ces transpondeurs devrait 8tre termin~e en 1988.
Ceux-ci permettront d'exp6rimenter Ia partie surveillance et Ia fonction technique de Ia liaison de
donn~es. 11 est n~cessaire de compl6ter ces transpondleurs par un dispositif permettant d16valuer les
applications op~rationnelles du data-link.
On a donc proc6d6 b 116tude d'une unit6 permettant l'assemblage et le traitement des donnbes
disponibles 6 bord pour transmission au sol et Ia distribution de I'information transmise en retour du
sol vers l'avion. IL s'agit d'un processeur de liaisons de donn~es (Data Link Processing Unit).
Un contrat r~cent vient d'&ire conclu pour le d~velopement de 12 processeurs de liaison de donn~es.
11 est pr~vu que ces 4quipements de bord soit embarqu~s sur des avions commerciaux pour [a plupart
des essais. Des avions laboratoires seront 6galement utilis6s.
Autres moyens:
Le programme d'6valuation est bas6 sur l'utllisation des interrogateurs au sol, des rdpondeurs Mode
S embarquds et des DLPi~s pour 1'4valuation "Data-Link". 11 n~cessite des outils d'analyse et
d'4valuation divers tels que modbles de simulations arithm6tiques et un analyseur du systbme
data-linkltranspondeur connu sous le nom de DATAS (Data Link and Transponder Analyser System
dont Ia r6aiisation est envisag~e conjointement avec la FAA.
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D~roulement du progrum

3.3.1.2.

Le programme d'6valuation, pr&Md6 par le lancement en 1983 de la mise en place des stations so] et
des 6quipements de bard devrait rentrer dans sa phase active en 1988 pour ce qul est de Ia fonction
surveillance et des aspects multisites. et se poursuivre en 1989 et au-deIl pour ce qul est des
applications ap~rationelles de la fanction data-link. 11 camporte par alleurs des 6tudes dans le
damaine des syst~mes anti-collision embarqu~s (ACAS) qui ant d6jb fait ou feront Ilbjet
dlexp~rimentatians conduites par la France et le Rayaume-Uni.
3.3.2.

Communications p~ar satellites. Exp~rimentatian PRODAT.

L'Agence EUROCONTROL. avec l'Espagne et le Rayaume Uni fait partie du groupe des exp~rimentateurs
ATC du programme PRODAT patronn6 par l'Agence Spatiale Europ~enne. L'exp~rimentation devrait
servir dle base au lancement d16tudes suppldmentaires dlans le domaine dle la surveillance d~pendante
automotique.
3.3.3.

Automatisation accrue.

Llaugmentation du recours b Ilassistance automatisZe dans le processus dle prise de d6cision.
indispensable pour faire face A l'accroissement de la demande de trafic, implique des recherches et
d6velopements b plusieurs niveaux notamment
-

-

3.3.3.2.

Dialogue homme-machine;
Am~iioration de la pr~dictian de trajectaire impliquant:
- l'6valuation et l'am~lioration de la qualit6 des donnbes d'lentr~e en particulier
des
composantes du vecteur d16tat de l'avian et des dann~es M~t~o;
- la mise au point des algorithmes;
Fonctions "systihne" telies que d~crites plus haut en 2.5;
Et taujaurs saus-jacentes les preoccupations relatives 5 la fiabilit6 et l'int~gritd du syst~ffe;
Dialogue honie-maichine

L'Agence a commenc6
6valuer, dans le contexte de l'introduction de sysffles "1sans strips", les
probl~nes lids au dialogue homme-machine dans un environnement fartement autoinatis6. Ceci I fait
Ilobjet r~cemment d'expdrimentations et de simulations en temps r~el en particulier Ries 5 l'utilisaton
du codage par la couleur des informations pr6senties au contr8leur. Ce programme se paursuit et
pourrait s'~tendre h d'autres aspects tels que l'introduction de la reconnaissance du langage parl6.
Par extension, if se peut qu'il se concrdtise vers le d~velappement de performances op~rationelles
minimum relatives au saus sytime de pr~sentation et de dialogue h l'usage du contraleur.
3.3.3.3.

Pr~diction de trajectoire

11faudra faire face, dlans les d~cades h venir b~ une population mixte pour ce qui est du niveau
d'6quipement des avians. Ceci ira du FMS-4d au RNAV-2d. Progressivement. la possibilit6 d'6changes
de donnkes air-sal sal-air va s'installer.
On va donc se trouver dans une situation obz sch6matiquement:
une cat6garie d'appareils dispasera de possibilitds A bard d'automatiquement pr~voir, faire
connaTtre au sal. suivre et 6ventueilement recalculer des profils dle vol optimaux, ce qui devrait
permettre au sal plut8t que de faire une pr6diction de trajectoire. de n6gocier le prafil de vol
acceptable;
-

une autre cat~gorle d'appareils, qui. taut en navigant dans des conditions conformes aux
normes de s6paration en vigueur. ne sera pas b mime d'assurer le suivi d'un prafil de val avec
une pr~clsion meilleure que celle de la pr~diction de trajectoire 61aborie au sal 5 partir des
donn~es disponibles;
-

On peut donc envisager que la description des trajectoires pr6dites utilis~e par I'ATC r~sultent de
deux traitements diff~rents, P'un 6ffectu6 A bard et l'autre 6ffectu6 au sal.
Dans les deux cas le data-link est Indispensable pour la transmission soft de la description de
trajectaire 61abor~e par le FMS, soit pour la transmission de donnbes du vecteur d'6tat de l'avian.
Les 6tudes h mener ou a paursulvre concernent en rdsum6:
- L'd6valuatlon fine de la pr~clsion de suivi de la trajectoire suppas~e de l'avion clans l'espac4 et
dans le temps;

Le d6veloppement et la validation des algorithmes de calcul de trajectaire; b noter que la
quallt6 des dfonn~es d'entr~e et la complexlt6 des algorithmes diffbre selon l'6ch6ance de Ia
prdction;
-

-La

recherche des mayens d'acquisition au sal et A bard de donn~es m6t~orologiques pr~cises;
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3.3.3.4~.

Fonctions hlsyst~sneu

On Ila vu plus haut, le Concept EUROCONTROL distingue avec la pr6vision des trajectaires deux
autres domaines principaux:
-L'am~Iioration dans I'organisation de la situation de trafic envisag~e,
-1l'assistance automatique 5 la surveillance qul couvre,
-1-1identification des situations non conflictuelles.
-La garantie dle s~curit6.
-L'am6lioration de la gestion des vals i Ilarrivae.
Des 6tudes pr~liminaires ant 6t6 commencaes sur certains de ces aspects.
Pour d'autres les 6tudes et exp~rimentations sont un pralongement d'activit~s d~j5 en cours
(pr6vision des trajectaires, perfectionnement du syst~me d'alerte aux canflits 5 court terme,
assistance 5 la d6tection et 5 la r~solutian des conflits dans la fonction de planification-CAPE-,
6tudes ACAS etc..).
Enf in, dans d'autres cas tels que Ilam~Iioration de la gestion des vols 5 I'arriv~e, des travaux de
recherche, 6xp6rimentations, et 6valuations op6rationelles sont paursuivis depuis plusieurs annies
soft au sein dle I'Agence ( Zones de Convergence ), sait dans les Etats Membres (COMPASS, HAP,
MAESTRO, TCSDG-UK ).
M~thodes et movens dl6valuation et de formation. D~monstrateurs ATM.

3.3.3.5.

Glen~ralitifs.

Jusqu'h pr6sent, la recherche, Ilexp~rimentatian et I'6valuation op6rationnelle pr~alables 5 la mise en
service de fanctions nauvelles font une part relativement faible 6 une approche syst~me globale qui
tienne dOment compte aussi bien des aspects sol que des aspects air.
11en r~sulte que le domaine "air" est repr~sent6, dans les exp~rimentations. de fagon, soit par trap
sch~matique ( performances, simulation dle trajectoire etc... ) soit par trap limit~e ( exercices
d'exp~rimentation avec un comportement r6aliste de Ilavion mais un trafic r6duit quant au nombre et
aux types d'appareil ).
11en va de mgme pour ce qui est des moyens de formation et de perfectionnement ATC.
Ceci pouvait Wte acceptable dans la mesure obi le syst~me ATC 6tait capable de s'adapter 5
l'4voluti'-n de lavion mgme en l'absence de concertatian entre les concepteurs du monde a~ronautique
et des services de cantrble.
11 est clair que l'6valution pr6visible implique un changement dlattitude b cet 6gard et qu'5 Ia fais
I'accroissement du trafic A venir et les performances potentielles de lavionique des avions modernes
imposent une approche globale.

3.3.3.6.

Difionstrateurs ATM.

En cans~quence de ce qui pr~cbde, et en
I'ATM devraient dvoluer dans le sens d'une
sol. Cette 6volution, dont I'importance se
oeuvre. On a pu d6j5 le constater quand

particulier, les mayens d'6valuation et de formation de
int6gration plus 6troite et plus r~aliste des aspects air et
congoit ais6ment n'est pas forcdment facile 5 mettre en
il s'est agi par exemple de disposer de catalogues des

performances r~elles des avions, d'acc~der aux algorithmes des FMS ou de d'aborder les problimes

d'interface entre les systames int~gr~s des donn~es de bard et une liaison automatique de donn~es
air-sal sal-air.
If est 6vident qu'b mayen terme I'dvolution est fortement conditionn~e par ce qui existe actuellement
salt en exploitation soit dans un 6tat avanc4 d'exp6rimentation (ex: Mode S).
11est extr~mement important que les premi~res 6tapes de mise en oeuvre du concept prennent en
compte les objectifs plus long terme afin de manager des transitions sans heurts h des niveaux de
performance plus 6Iev~s.
La n~cessit6 d'une repr~sentation r~aliste de la partie "air" dans les mayens d'4valuation des
fonctians du syst~me ATM futur est d6Jb prise en campte dans certaines exp~rimentations dont la
composante essentielle est constitube par Ilutilisatlon des simulateurs de vol de types d'avians divers
pilot~s par les 6quipages des compagnies a~riennes (cf. Zoc/Cintia).
De mgme, pour ce qul est des systbmes de simulation en temps rdel, des dispositions sont prises
pour remplacer la navigation des avions du style "blip driver" par des sous-systimes permettant
d'intraduire un comportement r~aliste des divers types d'appareils en exploitation.
Enfin. iI sera de plus en plus indispensable de pouvair disposer, aux divers stades de la recherche
et de Ilexp~rimentation, de la participation interactive de simulateurs de vol avanc~s, d'avions
laboratoires et dans les phases ultimes de la participation d'avions de ligne.
Par ailleurs, tout en acceptant que le concept futur doive r~sulter d'un processus 6valutif et cantinu
au niveau de la mise en oeuvre de fanctions nouvelles, il est permis de penser que la r~alisation de
d~monstrateurs int~grants les technologies les plus avanc~es et quelques notions llr6volutionnaires"

(intelligence artificielle, reconnaissance automatique du discours, resolution automatique des conflits,
syst~me tout automatique ... ) serait de nature t provoquer une reflexion f~conde.
Clest [a voie que se propose de suivre l'Agence dans le d6velopement des outils n~cessaires au
programme de recherche lid au concept des ann~es 2000 et au deli, la premiare et modeste 6tape
consistant en l'6xecution d'une simulation en temps r~ei baptisbe ARC 2000.
3.3.3.7.

Metbodes et moyenis de formation.

Les m~thodes et moyens de formation et de perfectionnenient du personnel devront n~cessairement
Care adaptaes 5 114volution du syst~me ATM et prendre en compte ses aspects nouveaux.
Idi encore, des 6tudes et des d~veloppements ont commenc6 i g6nerer des axes d'actions 5
poursuivre dans les ann~es A venir.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Deux des caractiristiques marquantes du concept ATM sont 116troite cooperation des 6lements air et so)
via une liaison de donn~es, ainsi que l'intervention de I'automatisation dans les processus de d~cision.
Les solutions 5 moyen terme passent par:
un syst&me de navigation am~liorg conduisant A la navigation de surface
un syst&ne de surveillance am6lior6 par le Mode S qui apporte la liaison automatique de donn~es tant
attendue;
11reste peu de temps pour r~agir i Ia demande d'accroissement de Ia capacit6 du systZ~me de gestion du
traf ic a~rien.
Le vaste programme de recherche et dlexp6rimentations qu'implique Ia mise en oeuvre progressive du
concept n~cessite une r~flection et des actions concertkes entre toutes les parties prenantes et la mise
en place des ressources n~cessaires qu'll slagisse des outils ou de Ilexpertise. en qualit6 et en quantit6.
Plus que jamais, une coop~ration active communautaire

-

au sens large du terme

-

est imp6rative.
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PREDICTION OF AIRCRAFT TRAJECTORIES
by
Stanley Ratcliffe BSc, FRIN, FRAeS
2, Mason Close, Malvern, WRI4 2NF, U.K.

Summary
Air traffic management, in designing route structures, drawing up rules for flight in various types
of airspace, and in framing the instructions for air traffic controllers, are concerned with
predicting the behaviour, often on "worst-case" assumptions, of each class of traffic with which
they may have to deal. The present paper will concentrate on the problems of on-line trajectory
prediction to a time-horizon perhaps a little longer than the estimated time of the flight or as
short as a few tens of seconds, the object being to predict and avoid collision with terrain or with
another aircraft, and to ensure that any in-flight delays due to traffic congestion along the route
are absorbed as economically as possible. Military aircraft are concerned with the avoidance of
anti-aircraft missiles and in intercepting airborne targets. This latter problem may, very loosely,
be regarded as collision avoidance in reverse, and will be briefly discussed in what follows, as
will the problem of terrain-following by high performance low-flying military aircraft. The
conclusion will draw attention to areas where further R&D would seem desirable.

I. Prediction Techniques and Parameters.
1.1 General
Prediction is used as part of some process of planning the future. The predicted situation at some
future time, the "time-horizon", is compared with some criterion, and attempts are made to modify
the scenario until the predicted outcome Is satisfactory. In ATC, for example, the main objective is
a situation in which the predicted relative position of each pair of aircraft shows them as having a
safe separation. If a pair of aircraft fail to meet the criteria, the aircraft are said to be "in
conflict", and the "conflict resolution" process involves modifying the trajectory of at least one
of the aircraft in order to eliminate the conflict between the two aircraft originally involved, as
well as between these aircraft and any other airspace users.
Planners are free, within limits, to choose the time-horizon to which they work. At a time-horizon
of one microsecond, the change in the future position of any point on a subsonic aircraft can be
predicted with an error not greater than 0.25 mm., but the time available to modify the situation is
quite inadequate. At a time-horizon of a few days, any conflict could easily be avoided, if only it
could be predicted. The problem is illustrated in Fig.1 .
Fig. I (a) shows, as a function of the time-horizon, the confidence with which the relative position
of two aircraft can be predicted. Fig. I (b) shows, to the same time-scale, the possibility of
evading any predicted conflict by a change in one or both trajectories. In Fig. I (c), the above
curves are superimposed, and the only scope for effective remedial action is within the shaded area.
There is a deliberate omission of any quantitative values on the time-scale and, for that matter, of
any attempt to give quantitative definition of "certainty" in Fig. la or "possibility" in Fig. lb.
From a later argument it will emerge that Tmin is about 20 secs, and Tmax may be as long as the
duration of the flight of both aircraft.
Note that the curves of Fig. I (a) and I (b) have, roughly, mirror-image symmetry. This is because
a manoeuvre by the aircraft in response to an equipment failure or to some other unplanned event is
subject to constraints similar to those on an aircraft manoeuvring to avoid collision. Fig. I (c)
implies that, whatever time-horizon is adopted, there is no infallible solution to the collision
avoidance problem.
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One-Line Trajector3 Prediction

1.2.1 The Use of Prediction
In pursuit of various objectives, prediction processes can be used in many different ways. It may
be necessary to predict the time of arrival at some waypoint of interest, to direct the traffic
towards some target, t( confirm that an aircraft is not deviating seriously from an agreed profile
or timetable, to check that an aircraft is going to stay clear of some prohibited area, or to
predict the relative position of two aircraft at some future time, for purposes of rendezvous or
avoiding a dangerously close approach.
Predictions can be base( on the observed or reported absolute or relative position of the aircraft,
or on the known intenced profile.
Predictions for a short lead-time are commonly based on the
current position and th( short-term history of this data. Longer-period decisions are usually based
on a more detailed knowledge of the aircraft intention.
1.2.2. Multiple Time Horizons.
Most ATC systems, which can tolerate only an extremely low probability of failure, achieve
reliability not by reliance on any one mechanism, but by a hierarchy of sub-systems, working at
different time-horizons, each aimed to detect and compensate for any earlier failure (Ratcliffe &
Gent,
1974).
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For example, ATC plans perhaps 15 mins. ahead when dealing with airways traffic, but a radar
controller may intervene with perhaps only 60 sees. to go if some error seems to threaten safety of
traffic, whilst the pilot may see a threat perhaps 25 secs. before closest approach, and initiate
some escape manoeuvre. If these various protection mechanisms are truly independent of each other,
the task of achieving the necessary low overall risk of collision is made much simpler.
A roughly similar situation arises, perhaps, when a military aircraft attempts an interception. A
ground control organisation directs a fighter to a position where the target is visible to the pilot
or to a short-range radar, the pilot manoeuvres the aircraft to a position where he can launch a
short-range air-air missile, and the missile, in turn, uses a relatively simple guidance mechanism
to home onto the target.
Sections 1.3 and 1.4 below will respectively deal with ground-based and airborne prediction.
1.3

Ground-Based Prediction

1.3.1 Flight Plans.
A controller in an ATC centre, in addition to his background knowledge of aircraft performance and
of the routes flown, normally has three sources of information about an aircraft under his
jurisdiction. These are the flight plan, reports from the aircraft, and data from radar sensors.
For aircraft proposing to fly in airspace under control by civil ATC. the flight plan is a document
which, in addition to giving certain background information, defines the flight profile proposed for
a given trip. It includes the route to be followed, the desired cruising level, the air speed/Mach
No. which the aircraft is to maintain during the three regimes of climb, cruise, and descent,
Airlines commonly file flight plans which are to be
together with the planned time of departure.
stored in computers in ATC centres and used repeatedly during the following season. These plans, or
When the plans
appropriate extracts from them, are held in each ATC centre on the planned route.
are first drawn up, fast time simulation exercises are sometimes held to check that the total
Nearer
traffic demand on sensitive regions is not likely to exceed the predicted capacity.
departure time, often on the day of departure, additional measures may be needed to limit traffic
peaks. These processes are based on estimates of total demand rather than on detailed forecasts of
individual aircraft movements. Such "flow control" process can barely be said to be "on-line", and
will not be considered here. It should be noted that most flight plans are drawn up before there is
For the same
any means of predicting wind, hence the use of airspeed to define the trajectory.
reason, the height gained in climb between two waypoints is not defined. In descent, in a "Zone of
Convergence", to be discussed elsewhere in this AGARDOGRAPH, it is possible for an airline pilot and
At
his flight management computer to achieve a specified height and time at a given waypoint.
efficient cruising levels, however, a jet aircraft has only a limited range of possible airspeeds,
much less than the range of winds that may be experienced (Bloodworth, 1986). This situation sets a
major limitation on the accuracy with which it is possible to make long-term predictions of aircraft
time of arrival.
1.3.2. Departure Time Uncertainty
For short and medium haul flights, an even greater uncertainty arises from the difficulty in
predicting an aircraft's actual time of departure. For an airline, the aircraft and their ground
servicing facilities represent a massive capital investment which must be exploited as effectively
as possible. The previous paragraph gave one of the reasons why the arrival times of incoming
flights cannot be accurately predicted, and, in consequence, congestion arises on the airport ramps,
These, in
in demands for minor maintenance, and in the aircraft turn-round process in general.
turn, lead to delays in subsequent departures. A study at Heathrow (Drew et al., 1982) showed that
10% of departing flights were late by 30 mins. or more.

When the flight commences, the flight-plan data on aircraft is revised as necessary by the ATC unit
The actual time of departure replaces the
currently having the aircraft under its jurisdiction.
original estimate, there may be restrictions on the climb, necessary to avoid conflicts with other
ATC may make
aircraft, and the cleared cruising level may differ from that originally requested.
further changes during the flight, in response to pilot requests or for traffic reasons. About ten
minutes before the aircraft is due to be handed over to an adjacent centre, a message is passed, by
telephone, telex, or computer-computer data link, alerting the next sector to the impending arrival
and giving the flight level planned for the handover at the boundary.
Flight-plan based ATC is only fully applicable to aircraft with advanced navigation systems and
adequate skilled crew flying a defined route. Although pilots of light aircraft are required to
file flight plans, mainly to assist search and rescue in the event of a crash, ATC cannot rely too
heavily on the aircraft's declared intention as an accurate predictor of the trajectory to be
For example, an aircraft whose pilot does not hold an instrument rating is required to
followed.
Any resulting changes to
fly under Visual Flight Rules, keeping his aircraft clear of clouds.
height or heading cannot be anticipated by the ATC system, which has no knowledge of clouds. Flights
by military aircraft in controlled airspace can be treated in the same way as those by Civil
Training flights by high-performance military aircraft remain, as far as possible,
airliners.
outside controlled airspace which they cross, if necessary, under close radar surveillance. Such
flights are commonly under military control. The aircraft may have only a one-man crew who is
practi3ing some military activity which may use the terrain to reduce the risk of detection by enemy
radar. Flights may be less predictable, and surveillance from the ground is more difficult. Under
some circumstances, the best ATC can do is to assign the aircraft some dedicated region of airspace
and to protect it, as far as possible, from intrusion by other aircraft.
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1.3.3 ATC Use of Aircraft Position Reports
Before the introduction of radar, ATC could update the flight-plan data only with the aid of
position reports from the aircraft.
In controlled airspace, such reports were made at intervals of
30 miles or so, giving the height and time at a "reporting point", together with forward estimates
for the next, named, reporting point. In regions such as the North Atlantic, where radar cover is
not available, voice reports from the pilot remain the only source of on-line data for ATC. One
obvious weakness of aircraft position reports is that any navigational error can cause the aircraft
to stray from the agreed profile whilst continuing to report conformity to it. Another difficulty
is that voice reports from aircraft can only be used by any automated component of the ATC system
after the manual input of voice-derived data by the human controller, who may regard the computer
assistance as inadequate compensation for the added task of feeding data into a keyboard and then
checking for errors.
Regions where aircraft are outside radar line-of-sight are frequently also regions where air-ground
communications are sometimes unreliable. The N. Atlantic. for example, has to rely on HF
communication. At unfavourable times, the signal strength available at the ground receiver may be
poor, and the HF bandwidth available for long-range communication may, at best, be barely adequate
to handle the traffic offering. The ICAO FANS Committee, at the time of writing, is discussing the
case for the adoption of satellite-based communication systems for air-ground-air working. Some of
the possible implications of such a step will be discussed in sections 1.3.4 and 1.3.5 below.
Given a precise flight plan, high-grade navigation equipment and a skilled crew, unpredictable
deviations from the agreed flight plan will still sometimes arise. Unexpected and possibly violent
manoeuvres may result from equipment failures or from the perception by the crew that they are faced
with some hazard more serious than that of mid-air collision with traffic known to ATC. It should be
noted that Annex 2 to the ICAO Convention, para. 2.4, lays down that "the pilot-in-command of an
aircraft shall have the final authority as to the disposition of the aircraft whilst he is in
command".
The longer the time-horizon, the more likely is an unexpected event within the period
which ATC is considering. To allow for these eventualities, ATC normally aims to provide greater
separation when the time-horizon is large, over the ocean for example. Over the years, limitations
of airspace capacity have led to a reduction in separation standards, and hence to a reduction in
the time-horizon to which part, at least, of the ATC task is carried out. This approach demands a
rapid supply of data on the relative positions of proximate aircraft, and this has been made
possible by the use of ground radar surveillance systems.
1.3.4 Turn Detection
A significant limitation on radar data for the prediction of future trajectories is that, at best,
it can only yield data on the aircraft regarded as a point in space.
If the aircraft goes into a
banked turn, for example, the centre of gravity of the aircraft experiences a displacement that
increases as time squared.
This may take a significant time to exceed the uncertainties in the
position of the aircraft as reported by the radar. To an observer in the aircraft itself, the onset
of bank and the changing heading will be obvious after only a second or two. For an aircraft
cruising at 500 knots in a 10 degree banked turn, the relationship between the heading change by the
aircraft, the corresponding lateral displacement, and the time elapsed since the start of the turn,
is shown in Table 1.
Change in Heading
(degrees)
10
20
30

Displacement
(N. Miles)
0.31
1.24
2.76

Time
(secs.)
26
52
78

Table 1.
Lateral Displacement of a 500 knot aircraft as a function of Heading Change
Such an aircraft would typically have changed heading by about 20 degrees before a controller
viewing a present-day radar could confidently conclude that the aircraft was turning away from its
original track.
Given a knowledge of heading, the incipient turn could be detected after a change
of only 2 or 3 degrees, taking only about 0% of the time needed using radar data.
For a more
detailed discussion of the use of bank or heading data, see the results of some studies for
Eurocontrol (Lefas and Thomas, 1981). The behaviour in the short term of an aircraft commanded to
turn, climb or descend is also discussed in section 2.1 below.
The time taket) Lo detect a deviation from the planned track is important in two respects.
Obviously, any delay in detecting a deviation will result in a bigger displacement of the aircraft
from the planned position.
Further, if it is desired to take action to restore the aircraft to its
original track, the aircraft will continue to move away from the plan until such time as the
original heading has been restored.
If this restoring manoeuvre is carried out with the opposite
direction of bank but with the same bank angle, the maximum displacement of the aircraft from the
planned trajectory will be twice that at which the aberration was detected, even neglecting time
delays in decision-taking, message passing, and the initiation of the restoring manoeuvre. These
latter effects will also become more serious with delays in detection, since the cross track
velocity will increase linearly with time until some action is initiated.
Various draft proposals are under discussion by the FANS study groups for the data link which is
intended to provide a satellite-based cooperative surveillance system. These include provision, at
the discretion of the ground station, for the inclusion in the air-ground message of various items
of air-derived data.
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The suggested Itezs on the data list may have been more strongly Influenced by the availability of
this data on the digital data bus of present generation airliners than by any study of the ATC
require-ents or the coeIncatlons trade-offs.
1.3.5 C-qund-Based Inter-Aircraft Coz-arlsons
No autonatic data link can supply the ground systen with a 1ouledge of the behaviour of the
aircraft and the air mass surrounding it. that is couparable -ith that available to the pilot.
Given suitable data from a nuzber of a~rcrafz in a given vicinity. the groud syste- cay. however.
be capable of deducing infor-tion froo the population es a whole which Is szzperior to that
available to the Individnal air-raft.
Consider, for exraple, aircraft height-keeping.
Vertical
separation is defined by ATC on the basis of baroetric pressure. "-zessure data is converted in the
aircraft altl-eter systen into "Eelght- on the basis of an assured surface at=nsp'=eric pressure and
a =odel of the variation of pressure with altitude.
Tee atnospheric model gives the pressure that
is rsst=ed to exist at a given height, given stagnant air. i.e. !n the absence of any effects due to
the aircraft.
this -static pressure-, is needed for the -easurecent of both height and
airspeedlwach nu-ber.
The aircraft sanples the pressure at a -static vent- ideally located at a
point on the fuselage where air is stagnant.
In practice the observed pressure will always be to
so=e extent Influenced by speed and the aircraft's angle of attack.
Prototype aircraft are
carefully calibrated and the aircraFt alti-eter system corrects the results on the basis of this
calibration.
No checks are nade to co-pare the pressure errors of aircraft in airline service with those of the
prototypes. Effects such as minor Imperfections in the aircraft skin, wrinkles due to stretching of
the skin. or Irregularities due to minor repairs, can introduce systematIc errors. Aircraft often
have more than one static vent, but these are linked within the alti-eter system
and no crosschecks are possible.
Any error may therefore persist for a long tire, and will apply to altimeter
displays in the cockpit. tae height data in the flight =nagement conputer, and in the data
telenetered to ATC. With the advent of satellite-based navigation systems, there is finally
available a means of introducing scne highly desirable redundancy into height =eesurement.
Measurement of the distance from the aircraft to Earth's centre is an essential step in the accurate
determination of position, even when only plan position is required. Only under very special
cIrcum-stances is it possible, at the present day, to establish accurately the relationship between
geocentric and barometric height. Even surface pressure is not generally available, and pressure at
any point some distance above Earth's surface will also vary with the teuperature, and entropy in
general, of the air colun beneath it. It is difficult to see how ATC can base separation on the
geocentric height of so--e aircraft and the pressure height of others, so that, unless and until
satellite-derived data is available on all aircraft, baronetrlc he:Ight is likely to re=ain the basis
of vertical separation by ATC.
If, however, each equipped aircraft reported every few minutes the difference between the geocentric
and barometric heights observed on the aircraft, ATC could compare reports fron different aircraft
in the sane vicinity.
The surveillance system would then have a powerful tool for the detection of
even small systematic errors in individual altimeters. as well, presumably, as for improving the
accuracy of airspeed measurements. Given a knowledge, from telemetered data, of the relationship
between heading and track for a number of aircraft travelling in various directions at approximately
the same height, there is a possibility of computing local wind to greater accuracy than would
otherwise be possible.
1.4 Airborne Prediction
1.4.1 North Atlantic Traffic
At the present tine, aircraft crossing the N. Atlantic. as well as certain other lightly populated
regions, suffer from the erratic nature of air-ground communications and the absence of any
independent surveillance system. Pilots and ATC alike must therefore place considerable reliance on
air-derived data.
Aircraft operating on the N. Atlantic organised track system mainly rely on
inertia-navigation systems with built-in Kalman filtering. This generally enables aircraft to keep
accurate tracks. Cross-track errcrs, which build ,u;roughly linearly with time, have been observed
to have a two-sided exponential distribution with a standard deviation of 3 or 4 nautical miles on
exit from the track system (Brooker, 1983).
No doubt, the same aircraft fly in other sparselypopulated regions with comparable accuracy, although data is sparse. khere ground-based navaids are
avatlable, the Kalman filter can use the more accurate data to update the inertial system, with a
subsequent reduction in error.
As quoted above, the standard deviation of cross-track errors is only 3-4 miles, out it has been
considered necessary, in order to achieve an adequately low collision risk, to separate tracks by at
least 60 Nh.
(Brooker, 1984).
The error distribution, as observed on aircraft leaving the N.
Atlantic tracks, includes a fraction of the order of one in "a few thousand" having cross-track
errors of 30 NM. or more. These errors are believed to be mainly due to mistakes in data entry to
the aircraft's navigation equipment, either because of errors in documents on the flight-deck,
failures in communication between pilot and ATC, or keyboard errors by the pilot. The method used
for conflict prediction is determined by the nature of the data available concerning "own" aircraft
and any potential threat. The alarm criteria are conditioned by the mechanism used to establish the
location, the intentions (if known) of any aircraft of interest, the accuracy of the sensor data,
and the frequency %ith which it is updated.
1.4.2 Jet Streams
The pilots of jet aircraft at cruising level suffer from a difficulty mentioned in Sec. 1.3 It is
not possible, given the range of winds experienced at high levels, to regulate the flight so as to
cruise at a pre-planned ground speed.
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Since all civil jets at a given flight-level will cruise at approximately the sane Mach Nu=ber, It
-ight be supposed that wind would have no more than a vezy s=all effect on the relative ground-speed
of two proximate aircraft.
Unfortunately, this ass=ption does not always hold.
Over the I.
Atlantic. for exaple. Easterly tracks are cozoonly planned to allow aircraft to benefit from the
jet streans" which frequently are capable of giving a 100 knot boost to the aircraft ground speed.
Fig. 2. (Chanhbers. 1959) shows a vertical gradient, above the core of the jet stream at about 32.000
ft. of about 2 knots per 100 feet. and, in another region to on-e slide of the core. of a horizontal
gradient of 2.2 knots per nautical nile.
At the present day, a mean difference In the relative
height of two proxi=ate aircraft may. due za!nly to altineter static calibration errors, easily be
500 ft..
and cross-track errors nay differ by four miles or so. If the track is nearly parallel to
the jet stream, the resulting difference in ground-speed cay persist for sone tire. It
can be
argued that an Inadvertent overtaking =anoeuvre is not very hazardous If the two aircraft are, In
fact, separated by the vertical or lateral spacing suggested above, but ATC would not accept either
of these as an adequate guarantee of safety. After consideration of all the risks involved, and
assuming that ATIC would usually detect and deal with any overtaking hazard, the R. Atlantic
separation planning group decided that a 10 minute (i.e. about 80 ,I.)
separation could safely be
adopted In conjunction wIth the existing 60 Mf. lateral and 20OOft. vertical separation rules. The
need for this considerable longitudinal spacing, It should be noted, follows from the co=bination of
the difficulty of forecasting ground speed with the liited reliability of the co--unication between
air and ATC. Although all predictions are based on air-derived data, the =echanism for testing the
along-track separation of existing aircraft is located on the ground.
Al:hough jet strea.s are of greatest practical importance.
perhaps, over oceans where traffic
actively seeks to fly In the vicinity of the jet core, the effects are so=etles relevant elsewbere.
One jet stream reported over the USA (Anthes et al., 1987) would present an aircraft on an E-W track
first with a 100 knot wind roughly from the South, followed about 600 miles later by a 100 knot wind
fro= the north. Tne sae work reports the existence of weaker jet streams (about 40 knot average) to
be found at heights of 3000-6000 ft.
Fig.
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1.4.3. Visual Detection of Threats.
In any airspace outside radar coverage, the ATC system tends to request from aircraft their
prediction of time at the next way-point along the route. In fact, ATC normally carries out this
calculation within its own facilities, but the air-derived prediction offers a measure of redundancy
which may serve to detect navigational blunders either in the air or on the ground. The pilot of an
aircraft needs forecasts, of time at destination for example, for other purposes than assisting ATC
e.g. for estimating his fuel margin at destination.
In general, the a.curacy required for these
purposes is less than that required by ATC and will not be discussed further here.
For any phase of flight, the pilot's ability to see and avoid a proximate aircraft offers a last
defence against collision, no matter whether this risk arises as the result of a blunder by pilot or
ATC or simply because of the absence of any other protective mechanism.
The pilot's brain and
eyeball are universally carried in manned aircraft, and their capabilities and limitations deserve
discussion.
Air-to-air collision avoidance devices have frequently been suggested as a means of
augmenting the pilot's unaided abilities, by substituting radar for human vision, for example. The
predication problems associated with these devices will be discussed in section 2.6. Some of the
problems, arising from the geometry of relative motion between aircraft, impose limitations on the
use for prediction purposes of human vision and radar alike.
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1.4... Collision Between Two Aircraft In Unaccelerated Flight
See Fig. 3. and consider aircraft A and B. whose dimensions are here assumed to be negligible, in
Suppose that wind is
straight-line flight at constant airspeed and due to collide at C.
substantially constant throughout. At time t say, A, and B, are the positions of the two aircraft
at ti=e tj. Theta is the bearing of B from the track of A. At a latzr timet'l, the positions are A2
and B2 . Since the speeds are constant,
c
.c
OB /O B t

OA ,/O A?=

-

i/t

A2

B

Al

It follows that the lines A B and A B are parallel and hence that theta is constant. The velocity
of B relative to A is also constant. If r is the distance from A to B, it follows that constant
theta implies a constant relative velocity, so that the acceleration along r is zero, and
conversely.
Under the assumed conditions of straight-line flight at constant speed, with range
decreasing, either a constant bearing to the threat or a uniform relative velocity is a sufficient
condition for collision.
Conversely, if the assumed straight-line flight and constant speed
conditions still hold, the collision cannot take place if theta is changing. An example (Ratcliffe,
1985) illustrates the ease with which a manoeuvre by one aircraft can bring about a collision, even
though bearing and relative velocity are both changing at a significant rate until a few seconds
before the event.
Fig. 4 shows the situation in plan view, and Fig. 5 gives range and bearing of
one aircraft relative to the other as a function of time to go. Both aircraft are flying at 300
knots, one in a straight line and the other turning to starboard with 20 degrees of bank.
40
seconds before impact, the turning aircraft passes ahead of its straight-line companion, possibly
with a vertical spacing of several hundred feet. Between 40 secs. and 20 secs. before impact, range
is actually increasing, and it is only at 20 secs. that the "closing range and constant bearing"
condition is approximately satisfied.
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Consider the relationship between rotation of the sight-line, changing relative velocity, and missdistance, for aircraft in near-collision encounters (Morrel, 1950). On the straight-line, constantspeed assumption, the threat, as observed by own aircraft, will move along a straight line defined
by the threat position and relative velocity. A plane (not necessarily horizontal) can be chosen to
include this line and the position of own aircraft. In this plane, let r be the range to the threat
from own aircraft, and let 6 be the current bearing of the threat relative to some fixed axis.
Since the threat moves along a line in the chosen plane, the distance to closest approach can be
measured in the same plane. Let this distance be m.
Morrel derives the equations
m 2 /vt 3 ............... (1)

r
and

-

m/vt. ............... (2)

where V is the relative velocity of the two aircraft and t is the time to closest aproach.
Substitution of plausible values for m,v and t into eqns. I and 2 reveals how pitifully small are
the quantities to be measured.
If V=600 ft./sec. (355knots), t=30 secs. and the miss distance m is
1000ft., eqn. 1 shows that ' = 0.062 ft/sec i.e. gravity/520.
For the same values, egn. 2 gives

-e

= 0.11 degrees/sec.

This is approximately the rate of rotation of the hour hand of a watch.
Even if we ignore
instrumental limitations on the measurement of 0 or 'r', the stability of the airframe itself is too
low to Justify the "straight line" assumption from which we started. Note that if the [00ft. miss
distance, discussed above, represented a separation in the vertical plane, the two aircraft, if
below 29000 ft., would be deemed safely separated according to ICAO ATC standards.
1.4.5 "See and Avoid"
Since not all flights are conducted under ATC surveillance, and since blunders are possible even
under ATC, there is a case for some self-contained airborne device which can warn the pilot of
collision risk.
Human vision is the one mechanism universally available on an aircraft, and forms
the pilots' last, and sometimes only, line of defence. Many pilots are trained to use the "constant
bearing" criterion, despite the limitation cited in the previous paragraph.
"See and Avoid" has a number of limitations, not all of which can be discussed at length in the
present AGARDOGRAPH.
Even when the meteorological conditions are favourable, the pilot may be
incapable of seeing the threat, because of physical limitations set by the cockpit windows or by the
occupant of an adjacent seat. A surprisingly large proportion of all random threats are to be found
outside the region within 30 degrees of own heading. (Ratcliffe and Ford 1982). The pilot may also
fail to detect a threat when in flight In clear sky because of the tendency for his eyes to focus on
some portion of the airframe, leaving him effectively in a short-sighted condition. Alternatively,
when flying at night over densely-populated areas, the ability to see navigation or anti-collision
lights of a threatening aircraft may be degraded by the large number of lights, white or coloured,
flashing or not, to be seen on the Earth's surface. More relevant to the present paper are the
problems of deciding whether, having observed a potential threat, some evasive action is called for.
To avoid collision, it is not enough to arrive at the most probable forecast of the future relative
trajectory of the threat. There is a need to predict some boundary within which "own" aircraft can
be constrained and which the "threat" is sufficiently unlikely to cross within the "time horizon" of
the warning process.
If such a boundary cannot at present be found, then at least one of the
aircraft must modify its trajectory to bring about the desired result. It has been shown, in the
context of visual detection of collision risk, that there is a danger, unless the two aircraft can
be forced into adopting some complementary strategies, that their independent attempts at avoiding
collision may result in the disaster they were trying to avoid.
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If the escape manoeuvre is based on visual observation, there are cues such as bank angle, from
which it is possible for one pilot to guess the intentions of the other, although once both aircraft
attempt to turn away, the relative motion may be too complex to allow rapid and accurate conclusions
to be drawn. See, for example, figs. 4 and 5, given earlier,
The numerical example in the previous section of the paper showed the need to detect very low rates
of change of bearing. Human eyes are almost always in motion relative to the head (Vernon, 1962).
There is a rapid involuntary tremor, a gradual slow drift, and a rapid flick which serves to restore
the eyeball to some approximation to its original position. This movement serves to preserve the
sensitivity of the retina, but must in some way be compensated for in the brains' data-processing.
The ability of the eye to detect slow movement, under the circumstances, is surprisingly high. It
is reported that, given 18 seconds or more to observe a target, detection of movement rates of about
9 minutes of visual angle per second was normally achieved (Graham and Orr 1970) There were,
however, a significant number of occurances of, "auto-kinetic" errors, where the observer reported
movement of a stationary target. Note that, with the performance just quoted, an observer would be
unable to solve the problem posed in the previous section. detection of a 1000 ft. miss distance, 30
secs. before closest approach, with a relative velocity of 400 KT. Note also that Graham and Orr's
observers were sitting on a stable platform, and the eye's performance is not likely to be improved
by the minor accelerations to which they will be subjected in flight.
Using the same assumptions
and symbols as in eqns. I and 2. suppose that there is a possible error of ±u In the estimates of 0.
From eqn. 2,
m

2
-

vt

Putting the modulus of i equal to the limit of our uncertainty, u, we find a threshold value of m, M
say, below which the situation is indeterminate. M is given by eqn.3.
2

H =uvt ........................ (3)
For reasonable values of miss distance, the displacement that an aircraft can achieve in time "t",
by lateral manoeuvre under an acceleration A, is nearly 0.5 ato . If this displacement is to be
greater than the uncertainty H, then A must be greater than 2uv. Note that, once the displacement
due to the escape manoeuvre is large compared with the aircraft dimensions, earlier evasive action
does not ease the problem. A more detailed discussion of the problems of visual detection is to be
found in the literature (Graham and Orr, 1970).
Earlier reference was made to the problems of a pair of aircraft attempting to adopt complementary
manoeuvres.
In reality, the problem is less serious than may at first appear, since the
experimental evidence suggests that the probability that each aircraft will see the other is low.
and the probability that each will succeed in choosing a course of action in the time available is
lower still.
1.5 Relative Influence of main Parameters
1.5.1. Prediction Errors.
Predictions are never totally reliable. Control processes based on prediction may vary widely in
their sensitivity to these errors. Where the object of prediction is to assist in achieving economy
in flight, say, the penalty of failure is much lower than where the object of the control process is
to achieve safety:- a probability of collision no higher than, say, one in 10 q flights. Of course,
even a system designed with emphasis on more efficient air transport operations must simultaneously
provide an adequate level of safety, and must contain, or be supported by, elements having this
objective.
In general, the different confidence levels required in piediction translate into an emphasis on
different parts of the prediction error distribution curve. Ignoring, for the moment, the safety
problem, a system which achieves a significant saving for, say, 95% of the aircraft can still be
very desirable even If there is a loss of efficiency for a random 5% of flights.
The emphasis,
therefore is likely to be on prediction errors out to one or two sigma (standard deviation) level.
Such errors are likely to be the result of minor perturbations in the achieved flight trajectory of
the aircraft, combined with minor errors in the instruments on whose data the prediction is based.
In this central region of the probability distribution, the error distribution can be predicted,
with moderate confidence, at least, either by direct analysis or by "Monte Carlo" models (Benoit,
Sweirstra 3nd De Wispelaere, 1986), and the accuracy finally checked by observations on a reasonable
number of actual flights.
1.5.2 Aircraft Flight Controls
The problems of predicting aircraft behaviour in this central region of the aircraft protah)lity
distribution is complicated by the fact that aircraft are normally guided by the flight control
system, which must itself deal with atmospheric turbulence and "noisy" data from the flight
instruments.
This data is smoothed at various points in a number of cross-coupled multi-loop
control systems.
Practical designs for such systems involve some empirical compromises between rigorous theory and
the desire to avoid excessive complications in computation. There are also some awkward choices to
be made in deciding, in the design process, the relative weight to be attached to imperfections in
the control of the various parameters. For example, what is the relative importance of deviations
from the specified track and from the specified speed? Perhaps most difficult of all are the
compromises between passenger comfort, the avoidance of considerable throttle activity, and
precision In following the agreed trajectory. The detai'.s of flight control designs are commonly
treated as manufacturer's secrets.
The system may well offer the pilot a choice between "hard" and
"soft" control modes, and he always has the freedom to revert to manual control of the flight.
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ATC normally has no knowledge of which of these modes is in use at a given time, so that the ATC
model of aircraft performance is necessarily rather "fuzzy".
It is possible that future
developments in the use of air-ground data links may make possible an improvement in this situation,
but pilots are likely to feel that their authority over the handling of the aircraft would be
undermined by extensive "bugging" of the flight deck.
Other aspects of
AGARDOGRAPH.

prediction of

aircraft

trajectories will

be discussed

in

Section IV

of this

1.5.3. Safety
1.5.3.1
The need for an adequate level of safety in flight is a major issue in any type of
operation. The very high standard demanded for flights by civil air transport is probably the most
difficult of all. A target-level of safety for one region, North Atlantic, selected for purposes of
a study in the late 1970's, was 2.5 fatal accidents per 10 million en-route flying hours.
The
"share" of this risk allocated to mid-air collisions was 0.6 accidents per 10 million hours. The
first accident is yet to happen. The design of a system to achieve this safety level is handicapped
by the extreme difficulty of collecting enough data on the probability of occurrence of any of the
highly unlikely combinations of circumstances such as would almost certainly be necessary for
catastrophe.
Section 1.2.2. pointed out the policy of using not one monolithic system but a
multiplicity of sub-systems each aiming to prevent hazardous situations between aircraft in
controlled airspace, but planning to different time-horizons and, when possible, using different
data. One advantage of this approach is that, provided the protective mechanisms are independent of
each other, it is now possible to allow individual sub-systems, a much higher rate of failure than
can be tolerated overall. This. in turn, simplifies the problem of collecting the necessary data on
sub-system reliability. Over the North Atlantic, there is presently no technique open to ATC except
ground-based control based on pilot reports giving air-derived data. This area is therefore one
where the ATC system is, in principle, quite simple, but where theoretical analysis, rather than
direct observation, has to make a major contribution to the system design. From the early days of
theoretical study (Marks, 1963: Reich, 1966) up to the present day (Brooker, 1984), the North
Atlantic has therefore been the main topic of studies in mid-air collision risk.
1.5.3.2 This work begins by allocating a target level of safety for mid-air collision in the area
under study.
This is then decomposed into a number of component risks, each of which is given a
"share" of the target level.
Over the North Atlantic, these components are failure of vertical,
longitudinal and lateral separation.
Failing any better argument, the partition has been
arbitrarily set at equal levels for the three components. In areas under radar control, it is usual
to decompose risks into failure of either vertical or horizontal separation.
From these target levels, theory is used, in conjunction with whatever data is available and in
combination with the judgement of experts in the field, to define "separation standards" which
define the target levels below which the spacing should not be allowed to fall. Effectively, ICAO
separation standards define the level of trust the controllers should place in the data on which
they base decisions. There is, of course, nothing to prevent a prudent controller or local control
instructions from providing a bigger spacing should it be judged necessary.
For "see and avoid" operations, the difficulty of accurately assessing the severity of a hazard is
such that no useful purpose would be served by defining a minimum spacing. Study of collision
avoidance at sea (Goodwin, 1975), normally based on radar data, suggests the concept of a "domain"
round own vessel, intrusion into which by another vessel will disconcert the ship-handler. For the
TCAS airborne collision-avoidance system, to be discussed in section 2.4 below, the ICAO draft
specification, unusually, gives a detailed description of the logic to be included in the equipment
but does not define the quantitative objective to be achieved.
1.5.3.3.
Section 1.3,5 pointed out that there is, at present, no alternative to the aircraft's
aneroid barometer as a means of measuring aircraft height.
The ICAO vertical separation standards
(1000 ft. below FL290, 2000 ft. above FL290, 4000 ft. between supersonic aircraft and any other)
therefore apply to all airspace whether within radar coverage or otherwise.
In the horizontal
plane, radar makes possible a considerable reduction in the separation minima, 5 NI being usual and
3 NM being permitted for traffic sufficiently near a terminal-area radar. It should be noted that
the separation standard is the minimum spacing between two aircraft that should be permitted at
closest approach, not the separation at which escape manoeuvres should be initiated. This latter
topic will be discussed in sections 3 and 4 below.
The transmitted wavefrm is so designed that appreciable redundancy exists in the returns from each
target as the antenna becm sweeps across it. This redundancy is used in a "signal processor",
usually implemented in special-purpose hardware, which is intended, as far as possible, to detect
the presence of aircraft targets whilst rejecting ground cluttet, weather and other unwanted
returns, accidental or otherwise.
Target bearing is derived in the "data extractor" by some logic which searches for the "radar centre
of gravity" of the echo from the aircraft. One serious weakness of this scheme is the radar's
inability to resolve two targets that are at nearly the same range and separated in azimuth by less
that the radar beam-width.
If this situation is of short duration, the "radar-tracking" logic,
discussed briefly in section 2.2 below, can given positions based on extrapolation from past
history.
If the radar looks down an airway which contains numerous aircraft following the same
track, In plan at least, these situations may not only be relatively common but also persistent,
The data extractor supplies a list of coordinates at which radar targets were found during the most
recent sweep by the radar. Primary radar cannot attach an identity to any of these targets. The next
stage, "radar data processing", builds aircraft tracks from the plots suppliec
Data processing
systems are often required to merge plot data from more than one radar to form a.-overall traffic
picture.
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Even "crowded" airspace contains large volumes of air and small volumes of metal. If pilots and ATC
were both to fail to take ani effective steps to avoid collision, such events would still be
infrequent, although the loss of life would be intolerable. ICAO, in setting the separation
standards,
takes account of the fact that failure to enforce the separation standard does not
necessarily lead to catastrophe, and such failures, in regions of low traffic density, are less
important than when traffic density is higher. We can, perhaps, use the theory of traffic behaviour
in uncontrolled flight (Ratcliffe and Ford, 1982) as a rough measure of the probable consequences of
failure by controllers and ATC to detect and remedy an impending collision.
Broadly, the
conclusions are that the rate of collision, given a population "p" randomly distributed in position
and heading, in a given volume of airspace is proportional to p(p-l), to the volume occupied by each
aircraft divided by the volume of sky, and to the average modulus of relative velocity between pairs
of aircraft. In many regions of airspace, aircraft are advised to fly at specified heights e.g.
"semicircular" cruising levels or to follow specified routes. The above study considered
the effect
of each of these measures and concluded that, in all cases investigated, the result was an increase
in collision risk.
In the study, the aircraft shape was assumed, for ease of computation, to be a
right circular cylinder, i.e. to have a circular shape in plan and a rectangular section in the
vertical.
This is a convenient if very rough approximation to the shape of an aircraft, but an
accurate description of the radar separation standard. By substit..ing .he separation standard for
the dimensions of the aircraft, the study results can be applied to an assessment of the risks of an
ATC "conflict". Although, as will be seen later, ccnstraints on traffic movement often lead to an
appreciable simplification of the problems of detecting and resolving conflicts, the study shows
that these simplifications are at the expense of an increase
in the number of such problems that
require to be solved.
1.6 Surveillance Systems.
1.6.6 A surveillance system is a means by which Defence or ATC can sense the position and perhaps
the intention of aircraft In which it is interested.
Using the terminology of the ICAO FANS
Committee, surveillance system can be classed as "cooperative" (secondary radar,SSR)
or "noncooperative" (primary radars). A cooperative radar requires the carriage by each aircraft of a
"transponder" which transmits a replto interrogation by the ground station..
Such systems cannot
detect any aircraft which does not carry an operating, serviceable, transponder. Non-cooperative
surveillance systems, which are essentially mechanisms for detecting discontinuities in the
atmosphere, detect all aircraft (assuming adequate sensitivity) but also detect birds, rain and
projections from the earth's surface ("ground clutter"). This AGARDOGRAPH is not intended as a radar
engineering text book, but problems will be discussed in outline where they have a strong influence
on the effectiveness of trajectory determination and prediction.
1.6.2 Primary Radar
1.6.2.1. For defence purposes, primary radar is the principal tool for locating enemy aircraft.
Even for ATC, the advantages of a system that does not require the electronic cooperation of every
airspace user has many advantages, although, as will be shown later, primary radar now tends to be
used by ATC only in a back-up role, and there are ATC authorities who are now seriously questioning
whether the expense of primary radar can be justified by their needs.
Although more exotic ground radars are possible, at a price, existing ATC surveillance radars almost
invariably use an antenna giving a fan beam in the vertical plane but a narrow beam in plan. The
antenna rotates mechanically, usually at a speed of 5-10
rpm. In more elaborate defence radars,
this
"fan" is derived by adding the outputs of a number of channels each corresponding to a
different beam of limited vertical extent. Height-finding is now possible by comparision of the
signals in the various beams. This system has the added advantage of giving some protection against
rain echoes, ground clutter and enemy countermeasures.
An alternative technique is to supplement
the fan-beam surveillance system with computer-driven "height-finding" radars each having a narrow
bear scanning in the vertical plane.
These are steered in azimuth by the surveillance system to
make successive height measurements on individual targets of interest.
1.6.2.2 Radar is, at best, capable only of measuring the geometric height of the aircraft relative
to the radar.
Conversion to barometric pressure, the quantity actually measured by aneroid
"altimeters", and on which ATC rules are based, requires more data than is usually available about
the air column between the aircraft and ground. Variability in atmospheric refraction sets further
limits to
the possible accuracy of height measurements by ground radar.
At ranges greater than
about 20 NM.,
aircraft height cannot be measured to an accuracy comparable with an aircraft's
pressure altimeter system. Ground radar is therefore almost confined to measuring aircraft bearing
and slant range
from the radar. Traditionally, the radar transmission consisted of a succession of
narrow pulses, sufficiently spaced in time to ensure that echoes from the most distant targets would
be received before the next transmission, thus avoiding range ambiguities. With advances in dataprocessing technology, more sophisticated transmissions are now used, the waveform being tailored to
the environment and
the operating mode in use. The radar receiver, or receivers, convert the radar
signals to a lower, more convenient, frequency.
The receiver forms a matched-filter designed to
maximise signal/noise ratio at the output. The transmitted waveform is so designed that appreciable
redundancy exists in
the returns from each target as the antenna beam sweeps across it. This
redundancy is used in a "signal processor", usually implemented
in special-purpose hardware, which
is intended, as far as possible, to detect the presence af aircraft targets whilst rejecting ground
clutter, weather and other unwanted return, accidental or otherwise.
Target bearing is derived in the "data extractor" by some logic which searches for the "radar centre
of gravity" of the echo from the aircraft. One serious weakness of this scheme is
the radar's
inability to resolve two targets that are at nearly the same range and separated in azimuth by less
than the radar beam-width. It this situation is of short duration, the "radar-tracking" logic,
discussed briefly in section 2.2 below, can given positions based on extrapolation from past
history. If the radar looks down an airway which contains numerous aircraft following the same
track, in plan at least, these situations may not only be relatively common but also persistent.
The data extractor supplies a list of coordinates at which radar targets were found during the most
recent sweep by the radar. Primary radar cannot attach an identity to any of these targets. The next
stage "radar data processing", builds aircraft tracks from the plots supplied. Data processing
systems are often requireJ to merge plot data from more than one radar to form an overall traffic
picture.
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1.6.2.3
The methods by which tracks are initiated or terminated are of no immediate interest.
Given a list of tracks and a list of plots, the task of the data processor is to associate plots
with tracks and to update the latter. The first stage in this process is to use the history of each
track to predict the position of the related plot at the next radar sweep. Section 2.2 will discuss
this task in some little detail. The accuracy with which this prediction can be made will have a
major influence on the ease with which plots and tracks can subsequently be associated. If plots
from unwanted targets, such as ground clutter, are present, it may be necessary to maitain tracks on
these returns, if only to enable plots to be eliminated before attempting to deal with the aircraft
of interest. Even if all plots due to clutter can thus be eliminated, the number of plots remaining
For example:- radar returns can fade
is not generally equal to the number of candidate tracks.
between successive scans, leading to missing plots, two aircraft in close proximity may confuse the
radar into reporting a single target, and buildings in the vicinity of the radar may reflect enough
power to cause the radar to see both the aircraft and its reflected image.
One simple-minded approach to the association task is to take each plot in turn and attach it to a
plausible track to which no assignment has yet been made.
Any error in association will have a
cumulative effect, so that at the end of the process there will remain a list of unassigned plots
and another list of "free" tracks to which none of the unassigned plots can possibly belong. In
theory there are better methods. For example, suppose that there is an algorithm which gives the
likelihood of any given plot belonging to each of the tracks.
It is now possible, using linear
programming techniques, to find the assignment of plots to tracks that maximises the sum of the
likelihoods i.e. the overall probability of correct assignment.
In practice, the volume of
computation may be prohibitive, especially in the presence of heavy clutter or countermeasures. A
variety of methods have been studied in theory and/or implemented in practice (Farina and Studer,
1985).
1.6.3 Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR)
1.6.3.1.
SSR was invented in response to a need for a device that would enable a military
surveillance radar to distinguish between friend and foe. It was also recognised that, to use RT to
vector aircraft on the basis of ground radar data, there must be a clear connection between the
track on the radar screen and the aircraft's radio call sign. During World War II, the Allied
powers developed a common IFF system which ICAO later adopted as the basis of SSR. This system has
evolved considerably since it's first introduction, and this evolution continues today.
It has, so
far, always proved possible to retain compatibility between successive generations of equipment in
the air and on the ground, so that a modern interrogator can still work with an elderly airborne
transponder, and vice versa. SSR differs from primary radar not only in the need for an airborne
transponder in each aircraft, but also in the use of different frequencies 1030 MH . for ground-air
and 1090 MH . for air-ground messages. Separation of thr interrigation and reply frequencies means
that weather and ground clutter no longer cause problems.
There are, however problems peculiar to
SSR, some of which will be discussed, briefly, below.
1.6.3.2. To the user, a major difference between cooperative and non-cooperative surveillance
systems, is that cooperative systems can give a reply containing more information than the singlebit message reflected from the skin of the aircraft. The earliest feature of secondary radar was a
code giving aircraft identity.
In existing SSR, 4096 codes are available, and schemes exist for
allocating these in such a way that each civil aircraft within the coverage of a given radar has a
unique identity code. This is not only directly useful to the controllers, but also to the radar
data processing mechanism. A later addition to the SSR transponders was the ability, not only to
give the identity code in response to a "Mode A" interrogation, consisting of a pair of pulses
spaced by 8 microseconds, but also, in response to "Mode C" interrogation (21 microsecond spacing),
to use the same 4096 codes in another role, to signal the present altitude of the aircraft. Mode C
thus offers a SSR surveillance system having three-dimensional information on every suitably
equipped aircraft.
Carriage is not universal, mainly because of the cost of Mode C to owners of
light aircraft. The cost is due, not so much to the added complexity of the transponder, but to the
need for a digitiser to be fitted to the altimeter system. Incidentally, a knowledge of aircraft
height makes possible a more accurate conversion of slant range data into plan position. Note that,
in FANS terminology, SSR Mode C gives "independent" data on slant range and bearing, but "dependent"
data on aircraft height.
Because all SSR transponders use the same frequency and message formats, all airborne transponders
ceply to all interrogators within line of sight, and all interrogators receive replies to all
interrogations, however originated.
Under normal circumstances, an aircraft will transmit 20-30
replies as the interrogator beam swings past it. Although SSR has ad~antages over primary radar, it
has its own peculiar drawbacks.
As with primary radar, it is necessary to process the received
signals on the ground, firstly to extract plots and then to use the plots to update tracks.
Although, in principle the problems are the same as for primary radar, there are considerable
differences of detail.
1.6.3.3 One class of problems arises from imperfections in the polar diagram of the interrogating
antenna.
Not even in theory can an antenna concentrate all the radiated power in the main beam:some fraction of the interrogation energy will be radiated in "side-lobes". Further, some of the
energy will reach the aircraft after reflection by the Earth's surface or buildings near the radar.
and these stray signals may serve to trigger a reply from the transponder, the reply message
returning to the interrogator by the same unofficial route. This effect also arises in primary
radar, but here the signal returned from the aircraft is proportional to that received from the
ground. With SSR. provided the transponder is triggered by the interrogation signal, a full-power
reply is returned. For example, if some unofficial transmission path delivers to the aircraft only
10% of the main-beam power, then only 1% of the normal power would return to a primary radar
receiver, whereas SSR could receive 10% of the main-beam signal.
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Side-lobe problems are dealt with in present-day SSR by radiating, in addition to the interrogation
pulse-pair described above, a "side-lobe suppression" (SLS) pulse. This latter is radiated from an
The transponder compares the
antenna having a much broader polar diagram than the main beam.
strength of this pulse with the main pulse-pair, and replies only If the suppression pulse is
weaker. The SLS mechanism does not eliminate errors in bearing measurement due to terrain
SSR antennas were originally designed mainly as an add-on attachment to primary
reflections.
This meant that considerable amounts of the
radars, and had only a limited vertical aperture.
radiated energy reached the Earth's surface. More recent SSR's have antennas with a much larger
vertical aperture, thus considerably reducing bearing errors due to terrain problems. The second
class of difficulties, largely peculiar to SSR, arises from self interference, where too many
aircraft are simultaneously within coverage of too many ground stations. With primary radar, it is
This probability of time overlap between
usual to stagger the frequencies of adjacent radars.
primary radar signals typically about I microsecond wide, is, in any case, small. With SSR, a
SSR interrogations and replies (20 microseconds long) are
uniform frequency is used world-wide.
more vulnerable.
By staggering the interrogation rates of adjacent SSR's some of the problems can
be mitigated, but when two aircraft are on roughly the same bearing and separated by less then 2 NM.
in range from the radar, their reply pulse trains will overlap on reception at the interrogator.
This "garbling" may cause the plot extractor to deliver "don't know" or nonsense replies.
Alternatively, when replies reach the plot extractor unscathed over part of the extent for which the
aircraft is within the main beam, the bearing data derived by the "centre of gravity" method may be
seriously in error.
In the above discussion, it was explained how a plot extractor could drive bearing information by
finding the centre of gravity of a group of replies. Given a more elaborate antenna and receiver
system, it is possible to determine bearing from a single reply, or even from a single pulse within
the code-train constituting a single reply (Stevens, 1981). This enables a superior design of plotextractor which gives better performance under garble conditions,
Further, this "off-boresight
monopulse" technique makes possible a considerable reduction in the interrogation rate that is
needed, thus reducing interference between interrogators.
1.6.3.4. By an Ingenious exploitation of the side-lobe suppression features of the Mode A/C
transponder specification, it has proved possible to introduce a transponder having a further mode
The "Mode S" interrogation can be used selectively to Interrogate only
of operation (Bowes, 1982).
a specified aircraft, although there is a further mechanism to initiate newly arrived aircraft into
the system.
Mode S equipped aircraft respond correctly to Mode A or Mode C interrogations from
existing ground stations, and Mode S stations can handle aircraft equipped with Mode A or Mode A/C
only. Mode S data processing will be discussed in Sec. 2.2.
The Mode S specification Is in the latter stages of ICAO Standardisation. The FAA have already
proposed to rule that, after 1992, all newly installed transponders in US civil aircraft must meet
the Mode S specification.
A further feature of Mode S is the provision of additional data-link
capability.
This is somewhat limited because of system constraints necessary to preserve
compatibility with earlier generations of SSR, and the functions for which the link will be used are
still under discussion.
1.6.4.

Dependent Surveillance

1.6.4.1. Voice Communication
Speech communication between pilot and controller was formerly an important means of passing
position data from air to ground, and Is still used in some circumstances, e.g. where there Is no
radar cover.
In general, civil and military traffic use different carrier frequencies. For civil
aviation, at least, simplex working is used, controllers and pilots transmitting on the same
frequency.
Offset frequencies allow the use of up to three ground transmitters at different
locations, to obtain adequate radio cover at low flight levels over the whole control sector.
Diversity reception techniques allow automatic selection between a number of ground stations to give
good reception of messages from all aircraft. The system protocol allows all users, pilots, and
controller alike, access to the voice link on a first-come first-served basis. Before commencing
transmission, pilots are required to listen-out and delay their message if some other user Is
already using the channel. If the ongoing transmission obviously needs a reply, it is normal to
allow time for this as well. although In emergency a pilot or controller may attempt to break-in at
this point.
A station that is transmitting is deaf to messages from elsewhere. With offset frequency working,
although ATC will receive messages from anywhere In the coverage, aircraft will not always hear each
other. It is always possible that two pilots, sharing a common channel and finding it to be silent,
may commence transmission more or less simultaneously. In this situation, both messages are liable
to be garbled on reception by ATC.
An important factor in safety-sensitive ATC-controlled
manoeuvres is the time that must be allowed to pass an instruction to a controlled aircraft. With a
growing tendency to use highly accurate avionic systems for precise ground-based control of aircraft
trajectory, ground-air messages may become more detailed, and voice communication runs an increasing
risk of errors in transmission and in the input of revised clearances into computer sytems both in
the air and on the ground.
Automatic transfer of data between air and ground can include error-checking mechanisms, and offers
a faster, more reliable and less laborious means of exchanging routine data,
It is generally
accepted that such systems are not likely to be capable of handling all possible combinations of
circumstances that can arise in an emergency, but most forward planning is based on the assumption
that automatic dependent surveillance is likely to play an increasing part in ATC.
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1.6.4.2. Automatic Dependent Surveillance
The ICAO Committee on Future Air Navigation Systems (FANS) was set up to plan for an integrated
communication, navigation and surveillance (CNS) system for the next 20 years and beyond. Almost
instantly, the FANS working groups concluded that satellite-based techniques held the solutions to
the problems likely in the future. Essentially, existing radio aids to navigation, other than those
needed for instrument landings, would be replaced by NAVSTAR/GPS, GLONASS or possibly other
Communication, also satellite based, will be on L-band and
satellite-based navigation systems.
based on digital transmission. The relevant FANS working group acknowledges the advantages of
independent surveillance, but up to the time of writing (September 1987) study activity centres
around automatic dependent surveillance (ADS). There is heavy emphasis on over-ocean problems, which
seem to offer the first opportunity for a major improvement in the ATC service that can be offered.
Many problems require more study before an ADS system can be fully defined. The first phase of the
conceptual plan for the evolution of satellite surveillance is based on Mode S SSR, where available,
otherwise an ADS will be used, with position data derived from existing navigational data.
Cooperative independent surveillance is envisaged in regions where ADS is inadequate, or
independence between navigation and surveillance is required. The contest between SSR Mode S and
satellite CIS can probably only be resolved when the economics of the two systems are much clearer.
Present thinking on ADS (ICAO FANS, 1987) calls for a "basic" mandatory ADS capability. It is not
clear to which aircraft the mandatory requirements will apply.
Every ADS report will contain
latitude and longitude to a precision of about 25 metres, barometric height to a precision of 2.5
metres, and a "figure of merit" which indicates the quality of the position data on which the report
is based.
In addition, on request from the ground, the aircraft must supply the time at which the
reported position was derived and/or the ADS capability (a list of other ADS facilities which the
aircraft can offer) and/or the aircraft identity. Every ADS message contains, in the preamble to
the message, a "technical address" which defines the airframe. The "identity", e.g. the airline
trip number, normally serves to cross-relate the technical address to the filed flight-plan.
"Extended ADS" facilities, which may be required for flight in certain areas, include latitude and
longitude of the next and next-but-one waypoint as stored in the aircraft flight management
computer.
Required precision is the same as for position reports. The extended facilities also
include aircraft track or heading to a precision of 0.1 degree, IAS/Mach No. to a precision of 0.5
knot/0.001 KnoL respectively, and vertical rate to a precision of 0.08 metres/sec. The ground system
may request any selection from this list, so long as it falls within the reported ADS capability.
I t is recognised that the resolution figures need to be refined and justified operationally. It
hs only fairly recently been decided, surprisingly, that whilst waypoint coordinates contribute to
the early detection of errors in insertion of data into computers, no useful purpose could be found
for the inclusion of the associated altitude.
2. Short-Term Prediction (10 to 150 seconds).
2.1 Aircraft Trajectories.
2.1.1 We are concerned both with the rate at which an aircraft can displace itself from an agreed
path, either in response to an ATC instruction or as a result of equipment failure, pilot error, or
reaction to some other situation of which ATC may be unaware but which the pilot perceives to be
more important than obedience to ATC Instructions.
For very short prediction times, we can only expect very small displacements, and the dimensions of
the aircraft are relevant. Calculations are usually based on the distance between the centres of
gravity of aircraft under discussion.
There is no simple rule to determine the spacing between the
centres of gravity of two aircraft at the point at which they come into collision. Results of some
computer simulations give a more realistic picture of the capability for escape manoeuvres of
typical airliners (Gilbert, 1976). This study considered the displacement that could be achieved In
a given time,
in either the horizontal or the vertical plane, by a typical (in 1976) 100-seat
short/medium range transport aircraft and by a typical long-range "Jumbo".
Each aircraft had a
vertical performance that did not differ much between climb and descent, and neither height (studied
only above 10,000 ft.) nor airspeed (studied above 250 knots) had much effect on escape capability.
Figs. 6,7 and 8, discussed below, were derived from data in the Gilbert paper.
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Consider, first, the pull-up manoeuvre capability illustrated in Fig 6. It is assumed that the
elevator input to give 0.5g vertical rate was applied in linearly increasing manner to the final
value in 1.0 secs., and maintained until the desired vertical rate was achieved.
The rate is limited by the need to keep airspeed
Thereafter the vertical rate was held constant.
within acceptable limits. Even an infinite vertical acceleration would only slightly change the
vertical displacement that could be achieved in 30 secs., say.
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Fig 7 shows similar results for a descent manoeuvre under an acceleration applied in the same manner
as for fig. 6. Zero height on the vertical scale of figs. 6 and 7 corresponds to the height of the
aircraft centre of gravity.
For collision avoidance, we are concerned with height of the lowest
part of the fuselage, when the aircraft is in climb, and the hi6hest point on the aircraft fin tip
when in descent.
Note from fig. 7 that the first consequence of putting a jumbo into a dive is to
cause the tail fin to rise.
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Similarly, Fig. 8 shows the behaviour of the wing tip of a Jumbo jet when manoeuvred into a turn at
bank angles of 30 and 45 degrees.
As before, height and airspeed do not strongly influence the
behaviour.
The curves in Fig. 8 are for half aileron applied at a linear rate over a one-second
period, the bank angle being thereafter maintained at the desired value. The horizontal distances
are measured from the
longitudinal axis through the aircraft centre of gravity. 4 or 5 seconds
after the initiation of the manoeuvre, the wing tip is moving away from the original line of flight
at a rate proportional to the square of time.
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The results in the Gilbert paper are not universally applicable, It is unlikely, for example, that a
fully-loaded long-range jumbo could achieve even a 30 degree bank angle soon after take-off.
Equally the manoeuvre capability of a high-performance military aircraft may be very different from
that shown in figs. 6, 7 and 8. Not only may the aircraft be capable of more rapid turns and higher
rates of climb/descent, it may also be capable of a much wider range of airspeed. Performance data
on military aircraft may not be available to civil ATC, but at least it will be safe to assume that
their manoeuvre capability is, at least equal to that of civil aircraft.
2.1.2 So far, we have discussed the problem of an aircraft manoeuvring to avoid collision, with
emphasis on the trajectory of the last point on the airframe to leave the neighbourhood to be
avoided. For the classes of aircraft with which figs. 6, 7 and 8 are concerned, we can reasonably
use the results to assess the worst-case possibility of a manoeuvre into collision, except that it
is now necessary to consider the first point on the airframe to enter the hazard region, rather than
the last one to leave It. As 2.1.1 implied, it is not very easy precisely to define the "hazard
region". For example, Fig. 8 shows the lateral displacement produced by banked turns. Such a turn
can also have an effect in the vertical plane, since, given a 45 degree banked turn and a 100 ft.
long wing, the lower wing-tip will drop 70 ft., even for a perfectly banked turn, and a pilot
preoccupied with other problems may lose more height from other factors.
2.1.3 As prediction times lengthen, the uncertainties as to an aircraft's future behaviour rapidly
become more Important than the physical dimensions of the aircraft. The cheese-shaped approximation
to the shape of an airframe is, in fact, a precise model of the volume of airspace that ATC radar
separation rules lay down as the domain of a single aircraft. For purposes of establishing bounds
to the aircraft manoeuvre capability, it may be assumed that an aircraft after a short delay,
manoeuvres in the vertical plane at a rate of climb/descent, and that, in the horizontal plane, the
effect of a given bank angle is to cause the aircraft to fly an arc of a circle.
If "a" is the
lateral acceleration due to gravity and 0 the bank angle, then, for a perfectly banked turn
tan(O) = a/g---------------

(5)

For a true airspeed "V", the radius of turn "R" is given by
R

V/a = V 2/gtan(O ) -----

and the time needed to change heading by

(6)
radians is given by

t(o) = R /V = V /gtan(6) ------

(7)

Figs. 6, 7 and 8 clearly show that a few seconds suffice to produce a dramatic change in an
aircraft's trajecl.ory. One cannot safely assume that an aircraft will follow a track which is
simply an extraTolation from past history.
In a study of the prediction of the rates of
climb/descent fir A300 commercial airliners, under completely normal conditions, Fron (1984)
reported that altitude predictions 30 seconds ahead in time were in error by more than 350 ft. for
20% of time in climb and 25% of time in descent.
Data was derived by sampling the output of the
aircraft flight data computer at I sec. intervals. The results were attributed to the heterogeneity
(in temperature and wlndspeed) of the atmosphere in its vertical dimension. For a time-horizon of
120 secs., with data based on 4 sec. samples, errors exceeded OOft. for 40% of the climbing time
and 45% of the descent time.
It has been shown that a civil aircraft making a moderate change in heading, 20 degrees, say, may
carry out a manoeuvre which differs significantly from the ideal banked turn postulated earlier
(Lefas and Thomas, 1981). Probably the most predictable feature of a sub-sonic civil aircraft, once
clear of the jet streams discussed in 1.4.2, is the distance it will travel along-track. Changes in
airspeed that are likely in 150 secs. or less can have only a small effect on the distance travelled
over this time-scale.
2.2 Radar Tracking
2.2.1 Processing Radar Data
2.2.1.1 Section 1.6.2 outlined the process by which the signals from the radar receiver are
converted into sets of coordinates representing the position of aircraft observed during the most
recent passage of the radar beam.
These plots are then assigned to tracks already stored in the
computer or, if so desired, used to Initiate a new track.
Even after treatment in the signal processor, one second's output of a radar may contain a
considerable amount of information.
Elaborate processing of the whole of this data is not
practicable in real time, and it Is normal practice at some stage in the data extraction process to
insert some form of "gating" mechanism which passes only data from regions of interest.
Once a
track is established, the radar tracking logic predicts the position at which the relevant radar
echo can be expected at the next radar sweep, and a suitably positioned "window" admits data from
the signal processor to the data extractor at the expected time of arrival of the signals. The
dimensions of the window are determined by the perceived quality of the stored track data, being
large when the track is newly initiated, and small once confidence has been established.
Given that the output of the signal processor still contains many signals in addition to the wanted
echoes, a considerable component of the extraction task will be concerned with completing the
elimination of clutter. This task will be roughly proportional to the total area of the windows.
Additional processing is needed when gates overlap, thus creating problems in deciding to which
track a given plot belongs. For this reason, accurate plot predictions make possible a considerable
reduction of the overall data-processing task, but, as earlier sections of the paper have pointed
out, prediction has its limitations.
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2.2.1.2 There are many steps involved in converting radar signals into tracks (Shaw, 1986) and in
combining the data from a mixture of primary and secondary radars at a number of different sites
into one "air picture" in a control centre. In what follows, discussion will be confined to the
problem of filtering noisy plot data to convert it into a smoothed track. It will be assumed that
we are deriving data from a conventional ATC radar having a fan beam in the vertical plane which is
rotated in azimuth at a uniform rate, the radar delivering slant range and bearing, accompanied, in
the case of SSR signals by Mode A, Mode A/C or Mode S data. We will not discuss many other possible
forms of primary radar which make available, at a price, more information than the "azimuth and
slant range" assumed above.
One may, for example have a 3-D capability and/or radial velocity
derived from Doppler shift of radar signals.
The resulting tracking problems are discussed
elsewhere (Farina and Studer, 1985)
2.2.1.3.
Tracking filters are esually classified as using "alpha-beta" or "Kalman" tracking
algorithms.
The alpha-beta tracker is generally simpler and therefore more commonly adopted, but
the distinction between these classes arises more from the way in which they are described than from
fundamental differences in their method of operation. Stochastic filtering theory assumes that we
have data on the evolution of a system (in this instance the "system" being the position of the
aircraft) over a period of time. The input to the filtering process is assumed to consist of a
.system state vector" whose components are deterministic functions of time together with stochastic
processes representing unpredictable variables (noise).
The output of the tracking filter is a
function of this state after corruption by measurement errors.
Since we have access to the system state oaly at intervals not less than one radar rotation, at
best, we are discussing a discrete-time model, so that the filter operation is defined by
difference, rather than by differential, equations.
In the Kalman approach to the filt- design,
rather than a single, high-order, equation defining the operation, it is usual to use a set of first
order equations which are more easily handled by vector and matrix methods.
The filtering problem is approached by replacing the physical objects under study, the collection of
aircraft, by a mathematical model of the dynamic system whose state can be deduced from a knowledge
of the initial condition of the system, the history of the "forcing input." deliberately applied to
the various airframes, and of the stochastic disturbances (e.g. those due to the atmosphere) whose
statistical properties are known but whose actual values at a given time remain indeterminate. The
measurement sensor system, that is, the radar and its data extractor, is similarly represented by a
mathematical model which aims to define the relationship between the dynamic system state
corresponding to the target aircraft, and the corresponding measurements delivered by the sensor
system. The system state vector may well have more dimensions (e.g. velocity, height) than the
output of the radar. The measurement data is assumed to be subject to a further set of stochastic
errors.
2.2.1.4
Consider an alpha-beta tracker which operates on range and bearing data from a signal
processor. Let r, be the range reported afterthe n th sweep of the radar, and R be the smoothed
value of range delivered by the filter. Let R. similarly denote the filter estimate of range rate.
Let T be the time interval between radar sweeps, and P(r,(n+l)) be the filter's prediction, based on
the n th radar sweep, of the value of r at time (n+l)T. The tracking algorithm is based on eqns. 7.
8 and 9.
R

- P(r,n)
?
+

(r - P(r,n)) --------

Rn ' Rn-I + 6(r -P(rn))/T ------P,,

(7)

(8)

- RA + T.Rn ---------------

(9)

The computation becomes slightly more complex if a radar return from the aircraft does not appear in
the gate for one or more sweeps.
The above equations have delivered a smoothed estimate of the
present value of range (eqn.7), of range rate (eqn.8) and an estimate of range at the next radar
sweep (egn.9).
Note that P(r,n) in equations 7 and 8 is the value of "r" predicated after the (n1)th radar sweep. If range is replaced by bearing, the same algorithm can deliver corresponding
estimates and forecasts of bearing and bearing rate.
Equations 7 - 9 make no reference to the possibility of any acceleration by the aircraft.
In
practice, any such accelecations are treated as part of the measurement noise. The behaviour of the
tracking algorithm is strongly influenced by the values given to alpha and beta, both of which must
have values between zero and unity. Reference to equation 7 will show that, if alpha has the value
unity, the smoothed position given for an aircraft will be totally determined by the most recent
observation. As alpha falls towards zero, the reported position will be less and less dependent on
the recent radar data but more and more based on the earlier history of the track.
For a linear
filter, such as that illustrated by eqns. 7-9. it is possible to determine values for alpha and beta
that are optimal, in the sense that they minimise some defined cost-function (Benedict and Bordner,
1962), whose paper assumed that the object was either to minimise the variance of the position error
or of the error in position rate, and came to the happy conclusion that it was possible,in the
example studied, that these two objectives could be achieved simultaneously by choosing beta equal
to (alpha)2/(2-alpha). The optimal values for alpha and beta depend on the cost-function chosen for
minimisation and on the statistical properties of the stochastic disturbances to the dynamic systemstate and of errors in the measurement system.
2.2.1.5
The choice of polar coordinates for the alpha-beta tracker has a number of advantages in
addition to the elimination of the need for transformation of the coordinates. Measurement errors
in bearing should, to a reasonable approximation, be constant over the entire coverage of the radar.
Measurements in range will have errors that vary as the square root of the signal/noise ratio, which
is a function of the range and echoing area of the target.
This latter quantity is a sensitive
function of the unknown attitude of the aircraft relative to the radar, so that it is usual to
ignore the variation in ranging errors with range.
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On these assumptions, errors in both range and bearing are both constant over the entire coverage of
the radar and independent of each other. It is for these reasons that th& filter could be decoupled
into two simpler mechanisms, each using eqns. 7-9, with appropriate values of alpha and beta for
each coordinate. The values assigned to alpha and beta can make allowance for the much better
accuracy in range than in azimuth measurements.
2.2.1.6.
Since the alogorithm given in para 2.2.1.4 effectively ignored the possibility of the
target aircraft entering a turn, it is hardly surprising that, when the parameters alpha and beta
have been optimised for a target in straight-line flight, the tracker does not perform well on a
turning target. One common solution is to provide some form of turn-detection logic, so that, if a
turn is detected, the logic can use some different values of alpha and beta.
If there is a single tracker mechanism whose parameters are modified when the turn detector issues a
report, false alarms in the turn detector can cause a serious loss of track quality, not only until
the turn warning is cancelled, but until the tracker has recovered to a steady-state. A better, if
more expensive, mechanism is to operate two or more parallel trackers, optimised on the basis of
different assumptions about the aircraft trajectory, and to provide further logic to choose between
their predictions. (Blom, 1985: Langston, 1987).
Kalman filters can be designed to incorporate a more detailed model of the aircraft dynamics, but
A track-oriented coordinate system gives the
the choice of coordinate systems presents a problem.
possibility of correctly reflecting realistic limits on possible along-track velocity and crosstrack and along-track acceleration capabilities.
An inertial frame of reference can be used when
the aircraft is in straight line flight, with reversion to track oriented coordinates when the logic
detects the onset of a turn. In such a system, it is no longer possible to decouple the tracking
logic to consider the two dimensions separately.
More elaborate system models will involve an increase in the number of state variables. The firstorder equations used in the alpha-beta tracker are replaced with polynomials, and there may be a
considerable increase in the cost of computing. Kalman filter design therefore usually involves a
compromise between incorporating the full complexity in the dynamic system and measurement models or
seeking some simpler approximation which gives a cheaper but adequate performance.
2.2.1.7
When aircraft tracks have been identified and the aircraft intentions are known, from a
filed flight plan, for example, it is tempting to use this plan, rather than the track history, as
the basis for extrapolation to the next predicted position.
A milder version of the same strategy
uses flight-plan height to convert data from slant to plan range and modifies the tracker parameters
when there is a planned change of heading.
The objection can be raised that one of the major
functions of radar surveillance is to provide an independent cross-check on an aircraft's compliance
with the flight plan. Flight plan aided tracking tends to replace a system that "fails safe" with
one that "fails plausible". To a lesser extent, any track smoothing system is open to a similar
criticism, since all smoothing mechanism. tend to be incredulous if an aircraft, for some reason,
makes an unplanned departure from its previous track.
This topic will be further discussed in
section 2.2.3.3.
2.2.2 Primary Radar Tracking
2.2.2.1 Because of the problems arising in the presence of rain, ground clutter, or any form of
electronic interference, a process based on the automatic inititation of primary radar tracks might
rapidly result in system overload.
Automatic tracking, if used at all, is normally initiated
manually by a controller or assistant, and the initiation process is normally linked to the
identification of some target of interest. For friendly aircraft, the identification may be based
on a filed flight plan, on pilot-reported position, or on the response of a target to a request to
the aircraft for some change of heading. If the radar has some height measuring capability, and
some form of height data is available from elsewhere, the identification problem may be eased.
The problem may not be solved permanently by an initial identification. If an aircraft drops out of
radar cover and then reappears, it is difficult to be certain that the same aircraft is now being
tracked, especially as the earlier failure to detect the aircraft may have resulted from a change in
the aircraft aspect, a turn for example.
When several aircraft are flying some standard track,
possibly relying on vertical spacing to ensure safety, there will be times when two aircraft are at
very nearly the same range and bearing. The situation is most common when the route leads towards
or away from an airfield radar. The relative speed of such a pair of aircraft may be very low, so
that the overlap period is long, end when the aircraft finally separate, identities have been lost
or, worse still, confused. Another difficulty, when there is no data on aircraft height, is that
only slant range is available from the radar, so that plan position is in some doubt. The problem
is most serious when it is necessary to hand-over an aircraft from one radar to another, or where it
is necessary to compare the radar coordinates with data from some other source.
2.2.2.2 For civil ATC purposes, primary radar tends to relegated to a back-up role. Primary radar
still has advantages over SSR In addition to its ability to detect an aircraft that has no
serviceable transponder. Since primary radar designers have some freedom to choose between a number
of radio frequences, surveillance radars commonly have a narrower beamwldth than can be obtained
with an SSR antenna of similar dimensions.
Primary radar can also normally resolve two targets
whose range difference is more than about 0.2 NM. SSR uses a reply code about 2NM long, and problems
begin to arise when two code trains overlap.
Monopulse direction-finding, or, better yet, Mode 5,
should overcome this problem, but at many existing control centres, a hybrid tracking system using
SSR, when available, for identification and height, combined with primary radar for more precise
range and azimuth should offer advantages. One unfortunate drawback of primary radar, in this role,
is the presence, in the vicinity of large cities, of numerous light aircraft below the base of the
controlled airspace and without SSR but still contributing a great deal of confusion to the primary
radar output and therefore to the tracking problem.
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2.2.3 Secondary ?adar Tracking
2.2.3.1.
SectioL 1.6.3 gave a brief account of secondary radar and its probl=s.
SSR plot
extraction will not be discussed at any length, but one Important difference between SSR and pr-lary
radar is the absence of weather and ground return clutter and the use of an elaborate reply pattern
which must be recognised by the plot extractor before It goes on to examine the details of the reply
message.
Tests are applied to detect -garbledreplies where there are two or more overlapping
messages.
Such garbled messages are rejected.
Plots are output from the detector when the
necessary criteria are satisfied, and the output message includes range. azi=uth and the Fode A and
Pode C data. Not all transponders give Fode C replies.
2.2.3.2. The Mode A reply =ay either be one of a set of -discrete- codes so allocated that only one
aircraft within the radar coverage, or, at least, within the nat!onal boundaries, has a particular
code from this set. Each of these codes corresponds to a flight plan held by the ATIC authority. and
it Is possible automatically to Initiate a track when a new code fron this set is received from an
aircraft in the vicinity of the planned track. So=eti=es, =ore than one plot is received from a
given aircraft. Section 1.6.3 explained why reflection problems are core troublesome with secondary
than with primary radar.
Such responses due to mirroring effects can usually be detected and
rejected because the reflected path is longer than the direct path. In general, the assigrxent of
plots .o tracks is =uch easier than with primary radar.
Outside controlled aIrspace, there may be SSR equipped aircraft who are not flying under AT-C
jurisdiction and it is co--on practice to issue the sa=e Identity code to all such aircraft. If
tracks are required on an aircraft giving a non-discrete Mode A reply, it is usually necessary for a
controller to identify the aircraft to the tracking system before initiating the track, and the
tracking process then =ore nearly resembles that used with primary rac r.
Until recently. SSR
azluth data was invariably derived in plot extractors by the centre-of-gravity =ethod.
If two
aircraft are both within the radar bean at a given time and separated by less than about 2104, then
reply code trains wIII overlap in time at the receiver, and the garbled signal may be rejected. If
the two aircraft are not exactly the sane bearing fro= the radar, the rotating bean may illuminate
the first aircraft only, then ' th of then, and then only the second. On rejection of the garbled
data, the nid-point of the range of azimuth over which replies are received may give seriously
inaccurate bearings (Wyndhan, 1979: Stevens, 1981).
There is a limit to the rate at which the
transponder can Issue reply messages.
Similat bearing errors can arise if the transponder is
"captured" by a neighbouring radar.
2.2.3.3 Recent SSR radars have used the off-boresight conopulse techniques (Bowes, 1982) to derive
azimuth data. This enables azimuth to be derived from even a single pulse in the reply code train,
and there is therefore a good chance of extracting some data, at least, from a pair of aircraft
whose replies are garbled. Azimuth accuracy, under normal conditions can be ten times better than
is possible with the centre-of gravity method.
$then azimuth data is available from several
individual pulses in a reply, it .ispossible to give a quantitative estimate of the quality of the
azimuth data.
This enables the tracker to recognise the presence of bean distortion due to
oultipath problems at the radar site.
An additional advantage of nonopulse is the ability
appreciably to reduce the number of interrogations that need to be transmitted as the beam sweeps
past a target, thus reducing the risk of interference between radars. Section 1.6.3 gave a brief
account of Mode S SSR.
Once an aircraft has been enrolled in the Mode S systen. the tracking logic
is relatively simple, and elaborate prediction algorithms are not necessary in the data processor.
The radar needs to know the relationship between the technical address of the aircraft and its
position relative to the radar, in order to schedule the interrogations at tines when the aircraft
is within the radar beam whilst avoiding collisions with messages fron other aircraft, but this
barely calls for extrapolation from the previous position.
A similar situation is likely to arise
with the cooperative dependent surveillance system proposed by the FANS Committee (ICAO FANS 1987).
Both Mode S and the FANS ADS proposal have the ability to transmit to the ground station other data
in addition to position. Such a system is able to transmit on the dowr-link a message giving airderived heading or bank angle which would significantly assist tracking where better predictions are
desirable (Lefas and Thoaas, 1981).
A similar case might be made for transmission of rate-of-climb
data.
There seem to be no immediate plans for adopting this suggestion in Mode S. Table I In
section 1.3.4 pointed out the value of heading data in the early detection of a turn.
Note the
distinction between the use for tracking purposes of intention data, as derived from a flight plan,
and the present proposal to use air-derived data on the aircraft's actual, current, altitude.
2.3 Terrain Following
2.3.1.
Terrain following systems are used by high-performance military aircraft to fly, in all
weathers, at a height of only hundreds of feet above the terrain, the object being, as far as
possible, to stay below line-of-sight of hostile ground-based installations such as radars. To meet
this requirement, it is necessary to map the terrain for some distance along the aircraft's intended
path, to compare the terrain profile with the predicted performance of the aircraft, and then to
generate manoeuvre commands to the flight control system which would enable the aircraft, as far as
possible, to follow the terrain profile at some chosen height.
The main emphasis will be on the
avoidance of collision with the terrain.
2.3.2
In practice, there will be situations when the manoeuvre capability of the aircraft is
inadequate precisely to follow the terrain profile.
There must then be .ome compromise between
vertical acceleration and the deviation from the desired profile. Deviations may be defined either
in terms of the root-mean-square or peak values of acceleration and deviation. To avoid excessive
sink-rates or inadvertent stalling, it is also necessary to set bounds to the vertical rate. Since
the risks of hostile action may vary in the course of the mission, as will the aircraft performance
(with weight of fuel and payload), the pilot is free to choose his planned clearance altitude on the
basis of defence threats and terrain variety.
He also needs control of the accelexation
constraints.
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Safety in the event
of equipment failure is a serious problem, especially during training. Failure
=ay be detected either by means bu!it-in to the system hardware or by means of soe independent
check on clearance altitude (see below).
Automatic fly-up commands are issued to the flight
controls along with a warning to the pilot.
2.3.3 Hilitary terrain-folloving systems are not described in great detail in the open literature.
The 8-I terrain-following Installation (Brinkley et a!.. 1977) is intended to fly at Mach 0.85 at a
low level.
The pilot has six options for planned clearance heights between 200 and 1000ft. The
pri ary terrain sensing systen Is a forward-looking radar with a bean a few degrees wide in azimuth
to compensate for dr!ft and, as far as possible, for the consequences of turning flight. There will
be times when no returns are received from the forward radar, e.g. in flight over water. A radar
altimeter provides local altitude in this situation, as well as data for the mechanism which
generates the fly-up comand if altitude falls belo-w 80Z of the selected clearance height.
The flight-control logic is norm-ally based on the data from the forward-looking radar.
Over the
range R <
R < R. , a flight control vector is generated from the equation.

=k(

+ 3 + (H- /R)-fS ) ......

( )

where k is a constant
e is the aircraft pitch attitude
3 is the greatest elevation angle at which a radar return is received at range R
HrF is the selected clearance altitude
fs is a -shaped clearance function- dependent on range. velocity, flight path angle and
ride-control setting.
The most positive value of Y. obtained over the range of R becomes the command to the flight-control
system.
2.3.4 The flight profile prediction process is inplicit in the constant "k-, the function Fs , and
by the other parameters of eqn. 10. -he open literature offers no further details. One weakness of
any terrain-follo ing system, unless there exist systems Involving a detailed contour nap held in
the airborne computer, Is the 3ysten's inability to see over a mountain ridge or round corners in a
winding valley.
Having adopted flight at low level to avoid detection by ground-based weapon
systems, it is Inevitable that the airborne radar has only a limited view of the terrain, and a
correspondingly limited opportunity to detect, and avoid collision with, other aircraft.
2.4

Airborne Collision Avoidance Devices

2.4.1 It seems desirable to begin by clarifying the terminology.
airborne system may help to solve:-

There are three problems that an

(I)

The detection of neighbouring aircraft
The assessment of collision risk.
(iii) The choice of an escape manoeuvre

(G)

Devices that help with (i) only are "proximity warning" systems, those helping with (1) and (ii) are
collision warning" systems, and devices aimed at all three problems are "collision avoidance"
systems.
A collision warning system has obvious advantages if it does not rely on Infallible ATC or on the
pilots' unrelenting look-out combined with good visibility.
For many years, the electronics
industry has searched for an airborne device that could fulfill this role. The probability of midair collision, other things being equal, is proportional to the square of traffic density. Regions
of high density are most common in the USA. where, not surprisingly, mid-air collisions are
relatively common also. The majority of serious collisions in terms of lives lost, involve one
airliner and a smaller aircraft flying under "Visual Flight Rules", rather than ATC.
Since it is
difficult to compel the owners of small simple aircraft to fit complex collision-warning devices,
there is a strong and obvious case for a warning system based on some mechanism which can be carried
by airliners to protect them against light aircraft who need not carry any cooperating equipment.
Unfortunately, the technical problems involved in providing such a system have proved too difficult.
Certain military aircraft carry airborne primary radar for locating their airborne targets. Details
are not readily available, but it is known that the equipments are complex (and therefore expensive
to run and maintain) as well as limited in angular coverage. Many of the technical problems can be
overcome if the potential threat carries some form of transponder.
2.4.2 The ICAO SSR Improvements and Collision Avoidance Panel (SICASP). set up in 1981. has been
studying the topic under the generic title of the "Airborne Collision Avoidance System" (ACAS).
Recently, in the light of the 1983 decision by ICAO ANC that ICAO should develop airborne collision
avoidance systems based only on SSR Mode S, ACAS appears to have become synonymous with the "Traffic
Alert and Collision Avoidance System" (TCAS) W' -h has been the subject of extensive study in the
USA. The principle underlying TCAS is the use o- the existing SSR transponder. In the USA this is
carried even by a significant portion of the airborne "general aviation" population which
Intermingles with airline traffic.
Since its invention (Litchford, 1976), TCAS has evolved considerably. Many systems described as
TCAS, including the original invention, only bear a loose resemblance to the system, or more
accurately systems, that now seem likely to be introduced in the USA with ICAO's eventual blessing.
TCAS 11, the system presently defined in detail, uses air-to-air interrogation of a transponder, at
one second intervals, to derive the data needed for its collision-warning logic, to be discussed
later in the present paper.
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2.4.3 Radio frequency systems have the drawback that the rate of change of bearing of a possible
threat cannot be determined to an accuracy even approaching that of a human eye. The limitations
resulting from inadequate bearing data were discussed in section 1.4.5 TCAS II does not attempt to
The advantge of SSR, however is that accurate range information is now directly
use bearing data.
available, and modern SSR-equipped aircraft have transponders capable, in response to Mode C or
Mode-S interrogations, of giving height data derived in digital form from the aircraft altimeter.
Special features of such data, shared between the two aircraft and derived from a common source, are
that the accuracy does not fall off with increasing distance between the two aircraft and that the
collision avoidance logic in each aircraft, assuming both to be equipped, will perceive the same
problem.
For two aircraft in an impending near-miss situation, one quantity that can be predicted with
reasonable precision is the tine to closest approach (Horrel. 1956), and this quantity forms the
basis of the TCAS warning logic. By automatic tracking of each aircraft within the height and range
band of interest it is possible to derive on estimate of range rate, and the ratio of range to range
rate, is termed "Tau'.
if "S- is the relative velocity of the two aircraft, "m" the miss distance,
t- the time to closest approach and "r" the present range, then
Tau = r/r = t +

t at--- ---

(11)

provided that both aircraft are in straight-line flight (Ratcliffe, 1982). As the miss distance
increases, Tau will increasingly overestimate the time to closest approach. If two aircraft are due
to collide but are not both in straight-line flight, Tau may be meaningless. In the situation
illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5, for example, range actually increases whilst time to closest approach
falls from 40 secs. to 20 secs.
2.4.4 If two aircraft are safely separated on the basis of a Tau-based criterion, there is no need
to consult the height data.
Similarly, if both aircraft are found to be safely separated in the
vertical, no further calculation is needed. If a possible threat fails both these tests, it is
necessary to predict height separation at closest approach.
In principle, given two aircraft in
unaccelerated flight, this is a simple matter. From the history of the height differences, "h" say,
between the two aircraft, it is possible to calculate the rate of change of "h", and assuming that
Tau- gives a reasonsble approximation to "t", relative height at closest approach can be computed.
There is a difficulty which becomes obvious if we consider the numerical values.
Because it is
undesirable to have an airborne collision warning device that issues frequent alarms in situations
that ATC is allowed to regard as safe, TCAS can only alarm when "t" has fallen to about 20 secs.
TCAS II cannot devise horizontal manoeuvres on the basis of range and height data alone, and the
vertical displacement that can be achieved by an airliner in 20 secs., say, may well be less than
600 ft. The altimeter data exchanged by SSR messages between the two aircraft is rounded-off to
integral multiples of 100 ft., so that height-rate data derived from the difference of the two
readings will have an erratic error due to the rounding process.
By fitting a smooth curve to the
past history of relative height, it is possible to obtain a more precise estimate of height-rate at
the expense of a time delay in detecting the onset of any vertical manoeuvre. More recently it has
been agreed that, in an aircraft having altitude data generated by a computing device such as the
ARINC 706 Air Data System, own height should be supplied to TCAS to a precision of 25 ft. or less.
See Andrews (1981) for a more detailed discussion of the tracking logic.
The collision-warning logic is discussed elsewhere (Ford, May 1986). Minor modifications to the
logic appear to be continuing. ACAS (basically TCAS II) is the subject of a circular (ICAO 1985)
which discusses some
of the problems resulting from an
inevitable proliferation of SSR
interrogations by TCAS aircraft.
2.4.5
TCAS II transmits interleaved Mode C and Mode S interrogations.
Replies from aircraft
carrying only Mode A SSR will give the aircraft a measure of slant range to the threat, but no
information on height.
Only part of the TCAS logic can then operate.
No manoeuvre advice Is
possible, since TCAS II, with no information on the bearing of the threat, can only advise escape In
the vertical plane.
For a threat with Mode A only,
TCAS can only offer a proximity warning
service.
When TCAS II has height data from a threat carrying Mose C or Mode S facilities, the logic can offer
a succession of advisory messages to any aircraft that appears to need them. The firsL level,
proximity warning, is termed the "traffic advisory". If the TCAS system can offer a crude guide to
the bearing of the threat, the pilot can be advised of the direction in which the threat might be
seen.
If the risk becomes more acute, the aircraft will receive a "resolution advisory" message.
In its mild form, this message will advise of a limit to the safe rate of climb or descenzt in the
sensitive direction.
Finally, the logic may issue more positive advice e.g. "descend at not less
than 1500 ft./min."
All TCAS II equipments will be part of, or connected to, a Mode S SSR transponder. If two aircraft
in conflict are both carrying TCAS II, there is provision in the logic for an exchange of messages,
by way of the Mode S data link, to ensure that evasive action recommended to each aircraft
complements that given to its aeighbour. The conflict-resolution manoeuvres recommended by TCAS 2,
and the performance that results, are outside the scope of this paper (Ford, 19?8).
Note that
almost all the simulation studies of TCAS performance nave assumed the aircraft to be originally in
straight-line flight.
2.4.6. There are two other versions of TCAS under discussion.
TCAS I is a simple system intended
to provide a low-cost better-than-nothing facility. After some preliminary study, the FAA announced
that they would leave all work on TCAS I to "the market place". TCAS III was envisaged as an
enhanced version of TCAS, based an electronically steerable antenna by means of which it would be
possible to determine the learing of any threat.
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This would have the advantage of enabling a threatened aircraft to escape by means of a horizontal
manoeuvre, for which many pilots have apparently expressed a preference. It was also argued that the
knowledge of threat position, instead of mere range, would eliminate many of the "unnecessary"
alarms for which TCAS II is criticised. TCAS III antenna systems bring considerable engineering
problems, since it is barely possible to achieve adequate bearing accuracy from an L-band antenna
that can be installed in an airliner, and it transpires that perturbations in nominally straightline flight would be enough to disable the bearing measurements unless bearings are referred to some
inertial reference. A study of the unnecessary alerts generated by TCAS II (Spencer and Fee, 1986)
reveals that although, after the event, most TCAS II alerts are found to have been unnecessary, at
the time the alerts were issued the risk was usually a real one. The "false alarms" arise from the
lack of any knowledge of the intentions of a potential threat, and the subsequent need to base the
logic on worst-case assumptions. Spencer and Fee concluded that about 50% of TCAS II alerts could
be justified on these worst-case assumptions, and that a TCAS III system with the additional
horizontal miss-distance logic might increase this to 65-70%.
The U.S. Airlines Electronic
Engineering Committee (AEEC 1987) reported in February 1987 that the FAA "is still not certain that
it should support TCAS III".
2.5 ATC Short-Term Conflict Alert
2.5.1. Introduction
2.5.1.1.
Section 2.4. described one approach to the problem of collision avoidance, based on
limited information about the relative position of the threat. It is now intended to discuss the
provision of a collision-warning based on data available at the ATC centre. Section 2.2 dealt with
the problems of smoothing and extrapolating radar data with a view to deriving the best estimate of
aircraft position at the time of the next radar sweep, an estimate needed to steer a tracking gate
within the radar processor logic.
There is no reason why this same logic should not be used to
predict position at a significantly later time, at the expense of deteriorating accuracy, and the
algorithms are used in this way if the radar data on a given aircraft is missing for one or more
sweeps. For collision warning purposes, the object is not to form the best estimate of the relative
position of the two aircraft at some future time, but to give warning if there is a risk that
plausible divergences by the two aircraft from their recent trajectories may lead to a hazardous
situation. The problem if studied to some future time-horizon which is sufficiently remote to allow
time for devising and implementing trajectory changes to ensure the safety of both aircraft.
At the present time, nearly all the tests by ATC for collision risks are carried out by human
controllers who are given a set of relatively simple, formal rules which lay down a minimum spacing
which ATC is meant to ensure at all times.
Controllers may have a choice of separation criteria
e.g. aircraft can be separated either in the vertical or horizontal planes.
In effect, the
separation standard sets an upper limit to the extent to which controllers are allowed to trust the
data with which they are working. The controller is always free to exercise discretion and aim at a
greater separation than the defined minimum. Similarly, although ICAO lays down and publishes a set
of separation standards, there may be more rigorous standards laid down by local authorities to take
account of specific problems.
2.5.1.2 The ICAO separation standards are easy to remember but are certainly not ideal. Consider
two possible situations, and suppose that the horizontal separation minimum is 5M. in both cases.
In the first example, an aircraft is in level flight along an airway when a second, slower aircraft,
travelling in the same direction, is allowed to climb or descend into a position behind it at a
spacing of 4 NM.
Most controllers and their supervisors would regard this as a perfectly safe
situation, despite the technical infringement of the rules.
In the second example, a pair of
aircraft A and B are travelling from E to W along an airway at the same speed and flight level. A
third aircraft, X, also at the same speed, wishes to cross the air route on a N-S path between A and
B, and without safe vertical separation from them. Fig. 9 shows the motion of X relative to A and
B. The relative velocity of X makes an angle of 45 deg. with the line A-B, and the circles centred
at A and B represent the 5 NM. minimum spacing that must be achieved between A and B to justify this
manoeuvre is 14.2 NM. The velocity of X relative to A and B may be 700 Knots, or 11 NM/min., and
most controllers would regard the proposed manoeuvre as idiotic, even for a spacing between A and B
appreciably greater than that shown in Fig.9
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2.5.1.3. Given a computer system for predicting collision risks, there is, in principle, no reason
why we should not use more elaborate criteria, such as those in TCAS, for assessing the collision
threat. If these result in an earlier alarm that is roughly in accordance with controllers
intuition, there is no problem.
Air traffic management, which presumably acquiesces when a
controller exercises his discretion and infringes the separation standards under conditions where
there is no real hazard, aight, however, find it difficult to accept infringments of the ICAO rules
which are formally incorporated in ATC computer software.
2.5.2

"Le Filet de Sauvegard"

2.5.2.1. The "filet de sauvegarde" (safety net) is a collision warning system that has successfully
operated for some years in French airspace (Printemps, 1977). Roughly similar systems exist in the
USA and in Maastricht (the short-term conflict alert, STCA). An essential feature of the safety net
is that it does not interfere with the controller's normal method of working. It should not alarm
until the controller could reasonably have been expected to detect a developing conflict and taken
remedial action.
On the other hand, it should not leave the alarm so late that remedial action is
no longer possible. It is only a back-up system, not an alternative means of carrying out ATC.
2.5.2.2. Experimental work suggests that a 2 minute time-horizon is roughly optimal. The system is
used only to handle IFR traffic, within radar coverage and under ATC control.
Such aircraft are
obliged to carry Mode A/C transponders. R~dar track data (based on SSR positions for the horizontal
plane and on Mode C heights for the vertical) is used, with linear extrapolation, to test for
conflict (by ICAO standards) from the current position out to a 2 min. time horizon.
Since aircraft not equipped with Mode C transponders are not necessarily separated in height from
other traffic crossing their path, a large number of unnecessary alarms could be generated. This
problem was avoided by restricting the system to flights at FL200 or above, i.e. to heights at which
the carriage of Mode C SSR is obligatory. Note the difference between the TCAS time-horizon, about
25 secs., and the 2 min, horizon selected here. If the warning is derived from a radar whose update
rate is about 6 times less than is possible with TCAS, and if the alarm must go first to a
controller who considers the situation before speaking to the pilot, some extension of the horizon
is essential.
In practice, the choice of the alarm criterion was found to involve a rather
sensitive compromise between the level of unnecessary alerts and the risk of failing to warn of
genuine dangers. Final choice of the alarm parameters had to be based on real-time radar data
rather than on the earlier trials on a less realistic test-bed.
2.5.2.3
The test for conflict is carried out in two stages.
The coarse test involves the
examination, at 10 second intervals, of the total population of aircraft airborne above FL200, under
the jurisdiction of the control centre and being tracked by the radars. Aircraft are sorted, on the
basis of their plan position, into one of a set of square boxes, having 32NM. sides. Each aircraft
is then tested against other traffic in its own and adjacent boxes. If there is a risk of dangerous
encounter, the aircraft pair is passed to a more detailed "fine test" algorithm. This "fine test"
issues an alarm if, at any time less than 2 mins. in the future, the horizontal separation between
the two aircraft is due to fall below 4.8 NM. whilst at the same time the vertical separation is
also predicted to be less than the separation standard.
Many of the practical problems with which
the algorithms have to deal involve error patterns which arise in Mode A/C SSR data.
2.5.2.4 Results in live operations indicate that only about one in three alarms are judged by the
controllers to have been justified.
The remaining alarms are usually superfluous, because
controllers have already Imposed constraints on the aircraft trajectories to avoid precisely the
situations which the alarm system is predicting.
Since the conflict alert logic has no access to
data on the constraints, warnings are issued. A common situation is where there are two aircraft on
a route, with one aircraft climbing or descending towards the other.
At some earlier time, the
controller has instructed the aircraft to stop its climb or descent at next available flight level
to that occupied by the second aircraft, with the intention of lifting the constraint once the two
aircraft are safely separated in plan. If, on such occasions, the controllers were required to
inform the conflict alert system of the restriction they had imposed, the false alarms could be
avoided, but the French authorities decided that the false alarms were preferable to an additional
keyboard task for the controller.
2.5.3 Automatic Traffic Advisory and Resolution Service. (ATARS)
2.5.3.1. The ATARS system (Lentz et al. 1981), although finally abandoned for reasons which may not
have much connection with technical problems, is of interest because it was much more ambitious than
devices at present in use.
ATARS was a ground-based collision avoidance system intended to operate
in parallel with, rather than as part of, the ATC system. It may be thought of as a ground-based
equivalent of TCAS which it resembled in respect of some facilities it offered to the pilot.
Perhaps the principal function of ATARS (as with TCAS) was to warn of conflicts between aircraft one
or both of whom were outside ATC control. It also had a last-ditch back-up role in the event of
some failure by ATC to resolve a conflict between a pair of controlled aircraft, but this topic will
not be discussed here. ATARS is based on SSR Mode S, not only for surveillance, but also to provide
the automatic data link which, amongst other functions, carries the ground-derived messages from
ATARS to the pilot. Aircraft choosing to fly outside ATC jurisdiction were not to be required to
file flight plans, and, except when offered "advice" from ATARS, such aircraft would be free to fly
wherever airspace rules permitted.
In any encounter between an ATARS-equipped aircraft and one
carrying only Mode A/C SSR, the ATARS aircraft would still receive advice from the ground, but there
could be no way of coordinating manoeuvres by the ATARS aircraft with any action taken by the nonATARS threat.
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2.5.3.2. The system had provision for dealing with aircraft of differing levels of sophistication,
from low-cost electronics to elaborate graphical displays. Uplink messages to aircraft were to be
in"display-independent formats". Warnings were to be issued at a number of different levels:(i) Proximity advisory messages, issued as a guide to enhance visual
acquisition at a range which depended on the relative speed of the
aircraft involved.
(ii) Threat advisory messages, warning of a potential collision situation
in time to allow pilots to locate the threat visually and to make their
own decisions.
(iii) About 15 secs. after (ii), if the threat persisted, a resolution advisory
message would be issued. Negative advisory messages (don't turn left,
don't climb) were to be issued in preference to positive advisory messages
(dive, turn right), although the latter would be issued if all else failed.
Resolution manoeuvres were said to be "selected from all possible manoeuvres based on consideration
of many factors". Since there seemed to be no provision for indication to ATARS of the objective of
the flight, or of the type of aircraft to be handled, it vould appear that neither the pilot's
intentions nor the manoeuvre capability of the aircraft were amongst the factors to be considered
when choosing a means of resolving any problem.
2.5.3.3
ATARS was an active project when agreement was reached on the Mode S signal-in-space.
Indeed, ATARS largely dictated tie data-link capacity that Mode S now offers.
A weakness of this
link, given the conventional meclanically-scanned SSR antenna, is the 10-12 second interval between
successive rotations of an en-route surveillance radar. When radar data was received and processed
by ATARS, a message could not be passed to the aircraft until the antenna was again pointing in the
correct direction.
The rate of rotation of the antenna cannot be much increased if there is to be
sufficient time for the exchange of data with all aircraft on a popular bearing from the radar. It
was intended that ATARS should use a back-to-back SSR antenna, which has a second beam differing in
azimuth by 180 degrees.
Used in conjunction with appropriate duplication of parts of the
interrogator/receiver system and its tracking logic, this effectively halves the interval between
position updates and between opportunities to up-link messages to the aircraft.
A more ambitious
solution is to provide an electronically steered antenna to replace mechanical scanning or, at
least, to superimpose some electronic deflection of the beam on to the motion resulting from the
mechanical rotation of the antenna, thus enabling the scanning rate to be modified when more time is
needed in a given direction.
The need for off-boresight monopulse working, with transmission and
reception on different frequencies, cannot simplify the electronic steering problems.
At the stage reached when ATARS was abandoned, it would seem that a serious problem was to ensure
that all the processing tasks were completed in the 5-6 sec. interval between SSR updates, since any
time overrun would necessarily result In a further 6 second delay.
2.5.3.4 ATARS logic was to be incorporated into the Mode S interrogator stations. Aircraft at high
levels could easily find themselves within the radar coverage of more than one station.
If each
surveillance system was enabled to conduct Mode S interrogations only inside some geographical
boundary from which other stations were excluded, there would be problems in the "seam areas" where
two aircraft could be in conflict whilst under surveillance from separate ATARS sites, and such
conflicts would not be detected. Similarly, a pair of aircraft might cross a boundary whilst still
in conflict, and the new ATARS site might not advise the same manoeuvres.
It might ke possible to resolve these difficulties by direct ground-ground negotiations. A similar
problem arises in a TCAS system, where the logic might advise an aircraft to dive to avoid one
problem and then, before this solution has taken effect, advise a climb to avoid a second. This
difficulty is overcome In TCAS by means of a Resolution Advisory Register (RAR) forming part of each
TCAS equipment.
Contents of the RAR are exchanged via the Mode S link, and the TCAS logic gives
precedence to any existing constraint in deciding on future recommendations. It was proposed to use
the same logic in ATARS conflict resolution. By copying each RAR register to the ground and applying
the same precedence rules, it should be possible to arrange that all advice from TCAS and/or ATARS
would be self-consistent, even if the decision were not always optimal.
2.5.4

Collision Avoidance by ATC

Having detected the risk of collision, It is necessary for one or other of the aircraft involved to
take evasive action. In controlled airspace, both aircraft are, or at least, should be, in the
hands of a single controller, who must choose a suitable escape manoeuvre.
It is possible, in
principle, to involve both aircraft in the process, but the time needed to pass instructions by
voice, and to confirm that they are being acted on, may limit the time available for effective
manoeuvre by a second aircraft.
In this respec,. the present-day controller Is at a disadvantage
relative to a system such as TCAS or ATARS, where there is a more rapid data link and logic to
ensure that escape manoeuvres by the two aircraft are compatible.
A more serious problem arises when both aircraft are not in touch with the same controller. An
evasive manoeuvre commanded by ATC may be incompatible with that selected by the other pilot on the
basis of his own perception of the situation, or in response to advice from elsewhere. Situations
such as this can easily arise when limitations on the accuracy and/or resolution of the data sensors
make it easy to arrive at two different perceptions of the same situation.
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In the UK, for example, there is a radar advisory service available to aircraft outside controlled
airspace but within about 30 miles of any one of 28 airfield radars, mainly military. The service
offers advice from controllers located at the various radars, each controller having his own RT
frequency and only limited facilities for coordination with adjacent sites. In this situation,
controllers are warned that, unless they have reason to believe that one of the aircraft involved
has no means of radio communication, advice on escape manoeuvres should only be given when the
controller is In touch with both the aircraft involved. They will, however, advise aircraft of the
presence of other traffic in their vicinity.
3. Medium to Long-Term Prediction (2 Mins, or longer).
3.1 General
3.1.1 Section 2 dealt with a number of short-term conflict tests. It is usual, in busy airspace, to
provide a radar-based ATC service, and it is now being proposed, in the USA at least, to supplement
this with TCAS II. In view of these provisions for collision avoidance, it may not be clear why a
significart amount of effort by ATC is concerned with longer-term planning, especially since earlier
sections of the present paper have stressed the limitations on accuracy of forward prediction, whose
uncertainties certainly increase with the time-horizon.
3.1.2. There are exceptional circumstances in which radar surveillance is not available, either
because it is not economically justified or because the aircraft are below line-of-sight of any
feasible radar. One such situation arises over oceans, and some of the North Atlantic problems have
already been discussed in sections 1.4.1 and 1.4.2. The ATC problems of handling this traffic will
be the topic of section 3.2
When radar data is available and can be supplemented by collateral flight plans, it is general
practice to back-up the short-term collision avoidance service with some longer-term predictions
based on flight plans. There are a number of reasons why this is desirable:(i) There is a need for an overall plan for traffic moving in and out of airports
and through congested regions of airspace. This aims to enable aircraft to carry
out their flights efficiently as well as safely.
Clearly this plan must be based
on a knowledge of aircraft intentions for some distance ahead of present position.
(ii) As pointed out in section 1.5.3, the use of more than one conflict detection
mechanism simplifies the task of achieving a high overall level of safety. For
example, a back-up system based on air-derived data offers some measure of
protection against radar failure, and an up-to-date flight plan in the hands of ATC
means that they are not totally powerless in the event of a communication failure
between a given aircraft and the ground, since it is then assumed that the aircraft
will attempt to follow the profile laid down in the flight plan and that ATC will
keep other aircraft, as far as possible, out of the way.
(iii) The discussion of TCAS in section 2.4, of the "safety net" scheme in section
2.5.2, and of ATARS in section 2.5.3 may have suggested that problems arise when
two or more systems having roughly the same time-horizons are simultaneously
applied to the same problem.
If two collision avoidance systems have very
different time-horizons, it is possible to ensure that one of them takes no action
until it is clear, beyond doubt, that the longer-term mechanism has failed.
(iv) The
possibly
detail as
may later

flight of an airliner involves a number of air traffic controllers and
several control centres.
Advance planning of the flight, in as much
possible, enables the controllers to prepare in advance for traffic which
be offered to them by an adjacent control sector.

3.1.3. Section 2.5 concentrated on conflict alert and avoidance mechanisms that could be
incorporated in computer software. Any controller who does not have, or does not accept, computer
assistance in resolving a conflict on the short time-scales discussed in Seltion 2, will also be
under pressure to do something rapidly, and is therefore likely to concentrate on the short-term
hazard rather than on the larger-scale problems of devising a fuel-efficient trajectory or achieving
economical use of airspace capacity.
When problems are considered on a longer time scale, there is
more time to devise a solution, but the issues involved are much more complex, and most conflicts
are resolved by human controllers, or by temporary groupings of controllers. This section will
therefore lay much more stress on human factors. In addition to the problems of predicting the
future, there is another problem as the time-horizon is extended forwards. It is likely that any
conflict that can be predicted some time ahead will involve more than one sector in a control
centre, more than one ATC centre, or more than o.:e aation. Problems of conflict resolution may now
be complicated by problems of telephone communication, language, differing objectives, various human
factors and even by political disputes concerning sovereignty over airspace.
3.1.4 Some simple algebra will give a rough indication of the problems facing two controllers who
wish to discuss a mutual problem whilst they are separately listening or speaking on RT channels
which are independent of each other. Suppose, for simplicity, that all RT exchanges (message +
reply) are of unit length, that such messages originate at random times, and that the time for which
each channel is occupied is a fraction, L, of the total time available.
Suppose, also for
simplicity, that any telephone conversation between controllers is also of unit duration. On either
of the equally loaded RT channels, the probability that a conversation is in progress at a given
instant is L, so that the probability that both controllers will be free to begin to converse at a
given instant is (I-L)
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Since pilots have no way of knowing that a telephone conversation is in progress, any of them may at
On the
any time originate an RT message which will Interrupt the controllers discussions.
assumption that such messages originate at random, the probability that one of the RT channels will
remain silent for the duration of the telephone discussion can be shown to be exp(-L), so that the
probability that this will happen on at least one of the RT channels is exp(-2L). and the overall
probability that our two controllers will be able, at the first attempt, to commence a conversation
that is not subsequently interrupted is given by
P

(I-L) . exp(-2L) ------------

(12)

Table II gives P, the probability of achieving such a discussion between controllers, as a function
of L, expressed as a percentage of the time for which each RT channel is occupied.
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Table II. Probability of Uninterrupted Controller/Controller Conversation.
By the time our controller's RT is loaded to 16% of its maximum capacity, they have no more than an
even chance of commencing and completing their conversation at any one attempt. In practice, most
busy controllers leave their assistants to handle coordination messages to and from other sectors,
and there is a tendency to adopt procedures which minimise the need for inter-controller
coordination. The penalty is some loss of traffic capacity.
3.2

ATC for the North Atlantic

3.2.1
Sections 1.4.1. and 1.4.2 discussed the problems of predicting aircraft trajectories at
cruising levels on the North Atlantic tracks.
Most long-term planning by ATC is concerned with
traffic moving on fixed routes defined by VOR's and DME's. Such routes are normally declared to be
"airways" or "upper air routes".
North At]antic traffic normally follows a system of roughly
parallel tracks, the "Organised Track Systems" (OTS). Aircraft must rely on long range navaids, INS
being the most popular. The OTS differs from the airways system:the location of tracks is
flexible, being defined twice daily with a view to enabling economy of aircraft operation.
Passenger demands, time-zone differences and airport restrictions on night operations by heavy jets
have the combined effect of producing two largely separate flows across the ocean.
Westbound
flights from Europe commence in the morning and eastbound flights from N. America commence in the
evening.
The routes used in the two directions are normally different also, since a wind which
helps traffic in one direction will hinder it in the other.
One consequence of this pattern is that most, if not all, available flight levels can be used by
traffic in one direction, unlike airways, where traffic in adjacent levels are normally occupied by
opposing direction traffic.
Another property of the OTS is that crossing tracks are rare and
relative velocities are therefore low. There must, however, be provision for contingencies, where
an aircrafk is obliged to divert to some relatively nearby airport, such as Reykjavik, or to return
to their hemisphere of origin. When winds are light or roughly N-S. the optimum route is a great
circle, an, opposite direction flights will have to take different flight levels, as on an airway.
Under normal circumstances, however, the traffic pattern is relatively simple, as is, in principle,
conflict detection and resolution.
In practice, communication difficulties add considerably to the
ATC tasks to be described below.
3.2.2
The mechanism by which the tracks are planned and promulgated is of no direct interest to
this AGARDOGRAPH. Control of the traffic above FL55, usually, over the N. Atlantic region is shared
between the Oceanic Control Areas (OCA's).
Most traffic is shared between Gander Oceanic
Newfoundland, and Shanwick Oceanic, located at Prestwick, Scotland but with its communications
centre near Shannon, Ireland. Centres at Sondrestrom, Greenland and Reykjavik, Iceland, handle more
Northerly traffic, and New York Oceanic and Santa Maria, Azores handle traffic to the South. All of
these must exchange traffic with numerous other domestic centres on both sides of the ocean, There
is a comprehensive communication network linking the oceanic centres, their contiguous domestic ATC
centres, and the units providing air/ground communications.
Nearly all the ATC centres now have
some form of computer system for handling flight plans and clearances, together with any subsequent
revisions.
Provision exists for direct computer-computer links between Shanwick and Gander,
enabling autouatic cross-checking of data stored at both sides of the ocean.
3.2.3
Aircraft, before entry into the OAC, are issued with an "oc-an clearance" which if all
aircraft fly within the limits of their clearances, will provide a safely separated path to the
landfall in domestic airspace across the ocean.
This long time-horizon is a consequence of the
uncertainties of HF communication at bad times.
Aircraft normally file flight plans prior to
departure, on the basis of the track structure agreed for the period, and should request their
oceanic clearance when airborne but as soon as possible before entry to the ocean area, giving an
estimate of the time of arrival at the entry boundary.
This estimate should be revised as
necessary. In general, traffic has to fly for some distance between takeoff and the OCA entry point.
Oceanic controllers at most Pentres have no radar coverage of their area of jurisdiction. Data is
normally displayed on electronic data displays having interactive update mechanisms, with machineprinted flight progress strips as a backup.
Shanwick normally has two planning sectors, with
provision for a third controller whose main function is as a coordinator. The oceanic clearance is
only concerned with flight within the OCA.
On receipt of this clearance the pilot is required to
request from the appropriate domestic airspace controller a trajectory which will take him from his
present position to the specified OCA entry point.
He must notify Oceanic if this :esults in a
revision to his estimated time at OCA entry.
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One complication arises because domestic ATC normally operates with radar-based aeparation
standards, but must provide Oceanic separations between aircraft arriving at the OCA boundary.
3.2.4. On entry into the OCA, the flight becomes the responsibility of an en-route control sector.
At peak periods, Shanwick may have four sectors to handle the traffic. Airspace can be divided
between sectors on the basis of either flight levels or according to track. Aircraft are normally
required to report their position to the en-route controller on entry, exit or at intervals of 10
degrees of longitude, 30 mins. flight, roughly.
The aircraft position report includes the
coordinates of the next position at which a subsequent report is due, together with an air-derived
estimate of the time at that point. The controller uses this data to check that the aircraft is on
the planned track at the correct flight level, and that its plan for the future is consistent, with
that held by ATC. If these conditions are not satisfied, ATC will attempt to direct the aircraft
back onto the agreed track. The importance of this check is that 50% of major navigational errors
over the N. Atlantic are believed to be blunders by the pilots inputting coordinate data into the
flight management computer.
Having established that an aircraft is on the planned trajectory, the conflict prediction reduces to
testing the present and predicted spacing between the reporting aircraft and those immediately ahead
and behind it at the same flight level on the same track. When an aircraft is cleared to change
flight level, it must be treated, from the time of the re-clearance until it reports reaching the
cleared level as if it occupied old, new and any intermediate levels. When an aircraft reaches the
boundary between two OCA's, ATC responsibility is handed over from one centre to the other, but the
existing cleared trajectory is still valid unleqs modified subsequently.
Between the two centres,
there is an overlap area, 10 degrees of longitude on each side of the boundary, in which both
centres need to take an Interest in the aircraft because of the possibility of a conflict between
two aircraft of which one is being handled by each centre.
3.2.5.
A significant fraction of N. Atlantic traffic does not wish to follow the track system to
Its conclusion.
Traffic from Europe to the W. Indies, for example, may well wish to leave for a
more southerly track at some stage. These aircraft are normally assigned a track on the appropriate
periphery of the track family, so that they can leave the system without serious difficulty.
Aircraft leaving the organised track system on what are termed "random" tracks are initially
separated by the normal minima, at least, and the same conflict criteria are applied for the rest of
the flight.
In some contingencies, such as pressurisation failure, an aircraft in the organised
track system may be obliged to make an immediate departure from the cleared flight level and/or
track. If there is any difficulty in communication with ATC. standard procedure is for the aircraft
to turn through 90 degrees, preferably away from the core of the tracks, and to take up a flight
level differing by half a vertical separation interval from the levels in normal use.
If it is
required to continue to follow the original track at a different flight level, the procedure is to
adopt a track displaced laterally by 30 NM., i.e. half way between two of the organised tracks. In
any case the aircraft should communicate with ATC as soon as possible.
3.2.6. Military air traffic is classified by NATO as belonging to either General Air Traffic (GAT)
or Operational Air Traffic (OAT).
GAT flights are conducted In accordance with the same ICAO rules
as the civil airliners discussed above. Over the N. Atlantic, and in many other areas, both civil
and military GAT traffic is handled by a joint civil-military control centre.
There may be minor
differences in the way military aircraft communicate with ATC, but the above account remains equally
applicable to both civil and military.
OAT flights comply with whatever rules and procedures are laid down by the appropriate authorities.
Such flights may involve activities having no analogue in civil aviation, such as in-flight
refuelling or practice combat. In most countries involved there is close coordination between civil
and military authorities, with the military accepting responsibility for keeping their traffic clear
of conflict with civil flights.
Details of the military ATC organisation and its methods of
operation may not, however, be so readily available as for their civil counterparts. Many conflicts
are avoided by declaring regions of airspace out-of-bounds to civil traffic, either at specified
times or permanently.
3.3

Controlled Flight Along Airways and Upper Air Routes.

3.3.1. Airspace Management
3.3.1.1.
ICAO practice Is to designate airspace along major routes and around major airports as
controlled airspace.
Minor differences between national practices and ICAO rules are no more than
slightly relevant to the present discussion. Unless otherwise stated, the discussion that follows
will be based on UK airspace.
Strictly speaking, little airspace above FL 245 is "controlled" in
the formal sense, and airways normally have a ceiling at this flight level. Above FL 245 there is a
Special Rule which requires all civil traffic to be under air traffic control, and a series of
Mandatory Radar Areas oblige military traffic to take a similar service from military controllers.
The airways are, in effect, extended upwards to form Upper Air Routes.
3.3.1.2. In the vicinity of airports, the traffic pattern is dependent on the landing direction and
too complex to be fitted into an airways structure. Terminal Control Areas (TMA's) are defined
around major civil airfields, and roughly similar rules apply as for other controlled airspace.
There is a lower height limit to the TMA, usually increasing with distance from the airfields, and
eventually coinciding with the bottom of the airways to which it is connected. Within the TMA, the
Immediate vicinity of the airfield has a Control Zone or Special Rules Zone, extending down to
ground level. Conflicts in TMA's will be dealt with in Section 3.5
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3.3.1.3.
ICAO divides traffic into that flying under Visual Flight Rules (VFR) and Instrument
Flight Rules (IFR). The UK permits flight by civil aircraft in airways or in the upper airspace
(above FL245, generally) only under IFR. These require the aircraft to be under the command of a
pilot with an instrument rating. The aircraft must have SSR and carry suitable instruments and
Traffic operating under VFR must conduct the flight under visibility
navigational equipment.
conditions better than some defined minima, and flight is permitted only between the hours of
sunrise and sunset. The requirement for an IFR pilot to have an Instrument Rating in effect debars
most private fliers from entry into controlled airspace, although flight in THA's may be permitted
under special rules. Outside T'A's
the aircraft need carry neither radio nor navaids.
In other
States, e.g. the USA, VFR traffic flying under ATC control is allowed to mix with IFR traffic on
airways.
flight on airways or in the upper air space is required to cruise at
3.3.1.4.
Traffic in level
defined levels.
ICAO lay down rules which require IFR traffic at heights up to FL 290 to use levels
which are an odd integer multiple of 1000 ft., for aircraft whose track is between 0000 and 1790 .
If the track is betwwen 1800 and 3590 , the levels are even multiples of 1000 ft, VFR traffic is to
fly 500 ft. above the IFR levels, but such traffic is not admitted to UK airways. For flights above
FL 290, the rules call for IFR flight at 29,000 ft. plus an integer multiple of 4000 ft. for tracks
between 0000 and 1790 , otherwise at 31.000 ft. plus an integer multiple of 4000 ft.. In areas where
VFR traffic is permitted, levels are 1000 ft. higher than for their IFR counterparts.
The UK departs from these rules for traffic outside controlled airspace at or below 24,500 ft.,
effectively assigning the
"VFR" levels to IFR traffic on tracks betwwen 0900 and 1790 , (odd
multiple plus 500 ft.)
and between 2700 and 2590 (even multiple plus 500 ft) VFR flights are
advised, but not obliged, to follow the same convention as their IFR counterparts.
Aircraft
planning to fly in controlled airspace should normally file flight plans in advance of takeoff.
Traffic wishing ATC clearance to cross an airway may supply the flight plan data by radio at any
time up to 10 mins. before crossing. Military controllers, often seated next to
their civil
counterparts, usually take their own aircraft across airways.
3.3.2 The Function of ATC
3.3.2.1 In broad principle, the methods used by ATC for control of cruising traffic are the same for
the N. Atlantic as for other controlled airspace. The first step, by the planning authorities, is
to lay down a framework of rules and procedures. The controllers, working within these rules, draw
up relatively long-term plans for individual flights. These, if accurately followed, would lead to
safe movement of the traffic without further ATC intervention. The next step, by ATC is to monitor
that each flight is following the agreed plan.
If not, or if some unplanned
event should make it
necessary, the plan will need revision. There may even be a need for some short-term collision
avoidance action of the type discussed in section 2. When any immediate threat has been dealt with,
it will be necessary to take steps to restore the aircraft to some orderly and expeditious agreed
trajectory, by revision of the earlier plan where necessary.
3.3.2.2. In regions where there are reliable communications, the planned separation between aircraft
may be reduced below the N. Atlantic track limits, but the di~ficulty of predicting the departure
time of aircraft still on the ground often results in aircra. getting an initial clearance that
apparently condemns them to flight at a level much lower than :equested. An important task of ATC,
once the traffic is airborne and under radar surveillance, is to lift these restrictions, whenever
possible, thus enabling the aircraft to achieve a more economical cruising level.
Although the
earlier discussion of conflict detection and resolution may have given a different impression.
controllers do not usually spend their time in a life-or-death struggle to avert collisions. Most
controller effort is devoted to achieving efficient movement of traffic, although safety must be
paramount and it is essential never to plan a situation from which there are no adequate escape
routes.
3.3.3. Conflicts at Cruising Level
3.3.3.1. Since the height rules,
if obeyed, effectively separate traffic cruising in opposite
directions, the situation on airways or upper air routes in
some aspects resembles an organised
track on the N. Atlantic.
In regions where there are good communications it
is possible to have
more frequent position reports from the aircraft.
Even in the absence of radar cover, the minimum
longitudinal spacing between aircraft can be reduced to 10 mins. i.e. about 80 NM. for jets in
cruise (where speed differences will be small). As with oceanic traffic, the controller enters times
and heights at reporting points on his flight progress display, and uses the data to test for
potential conflicts.
The advent of radar permits the longitudinal spacing to be reduced from 80 NM. to 5 NM., thus
offering a considerable increase in the traffic capacity of any airway or upper air route.
A
limitation on the use of radar may arise at national boundaries.
It is now usual, in countries
having a network of radars, to process the totality of the radar data to give one integrated "air
picture". This makes it possible, for example, to use an equipment at one radar site to substitute
for a failed equipment at another, or to work through gaps in the coverage from a particular site.
The normal method of achieving this situation is to convert the measured slant range and height data
(taking some default values when no height is available) into the trace of the aircraft on the
ground, and then to map this data,along with any necessary geographical information, from the whole
area covered by the radar onto some plane surface.
Usually, stereographic projection is used to
transfer the ground traces onto a plane tangential
to Earth's
surface at some central point.
Unfortunately, there is a limit to the area over which this stereographic representation can be
used.
In consequence of this and other problems, adjacent ATC authorities often use different
frames of reference for their data, and may be obliged to insist on procedural (i.e non-radar)
separation rules at the boundary with some other airspace.
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With or without radar, however, the airway capacity is considerably less than the account so far
In Western Europe, many flights spend much of their time in climb or descent, when
would suggest.
the height rules are not applicable. The resulting failure of these rules to segregate traffic into
small, easily handled, subsets, introduces problems to oe discussed in section 3.3.4. Even in level
flight, aircraft trajectories are often obstructed by crossing traffic. Fig 9 and para 2.5.1.2
showed that, if two busy streams of traffic are crossing in level flight, under radar control and at
the same level, the effect of the intersection is to increase the minimum spacing between adjacent
aircraft from 5 NM. to more than 14 NM. Even with that spacing, the margin of safety would be low,
given a relative velocity of 700 Knots, and aircraft whose radius of turn is at least 20 NH.
3.3.3.3. Detection of impending conflicts, on the assumption that both aircraft are in straight line
The controller can judge the situation by eye, using the "constant
flight, is not difficult.
bearing" criterion, or he can be assisted by a radar display which uses velocity data to draw a
Resolution of conflicts is less simple. A change in the flight
prediction-line ahead of the track.
level of one of the aircraft would have to be at least 2000ft.to satisfy the separation rules, and
to guarantee that this change could be achieved before the crossing, the reclearance would have to
The alternative solution exploits the fact that the upper air routes
be issued minutes in advance.
do not have defined boundaries and the crossing aircraft may be handled by diverting one or other of
the aircraft in search of a gap in the traffic stream. This manouevre also requires time to
implement, and there needs to be a longer time-horizon than those used in the automatic warning
systems described in sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.3.
3.3.3.2. Many countries in W.Europe have a network of airways and upper air routes in which
intersections are numerous. Rambouillet, shown in Fig. 10, has 7 upper air routes converging on the
VOR, and most of these routes pass through one or more other junctions within 50 NH.
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Saint Prex VOR, in Fig. 11, has 13 converging routes. Air route maps of Europe, even when printed in
several colours, are not easy to read. For simplicity, figures 10 and 11 are not complete, they
show only routes immediately relevant to the present discussion. Routes, other than those marked
with an arrow, are used in both directions. Note that, in fig 10, the proximity of Mantes,
Rambouillet, Chartres and Pithiviers is such that there is unlikely to be time for changes in flight
level or for horizontal manouevres between one intersection and the next. For most purposes these
three intersections
must be handled as a single problem. Note also in fig 11, drawn to the dame
scale as fig 10, the proximity of St. Prex to the boundary of Swiss airspace and to the triple
junction of French, Italian and Swiss ATC jurisdiction. The cumulative effect of the obstructions to
traffic resulting from multiple route intersections, such as those just illustrated, is to make
necessary flow restrictions which aim to ensure that the capacity of the route structure is not
exceeded by the traffic offering. This "flow-control" process is outside the scope of the present
paper, but the effect is to impose conditions that must be met by traffic crossing interfaces such
as the FIR boundary between the UK and Prance. Since the delays necessary to meet these conditions,
at peak periods, can be most economically be taken on the ground, there are interactions between the
constraints at the airfield runway and the time-slot at the FIR boundary.
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3.3.4 Aircraft in CLimb and Descent
3.3.4.1. When aircraft are in cruising flight, long-term predictions use the airsleed/Mach number
given in the flight plan, and assume that the vertical separation standard offers adequate
protection against minor fluctuations in height. When aircraft are in climb or .escent, forward
Under present-day ATC, the aircraft
prediction of aircraft height and position is more difficult.
flight plan gives cruising level and speed, but no data on airspeed or vertical rate during climb or
descent. ATC clears an aircraft to climb or descend to a given flight level, but, except in THA's,
the trajectory is not defined in greater detail. The most economical rate of climb for a civil jet
is probably closely related to the maximum that can be achicved. This, in turn, is subject to
outside air temperature and to limits on indicated airspeed, Mach number, and jet pipe temperature.
It will also be heavily influenced by the all-up weight of the aircraft, since the thrust available
from the power plant is only a small fraction of the aircraft weight.
The rate of descent may be limited by bounds on airspeed or Mach number, the need to maintain thrust
at or above the "flight idle" limits (in order to maintain supplies of electrical and hydraulic
power and of air at adequate levels), and perhaps by the acceptable rate of rise of cabin pressure.
In practice, for traffic inbound to a congested airport, the problem is not that of achieving the
most economical descent from cruise level to runway, but that of achieving a descent which brings
the aircraft to the runway at a given time.
3.3.4.2. It is interesting to note that, whilst the accuracy with which aircraft navigate in plan
has been the subject of the numerous studies, comparable work on the accuracy of navigation in the
vertical plane by aircraft in climb or descent is very sparse (except for aircraft in the approach
phase). In controlled airspace. aircraft are expected to follow a precise track in the horizontal,
so that any independent and accurate surveillance system can readily yield data on errors. When the
trajectory to be followed in the vertical plane has not been defined, discussion of accuracy is
meaningless.
Trails are possible using aircraft flight simulators (Benoit, Swierstra and de
Wispelaere, 1986), but there will always be doubts that only real-world data can dispel.
It is hard to believe that ATC could not achieve better use of airspace capacity if they had access
to the better predictions of climb performance that should be possible given access to data
available on the flight deck.
Perhaps the first need is to demonstrate that improved prediction
would make possible better strategies for the control of the traffic through complex route
structures.
If a significant payoff can be demonstrated, the next step might be to consider how
adequate data could be made available to ATC. It is regretted that FANS studies, which contemplate
a dramatic improvement in horizontal navigation accuracy as well as automatic data links between
aircraft and ATC, do not appear to have addressed many of the real limitations on traffic capacity
of complex route networks.
3.4 Other Traffic in the Vicinity of Airways and Upper Air Routes
3.4.1 A detailed account of all the varieties of airspace and the arrangement for ATC in even a
single European state could easily overflow this AGARDOGRAPH. The present section will be concerned
only with three problems in which there is some element of long-term planning.
The U.K. divides its airspace into regions above and below FL245.
Other States
use similar
divisions.
The boundary between Flight Information regions (below FL245) and Upper Flight
Information Regions (above the FIR's) roughly corresponds to the operating ceiling of sporting or
executive aircraft not equipped with pressure cabins.
The result is that most upper airspace
traffic not flying fixed routes is military OAT, whereas much of the traffic in off-route FIR's is
civil.
Requests for permission to cross the airways (mainly from civil aviation) or upper air
routes (mainly from military traffic) cause complications in the longer-term planning of on -route
traffic. One other problem for discussion, that is more a matter of management than of control, is
to reduce the risk of civil or military traffic accidentally straying, without warning, into
controlled airspace.
3.4.2. In the U.K., most of the UIR is covered by a Military Mandatory Radar Service Area. Military
aircraft between FL245 and FL660 are required to operate under a radar and procedural control
service.
Outside this area, military aircraft are not obliged to stay in touch with ATC.
ATC
cannot, therefore, predict their behaviour although they will warn traffic under t' 4 r jurisdiction
of the proximity of any such, to them, unknown traffic.
Military aircraft crossing upper air routes do so either under control of an approved ATC radar unit
or under a positive ATC clearance, issued by the Upper Air Route controllers. Aircraft are normally
required to cross in level flight, at right angles to the established Air Route, and to give ATC at
least 10 mins. warning of their intended crossing point, the crossing level and their estimated time
of crossing. Para. 3.3.3.1 has already discussed the problems of using radar to direct a high-speed
aircraft through a traffic stream.
There may be circumstances where neither radar nor procedural
clearance is possible in the time available, e.g. if a high-performance aircraft is returning to
base with minimal fuel. In this situation, the UK permits military traffic to cross airways without
ATC clearance, at a height which is 500 ft. greater than an integer multiple of 1000 ft.
If a military aircraft wishes to cross a busy air route where traffic is in climb or descent, it
will present a significant obstruction to the main traffic flow. Sec. 3.3.4 pointed out that ATC
clearances to climb or descend do not normally define the profile to be followed.
It may be
necessary, therefore, for ATC to arrest the climb/descent of one or more of the on-route aircraft at
some standard level differing from that planned for the crossing. If, for any reason, the on-route
aircraft failed to obey ths revised clearance, several minutes would be required safely to abort
the crossing manoeuvre.
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It is therefore necessary for this restriction to be planned to take effect
crossing is due and it must persist until the crossing aircraft is clear.

some time before the

Belov FL245 and away from ATC-controlled airspace, aircraft are free to operate without any
contact with ATC
Some airborne vehicles, such ae gliders, may not even carry radio. Powered
aircraft are encouraged to maintain radio contact with the appropriate ATC organisation. During the
day, and in VMC, the U.K. allows gliders to cross airways at will.
Powered aircraft may, without
ATC clearance, cross airways at or below the base of any en-route section.
Aircraft wishing to
cross an airway at a higher flight level under Instrument Flight Rules, must follow a similar
procedure to that used in UAS. Crossings are normally at right angles to the airway, and in level
flight at an approved altitude. IFR rules require not only that the aircraft carries navigational
aids meeting a prescribed standard, but also that the pilot has ei instrument rating.
Under VMC
conditions, the UK rules are more relaxed, the navigational equipment rules no longer apply, but the
pilot still needs an instrument rating, a serious constraint on amateur aviators.
3.4.3 There is an uneasy compromise between the desire to allow members of the public the right to
use non-controlled airspace for trainin, or pleasure flying, and the pressure foc safety in public
transport. Light aircraft In Europe do not usually carry SSR transponders, and even fewer have the
relatively expensive Mode C cipability. Around major cities there is often a great deal of light
aircraft activity, clear of the terminal area and be.ow the base of the airways.
ATC can usually
see the traffic on primary radar but has no means of measuring height, except, perhaps a rough
estimate based on observed groundspeed. It is therefore usual to assume the unknown traffic whose
plan position falls within airway boundaries is obeying the rules and remaining below the base of
the airway.
It is therefore usually ignored by ATC. In regions near a IHA where much of the air
transport traffic is climbing or descending en-route to major airports, this situation is perhaps
more hazardous thn is otherwise desirable.
The difficulty is that it would be pzohibitively expensive to force light aircraft to carry and
maintain complex navigation systems, and pilots under training, often preoccupied with handling
their aircraft, could not be relied on, with or without such navaido, to obey the complex rules
which apply to controlled airspace.
It is easy to draw ptecise lines on a map to define the
boundary of a city or of a TMA, but neither of these boundaries are visible from the air. Perhaps
the day will come when a reasonably priced satellite-based navigation system can be combined with
stored data to giva an automatic warning that the boundary of controlled airspace is being
infringed.
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3.5.1

Conflicts In TetjLinal Areas

3.5.1. Fig. 12 shows an ideallsed terminal area surrounding an airport hwving two parallel rtways.
one for takeoffs and the other for landing.
Traffic to and from the airport is distributed between
six two-way alrways.
TMe vind-dependent direction oi landing and takeof5 is assumed in the figure
to be from right to left. Landing traffic is cerged into a co=on stream at I21N..or so from the
threshold and thereafter descends at 300 ft./Nm. The diagram shows six points at which climbing
outbound traffic crosses descending Inbound traffic. These Intersections are Lmavodable, although
the route structure may make them wore, or less, convenient.

FIR. 12
The major congestion In such a THA usually arises, tot in the airspace but on the runways. Runway
rules of operation are complicated by vortex wake problems, but there is a minimuc interval between
successive takeoffs or successive landings that is not likely to be less than 90 secs.. Present-day
MA's deal with delays to inbound traffic by directing them to a "stack", probably about 30 N1. from
the runway, to fly a time-wasting racetrack-shaped holding pattern, each aircraft beinZ allocatee
its own flight-level. Between the holdinS-pattetn and the runway, fine adjustment of the time of
arrival Is possible by modifying the aircraft path till the length matches the desired time of
arrival. This results in a much greater diversity of inbound tracks than fig. 12 might suggest.
3.5.2. Very large TMA's. of which London is probably the busiest in Europe, though quite peaceful by
comparisoni with New York or Los Angeles, have to make provision for several major airports,
inconveniently close to e-ch other because of the need to locate them near the city cantre. London
has two major airports, Heathrow and Gatwick, together with otner peripherals such as Stansted,
Luton and Southend. These airports need access to all the airwayb, and do not, at a given time,
necessarily wish to use tha same landing direction.
The U.K. Air Pilot devotes 15 arrival and
departure charts to description of the THA routes used by Gatwick, Heathrow and Luton traffic. The
7H4 contains holding patterns, primarily for Heathrow, at Ockham, Biggln, Lambourne and Bovingdon,
at Willo and Eastwood for Gatwick, and at Barkway for Stansted and Luton.
Since traffic in these
holding patterns must frequently descend from one lcvel to the next as landing aircraft are
withdrawn from the bottom of the pattern, they can, at peak periods, constitute a serious obstacle
to departing traffic. If two additional airports were added to the structure shown in Fig. 12. each
of which had traffic to all six routes, the minimum number of crossing routes increases from 6 to 36
(Attwooll, 1974).
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3.5.3. Clearly, the avoidance of conflict between traffic on the various routes will present
inbound traffic is
All flights begin or terminate at the same height.
probles for ATC.
constrained by the need to complete its flight at a standard descent angle for the last 1ON. or so,
down the glide slope, and must have slowed down to landing speed on arrival at the runway.
Departing traffic nay be heavily loaded and is subject to engine noise constraints. Speeds are not
likely to be far above stall, and therefore there are limits on the ability of the aircraft to
has also been earlier pointed out that uncertainties in departure time present
manoeuvre.
It
The situation is made slightly simpler by the fact that
difficulties for long-term planning.
runways require minimum time intervals between successive landings or successive departures. Since
most large THA's impose an upper limit of 250 knots or so on airspeed, the limited range of speeds
ensures that, for aircraft arriving at, or departing from, the same airfield, a spacing of several
miles must persist for some distance from the runway. For example, in fig. 12, if arrivals and
departures were seperated from the preceding aircraft by 1 minute, and if the traffic was
distributed between the six airways in turn, the aircraft going through a crossing would be 6 =ins.,
This is an optimistic scenario, and the runway constraints will not help
about 20 %4., apart.
against traffic fro= the other airports in the TA.
3.5.4. The solution adopted in most large Th'is is to defioe Standard Instrument Departures (SID's)
These
for nor-al departure routes and Standard Terminal Arrival Routes (STAR's) for arrivals.
ensure vertical separation between arriving and departing traffic, at the expense of considerable
restrictions on climb by departing traffic, since the usual principle is to keep departures below
arrivals. This polIcy results in flight at Inefficient levels, aggravates problems of interaction
it is,
wIth traffic from other airports, and increases the noise nuisance to city dwellers.
howevPr, probably the only safe solution to the problems of planning traffic, given an uncertain
Controllers, using radar and working on a short time-scale, lift the height
ti=e-Cable.
restrictions whenever the traffic situation allowa then to overrule the SID clearance. At Heachrou.
probably only about 30% of outbound traffic are seriously restricted in their climb whilst in the
T.A.

3.5.5. ThA planning was originally based on the assumption that, since one airport, e.g. Heathrow,
carried mosc of the traffic, the object was to optimise the flow of traffic for that airport whilst
providing other airports with safe SID's and STAR's that had efficiency only as a secondary
consideration.
The growth of traffic, combined with serious limits to the possibility of further
increase in the capacity of the present airports, means that THA planning must, in future, look for
an integrated plan concerned with efficient movement of the traffic as a whole.
Although, as this paper has more than once pointed out, there is little scope for control of the
groundspeed of a jet aircraft at cruise level, this situation changes as the aircraft begins its
descent.
Over the last hundred miles or so of the flight, it is possible to adjust the flight
trajectory so as to achieve a given time of arrival at the runway with greater fuel economy than a
system which imposes most of the delay at low flight levels.
An account of experimental work on a
control technique that uses a -zone of convergence" of radius 100NH. or so to adjust arrival times
at the runway will be described separately elsewhere in th:s AGARDOGRAPH.
4. Interception and Evasion Hanoeuvres.
4.1 Introduction.
In its simplest form, an aerial military encounter involves two aircraft one of which, here termed
the "pursuer. P, has the objective of destroying the ocher. The second aircraft, here termed the
"evader', E, bas some objective that does not directly involve P and which may not be known to him.
Clearly, E must evade destruction by P if his objctive is to be achieved.
There are more
complicated situations possible, where more than one aircraft launch a concerted attack on a single
E, where there are a number of E from whom P can select a target, or the two-way combat situation
where each aircraft is attempting to destroy the other.
Pursuit by P may involve a number of
phases. For example, a ground- or sea- based radar controller may select a target for P and attempt
to guide him into a situation where P can continue the engagement using his own resources, such as
airborne radar or pilot vision. P then attempts to achieve a position relative to E such that he can
launch some armament that makes its own way to E, possibly guided by some missile-borne sensor.
Each of these stages may require separate analysis, but only if P achieves all these objectives can
E be destroyed.
4.2

Game Theory.

4.2.1. E may be initially unaware of P's activity but the situation will probably develop into what
the operationl research analyst term a "two-person zero-sum game".
Zero-sum, because a win for P
is a luss for E and vice-versa. In such a "game", the object of each player is to devise a strategy
that maximises his chance of success even if his opponent is seeking to minimise the same
probability.
This is the "minimax" problem. Note that this situation, from E's viewpoint, is
similar to the collision-avoidance problem discussed elsewhere in part II of this AGARDOGRAPH:- E
attempts to avoid the encounter on the basis of a worst-case assumption about P's unknown
intentions.
The mathematical theory of such games (Isaacs, 1985) has been the subject of a collection of papers
(Yavin, Pachter et al.,1987), many of them specifically dealing vith aerial combat. This collection
includes an extensive bibliography. In what follows, an attempt will be made to sketch no more than
an introdction to the theoretical approach to thu problem, and to Indicate, in general tens, some
of the limitations with which the theory cannot easily deal.
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4.2.2. Classical game theory is concerned with a static situation in which each player decides on an
optimal- strategy based on the information available at the start of the game. In a more dynamic
version of the problea, players aend their strategy as the game is played out, using information on
the state fn play to exploit any error by the adversary. The desired strategy is on, that optimises
some performance Index, defined for the whole time extent of the game.
An important class of
problems involves a dynamic system which can be =odelled by a differential equation. some of the
parameters of which are under the Lontrol of each player. Players attempt to change the parameters,
as far as lies within their power, to optimise the performance index of the game. Clearly, optimal
for one player is minimal for the other. Most discussion of pursuit/evasion problems is based on
In modern aerial warfare, considerable efforts are made to blind or
such -differential games-.
mislead the opponent as to the true situation, and both players may be taking their decisions on the
basis of fuzzy data.
Differential games are normally based on the concept of a -state vector" which describes the present
state of the two aircraft in adequate detail for subsequent analysis.
Such a vector might, for
inst3nce, comprise the relative three dimensional position, velocity and acceleration of the two
aircraft. The development of this state vector with tice gives the relative trajectory of the two
aircraft. For full definition of the system state, we require a mathematical -space- having as many
dimensions as are involved in defining the rtate vector, 9 in the example just given.
As in the
Kalman filtering problem discussed in section 2.2, the choice of the coordinate system may involve
some careful compromises.
4.2.3. It is commonly found that there exists some form of "barrier- in state space which one
aircraft must avoid or the other penetrate in order to achieve the desired outcome. Consider the
extremely simple example illustrated in Fig. 13. Two aircraft A and B are in level flight at fixed
speeds V., V6 proportional to AX and BX respectively. If the aircraft follow the tracks Ax and Bx
they are on course for collision at X, since they will reach this point at the same time.

X

A

C

For any heading chosen by B, the slower of the two aircraft, there is a heading which A can adopt
that ensures collision. The earliest moment at which interception is possible is when they both
proceed head-on to C, and the latest moment is after a tail-chase to F. It can be shown, by
Apollonius' theorem, that the locus of X is a circle, defined by Va and Vb . The positions S and F
are easily computed. B is not at the centre of the circle. Having fixed V. and Vb , so long as A
is capable of a rate of turn not less than B, B has no escape strategy available to him, since any
change in his heading can be dealt with by a suitable heading change by A. If B is the pursuer and
A the evader, it is sufficient for A to avoid the circle CXF.
Note that,
change with
collision.
of A and B,

in Fig.13,
time.
In
If V, = Vb
and either

the lengths AX and BX are fixed by the velocities Vm and Vb which do not
so far as AB represents a distance, however, the scale changes with time to
, the circle CXF degenerates into a straight line, the perpendicular bisector
aircraft can avoid collision by keeping clear of this boundary.

In this problem, we were concerned with trajectories in 4-dimensicnal state-space, say in x,y,x,y,
and the boundary is in x and y, extending indefinitely in x and y.
In a slightly more complex
version of the game (Bryson and Ho, 1969), the pursuer has a minimum radius of turn.
4.2.4. TCAS
Another example of a barrier, this time more complex, arises in the TCAS collision warning device
discussed in section 2.4. The role of TCAS can be considered that of enabling an equipped aircraft
to avoid collision with some threat that, in the worst case, can be assumed to have inadvertently
adopted an efficient pursuit trajectory.
TCAS provides warnings of collision risk at various
levels, the sensitivity of the alarm being under pilot control. Ignoring, for the present, some
minor discontinuities in the rules at FLI80, TCAS has two subsets of alarm criteria, one based on
the range, r, between aircraft, and on r's rate of change with time.
the other set is based on
height difference, h, and on relative height rate.
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For greater detail, see section 2.4 and the references there quoted. Ignoring
behaviour of TCAS can be specified in terms of four quantities. r ,r ,h, and
defined by these quantities, the TCAS alarm boundaries are simply defined, but
In core
even when in straight line flight, Is complex (Ratcliffe, 1982).
(Ford, 1986), the notion of the threat is relatively simple but the TCAS
complex shape.

the FLI80 region, the
h. In the state space
the path of a threat,
orthodox coordinates
alarm boundary has a

Strictly speaking the alarm thresholds set by TCAS are not barriers in the sense used by the game
theorists, but are surfaces which should, ideally, enclose such barriers, so that there is always
opportunity for threatened aircraft to escape by appropriate evasive manoeuvres Initiated after TCAS
has issued a warning.
In practice, the TCAS rules have evolved by a process of trial and error, and it is possible that
further modifications may be made before TCAS2 is adopted. It Is a striking feature of the draft
specification that it defines in detail the rules to be obeyed bu. never gives, in quantitative
terms any account of the problems they are meant to solve. There may be a case for the application
of a "game" model to study the problem facing atTCAS-equipped aircraft facing a determined pursuer.
This should give some better feel for the worst-case situations that can arise for aircraft having
different levels of performance and manoeuvre capability.
4.2.5. The Real World
Although theoretical study of the pursuit/evasion problem can provide valuable insights, and should,
in theory, nake possible a completely automatic interceptor, by the time the full range of factors
has been fed into the model, the computational problem may be-very serious.
For example, a model
based on relative position may need only half the number of dimensions needed to discuss absolute
positions, and will need considerable expansion to cope with factors such as limitations on the
endurance of the participants, or on the coverage of ground-based radars or EQI devices.
Since many -evaders" are in pursuit of some objective other than providing exercise for the
pursuer3, any knowledge, or even a guess, about the evader's objective must be relevant to the
choice of pursuit strategy, although the pursuer's intuition may not fit too well into the
mathematics. It should further be noted that, in the real world, there is no agreement between two
combatants about tlhe game being played.
The "evader" may be attempting to lead the pursuer into
some kind of trap, or to distract dttention from some other activity. It is probable that, on a
short time-scale, logic based on even a simple model nay be useful to either party, but the overall
strategy is likely to remain in the hands of the military co anders. Elaborate off-line simulation
of the larger-scale aspects of an encounter may nevertheless be useful as a means of testing and
refining simpler rules or mechanisms that may be useful in the real world.
5. Automation of Conflict Detection and Resolution."
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1. Of the relatively few practical applications of computing to conflict detection and to ATC
planning in general, the majority have been added-on to existing computers originally designed to
assist with radar and other data-processing problems. The design of the conflict detection systems,
for example, may be heavily influenced by the existing data structure, the capabilities of the
existing displays to the controllers, and the computing power and storage space that is available
for additions to the existing system.
5.1.2. Until the advent of machine-intelligence that can be trusted with such a sensitive task as
the control of air traffic, there is no possibility of building a completely automatic system for
conflict detection and resolution.
Present day software can provide no more than rules for
identifying possible situations that can arise and a set of solutions for dealing with each of them.
Even if such software were totally reliable under the circumstances envisaged when it was designed,
constructed and costed, there is no way to guarantee, to the level of confidence needed by air
transport, that all possible combinations of circumstances have been foreseen and incorporated in
the validation software. The problem is made more acute by the steady stream of modifications to the
ATC rules, often minor, but still significant to the software, that arise during the construction,
validation and operation of the system, At present, only the human controller is sufficiently
flexible to detect that a novel situation is arising, or to improvise an immediately applicable
solution.
5.1.3. Given a task within its capabilities, however, a computer cap work muc faster than a human
controller, and does not tire or suffer from loss of concentration. At the very least, the mistakes
made by a computer are not likely
to coincide with those made by a controller. An automatic aid
to ATC, based on elegant algorithms for problem solving will succeed only if it is of real value to
the controllers, a value that they perceive as justifying any additional tasks, such as keyboard
operations, that the "automatic" aid imposes on them.
No doubt the day will come when most
interchange of data between pilots and controllers takes place by way of a digital link. Given easy
access to this data, the application of computer aids to ATC will be greatly simplified.
5.2. Short-Term Problems
1.

5.2.1. It will be convenient to consider separately the application of computers to assist with the
r'iort-term problems described in Section 2 and with the long-term problems of Section 3. Short-term
conflict detection is characterised by the need to work with simple but bulky and frequently updated
rader data, and on a time scale that means that there can be little relevant manual input by the
controllers. The computational task is heavy. If there are N aircraft in the system, then N(N-1)/2
tests are aecessary to examine all pairs of possibly conflicting aircraft.
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If the traffic flow is structured in accordance with some strategic plan, e.g. separated tracks for
different classes of traffic, and if this plan is embedded in the software or otherwise accessible
to the computer, then the task may reduce to that of monitoring that each of the N aircraft is
conforming to its assigned track, with adequate longitudinal separation from its neighbours, and
then performing some more general test only on aircraft not falling into this convenient pattern.
It is usual to apply not one, but a whole hierarchy of conflict tests, beginning with crude
procedures that will rapidly trap the conflicts along with many false alarms. Such a test will
serve to eliminate most pairs of aircraft without more detailed study, a succession of more
elaborate tests then being applied to the dwindling population of pairs of aircraft not rejected at
an earlier stage. For example, suppose we are given the position of each aircraft in Cartesian
coordinates and wish to pick out all pairs whose separation in the horizontal plane is less than S.
If the X coordinates of two aircraft differ by more than S the pair can be rejected at once. The
test can be repeated, if necessary, for the, Y coordinates, and only if the pair has failed both
these tests will it be necessary to compare S with the sum of the squares of the two differences.
5.2.2. Where the majority of aircraft do not have intentions known to ATC, It is usual to structure
the data in a manner calculated to simplify the comparison process. The conflict tests a:e best
applied, not to the area as a whole, but to a series of segments. For simplicity, suppose that the
area of interest Is a square having sides of length L, and that the area divided up into square
segments having sides of length kL, where k is not greater than unity. The aircraft population will
be assumed to be randomly distributed over the entire area of interest, and the average population
of any given sector is proportional to the area of the sector, PK say, where Px =k2 L . Taking the
computation effort as proportional to the number of comparisons to be made, the number of
comparisons in one segment as proportional to (P. ) , and the number of sectors to be dealt with as
I
/k 2 , the whole computing task is approximately proportional to C k , where
CK = p2 /k

= L

k

---------

(13)

If k becomes small, an increasing number of conflicts will be overlooked, because the two aircraft
are in different segments. If the segments are made to overlap, this difficulty can be overcome.
Suppose that an adequate overlap is available if each side of the segment is (kL+b) say, and the
number of segments remains unchanged at 1/k2
Pk Is now equal to (kL+b)c and the total computing
task is given by
Cr

= (kL+b) /k

----------------------

It can be shown that C K has
sectorisation, C. = L

a

minimum when

(14)
k=b/L, giving

C,

16.b L

In

the

absence of

5,2.3. In connection with the ACARS proposal discussed in section 2.5.3, it is clear that the
software designers found processing time to be a serious constraint (Lentz et al. 1981). A complex
scheme was therefore adopted for the conflict tests. ACARS was designed to rely on a Mode S data
link which required the mechanically rotating antenna to be pointing to the aircraft when an alarm
was issued.
This means that there is necessarily a delay, corresponding to the time needed for a
full rotation of the antenna, between the radar observation of the situation and the alarm being
issued.
This involves a delay of about 6 seconds.
The ACARS designers faced the need to ensure
that the data could be processed within this period, since the next opportunity to warn the aircraft
would be one more rotation later.
The ACARS data structure for the conflict test is stored in a track file which is physically
separate from, and different in organisation to, the radar sensor track files from which the data is
derived. (ACARS could only issue warnings to Mode S equipped aircraft, but it tracked both Mode S
and Mode A/C aircraft, as well as those visible only to primary radar.
This would probably have
required separate but co-rotating radar heads, and certainly the three sets of data would require
separate processing).
Data was stored in x,y,z coordinates in one central Track Store. Several
sets of pointers were provided to string together various categories of aircraft into separate lists
for ease of access during processing.
One such set of lists divided the total population of
aircraft into sub-groups, based, not on Cartesian coordinates as implied in the scheme in sec 5.2.2,
but on the bearing of the aircraft from the radars. 32 sectors were provided, data being processed
sector by sector.
This organisation ensured that messages to the various aircraft were derived in
the approximate time order in which they needed to be dispatched down the Mode S data link, and
incidentally made It possible to ensure that conflict tests were never carried out on data that was
in the process of being updated by the radars. Separate sets of pointers were provided to enable
the radar data (identified by the Mode S address or other discrete SSR code, or, for aircraft
without this facility, by some reference given to the track in the radar data processor) to be
delivered to the corresponding addresses in the main track file. Further pointers split the traffic
into two lists.
All aircraft whose altitude is below some threshold level, and whose ground speed
is below a specified limit, are placed on the 'X-list", all others go on the "Ex-list". Separate
conflict test machanisms are used for the two categories of aircraft and for possible conflicts
between pairs of aircraft whose members are split between the X and Ex lists.
Radar data updates
may give rise to transfers of aircraft between the X and Ex lists. These two lists are ordered, by
way of their pointers, according to the x-coordinate of each aircraft, so that the differences in
this coordinate can be used as an efficient first means of locating possible conflicts. Separate
procedures, with different search limits, are used for "controlled aircraft" and "uncontrolled
aircraft", since only the controlled aircraft have known intentions.
The algorithms designed for the ACARS software are given by Lentz(1981). Although ACARS was never
implemented, it has been here discussed at some length because it is a system having a detailed
description of the algorithms in a document freely available to interested readers.
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It should perhaps be remarked that, since the broad design of the software in 1980, the cost of
storage and computing has fallen considerably, whilst the cost of software development and
subsequent modification continues to rise, It is probable that any future system on the lines of
ACARS, similarly free from the constraints imposed by the need to share a host with some large
existing software system, would be designed with more generous hardware intended to simplify the
software design.
5.2.4. The conflict resolution techniques used by ATARS were briefly discussed in para.2.5.3.2. In
ATARS, there was no alternative to machine resolution of conflicts. In a system intended to assist,
rather than replace the controller, the case for automating the resolution problem may be weaker.
In practice, controllers or software must choose from the limited repertory of available short-term
alternatives. For conventional aircraft, the only possible decisions involve, for either or both of
the aircraft in conflict, a choice between:(i) stopping or initiating a climb or descent.
and/or (ii) stopping or initiating a turn to right or left.
In controlled airspace, the human controller is very likely to have background knowledge of the
manoeuvre capability and the intentions of two or more aircraft who may be involved in the
resolution of a conflict. If an automatic data-link is in use, the controller faces the task of
using some input mechanism to compose the data link message. A better alternative might be to allow
the computer to assemble a list of feasible alternative solutions, from which the controller can
choose, using for example a VDU with a touch-sensitive screen. Having indicated his choice he can
leave the computer to compose and launch the data link message or messages.
5.3.

Long-Term Problems.

5.3.1 From the discussion in section 3, it should be clear that the strategy e.g. the assignment of
routes and flight levels, is based on decisions by management, using historical data on traffic
offering on analogous occasions in the past.
Within civil ATC, tasks are divided up between
controllers largely on a geographical basis, so that the load on an individual controller at a given
moment is determined by the number of aircraft at that time within the fixed geographical bounds of
his sector. Admittedly, under conditions of light traffic, it is sometimes possible to give a pair
of adjacent sectors into the jurisdiction of a single sector team, and similar simplifications of
the control structure are possible in a large TKA.
It remains true that, as a whole, ATC
controllers work within a framework of constraints that can only with difficulty be modified in the
light of traffic demand at a given instant. The advantage of a detailed set of formal rules is that
it makes it possible for controllers in a particular sector to perform most of their tasks without
time-consuming efforts to ensure that their decisions are coordinated and compatible with those
taken by their neighbours.
5.3.2.
It is easy to argue that such a system leads, at best, to the piecemeal optimisation of
traffic flow in limited regions of airspace.
There is, in effect, little opportunity for the Inflight optimisation of the trajectory of an aircraft flying across even one country in Europe. This
is not a criticism of either air traffic management or controllers.
At a given time, there may be
70 aircraft or so in climb or descent out of, or into, the London TMA.
It is out of the question
for one controller to hold in his mind the present status and intentions of all these aircraft,
still less to consider all possible permutations of their respective trajectories, as well as
issuing several control instructions per minute for the implementation of the strategy.
If one controller cannot consider the permutations possible with a population of 70 aircraft, a
committee of about 20 controllers who are, under the present system, collectively responsible for
movements in and around the London TMA, is even le3s capable. In practice, in order to minimise
coordination problems, the activities of different controllers are, as far as possible, decoupled
from one another. Complete decoupling is not possible. Consider, for example, traffic outbound
prom Gatwick and Heathrow. Control of the traffic requesting clearance to taxi and, subsequently,
for takeoff, is in the hands of Ground Movement Planning (GNP) and aerodrome controllers in the
airfield tower.
At a runway dedicated to departures only, the tower must ensure a spacing between
departures giving adequate protection against vortex wake and other factors to be discussed later.
At single-runway airports, departing aircraft must fit into gaps in the landing pattern, as well as
satisfying the constraints arising from the other departures.
Inside the TMA, there may be congestion problems at waypoints sich as Midhurst, where traffic
streams from London airports either merge or cross. This traffic, as it continues to climb, will
eventually merge with other flights originating outside London.
The combined traffic must satisfy
any flow control constraints at the transfer points where traffic passes to other jurisdiction,
France in this example. Traffic overflying London, and therefore airbocne at an earlier time, has
in effect booked slots at the transfer point ahead of takeoff by the London traffic,
Takeoff
clearance from London airports has to satisfy constraints imposed at the transfer point, in addition
to those arising near the runway. There may also be restrictions on traffic flow within the THA,
through IMidhurst, say. In a purely "manual" system, at busy times, every departure may involve the
aerodrome controllers in negotiations with the Departure Flow Regulator (DFR) or the TMA Flow
Controller (TFC), neither of whom are located at the aerodrome.
5.3.3. Clearly, little computing is needed to deduce the approximate relationships between the time
at which an aircraft takes off, passes through some waypoint in the ThA, arrives at some transfer
point or, for that matter, any other point of interest.
Unpublished work involving laboratory
trials of one possible system for the mechanisation of much of the coordination task involved in the
organisation sketched above, using a simulated London THA, has drawn favourable comment from London
controllers. In this simulation, Ground Movement Planners (GMP's) at the airports had interactive
displays which held details of departing aircraft prior to their request for startup.
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On request, the GMP's could be offered slot-times for the transfer point, if any, at which flow
constraints applied, as well as target take-off times from the TFR. Interactive displays were also
available for the aerodrome controllers and the TFC.
The TFC also had a schematic PPI, displaying
the planned situation, and the THA outbound controllers also had displays showing flight data on
intended departure traffic, to supplement tneir radar data.
When an aircraft requested start-up, the GNP signalled the event to the computer.
Knowing the
aircraft type, route, stand number and runway in use, the computer calculated the earliest time at
which the aircraft could be airborne, together with its estimated time at the transfer point. A
message could be sent, when necessary, to the DFR requesting an allocated slot time. TFC's display
also showed that the aircraft was bidding for a slot. If the DFR found it necessary to delay the
arrival at the transfer point, the start-up and departure times were revised, and the TFC and Q4P
displays were updated accordingly.
Decisions on slot times by DFR were binding on the TFC. If the
aircraft did not fall under DFR jurisdiction, the TFC was free to accept or modify the proposed
target takeoff time.
If the aircraft then took off as planned, an acceptable situation would exist in both the TMA and
at the subsequent transfer point.
As the aircraft approached the holding point for take-off, the
aerodrome controller, who is responsible for planning and controlling events on the runway, took his
final decisions on take-off order and timing in the light of his data, which included an indication
of the time constraints to be satisfied to mcet the DFR flow plans.
On take-off, this controller
notified the computer of the actual departure time.
In the trials, the system offered smooth
coordination of the various activities, normally without the need for telephone discussions.
The hardware involved in implementating such a system would be quite extensive.
The main role of
the computer is in switching data between displays, the computation task being, by computer
standards, quite light.
The introduction of such an installation might open the door to the
subsequent adoption of more elaborate aids to THA planning.
5.3.4. Section 5.2.2 pointed out the difficulties human controllers could experience in devising a
flexible and efficient plan for the movement of traffic through a large TMA, not to mention W.
Europe as a whole.
The difficulty may not be overcome even by the purchase of a large computer and
software. Consider one apparently simple problem. Six aircraft are to pass through a waypoint in
some order yet to be decided. Each aircraft can be assigned to one 3f two flight levels. Delays
experienced will depend on the way levels are assigned and on the order in which the aircraft are
taken. Suppose that ATC wishes to find the levels and in which the aircraft should arrive so as to
minimise total delays.
If the delay experienced by a given aircraft is determined only by its immediate predecessor at the
same level, this is a slight elaboration of the "Travelling Salesman" problem which, for many years
has been the subject of donsiderable study by research workers, mostly in universities.
No
algorithm has yet been designed that does more than speed-up the trial-and-error method of testing
each alternative in turn.
In the example given above, a decision about six aircraft and two flight
levels could involve examination of 46,080 options. Doubling the number of aircraft increases the
list to about 1.96 x 10'
.
In this situation, the ATC planner falls back, rather thankfully
perhaps, on the ICAO ruling that aircraft should be handled on a first-come first-served basis,
whatever the expression is taken to me6n. There is little doubt, though, that where a machine uses
the available time to search for "better" rather than ideal solutions, it may well , under
simulation conditions at least, considerably out-perform the human controllers.
The software used in such a game often takes the form of an elaborate framework of rules, partly
based on formal ATC in:tructions, partly on techniques which controllers have evolved in the light
of experience, and partly on rules devised, and often extensively revised, during the software
development.
The rules are often implied, rather than explicity stated, in the software, and the
end product is a mechanism that may be found to be very sensitive to software changes arising out of
situations outside the programmers control.
6. Conclusion.
6.1 Since this is an AGARD paper, it should not be out of place to draw attention to a few areas
where R&D might profitably be employed in a study of problems that do not appear to be receiving
adequate attention.
It is being argued by other writers that further "Automation" in ATC, often
meaning automatic conflict detection, will enable a reduction in the large and expensive controller
workforce.
It is interesting to ask how reliable automatic conflict detection must be before a
significant saving in controller workload can be achieved. If a totally automatic system could
achieve fewer airmisses than a human controller, the ecoromic argument might be worth careful study,
but there may be little material in the present paper to encourage the belief that present-day
sensors and software technology make possible an adequately reliable automatic system. The question
is, given a system that acts as an aid to the controller, how reliable must it be to do more good
than harm? For the present purposes, the problems arising from false alarms will be ignored, the
question was directed at errors of the other kind;- failures to alarm in adequate time to deal with
a genuinely hazardous situation.
Suppose that the alaim detects 90%, 99%, or even 99.9% of all hazards, and that the controller's
task has been reduced(?) to that of dealing with the remainder. Even a 99.9% success rate is clearly
too low, without such back-up.
Will the machine with an inadequate performance to operate unaided,
actually simplify the controller's task, or will it induce a false sense of security in management
or controllers? Existing conflict-alert packages, such as the French system outlined in para. 2.5.2
or the roughly equivalent system at Maastricht, are intended to back-up the controller rather than
to replace him.
Such systems, despite an appreciable false alarm rate, appear to work to the
satisfaction of all concerned.
This is understandable, since if such a device detected even 50% of
a controller's rare oversights, it would be serving a very useful purpose.
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A similar argument to TCAS, or where ATARS proposed to provide radar-derived warnings to aircraft
that are, at present,relying on "see and avoid".
It is when, in the words of Hunt and Zellweger
(1987), "planning and control functions migrate to the computer system", that
the reliability
problem becomes more stringent.
6.2.
It is not clear how the performance of a very reliable conflict predictor can be measured.
Simulation tests have dubious value since problems overlooked in the system design may weel also be
overlooked in the simulation. One approach, suggested in para 4.2.4 is to use the "game" techniques
developed for the study of pursuit-evasion problems. It can be assumed that one aircraft in normal
flight under ATC control is "pursued" by a second aircraft which, due to some system failure or
In the game,
"Murphy" will
other, is flying in obedience to Murphy's Law rather than to ATC.
attempt to minimise the escape time available to its target when the conflict warning was issued.
It was earlier pointed out that the extensive theoretical studies on TCAS have been almost entirely
concerned with aircraft in straight line
flight.
It is possible that
"Murphy" might detect
loopholes in the detection logic that "straight-line" studies have overlooked.
6.3 It is, perhaps, a surprising feature of ATC that, whilst traffic in controlled airspace is
required accurately to maintain a defined track, in the horizontal, and to maintain accurate height
in cruise, little attempt is normally made to define the aircraft trajectory in climb or descent.
One exception is when aircraft are descending on a glideslope, another, under special conditions, is
where ATC requires an aircraft to achieve a specified height before arrival at a given waypoint.
Otherwise, even in controlled airspace, ATC may have knowledge of current height but no means, other
than linear extrapolation, of predicting future behaviour in the vertical plane.
Since the traffic capacity of a volume of airspace is, to a good approximation, proportional to the
number of flight levels that can be independently assigned to the traffic, improved ability to
forecast aircraft behaviour in climb or descent
should make possible an increase in the traffic
capacity of congested airspace, particularly in and around IMA's.
It is therefore suggested that two topics that might be usefully studied are:(i) the effect on airspace capacity and control workload of the possesion by ATC of better
means of predicting the vertical component of aircraft trajectories.
(ii) means, such as the greater use of data-links, whereby this improvement might be achieved.
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0. Inrroducn'on
The arm of the paper is to discuss the equations of motion of airplanes in the context of ATC. The basic laws of mechanics will be recalled together with
a mathemat'-al model of mechanical systems whic-h is suitable for asrbome systems , this will allow us to point out the generally accepted (but often implict)
assumptions of usual models.
A simplified description of the main dynamical effects (gravity a,.d aerodynamical interactions) will be given together with a complete kinematical
description of the system. The coherence with ISO norms (ISO - 1985) will be respected as far as possible , some dynamical short comnings of these norms
will be mentioned.

I. Mechanics
We will start from the following statement . Applied Mechamcs is based on expenmental physics, uses mathematicalmodels and tools and its goal is to
solve technicalproblems.
Here, the technical goal is quite clear . provide the equations of motions of an scrplane flying in normal conditions, under a form which reasonally
descnbes the main features of the behaviour, remains simple enough to be incorporated iii an ATC model and is capable of providing the required accuracy.
Experimental evidence
From physical experiments, we know that for any material system observed in (non relativisti)
additive on the set of bodies under consideration and constant with respect to time.

mechanics, we can define a mass function which is

Once a fixed or inertialaxi s) stem (a fixed point 0 and fixed axis directions) has been chosen, we can define, for each "point" of the system, a position
ve.tor x (this function is assumed to be measmuiable with respect to the mass). The time derivative 0 f the position is the velocity ve.tor x (i.e. the velocity with
respect to the fixed axis system).
From these notions, two vectornal funi.hons, the momentum, N, and the angular momentum with respect to 0, HO can be defined for each body A as

N(A)

JA dm
S

H(A) = S

x

X idm

(1)

The momentum N is thus the weighted sum of the velocities of the points waking up body A, with the weighting made accordmg to the iass distnbutLon. The angular momentuin \oi moment of momentuni) with respect to point 0, H0, is the correopnding weighted sum of moments (vectorial product with
position). This form excludes systems with internal distributions of mass or energy circulation but such systems are not considered here.

From ph)sal observations, it appears that the interactions between bodies can be diaractenzed by their rates of exchange of momentum (forces) and
angular momentum (torques), obey principles of action and reaction and have additive properties. This allows us to write
N(A) = F(A)

1O(A)

-

L= (A)

(2)

where
F(A) =

L(A)

'A dF
-

xX dF +

is the resultant (sum) of all the forces acting onA and produced by external bodies,

SdM

is the resultant of the moments of these forces together with the sum of pure torques produced nA.

The interactions can be described by functions related to the history of the motion (constitutive equations).
As the fores and torques havc additive properties (resulting from then relation to N and H), the constitutive equations must have a form whi6.h allow
us to write
F(A) = fdin
£
=
xX f din + f2dm
(3)
where
I is the corresponding force density and represents the distrubution of resultant of force per unit mass in the body,
2
is the corresponding density of pure torque.
In gencral a distinction is made between field forues directly descrnbed by force densities in the body - gravity of a typic-al example ., is nothing but the
gravitationnal fi.e density i e. the weight pet unit mass - and .ontact loices described by suface dei..ities t acting on the boundaries - hiere the pressure is a
typical example (the corresponding force density results from the divergence theorem).
From equations (1) (2) and (3), we can conclude that locally, at each point in the system, the following relations hold
R=f

2=0

(From a mathematical point of view these relations may be violated on a set of points where total mass is zero.)
This is the local form of the equations of motion which is well known in continuum mechanics.

Constant mass systems
The equations (2) apply to a material body A i.e. to a system made up of specific material points. If these points are always .onfined in a given surface
S, the body A can also be defined as the material system included inS and equations (2) apply.
For airborne systems, the fixed point can be far front the body and a local reference point can be useful. This point, say P, does not necessarly belong
to the system but an adequate choice is very irmportant as we shall see. The position vector x of a material point can be written as the sum of the relative
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position vector of thepoint with respect to P,p, and the position vector ofP (with respect toO),P.

i.e.

x =P +p

If the centre of mass of the body isdefined as the mean position vector of the system i.e.
RA I

the momentum can be written as

fxdm,

N = fcdm = m,

and its derivative as

=

-dm

The position vector of the centre of mass with respect toP will be denoted Po with p = R - P and
mp

The translational equations can be written as

= pdm.

mR = m(P + ko) = F.
Similarly

O

xXX

=dm
S(P X p) X(P ' )din=

X mk+ p X

P 4.W

where lip A (p X p dm isdefined as the angular momentum with respect to P.
The equations (2) are the equivalent to the system

mhF tP = LP -po x 4'
where L =

(4)

Jp X dF + fdM isthe moment of external interactions with respect to P.

It should be noted that these equations are equivalent to the system
3Adm= ffdm and

p X Rdn=

PX fdm

(5)

If the point P coincides with the centre of mass (.p 0) these equations reduce to
ink= FL
(when the subscript isabsent, the reference point issupposed to be the mass centre).
If further the body is rigid, the distances between points remain constant and one may define a body (fixed) axis system with origin P and axis directions fixed with respect to the body. The relative position vectors p will have constant conponants in this axis system. It follows that the angular momentum
vector H can be expressed in terms of the body inertia matrix and ie components of the angular velocity vector (of the body axis system with respect to the
inertiafCaxis system). Thus greatly simplifies the rotational equations which are generally expressed inbody axis. The choice of axes isnot so obvious for the
translational equations. These 'opics will be analized in the section devoted to kinematics.
Variable mass systems
In this case the body B(t) will be '-fined as the material system which a time tlies inside a certain surface S(t). It will be assumed that mass can flow
trough two separated exchange surfaces A" .,
id Nr corresponding to input and output flows respectively.
The equations (2) no longer hold but one can still write relations in a form equivalent to equation (5)as the local form of equations remains valid

5B(t,"
.dm = [' f di

(t X Ydm=

X fdm

The right hand sides are none other than the resultants of forces and torques (with respect toP) acting on B(t). It should be nGted that the interactions on the
exchange surfaces are included inthese terms, but this isgenerally not a major difficulty.
For the translational equation the integral of the acceleration isno longer the time derivative of the momentum of the body. iowever, by using the
transport theorem (see for instance (M.Decuyper etal, 1981)) this equation can be written under the
form

where

m
F

form

is the cu.rent mass of the system and is thus a function of time that must be given - the mass balance of an airplane can normally be
estimated without difficulty ;
isthe resultant of external forces and includes aerodynamical and gravity terms
isoften called the "propulsion force" but corresponds to the momentum flow through the exchange surfaces.

In the
case of jet propulsion, the propulsion force is dominated by the effect of mass ejection through the nozzle and the equation is written under the
mnli
= mg + Pa + r3

where

F

isthe resultant of aerodynamical forces but generally does not include the interactions on the exchange surfaces;

F

isthe "effective propulsion force expressed as
where

n

(6)

V
VF

is the time derivative of mass of the system and corresponds to the mass flow through the nozzle - this function is
negative ;

V

is the "effective" velocity of the ejected mass with respect to the nozzle - this velocity is generally '.n
experimental
datum and includes interactions on the exchange surface.
Similarly :he rotational equation can be written under the form
fiP = L" - p X mp + L
0
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where

AP

has a form similar to the corresponding term for a rigid body but includes time varying ineriia parameters;

LP
i;

is the external torque
iscalled the "propulsive torque" but corresponds to the moment of momentum flow through the exchange surfaces.

Here too the "propultion torque" is generally dominated by the moment of the "propulsion force" even if other terms may have significant effects, for
instance on the stability of the system (jet damping terms) ; nevertheless these terms are more important for the design of the systems and they are generally
neglected or "incorporated" in similar terms (by adapting the coefficients) for simulation purposes. The equations are then written under the form
LPi + p
where

L

P

L.

~

-

X

mV"

*(7)

is the resultant aerodynamical torques;
*

is the effective propulsion torque:
L "= p

where

PN

is the effective relative position of the nozzle with respect to P and is generally determinated from experiments.

For most problems, one can consider that the inertial configuration varies slowly (during a given manoeuvre) and the inertia coefficients are then considered as
constants.
It should be clear that the deformation of the system are not considered here, but again their influence is more important for design purposes. The
various expression of inertia coefficients and interactions can be estimated for the corresponding elastic equilibrum configurations - this configuration may
vary with ume -. It is then imphcitly accepted that the coupling between the general behaviour and the deformation modes is weak.
For systems with propellers a similar form of equations isobtained by separating the aerodynamical interactions in conventional terms and "propulsive
forces".
It may be concluded that the motion of a well designed airplane in normal flight conditions can be essentially described by equations (6) (7) for quasi.
ngid bodies associateC with a mass time history and an appropnate description of propulsive interactions. The evaluation of the other terms will be descnbed
in the following sections.
I. Kinematics
An axis system will be denoted x y z and, when necessary, subscripts pemut to distinguish between frames. This triplet denotes three orthogonal directions. A vector base can be defined from the axis system concept. We can align three unit vectors along these directions , the "length" of these vectors is
chosen equal to a given standard unit. It is
then follows
that any vector of the geometrical space, sayX., can be described by its components "along" the axes
•,--4.
-*
as a linear combination of the umt vectors x y and z
+
.

-+.

Formally this vector can be represented by the triplet of its components X
X,Y,Z ) i.e. by a triplet of real numbers. This triplet X is a vector of the
5
5
R .space. As R -space has the appropnate mathematics] structure for intTation nd treatment of differential equations, the vectorial quantities will always
be represented by the corresponding vectors ofR'. In particular vectors x y and z will be represented by vectors R = I ,'m J,t= 1O,1,0 and I = (0,0,1
respectively (the circumflex accent indicates that the norm of the vector is unity - it corresponds to one standard umt). It is seen that R,,
is an ortho3
gonal base ofR , namely the canonical base, and the vector X can also be written as
X =X

+ Y5

+ Z2.

If one formally defines die arrays

[XJ =

i

and IR =[I

the vector X can be written as
X = [3]T

I

if the rules of matrix products are extended to arrays with vector elements.
Operations on vectors are described in the appendix.

Axis systems
The following axis system will be used
1.

ntertialaxis system: xI y, zI

N

The ongmn of this axis system coincides with the centre of the earth C and the
directions x, y, z, are fixed with respect to the stars. We will arbitrarily choose
xi aligned with the Noith-South axis. The corresponding inertial base is denoted
and is the canonical base.
I

~

Greeiwici
C

S
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2.

Normal earth fixed axis system : x. yo zo (ISO 1.1.2)*

Greenwich

The origin of this axis system is fixed with respect to the earth, we will choose
a given point 0 of the earth surface localized by the geographical coordinates
go o and its altitude ho . The zo axis is oriented according to the downward
vertical passing through the origin. We choose xo oriented to the North and y. to
the East. The corresponding earth-fixed base will be denoted I, it , £, -

g
0

a k

go

The transition from the intertial base to the earth-fixed base is obtained by rotations through an angle (wot 4 po) about theX. axis followed, for spherical
earth, by a rotation through an angle - No Qo > 0 in the northern hemisphere) about an intermediate y.axis (co is the angular velocity of the earth around
its axis).
If the earth is considered to be an ellipsoid, the direction of the vertical is aligned
with the normal to the ellipsoid (this direction also corresponds to the "apparent"
gravity density which includes "centifugal" and earth oblateness effects). If a is the
fsemi-major axis and b the semi minor axis of the ellipsoid the rotation of the
earth-fixed base will be Xo = X + a:-b sin2X - the accuracy of this formula
b
i.e. within 10-5).
being of the same order .s the ellipsoidalapproximsation,

xo
0

We thus have

X

4i

0)

aQo]

= [AJ JR,] with [Aoj = [A ' (-

Xo)J [A")(.t + g

The angular velocity of the earth fixed base (with respect to inertial space) is the angular velocity of the earth around its axis
ot

%

= %c~s

o

'o.

-o

= [AT[w

j

= [_ot[rAot] [W

with

r
0 0h .

[%1 = [

This angular velocity is considered to be constant and in most situations it may be considered to have a negligeable influence on the dynamics.
Within the same approxunation the distance from the centre of mass of the earth and the ellipsoid is given by
do = a - (a-b)smX o
and the position vector from the centre of the earth to the reference point O is given in the earth fixed base with the same accuracy as
d
o -dosn0o

x - (a-b)sin2\o0
-X,)1 .o - [do cos0,o -X.) + ho]_o --

2bit Aircraft earned normal earth ais system

o

2
- [a + ho -(a - b)sin ,oo

= [ 0 ]T[Ro] .

xo yo Zo

The ongin of this frame is fixed in the _;,.adit (usually the centre of mass) [ISO]. This ongin is the point P. The directions are the sanie as for 2.
The position vector of point P with respect to point 0 can be expressed in the earth fixed base and the corresponding coordinates
can be related to the geographucal coordinated of P.
3.

Aircraft carriedlocal earth axis system

xg yg zg (ISO 1.1.4 with 1.0 § 3)

N

P

Ii

The ongin of the axis system (point P) is fixed in the aircraft and usually coincides
with the centre of mass. This point is localized by its real geographical coordinates
g Xand by its altitude hI.The zg.axis is oriented according to the local downward
vertical (passing through F) The x -axis will be oriented northwards and y. eastwards. When X - Xo and u o fshort term motions) this axis-system coincides
with the one defined in 2bis. The direction of the axes are the same as the corresponding direction of a local non ial earth fixed axis system whose origin coincides
with point P (at a given ume t). With this interpretation - which implies the
defiution of a local normal earth fixed axis system for each instant - tli,. axis
system isdefined by (ISO 1.1.4).
The corresponding local base will be denoted I A

)

.The
transition from
the inertial base to this local base is obtained asi fr Me normal earth fixed base by
rotations through angles wot +p and - X with
and
with

•ISO 1151

X* A+ a- bsm2X
a
91
9
[As, = [A&y)(- X*)][A(X)(.ost + p)].
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p

The angular velocity of the base is given by
Co.,,= (Co

or
or

g

. = (coo +i)cosX

(% +jt)sinX*2 8

-

= [kJ

T

l

[Coj]

with

and

~

[

sn-SI]n( + s) + [0-1 off*.
a(1 + 2 a-b cos2).
a

i1 = [cosX,* o

0

In many situations this angular velocity is considered to have negligible dynamical influence
i.e. the g.axis system is considered to be inertial.
0

2
The position vector of point P with respect to the centre of the earth written R is given by (with d* a - (a - b)sm X)

Re

- d* sin(X'- >,) - [d" cos(X*- X) + h]2

Its position vector with respect to point 0, P0

[ko]

If

=

-- [f

R -

= [Ao8

[ t]

with Ait = pt-p 0o we obtain the relation

=

= - (a -b)sin2Xlt 8 - [a +h -(a -b)sin 2X ,=

[ fT[Rp].

r[Xo j with [Xo] = [X0 Ye Zo]T can be expressed in the earth fixed base.
= [A&Y)(-X?*)] [A(x)(- 4)J [A(Y)Q*)J

[Ao] [Ail [1t8

[ig]

[X 0 ] = [A0g] [Rp] - [Rol = tX (zip,
X,h)J.
o

(8)

Various approximations of this relation are available but they are limited to short range motion (see below).
With the saie accuracy the velocity of the aircraft with respect to inertial space is expressed in the local base as
kp

=

2
[a + h -(a - b)sin >J],

and its velocity with respect to the ground VK = RP -

Co

+ [a+h-(a-b)sinXcos[co o +ISg -Iflg

X Re as

2
oK = [a+ h-(a-b)sin X,] ,Z 9 + [a4 h-(a-b)sui'XcosX

'g

-

h g

or

vKd-

+ dcosX

2
where d = (a + h - (a - b)sin ?XJis - with the same accuracy - the distance to the centr of the earth It must be noted that this expr.-ssion depends on X
(and not on X). This vector can also be written (ISO 2.2.2 with 1.1.4 and 1.0.§3)
YK = ugKS g +

VK

VKg -kg + WKg !Zg

k

where 1k is the flight path axis (in the direction of the flight velocity (ISO 2.1.1)).
4.

Body axie system : x y z (ISO 1.1.5)
This is a frame fixed in the aircraft with origin at the point P and consisting of the following axes
the longitudinal axis, located in the reference plane (plane of symnetry)
x
y
the transverse axis, normal to the reference plane and positive to starboard
the normal axis, completing the frame (positive in the ventral sense).
z

The corresponding body.base will be denoted Ib, Yb' 'b . The transition between the local base and the body base is obtained by three, successive
(positive) rotations about z- y- and x-axi*, the corresponminngTes being respectively the local azimuth angle 4r, the local elevation angle E and the local bank
angle 4, The definitions correspond to the axes given in (ISO 1.2.2) with the adjunction of the word local (ISO 1.0.§ 3) and an appropriate interpretation for
local earth fixed axis systems.
Two intermediate bases are defined dung this procedure but they will not be used explscitely here.
We have the following relation between the body and local bases
(1b]

=

[Ab] [As]

where

fAt!= [A(l)J [A()(@)) [A0(')J.

[]
Further the relative angular velocity of the body base with respect to the local base c
The matrices (Ab] and [Bg ] are the matrices [A~a ] and [Bis] gives in appendix (see P22 and af with
2=b, i=g, Ox=4',

0y=

1
can be obtained under the form [ o=] = [

O,O,=Ik and [Ob]=tcP E ]T.

The angular velocity of the body with respect to inertial space is thus
bi = '?bs + WS, = ['bt

[ 1 IB)1 lob1 + [Ati]

1i

this vector is generally written
= Pb + qtb + rb= [ b]

p

=

[ ]T[CT

(ISO 1.3 6) p q r being the components of the correspond vector n (ISO 1.3.5) of geometrical space. We titus have the matrix relation
0
[w] = [Bbs] [ ib+ [Atgl [wil.

5.

Air-path axis system : x. y3 z (ISO 1.1.6)
This is also ar 1xis system fixed in the aircraft usually at the centre of mass and consisting of the following axes:

jb]'
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xa
ya
Za

the air.path axis in the directory of the aircraft velocity (velocity of the origin of the body axis system) with respect to the atmosphere
the lateral air-path axis on cross-stream axis, nomradl to x.and za positive to starboard
the normal air-path axis, located in the reference plane (and normal to xa).

2 ).The transition between the local base and the aerodynamical base is
The corresponding air.path (or aerodynamical) base will be denoted ( 1
obtained (as in 4.)by three successive (positive) rotations about z y and x.axis the corresponding angles being respectively the air-path track angle Xa, the
(ISO 1.2.3). The relations between air-path and local angle bases are given by
air-path climb angle - a and the air-path bank angle paa
-oaa
[Ag] = [Atx")O(u]
[Al')(7ya)] [A")(,.).
j = [An] []
where
[

Further the relative angular velocity of the air-path base with respect to the local base W, = [gaJT[Wg] can be obtained under the foi.
[.
.]=
=
The elements of the matrices [A., ] and [B..] are given in appendix with £ a i--g

Oz=X

Ia

[0a] =

with

Ox=a

O=
a

IXa]
The angular velocity of the air-path base with respect to inertial space is then

w

, =

+ .gi

= pta

I[B ] [ba ] + (A

This vector is generally written

a a+ qa.

+ ra~a = [Aa]T

Lq,
a

=[

WalT[a]

and in matrix form we have
[wa =[Bg] [bOa + [Awl [''1]
6.

Intermediateaxis system

x

(9)

y, ze (ISO 1.1.7)

This axis system is also fixed in the aircraft. The transition between the body axis system and the air-path axis system can be obtained by a sequence of
two rotations. A direction can indeed be defined by two angles and this is the case for therelative aircraft velocity V (ISO) which is represented by V = V-t
The sequence of rotation (taken arbitrarily as a y - z sequence) defines an intermediate axis frame. This frame is sometimes called the experimental
frame (from the german expenmentales Achsenkreuz). Indeed the frame can be chosen in such a way that the external forces (aerodynamical or aerodynamical plus gravity) have zero components along the y and z-axis for a given equilibrium configuration.
P z •The transition between the experimental base and the body base is obtained by a
The corresponding experimental base will be denoted I itje
rotation through an angle a around the yaxis i.e. [1] = [A(Ya)) [kj the angle a is called the angle of attack (ISO 1.2.1.2). The corresponding relative
=
90 = a pb'
angular velocity is wbe
The transition between the experimental base and the air.path base is obtained by a rotation through an angle 0 around the z.axis (1] = [A)(6)] [R]
13
aI Itshould be noted that ~ - band €--I.
the angle P is called the angle of sideslip (ISO 1.2.11). The corresponding angular velocity is ,f =
The transition between inertial space and the expern., ntal base can be obtained via two paths.

I~a,

I ib
In particular we can write [kj
and Yunder the form

=

[AY)(

-

r)J [A,,

[&] = [A)(-P)] [A)1[1.

1

I

and obtain three independant algebraic relations between 'IP0 4 ap3"a1

One can also express the angular velocity of the experimental base under the form

These last relations can be expressed as

[01
-

or

a
+

'] =[01
[+
[]cb

q, wt

[AI)
LP
q

[A+]

with

[Aeb] = [A(')(-o)j

and

[Aa] = [A()(-)i

I

r.

a q- sin p.-c'i3 q.

=r, + sina p-cosa r
cosa p + sna r
cos3
cou
It should be noted that 11b] = (Aj [.J with [AAj = [A )(a)) [A()(- )].

(10)
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and Wind models requirements
Velocity with respect to the air
In section 3, we expressed the alsolute velocity of the aircraft and its velocity with respect to the ground and .n section 5we aligned the,.-axis aloag
the velocity of the aircraft with respect to the atmosphere ; these various velocities will now be rulatcd.
The velocity with respect to the ground (VK) is in fact th~esum of the velocity with respect to the atmosphere ,and of the velocity of the atmosphere
+ W. Here we will
with respect to the ground, the latter being the wind velocity Vw (ISO 2.2.3) represented here by the veotor W. We can wnte VK
depart from ISO norms and express the wind velocity in the local base as

-I + W 5' +W
%-

WW
=

=[*]18TW]

and consider that the components are functions of the location Q,, p) and the altitude h i.e. W, = W,(XcA
h);a = x, y, z.
The components of wind velocity are measured at specific locations and altitudes. Appropriate interpolation functions and updating procedures are
necessary Furthermore, in order to be useful for ATC operations, the accuracy on the wind velocities have be of the order of one metre per second (- 2 knots).
This seems to be a severe requirement but, as w, shall see the equations of motion are limear in the wind parameters and one can take advantage of this fact to
identify the wind values during ATC operations, in order to improve the overall accuracy and obtain a valuable wind descnption along the main approach
trajectories.
Using therelation V = V,.
local base as

and

.a]= [Aag] [2.] as V = [.ggT[Aa] [V] with [V] = [V 0 O]T the vector V can be expressed in the
L~

+ VCos

V vcosoa Cs Xa
5

_ .

- Vsin

s

Together with the expressions of V K obtained in section 3, this allows us to obtain the following kinematical relations
uKg = Wx + V costa cosXa

L [Wx + V cOS~
oycs
dI
aCos Xa
5

_-

VKg = Wy + Vcosya sinXa

or

-

WKg= Wz - V sinTa

I

Xa(
I [W + V cos 7a Sin
dcosX 5Y Vo~inJ(1
-W + Vsin a

2

with d = a + h - (a - b)sin ,.
Acceleration
The velocity of the aircraft can be written under the form R =
obtained under the form
X+

X R + W,+ V. Taking the time denvative of this expression the acceleration is

wherea r = 1 + wo X W+eo XV.
The vector V being expressed in the air.path base as V = Vi its time derivative is given by

V"V +

XV=V

raV

- % V ."

(12)

The residual acceleration a can easily be expressed in the local base with

W= [g ][WI

o= [.iT[A][0]

~r1 ~T

*~+eoriJW

W = [(3]T[tJ + [!g]T[Wcoi~[W
+ [[[A,]wo

and

]

V=[ g[AaJ {V]

[W] + [[Aoj [,, 0 ]] '[Asat]

as

I

aT[a] with [a) = [a ayaz]T.

and in the air-path base we have at =

(13)

It may be checked that the matrix
[a]

=[A ] [[A']+ [cog]~[W]

+ [[AJ],,o']~[[wJ + [A)[V]]].

,and of the parameters denved in the previous section wo Wx WY Wz Vw
is a function of the vanables X)(a 1
of the expression (6) the variable/j and Xcan be expressed in term of the remaining variables X y4 -aand V.

W "It should be noted that by use

Finally we can write
T

=[-a]

+
-qa
at

V +
[ rV+aj

o X

X R.

Angular momentum
The angular momentum of the body with -tespect to point P was
defined as
HP = pXjdm.
P

bbody

If the structure is rigid the vector p has constant components in the
base i.e.
=

b + Y_"b + Ztb = (b]T[x]

T.

with [x] = [x y z]
The vector

is then equal tO4

=

blX p with

--[

]T

q
r

we have =[kbFI(J]~[x1=i
=-

iorxl~[i.
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p]
P]
P
The angular momentum can then be written H = [itO]T[(w] where the matrix [1 is the inertia matrix of the rigid body with respect to point P,
the rfelation
expressed in the body base and can be computed frown

[

[1l]

-

fX +X

-f xx

f[x]'[x]dm

I

2

-fx,
xi dm

dm

dm

fj2+x2din
-fx

-f x, x 3 dm.

2

x

3

-fx

1

-fx

2 x3

x3 dn

1

dm

fx +x! dmi

dm

when the point P is the centre of mass this matrix will be written [I] and called the central inertia matrix. The elements of this matrix are the moments and
products of inertia.
Probably due to a tradition dating from the time when the tensor properties of the inertia matrix were not well known, ISO standards define the product of inertia without the minus sign and the corresponding inertia matrix is then written

].

-

Ixy

[Ip] =

(ISO l.4.2, 1.4.3)

When the system includes "fast rotating" parts such as motors, the circulation of mass slightly modifies the expression of the angular momentum. The effects
of these parts can be represented by adding to tie contribution of the rigid (frozen) body an internal angular momentum vector h which for balanced
systems is aligned with the relative angular velocity wiMof the rotating parts and has an amplitude equal to the product of this relative angular velocity by the
moment of inertia of the rotating part around its ax'i, h = I w. If the system includes several motors, the total internal angular momentum is simply the
vectorial sum of the individual momenta h = [b1T[hl. 'he angular momentum will then be gives under the form
and its derivative

is given by
=

11J

(14)

sJ + IF] [w] + (w[lP] I-] + [h] + w-f[h].

11

P

It is seen thatHI' is a function of the angular velocities p q r and of the components of the inertia matrix and of the internal angular motion (and possibly their
time derivative) In practic ;ome of the rotations are inverted in order to cancel the total internal angular momentum. When it remains, the internal angular
momentum is parallel to the plane of symmetry and we will write

- hMsinc ,tlb

I = h,eos O

(IS)

considered as constants. Siularly we will generally assure that this plane of symmetry is
Of the motors)
ob
with h and a. (tilt positive for rotation around
1
also symmetrical for the mass distribution whichflmphes ,,= Iy
z = 0.
Ill. Dynamics
The principal interactions on an aircraft originate from aerodynamical and propulsive effects as well as from the gravitational field. Further torque
(moment) description implies the choice of a reference point - but it should be noted that the change of reference point is not a major problem - we have
seen that the resultant moment with respect to a point P with position vector P is given by
UP = fp X dF + fdM

and is the resultant of the moments of the various forces and of pure torques (interactions with zero force resultant but providing a resultant moment).
If we wish to determine the moment with respect to a point Qwith position vector Q,we can
consider that the position vector of a materiel point X with respect to Q isgiven by
q

-Q +P + p.

X
p

The resultant noment LO Af q X dF + f d. can then be written as
L

= L

P

X F = UP -

+ (P-Q

Q

X F

O

where pQ is the position vector of Q with respect to P and F is the resultant force.

Q

In particular, if Q is the centre of mass P - Q = -Po and we write

L

=

-

POXF

L=

or

+ PQ-.p) X F.

As already mentioned the separation between propulsive and aerodynamical interactions is not always obvious and further "propulsive forces" are
generally not real forces (interactions between material systems) but rather include terms expressing an exchange of momentum. Nevertheless we will separate
the two at least in a first stage.
Propulsive "interactions"
The resultant of "propulsive forces" (thrust) vector [F in (ISO)] will be easily expressed in the body axis as
F
or
+ Fzl b
F-F= F
Izb
FYSb
y
bF
.Jxb
In general this vector will be in the plane of symmetry of the aircraft and we can then write Fx = F* cosoa Fy = 0 and Fz = -F

F;

of die "propulsive force"). This vector can be expressed in the airpath base by

wt = [ aT[FJ
with

=

[

T[A][F]

IAT[Ab
A
=.
[A~,J = [Az(Jfl [Ay(-a)l

snaj (oj represents the tilt
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but in general we will be able to write
[F,,]

=

[Fa] = [AZ(l] [Az(- -aj)] [F o 0]T
FJ[cos(q+aj)cosP
- cos(a+aj)sinP
- sin(a+aj)]T

(16)

where F, is a control variable which depends inter alia on the temperature, the density (altitude) and the pilot controls. The jet torque will be given by
L p P XF . with pN = [ltb]T[pN] the point N being the equivalent point of application of the resultant "propulsive forces" and the corresponding mo.
mint arou n
e centre of m'ss will be given by

L

(p -p)X F

]Tr pNJ-[po] ~[F]

(17)

In general the vectorp -Po is also located in the plane of symmetrics and consequently the moment L' is aligned with YborL;j

M

Aerodynamical interactions
In principle, the aerodynamical interactions (resultant aerodynamical force and resultant aerodynamical moment) can be obtained by integrating the
aerodynamical interaction on the complete surface of the airplane. The resultant of aerodynamical forces [RA in ISO)] will be represented by the vector

1,=XA~b

+

YAt-b

+

ZAtb --Xlv.t

+

--[
ySA.+Y
a21 ++zA~_' =

:t[ ]T[X a
XbT[xA]

At a
with [XAI=[A1a][XA]

(18)

The resultant moment with respect to the centre of mass will generally be expressed in the body base as
= L~tb + MA b + NAtt = [bfr[LA].
Some of these components have particular names and are nomalized:

-a

is the drag(D)

ZA
yA

is the lift (L)
is the cross-stream or lateral force (Ya)

yA

is the transverse or sideforce (Y) with yA = sin#X + cos3Y A (orY-Ya-l D)

XA and ZA

are the axial and normal force (A and N)

LA

is the roiling aerodynamical moment

MA

is the pitching aerodynamical moment

NA

is the yawing aerodynainical moment

with respect to the centre of mass (usually the centre of gravity ISO 1.5.4. - see below).

IfS is a reference area (generaly an equivalent wing area SL) (ISO 6.6.16) £ a reference length (generaly the overall length of the aircraft £R)(ISO 6 .2 . 1),

o the density (which must be given as a function of altitude and temperature), the aerodynamical forces and moments can be normalized as
X,

where

-

=- VS CA

where

-C

yA

Za7
2
= pV2SC a

LA

= IpV2S2C

NA
NA

(=CL) is the lift coefficient

v2SC

=

=

CD) isthe drag coefficient

where

Cya is the cross stream coefficient orYA=IPV2scAy

where

CA

is the rolling moment coefficient

V2S Cm

where

C4

is the pitching moment coefficient

2Scn

where

Cn

is the yawing moment coefficient.

with Cy (= C) the transverse force coefficient

In general the aerodynamical coefficients are functions of the follow quantities
CA = C(,
where

,(),

,(tp,q, r,M, 68£, 6 mi 6 n)

M is the Mach number
6
6 6
2, m' n are, respectively, the deflections of the full pitch and yaw motivators (ISO 1.8.3.11, 12 and 13). For classical systems we have
S
= 1 (6 -6, ) where 8, are the rotations of the left and right ailerons (positive around the y axis - aileron down)
R
2 aL
r = - . where 60 is the rotation of the elevator (positive around the y axis - elevator down)
6n =

6

r where 6r is the rotation of the rudder (positive around the z axis - rudder to the left).

Aerodynamical interactions are also "easily" expressed with respect to the structure and particular points are sometimes chosen to express the moments
for instance the aerodynamical centre (A) which is a point around which the pitching moment is constant (does not ary with the angle of attrack). The corresponding moments will be written LA = LAA
+ MAASb + NAAb and the position of the aerodynamical centre will be given bypA = [kblt[p].
a
_b
tb
1bZ
0."l
The corresponding moment around the centre of mass will be given by
L

A

=[

t

] +[[PA-[po][AbaJ[x

(19)
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Gravity
The local gravity density g* is obtained by integrating the effects of gravitational attraction produced on a unit mass by the earth mass distribution. If
the earth were spherical the reiItant would be directed towards the centre of the earth. As the earth is neither spherical not homogeneous, the local gravity
centre, moreover it is not aligned with the local normal to the earth ellipsoid. Nevertheless if we combine g with the
density is not directed towards this
centripetal acceleration due to earth rotation we can see that the vector g =* -o X w X Rp is normal to the earth ellipsoid with a very good icuracy for
points on the earth surface , this simply expresses the fact that materiafponts lett on the earth surface (at sea level) have no tangentiel relative acceleration
Ms). Higher order effects can be expected, but they have a negligible influence for the motions we are
(this corresponds to an equilibrur f-)r perfect
considering and they will be neglected. In the vicincty of the earth surface the vectorg can be given by the expression
g

(Lh)g
a

where

h
go
e

(I+ esin?)f = g

= [RJT[g]

with

g = [00g]

g=(1-A) (I+esin'X)go
a

0

is the altitude with respect to the earth ellipsoid
is the value of g at sea level on the equator go - 9,780 [N/kg]
is a coefficient which is related to the eccentivity of thi ellipsoid, the difference of moments if inertia of the earth and its angular velocity
(with e 0,00S28).

The (apparent) weight is then given by

m[b]T[Ab, ] [gi = m[k JT[A ] fg]

=m

= mg[-sinva5. .

(20)

+ sinpcusyaY + co~sacosTa,&

= mg[-sineAb + sinIcos 8 b + cos'Icos%.,]
The moment of gravitational force around the centre of mass, which coincides with a very good accuracy with the centre of gravity, is zero and the corresponding moment with respect to a point P is given by
-0

IV.

Equationsof motion

Choice ofreferencepoint
).The
In principle we may choose a point P fixed with respect to the structure (for instance at the location of the instruments, on the pilot's seat ...
position of the centre of mass with respect to this point can vary with time (fuel consumption, transfer of fluid between tanks ,..) but can generally be estimated with sufficient accuracy asp = [JbT[pj]
For dynamical purposes we will transfer all the moments to the centre of mass as the rotational equations of motion then reduce to

where

L

is the resultant moment and can be written as
L = L:b + M9b + N

b =

(21)

I bXT[L]

L M N are the rolling pitching and yawing mom-nts (ISO 1.S.5) which are obtained by summing (17) and (19).

where

H=

Further
where

[I]

['bJT[I [w,

is the inertia matrix with respect to themass centre and is related to [IPJ by
]

[IP) = [I - m[po]~[po l

(Steiner's theorem)

The vector Pis then given by
Lo

=
[.bl [@o] + 2 i
[$JTi0 ]o + bi X biX -+ 2bX Po
= [ b
p ] + 2[.]~[Po] + [.]~[wfj[p 0 ] + [E'l PojJ

or
jT[gP,
= []
p

i

withla J = [ap ap ap T

and

[ap) = Ab [rpo] + 2[]~[/Jo] + [ .s~tpj + [w~lcoftp 0

].

(22)

The translational equations can now be written under the form

mR = F

m(V+

X ,o X ,p + ar +

mV=-m( + .po) +Fg

+F

a

o) = mg+ Fa+

F'

+F

The various vectors appearing in this relation have been expressed in the airpath base.
Now it remains to assemble the results of the previous sections and to present them in a sequence that can be programmed and is suitable for numerical
integration. From the previous discussions, it is clear that the rotational equations will be expressed in the body frame and that their reference point will be
the centre of mass. The translational equations will relates the motion of the centre of mass to the interactions ; they can be expressed in body or air-path
In fact the "x and z equations" have a simplest form if they are expressed in the air-path base ; the y equation may also be expressed in the body frame but
this choice would somewhat modify the structure of the system of equations. Here we will express the translational equations in the air-path base.
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Equationof translation
Using (12) (13) (16) (18) (20) and (22) the equation of translation expressed in the aix-path-base can be written as:
mV

= - m(a + a) + F cs (c+aj)cos + X - mgsin- a

mraV = - may+ap) -Fcos (+a.) sin +

-mi V

= - m(az +ap)

- F*sin(

c)

a

g

A
+ Z +mgcos

co

Equationof rotation
Using (14) and (21) the equation of rotation expressed in the body base can be written as
[wj + [hi+ [c~[h] = [L].
[I][1 ] + [6][w] + [wfl][1J
Kinematics relations
This set of equations will be completed by the kinematical relations (9) (10) and (11).
Variablesof the problem
/u
h
V
a
P
Pa
X,
7a
p
q
r
(t

actual longitude of the aircraft
actual latitude of the aircraft
altitude with respect to the ground (see level)
velocity with respect to the atmosphere
angle of attack
sideslip angle
air path bank angle
air path track angle
path climb angle
air
rate
of roll
rate of pitch
rate of yaw
time independant variable)

Control variables
52
Sm
Sn
F*= ,F I

deflection of rol motivators
deflection of pitch motivators
deflection of yaw motivators
effective propulsion force.

or aLL

8 6
R
R e, r (deflections of ailerons, elevation and rudder)

Data to be provided
Earth

a,b
go, e
IWO
ho u,Xo

Meteorology

Wx Wy Wz
WW
(T

earth
axes
local gravity density parameters
angular velocity of the earth (around its axis)
locallsation of earth reference point.

,.

wind velocity as a function of p, X,h and t
wind acceleration as a function ofp, ;,,
h and t
temperature).

Aircraft confuguration
m
m
[Po]

mass (as function of time)
mass flow as function of time and/or controls
position of the centre of mass with respect to the body axis
system

6[Po

relative velocity of the centre of mass when appropriate)

%PJ

of the centre of mass when appropriate)
relative acceleration
respect
ofth to the body axis sytem
ria] matrix
inertia
time derivative
of intertia matrix when appropriate)

([lP]
[h]

([6D

internal angular momentum (or hM and aM)
time derivative of the internal angular momentum (orh 1,t)
direction of propulsive force (or [F)]

[PN]
£

position of effective propulsive force application point with respect to body axis system
reference length (or RR)

S

reference surface (or SL)
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Aerodynamic Parameters
p

air density (to be given or computed from altitude and temperature)
mach number)

(M

The following parameters have to be given as function of a, , j3,p, q. r, 52, 6m, Sn, (M)
drag coefficient

Cxa
-

CA

lift coefficient

CA

cross stream formce coefficient (or CA transverse force coefficient)
C9aerodynamic rolling moment coefficient (with respect to the centre of mass)

CA

aerodynamic putching moment coefficient (with respect to the Centre of mass)

CAn

aerodynamic yawing moment coefficient (with respect to the Centre of mass)

Aerodynamic and propulsionsfunctions to be computed
a

X,= pV2 CA
2
X2

.

= 1 pV S CA
2
22

lp-QCA

2

-

N4

p~A
V2 S2CA
In2
[F'

=0

!pVIS CA
2
Ya

A
a

2
c=oj

IF,

[L] = [fIpNj

Z

=

2 cospJ~

(C -tglCAI)

pV2SRCA
n

[MA

[pj ]-[F,] + [0 ]

When the aerodynamic moments are given as moments with respect to the aerodynamic Centre
= [jZb IT[LAA j with
LA
-a
we must be consider the additional relation

t

]

1

with

p, = Ijj
-A
_

-1 +II

A

F Cosacos3

L

sina cosp

P

IA)

_X

- Cos asinjl

-si a

sino sin#

Cosa

-

jX

4

4

Parametersto be computed
d =d*4 11

a -(a-b)sin

2

X.+ h

do = d+h. = a -(a -b) sin'?X
0

1%+V Cos-fa Cos x1 j,

jW +V Cos -asi7

p =-

~

PddcosX

~(I + 2A

X + a-b sia2X,

X

a

P

-

a

F

oy
1cosx*

(A491

=

L

inju sinX, + cosp, sin-t cosx,,

_

0

=

a

5injP1 Co5Va

sirku, cosX.

Cos#, cosy 0,

sinp, si-f
cospa cosva

0

=A~gJ

j

[(,)p]

=

p

[]
1

iI

cosp, cosX, + sinjua sifly, sinX.

[COS7,
L

I

[BrtCOST,

[a]

a na
b) cos2X)

cosx

sinxz + sup sina cosx 1L

-cospa

ho

2

-

ipp1

+ cosp, Ainy. sinX,

c041, siI,
sinp,1cosf'5

cospa

+ [co 5 1fl

[j

qP

L
y

L0
]
]+[h]]

+[[A'i][.~O j

+

[w

+[

+ [A0 5 ]

NJ
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[ cosps
~sin

a

,a

f- ay - ayp -cos(a

(JJ

a=

Pi]

sin

+-

[B

Eqato of mo

+g

sin

1

a .I

in.Cn

8

[++

mospaFospya

i =[p)+

mJ]-[~

m

m

pp(or
+ Motrr
~tgqp qq +tgo(a
COSPccss

pa

=

2

p

[] + mapflp
-Lsin](a[~l
v

sinacs

sinP

pa]-[Ao- wp.-p~-

[[
] +

i[oncknmtcl

qain
cosCOS
a , copX

Fcs

ah- + -A
Vsn

q

0

-

sinnj-o~

.

q--

_8 in]

q

~

~

=

- + o~sn

F q

csos?

sinp
-~,(r

o&
o~ o?
i?
yn
i am cal1eqaosco

L absnl

[(Ag
[cisinX=1

I

d~
1=a
Kd~~~In>J

L W+ os -t
-d

F1
X0

g(oa

sp n~s-i~cs
i~i

"c

-c,
+ sin,

y
-t s+in+Z

iLrao
-dX

kieaia equations
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V. SimpUfed models and Conclusons
The equations of motion reduce :o simpler forms when additional assumptions are used.
• Motions of centre of mass
One can assume that the aircraft reference point coincides with its centre of mass. In this case po = 0 and consequently aP = 0. The equation of motion
then provide the motion of the centre of mass.
- Dynamically controlledsystems
It should be noted the dynamical equations (equations in V, &,1,ii, 1,r together with the algebraic relations In ps, qa' ra)' relate the relative velocity of
the system (with respect to the atmosphere) and its angular velocity to the control variables (F!, 8£, Sm, 8n). It may often be considered that the motion
of the aircraft is perfectly controlled by the pilot or automatically controlled. i.e. that the vectors V and w have assigned values (given as a function oftine).
Alternatively, one may consider that the components of these vectors are measured during the motio i and ire thus available as functions of time.
It should be noted that the composents of the V vector in the body axis system with (ISO 1.3.4.)

+ Vb + Wb =

V=Ulb

[b]

T

V
w

are related to the V,a and 13variables by
u = Vcosa cos#

w = Vcosp sincr.

v = Vsinfl

If V and w are know as functions of t'me so are the variables V, o, 1, p, q and r. In these cases, the dynamical equations do not provide useful infomations (b isdes tii actual values of the contol variables) and they can be discarded. One is left with a purely kinematical system consisting of the kinematical
equations and relations between p, qa, ra : nd a, P, p, q, r ; these latter relations are usefully written under the form
pa

=

- sin#

+ cosa cosp p + sinP q + sina cos r

qa

=

- cosp

-cosn sinp p + cosp q - sins sino r

- sincp +cosa r

". =

The variables pa, q2 and ra are also given functions of time. (Tis confirms the fact that the kinematica: equations are sufficient to describe the motion).
- Aispath controlled systems
For most (elementary) trajectories (en route, constant climbing and descent, perfect turning) one can consider that the variables Ta and ya (air-path clin
and track angles) are also know as function of time. The motion is then described by
d WX+ Vcos

a

cos;a

I I [W + Vcos- s
inx

SdcosX

i

=-

Wz + Vsma

['1

YO

d = a - (a-b)sin2X + h

X = X + a-bsin2,
a

AP

P0 + Am

X'o= X, + 2

[Ro]

[A0 g] = [A(Y)(- Xo)J [A')\(Ap)] [A0-)(X*)]

[Aog](Rp]

-

a

smn^o

Z.
For large range (> 300 kin) the components of the relative position vector must be computed without further approxmiation.

* Non rotatingearth approximation
,0).are fixed (.
In this case, the normal earth fixed axis system is assumed to be inertial , the point 0 and the I ko I frame

0 =

0

o =).

Flat earthapproximation
If the earth is considered to be flat (and fixed) the aircraft carried earth axis system always coincides with Iit } i.e. I
{A ) and consequently
vKg ts ^;Wg 5 is now expressed in
an inertial base and is equal to the time derivative of the relative position vector
= 0. Furthermore the vector a reduces to the wind acceleration. The velocity with respect to earth VK = u..Xg

to = Xo !
i.e.

u°g

kX
0

+ Yo

Zo + Z.oto

=o

W =Z.

Finally the kinematical equations reduce to the system

Ro = w%+ Vcos',a cosx2
o = WY + Vcos-T, sinx,

Z = W = Vsin

= -h

r

Fl [ 1
J

:
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L

[B

For dynamical controlled systems these equations are sufficient describe the motion, but is must also be assumed that the controls are able to compensate for wind accelerations as well as for the acceleration produced by the earth rotation.

- 3iddle rangepositionapproximafions

x'l

The compositions of the position of the aircraft with respect to a fixed point on the earth

Y

[A'V(-3o)] [A(x)(6.)] [Ay)(3 *)][JRp

=

-

[Ro]

L Zo
are expressed as function of trigonometric functions of the variables X,3*, ',,

o

andA/=Ii-po .

These functions can be developped in Taylor series around their values for No (for the variables X, o and *)andp, (forp)with
+

3 =X
P

=

,

A,

X"o= No

+ All

X* = N

Ah = h - ho
sinAx = Ax
d

=

+

a-bsin2o0
a
+ 2 a-bcos2Xo)AX
a

Ro = do

cosAX = I - (AX)2
2
Ro + Ah - (a - b)dn2Ao
.

Up to quadiatic terms in AN, Ap and 1-b (double products are neglected) the following relations are obtained
a

= Ro A + Ah AN + RosinXo cosOo
Yo

=

Ro c°S?'o Ap + cosX 0 Ah A

Zo = - Ah + R[(AV

2

- Ro sin

o

AupA

+ (cosX- 0 A)

2

2
It should be noted that these relations depend only on the coordinates of the reference point and of the geographical latitude and longitude of the aircraft.
This approximation is quite satisfactory for ranges up to the order of 250 km.
When quadratic terms are neglected, these equations reduced to
Xo = Ro AN

Y. = RoC°s o All

Zo

-Ah

By derivation with respect to time, one obtains a result equivalent to the flat earth approximation.
For ranges up to 25 kin, this approximation leads to error on touch down times of the order of a few seconds (- 5 s.). These errors are of the same
order as those due to an incertainty of 3 mss (5 knots) on the wind velocities.
For simular ranges an error of the order of one second could, in principle, be forthcoming if the incertanity on wind components falls to one knot and
if the second order approximation is used. The same accuracy could also be obtained for range of the order of 250 kin but in this case a (small) number of
corrections on the dynamical parameters should be carried out along the trajectory. The main difficulty remains the determination of in route wind velocities.
It is clear that one can take advantage of the values of these corrections to improve the wind knowledge in particular in the neighborhood of the reference
point (when the traffic is sufficiently heavy).
It can be concluded that for accurate ATC operations, flat earth approximation is not sufficient except for range of the order of 5 kin. But the second
order approximation provides useful results for much large ranges (up to 250), For longer trajectories (re-entry for instance) the complete non linear equations
must be implemnted.
The complete set of equations is available under the form of an alphanumerical subroutine under development at the University of Louvain, in collabo.
ration with MJ. Lemaitre and Eurocontrol. The corresponding computer programme written in PASCAL, provides the equation of motion (in fully developped form or via intermediate parasnete.,.). These outputs can be used as subroutines in FORTRAN programmes.
Persons interested in these programmes are welcome to contact the author.
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Appendir : Useftil vector and matrix operations
Scalar and vectorproducts
PI.

[A]r[X, ] and X2 = [R]T[X, j

The scalar product of two vectors expressed in the same base X,

X,

F Xjwith

Y,

XI I

i=

XI • X2

isgiven by

Y-A

V21:]

"Z,

Z,

= 1 x1

XI X2 + Y1 Y2 + Z, -2

Ttx,]

IxdTIT[X1 ] ;

where the subscript ( )T means "transposed"
P2.

their vector products is
XI X X2 = (YXZ2 - Y2 Z)' + (Z X2 -Z 2 X)Y + (XI Y2 -X 2 Y)t

= [X2T[xI[X]

-

]

[ ]Tfx

where a "tilded" matrix is a shew-symmetric matrix formed from the elements of the corresponding matrix

]

(X [X

as (X
Z

fl =

x
0 -%

Y

X

0

Change of base
Several bases can be used in a problem ; they will be written I
P3.

The base {

Ijt j_'j

k ',k tk,

will be assumed to be the canonical base. The elements ofother bases being vectors can be expiessed as:
aai11

P4.

i

+ a 3 2i

+ a,,2

P = a~ll

+ a2 3 2

+ a22 k

= a3 1.

+

a32

i +

323

11

a, , at 2 a2

This linear relations can be written in matrix form as [ l[AJj Q] with A

a2

a,.2

a23

a3[

a3 2

a3 3

P5. As the vector 1, and ,. are orthogonal (their scalar product is zero and their norm are equal to one) the matrix [Ajii is an orthogonal matrix and has
the following prope ies :a:
]
determinant [AJ1 ] = 1
tAji]'l=[i.

P.6. We canalsowrite(I j = (Ali I

J = (A31r' [,.

and it follows that [A13] = (Af.

P.7. If we write [ kJ = [At, 3] [t1 = [Aki] [1) we can verify the following transition property [Akl = [Ak.,)(A1.
P.8. We can partition the matrix A,, in rows and colums asiVT
A. [
i
=

and also

=t

i

t X,]
jfJ

Y
J

zT]T--X.
T

Y

[X i

Yi

ZJ
=

' .

91

=

t(ftj

"Ty'.

Z and thus allows astwte
I n

hsalw

st

rt

- [ ilt[Z3]

Iy

[t9jZ1.

The rows of the matrix Ai represent the components of the j.bac vectors in the i.base and tile columns of A.. are the components of tile i.base vectors in the
j.base.

P.9. If a vector X is expressed i two different bases as
the relations above lead to the following relation

X = [~]
j,

[= i)'[xi]
3

[Xj1 = [AJ1iX
[j
the componants of a vector are transformed in the same way as the corresponding vector bases (vectors are first order tensions). Sinm:lady "tilde" matrices are transformed according to the relation
(tilde matrices correspond to second order tensors).

Ajd X1 F[ .T 1 =

1

xiF[Ai]

71,ne derivative
PIO The tme derivative of avectorX=[ki] T [X
1 ] expressed in the canonical base is by definitionR -( RIT[ki].
The time derivative of a vector expressed in another base can be obtained by the following procedure. Firs, the vector can be expressed m the canonical
base for which the definition holds i.e. X = (Q]T[X]= ( 1 ]T [AOlT[Xj].
Then
~ [ ',

(jAi.1T'ij])

t

t* 1

+ [AIIdrXI]
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The derivative can be expressed i tNj-bases as
The first term in this expression is called the relative
time derivative inJe d this would have been the time
derivative of the vector if thej-base were the cano.
nical base.
P11 As we have A ] [Aji]= fE), where E is
the unit-matrix, whence
symmetrical matrix and can be written as [Aji [Aj iT
]
1 = [wil.

-

[[AJj [A-jIT J = 0, it can be checked that the
matrix [Aji] [ jiT is a skew

T.s is equivalent to the relation (Aji =- [Will
[A j].
]
P12 The vector defined as co.

=

12IT[.]oi is called the angular velocity of the j-base
with respect to the canonical base.

P13 Using the definition of the vzctor product, the
time derivative of X can be written as
[jJTi
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corresponding rotation angles O 0y O being positive
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P19 The relative angular velocities correspondLug
to these elementary rotations have an obvious interpretation
axis with an amplitude equal to the time derivative
as these vectors are aliged with the rotation
of the rotation angle.
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P20 An arbitrary orientation can be obtained by
a sequence of three elementary rotations around independant
axes.
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The matrix [A2 i] is a function of the three elementary
rotation angles. This matrix being orthogonal there
three independant variables suffices to completely
are six contraints between its nine elements and
describe the matrix, as an example let us consider
a sequence of rotations around the z.y- and x-axes
respectively (a=zP= y, 7= x).
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In the general case we have
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One can not switch from one solution to the other without crossing through the singular solution 0o,=
In this case the matrix [A9,j is given by0
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and it is not possible to distinguish between Ox~ and 0. - indeed in this case the first and third axes of elementary rotation coincide (they are not indepen.
dant). Such a situation must be avoided - this can be done by changing the sequence of elementary rotations or by defining the problem in other terms.
Another solution is to define the orientation by use of Euler parameters (quatemions) but this problem will not be consider here.
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SUMMARY
The paper first describes briefly some relevant aspects of the Netherla:,ds ATC-environment, it then
gives the basic set-up of the trajectory prediction module, the improvements that have been realised so
far and the performance figures. Furthermore it lists the applications of the trajectory prediction results
in the system. Some of these applications such as data distribution rules, presentation of Estimated Times
of Arrival (BTA's), Boundary Estimates etc. are only briefly mentioned. Others are given more attention;
among these are: long-term detection of conflicts for overflying aircraft, planning of inbound traffic for
Schiphol Airport and planning of departure times for an efficient engine start-up procedure.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
ABR
ACC
AFL
ARK
ATA
ATC
ATD
ATS
BLF
CFL
CP
DEST
DFT
EAT
ETA
FIR
FMS
IAS
ICAO
IFL
KST
LAS
LIV
NLR
NM
NYK
PAM
RETD
RFL
RLD
ROC
ROD
RP
RNAV
SARP
SPL
SPY
STAR
TAS
TmA
VOR

Abeam Bergen RP
Area Control Centre
Assigned Flight Level (level at which aircraft are handed over to an adjacent centre)
Arkon RP
Actual Time of Arrival
Air Traffic Control
Actual Time of Departure
Air Traffic Services
Blufa RP
Current Flight Level (level at which aircraft are accepted from an adjacent centre)
Calculation Point
Airport of Destination
Distance from Touchdown
Expected Approach Time
Estimated Time of Arrival
Flight Information Region
Flight Management System
Indicated Airspeed
International Civil Aviation Organisation
Intermediate Flight Level (level at which aircraft will pass the SPY-area)
Korte Estimate (Short Estimate)
Latest Assigned Slottime
Landing Interval
Nationaal Lucht- en Ruimtevaartlaboratorium (National Aerospace Laboratory)
Nautical Mile
Nyke RP
Pampus RP
Revised Estimated Time of Departure
Requested Flight Level (pilot's requested flight level according to the flight plan)
Rijksluchtvaartdienst (Department of Civil Aviation)
Rate of Climb
Rate of Descent
Reporting Point
Area Navigation
Signaal Automatic Radar data Proccsing
Schiphol Airport
Spijkerboor RP
Standard Arrival Route
True Airspeed
Terminal Manoeuvring Area
Very high frequency omni directional radio range

1. INTRODUCTION
The Netherlands air traffic control system is characterized by its typical ATS-routestructure and by
the high level of support for the controller from the computer system. Speaking about trajectory prediction therefore means elaborating briefly on these characteristics first.
In the field of flight plan processing the Netherlands have a long history, dating back to the first automation efforts in the fifties. These older systems basically performed a flight plan processing task that
already included a rudimentary form of trajectory pri-4ction and a ample conflict search. It is on the
basis of a long development that the present sophisticated trajectory prediction method and its various
applications for other functions, could evolve.
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The ATS-routestructure for area control over the Netherlands is depicted in figure 1. Each of the five
"legs" or sectors of this star-like routesystem is served by one executive, one planning and one assistant
air traffic controller. Hand-off from one sector to another sector takes place "somewhere" in the complicated crossing area over the SPY and PAM VOR's, depending on the traffic situation. It has always been considered obvious that to maintain an efficient flow of air traffic in this area, one has to rely on a proper
conflict free planning of the traffic. 'So, the need for accurate ETA's for SPY and PAM arises. This planning task is carried out by a special planning controller for the SPY-PAM crossing area, who also coordinates between the sector controllers. This controller has no executive task, the execution of tactical control in this area being performed by the five sector radar controllers. The task of the SPY-sector planning
controller is relieved by adequate support from the computer system. Part of this support is an automated
planning conflict detection function.
Approach control mainly serves in- and outbound traffic to and from Schiphol Airport (fig. 1). Inbound
aircraft typically pass the FIR-boundary some twenty to thirty minutes before their actual landing time at
Schiphol; their arrival order being planned by approach control shortly after this passage has occurred.
They eventually may use one of the three holding areas (LAK, SEA, RIV) as depicted in fig. 1. Hand-off from
area control takes place at the TMA-boundary.
The computer and display system presently in use is called SARP, for Signaal Automatic Radar data Processing. It employs a.o. automated radar data processing and flight plan processing. This system, serving
both approach control and area control, was commissioned in 1981.
Tracks arc built up for primary as well as secondary radar data, originating from the terminal area radar
at Schiphol or from the long range radar at Leerdam. Secondary as well as combined primary/secondary tracks
are automatically correlated with the proper flight plan data, while the sporadic primary tracks are to be
correlated manually. Presentation on displays is basically synthetic and inputs are made using keyboards
and lightpen.
The present paper describes the trajectory prediction method and gives figures for its quality. Short
descriptions are given of the various functions in the SARP system that make use of the estimated times as
computed by the trajectory module. The paper concludes with a dls~ussion of the possible future developments of the trajectory prediction method and its applications.
It may be stressed that the subject of this paper relates to an operational system i.e. a system that
is working today after having gone through numerous evaluation steps.
2. THE TRAJECTORY PREDICTION METHOD
2.1

General methodology
In the SARP trajectory prediction module as presently implemented, a diversity of input data is used.
The following groups of data can be distinguished:
- Flight plan data

- SARP database with fixed aircraft performance and route geometry data
- Meteorological data
- Radar data

The Flight plan contains information like: aircraft type, planned route, ETA for the entry route point,
requested flight level and associated cruising speed. This information is the basic data source for the
trajectory computation, and in quite a number of ATC-systems this flight plan information (combined with
wind data) is the sole tool for computing ETA's in order to apply time separation.
The SARP database contains pre-stored aircraft performance data (see table 1) as well as route geometry information. The aircraft performance information is available for 34 performance categories. Each
performance category represents one or more different aircraft types. The "route geometry"-information contains basically the x/y co-ordinates of the route points (computed from Lat/Long co-ordinates by stereographic projection). However, also strings of subsequent co-ordinates are stored like for instance standard approach routes (STAR's). For every route point the co-ordinates are given together with a meteo code.
This meteo code is used, in combination with the meteorological data, to determine the windvector and the
temperature on the route segment defined by two successive points on the route.
The meteorological database contains upper air wind data as well as temperature data as provided by
the Meteorological Office each 6 hours. If necessary these meteo data are updated more frequently. For 5
different pressure altitudes and for 6 so-called meteo-areas these wind/temperature clusters are stored in
the SARP system.
The radar data are obtained from the long range radar and the terminal area radar. The mode C altitudes
as well as the horizontal positions of the aircraft (track positions) are used for trajectory prediction
purposes.
How are the afore mentioned data combined and by what kind of strategy are the trajectory computations
executed?
To explain this, the Flight Category-concept has to be introduced firstly. This flight category functionally defines in SARP one out of some 60 specific flight types such as transit flights, outbound Schiphol
flights, inbound Schiphol flights and so on. For each specific flight type a unique trajectory prediction
scenario is valid.
Three flight scenario's viz. transit flights, outbound flights and inbound flights are described in more
detail in the following.
The transit flight scenario
For illustrative reasons in figure 2 a schematic representation of a possiblc although rather unusual
transit flight profile on route Upper Blue I (UBI) is sketched. Some characteristic events with respect to
the trajectory prediction are depicted by the small circles and will be referred to as case 1 to case 6.
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In this example, trajectory computations are performed at the moments indicated by the small circles.
The transit flight profile is defined in the vertical sense by means of 4 planning flight levels denoted
respectively as RFL, CFL, IFL and AFL (see fig. 2 for legenda) and where possible, the radar derived
Mode C flight levei is used.
Let us assume for case I that the only available information is the flight plan. The data which are
used in the trajectory computation are:
from the flight plan - Cruising speed (at RFL)
- ETA-BLF
- Route points BLF... ARK

from the SARP-data

- Co-ordinates and meteocoding of the route points

from the meteo-data

- Wind vector and temperature at the subsequent route points

The ETA's in this rather elementary case are determined by computing the ground speeds (cruising speed
and wind) and the interval distanres between the route points. It is assumed that the whole flight is executed at the RFL.
Case 2 shows the situation that the air traffic controller, on the basis of the preliminary ETA-computation of case I and time separation criteria, has assigned three new planning flight levels, i.e. CFL,
IFL and AFL. The most significant effect as shown in figure 2 is, that these levels in this case are different from the RFL. So, a solution must be found for level flight segments not equal to RFL and also for
climb- and descent- profiles. Here the use of the SARP performance data base comes into focus to fill the
"white spots" not covered by the standard ICAO flightplan (see table I for the performance data of the
wide body category).
An important assumption is made in SARP, that there exists only one single IAS/Mach-transition level, i.e.
FL 260. So, above FL 260 the aircraft are supposed to fly constant Mach and below FL 260 the aircraft are
supposed to fly constant IAS. For climb-, descent- and horizontal flight segments different IAS- and Machvalues are used as will be explained furtheron.
Now, using the physical relations between flight level, IAS-value, Mach-number and also the ambient static
temperature difference (AT) from the ICAO-standard, the true airspeed can be computed at any altitude (see
table 2 for conversion formulae).
As indicated in figure 2, a descent is executed in the computation from CFL to IFL as soon as BLF is
crossed (note: aircraft is still at position 2). The rate of descent is computed with the relations from
table 2 and the numerical performance values from table I at the mean flight level between CFL and IFL.
So, the time to descent from CFL to IFL is known now. The true airspeed during the descent is also computed
with the relations from table 2 and the numerical performance values of table I on the mean height. Also
the meteo data must be known (wind and temperature). As explained in the foregoing each route point is
labeled with a meteo code providing the necessary correlation with the meteorological data base. In this
concrete case, the meteo data are found in the meteo area file to which BLF belongs (always the first route
point on a segment determines the meteo area) on an altitude halfway CFL and IFL. Using the true airspeed
and wind data, the ground speed during the artificially computed descent directly after passing BLF is
determined. After combining with the time-to-descent, also the horizontal distance flown is known.
The time-to-fly after levelling off, to the subsequent route points ABR, PAM and NYK during a horizontal cruise at IFL is again computed on the basis of the cruising speed as filed in the flight plan.
However, using the common IAS/Mach- transition assumption and the formulae from table 2, the true airspeed
at RFL can be "scaled" to that speed at IFL. With additional wind information, the ground speeds at the
segments BLF-ABR, ABR-PAM and PAM-NYK can be estimated and subsequently the ETA's for these route points.
In the scenario for case 2 a climb is assumed directly after passing NYK. The rate of climb (ROC) is computed with the assistance of additional performance information of the aircraft type involved and the linearised rate of climb expressions of table 2 (formulae h, i and J). In analogy with the descent, the true
airspeed is obtained via the performance data base during the climb from IFL to AFL.
After levelling off at AFL, the ground speed is again computed with a "scaled" true airspeed from the
flight plan like that was the case for the horizontal segment preceeding hNYK.
In case 3 the situation is given where the aircraft has been correlated and tracked for at least 2
minutes. Based on the x/y-positions 2 minutes apart, a so-called radar derived ground speed cai be determined. The ETA-BLF is computed by extrapolating this ground speed to BLF, using the last x/y-track position as a reference. The remaining flight parts after passing BLF are identical with those of case 2 a.d
the interval time lapses don't need to be recalculated.
In case 4 the trajectory prediction is triggered by the time stamp "FTA-PAM minus 10 minutes". In the
example of figure 2, the descent from CFL to IFL is delayed somewhat. Mode C information, combined with
the latest x/y-position as measured by radar, is the starting point of the computation. The horizontal and
vertical speeds are determined in conformity with the strategy as deicribed in case 2, i.e. no radar derived speeds are used for a re-calculation starting with a climb- or descent status, only performance- and
flight plan data are used in this case.
Case 5 represents the passage of route point ABR by the aircraft. This is automatically detected by
means of the radar track positions relative to the route point co-ordinates. At that moment a new trajectory prediction calculation is carried out, starting from the actual aircraft position and making use of
the latest received Mode C flight level. In general every time an aircraft passes an RP this will be automatically detected and P subsequent update will be executed.
Case 6 shows the situation that the aircraft is for some 4 minutes in a level flight at AFL. The trajectory prediction to ARK is executed with the most recent radar derived speed and x/y-position.
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The outbound flight scenario
In figure 3 a schematized-outbound profile for Schiphol is depicted. The horizontal profile of the flight
consistsof two distinct parts, i.e. a TMA-phase (Schiphol departure runway, CP , CPb , CP, TMA-exit) and
an exit sector phase (THA-exit, Sector exit). The points denoted as CPa , CP ana CP are he so-called
"calculation points". These points are nor actually flown by the aircraft, tut they serve merely to represent the curved flight segments as SARP only makes use of straight horizontal flight segments. They are
located in such a way that the end result of the trajectory prediction becomes as accurate as possible.
The calculation of the true airspeed (TAS) is done on the basis of the pre-set performance data (see
table 1) only. So, no flight plan cruising speed is used whatsoever. During the climb to 4000 ft, a fixed
rate of climb (cI ) and a fixed true airspeed (TAS-climb) are applied. Above 4000 ft the computation during
the climb is comparable with the transit flight strategy.
The only updates which are made for outbound flights, are the "actual time of departure"-update and
the ETA/ATA-corrections (by radar) at the TMA-exit and Sector-exit (compare case 5 of the transit flight).

The inbound flight scenario
Figure 4 represents the inbound flight profile for Schiphol. The calculation points CPa , CP. and CP have
the very same background as was the case for the outbound flight. The true-airspeed for the inbound flight
is determined from the performance data base only. After leaving the holding RP it is assumed that the aircraft descent to one common height of 2000 ft for the last stretch of the trajectory. ETA/ATA-updates (by
radar) are done at the Sector entry and the holding RP. When a holding delay is pertinent, an equivalent
ETA-shift is incorporated in the calculation. Every radar scan a Distance-from-Touch down computation
(DFT) is made for aircraft in the final approach phase (starting 15 NM from touch down). The DFT-values
are used to calculate an updated ETA for the touch down point.
2.2 Accuracy aspects
2.2.1

General
Since the introduction of the SARP system in 1981, the trajectory prediction module has been adapted
several times. The various evaluations have given more insight in the error sources that lead to inaccuracies of the results.
Two techniques were used basically, viz. the evaluations based on system recordings and an extensive
study based on aircraft performance questionaires which were sent out to the different companies operating
in the Netherlands airspace.
The evaluations concentrated upon the following basic elements:
- Input data accuracy and reliability
- Accuracy and reliability of the prediction methodology proper.
In this chapter some findings will be highlighted.
2.2.2 Discussion on some factors which determine the prediction quality
- The filed flight plan is the cornerstone for the initial calculations. Each discrepancy can be translated directly into a prediction error. The non-adherance of the pilot to the filed cruising speed can
be regarded as one of the main error sources for the initial computation. Notwithstanding the so-called
"5-percent ICAO rule", a number of aircraft show much larger deviations from their intended speed. The
non-adherence of the pilot to the filed route (shortcuts) or the deliberate deviations as instructed by
the controller can cause significant prediction errors. Any deviation from the filed route must be notified to the SARP prediction module in the proper stage of the flight; especially in quiet periods the
controllers initiate "direct-to"-clearances which must be accounted for.
The unreliability of the predicted wind values sometimes leads to large errors. In a number of cases the
6-hourly updates are not fitting well the actual weather variations.
-

Differences between estimated performances and actual aircraft performances. Because of a much higher
amount of aircraft types than performance categories, it is clear that some aircraft types don't fit well
within their category division. Even when the performance category for an individual aircraft type would
be correct, differences between expected and actual performances arise. This is because aircraft are
operated in different ways, either caused by pilot-behaviour or company-instructions. The given values
in each performance category must therefore be considered as average values. The number of performance
categories presently amounts to 34.

-

Inaccuracies are also caused by simplifications in the calculation methodology. For instance the top-ofdescent or the bottom-of-climb is situated in the calculations exactly overhead a reporting point. In
practice however, delayed descents and climbs are observed. Also the common transition level of FL 260
doesn't fit well to some of the different aircraft types. Furthermore the IAS/Mach-strategy is not valid
for all aircraft types. For instance, "low performance"-Jets as well as turbo-props sometimes tend to
decrease speed with altitude to realise an acceptable rate of climb margin. The calculation of the rate
if climb and the rate of descent is simplified in SARP. The effects of the aircraft weight and the air
temperature are omitted.

-

Notwithstanding the attractive aspects of the radar derived ground speed it must be recognized that this
strategy requires straight and level flights without accelerations or decelerations, combined with adequate radar performance. If the flight is not straight, the along track wind component will change and
if the aircraft initiates a climb or a descent, the actual aircraft speed will change also. For this reason at present no radar derived ground speed is used in SARP during climb and descent. After leveling-off,
distinct deceleration or acceleration effects can be observed and the use of the radar derived ground
speed shows a delayed reac:tion.
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2.2.3 Operational results
In fig. 5 a histogram is shown of the results of 542 overflylng aircraft which have been observed.
Over a stretch of 10 to 15 minutes flying time, the difference between ETA and ATA (for SPY/PAM) was determined for all aircraft. As can be seen, the mean value of the difference-between ETA and ATA amounts -2
seconds at a standard deviation of 46 seconds. A number of 8 aircraft have an extreme value for ETA minus
ATA of more than 3 minutes (1.5%).
A comparable investigation has been done also for 393 inbound flights. The differences between ETA
and ATA were determined 10 minutes before the expected passage of the holding RP. In fig. 6 a histogram is
shown of the results. In this sample, the mean value of ETA-ATA is 11 seconds at a standard deviation of
84 seconds.
Also a similar investigation has been done for 522 outbound flights. The prediction of the ETA for

TNA-exit was executed at take-off. The mean value of ETA and ATA was -1 second at a s.dndard deviation of
52 seconds.

3 APPLICATION OF THE TRAJECTORY PREDICTION IN TIHE SARP SYSTEM
3.1

General
In this paragraph a number of examples is given of the application of the trajectory prediction results in the SARP-system. Before doing so, some general statements have to be made.
Predicted times (ETA's) over specific points are used in different ways in the system. They can be
considered as data items for the controller and printed on paper strips or shown in the strips on Electronic Data Displays. They can also be used as triggering moments for system activities such as data distribution, automatic conflict search and planning. A very important aspect is their use as input to these various automated functions.
The usefulness of ETA's will increase with their accuracy. To this reason an indication is given in
the strips on the tabular displays whether or not an actual time (ATA) was measured/given for a specific
flight. Doing so, the controller gets more valuable ETA's and can for example use this extra information
to update the planning.
Also, some automatic actions will only start when an actual time is available. An example of such an
action is the distribution of boundary estimate information for outbound aircraft. This information will
be generated after the actual time of departure (ATD) has been input into the system.
3.2

General data distribution rules
For all categories of flights which are to be handled by the SARP-system, so called time action diagrams have been set up. These diagrams define at which moments information has to be distributed to different users of the system. In figure 7 an example is given of such a diagram. The vertical axis indicates
which ATC functions and which users are involved in the flight. The horizontal axis represents the significant inputs/events and the triggering moments for automatic data distribution.
For each of those moments an indication is given on the required activity. It says for example that 25
minutes prior to the ETA at the boundary entry RP, strip data will be sent to the controller of the entry
sector and 6 minutes before the same ETA, a label will be shown on the radar screen.
The distribution of data can of course also be triggered by a manual input.
The dstributed data contains always ETA's for one or more reporting points plus the planned flight
levels at which those points will be passed.
One of the users outside ATC are the airport-authorities. This user receives strip data in the form
of an airfield estimate as soon as one actual time is available (mostly radar derived) and the boundary
estimate has been received for the specific inbourid flight. The time element in the airfield estimate is
regularly updated during the rest of the flight. As soon as the ATA distinction of the destination is
available an arrival message (containing the actual time of arrival) is generated.
3.3

Automatic planning of inbound traffic for Schiphol airport
All IFR traffic which will land on the main landing runway of Schiphol airport will be subject to an
automatic planning. This planning is based on the first come first served principle and makes use of the
momentary runway capacity. This capacity depends mainly on the weather conditions and is manually fed into
the system in the form of a landing interval (LIV).
For the planning of an inbound flight three time elements are important i.e. the ETA for Schiphol,
the landing interval and the latest assigned planned landing time or slottime (LAS) for the runway.
Just before the planning for the flight starts, a new trajectory prediction
to obtain the best possible ETA's.
At the planning moment (which is 7 minutes prior to ETA Stack; see figure 7) the
flight is compared with the latest assigned slottime for the runway. In case ETA
there is no delay and a slottime equal to the ETA for Schiphol will be allocated
for the runway will also be equal to ETA Schiphol.

is carried out in order
ETA for Schiphol of the
Schiphol Z LAS + LIV,
to the flight. The LAS

In case the ETA Schiphol < LAS + LIV, the aircraft has to be delayed. The first available sloc for
the aircraft is LAS + LIV and that time slot will be allocated. The delay will be presented on the tabular
displays of the controllers in the form of an expected approach time (EAT). This EAT indicates at which
moment the aircraft is allowed to leave the holding RP and enter the terminal manoeuvring area.
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In itself the planning mechanism is rather straight forward. A complicating factor is caused by the
fact that the automated planning is only allowed for aircraft which have an actual time (radar-correlation
or manual input). For aircraft which do not fulfill this cpndition, slottimes are reserved automatically
in advance. At a later stage-a final planning will be carried out.
Although being rather simple, this planning mechanism is very effective. This effectiveness is illustrated by the following properties:
it brings the randomly arriving aircraft from different sectors into one planning scheme, thus performing'a sort of coordination function;
it has simple "manual override" functions thus providing for operational flexibility. For instance
when traffic demand is high the controller can manually resequence, for example to minimise the effect
of large separations due to wake vortices;
when a traffic peak is due to arrive, delays can be minimised by accelerating the first aircraft of
that peak by means of tactical control. The planning mechanism adjusts itself to this situation by
planning two aircraft at the same landing slot. This is done automatically when there is a large
difference between the last and one but last slottime or in other words when a quiet period preceeds
the traffic peak. It is up to the executive radar controller whether to accelerate the first or delay
the second aircraft to guarantee for separation in that case.
3.4

Planning of outbound aircraft
The proper planning of outbound aircraft is a procedure requiring cooidination activities between ATCunits and, under certain conditions, with adjacent centres (flow-control), before the actual clearance is
given to the pilot. The automated departure planning function supports these coordination activities and
makes use of trajectory prediction results. The aim of the function is to reduce the use of fuel and
consequently the nuisance of noise and exhaust gases at the airport. The function can be described as
follows:
As soon as the pilot r-ports to be ready to taxi to the runway, the start-up controller in the Tower
inserts a revised estimated time of departure (RETD) in the system. This RETD is the earliest time that
the aircraft can be airborne taken into account the pushback procedure and the taxitime to the take-off
runway . The system carries out the trajection prediction using the standard instrument departure information plus the route/level data as filed in the flight plan. This all results in time and level conditions
for one or more significant points, among with the boundary exit RP is predominant.
For boundary points an automatic conflict search is done by which the new flight is compared with all
other flights which are to pass these points. In this conflict search a number of criteria are defined for
each RP (FL, aircraft on same track or crossing etc.) which on their turn are used to check whether the
aircraft can pass the specified RP conflict-free.
The ETA for the boundary exit RP, together with conflict search information is presented to the sector anroute controller.
The en-route controller may inform the system by means of a simple input (RETD-acknowledge) that the
aircraft is cleared to pass the sector on the proposed conditions. In nase a conflict was detected or flow
control restrictions are applicable, the controller modifies the RETD and/or the FL-condition(s) by means
of an input into the system. The acknowledgement or the new RETD is then shown to the start-up controller
in the Tower.
The procedure ends by delivering the clearance to the pilot. From that moment onwards, the pilot as
well as air traffic control will be in charge to keep -at least within reasonable limits- to the agreed
time of departure.
3.5

Conflict search for overflying aircraft
The route structure as depicted in figure I shows that traffic overflying the Amsterdam FIR, will pass
an area in which a large number of crossing routes are located. In order to make it possible to use that
area efficiently, ATC is supported by the system by means of a conflict search routine.
This routine compares each flight that will pass this so-called SPY-area with all other overflying
traffic. The comparison consists of a "route check" (crossing or non crossing routes), "horizontal separation check" and a "level check". This level check is possible since for each aircraft a level or levelband
(incase of climbing- or descending traffic) is allocated for the SPY-area.
A conflict is detected when the aircraft are on crossing routes while both the height separation will
be insufficient and the horizontal separation will become less than 10 NMunder the most unfavourable circumstances. These worst-case circumstances are a result of an allowable lateral deviation of 10 NM from
the routes and possible time errors in the trajectory prediction.
Conflict search is started at an early stage (some 25 minutes before actually passing the area) and
repeated when the level and/or time conditions change. When a conflict is detected, the frequency of the
conflict search is changed to once per radar scan, which means every 10 sec. Use will be made of the radar
derived mode C FL to determine whether the conflict still exists.
When a conflict is detected this is shown to the controller being responsible for the planning of
traffic through the SPY-area. Conflicts are indicated on the radar screen with flashing C's near the track
symbols of the flights. The controller has a number of options available to solve the conflict. Replanning
by modifying the FL is one possibility. Another possibility is to inform the sector controllers about the
conflict and let them solve the problem by tactical control.
The required accuracy of the predicted ETA's is high, especially as the operational use of the conflict search is such that a conflict warning indicates that there might be a conflict but no warning means
that absolutely no conflict will occur. It is mainly therefore that during the lifetime of the SARP system
much attention has been given -and still is- to the quality of the predicted ETA's.
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
4 PRESENT ACTIVITIES AND
There is a tendency for operational trajectory prediction modules to deteriorate in quality. This
stems from the fact that operational circumstances change, viz. new aircraft types, changes in routes,
ATC-practices, aircraft flying-procedures, aircraft type mix etc. Therefore a continuous effort is devoted
to the maintenance of these modules in SARP, as a form of quality assurance. Thorough statistical analyses
on a regular base-are part of this effort. To obtain statistically significant data, also of rare aircrbft
types and situations, large samples are necessary.
Apart from this maintenance aspect there is a constant need for further improvements, since trajectory
predictions are the backbone of many automated functions as described in chapter 3. Such improvements will,
as experience shows, come along gradually and evolutionary. Of course this effort can be easily combined
with the afore mentioned practice of analysis and adjustments for maintenance purposes.
A factor complicating the use of trajectory predictions already now is the increasing use of direct-to
routes. Modern RNAV systems enable aircraft to fly any route defined by waypoints thus making it increasingly difficult to provide the controller with adequate system support. An arbitrary route must be completely
defined and fed into the system. But even if done so, problems may arise because of uncertainties in the
vertical profile especially on the resulting longer stretches between RP's. This problem is one that should
be resolved on rather short notice.
Several ideas on further improving trajectory prediction quality exist. To mention a few that could
be worked on at short notice:
upgrading of the automatic monitoring of adherence to the planned route;
further integration of radar derived data, viz. the use of mode C and ground speed in the trajectory
prediction for climbing and descending aircraft;
use of better winddata which will become available through improvement in wind forecasting by the meteo
offices;
the introduction of performance parameters per aircraft type instead of per category.
In the future a need for significantly better predictions might arise depending on the future scenario
one adopts. A certain shift to more strategic control requiring longer term predictions, however, seems to
be inevitable. On the other hand introduction of an air-ground-air datalink, in combination with sophisticated FMS's, at least offers the technical possibilities to obtain significant improvements.
Depending on the outcome of international discussions one could foresee on the.longer term:
direct transmission from the aircraft FMS to the ground via datalink of actual wind and temperature;
direct transmission via datalink to the aircraft of accurate and detailed weather forecasts for its
route;
"negotiations" via datalink between air and ground about detailed 4-D profiles to be flown, thus laying the responsibility for accurate trajectory predictions at the airborne side for those aircraft
that are properly equipped.

5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The trajectory prediction algorithm, which is operational in the Netherlands ATC-system, has been described in this article. Emphasis has been laid on its application in an automated system and a brief outlook into the future has been given.
The development of the trajectory prediction algorithm has been made possible by a close cooperation between system designers from the Civil Aviation Administration and researchers from the National Aerospace
Laboratory. After implementation by the national industry, the evaluation of the algorithm has significantly profitted from the very cooperative way the various airline companies responded to a possibly unique
inquiry into flight procedures that has been set up by the eivil aviation authorities.
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TABLE 1
Performance parameters of class J
Value
0.84
325
275
0.84
305
250
0.82
320
250

Remarks
Mach during cruise above FL 260
IAS during cruise between FL 100/260
IAS during cruise below FL 100
Mach during descent above FL 260
IAS during descent between FL 100/26C
IAS during descent below FL 100
Mach during climb above FL 260
LAS during climb between FL 100/260
IAS during climb below FL 100

Description
Mcch-L
IAS-2-L
IAS-I-L
Mach-D
IAS-2-D
IAS-I-D
Mach-C
IAS-2-C
IAS-I-C

Dimension
Mach
kts
kts
Mach
kts
kts
Mach
kts
kts

dI
d2
d3

ft/min
ft/min
ft/mmn

2695
2280
1331

ROD above FL 260
ROD between FL 080/260
ROD below FL 080

c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
c6
c7

ft/min
ft/min
ft/mn/FL
ft/min
ft/min/FL
ft/min
ft/min/FL

1620
1961
+ 4.68
2650
- 3.89
1985
- 2.17

ROC during climbout FL 000/040
ROC-parameter below FL 100
ROC-parameter below FL 100
ROC-parameter between FL 100/260
ROC-parameter between FL 100/260
ROC-parzmeter above FL 260
ROC-parameter above FL 260

IAS (init)
IAS (intm)
TAS-climb

kts
kts
kts

240
180
190

Approach speed Holding/CP,
Approach speed CPb/Threshold
Climbout speed FL 0OO/FL 040

TAS-min
TAS-max

kts
kts

300
510

Lower TAS-check value
Upper TAS-check value

TABLE 2
Conversion formulae for horizontal and vertical speeds
Horizontal speed (see table 1)
Below FL 100; TAS - IAS (0.998 + 0.00158 x FL + 0.002 x AT)
Between FL 100 and FL 200; TAS - IAS (0.963 + 0.00198 x FL + 0.0025 x AT)
Between FL 200 and FL 260; TAS - IAS (0.893 + 0.00219 x FL + 0.0033 x AT)

(a)
(b)
(c)

Between FL 260 and FL 361; TAS - Mach (665.2 - 0.253 x FL + 1.28 x AT)
Above FL 361; TAS - Mach (573.6 + 1.37 x AT)

(d)
(e)

- Below FL 361; AT - T (actual) - (288.15 - 0.1981 x FL) Kelvin
- Above FL 361; AT - T (actual) - 216.65 Kelvin

(f)

Rate of climb (see
Below FL 100; ROC Between FL 100 and
Above FL 260; ROC -

table 1)
c + c x FL ft/min
F, 260; ROC - c4 + c5 x FL ft/min
c6 + c7 x FL ft/min

Rate of descent (see table 1)
Below FL 080; ROD - d ft/min
1jtween FL 080 and FL 260; ROD = d2 ft/min
Above FL 260; ROD - dI ft/min

Note: TAS and IAS in kts

(g)

(h)
(i)
(j)

(k)
(1)
(i)
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GENERATION OF AIRCRAFT TRAJECTORIES FOR ON-LINE OPERATION
Methods - Techniques - Tools
by
Andr6 Benoit and Sip Swierstra
EUROCONTROL
European Organisation for the Safety of Air Navigation
Engineering Directorate
72, Rue de la Loi, B-1040 Bruxelles

SUMMARY
An appreciable amount of work has been conducted at the EUROCONTROL Agency's Engineering
Directorate in the division engaged in the Study of Long-Term Air Traffic Control (ATC) System
Requirements in order to generate accurate aircraft trajectory predictions for use in both ATC on-line
operation and real-time simulations in current and realistic conditions, human interfaces included.
This paper will outline the basic approach developed for two distinct classes of application : on the
one hand, the on-line generation of predictions for use in actual operation and, accessorily, real-time
ATC simulations, on the other the introduction of realistic aircraft response and motion into ATC
simulations, with pilot/auto-pilot interfaces included.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the aircraft/ATC system the problems to be solved by the trajectory calculation function are all
contained in the same basic question : "At what time and, possibly, at which altitude, will an aircraft
pass a predefined point?". For air traffic management purposes the question may take a different
form . "What should be done in order to ensure that an aircraft arrives at a selected time over that
predefined point?". With an appropriate guidance and control function, the second is only a variant of
the first question.
Inevitably, the accuracy with which these questions can be answered will depend on the standard of
information available to the trajectory calculation function.
Also the actual applications may vary
considerably from pre-fight planning and the computation of Estimated Times of Arrival (ETA) in
current, automated on-line flight plan processing systems, to future on-line Air Traffic Management
(ATM) systems.
A trajectory calculation function is essential not only to air traffic control systems, but also in a
simulation environment where these systems can be assessed. This application requires in particular
correct modelling of the aircraft behaviour in all phases of flight, but is less demanding on absolute
profile accuracy.
Last but not least, a trajectory calculation function is found in tools which allow the testing and
validation of ATC procedures and the study of their impact on fuel consumption, noise patterns, etc.
For such applications, besides accurate modeling of the aircraft operation, detailed aircraft performance
data are also of great importance.
It is clear that this last application is the most demanding as regards the absolute accuracy of aircratt
performance data and realism of the control of the flight. On the other hand, in an on-line air traffic
management system (ATM) the level of accuracy of the predicted profiles needs only to be
commensurate with the errors resulting from the perturbations in the operational environment.
However, calculation speed is very important in this case as the computation time required for a
trajectory directly affects the number of alternative solutions the ATM system can investigate to find
an optimum solution within the real time constraints.
2. TRAJECTORY COMPUTATION - GENERAL APPROACH
Following a top-down approach, the predicted future flight path of our aircraft comprises a series of
4-D positions (t, x, y, h), which may cover all phases of flight from brake-release until touchdown,
in some cases extended by the ground movements to and from the stand. The real time, t, is the
reference common to all trajectories computed ; (x, y) describe the horizontal position of the aircraft
projected on the ground and h its altitude above the ground.
The flight profile is computed by a trajectory calculation function of which the basic data bases and
processing modules and their interrelationships are illustrated in Figure 1.
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The trajectory generation module constitutes the kernel. The series of 4-D positions (t,x, y, h' in
the computed flight profile results from a two-step generation process :
In the first step, the position of the aircraft is known and the following values determined
-

horizontal and vertical components of the speed ;
horizontal and vertical components of the acceleration
geographical heading of the aircraft

-

bank angle ;
aircraft mass
fuel flow.

In the second step these parameters are integrated over time t under local meteorological conditions to
provide the next computed 4-D position of the flight profile.
The sequence of vertical and horizontal manoeuvres to be computed is defined by the flight control
module. This includes a detailed description of the route and the speed profiles to be followed and
how the transition from one phase to the other should be made. The flight description in the flight
control module is a compilation of the preferred company operation procedure and the current active
ATC restrictions, whether at the planning level, such as Standard Instrument Departure (SID),
Standard Arrival (STAR) procedures, runway in use, etc., or at the executive level, such as en-route
altitude and speed restrictions.
The aircraft model contains two sets of data, namely the operational flight envelope and the basic
aircraft performance data.
The operational flight envelope data defines - as a function of aircraft configuration and instantaneous
mass - the speed and altitude limits within which the aircraft can be safely operated.
The content of the aircraft performance data section depends heavily on the type of modellisation. In
any case it must allow the definition of horizontal acceleration, vertical speed, bank angle and fuel
flow during any flight phase to be computed.
Before discussing aircraft modeiling techniques, let us first investigate the requirements during the
various individual phases of right and their impact on the overall reliability of the computed flight
paths.
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operational
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generator
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system
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Calculation of aircraft trajectories
Figure 1
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3. FLIGHT CONTROL
3.1

Take-off and climb

As an example, the normal take-off and climb procedure for a typical short-haul jet aircraft is shown
in Figure 2. The initial phases (I-III) are flown with the engines at take-off power and comprise the
take-off run until V2 and 35 ft above ground (I), followed by an acceleration to initial climbspeed
V2 + 15 (II) and initial climb until 1500 ft above ground (III).
Then the aircraft accelerates to
en-route climbspeed whilst changing the aircraft configuration following the flap retraction schedule.
As an example, for most B737 aircraft the economic en-route climbspeed schedule is 280 kt IAS/Mach
.74, often with a speed limitation of 250 kt below FL 100.
The initial part of the climb consists of a series of phases of flight of relatively short duration.
Accordingly when the take-off is in the direction of the destination airport, the absolute accuracy of
each individual phase is not very relevant compared to the total climb to cruise level. However, when
the destination airport is in the opposite direction, the modellisation of the take-off performance
requires considerably more attention, in particular when the wind is strong and a noise abatement
procedure prohibits turning below a certain altitude.
The operational flight envelope data section of the aircraft model dictates the take-off flapsetting
considering runway length, take-off mass and meteorological conditions.
Subsequently the take-off
configuration and aircraft mass define the V2 vertical speed. Together with the standard instrument
departure procedure, the initial part of the flight is completely defined from a procedural point of
view.
With respect to aircraft performance data, the most critical phases include the average acceleration rate
on the ground from brake-release until V2 (Phase I) and the rate of climb in non-clean configuration
at take-off power during Phase III. For completeness, it should be possible to consider non-standard
take-off procedures, e.g. use of derated take-off thrust and impact of a wet runway or the presence
of slush on it.
During the en-route climb, the aircraft normally proceeds in clean configuration with the engines'
power set to maximum climb thrust. When undisturbed by ATC restrictions, a fixed speed schedule
will be followed, although when the aircraft is equipped with a Flight Management and Control System
(FMCS) small deviations may be observed to optimise efficiency.
Other factors affecting the climb
profile include the occurrence of turbulence, which may have an impact on the climb speed, and icing
conditions, which may affect the climb perforLlance.
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3.2

Cruise

When undisturbed by ATC, the aircraft will cruise at its recommended level and speed.
The
operational flight envelope is defined by the maximum cruise altitude, the minimum clean speed and the
maximum speed and/or the maximum continuous thrust available from the engines.
Again, turbulence may affect the cruise speed. As long as the cruise thrust setting remains below
maximum continuous thrust, the impact of icing conditions will serve to increase only the fuel flow.
3.3

Descent, approach and landing

Accordingly, during take-off and climb phases and, to a lesser extent, cruise, the flight profile is
greatly affected by the performance of the engines. This is not the case during descent.
In principle the descent is conducted with the engines set to "flight ille" power and as a result, the
vertical speed is mainly determined by the aerodynamic drag.
For the en-route descent part, an optimum descent speed schedule can be defined on the basis of an
economic criterion. However, the recommended speed profiles for the approach and landing phases are
defined in such a way as to allow the pilot safely to navigate to the localizer/glide slope and to
prepare the aircraft for final touchdown. It is obvious that the meteorological conditions at the arrival
airport will have a great impact on the procedures followed.
Moreover, as all inbound traffic is
converging towards the airport ATC will often have to enforce speed restrictions and impose route
deviations in the form of radar vectors.
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Figure 4

Given the numerous possible perturbations which may affect the traffic flow, it would be very difficult
to define the inbound profile in great detail. Fortunately, the pilot has ample means to adapt the
flight path to the evolving traffic situation. By using speed brakes or lowering the landing gear or
extending the flaps he can increase the drag with an associated increase in rate of descent or,
conversely, by s-lecting a power setting above "idle", he may reduce the vertical speed.
Other sources of perturbation may affect the nominal preferred or selected inbound profile.
these, two factors should be mentioned specifically :

Among

-

severe icing conditions may require the pilot to increase the power setting to above "idle" level,
resulting in a reduction of the descent rate ;

-

cabia pressurisation limitations may require a reduction in descent rate at high altitudes.
In
particular, depending on the aircraft type, cruise level and descent speed profile, the
"cabin-rate-if-descent" limitation may have a considerable impact on the top-of-descent planning.

A typical approach procedure is illustrated in Figure 3. First the pilot will aim to align the aircraft
with the landing runway direction on the localizer beam. By then the aircraft will have descended to
an altitude below the 3-degree glide slope and the speed will be slowly reduced to final approach
speed, which should be obtainied at the "outer marker".
Subsequently, the glide slope is followed
until touchdown. During the deceleration from en-route descent speed to final approach speed the
aircraft configuration is adapted according to the flap extension speed schedule. The landing gear will
be lowered in line with the distance to ihe touchdown point.
In general, during the en-route descent, the operational speed envelope is defined by the minimum
clean speed and maximum operating speed, possibly restricted by turbulence conditions. During the
approach phase the lower speed limit would be equal to the final approach speed, at the cost,
however, of a considerable increase in fuel flow. The maximum speed is defined in twe first place not
by the aircraft's capabilities but by the safety aspects considered by the pilot. Remaining distance to
go, meteorological conditions and pilot experience play an important role in the definition of the
maximum speed.
For the last 4 nm before touchdown the aircraft speed is equal to the final approach speed.
The
absolute value depends only on the aircraft's landing weight and configuration, possibly increased by a
safety factor which depends on the wind.
3.4.

Selection and implementation of flight control modules

Obviously the practical implementation of the flight control module is completely different depending on
whether it ;s to be included in a flight simulator environment* or in an ATC operational or simulated
environment.
For a flight simulator, the sequence of 4-D positions of the aircraft is generated in real time. This
calls for a level of flight control compatible with, for instance, the autopilot / flight director operation
onboard the real aircraft. By contrast, in an Air Traffic Control system, future flight paths are to
be predicted : hence the flight control needs to be defined on a procedural level, taking into account,
of course, the best available knowledge of local atmospheric conditions and ATC restrictions.
In a flight simulator application, the sequence of 4-D positions of the aircraft - which constitutes the
flight profile flown - results from a straightforward integration of the aircraft state in real time. For
such application the flight control should be compatible with auto-pilot and flight director operation in
a real aircraft.

* In this context, "flight simulator" refers to a model of the type described in Paper 38.
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By contrast, in an Air Traffic Control system - simulated or operational - instantaneous aircraft
position is obtained through radar observations. It is the predicted future flight profile which is of
interest. Hence the flight control will be defined in terms of procedures taking into account the best
available knowledge of local atmospheric conditions and ATC restrictions. For computer efficiency the
number of integration steps required to compute the complete profile will be minimized.
What in
practice results is a dynamic integration step magnitude depending on the phase of flight or manoeuvre
computed.
4. BASIC ASPECTS OF FLIGHT PATH CALCULATION
4.1

Fundamentals

For air traffic handling purposes, it is sufficient to control the 4-D position of the aircraft. Indeed,
it may be taken for granted that the pilot controls the motion around the centre of gravity and
ensures the overall stability of the aircraft.
Accordingly, it is reasonable to consider the
3-dimensional translational motion of the aircraft, the mass being concentrated at the centre of gravity
(Figure 4., representation in the wind trihedral).
The general problem of aircraft translational motion is discussed extensively in a variety of textbooks
and papers*.
Depending on the application considered - design of a new aircraft, operational
capabilities of an existing aircraft, integral or point performance determination, etc. - the degree of
complexity of the system of equations to be used may vary appreciably. Further, the type of flight
considered, i.e. the nature of acceptable simplifications, has a great impact on the type of data,
numerical techniques, algorithms and other tools required.
For instance, in the case of a civil or military aircraft where the following may reasonably be
assumed :
-

the aircraft has a plane of symmetry which is vertical when the aircraft is standing on the
runway ;
the engine is fixed with respect to the aircraft
the direction of the thrust is in the plane of symmetry and fixed with respect to the aircraft
the aircraft and engine controls are independent and no interaction ensues ;
the quasi-steady approach is followed for deriving the aerodynamics and engine description

the equations describing and governing the translational motion and the control of the vehicle in terms
of the independent time variable include a set of 7 first-order differential equations - the equations of
motion -

-

3 scalar kinetic relations
3 scalar dynamic relations
1 scalar relation expressing the variation of mass in terms of the engine mass flow

completed by a set of 4 relations usually given in a tabular form or approximated by algebraic
expressions, providing a description of the aircraft aerodynamics and power plant, namely
-

2 scalar relations giving the aerodynamic drag and lift in terms of speed, altitude and angle of
attack ;
2 scalar relations expressing the thrust and engine mass flow in terms of speed, altitude and
power setting, this last value being also referred to as a thrust or engine control parameter.

Accordingly, the description of the aircraft's translational motion under these assumptions includes
-

1 set of 7 first-order differential equations completed by
2 sets of 4 equations, usually algebraic ;
7 dependent derived-state variables, namely
position (3)
speed (3)
mass (1)

-

3 dependent non-derived control variables, namely
geographical heading (1)
angle of attack (1)
power setting (1)

which results in a differential system with 3 degrees of freedom, reflecting the availability of two main
control surfaces, ailerons and elevator, and one engine power setting.

*

See for instance P. Willems, Paper 15 and A. Miele "Flight Mechanics-I,
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., Reading, Mass, USA, 1962

Theory of flight paths",
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4.2

Integration of the equations of motion : Approaches versus applications

Given the acceptable operational range of the non-derived control variables, their time history could be
determined to meet particular economy or other operational criteria. Whether these are determined
on-line, onboard or on the ground, or available from previous optimisation processes, if the aircraft
heading or, more practically, the ground speed heading, the angle of attack and the engine power
setting are given as functions of time, the state variables result - for given initial conditions - from
the time integration of the equations of motion.
Two cases are of particular interest, flights conducted in a vertical plane, and horizontal or level
flights. In the vertical plane, the determination of the control variables as functions of time to meet
particular criteria (minimum time, minimum consumption of fuel, minumum cost) results in a
climb/cruise/descent speed profile currently approximated by a sequence of phases conducted at
constant indications of speed, as discussed in Section 3. The analysis of a flight conducted in a
horizontal plane is convenient for the determination of the turn characteristics of the aircraft.
The preceding analysis suggests two fundamentally different approaches for the calculation of aircraft
trajectories for use for air traffic handling application purposes, viz :
(a)

All information pertaining _o aircraft aerodynamics, powerplant and philosophy of operation is
available and the variational calculus is applied to determine the time dependency of the
control variables.

(b)

The time dependency of the control variables has been determined previously - by the
manufacturer and/or the operator -, or possibly on-line - using the computational facilities
available on board - and the resulting nominal speed profile is used - if only as a
recommended or preferred profile for particular missions - for the purposes of direct
integration of the remaining kinematic and mass equations.

In this project, for a number of practical reasons, the authors have selected the second approach,
duly tailored to the two classes of applications considered, namely
(a)

real-time operation in the flight simulator and

(b)

on-line computation of possible trajectories in the tactical and strategic planning functions, and
in the regulation and guidance modules for the scheduling and sequencing of inbound traffic.

The reasons which lead us to select this approach are essentially based on practical considerations,
viz :
-

the availability of basic information
the implementation in operational life on a shor ' to medium-term basis
the relative impact of various sources of uncertainty on the conduct of flights.

5. COMPUTATION OF AIRCRAFT TRAJECTORIES FOR AIR TRAFFIC HANDUNG APPLICATIONS
5.1

Principles

Consideration of a flight flown in a vertical plane will illustrate the simplicity of the approach followed.
In the case of such a flight, on the assumptions listed in Section 4.1, the set of equations of motion is
composed of
-

2 scalar kinetic equations
2 scalar dynamic equations
1 scalar equation giving the fuel mass flow in terms of thrust rating.

Formally, the trajectory results from the integration of the horizontal and vertical speed components
and the mass variation from the integration of the fuel mass flow, the control variables considered
being the angle of attack and the power setting.
Practically, the approach required for the applications considered in the field of air traffic handling
may be appreciably simplified.
Nevertheless, such simplifications often leave the approach much more
accurate than a classical process, because of the nature of the fundamental data used. It is based on
the following considerations :
(i)

The aircraft's safe operation speed range is available from the aircraft manufacturer and/or
operator.

(ii)

A speed schedule is selected in terms of operator's rcommendations or in terms of the mission
- phase(s) of flight - considered.

(lii)

For commercial transport, the acceleration along the principal normal to the flight path is
generally slight and in most instances, can be neglected.

The tangential speed and tangential acceleration result from (i) and (ii). Accordingly, the essential
problem consists in determining the vertical speed as a function of altitude and other parameters
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(mass, temperature, thrust rating and/or tangential speed). If the vertical speed is available, the
climb gradient or slope of the trajectory results from the kinematic equations.
The first dynamic
equation yields the tangential acceleration force, thrust minus drag, while the second dynamic equation
with assumption (iii) provides a good approximation of the thrust.
Once the thrust has been
determined, the mass fuel flow results from the last remaining equation. If the vertical speed is not
available, it will result from the kinetic relations combined with the tangential dynamic equation.
Fur'thermore, if the flight is conducted without a pre-determined speed schedule, approximation (iii)
provides the trajectory slope through the normal dynamic equation and the tangential acceleration
results from the tangential dynamic equation.
In short, two basic approaches can be followed for the computation of the trajectories in the field of
applications considered :
-

A speed profile is introduced, for example in IASIMach form, and the first associate vertical speed
is available as a separate function (EROCOA*IPARZOC**).
In this case, a separate function similar
to EROCOA can also be introduced to represent the fuel mass flow. As a result, all information
needed is readily available from aircraft manufacturers and airlines in an integrated form, which is
an appreciable advantage.
Further, the performance term, namely the thrust minus drag over
weight ratio, can be derived and the computation module extended for any acceptable speed
selection.
This approach appears fully adequate for all air traffic control and management
applications involving on-line coi.-putation of aircraft trajectories.

-

Nevertheless, in the flight simulator type of
types of procedure involving a range of speed
a most realistic manner. In this second case,
used in their original forms (see Figures 5 and

-

To complete the description of the flight in a 3-space dimension, it has proved sufficient to
introduce the maximum bank angle in terms of a linear function of the indicated airspeed and
assume a constant rate-of-change of bank angle, such that the maximum value would be obtained in
a given period of time of the order of 5 to 10 seconds.

5.2

applications, it may be desirable to assess various
profiles and/or to reproduce the aircraft response in
the aerodynamics and powerplant of the aircraft are
6).

Techniques

The computation of a trajectory and the interface with the ATC environment are illustrated in
Figure 1. In actual operations, the flight path computation module must exhibit a high level of
flexibility to cope with all aspects reflecting in particular to aircraft type, airline operating
procedures, requested routes, ATC and other possible constraints.
The model used for aircraft to compute the aircraft motion in the vertical plane for en-route climb,
cruise and descent phases is based on the EROCOA* and PARZOC** techniques.
The EROCOA coefficients define the vertical speed during climb phases at a given thrust setting (e.g.
maximum climb thrust).
= f1 (h,m,DT)
where

h = altitude;
m = aircraft mass;
DT = deviation of ambient temperature from the standard ISA profile.

Thus 16 coefficients define the climb performance for IAS/Mach climb speed laws.
The PARZOC coefficients define the vertical speed during descent at idle power, M representing the
Mach number
h= f2 (h,IAS/M)
A total of 6 coefficients are required to define this phase.
The aircraft performance during the acceleration and deceleration phases can also be computed from
the EROCOA/PARZOC coefficients. For the normal operating range of commercial aircraft the vertical
speed may be approximated by
T-D
h-.f
T = installed net thrust
D = aerodynamic drag
*

"Aircraft trajectory prediction data for ATC purposes"
A. Benoit and E. Evers, AGARDograph AG-209, Vol-I, pp. 327-367, July 1975

**

"Simulations of air traffic operation in a Zone of Convergence
Aircraft PARZOC performance data"
A. Benoit and S. Swierstra, EUROCONTROL Report 812031-2, April 1982.
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The "performance" term (T-D)/mg corresponds to the climb gradient, h/v, for a non-accelerated climb
and f represents the effect of the acceleration associated with the speed law followed, either constant
!AS or Mach number ; the tangential speed is noted v
V

f +v
g

dv
dh

The following expressions constitute adequate approximations of f
fI

fM

=

4
I + 0.567 v
M2 - 0.17 M 4

v
2
1 - 0.133 M

for constant IAS

for constant Mach number (below the tropopause).

Accordingly, through a simple calculation, EROCOA or PARZOC approximation also provides the slope
of the trajectory and the tangential acceleration required for the integration.
Approximating the aircraft performance by reference to EROCOA and PARZOC coefficients has proved
The coefficients can be generated direct from reference flight profiles
convenient and accurate.
readily available from aircraft manufacturers and operators with no extra need for detailed thrust and
drag data. The output appears as illustrated in Figures 7 (a) and (b) for climb at maximum climb
thrust, and descent at idle power - clean configuration in both cases.
By using a small set of additional coefficients, corrections can be obtained to compute the vertical
speed (i)
and fuel flow (kw) for non-clean aircraft configurations. Further, the use of EROCOA can
be extended to compute the take-off run, possible take-off thrust modifications included ; similarly,
the impact of mass and cabin rate of descent is readily introduced in the PARZOC descent modelling.
5.3

Applications

The integration using the EROCOAIPARZOC approach is ideal for profile calculations for all on-line
ATC/ATM applications, when only reasonable estimates of fuel burn are necessary.
However, besides the flight profile, specific parametric studies involving the flight simulator i.e. to
investigate noise patterns, e,9nomic aspects of certain aircraft operating procedures, etc. will also
require the instantaneous thrust value and an accurate estimate of the f.iel burn. To this effect,
basic performance information (thrust, drag and specific fuel flow) is required, in a tabular form, for
instance. The subsequent calculation remains the same as discussed above, leading to extremely
realistic flight data at the cost, however, of some computation overhead.
Environment

5.4

The computation techniques and tools designed have been successfully implemented in the following
environments :
simulator used autonomously and based in individual IBM-compatible computers (XT and AT
types) ;
on-line regulation of traffic and 4-D guidance of flight systems such as ROSAS/CINTIA
simulations of guidance of aircraft techniques and procedures involving one or two full-scale flight
simulators operated by professional pilots ;
full-scale ATC simulations conducted at the Agency's Experimental Centre
SMART, the radar data plot simulator jointly sponsored by the FAA and the EUROCONTROL
Agency.

-flight

-

6. CONCLUSIONS
For air traffic control applications, there is a need for reliable models and data to predict accurately
the future paths of aircraft. The field of interest includes fast-time and real-time aspects, off-line
and on-line applications.
The selection of models and, as a result, the basic data needed - to be provided by aircraft
manufacturers and/or operators - Is based on practical considerations such as
(a)

operational implementation on a short to medium-term basis ;

(b)

relative influence of the range of factors influencing the quality of a prediction

(c)

availability of data for all aircraft of concern to ATC.

Within this framework, the approach selected is based on the availability of speed characteristics
directly available or readily derived from manufacturers' and operators, data presented in integrated
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form. This confirmed the choice made previously, namely the introduction of expressions for the rate
of change of altitude versus altitude in terms of mass, speed and power setting.
This approach constitutes an extension of the EROCOA/PARZOC method developed previously. It
proves fully adequate - in terms of input data, computer time, maintenance, update of aircraft data
bank, accuracy and flexibility - for real-time ATC simulations and on-line control operations. Its use
has been extended to the design and operation of a flight simulator facility suitable to reproduce the
4-D translational motion of aircraft and possibly the response of the aircraft/pilot couple in ATC
simulations, as well as to assess the impact of proposed aircraft operational procedure on the traffic
situation, economy aspects included.
Such techniques were introduced in the control of a trajectory module. The tests conducted to date
show control quality fully compatible with the most advanced techniques suggested for the on-line
regulation and control of arrivals (See Paper 23 and 30).
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OPTIMIZATION MODELS AND TECHNIQUES TO IMPROVE AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
by
Lucio Bianco
Director, Progetto Finalizzato Trasporti and Istituto di Analisi dei Sistemi ed Informatica
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Viale Manzoni, 30 - 00185 - Roma - Italy

SUMMARY
In this paper a survey of earlier works of our is given with particular emphasis on optimization models and solution techniques. Firstly, in section
2, a multilevel model of the different ATC functions is proposed. Then, in the successive sections 3, 4, and 5, attention is devcted to the on-line
control functions (flow control, on-line strategic ,'r. _31 of flights and aircraft sequencing in the terminal area); for each problem, an optimization
model is established and a solution technique is illustrated. The numerical behaviour is also discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
The current Air Traffic Conwol (ATC) systems are mainly conceived to ensure, witl. short term interventions, safety of flights. This depends
on the difficulty of accurately foreseeing the future traffic evolution so that planes are often penalized more than strictly necessary with the real
traffic conditions In fact, in such a situation, safety standards are redundant and the single airplane can be forced to fly non optimal routes and
jnnecessary holding patterns.
This management phylosophy, probably, will not be allowable in the future, when congestion phenomena will occur more often in the most
important terminal areas. Therefore, it seems necessary to introduce in the future ATC systems not only more automated procedures to keep adequate
safety levels, but also plar.ning functions to increase the system capacity and reduce total cost. In this manner it is possible to improve system efficiency.
In recent years, several scientists have carried out studies in these two directions, consequently, they have introduced new control concepts and
developed some optimization models and algorithms to improve airtraffic management.
In earlier papers (Bianco and others, 1978, 1979, 1980; Andreussi and others, 1981, Bianco 1985, 1986) 1 dealt with these problems and suggested
specific approaches and solutions.
In this paper a survey of my previous works in this field is reported, placing emphasis on the optimization methods and techniques. In particular,
in the following, firstly a multilevel model of air traffic control is proposed and discussed. Then the functions corresponding to on-line control (flow.
control, strategic control of flights and aircraft sequencing in the terminal area) are examined and the optimization models and solution algorithms
are illustrated.

2.

A MULTILEVEL MODEL OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
The Air Traffic Control (ATC) problem is a typically large scale problem characterized by:

-

high number of variables and constraints;

-

numerous sub-systems and strong interactions;

-

numerous control objectives also conflicting;

-

limitations nnd complexity of models used to forecast the movement of airplanes and traffic evolution;

-

fast dynamics and real-time interventions;

-

presence of several human operators in the system (pilots, controllers, etc.), ,ach having a certain independence on taking decision.

To approach this problem it seems right to resort to the possibility of decomposing the overall problem in sub-problems solvable in a simpler
manner (Mesarovic and others, 1970; Wismo., 1971). Typically, each control function can be decomposed in different levels; each level deals with
a specific problem that can be solved by known methods and techniques. Moreover each level can be viewed as a multilevel system of the global process.
In the ATC field an appropriate decomposition criterion is that based on a hierarchy of control functions, each related to a different tnie horizon.
Fig. 1 represents a possible scheme where both the available reources and a long term air traffic demand are supposed to be known.
The higher level is associated with the planning of the air space structure, routes and ATC procedures and generally with the evolution of the
overall control system. The second level represents the planning activity of flights carried out within a time horizon of some months in connection
with the estimated traffic demand. The level called "strategic control" represents a planning activity of medium-long term interventions to organize
traffic flows and/or define amendements to single flight plans. Finally, tactical control is a real-time control action to satisfy short-term requirements
and/or t . solve emergency situations.
At present, the actions relative to the first two levels are r.ot being carried out on the basis of optimization criteria. For example, in general,
there is no coordination in the decision of the airlines; then, it is not a priori possible to prevent the congestion situations.
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1- MULTILEVEL MODEL OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

Available studies refer especially to the two lowest levels of the mentioned herarchy or, more precisely, to sub-functions of these levels. In particular, strategic control, up to now, has only been utilized in a partial and limited manner; in fact, the current ATC systems are still mainly based on
tactical control actions. On the contrary, we feel that a systematic introduction of a strategic function could constitute the most relevant and revolutionary innovation in air traffic control. In fact, this approach seems to be, in theory, the only one able to minimize the operational cost and, at the
same time, improve safety standards in ATC (Erwin 1974, 1975). In practice, the implementation of a control function that optimizes planning of
flights, implies considerable difficulties depending on the necessity of long-term right forecasts and inadequacy of the available methodologies to
solve problems of such complexity. Therefore, it seems convenient to decompose the strategic control function, in its t'urn, on the basis of a multilevel
model of distinct sub-functions.
A first decomposition criterion could be a distinction between "off-line" and "on-line" control. For off-line control, we mean a planning activity
carried out before interested planes enter the system (generally, before planes departure) and based exclusively on traffic forecasts. Instead, for on-line
control, we mean a control activity based mainly on observations of the current state of the system and worked out in a rather short period (incomparison with dynamics of flights) to allow subsequent interventions on the controlled traffic.
A second criterion could be based on a ditinction between control on aggregate variables (traffic flows) and control on variables relative to
single planes (flight plans).
Fig. 2 represents a multilevel decomposition of strategic control corresponding to the above criteria. To completely understand the meaning of
this model, one n.ust point out that the hierarchical order of the various levels refers mainly to the different time horizon and generally doesn't express
a decisional hierarchy in the control actions. More precisely, we can say that higher levels basically ought to simplify decisiomal problems relative
to the lower levels. In the following, functions associated to each level and relative operations are illustratea.

Flow Planning

The flow planning function should be carried out within a few hours, comparing the expected traffic demand with an estimate of the system
capacity (airways, terminal areas). Then, a distribution of traffic flows in the airspace should be determined to relate the demand to the capacity.
Planning of Flights

On the basis of flow planning and of the same time horizon, this off-line activity should determine amendments for the requested flight plans.
These amendments should have the aim both of reducing the a priori conflict probability and satisfying a somewhat optimal criterion. We must also
specify that many random factors affect the above process; so we represent the flights by utilizing a simplified model made up, for example, of passing
times and altitudes at the way-points of the planned route.
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Flow Control
The on-line flow control refers to a time horizon of about 15-30 minutes and, in particular, it should forecast local and short-period traffic peaks
and reduce possible effects on the system. This can occur both by imposing delays on the flows upstream of the traffic congestion and planning a
different distribution of the traffic in adjacent sectors.

Strategic Control of Flights (SCF)
Tlhis function has the same time horizon as the on-line flow control. It should plan free conflict trajectories on the basis of observation of the
current state of the system in order to satisfy the constraints on the airplane performances, space structures and possible flow limitations.
Once a herarchical structure of an ATC system has been defined, it seems worthwile to develop specific mathematical models to support the
optimization of semi/fully automatic air traffic control and management systems at different levels of intervention.
In the following sections we consider in detail only those functions related to the on-line ATC problem.

3.

FLOW CONTROL

Whenever a traffic congestion is present or is likely to originate in the controlled area, a flow control action must be taken. This means, essentially, to match traffic demand with capacity of the ATC system facilities.
I'he flow control activity can be, conceptually, decomposed into two different phases:
1) Congestion forecast: This refers to the evaluation of where and when a congestion is likely to arise and the corresponding overload order of magnitude.
2)

Congestion prevention: Whenever an overload is forecasted, a control action, possibly optimal, mst follow so as to prevent congestion development.

The first phase is the basis for an efficient ATC system; in particular, it requires accurate evaluation of air traffic capacity and demand. These
two characteristics show random variations with space and time. Capacity varies for several reasons: (a) airport and airspace structure, communication, control and aid to navigation facilities used; (b) workload of controllers; (c) weather; (d) special events: incorrect functioning or out-of-order
of control facilities, etc.
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The traffic demand depends on time-varying characteristics of air transport, on delays etc.
Once traffic demand and capacity associated to the controlled region have been fully evaluated, congestion prevention can be taken into considef
ration. It can be performed by means o certain typical control actions: take-off delays, holdings, re-routing and upstream flow restrictions. Take-off
delays may only be imposed on the airports located within the controlled region. Holding is used whenever an aircraft cannot start its landing procedure, because of an airport congestion. In this case, the aircraft is instructed to join a waiting line which is called a "holding stack" because aircraft
are "stacked" at different altitude levels above a check point, called feeder fix point. The re-rounting action involves a flow reassignment on a path
different from the normal one, constrained to the same destination point. Upstream flow restrictions consist of limitations imposed on the "flow
rate" at the boundary points of the region under control.
In this paper, attention is essentially devoted to the prevention of congestion. As a consequence, a contrained optimization model based on an
airspace and traffic model can be established so as to perform the control actions, aforementioned, in an efficient way. The objective is that of minimizing an overall cost function, respectively fuel consumption and/or total delay in the system, taking into account capacity and safety constraints.

3.1 Airspace and Traffic Flow Optimization Model
The airspace under control is defined by a structure of a iven set of standard routes and waypoints, corresponding to navigational aids and
check point locations, and by the associated flights procedures. In modelling it, one must take into account the subdivision of the airspace into several
:ontrol sectors and, in general, the associated rule of operation (Ratcliffe, 1974).
The airspace structure can be represented in a straightforward way as a directed network of arcs and nodes. The nodes are of the following types:
-

Source nodes, representing terminal areas, generating departing traffic, or boundary points of the airspace where traffic arriving from outer regions is "generated";

-

Intermediate nodes, representing routes intersections or given check points;

-

Sink nodes, representing points of arrival into terminal areas, or boundary points where traffic "disappears" to outer regions.

The arcs represent route segments connecting a couple of nodes. Furthermore, different arcs can be associated to different groups of altitude
flight levels along the same route. The control sectors, which are parts of the airspace controlled by one controller team, are represented by notoverlapping subnetworks connected by nodes representing the points of transfer of control from one sector to another.
Finally, as a controlled region is, in general, affected by different kinds of traffic (departure, arrival, overflight) and by different aircraft speed
classes, they can be modeled by different commodities, each one characterized by its origin-destination pair. In general, when dealing with traffic
congestion problems, it can be necessary to consider time-varying flows on the network. So, a dynamic traffic model can give a more precise description of the real environment (Bianco and others, 1980; Bielli and others, 1980). In this case, one needs to specify arc-transit times so as to represent
dynamic evolution of traffic patterns entering the network. The planning horizon T is subdivided into elementary time intervals of suitable lenght
6,so as to establish a discrete-time model.
Then the following assumptions have been made:
I)

All the variables have been discretized (that is, they are supposed not to change appreciably within the elemental time period 6 fixed),

2) To each commodity-flow on each arc an average transit time is assigned (the greater the mix of aircraft speed and trajectories are considered
the less this assumption is valid).
k
3) Each average transit time 7 is chosen as a multiple integer of 6.
Network flow equations assume an orderly and regular flow. To take into consideration any congestion situation one has to consider some waiting
lines, according to the procedures actually employed by ATC controllers. These waiting lines are modelled as arcs closed on the nodes that represent
the associated check points.
Once the network G (NA) and the set of commodities are defined, the optimal control strategy to solve t-affic congestion can be obtained by
setting up a constrained optimization model. It has been defined in the following way:
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A

= set of arcs;A = {1.

m}

A (i)

= set of nodes j "after" node i; A(i) = {j e N I (i,j) e A}

B (i)

= set of nodes j "before" node i; B(i) = {j c N fj,i) e A}
k

k
kc

= cost associated to the flow generated by the source s

J.
= cost associated to the k-commodity flow on arc (i,j)
DP (t) = k-commodity forecasted flow in the time interval t
0

Dk (t)

= feasible k-commodity flow in the time interval t

Ek (t)

= k-sink capacity in the time interval t

Ek (t)

= k-sink flow in the time interval t

hij (t)

= arc (ij) capacity in the time interval t

hr

= r-sector capacity

K

= set of commodities; K = (1.....K)

N

= set of nodes; N = (1,...,n)

pk

= k-commodity sink

R

= number of sectors

S

= r-sector

k

s

- k-commodity source

T

= control time interval

.
xk
A t)

= k-commodity flow on arc (i,j) in the time interval t

6

= elemental time interval

Sk
ii

= k-commodity arc-flow average transit time on arc (ij), multiple of 6.

The objective function is made up of two terms: a weighted sum of the source-generated flows and a weighted sum of the arc flows. The first
term involves maximization of the source-generated flows, so as to better match traffic demand with system capacity. Different weight coefficients
can be assigned to different commodities, according to the priorities established. The second term concerns a better -nanagement in the traffic assignment on the network. In this way, weight coefficients can be assigned to different arcs, so that they can represent priorities in selecting the routes
and flight levels or they can be directly associated to delays and/or fuel consumptions, associatc.d with different paths. Hence, the system can analyse
different objectives, i.e. maximal flow, minimum cost rerouting and holding delays, etc.
As regard to constraints, equations (3.2) represent flow continuity at the various nodes. Since, for safety reason, the aircraft have to maintain
given in-trail standard separations, a maximum rate-flow on each arc can never be exceeded. This is expresxed by arc capacity constraint (3.3). In
each control sector, a maximum controller wo, kioad is defined. Here, it is approximated by the maximum number of aircraft in the sector during
the period T. This is represented by sector capacity constraints (3.4). Upstream flow restrictions or source restrictions are givi:n by constraints (3.5).
The limitation both on airport acceptance rates and on overflight traffic to outer regions is taken into account by sink capacity constraints (3.6).
Total flow conservation on the network, over the period T, is espressed by equations (3.7). Finally the natural nonnegativity and integrity constraints
(3.8) are to be included.
The proposed mathematical model has been supposed to be linear. As a matter of fact, the relationship between cost coefficiens and flows and
the controllers' workload dependence (over a period T) on the flows are not exactly known and there is a need for further research in this field.
However, since the purpose of this study in mainly to establish a suitable basis for working out more refined flow control models, the aforementioned
hypotheses are acceptable. The dynamic problem (3.1) + (3.8) can be changed into a static one, by considering the network replicated in a multiperind
context (Fig. 3) i.e. each arc is repeated according to the number of time periods selected (Bielli and othen, 1982). It becomes an equivalent linear
static problem, belonging to the class of multicommodity network flow programming.
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3.2 Decomposltlor' Techniques and Computation Algorithms
The resolution of the problem can bc more or less complex, dependii, 8 on me accuracy required to represent the airspace structure and dynamic
traffic evolution. If the controlled region is wide and includes several airports and a complex route and flight levels structure, one has to deal with
a network, with a large number of arcs, nodes, commodities. Solving such a large-scale problem can become a rather heavy task if detled airspace
and traffic representation over space and time is required. In this case, simulation models appear to be a more suitable tool, especially for traffic
analysis and management problems (EUROCONTROL, 1977). On the other hand, if a certain level of aggregation in the flows and airspace structure
is acceptable, then the problem can be solved by suitable mathematical programmning decomposition techniques. For instance, from a general point
of view the resource-directive decomposition method (as that developed by Assad, 1976) looks promising, in spite of some computation difficulties.
This method is based on the distribution of the arc capacities among the single commodithes. Once solved the resulting one commodity ("local")
subproblems, tne initial ("master") problem can also be considered solved, if the aggregate solution satisfies a given optimalty criterion. Otherwise,
the arc capacities are redistributed and the process repeated. To redistribute the arcs capacities one can apply in a suitable way an optimization method, based on the subgradient algorithm. The advantage of this approach lies in the fact that many efficient algorithms are available for solving
the one-commnodity problems like the out-of-kilter algorithm. However, the "boundle" constraints (3.4) make peculnar the problem considered in
this paper.
Thus, an approach, suitable for implementing an operative flow control technique, is presented (Bielli and others, 1981I). From an operative point
of view, real-time flow control is aimed to cope with traffic peaks exceeding an acceptable demand level by optimally re-distributing the traffic flows
over the network. Moreover, the capacity constraints to be absolutely respected are, generally, the sector workloads and only a few arc capacity constraints (stack., of aircraft waiting for landing over the airports, departure and landing acceptance rates).
The former constraints measure the total flow over all arcs of the sector that can be handled by the associated team of controllers. Let us remark
that these constraints arc more restrictive, in the sense that they become binding before all individual arcs of the sector are full to capacity. Thtus
the problem can be seen as one of choosing how to redistribute this workload among the ares of the sector to optimize the objective function. Then
the approach can be summarized as follows:
(I) Si,o,'th the traffic peaks and then set fixed capacity values on some arcs and an initial capacity distribution ho to all other arcs. This initial
distribution satisfies the sector workloads constraints and insures a starting flessible flow on the network.
(2) Find capacities increments on the latter ares satisfying workload constraints and optimizing the objective function.
On the other hand if one deals with a strategic flow control, only aggregated flows between sectors, rather than flows on specific rodte legs,
can be considered. In this way, the route network can be suitably aggiegated: the constraints on the controllers' workload become upper bounds
on the capacity of the arcs connecting two sectors. Also the integrity constraints can be relaxed, considering only continuous flowvs, if the traffic
volume is sufficiently large. Under the preceding hypotheses, the computational difficulties of the problem are greatly reduced (Bielli and others, 1981).

4.

STRATEGIC CONTROL OF FLIGhITS

As previously nrentizsned, the task of on 'line SCF is to optimize flight plans of single airplanes in a prefixed region with a time horizon of about
15-30 mints. The sub-system asso'atc-d with the SCF functions can be outlined as in fig. 4 where both inputs and outputs are indicated. The inputs
are the flight plans of the airlines, the information relative to the state of the system and the limitations imposed by flow control.
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The outputs are the amendments to the flight plans that represent control interventions on the planes of the system and can be useful information
for tactical control.
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More in detail, the requested flight plans should be optimal from the point of view of fuel and/or time consumption if each plane were alone
in ghe system. Instead information on the state of the system, concerns radar data on the flights evolution, short and medium term meteorological
forecasts and state of the ATC infrastructures. As for restrictions imposed by flow control, these limit the control action on the single plane according
to the flow planning in the control region. In particular such limitations can refer to the maintaining of appropriate separations when the planes
fly over prefixed points of the controlled airspace. Finally, for amendments to flight plans we mean:
-

variations of altitude levels in comparison with the nominal flight plans;

-

imposing route delays through the speed control;

-

imposing reroutings and/or holding patterns;

-

imposing departure delays.

Now to build a mathematical model of the SCF, we must first establish a control region, a time horizon and a representation of the airways
network and the trajectories of planes; then we must define control variables, constraints and the objective function to optimize.

Control Region
The possibility to carry on a strategic action on the single plane depends greatly on the extent of the region where a coordinating intervention
is possible. In fact, SCF generally aims to follow an efficient profile during all phases of the flight (take-off, cruise, landing). Therefore, the more
flight plans (compared with global traffic) refer to the prefixed control region, the more significant SCF is. Nevertheless, even not considering political, normative and organization difficulties, an upper bound to the extent of the control region is derived because of the limited performances both
of mathematical methodologies and real time computation systems. In fact, the problem complexity increases if also the dimensions of the control
region increase.

Time Horizon
The time horizon is mainly determined by the mai-mum .ime interval in which it is possible to accurately predict future traffic situation in the
control region. At present, the available models seem to be able to provide adequate forecasts for look-ahead times of about 15-30 minutes. This
limit could also bring to a spatial decomposition of the control action in the fixed region.
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Airspace and Planes TrajectoriesRepresentation
Given a control region R, the representation of the space and planned trajectories must be accurate enough to make a meaningful control action
and, at the same time, simple enough to permit real-time data processing. To this end, in the following, airspace is described through a network
representing both the airways and the terminal areas. More in detail, the network nodes represent:
-

the intersection of the airways with the R boundary;

-

the intersection of the airways with the terminal areas boundary;

-

the intersection of two or more airways;

-

the waypoints fixed on each airway.

Obviously, the arcs represent all possible connections of the nodes.
A set of discrete altitude levels is also associated with each node so that constraints on vertical separation, imposed by safety requirements, are
respected.
As for the representation of flights, we utilize a discrete model which trajectories are defined by the set of nodes subsequently crossed, by the
corresponding altitude levels and by the passing times on each node. In this model we don't consider the dynamics of flights between the following
nodes and within the terminal area; nevertheless, the problem solutions are forced to be consistent with the performances of airplanes.
In the following section we suggest a mathematical formulation of SCF, such as it has been previously stated. In particular the problem is formulated
as an optimization problem with the typothesis that the nodes, subsequently crossed, are fixed on the basis of the nominal flight plan. In this
framework one must determine altitude levels and passing times on the trajectories nodes, so thaL an appropriate constraints set is satisfied and a
cost function is minimized.

4.1 Mathematical Model
Notations
R: strategic planning region;
It
0
o t + TI: strategic planning interval;
I=

{l_.... N}: set of representative indexes of flights in R in the interval It,, t0 + T);

K = {..k.N}: set of representative indexes of nodes in R;

K

=

{k ....
kf}

c

K: set of nominal

trajectory nodes crossed

in R by plane i in

the interval

[to , to

+

TI;

Z: node following k in Ki;
- : i
k:nominal passing time of plane i on node k;
tk: actual passing time of plane i on node k;
H: set of representative indexes of altitude levels allowable in nodes of R;
H i 9 H: set of indexes of altitude level allowable for plane i on node k;
zh, h E H: altitude level h;
h E H,: binary variable indicating whether the plane i occupies or not the altitude level h of node k;
h E Hi binary variable indicating whether the plane i occupies or not the altitude levd h of node k in the nominal trajectory;
P

C

H

: set of indexes

of altitude

levels allowed

in node

ik,when

plane

i starts

from level

h of node

k.

Altitude Constraints
First of all, we must specify the set H k of altitude levels allowable for plane i in each node of the trajectory, With reference to the definition
of P-- we have
Ik
H

k

U

h tHk

Pjh

,k cK'

kh' we must consider that a speed range, consistent with the performance of plane i, corresponds to each allowable
level. Then, knowing the distance between' iand k, we can determine, for each speed, the altitude levels reachable int. Among these levels, we will
only consider levels satisfying eventual control needs iq C and/or limitation on the maximum shifting of the actual altitude level from the nominal
one. Therefore, if we introduce the binary variables qhk' the altitude constraints can be expressed as

hE

hEH i

qh - 1, VkE W. Vi ( 1

(4.1)
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(4.2)

The first states that plane i can occupy only one of the allowable levels of node k. The second concerns altitude variations when pline i goes
in node k.
from k to k. It states that if plane i is in level h of k, it can occupy only one level of P

Transit Time Constraints
As regards the transit time on nodes, denoted with ti , we must consider constraints depending on planes performances, safety standards and
possible restrictions of traffic flows on the airways network. Constraints on planes performances can be expressed as

t- k

Mi
hEii "r "" Qkt h qCi_h" 7 khi'

neuk

Vk

E K(4.3)
,ViEI

jEP

kPkh
Tom

t,

Ti

M

Vi 1 I

(4.5)

Mk ' Vi E I

(4.6)

0

Tf.

where

lit

7

s

T

and r nj. denote, respectively, maximum and minimum time intervals from level h of node k to level j of nodek; Tom and ToM indicate

n th inta noe

'

an

T'

limits on the initial node; Tfm and "frm indicate limits on the final node.
Moreover, as regards the safety constraints and possible further restrictions caused by flow control, we can state, for every two planes, the following condition

~tkt~

>[hH

H

(4.7)

qk'hqkh]ATkr

hik ()H
Vk EKi

n

Kr, V(i,r) E I, i

r

where AT r is the minimum time separation. (4.7) ensures that if planes i and r cross node k at the same level, they have a minimum separation
time AT k•

Transit Time Intervals
Exact definition of transit times in each node can be meaningless, especially for those nodes far from the initial one. To improve this model
it is convenient to associate an interval of transit times, consistent with plane performances and assigned standard separations, with each plane and
each node instead of a transit time. To this end constraints (4.3) + (4.6) must be modified.
Now left It - A ti, tk + A t'] be transit times interval of plane i on node k, the expressions (4.3) + (4.6) become, respectively

t - aq
k
t
h
t tk

hk R P kh

h

o i ti.

i

m i

Ti) m + Atki "5
0
k
a,

ti
khj " k

Vk, k E KViEI

(4 .3*)

i

t

T

,

0

ViEI

(4.5)

0

ki S Tj

--

At' Vi El.

(4.6*)

interva

(4.3*) and (4.4') ensure that any transit time on node i, relative to plane i and included in the interval t L -A t. , t
with plane performances, while transit time on node k assumes any value in the interval

[t'

+ A t V] is always consistent

- A t k, t k + A t'J.

(4.5') and (4.6*) are similar to (4.5) and (4.6) and extend to intervals the limitations on the initial and final nodes.

rkhj-rkhj , 2[At' + At

1,

Vh cl

andVj

h
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are satisfied.
As far as separation constraints are concerned, (4.7) becomes

+ a *t + AT r]i

[4

i

(4q7*)

h

hEHik ( Hr€

(47k

Kr, Vi,r E I, i : r

Vk EK '

Waiting Times
The suggested model may have no feasible solution because of transit timez constraints. To a,,oid this circumstancc, we calk ifl.rease a freedom
degree of the system providing a waiting possibility on prefixed nodes. To this end it is sufficient to introduce in (4.3) or in (4.3*) a term presenting
waiting times. In detail (4.3"), could be replaced by

k 5

at k +

*

hi

JEP'dh

qkh

hEH i

ai p

~

:'. 7

'h rkhj-a

gk

+

ti~

n

VkZ EKi, Vi E I

rId
k < "big k

0 and equal to zero otherwise.

where it is a binary variable equal to I if plane i waits on node k a time r

Objective Function
We may consider several objective functions. The first possibility is to minimize total delay of planes in the control region. In this case the objective function can be expressed as

J

where a

i

i
kf kf

are weight coefficients depending on the plane class and the terminal mode.
k'

In particular, JI seems meaningful in the terminal area, where, because of operating reasons, the main objective is to minimize the final delay.
When we consider larger airspace regions, we must also take into account the cost connected with deviations from the nominal flight profile.
In this case, the objective function could be expressed a

J2
iEl

kEK I

.
hEHk

U
j(H

- khjq 1h q

kkJ

t-t
i t-ik

+ 6

h N

(q k--

ihk) z h

where 7kh j represents, for plane i, the transit time from level h of node k to level j of the subsequent node following minimum consumption profile;
-I

I

cakhj and 0 k are appropriate weight coefficients. The first term of J 2 represents the total shifting of transit times between couples of adjacent nodes
from the corresponding times in the minimum consumption profile; the second term represents the total deviation of altitude levels from the nominal
ones. Therefore, J2 could be utilized as a cost index related to the total final consumption.
In this model one must also notice that, if delay costs and costs of deviations from the nominal flight profile where evaluable in homogeneous
quantitative terms, we could take as an objective function 33 = J I + J 2 ' where arrival times and fuel consumptions are simultaneously considered.
On the basis of this model, the minimization of whichever objective function with the previous constraints, is a non linear mixed variables optimization problem.

4.2 Problem Decomposition
The use of the general model above illustrated involves several computational and operational difficulties. In fact, mathematical complexity increases with the number of planes to be controlled; moreover, the provided control methodology may conflict with current ATC procedures. With
regard to these problems, we must consider that the suggested control philosophy may require, for every new plane entering the control region, an
intervention on all planes previously platped. Consequently, this could invulve heavy operational difficulties. To partially overcome these difficulties,
in the following, we shall consider a simplified model of SCF based on the hypothesis that flights planning is carried out according to the FIFO
(first in, first out) discipline. More in detail, we decide that planning action for each new plane entering the control region is carried out assuming,
as constraints, the flight plans of airplanes still in the system.
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This hypothesis obviously reduces solution optimality, but it reduces also mathematical complexity (variables relative to only-one plane must
be taken into account). Moreover, the suggested control method becomes consistent with the current ATC procedures. On this basis the mathematical
model can be simplified considering planning of only-one plane.
Since minimization of J3 = J + J2 remains a problem which difficulty increases with the number of nodes of the trajectory, in the following,
a decomposition algorithmic procedure of the control problem is illustrated. In such a way, in general, a sub-optimal solution of global problem
can be obtained. More in detail, the solution method consists in two sequential steps:
1) determine a solution satisfying constraints (4.1) + (4.7) and minimizing only deviations of altitude levels
from the nominal ones:
2)

for the levels fixed in the first step, determine a solution satisfying constraints (4.3) - (4.7) and minimizing
transit times deviations from the those relative to the nominal flight path (or delay on terminal node).

Thus, we obtain two different sub-problems that can be denoted, respectively, as "altitude control" and "speed control".
In the following we recall only the fundamental mathematical aspects of each problem and the technioues utilized to solve them. More details
on the mathematical models and solution algorithms can be found in an earlier paper (Andreussi and others, 1981).

4.2.1 Altitude Control

Let K = 11,2.
k,k.
NJ be the ordered set of nodes subsequently crossed by a plane and denote with t
become the following
planned on the node k; constraints (4.1) + (4.7)
Z
qkh =
hEHk

,

VkEX

E
qkh
Z
qkj= 1
hEHk
jEPkh
tk'

the transit times of planes already

(4.1')

Vk < N

(4.2')

tk +

Z+
heHk

E
qkh qkjpkj
JEPih

Vk < N

(4.3')

tZ a tk +

Z
hEHk

E
qkh qk~kj
'hJ'
JEP'Ph

Vk < N

(4.4')

tk-ti I

(

tom -- t I 5 toM

(4.5')

tfm

(4.6')

hE=HkflH[

. tN :5 tfM
,

6r6TkandVkfK

(4.7')

where in and M, as denoted before, indicate, respectively, the minimum and the maximum values of the time parameters and Ik is the set of indexes
of planes already planned passing on node k.
The problem corresponding to step 1) and referred to as "altitude control" is, therefore, that of determining altitude levels so that the function

Jq =

Z
kEK

flk I E (qkh oheHk

k h)
h

I

is minimized and constraints (4.1') + (4.7') are satisfied.
The problem, thus defined, is one with mixed variables, hk and tk, where variables tk are not present in the objective function and constraints
on tk impose that at least a sequence of time intervals, by twos consistent according to what is represented in fig. 5, exist. It follows that given the
altitude levels hk. we can verify their feasibility by a definite number of comparisons. Therefore, the optimal solution hi can be determined by a
classical branch and bound algorithm.
REMARK 1. If nominal altitudes are feasible (according to planes performances, separation constraints and possible limitations on available
altitude levels) the optimal solution is determined in the first cycle of the algorithm.
REMARK 2. Corresponding to each feasible solution found a sequence {V1J of consistent time sets, with k = 1, 2 .........
Thus, a sequence of transit times on each node satisfying all constraints, can be easily defined.

N, is also determined.
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4.2.2 Speed Control
The problem referred to as "speed control" is to determine transit time on each node so that the function

JV = OIN tN +

E

(Yk

I

tk"-tk".k

I

is minimized and constraints on performances of the controlled airplane and safety, are satisfied. Since, in this problem, we assume that the altitude
levels are the nominal ones or those computed by the algorithm of altitude control, then the control action carried out is equivalent to the control
of the plane speed.
With these hypotheses, constraints (4.3) + (4.7) can be further simplified by eliminating altitude variables. Therefore, they become

M

> tkk +

.

Vk < N

k
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N
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n
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,

The problem, thus formulated, is a linear programming one with mixed variables where the combinatorial aspect is due to constraints (4.7").
To solve this problem, we hav carried out a hybrid algorithm that utilizes dynamic programming and branch and bound techniques. Dynamic programming is ued to transform a problem with mixed variables into a problem with only discrete variables. The latter is then solved by an enumerative
procedure.
An important aspect of this method isthat, since no discretization of the continuous variables tk is necessary, the optimal solution can be reached.
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4.3 Computational Results
The algorithms relative to altitude and speed control, previously described, have been implemented in a UNIVAC 1100/82 computer and different
series of tests have been performed. More in dctail, in a first step, the altitude levels have been determined; subsequently, transit times on the prefixed
nodes have been computed. With this approach, the altitude levels and the consistent time intervals, determined by the first algorithm, are utilized
as input data for the second algorithm.
The numerical tests were carried out by considering an increasing number of nodes N = 5, 10, 15, 17, 20 for a total of 400 tests. For each test,
the input variables supposedly have been uniformly distributed over fixed intervals and the relative values have been randomly generated. Moreover,
appropriate limits to ensure reciprocal consistency andperational meaningfulness have been imposed. For example, the number of levels in each
node is five and upper and lower bounds for T, 7 , 7 are derived from the speed/altitude aeroperformancc diagrams.
The simulation results are fully reported in Table I where, for each value of N, the most significant computation times are indicated. In particular,
ta is the time required to determine altitudes and it coincides with the time necessary to find the first global feasible solution; t is the time relative
to the optimal solution and t is the global computation time. The results shows that the more time-consuming algorithm is the atitude control algorithm. Little computation effort is requested, on the contrary, by speed control.

Table I

Number of nodes

5

10

15

17

20

Number of tests

150

110

100

40

10

ta (see)

.014

.27

6.2

17

102

to (see)

.014

.27

7.2

17

102

tc (see)

.014

.37

7.4

19

112

Besides the computation times values suggest that the proposed approach can be used as a tool to on-line provide free-conflict four dimensional
paths until the number of nodes of trajectory is less than 20. For N = 20 the algorithm behaviour begins to look unsatisfactory.
These results demostrate that the algorithm could be used, for example, in a strategic control system of large Terminal Areas.
However, one must also notice that computation times strongly depend both on the number of nodes N and on the number of feasible windows
corresponding to the various levels This indicates that the tests mostly increasing the mean computation times are those that simulate traffic congestion situations which occur only in special operational conditions.

5.

TACTICAL CONTROL

Today the air traffic controller uses radar to assess the traffic situation and speed, altitude and heading instructions to separate and space aircraft.
This is the "tactical" system using relative - position separation in which the planning horizon is very short and the situation is allowed to develop
before solutions are offered. The pilot does his hown navigation only when there are no nearby aircraft. As the flight encounters traffic of increasing
density, ATC intervenes more and more until, in a busy terminal area, the controller is vectoring the airplane continuously in all three dimensions
and in airspeed This control system is manpower intensive, uses relatively inefficient flight paths to solve traffic situa'd" 2nd is at or near -'scapacity
in handling traffic and supporting increased runway operations. This management phylosophy is not adeguate in congestion situations and, in particular, near the main airports where, owing to users requirements, traffic ditribution is highly concentrated.
The effects of this situation are felt mostly in the arrival and departure phases. In fact, in the last years it has been assessed that only 10% of
the delays occurs along the aircraft routes, while the corresponding percentages for arrivals and departures are, respectively, about 60% and 30%.
For this reasons, in the last years, specific attention has been devoted to the management of Terminal Area (TMA) where the overall system efficiency
becomes nearly as important as safety. Moreover, a reduction of human intervention in the operations management is needed and, consequently,
more automated system have been proposed. From this point of view the TMA problem is "the automation of the aircraft flow control and sequencing
in the proximity of the airport so as to satisfy an optimality criterion".
As a consequence, the need arises to define a model which can be dealt with mathematically and to analyze all those elements which constitute
a semi or fully automated control system.
To contribute in solving the TMA control problems, in this paper, we consider in particular the Aircraft Sequencing Problem (ASP).

5.1 The Aircraft Sequencing Problem

During traffic peak periods, the control of aircraft arrivals and departures in a TMA becomes a very complex task. Air traffic controllers, among
other things, must guarantee that every aircraft, either waiting to land or preparing to take off in such a congested area, maintains the required degree
of safety. They have to decide also what aircralt should use a particular runway, at what time this should be done and what manouvres should be
executed to achieve this. The viable accomplishment of such a task becomes more difficult in view of the fact that aiicraft are contnuosly entering
and leaving the system and that, at peak periods, the demand for runway occupancy may reach, or even exceed the capabilities of the system. It
is at such periods that excessive delays are often observed, resulting in passenger discomfort, fuel waste and disruption of the airlines' schedules.
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Under such "bottl:neck" conditions, an increase in collision risk can logically be expected as well. As a consequence, because of safety considerations, the structure of TMA is rigidly defined and all aircraft must fly satisfyng prefixed procedural constraints.
To simplify the understanding of the problem we refer to a TMA as shown in fig. 6 and fig. 7 and we consider ory landings, even if the approach
proposed in the following allow. to simultaneously take into account takeoffs.
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Then the following aspects must be underlined:
a)

every aircraft must approach the runway for landing, flying along one of the prestructured paths of TMA;

b)

the runway can be occupied by only one aircraft at a time;

c)

every aircraft must fly along the common approach path following a standard descent profile;

d)

during all the approach phases a separation standard between every couple of subsequent aircraft must be maintained,

e) the sequencing strategy used by almost all major airports of the world is still today the "First-Come First-Served" (FCFS) discipline.
As it is well known, FCFS strategy is very simple to implement, but it is likely to produce excessive delays. Therefore, any effort must be made
to minimize the delay or optimize some other measure of performance related to the passenger discomfort, without violating safety constraints.
Consequently the TMA problem can be stated as follows: "Given a set of aircraft entering the TMA and given, for each aircraft, the Preferred
Landing Time (PLT), the runway occupancy time, the cost per unit time of flight, the geometry of the approach path and glide path and the corresponding aircraft speeds, assign to each aircraft the starting time frnm the fix and the approach path n such a .y tha the proccdural constraints arc
satisfied and a system performance index is optimized".
With the TMA operating in the aforementioned way, the TMA problem can be decomposed into the two following sub-problems.

1) given the contraints on the aircraft performances, the initial and final states (position and speed) and the pre-established flight time, determine
the optimum trajectories which connect these states with the specified flight time;
2)

given a set of PLT and the maximum admissible delay, determine the Actual Landing Times (ALT) sequence wich satisfies the procedural constraints on the runway and the glide path and optimizes a system performance index.

To a large extend these two problems are independent. In fact, as the required controls to follow the approach paths can be calculated in advance,
it is possible to predetermine the optimal flight path. Therefoie, the need of "real-time" calculations is limited only to sub-problem 2, called Aircraft
Sequencing Problem (ASP), wich is the topic discussed here. The goal of solving the ASP is, at least theoretically, achievable for two reasons.
First, safety regulations state that any two coaltitudinal aircraft must maintanin a "minimum horizontal separation", which is a function of
the types and relative positions of these two aircraft.
Second, the "landing speed" of an aircraft is generally different from the landing speed of another aircraft.
A.consequence of the variability of the above parameters (minimum horizontal separation and landing speed) is that the "minimum permissible
time interval" between two successive landings is a variable quantity.
Thus, it may be possible, by rearranging the initial position of the aircraft, to take advantage of the above variability and obtain a landing sequencc that results in a more efficient use of the runway as compared with that obtainable by using the FCFS discipline. In fact, an optimal sequence
does exist; it is thoretically possible to find it by examining all sequences and selecting the most favorable one.
The method suggested above to de:ermine the optimal sequence is safe, but extremely inefficient, because the computational effort associated
with it is a factorial functions of the number of aircraft and it is not possible to evaluate all combinations in a short time interval (as the nature
of A.SP requires) even on the fastest computer. To give an idea of the difficulty, it is sufficient to consider that, with only 10 aircraft, we would
have to make 3,628,000 comparisons and with 15 ai:craft 1,307,674,368,000 comparisons.
It should be also pointed out that while the main factor that suggests the existence of an optimal landing sequence is the variability of the minimum permi,sible time interval between two successive landings, it is the same factor that makes the determination of this optimal sequence a nontrivial task.
Moreover, the real world problem involv es many other considerations, especially as far as the implementation of sequencing strategies is concerned.
For these reasons, the relevant literature on the subject has been, till now, considerable and growing [see for example Odom, 1969, Tobias, 1972;
Park and others, 1972, 1973; Bianco and others, 1978, 1979; Trivizas, 1985.).
Three papers, in particular, seem to offer an adequate solution to the operational needs.
In the first (Dear, 1979), an excellent investigastion of the ASP was carried out. In particular the author points out that, in order to determine
the landing order, we need to consider all aircraft currently in the system. As this number can be very large (20 or even more simultaneously), he
puts forward serious doubts on the possibility of r'aching an optimal solution in real-time even with pseudo-enumerative techniques. Therefore, he
resorts to a simulation model where identical arrival streams, under various sequencing strategies, are compared. In particular he proposes a "Constrained Position Shifting" (CPS) strategy instead of FCFS strategy. That is, no aircraft may be sequenced forward or rearward more than a prespecifled number of positions (Maximum Position Shifting) from its FCFS position.
The second paper (Psaraftis, 1979, 1980) takes into account Dear's proposal about the CPS management contept, but he develops an exact optimizatton algorithm based on the dynamic programming approach and referring to the "static." case when all aircraft are supposed to wait to land
at a given time In reality, every aircraft entering TMA has an earliest landing time (which is the PLT) depending on the characteristics of TMA, the
aircraft speed, pilot preferences and so on Therefore, the aircraft to be sequenced wait to land at different times. Fig. 8 shows an example of a
real world situation. In this case the Psaraftis approach cannot be easily utilized.
In a third paper (Bianco and others, 1987) a new combinatorial optimization approath, moe .onsistent with the real environment, is proposed.
In the following, the basic idea of this last work and an outline of the optimization model and of the solution algorithm ,ire reported and discussed.

5.2 A Job-Scheduling Formulation of the ASP

Suppose that the air traffic controller is confronted with the following problem. A number n of aircraft are waiting to land at different PLTi
at a sitgle runway airport His task, then, is to find a landing sequence for these aircraft, so that a ,.ertain measure of performance is optimized,
while all problem constraints are satisfied.
We now make the problem statement more specific:
I) It is assumed that the pilots of all aircraft are capable and willing to execute the instructions of the controller given enough prior notice.
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2) The measure of performance selected is the "Last Landing Time" (LLT). The corresponding objective is then to find a landing sequence such
that the aircraft that lands last does this as quickly as possible.
3) Concerning the problem constraints, only the satisfaction of the "minimum inter-arrive time" t.onstraints is required. This means that the time
interval between the landing of an aircraft i, followed by the landing of an aircraft j, must not be less than a know time interval tij.
4)

The composition of the set of aircraft waiting to land is, of course, assumed to be known. For each ordered pair (i, j) of aircraft, th, minimum
time interval tij is also known.

5) At any stage of sequencing procedure, the air controller is free to assign the next landing slot to any of the remaining aircraft. This means that
we ignore the initial positions which the aircraft had when they arrived at TMA.
At this point it is not difficult to see that the problem described above can be represented by means of a partiLular "job-machines scheduling" model.
In fact, with the aforementioned assumptions, the following analogy may be established:
a)

to each landing operation is associated a job;

b)

the runway corresponds to a machine with capacity one;

c) the PLT i of aircraft i corresponds to the ready time r, of job i;
d)

the ALT i of aircraft i corresponds to the start time t i of job i;

e) the LLT corresponds to the maximum completion time Cma of the schedule;
f)

the minimum time interval t) between the landing of aircraft i, followed by the landing of aircraft j, corresponds to the processing tune pij of
job i when it depends on job j following in the sequence.

Therefore, the ASP, as defined here, can be mathematically reformulated as the nlllrlseq-deplCma x scheduling problem. For this problem the
following approach (Bianco et others 1985) can be utilized.

5.3 The n I I I rl I seq-dep I C,,, Miodel

Let J = (1,2_.,n) be a set of n jobs vi be processed on a single machine, and denote by ri the ready time of the job i. A matrix (Pii), with
i, jeJO = J U { 0

}, is given wherepij (i 4

0) is the "processing time" of the job i if job j is the successor of i in the sequence

=0, if i is the last job in

the sequence) and Poi is the "setup time" of the machine when the sequence starts with job i.
The n I I I ri I seq-dep I Cma, problem can be formulated using the following integer programming model:

min(s +

1
iEJo

E Pijxij)
jeJo

(5.1)
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subject to
ti +

Z Pij xij"jEJO
kJO

s-< 0

Pk Xkj

iJO

ri - ti <-- 0
(Pij

+

(5.2)

jEJO
i O(5.3)

Tij )xij

+

if J, jEJ, j

,

_.5
0

i tj - Tij

x =
I

i

(5.4)

iJO

(5.5)

jEJO

(5.6)

jEJO
xij =

,

s -> 0,

(5.7)

to = 0,

(5.8)

xije {0,1}

iEJO, jeJ, j :9 i

,

ti 2 0

ieJO

,

(5.9)
(5.10)

where:
xi. = I if job i directly precedes job j
x.. = 0 otherwise
t. is the start time of job i

s is the machine idle time
T are chosen to make constraints (5.4) redundant whenever x.. = 0
ii

ij

REMARK I. This problem is NP hard and in the case of zero ready times it reduces to the asymmetric travelling salesman problem (ATPS).
Moreover constraints (5.4) both prevent sub-tours in the ATSP solution and avoid two jobs to oe simultaneously processed.
REMARK 2. The above formulation can be considered as an ATSP with unlimited time windows (r i

ti< + 00).

5.4 Outline of the Solution Algorithm

The solution of the above problem .an be obtained by a pseudo enumerative pro edo.e exploiting both some pe.uliar properties of the problem
and efficient lower and upper bound.

Branching Phase
Denote by C (o) the .ompleton time of a subsequen-.e a, the following two domman.e ,.riiria, (see Banco others, 1985), are utilized for trem pruning.
Theorem 1: A subsequence awk is dominated if there exists a permutation x' of X such that
C (o0k) > C (aw'k)
Theorem 2: A subsequence uja'i is dominated if

a) r i > max{ r i ,C(a)}

+ Plj

b) Pki + Pih ' Phk , Vh, kJ/{i}
Then the following branching strategy can be stated.
At ea,.h node of the enumeration tree is asso,.iated a partial sequcn.e o tit which the first k jobs have been fixed. Ab first step theorem 2 is used
to define, among tie uns-.heduled jobs, a set of .andidates to the (k
l)-th position in the optimal sequen.e. Subsequently, foi ea.h .andidate
i, the pro.edure .he .ks wheter or not it is dominated ai.Lurdig to theorem 1. If it is dominated, a new .andidate is examined, otherwist, the lo-,el
bound is computed and, if it is less than an upper bound of the optimal solution, a new node, representing the subseguen-.e ai, is generated.
At this point the ready times of the unscheduled jobs which are smaller than C (ai) are set to C (0i).
Backtracking takes place whenever a complete sequen.e ha3 been produced or all the candidates at a bven level have been examined.
Bounding Phase
At each node of the enumerative tree we have a new problem with job-set J
two lower bounds and an upper bound are applied.

{a

}, new

ready times and new set-up times. To this problem
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1) Lagrangean Lower Bound (LLB)
It is obtained as the solution of the lagrangean problem obtained by dualizing constraints (5.2) and (5.3), and dropping constraints (5.4) in the
original model.
2)

Alternative Lower Bound (ALB)
As the LLB tends to be weak in case of small variations in the matrix { Pij
(i) to each job iJ associate the processing time Pi = min

J

},

the following heuristic rule can be utilized:

Pij };

(ii) schedule the jobs using the FCFS rule and take the completion time as tha ALB of the original problem.

REMARK. Observe !hat ALB is the optimal solution of our problem when processing times do not depend on the sequence, and hence, in the
general case, ALB is a lower bound on the optimal solution.
3)

Upper Bound (UB)

As observed in the previous remark, EST (Earliest Start Time) rule is optimal if the processing times are sequence-independent. Consequently,
a reasonably good feasible solution can be obtained by associating to each job an average processing time ph = (E jJp.j)/n and sequencing the
jobs according to the EST rule. The upper bound UB is then obtained by computing the completion time of the EST sequence using the original
processing times. Next we improve the UB value by applying two procedures based on Theorem 1.
The first one performes exchange among pairs of adjacent jobs till a 2-exchange local optimum is reached.
To the resulting sequence, a second procedure is applied. It works as follows: Given a parameter m, for i = 0,...,n-m, the current sequence is
replaced by the best among the sequences obtained by permuting the jobs in the positions from i + I to i + m. Notice that the resulting sequence is
not in general an m-exchange local optimum.

5.5 Computational Results

To test the efficiency of the algorithm when applied to real-world problems, we must consider that aircraft, waiting to land, can be classified
into a relatively small number m of distinct "categories" according to speed, capacity, weight and other technical characteristics.
As a consequence, the minimum interarrival times between two successive aircraft is a function only of the categories they belong to.
We have exploited this clustering of aircraft into categories to drastically reduce the size of the enumeration tree. In fact, it can be easily seen
that, at the k-th iteration, only the earliest aircraft of each category, is eligible to be schedulate at position (k + l)-th.
The following table 4 represents the minimum interarrival times relative to the main categories of commercial aircraft, while tables 5 and 6 illustrate the results of two realistic large scale problems with 30 and 44 aircraft, respectively.
The CPU times required to find the optimal solution with the algorithm coded in Pascal and tests carried out on a Vax - 11/780, have been
respectively 373 sec. and 1,956 sec. Even though those times might seem not compatible with real time requirements, we want to point out that our
code is experimental and very little has been spent to improve its efficiency.
Neverthless we believe that the algorithm could be implemented to fit into real-time environment by using a faster machine, more sophisticated
data structures and implementation techniques.
On the other hand, we want to stress that, as shown in tables 5 and 6, the optimal solution allows the saving up to about 20% on the runway utilization.

Table ?. - tij (sec); m =4
1 = B 743 ;2 = B 727 ;3 = 707 ;4 = DC 9

1

2

3

4

!

96

200

181

228

2

72

80

70

110

3

72

100

70

130

4

72

80

70

90
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Table 3 (n =30)

Aircraft
Number

Category

Nominal
Landing
Time (see.)

FCFS
Landing
Time (sec.)

Optimal
Sequence

Optimal
Landing
Time (sec.)

1
2
3

1
1
1

0
79
144

0
96
192

1
2
3

0
96
192

4
5
6

2
1
1

204
264
320

392
464
560

5
6
4

288
384
584

7
8
9

2
1
2

528
635
730

760
832
1032

8
11
7

656
752
952

10
11
12

2
1
1

766
790
920

1112
1184
1280

9
12
14

1032
1104
1332

13
14
15

3
4
2

1046
1106
1136

1461
1591
1671

10
15
16

1412
1492
1572

16
17
18

2
2
1

1166
1233
1642

1751
1831
1903

13
18
19

1642
1714
1810

19
20
21

i
3
I

1715
1770
2074

1999
2180
2252

20
17
23

1991
2091
2201

22
23
24

1
4
2

2168
2259
2427

2348
2576
2656

21
22
25

2273
2369
2465

25
26
27

1
2
3

2481
2679
2883

2728
2928
2998

24
26
27

2665
2745
2815

28
29
30

2
1
I

2982
3046
3091

3098
3170
3266

28
29
30

2915
2987
3083
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Table 4 (n=44)

6.

Nominal
Landing
Time (sec.)

FCFS
Landing
Time (sec.)

Optimal
Sequence

Optimal
Landing
Time (sec.)

Aircraft
Number

Category

I
2
3
4

1
1
2
2

0
79
144
204

0
96
296
376

1
2
3
4

0
96
296
376

5
6
7
8

2
1
1
1

264
320
528
635

456
528
624
720

6
7
8
5

448
544
640
840

9
10
11
12

2
1
2
1

730
766
790
920

920
992
1192
1264

9
Ii
13
14

920
1000
1080
1160

13
14
15
16

2
2
1
2

1046
1106
1136
1166

1464
1544
1616
1816

16
17
19
10

1240
1320
1400
1472

17
18
19
20

2
1
2
2

1226
1233
1286
1418

1896
1968
2168
2248

12
15
18
21

1568
1664
1760
1856

21
22
23
24

1
1
2
1

1642
1715
174!
1770

2320
2416
2616
2688

22
24
29
30

1952
2048
2144
2240

25
26
27
28

2
2
2
2

1809
1869
1929
1989

2888
2968
3048
3128

32
34
35
20

2236
2432
2528
2728

29
30
31
32

1
1
2
1

2074
2168
2229
2259

3200
3296
3496
3568

23
25
26
27

2808
2888
2968
3048

33
34
35
36

2
1
1
2

2326
2427
2481
2488

3768
3840
3936
4136

28
31
33
36

3128
3208
3288
3368

37
38
39
40

2
2
1
1

2565
2657
2o79
2883

4216
4296
4368
4464

37
38
44
39

3448
3528
3608
3680

41
42
43
44

1
1
1
2

2982
3046
3091
3153

4560
4656
1752
4952

40
41
42
43

3776
3872
3968
4064

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, a new manner of looking at the ATC system can be derived. In particular, the multilevel model proposed shows that the ATC
is well depicted by a control functions hierarchical structure. Thus, a more correct balance between planning actions and operational actions can
be established. Moreover, in this framework, for each on-line function, the corresponding optimization models and the solution techniques seem
to be helpful tools to better understand the involved phenomena, to increase the ATC systcm automation level and, therefore, to improve air traffic
management.
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OPTIMIZATION MODELS AND TECHNIQUES TO IMPROVE AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
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THE HIGH-RESOLUTION GRAPHIC DISPLAY
A possible man/machine interface for a computer assisted
ATC management system.
by
Carlos Garcia Avello.
Engineering Directorate
EUROCONTROL
European Organisation for the Safety of Air Navigation
72, Rue de la Loi - B-1040 Brussels

SUMMARY.
This article describes an application of high-resolution graphic display in the field of
management and control of air traffic in an extended area including a major terminal, the radius of the
area being liable to vary from 150 to 300 nm.
Reference is made to air traffic management and 4-D guidance techniques for individual
aircraft in a Zone of Convergence, ZOC, in the knowledge that the graphic display techniques are
applicable virtually to all systems affording the controller assistance at the decision-making level.
For the purpose of presenting data to the controller we employ a graphic rectangular
display having a resolution of 1280 by 1024 points, capable of displaying 16 colors. A circular display
similar to most existing radar scopes could of course be used if it had equivalent resolution and colour
characteristics.
The management directives and orders for guidance are presented to the operator, area
manager or controller of an individual sector as part of the set of data displayed on the radar
surveillance and control scope without the use of additional special tabular displays.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Increasing air traffic delays in recent years
existing air traffic control system in Western Europe.
computer systems to increase data processing capacity,
new airports, all supported by gruesome stories in the

have highlighted dramatically the bottlenecks in
Proposed solutions range from upgrading ATC
to constructing new runway facilities or even
media about airmisses, etc.

Obviously, the availability of more "concrete" might ease at least certain aspects of the
critical situation; but from a practical point of view many of these proposals have little chance of
realisation owing to the complex environmental conditions around the cities involved.
Further,
upgrading ATC computing capacity may provide relief for a while, but "more of the same" is probably
not an adequate solution for the next generation of ATC systems. Indeed, the current problems have
been epitomised by the airline captain who said : "The sky is empty, only the radar screens are full"!
This situation has come about gradually.
Initially, the total airspace was divided into
sectors which were sufficiently large to allow a controller to execute his tasks more or less
autonomously. With the increase in air traffic, control sector volum)s have had to be reduced in order
to restrict the maximum number of aircraft in a given sector to a level compatible with an acceptable
workload. Consequently, the number of sectors has had to be increased and, in many areas, the limit
has now been reached, as any further increase in the number of sectors would lead to a disproportional
rise in coordination workload with other sectors. In addition, general flow control restrictions have
been introduced and have to be complied with.
Today, the consensus is to aim for a computer-based air traffic management system which,
as a first step, integrates all en-route and terminal area (TMA) control sectors of an air traffic control
centre or group of centres. However, such a system produces information which has firstly to be
assimilated by the controller and secondly to be reacted to. Accordingly, it will in itself constitute a
certain workload for the controller. Consequently, if an overall controller workload reduction andlor an
increase in air traffic capacity is to be obtained, an efficient ergonomic man-machine interface is an
absolute necessity.
The paper summarises the state of the art as regards the air traffic management system
developed at EUROCONTROL Headquarters in Brussels which is referred to as the Zone of Convergence
(ZOC) concept.
It goet on to discuss how modern high-resolution raster scanning displays may be
used to design an efficient and ergonomic replacement of conventional analogue radar vector scanning
radar screens.
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2.

THE ZONE OF CONVERGENCE CONCEPT

2.1.

General Philosophy

The Zone of Convergence (ZOC) concept provides the executive controller with tools to
optimise the general flow of traffic in an extended area (100-300 nm) whether inbound, outbound or
overflying, through the integration of all ATC sectors (en route and approach) in a given area of
jurisdiction.
Three main system components can be identified, viz
a. The air traffic management component
The system modules involved define optimum take-off and landing sequences according to
Optimisation criteria may vary dynamically with
traffic demand and available resources.
the expected traffic load from minimum flight cost operation to maximum utilisation of
runway facilities.
This component of the Zone of Convergence concept is referred to as ROSAS (Regional
Optimised Sequencing And Scheduling).
b. The ground based 4D-trajectory prediction system
After sequence optimisation by the ROSAS air traffic management component,
controller must have tools available to maintain the planned traffic flow.

the

In the ZOC system this software module is referred to as CINTIA (Control of INdividual
Trajectories of Inbound Aircraft).
For each flight handled by the air traffic management system, whether inbound,
outbound or overflying, CINTIA will compute a flight path which meets the specific
constraints. As for inbound flights the landing time is a constraint, the CINTIA module
provides a ground based 4D trajectory calculation capability which, in order to ensure
maximum system throughput, has a delivery accuracy at touch-down of about 10 seconds.

c. Automatic conflict detection system
After definition of traffic streams by the management component and definition of
possible flight paths and procedures by the 4D-trajectory prediction system, the
resulting trajectories can be checked against potential conflicts.
Rather than automating the complete air traffic control function, the Zone of Convergence
concept merely aims at providing the controller with automatic tools to allow him to make optimum use of
the available resources whilst ensuring maximum safety.
The three closely interacting system components provide an automatic on-line, real-time
planning function which is sufficiently flexible to maintain the controller 100% in the loop. The radar
screen has been selected as the main ZOC controller interface since the controller's attention should be
distracted as little as possible from the overall picture of the traffic situation in his sector.
The
presentation of the information is discussed below.
2.2.

CINTIA control directive advices

In modern ATC systems labels are associated with plotted aircraft positions on the radar
screen (Figure 2.1.). Many formats are in use, each adapted to its specific environment. However, in
general, the first line contains the aircraft identification expressed by its callsign. In the experimental
ZOC system this is followed by the weight class (heavy, medium or light) and, for inbound aircraft
only, the planned number in the landing sequence.
The second line most often shows the current flight level as received from the mode C
returns of the secondary radar system (SSR).
In the example this is followed by the cleared flight
level and the ground speed obtained from the radar tracker algorithm.
Radar labels comprising these two lines are used in most modern ATC systems. In the Zone
of Convergence concept the control directives as generated by the CINTIA module are also directly
displayed on the radar screen, on a third line appended the standard radar label. In the example of
Figure 2.1 the information reads
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"At 12 nm DME distance from beacon "KOKSY" start descending at a speed profile defined
by Mach number .80 or an indicated airspeed of 280 kt".

Figure 2.1.

S97K H05
350 100 481
-12
.80/28

On standard vector scanning radar screens the status of the information is encoded through
the mode in which the third line is displayed.
normal intensity

advises to the controller of the current plan

blinking

the aircraft is within 1 minute of flight from the indicated point.
If
traffic conditions allow, the aircraft should be cleared to descend at the
speed law indicated. The controller will be expected to communicate the
directive through R/T or a data-link channel to the aircraft.

In this way, the ZOC system will constantly inform the controller in respect of each flight
what the next control advice will be and alert him when to send it to the aircraft. Perturbations of the
ideal stable situation caused by differences between actual and predicted wind and temperature profiles
and human errors both on the ground and in the air are automatically taken into account by the ZOC
software when generating the third line message contents for the next radar sweep.
Clearly, the increase in the amount of information and, the selected presentation will have
an impact on the work environment of the controller, and this is discussed below.
2.3.

Controller workload and scr~een clutter

As the radar screen will be the primary man-machine interface for the controller in the
foreseeable future, the problem of workload arises immediately. During the large scale simulation of the
Zone of Convergence concept at the EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre in Br6tigny, France, in 1988,
it was proved that it is technically feasible for the ZOC software to achieve the specified accuracy
margins, i.e. a delivery accuracy at touchdown of around 10 seconds. However, confirmation emerged
of the existence of potential bottlenecks between the information produced by the system and the
capabilities of the controllers to scan the radar screen under very high workload conditions when
standard vector scanning radar screens were used.
Although the ZOC conccpt and man-machine interface procedures are completely compatible
with this type of screen, it was felt that, under heavy workload, the controller had problems in
assimilating all the information presented to him. Several of the problems are directly related to the
hardware design of the screens :
a. All information sent to the screen is displayed.
The information is presented in a single plane, and is invariably displayed. Although it
is often possible to select the categories of flight to be labelled,
the screen can
nevertheless become congested.
These problems do not originate only in the ZOC
system, however, and tools are already available in current ATC systems to improve data
presentation, e.g., where two aircraft labels would occupy the same physical screen
surface, an automatic label conflict detection function endeavours to resolve the problem
through rotation of the labels . This results in a somewhat confusing picture on which
the controller sometimes has to search for the information pertaining to a specific flight,
whereby his workload is increased.
b. Limited display modes.
In practice, for monochrome displays, four display modes can be distinguished, namely
high or low intensity, continuous or blinking ; the "blinking" effect is often not very
conspicuous, however owing the screen's phosphor persistence.
Ideally, ATC information from radars and ZOC systems should be presented on the radar
screen with encoded priority to ensure that thost data which ought to attract the controller's attention
do indeed do so, thus easing the controller's radar screen scanning workload. Unfortunately, because
of the limited display modes available there is very little potential for organising the flow of information
in terms of message priority on standard vector scanning radar screens.
Therefore, we believe that
the modern high-resolution culuur raster scanning display technique constitutes an attractive alternative
to these screens.
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3.

DISPLAY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM.

3.1.

Introduction

As discussed above, under the ZOC concept as currently implemented information is
converged to the controller via the radar screen, whereby the total amount of data presented is
increased. Consequently, a considerable effort has had to be devoted to the display aspects so as to
increase the screen's information throughput, basically by means of improved display management using
the poss.bilities offered by raster scanning displays.
The display management software module is referred to as MUPPEDS (Multi User Priority
Processed Experimental Display System).
Here, all data elements, e.g. aircraft position indicator,
individual label lines, airway boundaries, etc., are considered to be users of an information system of
which the radar screen is the common resource, in the same way as in the multi-user, multi-tasking
optrating systems commonly found in computer systeras.
For ease of understanding some vocabulary is defined below
Display resource

The screen is regarded as the common resource to be shared among all
users with information to present.

Display user

Any type of information
information may be :
o
o
o
o
o
o

3.2.

for display

at a

given

moment.

This

Geographical data = beacons, markers, sector or TMA boundaries.
MET data = wind information, bad-weather areas.
A/C position markers and labels.
A/C ZOC related data : predicted trajectories, for example.
Management data = landing sequence and separation.
Information coming from a conflict detection (and resolution)
algorithm.

Display System Concepts

The modern raster scanning display drivers allow the definition of several "display planes"
which can be considered as individual screens with visibility priority, so the picture on the highest
priority plane is always visible.
The images constructed on the lower priority planes will be visible
only if the specific area on the screens is not occupied by a picture on a higher priority plane.
On a given display plane, the sequence in which the data are written on it determines
whether the data are displayed or immediately lost when overwritten by subsequent data.
It is the function of the MUPPEDS display management module to determine on which display
plane a given data element is written and with what priority. The priority approach offers great
flexibility and can encompass a wide range of factors, e.g. :
-

3.3.

frequency of change in information content of a display user data element.
user consulted by the controller, e.g. an a/c label can be selected by the controller to
ask for more information.

Display Data Analysis
Three basic categories of displayable data may be distinguished
a. Dynamic data :
These are data which are cyclicly updated, e.g., at each radar sweep.
The major
display elements in this category are the aircraft position markers and the associated
label lines.
b. Static data
This category of data covers static information such as airways, TMA boundaries,
beacons, etc. and data with a relatively low update rate such as bad-weather areas.
c. Data presented at controller's request :
This data can be of type a. or b.,
wishes it.

3.4.

or be presented only for the time the controller

Display Plane Selection

In general, the static data will be presented on the lower priority planes and the aircraft
position marker and the flight identification in the first line of the radar label will be displayed on the
top plane.
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The selection of the plane for other data, e.g. altitude, ZOC directives, etc., can be
modified by the controller for all aircraft displayed or selectively per aircraft. The target plane may
also be influenced automatically by the contents of the information to be displayed, in particular in the
case of ZOC directives designed to alert the controller.
A high priority plane is also needed for the display users selected by the controller for an
input or output operation.
3.5.

Display Plane Priority

The sequence in which the data are written on a specific display plane directly defines the
"overwrite priority" : what is written last will be displayed. Consequently, information with the lowest
presentation priority will be written first. Moreover, for certain priority classes, it may be specified
that, if a physical plane area is already in use by another element of the same priority class, a display
conflict is flagged which will trigger a conflict resolution module analogous to the label conflict
resolution techniques available in present vector scanning displays.
It is obvious that such conditions may also have impact on other planes and, therefore, the
plane which can be effected by such actions should be computed first.
3.6.

Use of Colour

The question which colour to select for a certain category of display information does not
fall within the framework of this paper. Many studies have been and are being carried out elsewhere
However, it
on the subject and the findings can be directly accommodated in the software developed.
is felt that the use of colour is ergonomically of paramount importance in the design of the overall
system as colour offers the possibility of modulating the contrast of the different data fields according
to the importance of their contents, while also making for greater visual comfort.

4.

CONCLUSION

The increasing volume of air traffic calls for a proportional increase in air traffic control
capacity. It is believed that air traffic management systems such as the Zone of Convergence (ZOC)
concept are a way to achieve this in that they provide the controller with automatic tools to optimise the
traffic flow and suggest ATC directives to maintain the plan safely and at minimum flight cost.
If it is to be efficient in high-density environments, the radar screen, being the primary
machine-man interface, will need upgrading to avoid controller overload.
To this end, a display
management program has been developed to opthnise the flow of information using modern
high-resolution raster scanning displays.
This MUPPEDS system (Multi User Priority Processed
Experimental Display System) provides a stable display with a minimal radar label rotation requirement
and uses automatic colour modulation to attract the controller's attention.

5

ANNEX
Raster scanning displays in the ATC environment.

For some years now SONY has been building a raster scanning display which, in view of its
characteristics, is suitable for ATC purposes.
The screen has a display size of approximately 550 mm x 550 mm and the resolution is of
the order of 90 dots/inch, which is that of the best computers screens available nowadays.
The screen itself is very flat and the high-resolution/size combination gives a display
capacity in terms of information presented simultaneously comparable to that of modern radar vector
scanning displays.
Some ATC authorities (such as the FAA in the U.S.) are considering the possibility of
introducing such screens for radar display at their ATC centres in the future.
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Guidance of Aircraft in a Time-Based
Constrained Environment
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4-D CONTROL OF CURRENT AIR CARRIERS IN THE PRESENT ENVIRONMENT
Objectives - Status - Plans
by
Andr6 Benoit
Engineering Directorate
European Organisation for the Safety of Air Navigation
EUROCONTROL
72, rue de la Loi, B-1040 Bruxelles (Belgium)

SUMMARY
The accurate control of the time of arrival of aircraft will play an essential role in the efficient conduct
of air traffic in terms of both economy and capacity.
A technique has been developed to select
efficiently and control accurately each aircraft trajectory inbound to medium to high density traffic
airports.
The selection is made in terms of the overall traffic on the basis of the airline or pilot-preferred
criterion, either cost, consumption or time, and the subsequent control is made in a ground/air
co-operative manner, using whenever applicable "speed" and/or "track" corrections.
This paper
concentrates on the 4-dimensional control of individual trajectories as applicable to current air carriers
in the present environment,
and directly adaptable to future automated air/ground digital
communications.
The overall control loop has bee simulated in an environment representing in particular the Belgian
airspace configuration, using various flight simulators in conjunction with airline pilots and air traffic
controllers. The results obtained to date make it possible to envisage on-line tests in the near future,
aiming at a 10-second accuracy at the runway threshold for current commercial aircraft.

THE NEED FOR CONTROL INTEGRATION OVER EXTENDED AREAS
Inadequate projection along flight paths leads to congestion
In June 1972, when welcoming the participants to the AGARD "Air Traffic Control Systems" Conference
held in Edinburgh, Scotland, Mr N. COLES, Deputy Director of Establishments and Research, concluded
with the following observation "... we in the United Kingdom have yet perhaps to experience some of the
most acute congestion in the Air Traffic Control field which is arising on the American continent.
Nevertheless, on occasions, we experience stacking times equal to or greater than the associated flight
times !" (Ref. 1).
Economy and energy conservation demand attention
The expedition of traffic and adequate use of available capacity were the factors considered in seeking
to improve such a situation. Shortly afterwards (1973-1974), the sudden and tremendous increase in
the cost of fuel added new dimensions to the problem - the conservation of natural resources and the
need for economy. The situation was further aggravated by the second oil crisis (1979-1980).
The
airlines made every possible effort to reduce fuel consumption, but it soon became apparent that
appreciably greater savings, in terms both of consumption and cost, could be achieved by appropriate
measures which fell within the jurisdiction of Air Traffic Services (see for example Ref. 2 and enclosed
bibliography).
Integration of air traffic management and control over Western Europe is desirable and technically
feasible
An appreciable volume of the air traffic within Western Europe is composed of flights whose duration is
less than one hour. This elicits two remarks. Firstly, a delay which might appear small In absolute
terms, say 3 to 6 minutes, may In fact represent a substantial proportion of the flight, say 5 to 20%.
Secondly, given the geographical and time scales involved, it should be possible to organise flights in
Europe, including the departure and arrival sequences, in such a way that any aircraft cleared to
depart would land at its destination after a flight conducted in accordance with airline policy, without
alterations resulting from short-term planning and subsequent directives that are disruptive to the air
traffic. In practical terms, this would require integrated management over the area concerned, calling
for (a) on-line centralisation of detailed traffic information, the generation of departure and arrival time
sequences, simultaneous definition of all relevant individual trajectories and (b) subsequent 4-D control
Studies directed towards these objectives have been initiated
to ensure correctness and stability.
(Ref. 3) and it is hoped that the related benefits will become available at a later stage In European
development.
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Integration of cruise and descent control phases over an extended area will enhance safety and
appreciably reduce delays at destination
In the meantime, it is appropriate to consider the notion of integrated control over the cruise (also
possibly the climb phases or appropriate parts thereof) and descent phases, including final approach,
in extended terminals and to optimise sets of inbound trajectories so as to minimise the total deviation
between trajectories proposed (by ATC) and preferred (by operatcrs). Such an extended terminal
(with a radius of from 100 to 200 nm) is referred to as a "Zone of Convergence". It includes and
surrounds a main terminal and possibly also a series of secondary airports.
Illustrations of such zones are given in Figure 1 for two typical European medium and high-density
traffic terminals, namely Brussels (Belgium) and London (South-East England). Upper and lower parts
present the geographical and traffic density characteristics respectively (for London, traffic density is
shown for Heathrow airport; in both cases, the observations were made on 6 September, 1985).
For each aircraft entering the Zone of Convergence, the ZOC management algorithm issues a landing
time together with the definition cf the corresponding trajectory. It has been found that, for both the
Brussels (Ref. 4) and London (Ref. 5) configurations, the use of ZOC control techniques and
procedures yields an appreciable reduction in overall fuel consumption (some 5 to 6 tons per hour in
the London area) and an increase in safety characterised by a 60% reduction in the amount of residual
potential conflicts.
As indicated, the ZOG management function generates the definition of a realistic optimum
time-of-arrival-constrained trajectory for each aircraft entering the area. The next step consists in
directing the aircraft accordingly, with both confidence and accuracy. After a short review of the
overall objectives, the technique and procedure proposed will be outlined in the following paragraphs.
The results obtained to date will be summarised and for the sake of completeness Indications of the
plans envisaged for further assessment in the European context will be given.
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NEXT GENERATION OF GROUND/AIR PROCEDURES
Aircraft will land at their destination within seconds with
immediately after entry into the Zone of Convergence airspace

respect to

the schedule

established

Any ATC system aiming at minimising the cost of transit for overall traffic (from entry into the zone to
touch-down) while constrained by limited runway capacity will have to cope with sets of time-of-arrival
constrained trajectories.
Such systems will become operational and perform efficiently only if each
individual flight path can be controlled very accurately as to position and time. Some aircraft are
equipped with highly accurate 4-D navigation facilities, others with Flight Management Computer
Systems duly configured for 4-D navigation. Such aircraft could determine their uwn trajectories so as
to pass at specific 3-D positions, touch-down point included, at precise moments. These aircraft still
constitute a very small fraction of the present fleet. It is unlikely that all the elements of the air
traffic will be so equipped in the foreseeable future. Since "ATC must cater for the least as well as
the most advanced aircraft in the system" (Ref. 7), a technically and operationally realistic procedure
should be available on the ground for the accurate determination of 4-D trajectories and the guidance of
all aircraft accordingly.
The definitkn, development, assessment and validation of such a procedure for the prediction, guidance
and control of accurate 4-D traiectories constitute the objective of the work summarised in this
oresentation.
The leading factors taken into consideration for the definition and design of a practical solution will now
be mentioned briefly.
WHAT ATC REQUIRES TO GUIDE AIRCRAFT ACCURATELY
Pr,_cibi,-,n _cntroe of an aircraft trajectory implies adequate automated assistance and close cooperation
between the ground controller and the pilot
The efficient control of air traffic, in terms of safety, proper utilisation of capacity and economy, by
means of a zone-of-convergence type of control system, requires a prediction/guidance/control module
capable of conducting each trajectory with a high degree of accuracy in the space-time continuum. The
essential prerequisites include :
ka)

ground-based control having a good knowledge of aircraft flight characteristics (aircraft models
and performance data banks used in conjunction with available surveillance and meteorological
information);

kb)

appropriate selection of navigation aids allowing precise definition of ground-generated directives
currently suitable for subsequent pilot action;

Lc)

translation of clearance and guidance directives into clear, concise and comprehensive messages
not only suitable for use in present voice communications but also tailored to the future
automated air/ground/air digital communications environment.

I, accrdance with these main guidelines,
assessed in real-time operation.

a control procedure has been conceived,

developed and

Tlu is incurpoiated into a control unit; the accuracy relies on the availability of suitably-located DME
btations.
The clearance and guidance messages comply with present R/T communications, but are
directly adaptable to data link operation (See Ref. 8.).
The essential feature of the control unit is a computer program which can provide
-

a realistic prediction of the flight throughout the area (from entry into the zone of convergence to
touch-down;

-

accurate guidance of the aircraft from entry to touch-down, in all phases of flight;

and which incorporates:
a correction processor able to compensate for all possible sources of error (such as disturbances
resulting from discrepancies in aircraft characteristics, meteorological uncertainties, human errors
in communication, navigation, piloting, etc.) and maintain or amend, as appropriate, the trajectory
initially selected;
a specific function to ensurp accurate control and guidance for time-of-arrival-constrained
traiectorles with possible jumps in the landing time sequence, this function being fully inte mated
into the correction processor.
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4-D PREDVICTION. GUIDANCE AND CONTROL OF AIRCRAFT IN A ZONE OF CONVERG1ENCE~

An aircraft trajectory for a flight extending over some 160 nm is illustrated in Figure 2 (from Ref. 6).
The aircraft coming from Pampus enters an integrated control zone over Rekken (RKN) heading to.wards
The characteristic way-points Include Dortmund (DOM), Germichhauzen (GMH),
Frankfurt (FFR).
Limburg (LIM) and Metro (MTR).
The ZOC control messages aim at defining the remaining part of the trajectory while freezing only the
coming phase extending to the next ZOC control point. The relevant ZOO control message cover
(a) upon ertry: the definition of the cruise-descent profile followed by a standard aproach to the
runway actually in use at the destination (CTL-OJCTL-1);
confirmation or otherwise of en-route descent profile (CTL-2);

(b) before top of descent:

(c) somewhere between 5,000 and 15,000 ft:
geography and speed (CTL-3);

definition and/or confirmation of final path in terms of

CTLl

IN

a.

CTL-2

RIKN

I

..........................

...... ;...j.
...................

Owl

'

CTL13

EIATR'1

FFIA

Schematic presentation of a flight inbound to Frankfurt
Figure 2

(d) sul -;equently, directives for approach, possibly including turn to final base-leg, interception of
glide path and speed adjustment (CTL-4 a to c, not shown In the diagram).
During the en-route phase, cruise/descent speed adjustment is the predominant and frequently the Only
source of control In the aircraft ujusitua Verus-tru vtealunlaiu. III LU UPPIVaeh and landinK phasas,
the ohc" hand thc !mpact of epeed control is rather imuited and it is the Xeo,-rqphy of the aircraft
path which offers the widest control rnvn,.
Obviously, this varies with the local route system configuraticn. ?or a direct LPProach, speed
adjustment offers the only possibility of controlling the arrival tin z while the geographical control
contribution is normally at a maximum In the U-shape approach (twice as much whenever an S-shape
approach is used).
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Figures 3 (a) and (b) illustrate geographical configurations of direct and U-shape approaches to
Brussels.
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Figure 3
REAL-TIME ASSESSMENT IN A REALISTIC OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
A simulation facility-coupling aircraft simulator and ATC unit- has been set up to provide a realistic
operational testing environment.
The coordinated ATC-AIRCRAFT procedure developed for the prediction, guidance and control of
trajectories is being assessed in real-t-ne operation. To conduct such tests in a realistic environment,
a simulated ATC unit composed essent'Aily of the ma~.n program for the prediction, guidance and control
The
of trajectory, C~ displays and communications facilities, Is coupled with a flight simulator.
simulator. The simulation of the acquisition of the surveillance information is made by connecting the
flight simulator to the ATC unit via a nolcro-priocessor.
A description of the ATC-AIRCRAFT simulation facility is given in Ref. 9.
During real-time tests, the ATO unit was manned by porofessional approach controllers and the aircraft
operated by professional crows. Ground controllers needed appropriate training before the exercise;
pilots usually received a 5 to 10-minute briefing, b~asically outlining the contcst and purpose of the
operation.
Tests were conducted on several airline simulators, including Deutsche LUFTHANSA Boeing B-737,
Airbus A-300 and Boeing B-747, SABENA, Belgian World Airlines, Booing B-737 and McDonnell
Douglas DC-10, NLM City Hopper Fokker F-27 and F-28, and the research flight simulator of the
National Aerospace Laboratory, tNLR, Amsterdam, reproducing the Fokker F-28 and Boeing B-747.
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In the tests conducted to date, most of the usual operational procedures recommended by airlines have
been covered.
In terms of geography, the tests mainly concentrated on approaches to Brussels,
although approaches to Amsterdam were also corducted, as well as approaches to Frankfurt, particularly
for the assessment of the enroute phase.
Attention is focused on the stability of the ground guidance and control process under conditions of
disturbance, and on the dialogue between the controller and his automated assistant.
The ATC guidance and control program generates the ZOC directives and displays their content on the
screen using a maximum of 3 lines, each of 8-character length. Use is made of three presentation
types (normal, reverse, reverse and flashing) to characterise the situation and possible action required
in terms of urgency.
At the appropriate moment, the controller relays the directive to the pilot using the R/T communication
link. The definition and assessment of the messages generated by the computer and transmitted by the
controller) are carried out in close cooperation with representatives of the Belgian Air Traffic Control
Authorities (R6gie des Voles Ariennes - Regie der Luchtwegen).
A detailed description of the
messages, (content, structure and presentation for the computer-generated messages, and phraseology
for their transmission by the controller is given in Ref. 10.
The directives generated by the computer, displayed on the ATC screen and transmitted by the
controller to the pilot, and the return messages -acknowledgement or otherwise- appear to be adequate
for the conduct of the flight and satisfactory in terms of human attention and action.
Although this control technique had been tested in only a limited number of geographical coifigurations,
it has been applied satisfactorily to a range of geometries extending from direct approach to U-shape
approaches.
During the tests conducted to date, a number of sources of disterbance were introduced to enable the
control range and stability of the overall system to be assessed.
Over a series of some 40 flights
conducted on 5 different flight simulators with 12 different crews, disturbances including
-

turbulence
wind error: up to 30 kt
thunderstorms, implying rerouting
aircraft mass variations: up to 20%
selected airspeed error: up to 20 kt (IAS)
various acceleration or deceleration procedures
de-icing ot n~ot

were injected, and a maximum touch-down error of 13 seconds was observed over a series of flights.
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Illustration of tima-of-arrival control for an approach to Bru:nsels
Figure 4
Figure 4 illustrates a trajectory correction. From Mackel to the positln marked C In the diagram, the
error increases because of a 20-kt (IAS) error in the, selection of the en-route descent speed. At point
C, the ground prediction, guidance and control unit issues the directive to corr-.-ct the trajectory
initially predicted and maintained the arrival time. The message includes the position at which the turn
is to be initiated (expressed In DME distance from Bruno) and the heading of the next segment. The
following directive defines the intercept segment (initiation of the turn and intercept heading). As may
be seen on the diagram, these actions enabled the aircraft to land within seconds of the expected
schedule.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
From the series of flights conducted to date, It is expected that the control tool *t present under
development will provide ATC with the means to control aircraft time-of-arrival to within some 10
seconds of the schedule established at entry Into the zone.
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The data set required to constitute the aircraft moael has been reduced to a minimum; the guidance
accuracy relies on the availability of suitably located DME stations; the transmission of information
between the controller and the pilot is compatible with both present R/T communications and future
automated digital links.
The relations between the human controller and the computerised assistance is characterised by a
friendly dialogue and a high level of flexibility. Guidance directive messages appear compatible with
present-day practice in terms of both ATC and aircraft operation.
In view of the results obtained, and on the basis of experience gained to date, it is planned to assess
the techniques and procedures developed for the control of flights in an advanced TMA in actual
operational conditions; the organisation of the validation program is under preparation.
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CONTROLE DE LA CIRCULATION AERIENNE ET GUIDAGE DES AVIONS

REGULATION 4-D DANS L'INFRASTRUCTURE ACTUELLE
Point de Is situation et objectifs A atteindre
par
Andr6 Benoit
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Organisation Europdenne pour la Sdcurit de la Navigation Adrienne
EUROCONTROL
72, rue de la Lol, B - 1040 Bruxelles
SOMMArRE
Le contr~le prdcis do 1'heure d'arrivde des vols sera un 6idment essontiol. de la rdgulation efficace du
trafic adrien au double plan de 1'4conomie du transport et do l'utilisation optimale de la capacitd de prise
en charge disponiblo. Une technique a 6t6 mise au point pour ddterminer efficacemont et contr~ler avec
prdcision los trajectoires d'arrivdo aux adroports de moyenne A forte activit4.
Les trajectoiros sont ddfinies en fonction des crit~res que retiennont los compagnies ou los pilotes, a
savoir cofit, consomination de carburant ou temnps de vol ; le contr~le intervient onsuite en donnant los
corrections de v'itosso etlou de route requises A partir des 4idments 11sol" et "air" opdrant en synthibse.
Ce systbme de contr6le 4-D est applicable aux trajectoires des avions do transport actuels utilisant
l'infrastructure existante, et directoment adaptable aux communications air-sol numdrisdos de demain.
L'ensemble do Ia boucle de contr~lo a fait l'objet de simulations dans un environnement reprdsentant en
particuller la configuration de l'espace adrien belge.
L'utilisation de simulatours de vol et Ia
participation de pilotes de ligne et de contrfllours de la circulation adrienne a permis do prendre en
compto les aspects humains d'une mani~re trbs rdaliste. Sur Ia base des rdsultats enregistrds Al ce
jour, on peut envisager une mise en oeuvre on milieu opdrationnol dans un proche avenir avec comme
objoctif une prdcision de 10 secondes au seull de pisto pour l'ensemble des avions commorcinux actuels
et a fortiori futurs.
INTRODUCTION ,GESTION

DU TRAFIC

-

CONTROLE DES VOLS

-

L'encombrement de 1'ospace adrion est devenu une pdnible rdallt6.
ddsormais pratiquoment chaque jour dans Ia presse &igrand tirage.

GUIDAGE DES A"IONS
Le reflet do cotte situation apparait

Au delM des causes habituellement mentionades et certes tr~s rdelles, it savoir l'augmentation constante
du trafiL et l'indisponibilitd frdquente des moyens do gestion et do contrble suite hi des actions de
mdcontentement de corporations diverses, ii en est d'autres peut-fitre plus profondes.
Dans une approche fondamentale, Ie contrfile en temps rdel du trafic adrien apparait comme un grand
systbme qu'il s'agira de gdrer sur ln base de deux composantes essentielles 6troitement coupldes, A
savoir:
a)

Ia gestion optimisde do l'ensemble
capacitd, 6conomie et confort;

b)

le guidage do chaque avion conformdment aux orientations etiou ddcisions rdsultant de Ia gestion
du trafic.

des

vols selon des

critbres mixtes

combinant

sdcurit6,

L'horizon-temps auquel In gestion en temps rdel doit-Cetro rdalisdc ddpendra principalement de l'dtendue
do In zone gdographique couvorte par le centre de gestion,
accessoirement des conditions
mdtdorologiques et bien entendu do Ia vitesse des avions. A titre d~oxemple, pour une zone couvrant
l'ensemble do Ia Belgique, l'horizon-temps pout Citre do I'ordre do l'heuro.
D'oi l'importnnce d'un
systbme do guidage prdcis et stable face nux perturbations multiples et vari'es affectant le ddroulement
d'un vol d'uIne telle durde.
NECESSITE D'UNE INTEGRATION DU CONTROLE POUR LES REGIONS ETENDUES
L'in'guffisance des projections faites pour los traiectoires de vol aboutit A des encombroments.
Lors do son alilocution do bienvenue aux participants do Ia Confdrenco AGARD tenue en juin 1972 A
Edinbourg (Ecosse) sur Ie contr~le do Ia circulation adrienne (ddsignd hiabituelloment par l'acronyme
ATC, Air Traffic Control), M. N. Coles, Directeur adjoint, "Establishments and Research"t faisait la
ddclaration suivante :"...
Au Royaume-Uni, il so pourrait quo nous ayions un jour it faire face At
certains dos plus sdrieux encombrements quo connalt le continent amdricain. Toujours est-il quo nous
enregistrons parfois des temps do 'stacking' 6gaux ou supdrieurs aux temps do vol correspondants !
(Ilibliographie, 116f. 1)
en Sciences Appliqudes
Membre do l'Acad~mle Nationale do l'Afr et de l'Espace, Toulouse, France
Chargd d3 Cours, Facult6 de Sciences Appliqu~es, Louvain-La-Nouve.
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C ontraintes :6conomie, conservation de 116nergie et utilisation maximum de la capacit6 disponible.
L'dcoulement des vols et la bonne utilisation de la capacitd disponible furent dfiment considdrds dans la
recherche A une am~Iioration de la situation. Peu de temps aprbs (1973-1974),
l'augmentation inopinde
et trbs considdrable du prix du carburant ajouta une contrainte supplmentaire :pr6servation des
ressources naturelles et ndcessit6 absolue de r~aliser des 6conomies.
La 26me crise p~trolZbre
(1979-1980) devait agraver d'autant cette situation. Les compagnies a6riennes se sont donc efforc~es de
r~dujre la consommation de carburant mais il est bient~t apparu que des dconomies bien plus
importantes, consommation de carburant et cofit, pouvaient 8tre obtenues par des mesures approprides
relevant de la comp6tence des Services de la circulation a6rIenne. Il est intdressant et important de
noter qu'un systbme de gestion int~grde tel que prdconis6 par l'auteur (Bibliographie, 116f. 2), optimise
Atla fois l'utillsation des pistes et, globalement l'dconomie de l'ensemble des vols concern6s.
L'int6aration de la gestion et du contr~le de la circulation a6rienne est souhaitable et techniquement
r6alisable en Europe occidentale
Une part appr6ciable du trafic op6rant en Europe occidentale comporte des vols de momns d'une heure.
Cette situation appelle deux observations:
a)

un retard peu significatif dans l'absolu (3 &t 6 minutes) risque en rialit6 de reprdsenter une
proportion importante du vol (5 At20% par exemple);

b)

&tI'6chelle consid6r~e (gdographie et temps) ii doit C-tre possible, d'organiser les mouvements
adriens, sdquences de ddpart et d'arriv6e comprises, de telle sorte que tout avion autoris6 t
ddcoller puisse atterrir At son point de destination aprits un vol exdcut6 conform~ment At la
poitique des compagnies, sans modification risultant de mesures de planification At court terme
et sans directives ult~rieures gdndratrices de perturbations pr6judiciables At 1'6coulement du
trafic.

Dans la pratique, il faudra, pour l'ensemble de la r6gion, une gestion intdgr6e, exigeant d'une part une
centralisation en temps reel des donndes de trafic, l'tablissement de sdquences de ddpart et d'arrivde
et la ddfinjtion de chaque trajectoire individuelle, et d'autre part, un contr~le 4-D, de maniitre At
garantir exactitude et stabitit6. Des 6tudes ont 6t6 entreprises dans ce sens (Bibliographie, 116f. 3),
et les ovantages qui en d~coulent se mat6rialiseront Atun stade ultdrieur de l'6volution de M'Erope.
L'intdgration des phases de contr8le de croislite et de descente pour une r~gion 6tendue renforcera la
sdeuritni et riduira sensiblement les retards &tlarrivde.
D'ici lat, il est indispensable d'envisager pour les grandes rigions terminales
a)

un contr~le int~gr6 des phases de croislibre et de descente (approche finale comprise) voire
ni~me partiellement, des phases de mont6e;

b)

l'optimisation des ensembles de trajectoires Atlarriv~e avec comme crititre une diffdrence globale
minimum entre la trajectoire proposie par 1'ATC et la trajectoire prdfdrentielle des exploitants.

Nous d6signons par I'expression "Zone de convergence" (ZOC), ces g-randes r~gions terminales (de 100
At200 nautiques de rayon) ; elles comprennent une tate de ligne principale et 6ventuellement plusieurs
airoports d'importance secondaire.
La Figure 1 illustre le principe de la zone de convergence pour 2 totes de lignes types de moyenne et
forte densit6s de trafic, it savoir Bruxelles (Belgique) et Londres (Sud-Est de l'Angleterre).
Les
caract6ristiques gdographiques sont mises en 6vidence At la partie sup~rieure de )a figure, les densitds
de trafic indiqudes Atla partie infdrieure.
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Exemples de zones de convergence
(a) Bruxelles, Belgique
(b) Londres, Sud-Est de l'Angleterre
Figure 1

Pour chaque avion entrant dans la zone de convergence (ZOC) les algorithmes de gestion
temps d'atterrissage et d6terminent la trajectoire correspondante.
Autrement dit, pour
entrant dans la zone, la fonction de gestion "ZOC" d~finit une trajectoire conforme
d'arrivde optimale :ii faut et iI suffit ensuite de diriger le vol avec pr~cision de manibre
systbme stable face aux multiples perturbations.

6tabllssent un
chaque avion
A une heure
A maintenir le

Tant pour Bruxelles (Bibliographie, 116f. 4) que pour Londres (R6f. 5), les techniques et procddures
"ZOC" conduisent A une diminution sensible de la consommation globale de carburant (quelque 5 & 6
tonnes par heure pour Londres) ainsi qu'A une s6curit6 accrue (r~duction de 60% du nombre des
6ventuels conflits rdsiduels).
Dans les paragraphies qui suivent, aprbs 111 bref examen des objectifs g~n6raux a~ r6allser, nous
proposons une technique et tine proc6dure parfaitement, applicables au guidage 4-D des a4'oneis & partir
du sol. Nous r6sumons ensuite les r~sultats obtenus Ai ce jour.
Enfin, nous mentionnons deux
applications possibles, 1'une beige, l'autre europ~enne, justifiant l'utilisation de telles techniques et
susceptibles d'une mise on oeuvre op6rationnelle.
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PROCHiAINE GENERATION DE PROCEDURES SQL-AIR
L'atterrissage au point de destination s'effectuera A puelpues secondes prbs de l'heure fix(!e dOs l'entrde
dans la zone de convergence.
Tout systbme ATC conqu pour perrnettre une rdduction maximale du cofit de la partie des vols comprise
entre l'entrdSe dans la ZOC et l'atterrissage devra, outre les contraintes de capacit6 inhdrentes aux
pistes, tenir compte de l'ensernble des trajectoires assocides aux sAdquences optimales des temps
d'arrivde.
Certains avions sont dotds de xnoyens de navigation 4-D de haute prdcision, d'autres
d'ordinateurs do gestion de vol dliment adaptds Ai la navigation 4-D. 11 serait donc possible d'6tablir
leurs trajoctoires pour qu'ils passent A l'instant 'It" A des positions 3-D bien ddtermindes, point
d'atterrissage compris.
Mais ces avions ne constituent qu'une infime fraction des flottes actuelles.
Dans un avenir prdvisible, il est peu probable que tous disposent A bord, des 6quipements
indispensables. De plus, quel que soit le degrd de perfoctionnement, technique de leur dquipement de
bard, les avions opdrant dans l'espace adrion contr6ld sont ndcessairement pris en charge par 1'ATC
(Biblagraphie, Rdf. 7). Aussi est-il raisonnable de penser que les services au sal doivent disposer des
6ldments de guidage et contr~le pour la ddfinition et le maintien des trajectoires 4-D prdcises.
La ddfinition, la mise au point, l'apprdciation et la validation de cette procddure pour la prddiction,
l'dtablissemont et le contr~le de trajoctoires 4-D prdcises, tel est l'objectif des 6tudes dont le prdsent
exposd fait la sVnth~se.
EUEMTS DONT DOIT DISPOSER L'ATC POUR ASSURER LE GUIDAGE PRECIS DES VOLS
Le contr~le prdcis de toute trajectoire impliciue une assistance automatisde addciuate ainsi ciu'une 6troite
coopdration entro contrdleurs et pilotes.
Qu'il s'agisse de sdcurit6, d'exploitation de la capacitd disponible ou. d'dconomie, le contr~le efficace de
la circulation adrienne avec recours a un systbme de type "ZOO" exige un module Prddictian - Guidage
- Contrble qui, dans le continuum espaceltemps, permette un suivi trbs prdcis de chaque trajectaire.
Les conditions prdalables compartent en particulier:
a)

un contr~le "Isal" possddant une bonne connaissanco des caractdristiques de vol des avions
(modbles d'avions et banques de donndes de performances utilisds conjointement avec donnos
disponibles en matibre de surveillance et de mdtdorologie);

b)

uno sdlection d'aides & la navigation approprides qui pormettent de ddfinir avec prdcision toute
directive des services au sol se prdtant aux actionr, des pilotes;

c)

une transcription des directives cancernant los autorisations et le guidage sous forme de
messages clairs, concis et complets qui soient non seulement utilisables dans les liaisons vocalos
actuelles, mais qui se prdtent A la future infrastructure des communicatians automatiques
numdrisdos air-sol-air.

Conformdment A ces grndes orientations, une procddure de contr8le a
dvalude en exploitation temps rdel.

Wt conque. mise au point et

L'intdgration dans une unit6 de contr~le est rdalisde ; la prdcision requise est fonction de l'existence de
stations de mesure le distance du type DME (Distance Measuring Equipment) judiciousement situdes.
Conformes aux communications radiotdldphoniques (RIT) actuelles, les messages d'autorisation et de
guidage sont directement adaptablos aux liaisons de donndes (Bibliographie, Rdf. 8).
L'dldment essentiel de l'unitd de contrOle est un programme de calcul qui pulsse:
6 tablir une nrdvision rdaliste des vols pour l'ensemble de ln rdgion (de l'entrde dans la zone de
convergence jusqulau paint de sortie, en particulier, le point d'atterrissage);
*assurer le puidage prdcis de chaque avion, quelles que soient los phases de vol.
Entre autrea modules, ce programme comporte:
*un processeur de correction capable de compenser los erreurs indvitables, quelle qu'en soit
l'origine
(caractdristiques
non
conformes
gdndratrices
de
perturbations,
conditions
mdtdarologiques incertaines, erreurs humaines dans les communications, la navigation, le pilotage
etc.), do maintenir et, le cas 6chdant, modifier la trajectoire initialement retenue;
*une fanction spdcifioue permettant d'assurer le contr~le et le guidaffe prdcis des trajectoires en
vue do maintenir le temps d'arrivde, avec possibilitd do ruptures dans ia chranologie des
sdquences d'atterrissage, cette fonction dtant partie intdgrante du processeur do correction.
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PREDICTION, GUIDAGE ET CONTROLE 4-D DES VOLS DANS UNE ZONE DE CONVERGENCE
La figure 2 schdmatise la trajectoire d'un vol de quelque 160 nautiques (Bibliographie, Rdf. 6).
11 entre dans une zone de contr~le int6_grde 6. la vorticale de REKKEN
L'avion vient de PAM~PUS.
Los points de route caractdristiques sont les
(RKN).
11 se dirige ensuite vers Franefort (FFM).
suivants :Dortmund (DOM), Germichhauzen (GMH), Limburg (LIM) et Metro (MTR).
Chaoue message de contrble ZOC ddfinit la trajectoire future. Los messages successifs portent sur lea
points suivants:
a)

A l'entr~e .ddfinition du profil de croisibre/descente suivi d'une approche normalisde en direction
de la piste d'atterrissage en service (CTL-O/CTL-1);

b)

avant le ddbut de la descente :confirmation ou modification du profil de descente en-route (CTL-

2) ;
c)

entre 15.000 et 5.000 pieds -. d6finition etlou confirmation de la trajectoire initiale, (composantes
gdographiques et vitesses (CTL-3));

d)

ensuite, directives d'approche, y compris (6ventuellement) virage vers l'6tape de base,
interception de l'alignomont, de piste et ajustement de la vitesse (Note
les points de contr~le
(CTL-4 (a) A (c) n'apparaisseat pas 6 la figure 2).

CTI. I

I

CTL-2

-DOM

T

MIII

FFM

Repr~sentatlon sch~.matlque d'un vol A l'arrivde do Fmancfort
Figure 2

Au cours de la phase en route, l'ajustemont do la vitesse do croisibre/descente est essontiellement et le
plus souvent le soul motif d'lnterventlon du contr~le dans ]a relation position/temps de l'avion , lors des
phases d'approche et d'atterrissago, le contr~le do la vitesse a'a guZbre d'impact, la gdographie de la
trajectoire offrant alors l'dventall de contr~le le plus large. La configuration du rdseau de route
Influence blen entendu le choix du mode de contr~le ;dans lea approches directes, l'ajustement de la
vitosso est la soule possibilltd do contrble du temps d'arriv6e, alors quo les approches en "S" offrent
une large gammo do contrble g~ographique (doux fois autant quo los approches en "U"). Les figures 3
a) et b) sch6matisent des configurations g6ographiques d'approchos (directes ot en "U") vera
Bruxolles.
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Figure 3

EVALUATION TEMIS REEL EN ENVIRONNEMENT OPERATIONNEL REALISTE.
Un dispositif de simulation (couplant iusau'% deux Isimulateurs de vol et une unit6 ATC), a 6t0 constitu6
pour crier un environnement d'essai op~rationnel r-aiste.
La proc6dure coordonn6e ATC-AVION, mise au point pour la prediction, )a definition et le contrble des
trajectoires, a fait l'objet d'une dvaluation en exploitation temnps r~el. Les essais furent rdalishls dans
un env'ironnement rdaliste, constitu4 par une unitd ATC simul6e (coraprenant essentiellement le
programme principal de prediction et de contr~le de la trajectoire, les installations d'affichage et de
communication) couplde A deux simulateurs de vol utilisds simultandment. Pour la saisie des donaties de
surveillance, los simulateurs sont connectds &~l'unit6 ATO via un microprocesseur. Une description du
dispositif ATC-AVION est disponible par ailurs (Bibliographie, Rdf. 9).
Au cours des essals, les positions de l'unit6 ATC 6taient occup6es par des contr6leurs d'approche
confirm6s. Les avions 6taient pilotds par des dquipages protfessionnels de Coinpagnies AMriennes
europ6ennes. Les contr~leurs ont dfl suivre au pr6alable une formation appropri6e. Par contre, pour
les pilotes un briefing de 5 6 10 minutes 6tait ainplement suffisant pour lour donner une idde de
I'opdration et fie son objet.
En fait, les pilotes pouvent exdcuter les directives ZOC sans aucune
pr6paration sp(:cifique pr~alable.
Plusieurs simulateurs de compagnies a6riennes furent utills6s. Entre autres, un Airbus A-300 et des
Boeing B-737 et B-747 do la LUFTHANSA (Francfort RFA) ; un Boeing B-737 et un DC-10 de la
SABENA (Bruxelles Belgique) ; des Fokker F-28 et F-27 de la NLM City Hopper (Amsterdam, Pays-Baa
et Helsinki, Finlande, respectivement) ; des Boeing B-737 et B-757 de ]a British Airways (Londres,
U.K.) ; un Airbus A-310 d'Mroformnation (Toulouse, France) ainsi que I-I simulateur de vol exp~lrimontal
du Natlonaal Lucht- en Rulmtevaartlaboratorium, NLR (Amsterdam, Pays-Bas).
Les essals men~s hi co jour ont porte sur la plupart des procddures op~rationnelles courantes
recommanddes par los compagnies.
La plus souvent, ii s'aglssalt essentielleinent d'approches vers
Bruxelles mais iI y eut 6galement des approches vers Amsterdam et Francfort.
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Stabilit6 du processus de guidage et de contr~le en conditions perturb6es.
Dialogue entre le contr~leur et son "assistant" automatisd.
Le programme de guidage et de contble 4-D est conqu pour g~n~rer les directives ZOO et les visualiser
sur l'6cran radar du contr~leur. L'6tiquette disponible comporte un maximum de 3 lignes, de 8
caracteres chacune. Le moment venu, le controleur transmet ]a directive voulue au pilote a 1aide de la
liaison RIT. La ddfinition et 1'6valuation des messages (gdn~r~s par ordinateur et transmis par le
contrbleur) rdsultent d'une 4troite coop~ration avec les reprdsentants de la R6gie beige des Voies
Adriennes. On trouvera ailleurs (Bibliographie, R~f. 10) l'analyse de ces messages (teneur, structure
et prdsentation), ainsi que la terminologie n~cessaire a leur transmission.
Les directives dmanant de 1'ordinateur, visualisdes et transmises au pilote par le contr~leur, ainsi que
les messages de retour (accusd de rdception, etc.) suffisent iL la bonne exdcution du vol et donnent
toute satisfaction sur le plan de la vigilance et des actions humaines ndcessaires.
Au cours des essais, de nombreuses perturbations furent introduites pour 6valuer la portde et ]a
stabillt6 de l'ensemble du systbme. Sur quelque 80 vols rdalisds sur 8 simulateurs diffdrents avec une
trentaine d'6quipages distincts, les perturbations suivantes furent introduites
-

turbulence et modifications de vitesse en rdsultant,
erreur de vent (jusqulh 30 noeuds),
orages, impliquant rdacheminement,
variations de ]a masse de l'avion (jusqu'A 20%),
erreur dans le choix des vitesses (jusqu'h 20 noeuds
diverses procddures d'accdldration ou de ddcdldration,
ddgivrage, ou non,

-

IAS),

et on observa un 6cart maximum de 13 secondes au toucher des roues.
Ecart de temfps
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Figure 4

Un exemple de correction de trajectoire est schdmatis6 it la Figure 4. De Mackel au point C, l'6cart
augmente par suite d'une erreur de 20 noeuds (lAS) dans la vitesse de descente. Au point C, l'unit6
compktente donne l'ordre de corriger la trajectoire inifialement prdvue et maintient Ilheure d'arrivde. Le
message indique le point auquel il y a lieu de commencer le virage (distance DME Aipartir de BRUNO),
ainsi que le cap pour le trongon suivant. La consigne suivante ddfinit la manoeuvre d'interception
Comme le montre la figure, ces actions permettent
(d6but du virage et cap d'interception).
I'atterrissage 6equelques secondes prbs de I'heure prdvue.
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APPLICATIONS

MISE EN OEUVRE OPERATIONNELLE

Le systbme de guidage 4-D prdconis6 h l'origine pour les vols A 'arrivde (CINTIA :Control of Inbound
T1rajectories of Individual Aircraft) fut ddvelopp6 et 6tendu au guidage d'un vol complet, depuis le
l~cher des freins jusqulau toucher des roues. Son domaine d'utillsation est par suite universel. Les
deux applications 6voqu~es ci-aprbs, l'une A l'6chelon national, l'autre au niveau europ~en, reflLtent
bien ce caractbre gdn6ral.
Au prdalable, rappelons qut lheure actuelle, l'autorit6 du contr~leur a6rien est absolue ; ii est seul A
6iaborer los ordres de contr~le et A prendre toute d6cision relative au guidage des adronefs. Dbs lors,
it 6tait essentiel d'associer h nos ddveloppements des reprdsentants comp6tents et exp~riment6s en
Cette expertise fut assur~e par la Rdgie des Voies
contr~le en-route et en contr~le d'approche.
A6riennes. Les interfaces contrbleurlordinateur furent ddfinies conjointement avoc Ren6 Do Vispelaere *
ot Fdllx Degreef ** responsablos du contr8le du trafic adrien b. Bruxelles-National, (Bibliographic, Ref.
11). Elles furent test~es ensuite au Centre Exp6rimental d'Eurocontrol par un ensemble de contr~lcurs
europ~ens.
Pour rdpondro aux exigences rdsultant, en particuller, d'un trafic constaminent croissant (le nombre de
mouvemonts A Bruxelles-National a plus que doubl6 en quciques anndos), la R~gie des Voles AdrIennes a
entrepris ]a r~alisation d'un centre de contr~le moderne, connu sous l'acronyme CANAC, Computer
Assisted National Air Trafic Control Center (Bibliographie, R6f. 12). La collaboration fructueuse
dtablIe au niveau du ddvoloppement des techniques de guidage permet dlenvisager l'int~gration de tolles
techniques dans Ie nouveau centre national.
Dans un avenir plus ou moins proche, les grandes terminates I'voisinesit de itaire g~ographique du
centre de contr8le europ6en (Maastricht Upper Air Space Centre) auront vraisemblablemcnt leur syst~me
propre do gestion, de sdquencement et de contr~le des vols bt larriv&e. Lour rayon d'action ira
croissant comme le mnontrent non soulement les 6tudes th6oriquos mais aussi les r6alisations proches de
]a nmise en oeuvre op~rationnelle (COMPAS A Francfort et sans doute A Dusseldorf, MAESTRO A Paris,
TCSDG A Londres, CANAC avec l'introduction possible de fonctions du type ZOC at Bruxelles, etc.).
Aussi, le r~lo de la rdgulation en-route en direct (en-ligne) devient-il ossentiel, non seulement sur le
plan de la coh6rence gdn~irale mais 6galement et surtout par l'aide appr~ciable qu'il peut apporter aux
cellulos de gestion des terminates. Les techniques de guidage 4-D d6velopp~es permettront d'assurer
une coordination efficace, d'oii r~sultera une amplification appr~ciable du potentiel de r~gulation des
cellules terminates.

CONCLUSIONS
11ressort des vols exdcutds bt ce jour que la procedure actuellement Atl'6tude donnera At lATC les
moyens de contr6ler l'heure d'arrivde hLuno dizaine de socondes prits de l'horaire fixti dis 1'ontrde dans
la zone de convergence.
Les donnies constitutives du moditle ont dt6 r~duites At un minimum ; ]a pr6cision du guidage est
fonction de l'existcnce de stations DME judicieusement situdes - ce qui ne pose aucun problbme en
Europe occidentale - ; Ia transmission dlinformations entre le contrbleur et le pilote est possible tant
avec les commuinications RIT actuelles qu'avec los futures liaisons de donn~es automatis6es.
Les relations entre le contr~leur et l'assistant automatIs6 se caract~risent par la facilit6 du dialogue et
une grande souplesse dans los actions de contr~ic. Les messages de guidage sont compatibles avec la
pratique actuelle aux deux niveaux contr6le et pilotage.
Compte tenu des r~sultats obtenus et de 1'oxp~rience acqulse it cc jour, ii est prdvu d'6valuer, pour
une zone do convergolico, grande r~gion do contr~le terminate moderno, et en conditions
op~rationnelles, les techniques et proc6dures raises au point pour le contrble des vols; un programme de
validation globale et Ics phases succoosivos, pr6paratoires Atune mise en oeuvre op6rationnelle sont on
cours de d'~laboration.

*Chef
**Chef

du contr8le d'approche et d'a6rodrome (tour) AtBruxelles-National
du contr6le AtBruxelles-National
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RESUME
Partant de la constatation quje les d6lais d 'attent- avant atterrissage sont croissants alors que
les cadences maximales possibles ne sont pas atteintes, on a propos6 d'intrcduire use consigne
suppl6mentaire lors de la prcc&dure d 'approche consis::ant en 2 corrections de vitesse et use correction de
cap (Nay. 4-D, 3 dimrensions espace + tefnps).
La premier problime a r6soudre fut le choir. du nicdele math&natique a adopter pour simuler
l'avion. La m6thode utilis6e consistait a partir d'un mcdgle "le plus rplet" (on est parti d'us mod~le
du 18e ordre) et a le d~grader jtusqu'i on qu'un crit~re ne soit plus satisfait. Ce crit~re consistait a
mesurer 1 erreur entre le mod~le xanplet et le rrod~1e d&gradh sur use trajectoire de r6f~rence (approche
Roissy) longue de 54 kmn.on admnettait que 1 erreur apport~e par le mcdale d~grad& ne devait pas atteind.re
±320 m A la balise d'entr -e de lILS. Un imd~le de 6e ordre convenait.
Apres us certain nanbre de simulations il a 6t6 miontr6 que les corrections devaient se placer
apr~s 1 entr6e dans l a zone de contr~le (zone de onvergence) sur le vol A niveau constant (correction de
vitesse), au milieu de la descente effectu~e a vitesse indiqu6e constante (correction de vitesse) et dans;
la derniiare branche avant 1 interception de V'ILS (correction de cap).
Par une m~thcde d'ordonnancenent on peut d6terminer, grace au mod;-le utilis& en tenps acc~l&6,
us instant de passage optimal A la balise d'entr6e de l'IIS, en v~rifiant qu'use telle trajectoire pout
6tre obtenue par us "pilotage ais5" (ternes quli seront d~finis dans; Particle). Bien entendu, us. mod~le de
1 atnosph~re doit 6tre utilis6 ; on -a v&rifi6 que la sensibilit& de !a m6thcde propos6e par rapport A on
modle n'6tait pas critique. on a 6galement v6rifi6 que l'erreur sur le passage 5 la balise due a
l'incertitude sur la nasse de l'avion a sa prise en oompte n'6tait pas critique.
R~sultats de simulation et mesures en vol
On a ccinpar6 par simulation les dispersions des instants de passage a la balise sans correction
et avec corrections. Pour on faire le pilote 6tait simulA6 par les erreurs; ru 'il intrcduisait dans le
pilotage (erreurs d~finies stochastiquement par rapport a la "proc~dure crnqpagnie") ; les corrections
6taient calcul~es par 1 erreur constat~e aux 3 points indiqu6s pr6c&1am~ent et 6taient quantifi~es
(corrections, non inf6rieures a 3 kts) puis retard es pour tenir ccmpte des d6lais de transmission.
Sur us lot de 200 simulations on a constat6 use division par 3 de 1 erreur quadratique moyenne
des instants de passage a la balise lorsque les corrections 6taient envoy6es a 1 '6quipage (9 s: au lieu de
27 s), toutes autres conditions &tant 6gales par ailleurs.
Gr~ce ii la collaboration de la canpagnie Air-Inter, 4 experimentations en vols reguliers ont 6t:6
faites. Les corrections 6taient donn6es A hord, gr~ce A des tables pr6-4tablies et a 1 aide du contr~le
sol pour les positions exactes de 1 avion. Apr~s analyse des r6sultats et corrections dues au vent, les
r6sultats obtenus par simulation ont 6t6 confirm6s.
La NASA Langley a, de son c&t6, repris la m&ne n~thcde (deux corrections de vitesse et une de
cap) et a proc~.d& 5 des simulations (approche Denver, Colorado ; avion B 737) qui ont confirm6 nos
premiers r6sultats (us raport omrn NASA/CEPRT a 6t6 publi&).
Perspective pour us ordonnancement temps r~el du trafic en zone terminale
D~s leur origine nos 6tudes ont 6t6 suivies par EURCaVMRL ct sur contrats de cet orgaiuse
nous avons pu 6tudier des proc6dures optimales de descente pour des avions; r6els (B 727, B 737, IDflO,
Caravelles 12, A 300) en tenant canpte des contraintes r~elles d'a~roport (Bruxelles, Londres, Franefort).
Les lois de descente devaient minimiser le temps total de circulation des avions et la consarintion totale
de carbirant dans la zone de convergence. La prise en canpte d' us nouvel1 avion dans: la zone, oblige A
reprendre 1 ordonnancement et les instants de passage a la balise. Las algorithmes proposes seront
d~crits.
Avenir
Las 6tudes
initiales datent
de 1975-77 ; elles restent valables aujourd'hui et des
exp6rimentations trafic r~el sur des algorithmes mis au point par EUROMM~L (voisins de ceux proposes)
vont avoir lieu prochainenent A Bruxelles.
Cependant le d~.veloppement des M conduit A poser le probl~ne en de nouveaux texmes :il y a
m~lange de 2 cat~gories d'appareil. La "pilotage ais&1" mentionn6 au § 1 sera confirm& pour les avions non
musis de FM4.
Par contre onux munis de FMS pourront recevoir use seule information, celle du passage
l'heure A la balise apr~s calcul par le "contr~le sol" (ATrC). Le EMS, poss&]ant us mcd~le de l'avion, doit

a
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pouvoir retrouver la solution inciqu6e par le sol. Mais la solution peut ne pas 8tre unique, aussi est-il
neessaire d'assurer la oonformit6 des 2 trajectoire, (celle calcul e au sol et celle restitu&e a bord par
le FMS) par
'envoi de paratres suppl~mentaires. Une fois a corrlation faite, les donn&es du FM
peuvent 6tre utilis~es par le sous-syst~me pilote autmatique.

Bearing in mind that the waiting times before landing are always increasing while the maximum
landing rates are not reached, we have suggested to monitor one more parameter during the approach. This
is, in fact, two speed corrections and one heading correction (Nay. 4D, 3 space dimension + time).
The first problem to be solved is the choice of the mathematical .cdel to be used to simulate a
plane. We proceeded as follows - we started from a model as complete as possible (in fact of the 18th
order) and we degraded it until a criterion was no longer satisfied. This criterion was a measure~nent of
the error between the "ozmplete" model and the "degraded,' model along a reference trajectory (Roissy
approach) of 54 km extension. We assumed that the errcr due to :he use of a simpler model should not reach
- 320 m at the M1S entry beacon. A 6th order mcdel was declared acceptable.
After a nunbc " of simulations it has been shown that corrections must arise after the entrance
in the "zone of convergence" (ZOC) daring the flight at constant level (speed correction) in the middle of
the descent flown at constant indicated speed, (speed correction) and during the last leg before the ILS
capture (heading correction).
By a management method using a mathematical ncdel on a fast time basis, an optimal time of
arrival at the ILS entrance beacon can be determined, corresponding to an "e-sy to fly" trajectory. A
ndel of the atmosphere must be use and it has been checked that the robustness of the method (3
corrections) with regard to this model is correct. it has also been checked that the time when the final
beacon is reached is not sensitive to the mass of the plane at the entrance point.
Simulation results and inflight measurements
Comparison
performed over 200
by the pilot with
estimated at the 3
plane) ; a random
disponibility of the

between the times of arrival over the beacon without and with corrections has been
runs. To do that, the piloting of the plane was simulated by random errors introduced
regard to a nominal flight ; corrections were ccmputed from the errors measured or
points above mentioned ; (corrections smaller than 5 kts were not transmitted to the
delay was introduced after the computation of the error to take care of the
VHF frequency and the time of reaction of the piloL.

Over these 200 simulations, it has been shown that the standard deviation of the times of
arrival at the last beacon is divided by 3 when the 3 corrections are sent to the pilot (9 s insteao of 27
s), all the other factors always acting according constant statistical parameters.
Thanks to Air-Inter, and to ATC controllers, 4 tests
corrections were given to the pilot, on board, from tables which wer2j
plane was a fusion of the E Qi board indicator and radar position
data analysis and wind corrections, the results obtained by simulation

have been made on regular flights
pre-calculated, the position of the
radioed by ATC staff. After careful
were confirmed.

The -ame method (2 speed corrections and 1 heading correction) has been implemented in.the B 737
NASA/Langley simulator, on the ')enver approach routes. Our results were confirmed and a common NASA/CIRT
technical report has been written.
Real time scheduling of trafic in terminal area
Since the beginning, our studies have been followed by EROOUM
; under contract fran this
Center, we have studied optimal descents for planes (B 727, B 737, DC 10, Caravelle 12, A 300, *ith
corotrainte attached to various airports (Brussels, London, Francfort). The criteriu used for the
climbing up was the minimization of the total fly ,n9 time of the planes in the ZOC and of the total fuel
consumption. Each time a new plane enters the ZOC the sequencing and the times of arrival over the last
beacon must be re-calculated according to the same criterJum. Algorithms used are described in the paper.
Futui e
Initial studies were oerformed in 1975-77. They are still valid today and an experimentation
with commercial flights, using algorithms developed by EM CONTRO will be performed in Brussells in the
next future.
However the development of FMS gives rise to a new formulation of the problem. There are 2
categories of planes (with and without EMS). The "easy trajectories" will still be offered to planes nonequipped with EMS. As for those equipped with FMS they should receive one single information : the
allocated time of arri',al over the last beacon, time which is determi.ned by the AMC. The MS has a model
of the plane, thus it can find the 4-D trajectory which will bring it at the prescribed time over the
beacon. 8owever the solution may not be unique and it will be necessary to check the identity -within a
given tolerance- of the ground and on-board computed trajectories.
Ctice checked the FMS may transfer its data to the autcnatic sub-system or may directly monitor
it according to the degree of sophistication of the !'ane. The use of automatic data transmission ground
to air and air to ground is a perequisite.
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1.* PRINCIPE DE LA NAVIGATICN 4-D
1.1. Contr~le du trafic.
L~econtr~le d'un avion, en zone terminale qui, en accord avec Eurocontrol. sera d~sormais ag1e
zone de convergence (ZOC) se fait par des autoris&tions donn~es A 1'avion par le Contr8le au Sol (M)
ces autorisations donn~os en principo dans un langage pr~form6 irdiquent quo la prochaine branche du
parcours est "claire". Une brancho de parcours est toujours identifi~e sur les cartes "en route" et sur
les "fiches d'approche" (1) ; une indication do niveau ou d'altitude est transnise ou bien uno
autorisation de descendro ou de monter. Par oontre aucune indication de vitesse n'est donn~e ; tout au
plus le oontr8le sol peut-il dire "maintenez la vitesse" ou bien "pouvez-vous r~dulre de x kts".
Pour atteindre los
asscci&s, il faut affecter
vitesse sol de l'Aion use
d 'hypoth~ses raisonnablos sur

cadences normales qu 'autorise une piste et los aides radio qui 1i sont
des cr6neaux temporels do "toucher des roues" et, par cons~quent agir sur la
fois entr6 dans la ZCC. Il s'agit donc d'un double probl~me :Spartir
le pilotage de 1 avion

a) d6terminer 1 ordonnancewant des avions A 1 atterrissage afin de tendre vers les cadences maximales,
b) donner des instructions de vitesso a l'avion afin qu'il respecte "la narche" que le sol lui a
assign~e d~s quo l'affectation d'un cr~neau d'atterrissago a 6t6 faite.
Les premi~res 6tudos ont k6~ faites en 1975-78 [i]

12).

Les transmissions entre le sol et 1 avion &tant effectu~es en phonie (S'HF ou HF sur les oc6ans
ou territoires peu denses) 1 enoiiibrement des fr~quences ost tel qu'il ost impossible d' imaginer us suivi
en continu d 'us avion, nfnO si los noyens informatiquos existaient au sol * Nous roviendrons sur co point
dans len conclusions. Nous nous saunes donc orientos vers us contr8le tr~s lache consistent en des
corrections de vitesse -ou de cap- donn&s A 3 instants durant la navigation de 1 avion dans la ZOO, d'ofi
le terme de Nay 4-D pour signifier qu 'en plus des grandeurs spatiales on agit sur la vitesse, c' est-A-dire
quo le temps intervient.

L'objectif de ces 6tudes 6tait de calculer avec quelle pr~.cision on pouvait amener us avion en
un point donn6 do ]'espace, en l'occurence, ici, a la balise d'entr6.e sur le faiscoau. ILS (cette baliso,
souvent wat6rialis&,- par us NDB ou usn VCR ost situ~e a environ 10 a 15 Iamavant lo souil de pisto, dans
l'axe). Alors, par un choix optimal des instants do passage A la balise des diff&ents avions en cours
d 'approche on pout osp&er atteindro la cadence niaxiinale d' atterrissago (2).
on admet, en of fet, qu' use fois align6 sur 1 axe, les dispersions entre los dur~es passage
balise/seuil de piste sont faibles (l'approche so fai. pour la plupart des avions a 140 kts ; pour les
petits avions los vitesses pouvent s '6tendre do 90 a 120 kts ; il faut remarquer que le contr8le tacho do
grouper los avions par cat~gories afin de former den s-rj.ences ausei hocrnens quo possibles).
Los prises en charge des avions dans 3os ZOC s'effectuent a environ 150 NN1 do 1'a~roport, soit
entre 10 et 20 nn avant 1 atterrissago suivant la vitesse do 1 avion. Los r~gles actuelles sont du typo
FCFSSE (first omen, first served at system entrance) avoc, cepordant use certaine soupleso dana
l'ordonnancemnent des avions.
Si 1Von admot qu'us certain contr6le do vitense est envisageable, alors los problkr s a r~soudre
sont:
-

algorithmns d'ordonnancemnent pernettant d'approcher do la cadence maximale,

ncrnbre et typo do corrections A apporter, par rapport aux consignes d 'approcho, ot- instant, auxquols
ces corrections doivont 6tro transmisen,
-

pr~cision finale r~sultant do cotte proc~dure
l'approximtion faite sur l'amnsph5re.
-

On voit

imtndiatenent

ccmpte

tenu des

erreurs

do

pilotage

qu'us prob1~rre pr6alable concerne la validit6 des mod~les math~natiques

et do

utiliS46s

doux sous-probl~nes 6inergent:
a) quelle canplexit,& adopter ? (chercher le moda.e le plus simple)
b)qzill

est la sensibilit6 do l'algorithne A la masse de.l'av±on ?

1.2. IMzd~les wath&ntiquos des avions.
On cherche us mtd&le rationnol do l'avion. Quel doit 6tro l'ordre do ce nod~le ?

(1) sauf en cas do "r~gulation radar" o6ile sol guide oxplicitenont l'avion en liii donnant des caps et des
altitudes a prendre.
(2) Cotta cadence correspcOn normalegnent 5 150 a 180 secondes entre 2 mouvemnents )orsque le plafond ent do
l'ordre do 100 m. Par twips clair at on dehors dei jours oaTle vent ent faible et danp l'axe do la piste,
ces cadences peuvent 6tre accrues (intervalle entre mouveinents 100 A 120 socrdes). Par vent do travers
(nexc~dant pas len normes) ces cadences peuvont encore 6tre accrues (intorvalles do 80 A 100 s). CVest en
of fet los tourbillons d'extr~mit~s d'ailes qtui limitent ces cadences. Par vent d, travers; ces tourbillons
is'6chappent rapidwment do la piste.
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Partant d'un zmd~le aussi tcfnplet que possible, on le d6grade progressiveinent, c'est-i-dire, on
r&duit son ordre jusqu 'a ce qu 'un crit~re ne soit plus satisfait. Le critdre que nous avons adopts6 est le
suivant:
Apr~s une trajectoire (correspondant A une route de la ThMA
d'Orly) longue de 21 lcn 1 erreur
entre le modg1e canplet et le rrcd~le d6grad6 en cours d'6valuation, par simulation, ne doit pas exc&3er +
320 mn (1).
Le "imod~le

canplet"

6tait du

16e ordre (Falcon 20 6quip& d'un PA "Tapir"). I~e mod~le le plus

simple
=-tg
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1.3. Mcd~les de l'atmosphre
On part de l'atmosph~re standard (2), puis on mod~lise l'atmosplire r~elle suppos&-e au reposa
partir des donn~s connues en certains points (pression au seuil de piste, temp~rature locale,
hygroc6trie) ; enf in on mod~lise les mouvements d-- latmosph -re par rapport a un rep~re fixe au sol (vents
et turbulence). Le vent est repr~sent6 par un vecteur vent "noyen" auquel on ajoute un vecteur
"turbulence". Les 2 canposantes de on vecteur sont suppos6es gaussiennes avec un 0lde 10 kts et un temps
de oorr~lation de 600 s.
Une telle imd~lisation a k6~ utilis6e durant toutes les simulations.
1 .4. Routes consid&res
Quatre routes ont 6t6 consid~r6es ; 2 longues Li et L3 avec des niveaux d'entr6e 190 et 210 et 2
courtes C1 et C3 avec un niveau 70 (Fig. 1).
Par exemple, pour un B727 sur la trajectoire CI on a adopt46 les hypoth~ses suivantes
-

-

atmosph~re stand~ard
inaste avion 65 T
niveau de vol 70
vitesse A l'entr~e 250 kts

(1) le choix de cette valeur est 1i6 A la partie "lin~a~lre" du champ 6lectrique du "localizer" de V'IES (t
320 m correspondent
une ouverture de faisceau de 1,80 5 la balise d'entr6e). On rappelle que la "zone de
capture" correspond
-t±100 soit t 1600 m en lat~ral 5 la balise d'entr~e apr~s la sortie du circuit
d'attente (niveau 70) (Fig. 1). Les altitudes (Ct~H) c*t k6 fix6es 5 3000 pieds; en C et 4000 pieds en D.
(2) air suzpc's6 sec ; pression niveau de la iner 1013,25 HPa ; temp~rature 150C, gradient
jusqu'A 11000 m,puis tcinp~raturya constante au-dessus (- 53 0 C).

-

6,5*C/1000 mn
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la prc6dure est
- radiale 360 du VCR~ "MEL" (from)
- vitesse indiqude constante
- cap 308, en descente a V constante, pouss~e r~siduelle
jusqu' 3000 pieds,
- radiale 76 de OL, palier, d6c&lMration jusqu'a 170 kts, (volets 150 a 220 kts), poursuivre jusqu la
l'interception du "glide" a 3000 pieds.
2. RESULTATS DE SD~JLATI0N E~r D'SSAIS

EN VOL

2.1. Principe des simulations.
Ayant adopt:6 un imdle de l'avion jug6 "suffisanment pr~cis" et un imod~le d'atmosphkre, on a
procd6 A 200 simulations numeriques sur 4 types d'avions :100 simulations coriespondaient a un pilotage
de 1'avion suivart les proc~dures d 'approche de chacun des 4 types d'avions consid&rs et 100 autres
correspondaient aux manes trajectoires nuis avec les 3 -;orrections calcul~es suivant un algorithm
classique de r~gulation. Les corrections de vitesse 6taie.: introduites pendant le vol en palier apris
1 entr6e dans la ZOC, avant la descente puis en ffilieu de descente. La correction de cap 6tait intrcduite
sit~t apr~s le palier a 3000 pieds avant la "capture" du "localizer" de l'IIS (Fig. 2). Pour cette
dernid~e correction, on a tenu ccmpte a la fois de i'erreur longitudinale et de l'erreur lat:A-ale. Sur la
figure les instants de correction sont en chiffres ranains et les points de mesure en chiffres arabes.
Bien entendu af in d avoir une estination de 1 avantage aprort6 par les 3 corrections, il a fal.Lu
intrcduire dans; ces simulations les err,;urs dues au pilotage de 1 avion, a la nuauvaise connaissance de
1' atmohke et aux erreurs de positions inesur~es par le radar.
2.2. Erreurs intrcduites durant les simulations
On a introduit 7 erreurs :3 imputables au pilote, 3 dues a !a fois au contr6leur sol et au
pilote, 1 due aux conditions nof6orologiques ; toutes ces erreurs sont gaussiennes:
a) erreur contr8leur/pilote

-

un 6cart type a de 3 kts est pris sur la vitesse assigne'e.

b) erreur sur la pente :elle est proportionrelle i la pente C&art. type 0,1250 si le vol est
niveau constant et 0,50 pour une pente de 5%*
c) erreur due aux instruments de borrl
10 pour l'ILSfa = 0,20 ;pour leDE~1u
d) erreur due

sur route VOR a = 1 .150 ; pour une branche a cap fiX6
0,1 NM.

l'instant d'entr~e dans la 'TIM lerreur est de 10 s a 3 s.

e) erreur de positionnaeient de l'avion (radar) :on suppose l'erreur isotrope ; elle est de 0,25
NM a 3 s.
f) erreur due au temps de r~action duipilote :on a pris un retard constant de 20 s (d~lai entre
1 instant o6i le contr~le sol a une instruction pr6cise a transznettre et 1 instant o i le pilote
ayant requ 1 'instruction, r6agit) auquel on ajoute un d6lai al~atoire de + 10 s a 3 s.
g) erreurs dues au vent - on prend deux erreurs, 1 une consistant en une erreur de direction
al6atoire et de vitesse uniform~ment distribui~e entre - 10 et + 10 kts et une erreur i 2
camposantes de valeur rroyenne nulle, 6cart 10 kts a 3 a et temps de corr~lation 600 s.
2.3. Prc~lure
Apr~s discussions avec plusiours
interviendraient dans los phases suivantes:
a) uno correction
dans la WThA.

de

6quipages

et

contr6leurs iA a 6t6 d&id& que 3 corrections

vitesse .-s'll y a lieu- duzant la phase de vol a niveau constant apr~s l'entr~e

b) uno correction de vitess- durant la
r~siduelle et vitosso indiqu&e constante.

phase de

descente

gui

normalement s'effectuo

.pouss&e

c) une correction do cap dans la derni~ro branche avant la capture de 1VIMS, brancho gui s 'effectue
normalement a altitude constanto.
Ces corrections sont calcul~es en fonction de 1 erreur entro la position de 1 'avicn r~.el et
celle de 1 avion fictif, avion coincidant avec 1 avion r6el A 1'entree de la IMi -aux ezieurs indiqu6es cidest.us, pr&s-, devant passer A 1 'eure
assignde 1 la "balise d'entr~e" et enf in correspondant a un
"pilotage ais6" (1). Les calculs font -ippo1 au moci~lo math~matique de 1 avion.
Toutes corrections inf~rieures 5 3 kts ne sont pas transmises.
Pour la 2e correction il -est nkessaire de tenir cctnpte des 2 composantes do 1 errour (longitudinalo et
transversalo). Il en est de m&ne pour le calcul do la correction de cap (3e correction).
(1) pax "pilotage %iLstl, n..us entendons : zester dans un sous-domaine int6xieur au doaine de vol de
1 'aviun ; 4Ater les gains d 'altitude, 6viter les acc616:ations longitudinales ; minimiser le nctnbre des
manoeuvres.
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2.4. Rsultat des simulations
Pour chacun des types d'avions 6tudi~s, 200 simulations ont 6t:6 faites sur 4 trajectoires C1 C3
Li L3.
Les corrections I, II et III apparaissent sur la Fig. 2 ; l'6cart type a t calcul6 en 5 poL'ts
not6s 1, 2, 3, 4 et 5 sur la figure. Les points 1 A 4 sont fixes par rapport a l'instant origine, le point
5 est un point g6ographique situ, A une hauteur de 3000 pieds sur le "glide" de I'ILS. Le point 1 est a 20
s apr~s l'instant pr~vu d'entr6e dans la TMA, le point 2 se situe apr&s la 1 re correction de vitesse, le
point 3 aprs la 2e correction, le point 4 est un point oil les avions sont supposes 9tre soit 230 kts
(r6acteurs) ou 150 kts (avions i hlice).
Le tableau I ci-apr~s donne les &arts types pour diff&rentes grandeurs (altitude, vitesse ...
)
aux 5 points d~finis ci-dessus pour un B 727 sur la trajectoire C1.
itseI B 727Cap
"I lat~rale
Vitesse
sur Cl I Erreur

Pon
liud
I
Altitude
1
2
3
4
5

1

0.2
37
36
9.9
17.6

m
m
m
m
m

2.9
8.7
10.
5.8
3

kts
kts
kts
kts
kts

0.60
0.80
6.80
11.30
9.10

21
36
204
368
391

Erreur longitudinale

m
m
m
m
m

460
365
528
515
251

m
m
m
m
m

Tableau I
pour le point 5, erreur longitudinale, le
l'quivalent en disitance de 810 m.

temps ncminal est de 242,5 s et l'6cart type de 9 s et

La Fig. 3 donne la dispersion des instants de passage au point 5 pour ce mnme cas (B727,
trajectoire Cl) on note un 6cart-type de 9,4 s. Pour un jeu de trajectoires sans correction la dispersion
euc 6t6 de 28 s. On a trouv6 des r~sultats analogues pour les autres avions consideres et les autres
trajectoires. On peut conclure que ces simulations indiquent une r~duction dans le rapport 3 des
dispersions des instants de passage A la balise finale.
2.5. R6sultats des essais en vol (1977)
Le 16 mars 1977 on a pu, grace a la cooperation de la Compagnie Air-Inter et des contr8leurs
sol, exrpimenter en vraie grandeur la proc~dure pr6conis&e (Caravelle F-BNKJ ; trajets Toulouse-Bordeaux
; Bordeaux-Roissy ; Roissy-Bordeaux ; Bordeaux-Toulouse, vols comerciaux).
Les corrections 6taient donnkes a bord par l'un des auteurs d'apr~s
pr&calcul6es et qui se pr6sentaient de la fagon suivante

des tables

qui avaient 6t6

Vol IT039 Bordeaux-Toulouse 16.03.77 Caravelle FBNKJ
a) Conditions mtorologiques
(PH 1020 mb - CAVOK
vents A 20000 pieds 180-2000
au sol A l'atterrissage 1400

20 kts
14 kts

b) Piste en service : 15 R
c) Pr=6dure pr~vue
Toutes les distances sont czmpt~es depuis le UtE de Toulouse (117.7 Mz)
- d~but de descente : niveau 160 - 44.9 NM
150
42 NM
140
39.2 NM
250 kts doit 4tre maintenu.
- point d'entr~e dans TMA : t = 0 situ6e A 36.6 M4
alors arriv~e
pr~vue
'i
t
=
404
le "glide"

s

- 1kre correction de vitesse A t = 100 s ( '40")
distance ncminale : 28.4 NM
la distance r6elle est
29.1 28.6 28.4 27.5 26.4
alors prendre :
270 260
250 240 230
- 2e correction de vitesse A t = 194 s (3'14")
vitesse : 270 kts - distance ncfinale 21.8 NM
- si distance r4elle
alors prendre

21.8 21.5 21.1
270 260
250

20.9 20.7
240
230

(6A'4")

au

point

Z

=

3000'

sur
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vitesse 260 kts

-distance

si distance r6elle
alors prendre
-

21.1
250

disitarice ncrinale

21

- si distance r6elle
alors prendre

vitesse 240 kts

-

si distance r~elle
alors prendre
-

21.8
270

21.4
260

21
250

20.7
240

20.4
230

20.6
240

20.3
230

distance naninale 20.6

-

vitesse 230 kts

21.8
270

21 .4

21.4
260

-

vitesse 250 kts

naninale

21.6
270

21.3
260

21
250

20.6
240

20.1
230

distance ncminale 20.1

si distance r6elle
alors prendre
-

21.3
270

21.1
260

20.9
250

20.5
240

20.1
230

Sans entrer dans le d~tail d'analyse des vols (corrections de vent) donnons les r~sultats pour
le dernier vol (Bordeaux-7bulouse). Le point d'entrC-e dans la 'IMA se situait a 36,6 NM, c'est linstant de
rA-f~ence :t = 0. Le temps estim& d'arriv6e sur la "balise d'entrC-e (3000 pieds stir le glide) 6tait de
404 s par rapport a l'instant de r6f6rence. La Caravelle a franchi cette balise apr~s 400 s. Las
corrections ont conduit a ajouter 12 s Ace temps, soit tin temps "corrig6" de 412 s pour 404 s annoncees.
Les 3 autres vols ont donne' des r~stiltats similaires.
2.6. Ebxp~rimentations men~.es A la. NASA, Langley

[3]

L'algorithme de recalage sur la. trajectoire prC-calcul6e a 6tA-int~gr6 dans .me simulation temps
r6el a la NASA af in d'en 6valuer les performances et les contraintes en contexte op6rationnel, et de jtuger
la pilotabilit6 des corrections dexnand~es en vitesse et en cap.
Le simulateur de vol utilis6 --tait le Langley Visual/Motion Simulator (VMS) simulatetir A 6
degr6s de libert6 repr6sentant tin B737. Le cockpit est tin cockpit conventionnel, mais pendant les tests
une repr~sentation stir C6cran permettait auimeneur de test, qui cccupait la place du co- pilote, de voir la
position relative de l'avion par rapport a sa position ncminale.
Les tests ont 6t mends avec huit sc6narios diff~rents af in d'6valuer les effets respectifs de
1'erreur sur le temps initial, de la limitation de vitesse a 250 kts, de la imd6lisation des vents sur las
possibilit6s de r~duction de 1 erreur finale.
La tra)ectoire (Fig. 4), d'une longueur de 53 NMlpermettait, avec dewx corrections de vitosse et
tine de cap, tine variation maximale des temps de parcours de - 75.9 a 71 .7 sans limitation de vitesse, do
39 sacondes avec limitation, one indiqu& tableau II.
Las r~sultats canpiets;
sent report6s tableau III.

des

tests, correspondant aux diff~rentes configurations de simulations

On petit notar que la difficult6 majeure r~side dans la connaissance dti vent ; d'autre part la
r~glementation de vitesse limite (250 kts) r~duit las possibilit6s de recalage.
Notons enf in que les pilotes concern6s ont consid6r6 que les carteardes en vitesse et en cap
6taient facilement pilotables et n'engandraient pas de charge suppleffentaire.
3.* PERSPrIVES POUR UN 01DO NCEr

MIPS REEL DU TRAPIC EN' ZON~E TEMINALE [4, 5,

61

Dans les conditions actuelles 1 '6ooulement du trafic a~rien dans les zones tenninales est,
globalement parlant, assur6 d'utne mani~xe essantiellement tactique et c'est en ce sans qu' il serait sans
doute plus 16gitin de parler de "oontr8le" que de gestion du trafic. Cette situation est sans doute due A
ce que la s~curit6 du trafic repcsa essentiellemnt sur 1 'op~rateur humain - le contr~laur au sob- et qu 'il
lui est ancore difficile:
- de pr~voir sur tin horizon de temps suffisament grand et avec la pr~cision requise, 1'6volution d'un
ensemble d'a~ronefs en descenta,
-

d' analyser tine situation canpiexe,

de pranra~r les d6cisions optinialas corresporxiantes (de fait, il a 6t6 montr6 qu'au dela d'tin certain
nambre d'avions, le contr8leur ne pout "aucnenter" sa capacit6 qu'en utilisant des processus
d~cisionnels plus "6oonaniques" pour lui- i.e. des actions A court tenne sous forme de mises en attente
oti de d~rwutements &cniqueffant trX-s p6nalisants.
-

Ce caractk~e tactique -liCd aussi A 1 '6troitesse de la zone de contr6la terminale, o0iles marges
de manoeuvre sent faibles- contribue A tine aggravation du oat d 'exploitation du syst~fne global :d 'une
part parce qu'il entraine des temps d'attente importants, d'atitre part parce qua l'utilisation de
trajectoiras non optimales (interruption des descentes, attentes a basso altitude, descentes a vitesse non
6onanique) entraine tin surcroit de consrmnation non n6gligeable.
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Loes resultats obtenus; sur les possibilit~s de guider un avion sur une traj ectoie 4D avec une
pr&,ision suffisante ont periiis d'entrevoir les grandes lignes d'une organisation future du trafic. On
propose ici une gestion "strat~gique" du trafic arrivant sur une zone tezrninale importante, gestion
contr8lant tant le s6guencement des avions A 1 atterrissage, que les profils de descente. La mise en
oeuvre pratique d'une telle politique souJ.~ve bien entendu de nardbreux probl~roes. L'extension de la zone
de contr~le -directement like au caract~re strat~gique- avec les; problemes humains et politiques gui en
r~sultent, surtout en Europe, n'est sans doute pas le moirdre.
3.1. Analyse du probl~me et crit~res
Si on examine les objectifs et les contraintes lids A un tel systme, on s 'aperqoit que le
prob1~me de gestion du trafic dans une zone de convergence est particuli&rement cranpiexe, a cause de la
vari~t6 des objectifs i satisfaire, du ncrnbre de contraintes, de la diversit6 des fonctions 5 assurer
(ordonnancement, s&quencmnt, provision et r~solution des conflits, guidage des avions). Les contraintes
sont les contraintes oprationnelles li~es a chaque avion, a chaque compagnie, les contraintes li~es aux
proc~dures et 6videffnent les contraintes li~,es a la s~curit6.
La d~terrninatjon d' um crit~re 6cononique A utiliser au niveau de 1'ordonnancemnent est chose
d6licate par suite de la multiplicit6 des critkres 5 prendre en crmnpte - crit~ares tous plus ou moins
connect~s mais dont 1' importance peut 6tre vue diffreimment selon le c~t6 o 1 'on se place :passagers,
clrtpagnie, organisme de onntr~le.
De tait, la seule chose certaine est que 1 organisation actuelle du trafic en zone terminale est
dispendieuse, et impose des p~nalit~s significatives au transport a~rien. on pout remarquer la variation
importante des costs horaires; solon 1 'avion consid&r6, le coat pouvant varier dans le rapport de 1 i 8
entre un avion caune le F 28 et le B 747.
La d~finition g6n~ralement admise d'un co~t g6n6ralis6 de trajectoire a l'inconv~nient d'agr~ger
deux cxrnposantes :le temps a la consctmation.
Dans 1 'optique d 'une gestion strat~gique du trafic o i on se propose -non seulemnt de r6sorber au
maximum los attentes, mais de plus, dana; le cas o elles sont in~vitables, de les absorber, au momns en
partie, par une modification du profil de vol- il y a int6rfit A distinguer cos deux factours . Ceci
permettra a la fois do nieux chiffrer le critike et de liii donner en mgme temps plus de souplesse, les;
consid~rations 6concmiques, politiques, voire psychologiques ne jouant pas de la m&-e fagon sur ces deux
cxinposantes.
Dana le cas du contr~le strat6gique, commo celui envisag& ici (et portant donc sur une zone
beaucoup plus grande quo 1 actuelle 1IM) une 6conmie d ' &ergie pout 6tre attendue sous deux points de
vue, du reste li6s:
-

r6duction des d6lais d'attente,
am&ioration des profils de descente.

Cos quelques remarques am6nent A retonir un crit~re 6concznique global, repr6sentant 1e cost total
de transit des avions dans; la zone, sous la forme d'un oat li6 au temps d'utilisation de l'avion et d'un
torm repr~sentant le coat du carburant utilis-,.
C = EC ti +0, cj
La sarnition se faisant sur tous les avions pr~sents dana la zone pendant 1'intervalle de temps cctisid6r6.
ti repr6sente le temps de transit de 1'avion i dans la zone depuis 1'entr.e jusqu'au toucher des roues
il inclut 6vidennient le temps d 'attente 6ventuel,
a. est le ot
c1

unitaire de transit fonction du type d 'avion

repr~sente la consawmtion totale de 1 avion dans la zone

Bi le ot

ineyen du kilogramrme de carburant.

En principe, (11 et 01 repr6sontont des co~ts exprim~s dans une unit6 mon~taire donn~e, toutefois
il est possible, par le choix d 'autres valeurs de ces param~tres, do pond~rer diEffrement les facteurs;
temps et canbustible, notanment:
- de p~naliser les attentes trop longues en prenant los coefficients croissant en fonction du temps
d'attente,

-d' augmenter les coef ficients
de rnanikre A favoriser le factour consarmation pour tenir ccnipte de
soucis politiques do preserver 1'6nergie.
Si on consire donc les trajectoires de descente d' un avion suivant diffi~ments profils de
vitosse (Fig. 5), la conscemation varie beaucoup du prof ii le plus rapide au profil le plus lent.
Ainsi donc, pour los six profils do descente
tems temps et conscmmation dans le crit _re, il existe
au minimumn du crit~re envisag6 pour I avion seul. Si on
6t d~fini
C =Cti

consid&-6s, suivant los pond~xations apport6es aux
un profil do descente "prf6rentiel" correspondant
considkre maintenant le critZ-re global tel qu'I il a
+k.c i

ii est possible de s6parer dans le crit~xe la partie li~e au transit proprenent dit d'un avion depuis le
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la
jusgi
d'entr~e
point
1.'ltitude
de croisiere.

la

piste de

partie

associ6e

a 1 attente suppos~e effectuC-e en holding j

Si 1 avion descend suivant le prof il de vitesse k, on peut d~finir tt. et Cik cconne 6tant les
temps et consaunations correspo-dant au transit proprenent dit, tat, le temps d~aitente de 1 avion, 6i± la
consaination instantan~e de 1 avion en holding. Le crit~re peut ftre r&6crit sous la forme
C =Eici

(ttik+tati) +aj (cik + 6 jtati)

E (CL ttik + fjci)

+ y i tati

en d~finissant Cjk carine le cofit total de transit pour une descente sur ]e prof ii k
Cik
et Yicarme

a ittik

+ Oici

le coOt total de la seconde d'attente pour 1'avion i, canrprenant la conscokation(Yi= a i +

on peut ree-crire:
1

iC +Ytat.

Les param~tres intervenant dans le critkre sont alors pour chaque type d 'avion
-

le oot des diff6rents profils,
le coOt de la minute d'attente.

Il s 'agit donc de trouver les profils
s~paration, iinimisant le critkre.

et

les temnps d' attentes tati

,

canpte tenu des contraintes de

3.2. Ordonnancement dynamique
L~e probl~me de 1 ordonnancement dynamique du trafic dans la zone terninale se pose en termes
d 'optifnisation d' un coat global li& au temps d'attente et i la consanuation des avions.
Sous le tenne d'ordonnancement il faut entendre ici la d~termination de 1 ordre et de 1 instant
d'atterrissage des avions ainsi que celle du prof ii de vitesse adopt6 en descente par chacun d'entre eux.
Le probl~me est essentiellenent dynamique en ce sens que 1 'on d6termine, a 1 instant oa un avion
p6n~tre dans le syst~me, 1 ordonnancement optimal a ce momzent la pour les avions pr6sents dans; la zone,
ordonnancement qui est reinis en question a chaque fois qju'un nouvel avion se pr6sente A une porte de la

zone.

Les deux'id~es
de base
retenue sont les suivantes:

qui

ont conduit A la d~termination de la politique d'ordonnancament

- d 'une part, il est possible "dnam6liorer" la s&3uence d' atterrissage des avions par rapport A ce qui
est fait actuellement par le contr8le, de mani~re A augmenter la capacit6 de la piste et a r~d-aire les
temps d'attente,
- d' autre part,
il est possible d' adopter des profils de descente plus ou moins rapides, rapides par
exeinpie pour dininuer 1 attente des avions suivants, lents pour absorber une attente 6ventuelle,
1 attente se faisant alors a pouss~e r6siduelle il en r~sulte une diminution de la consarmation.

.' hypoth&se retenue est que les attentes sont effectu~es A 1 altitude de croisi~re et que 1Von
ne pout interrnnpre ou imdifier la descente d' un avion. Un avion pr6sent dans la zone ne pout donc A-tre
r6ordonnanc6 lors de 1 entrC-e d 'un autre avion que s 'il ne se trouve pas encore en descente. Le point audela duquel ii ne pout 8tre r~ordonnanc6 a donc 6t6 choisi une minute avant le premier point de mise en
descente sur les diff&rents profils possibles, c' est-a-dire le point de descente sur le prof ±1 le plus
lent. La minute de d~lai adopt6e correspond au temps de calcul, de transmissions, ainsi qu'au temps de
r6action du pilote.
Si P'on essaie d'analyser ce qui est fait actuellement par le contr6le, on pout consid~rer que
c est la politique "first cane first served at system entrance" F1.CFSSE) gui est actuellenent utilis~e,
mais dans le cadre d'une zone beaucoup plus restreinte que celle qui est envisag6e ici, c'est-a-dire que
les avions atterrissent dans l'ordre de pr~sentation aux portes de la zone. Une telle politique, appliqu6e
aune zone de 200 NMserait aberrante du fait de la grande dispersion dans les temps de transits pour les
diff~rents types d'avions. La politique que V'on peut considA-er coire la plus proche de ce qui est
actuellement r~alis6 et gui servira de r6f~rence pour 1'6valuation des performances de l'ordonnancesent
propos6 est sans dou e la politique FCFSRW (first come first served at the runway), c'est-a-dire que
l'ordre d'atterrissac- est d6termin6 par l'instant d'arriv&e possible A la piste si l'avion descend sur
son profil "pr~fe'rentiel". Oette politique appliqu~e a une zone de 200 NM equivaut en pratique a use
politique FCFSSE appliqu~e 5 l'entr~e d'une zone r~duite. En effet, la dispersion des temnps de transit audessous de 10000 pieds est faible, si bien que l'ordre d'arriv.e aila piste Cu l'ordrf- d'arriv&e aux
portes d' use zone r~duite sont assez 6quivalents. D'autre part, actuelleirent le choix du profil de
descente ne d6pend que de 1 avion (oompagnie ou constructeur) sans; relation avec la densit6 du trafic ni
le contr~le, et on peut penser que le profil "pr~f~rentiel" pour use canpagnie et us type d avion
correspond a us optimnum 6conomique calcul6 pour us avion seul, c'est-A-dire sans aucune attente.
Oette politigue de s~quencement FCSRW traite toutes los classes d'avion do la mane fagon. Si on
envisage par contre use rmdification de ce s~quencement de rnanikre A optimiser le coOt global, on risque
de d~favoriser, par rapport A ce gui est fait actuellement par le contr~le, les classes d avions dont le
coOt d'attente est peu Aleve.
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Si on veut donc que, dans le nouveau s6quencefnent certaines classes d'avions ne se trouvent pas
trop d6favoris6es, m~me Si CeCi devrait conduire A une amrioration globale du cofit total, ii faut d'une
manikre ou d'une autre limiter les attentes possibles pour ces avions. Plusieurs solutions sont
envisageables:
on peut notamment fixer us temps d 'atttente maximal, avec I I'inconv~nient quo ce maximum dolt
certainement 6tre d~fini en fonction do la densit6 du trafic et de la classe d'avions consid6r6e,
-

il est aussi possible de p~naliser dans le crit~re los attentes excessives en choisissant pour les
coefficients at representant les oats d' inimbilisation des avions des valeurs non constantes,
croissance rapide lorsque le temps d 'attente exc~de un certain seull.
-

La solution qul a 6t retenue est do limiter le ncmibre de d~calages de positions d'un avion par
rapport A son ordre d'atterrissage dans le s~guencement ~FSRW. Cette politique de maximum position
shifting (M.P.S.) permet donc d'6viter quo les avions, dont le coat d'attente est faible par rapport i
d'autres, soient trop retat1~s. Un avion ne pout 6tre recul6 ou avanc6 dans la s~quence de plus do M
positions ; on pout par exemple fixer pour le ncmbre M les valeurs 1 a 4.
Examinons alors axinent se pose le probl~me lorsqu' us avion se pr6sente A 1' entr~e do la zone,
avec le num6ro, d'entr6e zone IP. On liii affecte tout d'abord un num6ro, d'atterrissage Ui6 A son temps
d 'arriv~e prf&entiel i la piste, c'est-a.-dire son num~ro RSRW, L., gui est en g~n~ral inf6rieur 5 Ii'.
Il est alors; plac6 dans la s~pience d'atterrissage d~finio par los ordonnancemonts pr~c~dents en place W,
les avions s~quenc6s en Lj ou plus se trouvant d~cal6s d'une position. Dans us premier temps,
1'ordonnancoment est reeffectu6 avec cot avion cttmie contrainte terminale, 1 avion sgquenc6 en IJ-MPS-2
devient la contrainte initialo. Les avions IJ-4PS-1 a W-1 sont r~ordonnanc6s, c'est-i-dire qu'il s'agit
do trouvor la permutation do ces MPS + 1 avions et leurs profils, ainsi quo le prof ii do 1 avion Lir do
mani~re a optimiser le crit~re pr~c~dewrent d~fini, ccznpte tenu des separations A la piste A respecter.
tine fois la solution optimale trouv~e, le processus est r6p6t6 avec, cette fois, l'avion UJT+1 camme
contrainte terminale, 1 avion qui se trouve res&quenc:6 en position IJ-4PS-1 comme contrainte initiale ; et
ceci doit 6tre r~it~r6 jusqu 'au dernier ordonnancement ccznprenant 1 avion IP en contrainte terminale.
Los contraintes a prendre en ompte dans ce probl~me de s~quencement sont los separations en
temrps gui doivent exister entre deux avions A la piste. Cette s~paration temporelle doit assurer use
s6paration standard en distance tout au long du faisceau IIS et depend donc des vitesses d'appruche et
d'atterrissage du couple d'avions consid6r6 ; la natrice des s6parations Si (j suivant i) est caicu1~e en
simulation pour los diff6rents typos d'avions do l'&chantillon.
A la fin de cotte phiase d'ordonnancemont, so pose le problme de la r~solution gvontuolle des
conflits le long do tout le parcours; des routes dans la zone.
3.3. Exemple do r6sultats
Diff~rents 6chantillons do trafic ont 6t. test6s en simulation pour diff~rentes zones texminales
6tenduos, do mani~re a 6valuor les b~n~f ices quo V'on pout attendre do 1 algoritrm propos6.
Un 6chantillon do trafic est caract~ris6 par la distribution entre typos d'avions, et par sa
densit6. Cello-cl est d~finio par rapport A la capacit6 do la piste, c'est-a-dire au ncmbre moyen d'avions
pouvant atterrir par heuro. Los 6chantillons test6s ccoportaient 9 types d'avions, variant d'us avion
lager aux gros porteurs.
La Fig. 6 montre los r6sultats obtenus; en canparant le coat total do transit dans la zone pour
tous los avions pour diff~rentes strat~gies do contr8le.
3.4. Perspectives
Los r6sultats obtenus ont permis de d~montrer quo la gostion du trafic en temps r6el, associ6e i
us sulvi 4D des avions en zone terminale pexmettralt use ainlioration des coats li6s aux attentes. Le
principe 6tant qu'u 6largissement do La zone permet us contr~lo do vitesse des avions en route et en
descento amenant la possibilit6 d'optimiser la s~quence d'atterrissage et do r~duire los olts d'attente.
Line extension do ce principo serait la coordination entre los a~roports. tn effot actuellement 1 entre
des avions dons la zone reste quasi al6atoire, mias 11 serait possible do r~guler los d~parts, c'est-idirei do faire attendro los avions au sol, plut8t qu' en 1'air en zone satur~e.
4. AVNIR
Los 6tudes initiales datent do 1975-77 ; elles restent valables aujourd'hui :preuve en sont los
exp~rirnntations faites par Eurocontrol sur simulateurs (B737, 1X10, A300) avec 6quipages ca-apagnies en
utilisant des algorithmes tr~s voisins. Des exp~rimentations; sur le site do Bruxelles avec los avions
r~guliers vont avoir lieu prochainement.
Nous no pouvons quo regretter ces d~lais anormalement longs entre 1 '6tude et la mise en service.
Tbutefois le d~veloppement des FM4(Flight Management Systems syst~vmes conprenant principalement
us calculateur -tripl6 en g&ral- des capteurs et us clavier pour 1'introauctlon des donn~.es) A bord des
avions do beauccoip do canpagnies conduit a poser le probl~ne en termes nouveaux. Il y a en effet
maintenant 2 categories d'avions 5 g~rer, ceux munis d'us FTIS et los autres. Ces derniers pouvent 6tre
g~r6s suivant la prc~lure indiqu~e ci-dessus (3 corrections) ; cowx munis d 'us EM4S pouvent 6tre g6r~s do
faqon globalo -c' ost-A-dire continuement-avec canne seule instruction 1'heure do passage a la baliso
finale, sous r6serve d'une 6tude sur !a capacit6 du calculateur do bord.
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L~eprobl6-ne peut 6tre pos& carme suit
L'avion, muni d'un
MNS, entrant dans la IDA est pris en canpte par le calculateur
d'ordonnancement du trafic gui lui assigne un ten-. de passage A la balise finale de la m~me fagon quill
le fait pour les avions; non inunis d'un FR4S. Cepondant, a cause du pilotage autonatique, sous contr6le du
EM4S, des cr6neaux gui auraient 6t &1imin~s pour us avion non muni de MTI(cr~neaux gui auraient conduit A
sortir du dcmaine dit de "pilotage ais6") peuvent 6tre retenus pour les avions munis d'un EMS.
Le calculateur
de bord r6soud alors un problkne a conditions finales impos~es (probl~me dit du
tir au buit) en tenant canpte des contraintes de navi~gation (3D) en zone terminale. Les conditions finales
sont
1 ' heure de passage a la balise finale, cap, altitude et vitesse ;les contraintes sont en m~moire
dans le calculateur.

Ces calculs n6cessitent l'utilisation d'un imod le math6matique de l'avicn, mod~le tenu a jour
notaimment en ce gui concerne la masse et 6ventuellement le centrage de 1 avion. on proc~de normalement par
it(Srations :mais il faut admettre gue le probl~me peut avoir plusieurs solutions :c'est 15 use premi~ze
difficult6 bien connue dans les probl~mes d'autcmatique ou de recherche op6rationnelle. Pour prendre us
exemple simple, remarquons gu 'on pout atteindre A la m&we heure la balise finale en carmen-ant la descente
en deux points (ou instants) diff~rents, en descendant 5 vitesse indiguie constante et en passant a use
vitesse impos~,e A la balise finale.
Le ncmbre des variantes pout se d~composer en continuums; d~nonrables. Dans I 'exemple simple cidessus, on pout imaginer facilement us. "d6but de descente" A des instants continuenent variables, sachant
qu A chacun des instants correspond use vitesse en palier suivie d 'use d6c~l6ration pour passer A la
vitesse impos~e a la balise finale. Par contre on pout imaginer us 6change entre les consignes de vitesses
et de cap sur la derni~re branche :ce typo de trajectoires constitue us 2e continuum. A 1 int~rieur d'us
continuum il est simple de trouver la solution optiinale en intrcduisant us second crit _re :le plus
utilis& est la consciriation nidnimale. La derni~re difficult6 r6side dans la coi~ncidence entre la
trajectoire trouv~e par le sol et celle calcul~e a bord. Seules des simulations sur us grand ncuilre de TVA
permettra de juger si les dispersions 6ventuelles entre ces trajectoires pouvent onduire a des &carts
inacceptables.
En fait, dans use premiere 6tape les avions munis d'us MN pourront 6tre g6r~s ccie les autres,
les corrections de vitesse et de cap 6tant toujours; associ6es a 1 'eure de passage a la balise finale mais
transmises usigquement si, pour des raisons d'espacement des avions, le sol estimait n6cessaire de faire
acc~l6ree ou d61&~er l'avion. Alors ces domi~es (nouvelles vitesses i prendre ou cap pour rejoindre
1 IIS) seraient inject~es dans le WVS gui recalculerait la trajectoire optimale a partir de ces nouvelles
conditions initiales.
Il est cepondant probable que si la proc~dure naninale reste use descente 5 pouss~e r6siduelle et
vitesse indiguee constante les 2 calcualteurs sol et bord trouveront la m&ne trajectoire, donc gue les
6carts entre 1 avion r6el et l'avion fictif seront faibles et gue ces 2 avions se rejoindront
la balise
finale. Il faut en effet limiter au maximum l'introduction de donn6es sur clavier a bord. Ce pout ftre use
opration difficile en cas de turbulence intense, ce peut toujours 6tre use source d'erreur. D)6s lors la
transmission de 1 heure de passage A la balise finale sera la seule txansnission indispensable apr~s
l'entr&e dana la qMN.
Nous oonclurons en r6clamant, une fois de plus, 1 instauration d'use liaison autctnatigue sol-air
et air-sol. L~eradar Modie S devrait ter-hniquermt pouvoir assurer cotte liaison, mais rien W'est pr~vu dans
us avenir proche. L'arriv6e d'avions tr~s "sophistiqu~s" tels gue V'A 320 rend encore plus pressant cette
liaison ; les liaisons phoniques actuelles constituent 1 'us des 616ments les mains fiables de la chaine
guidage-pilotage des avions ; la faute hunaine -cause principale des accidents- va devenir de moins en
moins "catastropihique" dans les avions a crnandes 6luctrigues oa les limitations de sortie au domnaine- de
vol sont autanatigues :il est aberrant, alors, d 'accepter que la s~curit6 repose sur les liaisons
phanigues. De plus, si use liaison sol-air axiste, elle passera necessairement par us calculateur sol;
alors toute instruction donn6e par le oontr~leur sol rpcurra 6tre rapidement corrobor6e avec la situation
r~elle pr~sente et, si elle devait provoquer us risque inin~liat de collision, elle serait refus6e avant
transmission et le contr~leur en serait aussit~t averti. De m~ne a bord, 1'instruction 6tant affich~e en
clair, le pilate devra la collationner en appuyant sur us boutan proche de l'kran.
Le passage 5 l'heure a la balise et use liaison autcmatigue seraient alors use solution au
probl~me de la saturation des a6roports aux heures de pointes.
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component, sec:
-34.6
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component, see
-41.3

Total time
controllability, sec
-75.9
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38.6

71.7

39.0

39.0

0
___________

Tableau II

_____________I_____

-Variation

Comments
Early-arrival time error
Late-arrival thne error;
250.knot speed limit not applied
Late-arrival time error;
250-knot speed limit applied

extremales du t~nrs de parcours de, la trajectoire de, test
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_

_

test parameters

_Variable

Initial time
error, sec
(a)
0

Test
condition
A

Was ATC 250-knot
airspeed limit
applied?
Yes

B

No

0

0

C

Yes

60

0

D

No

60

0

E

Yes

F, G

No

0

H

No

0

Unplanned wind
component
0

0

-60

247; 10 knots
(prevailing head wind)
067; 10 knots
(prevailing tail wind)

aA positive time error denotes a late arrival requiring greater airspeed commands.

Time: (+) law, (-)ezhI
Speed: (+) 't;

A

Parmeter

(-ow

I C

I

j
D

Teut condition

I

E

JI

F

1I

I7

Metering fix
Mean

-1.0

-4t0

21.3

2.8

-8.4

28.1

36.0

-32.5

S.D.

16.7

164

13.0

16.5

19.2

16.6

1.9

9.3

Tire erroratmetering fxc.....

Tableau III

-Ccnditions

de tests et r~sultats
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ON THE AUTOMATION OF FUTURE ATC CENT"ES IN THE LIGHT OF
THE CONCEPT OF THE "ZONE OF COt.V ERGENCE"
by
Victor Attwooll
Civil Aviation Authority
National Air Traffic Services
CAA House, Kingsway 45-59
GB - London WC2 BGTE

INTRODUCTION
Describes the Zone of Convergence concept briefly and its potential benefits.

ASPECTS OF SOFTWARE AT ATC CENTRES
Automated assistance will be required by ATC controllers engaged in sequencing arrivals in a Z.O.C.
Important sub-routines are the aircraft performance model and the Conflict Detection process.
The Aircraft Performance Model
This is a model to predict the 4D profile of an aircraft for a given pilot (or autopilot) inputs. Once
the model is developed, it is a trivial problem to enhance it so as to answer the reverse question :
what pilot input is necessary to achieve a desired profile, specifically to achieve a stated gate time.
The output from this process forms the basis of the ATC instructions given to the pilot.
Conflict Detection and Resolution
Having estimated the arrival profiles of a number of aircraft which give the correct sequence at the
"gate", they should be further checked for infringement of separation standards along their length.
Where such conflict exists, the corresponding profile must be modified to remove the conflict and still,
hopefully, achieve the correct time at the gate.

INPUTS REQUIRED FOR THE SEQUENCING PROCESS
The basic aerodynamic or performance information on each type of aircraft must be obtained from the
manufacturers, hopefully, in a standard format, for insertion into the aircraft performance model.
Other, more transient inputs are
Meteorological
Up-to-date wind, and perhaps temperature information covering the "playing area".
from aircraft is preferred - forecasts may not be accurate enough.

Direct measurement

Information on the Aircraft's Intentions
Flight Plan information, suitably updated, intended flight levels, speeds, way-points etc.

METHODS OF COMMUNICATION
These include both air to ground and controller to computer (man-machine interface or MMI)
Air to Ground
It is desirable for reduction in both workload and RT loading that, as much as practicable,
communication air to ground should be by data-link (Mode S or satellite). The order of implementation
of data-link facilities is likely to be: first ground data held in store (VOLMET etc) ground to air, then
ambient meteorological data air to ground, then data on the current state of the aircraft (content of
Flight Management Systems) air to ground and finally executive ATC instructions ground to air.

MMI
Possible modes of rapid insertion of updated information to the computer include Direct Voice Input as
well as more conventional means.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This would include comments on the potential benefits and likely time-scales of the projects considered.
Attention would be drawn to the need for developments to proceed in step with each other and to the
need for proper validation before operational service.
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THE CONTROL OF INBOUND FLIGHTS
Basic principles
by
Andrg Benoit and Sip Swierstra
EUROCONTROL
European Organisation for the Safety of Air Navigation
Engineering Directorate
72, Rue de la Loi, B-1040 Brussels

SUMMARY
This paper describes the basic principles of the method developed to guide aircraft accurately down to
The method is designed to be used in a
the runway in a time-of-arrival constrained environment.
Zone of Convergence context or in any similar advanced Air Traffic Control (ATC) system
characterised by the integration of control phases over an extended area on the one hand and true
"computer assistance" to the air traffic controller on the other, i.e. assistance provided at the
decision-making level through the automatic generation of guidance advisories.
The method includes two closely coupled basic components, namely, a "predictor", which computes a
trajectory once initial conditions and plans are known, and a "profile manager", which adapts the plans
to meet the time constraint and generates the guidance directives on the basis of present position,
actual surveillance information, aircraft operation and route constraints.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The next evolutionary step in air traffic control (ATC) will be the introduction of knowledge-based
control systems which will actually assist the air traffic controller in the decision-making process.
Such systems will affect nearly all ATC fields, from overall air traffic management at the planning level
to the selection of resolution strategies for potential conflicts at the executive level.
One
state-of-the-art approach is the Zone of Convergence (ZOC)* concept developed in the Engineering
Directorate of the EUROCONTROL Agency in Brussels, Belgium (See Papers 22 and 29). This tackles
the problem of efficient on-line management of a stream of aircraft inbound to one or more major
airports by advising the controllers in en-route sectors and terminal manoeuvring areas (TMAs) on how
to optimise the traffic stream in terms of safety and cost efficiency while at the same time ensuring
maximum throughput by making the best use of available capacity. The ZOC concept covers all phases
of flight from brake-release until touchdown and, from a traffic flow point of view, efficiently
integrates all ATC sectors in a given area of jurisdiction.
Several research institutions worldwide have reported on their activities in this field (Refs. 2 to 5).
Although the projects are often adapted to specific local situations, the approaches followed are
generally similar and consist of three main modules :
1)

The sequencer/scheduler, which establishes a target landing sequence and associated landing
times on the basis of one or more optimisaton criteria ;

2)

The guidance and control module, which generates the control advisories to achieve the planned
sequence based on observed radar tracls, and

3)

A man/machine interface compatible with the existing controller work position and/or the general
ATC data processing system, designed to facilitate an ergonomic controller/system dialogue.

This paper describes the general data flow through the ZOC system and subsequently discusses in
more detail the guidance and control logic applied to generate the advisories.

* Note

.

The term Zone of Convergence or the acronym
ZOC refers to an extended area
including and surrounding a main terminal and possibly secondary airports, the phases
of control being integrated over a sufficiently long distance (R. Erwin, 1975), from 150
up to 300 nm from the main set of runways.
The term was introduced (A. Benoit
and A. Fossard, 1977) to avoid any ambiguity with the current Terminal Manoeuvering
Area.
Nevertheless, In this particular paper the term ZOC is used to refer to the specific
techniques developed in the Engineering Directorate of the EUROCONTROL Agency in
order to handle on-line (management of traffic and guidance of individual flights) the
inbound traffic in an extended zone of convergence.

--
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2.

THE PROCESSING STEPS IN THE ZOC SYSTM

On-line management of air traffic relies heavily on the predicted flight profiles of the individual
aircraft concerned.
Although the route to be followed and aircraft operating procedures may be
agreed upon between the aircraft operator and ATC in advance of the flight , the validity of the
predicted profile is nevertheless strongly affected by numerous random perturbations, which include
-

uncertalk zneteoroX.,cal conditions ;
conflict resolution actions (initiated either the air or on the ground), which force the aircraft to
leave the planned route and/or the planned vertical profile
errors resulting from ground/air communications difficulties
human error both in the air and on the grouhd.

Designed for operation in a real environment and because of that subject to such a variety of
perturbations, the ZOC concept incorporates, for the sake of efficiency, a dynamic sequencing and
scheduling mechanism whereby the landing sequence maintained by the ZOC system is constantly
checked against actual traffic evolution.
On the one hand, this approach offers total freedom of
decision to the controller but, on the other, it complicates enormously the task of providing reliable
and useful computer-based assistance.
In particular, the traffic situation tends to be most complex
under heavy workload conditions and, for obvious reasons, man/machine interaction has to be
minimised at such times.
It is on this aspect that most of the work on the ZOC system has
co;.centrated.

ZOC PROCESSING STEPS
wait for new

radar data

did a new a/c

|

N
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run
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allocate
landing target
times
i

i

I

compute matching
4D profiles
i

j
I

I

tsgsess traffic flow
- runway utilidatlon
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>

generate
display +
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Figure 1

ZOC processing steps
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The main processing steps involved are shown in Figure 1.' The system is triggered every time new
radar data are generated.
If data for a newly entering aircraft are available, an estimate of its
preferred flight profile is made (i.e. the profile the aircraft would follow if it was the only one in the
sky).
On the basis of the preferred flight profiles of all aircraft and a specific set of criteria, a
landing sequence is proposed. Subsequently, a landing time is assigned to each flight based on its
position in the landing sequence, the estimated landing time of the first aircraft in the sequence and
the minimum separation requirements on the localizer.
The 4-D start and end positions are then defined for each individual flight, after which an attempt can
be made to find a matching flight profile from present position till touch-down, within the limitations of
the aircraft performance and possible ATC constraints.
On completion of this initial step, estimates of the future flight paths are available and subsequently
runway utilisation and potential en-route conflicts can be assessed.
If the result of this evaluation is acceptable, the ATC advisories are generated and displayed to the
controller(s), or else the landing sequence will be updated in accordance with the findings.
In this sequence of steps, three main modules may be identified.
The central module is the
sequencer/scheduler.
In the discussion of the ZOC implementation, this module is referred to as
ROSAS (Regional Organisation of Sequencing and Scheduling), which proposes a landing sequence
taking into consideration :
-

automatic, dynamic delay minimisation according to traffic demand;
equal priority treatment for aircraft on short or long routes in the control zone;
minimisation of potential conflicts in en-route sectors;
automatic adaptation of the sequence to the actual traffic situation as it develops;
controller override of certain automatic sequencing algorithms to accommodate
changes, special flights, conflict resolution, etc.;
flow control limitations for specific arrival routes.

runway

The last module comprises the man/machine interface, which generates and arranges for the display of
the ATC advisories.
The approach chosen in the ZOC concept does not require any additional
hardware displays at the controller working position. The advisories are formulated so as to be
directly compatible with the typical instructions in use today and, accordingly, may be displayed in an
additional line in the aircraft identification label on the controller's radar screen without causing any
inconvenience. This avoids additional workload for the controller which would otherwise arise from a
need for multiscreen scanning. It should also be noted that the structure of the advisories is such
that they are directly compatible with automatic digital ground/air/ground data communications, as
planned, for instance, within the future Mode S/Data Link environment.
This paper concentrates on the third module, which includes the profile calculation and guidance and
control functions. This module is generally referred to as CINTIA (Control of Inbound Trajectories
for Individual Aircraft).

3.

THE CINTIA MODULE

In the ZOC concept, the CINTIA module has a support function, to compute the
"actual" 4-D flight profiles, whereby it endeavours to match the constraints
sequencer/scheduler at minimum cost for the individual aircraft.
In addition,
sequencer with data on control range boundaries such as "earliest possible landing
CINTIA module has two main functions, as shown in Figure 2.
The predictor constitutes the core of CINTIA.
-

"preferred" and
defined by the
it provides the
time", etc. The

It computes the 4-D flight profile on the basis of

the extended flight profile description (EFPD);
constraints from the sequencer/scheduler, if available;
meteorological data;
aircraft performance data.

The predictor starts a typical trajectory computation at the "end" constraint, i.e. the 4-D position at
touchdown, and computes backwards to the current (x, y, z) positions as observed by radar. Where
the sequencer/scheduler has constrained the transit time, steps must be taken to establish whether the
time at the "start" constraint is met. Otherwise, the second CINTIA function is activated, namely the
profile manager. The latter updates the extended profile description (EFPD) in the light of the
observed discrepancies between constraints, computed trajectory and flight phase. Subsequently, in
the next try, a further check is made to establish whether the new flight profile is acceptable.
Effectively, the predictor and profile manager are independent functions which interface through the
extended flight profile description. The EFPD comprises a composite set of information consisting of
an exact description of every phase of the flight profile and the associated supporting data. Its basis
is the standard ICAO flight plan defining, for example, call sign, planned route, cruise conditions and
aircraft type. The EFPD is compiled from various databases such as : preferred company operating
procedures ; standard instrument departure and arrival procedures (SIDs and STARs) ; current ATC
constraints, e.g. runway in use ; meteorological conditions, e.g. visibility limitations ; aircraft
performance data.
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The resulting sequence of flight phases is coded in a special "language" whih can be directly
interpreted by the predictor. A more extensive description of the predictor algorithms is presented in
Paper 17.,
Let us discuss the mechanics of CINTIA's "constraint matching" by reference to an example.
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CINTIA functions

CONTROL VARIABLES

In order to retain sufficient capability to accommodate perturbations during the flight, a careful
balance is required between the maximum range of possible arrival times available at entry to the ZOC
and the retention of sufficient flexibility in the later phases of flight. Obviously, the choice of
control variables usable by CINTIA's profile manager at any given time during the flight is limited in
the first place by the flight phase itself.
To illustrate this, a typical example of a flight from Dover (DVR) inbound to Brussels (EBBR) is
shown in Figure 3. It shows a specification for the "preferred" flight profile in terms of route,
altitude and speed definition for flight XYZ 384. On entering the ZOC area around Dover, the aircraft
is cruising at FL 230, 300 kt IAS. The planned descent speed is 310 kt IAS leading to an approach to
runway 25L at Brussels National airport.
An expanded view of the "preferred" approach path of the flight is presented in Figure 4.
The
length of the U-shaped path is determined by the preferred distance flown on the localizer (in the
example, 8 nm). The flight path from the en-route airway to the Jocalizer is defined by two ATC
specified radar vectors, the first turning the aircraft onto a base leg (heading 120 degrees) and the
second involving a right turn to the intercept leg (heading 210 degrees) associated with a clearance to
intercept the localizer.
In Figure 4 it is suggested that control of the speed of the aircraft be divided into two ranges.
Before the clearance to intercept the localizer has been issued, the pilot should maintain as closely as
possible the speeds advised by ATC. After having received the "intercept" clearance, the pilot should
reduce his speed in accordance with a schedule previously agreed by the aircraft operator and ATC.
Thus, ATC will only exceptionally have to adjust the speed of the aircraft in the final approach
phases.
The control variables accessibi to the profile manager in the various flight phases are shown in
Figure 5. In the en-route flight phases the main control variables are the en-route speeds.
If,
however, the imposed transit time from the aircraft's current position to its planned landing time is
such that it cannot be achieved through en-route speed control, other delaying techniques must be
applied. It is first necessary to check whether an additional delay can be obtained by extending the
localizer to the maximum distance allowed in the given geography. If this is the case, the aircraft will
be advised to proceed at the minimum acceptable operational speed and the precise definition of the
radar vectors will be handled subsequently when CINTIA processes the approach phases.
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However, if the transit time obtained on the maximum localizer distance is still shorter than that
requested, the controller will be informed of the additional delay which should, if possible, be
If the
absorbed in the en-route sectors, or otherwise by low-altitude holding at a later stage.
requested transit time is- shorter than the minimum duration possible, the sequencer/scheduler module
will be informed accordingly and will decide on appropriate action. If the discrepancy is only a few
se-onds, the sequencer may accept the resulting minor reduction in landing capacity, but where the
time differences are greater , resequencing might, provide a better overall situation.
In the approach phases of flight, the controller has to issue radar vectors to guide the aircraft from
The definition of the
the airway to the localizer 'and CINTIA will provide appropriate assistance.
heading advisories specifying the base leg and intercept leg constitute the main control variables in
these phases of flight. The limits imposed on CINTIA are shown in Figure 4. The shortest flight
path is defined by the minimum distance on the localizer acceptable to the aircraft operator under the
given conditions. The longest path is defined by the geographical TMA limit which, in the case of the
example, corresponds to a maximum localizer distance of 12.5 nm. Finally, after alignment on the
localizer, only very limited possibilities for speed control remain, since they have a considerable impact
on the safe operation of the aircraft.
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CINTIA's TIME-OF-ARRIVAL CONTROL POTENTIAL

It is of interest to see how CINTIA's ability to control of the time of arrival varies during progress
Figure 6 shows the available arrival time control range as a
through the Zone of Convergence.
function of the distance to touchdown in relation to the "preferred" flight profile.
When the aircraft enters the ZOC at Dover, CINTIA can find matching flight profiles for requested
transit times which are from 11 rain. longer to 1.5 min. shorter than that corresponding to the
preferred profile. The maximum delay is obtained by reducing the aircraft speed in the en-route part
to "minimum clean speed" and extending the distance flown on the localizerto the maximum allowable.
At the end of the en-route phase, approximately 25 nm from touchdown, CINTIA can accommodate a
delay of up to 2.5 min. or an advance of up to 1.25 min., again in relation to the preferred profile.
This range is determined virtually completely by the definition of the radar vectors in the TMA. After
the aircraft has been vectored to the base leg, potential control of arrival time becomes extremely
limited. In the example, at 8 nm from touchdown, it is still possible to gain 8 sec. in relation to the
preferred profile or to lose a maximum of 30 seconds by reducing to landing speed and configuration.
It should be noted that, as long as the aircraft is in the en-route flight phases, optimum efficiency is
ensured by defining minimum cost solutions to match the sequencer constraints. Subsequently, in the
approach phases, the full potential operating range of the aircraft is harnessed to provide optimum
flexibility in order to achieve maximum system throughput.
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CONTROLLER INTERFACE

So far it has been explained how CINTIA's profile manager updates the extended flight profile
description to allow the predictor to generate a trajectory which matches as closely as possible the
constraints defined by the sequencerlscheduler.
In order to have the plan thus modified implemented, CINTIA generates control advisories on two
application levels.
The Executive Control Advisories pertain to the current suggested clearance.
They may include the current valid speed advice or the specification of a radar vector. Advisories of
this level will be displayed in an additional line of the standard radar label for each inbound flight.
The advisories are formulated so as to be compatible with the standard phraseology in use today.
In addition, CINTIA also provides Advance Warning Advisories which show the "executive control
advisory" for the next control action. For example, when the executive control advisory suggests a
cruise speed, the advance warning advisory displays the remaining flight time to the top of descent
and the expected descent speed. Obviously, as the latter messages have a lower priority, they are
usually collated in a table and displayed on an otherwise unused part of the radar screen.
There are two display modes for the executive control advisories, namely warning and alert. The
specific techniques used to attract the controller's attention when an advisory is displayed in alert
mode depend on the display hardware used. On a monochrome random scan display, flashing or other
intensity modulation techniques may be used. On a cc!our raster scan display, a change of colour may
be considered in addition.In general, speed advisories are displayed in warning mode only, since they
are not very time-critical. However, the controller will be alerted if the speed measured from the
radar track deviates by more than a certain amount from the suggested speed. Control advisories
which may be displayed in alert mode include the top-of-descent advisory and the definition of
imminent radar vectors such as turn-to-base-leg and localiser-intercept clearances.
Figure 7 (a) shows a typicid radar label layout as used during the large-scale real-time simulation of
the ZOC concept at the EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre, Br6tigny sur Orge, France.
The first line shows the flight call sign (XYZ384), the weight category (Medium) and the planned
number in the landing sequence (8). The second line displays the current flight level as extracted
from SSR Mode C data (230) and the ground speed measured from the radar track (420 kt).
The
third line contains the executive control advisory for flight XYZ384 during the cruise phase.
It
suggests that the landing time constraint can be met by cruising at an indicated air speed of 300 kt.
The information for flight XYZ384 displayed at the same time in the Advance Warning Table might be
as shown in Figure 7 (b). The message indicates that the top of descent is expected in 5 minutes and
that a descent is planned at 310 kt IAS. For a more extensive discussion of the proposed man/machine
interface, see Reference 6.
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7.

OTHER ARRIVAL PROCEDURES

So far, all discussions have concentrated on the U-shaped arrival procedure shown in Figure 3.
Clearly, in the case of a "straight in" procedure, where almost the entire flight path would be
approximately in the direction of the runway, it is not attractive to include TMA path stretching among
the control variables in the default procedure. Accordingly, when the required transit time precludes
the straight-in procedure, the controller may update the basic flight plan to specify, for example, an
alternative S-shaped procedure which would offer sufficient control range using the standard
techniques discussed above. The same applies for flights arriving from the north or south in the case
of an east-west runway orientation.
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8.

RESULTS

To validate the CL1TIA algorithms, test flights were organised using full-scale airline flight simulators
such as the DC IV- and B737 at Sabena, the B757 and B737 at British Airways, the F27 and F28 at
Nederlandse Luchtvaart Maatschappij and the A310 at Aeroformation, all manned by complete crews.
Numerous tests have been conducted under sometimes extreme meteorological conditions and simulated
traffic situations. From these it was concluded that it is quite feasible to specify "preferred" company
procedures for given operational conditions and that the advisories generated by CINTIA are totally
rompatible with present cockpit operating procedures.
In addition the CINTIA advisories allowed the controller to maintain a predefined landing time with an
accuracy of within 10 seconds despite many deliberate or accidental at perturbations (Reference 7).
CINTIA's man-machine interface was evaluated during large-scale real-time ATC simulations at the
EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre in Br6tigny, France.
These pr3ved that the chosen concept is
compatible with ATC operation under high workload pressure with the present infrastructure in both
en-route and TMA sectors.
9.

CONCLUSIONS

In the Zone of Convergence concept the control of inbound flights is effected by the CINTIA niodule.
This paper describes in general the specific role of CINTIA and its interaction with the other major
ZOC module - the sequencer/scheduler (ROSAS).
CINTIA has two main modules, namely the profile manager, which applies predefined ATC strategies
depending on the actual evolution of the traffic, and the predictor, which handles the trajectory
calculation task. An illustration has been given of how the profile manager dynamically applies the
guidance strategy to control the arrival time.
For a concept like the ZOC to be effective, arrival times should be predicted and maintained with a
high degree of accuracy through a man-machine interface which is acceptable to the controller under
heavy workload conditions. CINTIA has been evaluated extensively using various full-scale airline
flight simulators manned by professional crews. The landing time of an aircraft over a flight length of
80 mn is controlled with an accuracy of within 10 seconds.
The proposed man-machine interface was intensively assessed during a large-scale real-time simulation
of the ZOC concept at the EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre in Br6tigny, France, during June 1989.
It has proved to be compatible with real-time operation under heavy workload conditions in both ACC
and TMA sectors.
It appears to be the right path to go down to meet future requirements.

-
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LE GUIDAGE DES VOLS JUSQU'AU SEUIL DE PISTE
Principes g~ndraux
par
Andrd Benoit et Sip Swierstra
EURO CONTROL
Organisation europ6enne pour la s~curit6 de Ia navigation airienne
Direction technique
72, rue de la Loi,
B - 1040 Bruxelles (Belgique)

RESUME
Le pr~sent document ddcrit las principas fondamentaux de ]a m6thode mise au point pour assurer le
guidage pr~cis des a6ronefs jusqu'h la piste dans un environnement conditionn6 par I'haure d'arriv6e.
La dite m6thode trouve son champ d'application dans le cadre d'une zone de convergence ou de tout
autre systbme comparable de contr~le 6volu6 de la circulation a~rienne, caractdris6 par lIntdgration des
diverses phases du contr6le dans une zone 6tendue, allant de pair avec la possibilit6, pour le
contr6leur, de disposer d'un v~ritable outil informatique, c'est-&-dire d'&tre "assist6 par ordinateur"
dans ]a prise de d6cisions grAce A la production automatique d16missions consultativas en mati~re de
guidage.
La m6thode comprend deux 6l1nients essentiels et 6troitement associds ; le "predictor" (I'dl6ment de
pr6vision), qui effectue le calcul d'une trajectoire d~s que lui ont 6to communiqu6s les conditions et
plans initiaux, et le "profile manager" (616ment de gestion des profils), qui adapte les plans en
fonction des contraintes horaires et produit des directives de guidage fonddes sur la position actuelle,
les donn~es effectives de surveillance, la conduita de l'adronef et les servitudes de route.
1.

INTRODUCTION

La prochaine 6volution en matibre de conti-ble de la circulation a6rienne (ATC) consistera en
Ilavbnement de systbmes 6tay6s par des ordinataurs "intalligents", qui apporteront au contr~leur une
aide effective dans la prise de dticision.
Ces systbmes interviendront pratiquement dans tous les
domaines de l'ATC, de la gastion globale du trafic au niveau de ]a planification jusqulau choix des
stratdgies de r~solution des conflits potentiels, A 116chalon tactique. L'dtat des connaissances en la
matibre peut 6tre illustrd par le concept de zone de convergence 61abord par la Direction technique de
l'Agence EUROCONTROL iltabie ht Bruxelles, en Belgique. 11 s'agit ici, eu 6gard au problbme de ]a
gestion efficace, en direct, d'un courant d'adronafs se dirigeant vers un ou plusieurs grands
a6roports, de conseiller las contr~leurs des sacteurs de route at des r~gions de contr~le terininales
(TAMA) quant A ]a manibre d'optinilsar les courants de trafic sur le plan de la sicuritd et de l'efficacitd
des coOts, tout en garantissant un d6bit maximum par l'axploitation optimale de la capacit6 disponible.
A cot effet, Ia concept de ZOO engloba toutes las phases do vol, du Ilicher des frains au toucher des
roues, at, sur le plan de I'acheminement des vols, intbgre afficacament tous las sacteurs ATO au sein
d'une zone de compdtence donnde.
Plusfeurs instituts de recherche ont, de par le monde, rdalis6 des travaux dans ce domaina (Rdfs.
2-5). Quoique las projets solent souvent adaptds en fonction de situations locales sp~cifiques, on
observe gd6ralemant une grande similitude dans la manibre d'abordar ca problbme, qnui se fonda sur
trois 6ldments principaux:
1)

L'6l4ment d'ordonnancemant at de r6gulatlon
sdquencaur-rdgulataur) qui, partant d'un
plusieurs critbrps d'optimisation, ddfinit una s6quence d'atterrissaga correspondante;

2)

Le module do guidageaet de contr~le, qui produit las dmissions consultatives de contr~le propre It
la r6allsation do la sdquence projetde et fond~e sur lexamen des pistas radar;

3)

Une interface hommo-machine compatible avec le poste do travail do contr~leur existant at/ou
l'ensemble du systbme de trailtament des donnt~as ATC, at conqu pour promouvoir un dialogue
argonornique antre le contr6leur at le syst3me.

ou

La pinisent docunment offre una description globala do ]a manibre dont circulant las donndes dans Ie
contexte de Ia ZOO at propose ensulte une explication plus precise de la logique do guidage at do
contr~la appllqu~le pour la production des 6nilssions consultatives.

2.

LES PALIERS DE TRAITEMWENT DANS LE SYSTEME ZOC

La gastlon directa do la circulation adrienne so fonda dons une large mesure sur las profils; do vols
prdvus pour chacun des atdronefs: lntdressds. Si Ia route At suivre at las consignas d'utilisation de
l'a6ronef pauvant 6tre convenues avant le vol entre l'exploitant at le centre do contr~le, HI"'a reste
pas momns qua la validit6i du prof! pr-6vu est irgement compromise par do nombreuses perturbations
al~atoires telles qua
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le caract~re incertain des conditions mdtdorologiques,
les manoeuvres de rdsolution de conflits, engagdes au sol ou en vol, et qui contraignent l'adronef
A sldcarter de la route et. ou du profil vertical prdvus,
les erreurs rdsultant de difficultds survenues dans; les communications sol-air,
les erreurs humaines, tant & bord qulau sol.

Compte tenu de cet environnement instable, le concept ZOO a 4t6 dot6, A des fins dlefficacitd, d'un
mdcanisme dynamique d'ordonnancement-r6gulatlon grAce auquel la sdquence d'atterrissage maintenue
par le syst~me est recopsiddrde en permanence eu 6gard A 116volution effective du trafic. Si cette
approche laisse au controbleur la facultd de ddcider en toute inddpendance, elle complique en revanche
dans une tr~es large mesure la tfiche consistant at fournir une aide sfire et efficace. Ainsi, lorsque la
charge de travail est dlevge et que la situation du trafic devient de plus en plus complexe, est-il
ndcessaire, pour des raisons dvidentes, de limiter l'interaction homme-machine. Clest sur ce point
qu'ont portd Ilessentiel des travaux relatifs au systbme ZOC.
La figure 1 prdsente un schdma des diffdrents paliers de traitement. Le systbme est enclenchd ii
chqeproduction denouvelles dnesradar. Lorsque sont connues les donndes relatives A un
nouveau venu dans ]a zone, i1 est procd A une estimation du profil de vol Iddal de ce dcrnier
(clest-A-dire du profil que l'appareil. serait amend A suivre s'il 6tait seul dans le diel). Une sdquence
d'atterrlssage est alors proposde en fonction d'une sdrie de critbres et du profil de vol iddal de tous
les adronefs en vol. Un instant d'atterrissage est ensuite attribud A chaque vol, compte tenu de sa
place dans la sdquence d'atterrissage, de l'instant d'atterrissage prdvu pour le premier adronef de la
sdquenice et des exigences ininimales d'espacement au radiophare d'alignement de piste.
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Les positions initialc et finale sont maintenant ddfinies pour chaque vol dans les quatre dimensions, et
le systbme peut alors s'efforcer de trouver un profil de vol adapt6, compte tenu des limites de
performance des adronefs et des servitudes du coritr6le, telles que'les limites de secteur.
Cette phase 6tant terminde, le systbme, qui dispose des estimations des futures trajectoires de vol, peut
ensuite proc~der & une 6valuation de l'utilisation des pistes et des conflits de route potentiels.
Si cette 6valuation donne des rdsultats acceptables, le contrbie produit alors des dinissions consultatives
aussit6t affich~es & I'intention des contr~leurs ; dane le cas inverse, la sdquence d'atterrissage est
corrigde en fonction de ces rdsultats.
Cette succession d'actions fait intervenir trois 6l6ments principaux.
Le module central est ici le
s~quenceur-r~gulateur. Dans Is mise en oeuvre du systbme ZOC objet do notro 6tude, co module est
ddsign6 par le sigle ROSAS ("Regional Organisation of the Sequencing and Scheduling of Aircraft
System", soit :Systbme rdgional d'ordonnancement-r6gulation des vols) et propose une sdquence
d'atterrissage oii sant pris en consid~ration lee principes suivants:
-

-

limitation automatique et dynamique des attentes en fonction de la demande de trafic
6galMt de traitement prioritaire pour les adronefs dans la zone de contrale, quelle
que soit Ia longueur de la route suivie;
rdduction maximalo des conflits potentiels dans los secteurs de route
adaptation automatique de la siquence A l'6volution effective de Ia situation de trafic
annulation par le contr6lour de certains algorithmes d'ordonnancement automatique, afin do
permettre des ;,hangements do pistos, des vole spdcianx, 1'6vitement de zones orageusee, la
rdsolution do conflits, etc.;
limitations de ]a rdgulation du ddbit pour certainos routes d'arriv6o.

Le dernior module est constitu6 par l'interface homme-machine, qni produit lee dinissions consultatives
ATC et en organize l'affichage. L'approcho choisie pour le concept ZOC ne ndcessito aucun affichage
machine compigmentaire au poste de travail du contr6leur. Lee 6missions consultatives sont formuldes
de mani~re A Cdtro directement compatibles avec los instructions types utiuiees actuellement et, de ce
fait, peuvent 6tre affichdes cur une ligne suppldmentaire de l'dtiquette d'identification de l'adronef
apparaissant sur l'6cran radar du contr6lenr sans qu'il en rdsulte d'inconvdnient. Cette formule
dlpargne an contr~leur le snrcrolt do travail associd A Ia lecture mnlti-6cran. On notera 6galoment que
]a structure do ces avis les rend diroctement compatibles avec lee formats de liaisons de doundos
numdriqnes sol-air tels qu'on los prdvoit pour l'onvironnement futur dui mode S.
Le prisent documviht est essentiellement consacrd an trolsibme 616ment, Aisavoir la commande du calcul
des profile et Ia fonction de guldage et de contr~le. Lee sp~cialistes ddsignent cc module par le sigle
CINTIA ("Control of Inbound Trajectories for Individual Aircraft", soit :Rdgulation individuelle des
trajectoires d'arriv~e).
3.

LE MODULE CINTIA

Le module CINTIA intdgrd dans le concept ZOC remplit une fonction d'appui, notamment pour le calcul
des profile de vol "iddaux" et "leffectifs" dans les quatre dimensions, ofk ii s'efforce de tenir compte
des contraintes ddfinies par le sdquenceur-rdgulateur A moindre frais pour chaque a6ronef. 11 fournit
en outre au sdquenceur los donndes relatives aux liniites de portdc du contr~lo, tellos que I'heure
d'atterrissage la plus rapprochde, etc.
Le CINTIA slarticule en deux fonctions principalee, illustrdes &~la figure 2.
Le "predictor",
fonction de
-

qui constitue le noyau dui CINTIA,

calcule le profil de vol quadridimoncionnel en

la description dui profil do vol dlargit (EFDP)
1cc servitudes d~finies par le sdquenceur-rdgulateur, si cues existent
les informations mdtdorologiques;
les donudes relatives aux performances des adronefs.

Le "predictor" entreprend le calcul d'une trajectoire type A la servitude "finale", colt la position
quadrldimensionnelle au toucher des roues, et poursult ce calcul en amont aux positions x, y et z
observ6e par le radar. SI le s~qunccor-r6gulateur a Ilmit6 la durde du transit, il conviont de vdrifier
quo l'heure de la servitude au "d6part" a 6t6 respectde ; dans ia n6gative, Ia seconde fonction du
CINTIA - le gestlonnaire do profil - est niiee en service. Elle actuallso la description dui profil 6largi
(EFDP) en 6gard aux discordances observ~es entre Icc servitudes, la trajectoire calcul~e et la phase
dn vol. Un nouvel esal permet ensulte de v6riflor si Ie nouveau profil de vol oct acceptable. Le
"predictoV" et le gestlonnaire doa proffl sont en fait des fonctions Ind~pendantes, coupl6es par Ia
description dui profil do vol 6largi. L'EFDP comprend un ensemble dlinformations composd do la
description pr~cise do chaque phase du vol et des donnies compl~mentaires correspondantos.
el
complbte Ie plan do vol normalis6 de l'OACI, dane lequol sont d~finis, par exemple l'indicatif d'appel,
la route pr6vne, lee conditions de croisiIbre et le type d'mironef.
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L'EFDP est dtablie au ddpart~ de plusieurs bases de donndes, telles que
-

les
les
les
les
les

consignes d'utillsation prdfdrdes par les compagnies
procddures de ddpart et d'arrivde normalisdes aux instruments (SID et STAR)
servitudes deo contr~le en vigueur, p. ex. les pistes en service;
conditions mdtdorologiques telles que les limitations de la visibillt6
donnes relatives aux performances des adronefs.

La sdquence de phases de vol qui en rdsulte est codde en un "'langage" spdcifique, que le "predictor"
est en mesure d'interprdter directement.
Voyons maintenant, A l'aide d'un exemple, comment
fonctionne le mdcanisme d'adaptatlon aux contraintes du CINTIA.
4.

LES VARIABLES DE CONTROLE

11 est ndcessaire, afin de conserver use capacitd suffisante d'adaptation aux perturbations affectant le
vol, d'dtablir tin subtil 6quilib-re entre la plus vaste fourchette possible d'heures d'arrivde disponible A
l'entrde dans le ZOC et la sauvegarde d'une souplesse suffisante pour les phases ultdrieures du vol.
Il est manifeste que le choix: des variables de contr6le exploitables par le gestionnaire de profil du
CINTIA it un instant du vol est d'abord limit6 par la phase de vol elle-m~me.
La figure 3 illustre ce qui prdc&de par' un exemple type de vol it destination de Bruxelles (EBBR)
ddpart de Douvres (DVR). 11 prdsente les caractdristiques du profil de vol "iddal" du vol XYZ
quant A la ddfinition de ses routes, altitude et vitesse. A son entrde dans la ZOO A proximitd
Douvres, l'agronef 6volue en croisibre it 300 noeuds VI, OLune altitude de 23.000 ft. La vitesse
descente prdvue est de 310 kt VI jusqu'A l'approche de la plste 25L de I'adroport
Bruxelles-National.

au
384
de
de
de

La figure 4 prdsente un schdma agrandi de la trajectoire d'approche "idale"l. La longueur du profil
en U est ddterminde par la distance idale A parcourir sur le radiophare d'alignement de piate (8 NM
sans lexemple choisi). La trajectoire de vol allant de la vole adrienne de croisi~re au radiophare
d'alignement de piste est ddfinie rrA fonction de deux guidages radar spdcifids par le contr~le, dont le
premier concerne le virage d'amorce du parcours de base (cap 1200), et le second un virage bt droite
pour l'interception du faisceau ILS (cap 2100), assorti d'une marge d'interception suffisante. La
figure 4 fait apparaltre deux portdes diffdrentes du contrble de vitesse de l'adronef. Avant de
recevoir l'autorisation dlintercepter le radiophare d'alignement de piste, le pilote devrait respecter
autant que possible les v'itesses conseilldes par le contr~le de la circulation adrienne. 11 devrait
ensuite, apr~s avoir regu l'autorisation d'interception, rdduire sa vitesse conformdment A un plan ddjA
convenu entre l'exploitant de I'adronef et l'ATC. Clest done & titre exceptionnel que ce dernier sera
appel6 A intervenir pour modifier la vitesse de l'adronef durant les phases d'approche finale.
La figure 5 prdsente les variables de contr~le accessibles au gestlonnafre de profil pendant les diverses
phases du vol. Les principales variables de contrdle relatives aux phases de croisibre sont les
vitesses de croisi~re. Si, toutefois, la durde d'acheminement imposde entre la position actuelle de
l'adronef et l'heure dlatterrissage prdvue est telle quTi est impossible de a respecter par la rdgulation
de la vitesse de crolsibre etlou de descente et/ou d'approche, ii convient d'appliquer d'autres
techniques de retardement. On vdrifie si le fait d'augmenter la portde du radiophare d'alignement de
piste A la plus grande distance autorisde dans l'environnement donnd permet de mdnager ce ddlai
suppldmentaire. Dans l'affirmative, il sera conseill6 A l'adronef de poursuivre sa trajectoire au minimum
de la vitesse acceptable de fonctionnement, et la ddfinition prdcise des vecteurs radar sera transmise
ultdrieurement, lorsque l'dldment CINTIA traitera les phases d'approche.
Si la durde d'acheminement obtenue sur la distance maximale du radiophare d'alignement de plste reste
malgrd tout Infdrieure A celle qui avait 6t6 demandde, le contrOleur est informd de la longueur du ddlai
suppldmentaire quil1 faudralt si possible mdnager dans les secteurs de route ou, A ddfaut, par le
maintien ultdrieur Aiune altitude infdrieure.
En revanche, si la durde d'acheminement demandde est plus courte que le ddlai minimum possible, le
sdquenceur-rdgulateur sera Inform6 en consdquence et ddcidera alox's de la manoeuvre appropride. SI
l'deart nWest que de quelques secondes, il se peut que le sdquenceur accepte la ldgbre rCiduction de
capaclt6 d'atterrissage qul en rdsulte ; mais dans Ie cas de diffdrences plus importantes, il conviendra
d'dtablir si une nouvelle misc en sdquence ne permettrait pas d'aboutir A une meilleure situation
globale.
La contr~leur dolt, au cours des phases d'approche du vol, ddlimiter des vecteurs radar destinds A
guider l'adronef de la route adrienne au radlophare ; ii est secondd, pour ce faire, par le CINTIA. La
ddflnition des avis corcernant le cap et spdcifiant le parcours de base et l'dtape d'interceptlon
constituent les principales variables de contr~le relatives A ces phases de vol. Las limites imposdes au
CINTIA apparalssent A Ia figure 4. La trajectoire de vol Ia plus courte est ddfinie par la distance
miimale indlqude au radiophare d'alignement de plste et Jugde acceptable pour Ilexploltant de l'adronef
dans les conditions donndes. La trajectoire Ia plus longue eat ddfinie par les limites gdographiques de
la TMA ; elle 6quivaut dans lexemple choisi, & une distance minimale de 12,5 NM au radlifhare. En
ddflnltive, les moyens propres hi rdduire la vitesse restent trbs lizntds dbs qu'il y a alignement sur le
radiopharo, car leur incidence sur Ie bon ddroulement de Ia manoeuvre prdsente des aspects de
sdcurit6 dvidents.
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5.

CAPACITE DE REGULATION DE L'INSTANT DARRIVEE PAR LE CINTIA

11 est intdressant d'observer les variations de la capacit6 de rdgulation de l'instatit d'arrivde par le
CINTIA au cours de l'6volution dans la zone de convergence. La figure 6 montre ]a capacitd disponible
de contr~le de l'heure d'arrivde en fonction de la distance A parcourir jusqu'au toucher des roues pour
ce qui est du profil de vol "idal".
A l'entrde dans la ZOC (Douvres), le CINTIA est en mesure de ddfinir un profil de vol correspondant
aux durdes d'acheminement demanddes, qui oscillent entre 11 minutes de plus et 1,5 minute de momns
qiue les temps du profil iddal. Le retard maximum est obtenu en rdduisant A la "'vitesse nette ininimale"
la vitesse de l'adronef dans les phases de croisibre, de descente et d'approche tout en allongeant au
maximum admissible la distance parcourue au radiophare d'alignement de piste.
A la fin de la phase de croisibrc, soit A quelque 25 NM du toucher des roues, le CINTIA peut m6nager
des dcarts allant de 2,5 minutes de retard & 1,25 minute d'avance par rapport au profil idal. Cette
fourchette r6sulte presque entibrement de la ddfinition des vecteurs radar dans la TMA.
Apr~s le guidage de I'a6ronef sur vecteur jusqu'au parcours de base, la capacitd de regulation de
Ilheure d'arrivde devient extr~mement restreinte. Dans l'exeniple choisi, il est encore possibla, Ai8 NM
du toucher des roues, de gugner 8 secondes par rapport au profil iddal ou de perdre au maximum 30
secondes en passant aux vitesses et configuration d'atterrissage.
On notera que, tant que l'mironef
dvolue dans les phases de croisibre, 1'efficacitd optimale est assurde par le choix de solutions at coft
minimal correspondant aux servitudes dnoncdes par le s~quenceur.
Au cours des phases d'appoche
qui suivent, c'est I'ensemble de la capacit6 potentielle d'utilisation de Iladroncf qui est bridde afin de
mdnager un maximum de souplesse et de grandir ainsi le rendement maximum du systtme.
6.

L'INTERFACE CINTIA-CONTROLEUR

Nous avons expliqu6 plus haut de quelle mardbre le gestionnafre da profil dui CINTIA actualise la
description du profil de vol 6iargi afin de permettre au "predictor"t d'dlaborer une trajectoire qui
corresponde Ic plus dtroitement possible aux servitudes d6firlies par le sdquenceur-rdgulateur.
Vest pour assurer la misc en oeuvre du plan ainsi modiflil que le CINTIA produit, At deux niveaux
d'application, des dmisslons consultatives relatives au contr8le. Les dmisslona consultztives de contr8le
tactique concernent I'autorisation en vigneur proposie.
Elles peuvent comporter l'avis relatif At le
vitesse valable en vigueur ou la specification d'un vecteur radar.
Cc type d'dmissionz, consultatives
est affichd sur une ligne suppl6mentaire de 'dtiquette radar accompagnant normalement chaque vol At
l'arrivde.
Ces dmissions consultatives sont formul~es de manibre At correspondre aux expressions
conventionnelles en usage aujourd'hui.
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Le CINTIA dmet en outre des avertissements anticipds, qui font apparaltre l'dmission consultative de
contrOle tactiqube relative A ln manoeuvre de contrble suivante. Ainsi, lorsque ladit* 6mission de
contr8le taciq~ue propose une vitesse de croisibre, ' mission d'avertissement antIcip6 affiche-t-elle le
temps de vol. restant, jusqu'A lPanorce de la descente et Ia vitesse de descente prdvue. Ces derniers
messages revdtant bien sfzr un moindre degeO de priorit6, fis sont normalement rassemblds sur une
plateau et affichds sur une plage inutilsde de l'cran radar.
Les d6missions consultatives de contr~le tactique peuvent §tre affich6es scion deux modes distincts
avertissement et alerte. Les techniques particuli~res servant A attirer l'attention du contr~leur stir
l'affichage d'un avis en mode dalerte varient suivant le type d'dquipement utilis6.
Sur un
visualisateur monochrome i balayage cavalier, on aura recours au cignotement ou A d'autres techniques
de modulation d'intensit6. Dans le cas d'un balnyage couleur type TV, on envisagera 6ventue!lement
un affichage dans une autre couleur. D'une manibre gdn6rale, les 6missions consultatives relatives A la
vitesse ne sont affichdes qu'en mode avertissement, le facteur temps ne revdtant pas une importance
trbs critique. Toutefois, l'attention du contr8leur sera soliiitde s'il existe, entre la vitesse mesur~e
sur Ia base de la piste radar et la vitesse propos~e, une diffdrence sup~rieure A un 6cart donnd. Les
4miss'ons de contr6le destin~es A I'a.ffichage en mode alerte comportent l'avis relatif A l'amoree de
descente et Ia ddfinit'Aon de vecteurs radar imminents (autorisation de virage d'amorce du parcours de
base et d'interception du radiophare d'alignement de piste, par exemple).
La figure 7 (a) pr~sente Ia structure de l'dtiquette radar utilisde lors des simulations du concept ZOC
rdalisdes en temps rdel et A grande 6chelle au Centre expdrimental EUROCONTROL de
Brdtigny-sur-Orge, en France.
La premnibre ligne affiche l'indicatif d'appel (XYZ384) du vol, Ia cat~gorie de tonnage de l'a~ronef
(Medium) et le num6ro d'ordre dans la sdquence d'atterrissage (8). La deuxi~me ligne indique le
niveati de vol actuel, extrait A partir des donn~es du Mode C du SSR (230) ainsi que la vitesse-sol
calcule sur la base de la piste radar (420 kt). La troisi~me ligne est rdservde aux avis de contr~le
tactique relatifs au vol XYZ 384 pendant la phase de croisi~re. Elle fournit line estimation scion
laquelle le crdneau d'atterrissage petit 6tre respect6 en volant A la vitesse propre indiqu~e de 300 kt
VI.

CINTIA.
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Les informations relatives au vol XYZ384 affich~es simultandment au tableau d'avertlssements anticipw~s
pourraient 6tre -tructurdes comme l'indique la figure 7 (b). Le message signale que l'amorce de
descente devrait avoir lieu 5 minutes plus tard et qu'une descente est prdvue At 300 kt VI. On
trouvera AtJa r6fdrence 5 une analyse plus ddtaill~e de l'initerface homme-machine proposde.

XYZ 384 M 8
230 42~
230 42

(a)

Exemple d'dmisslon consultative
de contr~le tactique sur dtiquette radar

ABC 123 15 D
38F4 5D
438F5 D

84/34
/30
/30

(b) Exemple d'6mision consultative
d'avertissement antilp6 appamalssant
au tableau

Figure 7. Emissions consultatives produites par le CINTIA
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7.

AUTRES PROCEDURES D'ARRIVEE

Los dtudes ont 6t6 centrdes, jusqu I& present, sur la procddure d'arrivde en U illustrde &tla. figure 3.
De toute dvidence, le fait d'inclure lVallongement do trajectoire TAIA comme variable do contr6le dans la.
procddure par ddfaut n'offre aucun intdrC- particuller dans le cas de procddure d'approche rectiligne,
oi la. quasi-totalitd de la trajactoire de vol correspond At peu. prits aL l'orientation. de la piste.- En
consdquent, lorsque la durde de transit requiso est tolle qu'il est absolument impossible d'inscriro
l'adronef dans la proedduro d'approche rectiligne, le contr~leur peut 6tre amend &tactualiser le plan de
vol d'origine et &tddfinir par exemplo une procdduro de remplacement dans laquelle une approche en S
offrirait une portde de contr6le suffisante At1aide des techniques normalisdes 6tudides plus haut.
1l en va de m~me des vols en provenance du nord ou du sud dans le cas de pistes orientdes W'est en
ouest.

8.

RESULTATS

CVest AtIleffet de valider les algorithmes du module CINTIA quo des vols d'essai ont 6td effoctuds at
l'aide de simulateurs de vol grandeur nature appartenant &t des compagnies adriennes - tels; que los
DC1O et B737 de la. Sabena, les B757 et B737 des British Airways, les F27 et F28 do la Nederlandse
Luchtvaart Maatschappij et l'A310 d'Adroformation - tous servis par des 6quipages professionnels
complets. Do nombreux essais ont 6td rdalisds dans des conditions mdtdorologiques parfois extrtnes et
Atpartir do situations difficiles do trafic simuld. Ces t'Qts ont permis d'6tablir qu'il ittait tout ht fait
possible do ddfinir pour chaque compagnie des procddu
"iddales" dans des conditions d'exploitation
donndos, ot quo los dmissions consultatives produites par 1e CINTIA 6taiont totaloment compatibles avoc
los procddures d'habitacle actuelles.
Les dmissions consultatives du CINTIA permettaient on outre au contr~leur do respecter une heure
d'atterrissage fixde au prdalable avec une prdcision do l'ordre do 10 secondes, nialgrd l'incidonce do
nombreuses perturbations accidentelles ou provoqudes (rdfdrence 6).
Le Centre Expdrimental EUROCONTROL situd at Brittigny, France, a procd
&t l'dvaluation do
l'interfaco homme-machine du CINTIA dans le cadre do simulations ATC on temps rdel et At grando
6chelle. Ii a ainsi 6t6 ddmontr6 quo le concept rotenu 6tait compatible avec la bonne marche du
contr6le do la circulation adrienne lorsque la charge do travail est dlevde dans los socteurs do route et
TMA, compte tenu do l'infrastructure actuelle.
9.

CONCLUSIONS

Le concept do Zone do convergence (ZOC) prdvoit quo la. rdgulation des vols d'arrivde sera assurde
par 1e module CINTIA. Le prdsent document propose une description globalo du r~le spdcifique du
CINTIA et do son interaction avec l'autre module principal do la ZOC :le sdquenceur-rdgulateur
(ROSAS).
Le module CINTIA s'articule on deux dldments ossentiels :le gestionnaire do profil, qui applique des
stratdgies ATC ddfinies au prdalable en fonctien do l'dvolution rdelle do la circulation, et 1e
"predilctor", dont la tiche ost de calculer los trajectoires.
Nous avons vu do quello manitro le
gostionnaire do profil procitdo ht Ilactualisation dynamique do la stratdgio do guidage et do la fourchette
do rdgulation do l'heure d'arrivdo qui en rdsuite.
Un concept tel quo celui do la ZOO no sora efficace quo si los heures d'arrivde sont prdvruos et
respectdes avec la. plus grande prdcision grice Atune interface homme-machine quo le contr6leur juisse
acceptor lorsquo sa charge do travail ost dlevde. Le CINTIA a 6t6 sounds it des ossais approfoiaiis,
rdalisds &tlaide do simulateurs do vol grandeur nature, appartonant At diversos compagnios adriennes
ZOC europdennes et servis par des dquipages professionnels. L'heure d'attorrissago d'un adronef si'r
une distance do vol do 80 MN pout ittre contr~ldo avec une marge d'erreur infdrieure i 10 secondes.
L'interface hommo-machine proposde a fait l'objet d'une 6valuation approfondie dans le cadre d'une
simulation du concept ZOO, rdalisde en temps rdel et At grande dcholle au Centre expdrimental
EUROCONTROL do Brdtigny-sur-Orge, France, en juin 1989.
Elie s'est rdvdlde compatible avec los
opdrations do contr~le en tomps rdol effectudes par charge do travail 6lovde, dans los secteurs ACO et
TMIA.
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GUIDANCE CONCEPTS FOR TIME-BASED FLIGHT OPERATIONS
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United States
SUMMARY
Airport congestion and the associated delays are severe in today's airspace system and
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration in
are expected to increase.
conjunction with the Federal Aviation Administration, is investigating various methods
of alleviating this problem through new technology and operational procedures.
One
concept for improving airspace productivity is time-based control of aircraft. Research
to date has focused primarily on the development of time-based flight management systems
and Air Traffic Control operational procedures. Flight operations may, however, require
special onboard guidance in order to satisfy the Air Traffic Control imposed time
constraints. This paper presents the results of a simulation study aimed at evaluating
several time-based guidance concepts in terms of tracking performance, pilot workload,
and subjective preference.
The guidance concepts tested varied in complexity from
simple digital time-error feedback to an advanced time-referenced-energy guidance
scheme.
SYMBOLS
Symbol

Definition

Units

d
AE3D

distance to metering fix
3D energy error

feet
feet

AE4D
g
h
href
t
tMF
tref

4D energy error
acceleration due to gravity (32.2)
airplane altitude
reference profile altitude
current time
desired metering fix arrival time
reference profile time
airplane ground speed
reference ground speed

feet
ft/sec 2
feet
feet
sec
sec
sec
ft/sec
ft/sec

Vg
V

gref

1.

INTRODUCTION

Airport congestion and the associated delays are severe in today's system and are
expected to increase.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), in
conjunction with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), is investigating various
methods of alleviating this problem through new technology and operational procedures.
One concept for improving airspace productivity is time-based
(4D) control of
aircraft.
Under this concept, inbound aircraft would be assigned arrival times at
"feeder fix" or "metering fix" waypoints.
These times would be assigned so as to
optimally sequence and space the inbound traffic.
In addition to improving airspace productivity, time based control and navigation may
also have some military application. Tanker rendezvous and multidirectional coordinated
strikes are two such examples.
Research to date has focused primarily on the development of time-based flight
management systems (4D FMS) and Air Traffic Control (ATC) operational procedures. NASA
conducted a series of flight tests of such a 4D FMS onboard the Transport Systems
Research Vehicle (TSRV) B-737 airplane in the Denver en route metering system (Knox,
Cannon, 1980).
These tests were the first to combine a 4D FMS equipped airplane and a
time-based ATC environment. Similar tests were conducted by the Lockheed Corporation of
a 4D FMS onboard a L-1011 airplane in the Atlanta, Dallas-Fort Worth, and Denver
Terminal Areas (Moor, 1984).
Both tests demonstrated the ability of the respective
flight management systems to deliver the airplane to a metering fix point at a time
specified by ATC.
In order for time-based control to be a feasible operational procedure, aircraft must
be provided adequ-te guidance to meet the imposed time constraints.
Both NASA and
Lockheed tests provided a form of time guidance to the pilot; however, no effort has
been made to compare various time guidance schemes to determine their relative merit.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate a series of time guidance schemes in terms of
tracking performance, pilot workload, and subjective preference. The guidance concepts
tested varied in complexity from simple digital time-error feedback to an advanced timereferenced-energy guidance scheme.
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2.
2.1

SIMULATION TEST DESCRIPTION
The Simulator

The guidance study was conducted in a fixed-base simulator configured as the aft
The simulation includes a six-degreeresearch cockpit of the TSRV airplane (figure 1).
the airplane dynamics incorporating the nonlinear
of-freedom digital model of
aerodynamic and engine characteristics.
The velocity-vector control-wheel steering semiautomatic control mode was used
throughout the study. The pilot interface to the control system was provided through a
two-axis sidestick controller rather than the panel-mounted controllers generally
associated with this simulator.
The throttles were manually operated throughout the
study. Descriptions of the systems operations can be found in Gandelman, Holden, i080
and Steinmetz, 1980.
The display system is made up of a primary flight display, a navigation display, an
engine display, and a vertical situation display. The layout of the various displays in
the cockpit is shown in figure 1. The baseline primary flight display format for this
study is shown in figure 2. In addition to the conventional attitude, pitch and roll
information, this display also has many additional features such as moving tape altitude
and airspeed scales, velocity vector information, reference profile guidance and
altitude, and airspeed trend information.
A detailed description of this display is
provided in Steinmetz, 1986 and Abbott, Steinmetz, 1987.
The baseline navigation display is shown in figure 3. This display provides the pilot
with a plan view of the desired route and optionally displayed features such as radio
fixes, navigation aids, and airports.
A curved trend vector is displayed in front of
the triangular airplane symbol to aid the pilot with route capture and tracking. The
trend vector is composed of three consecutive lines which represent the airplane's
predicted position in the next 30, 60, and 90 seconds based on the current ground speid
and bank angle. A more detailed description of this display is provided in Gandelmai,
Holden, 1980.
The baseline vertical situation display is shown in figure 4. This
display format shows a side view of the desired flight path and a time line which
displays the minimum arrival time, the minimum fuel arrival time, and the estimated and
planned arrival times for a designated metering fix.
A curved trend vector similar to
that of the navigation display is also available on this display.
The vertical trend
vector is a single curved line, the end of which represents the predicted position in
the next 15 seconds based on the current ground speed and vertical acceleration. The
triangular airplane symbol position is fixed on the display and rotates according to
flight path angle. A digital display of the altitude error and an altitude error bar
are located on the left side of the display.
The desired speed schedule is also
presented at the top of the display.
2.2

Test Scenario

Six subject pilots were used to test five different time guidance display formats. The
path over which the display formats were tested was a 100 nm. cruise-descent from 29,000
to 10,000 feet along the route shown in figure 5. Each of the display formats were
flown twice by each subject pilot; once with accurately modeled winds and once under
mismodeled wind conditions.
The magnitude of the wind error for the mismodeled
conditions was plus or minus 10 knots, in the direction of the cruise segment. In an
effort to diminish the monotony of the task, two different descent speed schedules were
used randomly throughout the test.
The sequence of the test runs were also varied
between pilots. Each test run began at waypoint START at the correct cruise
conditions.
It was assumed at this point that ATC had assigned an arrival time,
altitude, and airspeed for crossing waypoint MF and that the flight management system
had computed a reference profile to meet those constraints based on forecasted wind.
The pilot's task was to manually fly the reference profile with the guidance provided so
as to arrive at the metering fix at the desired time, altitude and if possible the
proper airspeed.
The test run would end approximately 15 minutes later when the
airplane crossed waypoint MF.
2.3

4D Guidance Concepts

Four different time guidance concepts were used in the five test display formats. The
simplest of these was a digital presentation of the current time error relative to the
reference profile.
This type of guidance is analogous to what was presented in the
Lockheed
tests.
It
should
be
noted
here
that
the
Lockheed
tests
were
autopilot/autothrottle operations.
The digital time error as well as other relevant
time information were provided as situational information to aid the pilot in monitoring
the system.
It was not intended to be used as guidance to manually fly a 4D profile.
In this study, the usefulness of this information as guidance will be evaluated. The
sign convention for the digital time error was negative for late, positive for early.
The second guidance concept was one used in the NASA
The time guidance was provided through a box symbol
moved along the desired route. The time box, shown in
along the route where the airplane should be based on
error is nulled by maneuvering the airplane so that

4D-FMS flight tests at
Denver.
on the navigation display which
figure 6, represents the position
the reference profile. The time
the airplane symbol is contained
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within the time boxThree smaller boxes are located in front of the time box which
represent the time box position in the next 30, 60, and 90 seconds.
The next two guidance concepts are energy error guidance concepts. The first of these
will be referred to as the "3D" energy error. The 3D energy error combines speed and
altitude error information in terms of to~al energy error (potential + kinetic) and
energy error rate.
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This information can be used to determine throttle of speed brake requirements to track
the reference profile. The energy error is represented by the deviation of the energy
error bug from the zero reference line as shown in figure 7. If the beg is above the
reference line then the airplane has an excess of energy, and correspondingly if the bug
is below the line then the airplane is low on energy. The error rate is represented in
the form of an arrow emitting from the energy error bug.. The length of the arrow is a
function of the magnitude of error rate. The direction of the arrow is a function of
the sign of the energy error.
If the energy error rate is positive the arrow will be
drawn as shown in the figure.
If the energy error is negative the arrow will be drawn
from the bottom of the error bug pointing down. In this way the error rate arrow always
points in the direction in which the energy error bug is moving. The length of the
arrow is an indication of how fast the error bug is moving. By centering the error bug
about the reference line and mulling the error rate the pilot will match the energy
required to fly the reference profile. The pilot can null a time error by adding or
subtracting energy from the reference.
The other energy concept and the last of the time guidance concepts is the "4D" energy
error. The 4D energy error is the same as the 3D with the exception that the time error
is also related to an increment of energy error.
+
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The 4D energy error and energy error rate were presented in the same manner as the 3D
with the exception that the energy bug had a "4" drawn in the middle to distinguish
between the two. The 4D energy error bug represented the amount of energy required to
arrive at the metering fix at the proper time, altitude and ground speed. By centering
the energy bug, nulling the energy error rate, and flying the reference altitude profile
the pilot could be assured of arriving at the metering fix at these required conditions.
2.4

Time Guidance Display Formats

Five different time-guidance formats were used throughout the study involving changes to
the baseline formats of the primary flight display, navigation display and the vertical
situation display. These display configurations are shown in figures 8 through 12 and
are described as follows:
Format

(a) -

The time guidance is provided by the digital time error displayed in the
upper right corner of the primary flight display. The vertical situation
display is not provided. This represents the simplest of the five test
formats.

Format

(b) -

The time guidance is provided by the digital time error on the primary
flight display and the time box on the navigation display.
The vertical
situation display is also provided.

Format (c) - This display format is the same as (b) with the addition of the 3D energy
bug located on the primary flight display.
Format (d) - This display format is the same as (c) with the execption of the 3D energy
bug being replaced by the 4D energy bug on the primary flight display.
Format (e) - This display format is the same as (d) with the exception of the 4D energy
bug being moved from the primary flight display to the vertical situation
display.
2.5

Data

Quantitative performance data in terms of profile tracking, and metering fix crossing
accuracy were collected for each test run. Occulometer data, to monitor the pilots scan
of the various guidance options, were also collected. Subjective evaluations of the
guidance concepts were conducted through a questionnaire which was completed by each
test pilot at the conclusion of the test series.
Frequency and amplitude of control
inputs were collected for each test run to measure the pilot physical workload.
The
pilots also evaluated the workload associated with each test run through the NASA Task
Load Index.
This is a subjective workload rating procedure that is based on the
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weighted average of six workload categories:
Mental Demand, Physical Demand, Temporal
Demand, Performance, Effort and Frustration. Details of the NASA Task Load Index are
provided in Hart; Staveland, 1987.
3.
3.1

Test Results
Tracking Performance

The pilot's primazy task objective for this test was to cross. the metering fix at the
proper time, altitude and airspeed.
The accuracy with which this objective was met,
using the five test display formats, is illustrated in figures 13 through 15. The mean
and standard deviation of the indicated airspeed error at the metering fix for each
display format is shown if figure 13. The mean errors were all within 5 knots of the
desired crossing speed with no appreciable performance difference between the display
formats. As was expected, the standard deviations for the wind error cases were higher
than those with the accurately modeled winds.
This is due to the fact that the 4D
reference profile dictates a required groundspeed schedule; under mismodeled wind
conditions the pilot must deviate from the reference airspeed to maintain the required
groundspeed schedule.
The mean and standard deviation of the altitude error at the metering fix are shown in
figure 14.
Again there was no significant performance difference between the display
formats.
The mean errors were all well within 50 feet of the desired crossing
altitude. The standard deviations were again greater for the mismodeled wind cases.
Of the three metering fix crossing conditions, the time objective was given the highest
priority.
Figure 15 shows the mean and standard deviation of the time error at the
metering fix.
The mean errors were all within 1.5 seconds of the desired crossing
time.
The standard deviations of formats (a) and (b) were slightly higher than the
other three. The best accuracy was obtained with format (e).
3.2

Workload Analysis

The frequency and amplitude of the throttle inputs associated with each display format
are shown in figures 16 and 17 respectively, as a measure of the pilot's physical
workload.
There was no significant difference in the frequency of throttle inputs
between display formats. With the exception of format (a), the frequency of throttle
inputs were all higher for the wind error cases.
With format (a) the frequency was
lower but the amplitude was higher for the mismodeled case.
The lowest amplitude of
throttle inputs were associated with format (d).
The total workload of each test
Task Load Index.
The mean and
format is shown in figure 18.
throttle amplitude data.
The
(d).
The mismodeled wind cases
exception of format (d).
3.3

run was evaluated by the test pilots through the NASA
standard deviation of these ratings for each display
The workload ratings followed the same trend as the
lowest perceived workload was associated with format
were all perceived to be a higher workload with the

Subjective Evaluation

The results of the questionnaire completed by the pilots at the conclusion of the test
series are shown in figures 19 and 20.
Figure 19 shows the averaged response of the
pilots when asked to rate the display formats from most to least preferred. Format (d)
was clearly the most preferred as five of the six pilots gave it the highest rating.
The dissenting pilot preferred format (e) the most.
Figure 20 shows the averaged
response when the pilots were asked to rate each of the four individual guidance
elements on a scale from 0 to 4; 4 being good, 0 being poor.
The 4D energy bug was
rated a 4 (good) by five of the six pilots; the other pilot rated it a 3. The time box
received the lowest rating of the four guidance elements. This was primarily due to the
lack of trend information provided by this concept. The pilots were also asked which of
'he five display formats would be the minimum guidance required for a 4D FMS.
Once
again five of the six pilots were in agreement, seleuting format (a) as the minimum
required. The other pilot selected format (d) as the minimum.
3.4

Oculometer Results

Oculometer data was collected to monitor the pilots scan of the various guidance
options.
The cockpit displays were divided into fourteen zones, as shown in figure
21.
The average dwell time in each of the zones was computed for each test run.
The
average percent of the dwell time spent in each zone was then computed for the five
display formats.
Those zones which had a significant change in the average percent
dwell time for the different display formats are presented in figure 22.
There was a
considerable increase in the percent of dwell time in zone 1 for display format (d) and
a corresponding decrease in zones 4 and 5. Zone 11 also had an increase in the percent
of dwell time with display format (e). These findings indicate that the energy guidance
was useful and supports the pilot's subjective preference for the 4D energy bug
concept. The results of zone 12 indicate that the vertical situation display was used
when made available.
Zone 13 shows an increase in the percent of dwell time with
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display format (b) indicating an increased use of the navigation display when the time
box and digital time error are the only forms of time guidance.
4.

Conclusions

The results of this study indicate that any of the five display formats tested could be
used to accurately deliver the airplane to the metering fix at the required time,
altitude, and airspeed. However, from the workload analysis and subjective evaluation,
the 4D energy bug was clearly the preferred form of guidance.
The test pilots provided many comments and suggestions, throughout the testing, about
the various guidance schemes. Several pilots commented that the time box would be more
helpful and the digital time error much less helpful in the situation of large time
errors which required vectoring or holding.
They also felt that trend information on
the time box symbology would greatly enhance it's utility.
The placement of the 4D
energy bug was also commented on.
Some felt that the primary flight display was
cluttered with the addition of the energy bug, but liked having it in the primary
scan. One pilot preferred the energy bug on the vertical situation display where it was
close to throttle and speedbrake controls.
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"Guidance Concepts for Time-Based Flight Operations"
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Figure 1:

Transport Systems Research Vehicle fixed-based simulator.
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4D DESCENT TRAJECTORY GENERATION TECHNIQUES UNDER REALISTIC OPERATING CONDITIONS
by
David H. Williams and Charles E. Knox
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia 23665

United States

SUMMARY

The NASA Langley Research Center has been conducting and sponsoring research in airborne
During the course of this research, two
energy management for a number of years.
fundamental techniques for the generation of 4D (fixed time) descent trajectories have
emerged as viable candidates for advanced flight management systems.
The first
technique utilizes speed schedules of constant Mach number transitioning to constant
The second
calibrated airspeed chosen empirically to produce minimum fuel usage.
technique computes cost optimized speed schedules of variable airspeed developed through
application of optimal control theory.
Both techniques have been found to produce
reasonable and flyable descent trajectories.
This paper evaluates the formulation of
the algorithms for each technique and discusses their suitability for operations in
realistic conditions. Operational factors considered include: airplane speed, thrust,
and altitude rate constraints; wind, temperature, and pressure variations; Air Traffic
Control altitude, speed, and time constraints; and pilot interface and guidance
considerations.
Time flexibility, f'iel usage, and airborne computational requirements
were the primary performance measures.
SYMBOLS
aso s

speed of sound

ATC
CAS
D
DOC
E
EPR
f
g
H
h
hp

air traffic control
calibrated airspeed
drag
direct operating cost
specific energy
engine pressure ratio
engine fuel flow
gravity acceleration
Hamiltonian function
true altitude
pressure altitude

LFM/PD
Mc

local flow management/profile descent
cruise Mach number

Md

descent Mach number

P
PO

atmospheric pressure
sea level standard atmospheric pressure

PMS
T
t
Tk

performance management system
thrust
time
atmospheric temperature, Kelvin

Tk,std

standard atmospheric temperature, Kelvin

TT2

total air temperature

TSRV
Va

transport systems research vehicle
true airspeed

Va,Mach

true airspeed at descent Mach number

VaCAS

true airspeed at descent calibrated airspeed

Vc

calibrated airspeed

Vg

groundspeed

Vw

wind speed

W
x
y

weight
range
flight path angle relative to airmass

XE

energy adjoint

Xx

range adjoint
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Rising fuel costs and other economic factors durina the 1970's have prompted
considerable interest in fuel efficient flight trajectories.
Airplane Performance
Management Systems (PMS) with varying degrees of sophistication were developed in
response to this interest and resulted in improved efficiency of individual aircraft
In the 1980's, increased traffic density, coupled with other ATC
flight profiles.
factors, have resulted in increased flight delays and airport capacity constraints at
ATC procedures developed to cope with these delay and
the major terminal areas.
capacity problems have limited the use of the fuel efficient flight trajectories
generated by onboard computer systems resulting in additional operating costs. However,
advanced ATC systems are being designed to incorporate both the efficient handling of
air traffic from a global standpoint as well as from an individual airplane
standpoint.
One such ATC concept promises to provide both an increase in airport
capacity as well as to provide the opportunity for improved fuel efficiency through the
time-based sequencing of aircraft to the airport, coupled with advanced airborne flight
management systems capable of efficient 4D flight operations.
The NASA Langley Research Center has been conducting and sponsoring research in
flight operations of advanced transport airplanes for a number of years.
During the
course of this research, operational issues have been a primary concern.
One of the
areas of this research has been the practical implementation of flight management
concepts to permit fuel efficient operations in a time-based ATC environment. Several
descent trajectory generation techniques, designed to achieve prespecified arrival times
at a terminal area metering fix, have been investigated.
Two
significantly different
techniques
for
the generation of
4D descent
trajectories are considered in this paper. The first involves descent trajectories with
speed schedules of constant Mach number transitioning to constant calibrated airspeed
(constant Mach/CAS) chosen empirically to produce minimal fuel usage.
These
trajectories are similar to those being flown during routine airline operations and are
readily flyable with conventional flight guidance.
The second technique utilizes
optimal control theory to compute a vertical trajectory in which Mach number and
airspeeds are variable during descent.
Although these trajectories require special
flight guidance, piloted simulation tests have shown that they are easily flown (Vicroy,
1985).
The purpose of this paper is to summarize a comparison of descent trajectories
computed with both the constant Mach/CAS and the optimal control techniques.
A
background section on the development of the two trajectory generation techniques is
presented.
Next, the equations of motion are developed, followed by a description of
the operational factors which affect trajectory generation. Finally, numerical results
are presented which detail the Uime flexibility, fuel efficiency, and computational
requirements of the two techniqves when constrained by selected operational factors
involving airplane performance ani. atmospheric modeling uncertainties.
2.
2.1

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
Operational Objectives

Economic and operational pressures have resulted in industry requirements for more
efficient air traffic control and aircraft operations.
In response to this need, the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) developed an automated form of air traffic control
for arrivals into the airport terminal area.
This concept, called Local Flow
Management/Profile Descent (LFM/PD), provides for increased airport capacity and fuel
savings by combining timme-based metering with profile descent procedures. Advanced ATC
conr-cpLs are also being developed which incorporate time-based metering and profile
descent (Credeur, 1986).
Time-based metering procedures provide for the sequencing of
arrivals to the airport through time control of airplanes at metering fixes located 30
to 40 flying miles from the airport. Time metering of airplanes at these fixes reduces
the low-altitude vectoring (and associated fuel consumption) required to position the
airplanes into a final queue for landing.
In addition, delays due to terminal area
sequencing may be absorbed at higher altitudes which further minimizes fuel usage
(Stein, 1979 and Cunningham, 1977).
Profile descent procedures permit the initiation of the airplane descent at the
pilot's discretion so that the airplane passes the metering fix at a specified altitude
and airspeed.
This procedure allows the pilot to plan for a fuel-conservative descent
while accounting for the performance characteristics of his particular airplane.
The flight crews are xesponsible for meeting both airspeed and altitude constraints
specified on special "Profile Descent Charts" published for each procedure.
Crew
workload is high since little or no computed guidance is available to aid them with the
descent.
Flight crews, thus, are forced to use past experience and various rules-ofthumb to plan the trajActory and determine when to begin the descent.
Each rule-ofthumb requires the pilot to compute the horizontal flying distance necessary to descend
from one altitude to another. Depending upon the degree of sophistication of the ruleof-thumb, the pilot can also account for other factors such as wind and temperature.
However, without electronically computed guidance, the full potential of fuel savings
from a planned descent is not consistently obtained.
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The ATC controller has the responsibility of delivering the airplane to the
The controller accomplishes this task with pathmetering fix at a preassigned time.
Obviously, if the pilot is
stretching radar vectors and/or airspeed control commands.
forced to deviate from his planned descent profile for time control purposes, more fuel
will be used.
2.2

Constant Mach/CAS Schedule Technique

The NASA Langley Research Center has both conducted and sponsored research and
flight tests aimed at reducing flight crew and ATC controller workload and for
increasing fuel conservation during the LFM/PD process.
The thrust of this research
included development of airborne flight management system algorithms that computed fuel
conservative descents which would satisfy time, airspeed, and altitude constraints and
Workload was decreased by providing the pilot with
result in greater fuel savings.
computed guidance that would allow him to fly the descent profile.
The first airborne flight management descent algorithm developed at Langley
Research Center was implemented in the NASA Transport Systems Research Vehicle (TSRV,
formerly known as the Terminal Configured Vehicle) and flight tested in the Federal
Aviation Administration's LFM/PD environment at Denver, Colorado. This airborne flight
management descent algorithm computed the parameters required to describe a five-segment
cruise and descent profile between an arbitrarily located entry fix to an ATC specified
metering fix. These parameters were then used in the navigation and display systems to
The descent profile was based on
present guidance to the pilot and/or autopilot.
empirically derived linear approximations of airplane performance for an idle-thrust,
clean-configured (landing gear up and flaps zero) descent. Airplane gross weight, wind,
and nonstandard temperature and pressure effects were also considered in these
calculations. Details of these computations may be found in Knox, 1980.
This flight management descent algorithm was designed to be used in either of two
modes.
The primary mode was designed to be used for time-metered operations. In this
mode, pilot inputs included the estimated or actual time of arrival at the entry fix and
The descent profile was then
the ATC specified arrival time at the metering fix.
computed through an iterative process to determine a constart Mach/CAS descent speed
schedule that would closely satisfy the crossing times for both of these fixes.
The
iterative process (usually less than three computation cycles) was completed when the
computed time error at the metering fix was less than five seconds.
In the second mode, the pilot could input the Mach/CAS descent schedule to be
flown, and the descent profile was calculated in a single computational iteration and
was independent of an assigned metering fix time.
However, if a metering fix time was
subsequently assigned, some time error, which would have to be nulled by the pilot,
would result since an arbitrarily specified descent speed schedule would generally not
satisfy both the entry fix and the metering fix time constraints.
The results of the flight tests conducted at Denver demonstrated that the concept
of time guidance and control in the cockpit was acceptable to both the pilots and the
ATC controllers.
The procedures for these tests required the pilots to leave the
engines at flight idle and not to use the speed brakes once the descent was begun so
that airplane performance modeling could be evaluated.
Although this procedure
precluded the pilot from nulling the time error during the descent, airplane arrival at
the metering fix resulted in standard deviations in airspeed error of 6.5 knots and in
arrival time accuracy of 12 seconds. These accuracies indicated a good representation
of airplane performance and wind modeling.
Pilot workload was reduced by eliminating
the need for rules of thumb and/or extensive experience to achieve a solution to a
complex 4D navigation problem and by providing steering guidance for 4D path
following. ATC controller workload was reduced through a reduction of required groundto-air communications and though the transfer of time navigation responsibilities to the
cockpit (Knox, 1980 and Knox, 1985).
The
Company
research
vertical

NASA also sponsored 4D research and flight tests with the Lockheed-California
for demonstration of 4D flight with an L-1011 airplane (Lee, 1984).
This
illustrated how time navigation could be added to an existing 3D (lateral and
navigation) flight management system.

The design approach for this 4D implementation was somewhat different than the
approach taken for the NASA flight tests at Denver.
The flight management descent
algorithm in the L-1011 airplane would compute metering fix arrival times for up to five
constant Mach/CAS descent profiles using five standard desceat airspeed schedules. The
descent profile that had the metering fix arrival time that most closely matched the
arrival time assigned by ATC would be used by the flight guidance/alitopilot systems.
The flight guidance/autopilot systems would then null the time error through airspeed
control.
Flight
tests were conducted
in California to verify design and software
implementation and at the Dallas-Ft. Worth (Texas) Airport in the FAA's LFM/PD ATC
environment.
During these flight tests, a standard deviation of 9.5 seconds was
achieved for the airplane crossing the metering fix.
Subsequent 4D flight tests were
conducted by Lockheed and Delta Airlines, under a limited certification from the FAA, on
routine airline flights into airports located at nallas-Ft. Worth, Texas; Denver,
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These tests resulted
Colorado; and Atlanta, Georgia.
favorable comments from both ATC controllers and pilots.

in similar

time

errors

and

The Lockheed and NASA flight management descent algorithms both utilized empirical
These
models of the airplane performance to compute the descent trajectories.
techniques were utilized in order to save computation time and reduce computer memory
For the analytical
requirements for the airborne implementation of the algorithms.
studies presented in this paper, a more general treatment of the Mach/CAS schedule
technique was utilized. Airplane performance was computed through use of airplane drag
The trajectories were then computed
polars and engine thrust and fuel flow models.
through integration of the point mass equations of motion.
2.3

Optimal Control Technique

Calculation of optimal flight trajectories has been the subject of numerous
These studies have explored applications using the energy state
investigations.
formulation of aircraft performance using a variety of techniques. Rutowski considered
the minimum-time-to-climb and minimum-fuel-to-climb problem from a graphical viewpoint
Schultz and Zagalsky applied the calculus of variations to fixed end
(Rutowski, 1954).
point flight-path optimization problems using several aircraft mathematical models
That study revealed that the form of the equations was important in
(Schultz, 1972).
determining whether optimization techniques would produce optimum performance.
Erzberger and Lee (Erzberger, 1978 and Lee, 1979) applied the principals of optimal
control theory (Bryson, 1969) to obtain an efficient algorithm for computing optimum
In this formulation, the state variable was range-to-go and the
vertical profiles.
The trajectory was assumed to be composed of three
independent variable was energy.
segments; namely, a climb with monotonically increasing energy, a cruise at constant
energy, and a descent with monotonically decreasing energy. This analysis provided an
algorithm capable of determining optimum speed and throttle settings which minimized
It further highlighted the
Direct Operating Cost (DOC) for typical airline missions.
In particular, the non-linear
importance of engine performance characteristics.
dependence of fuel consumption on thrust in determining the characteristics of the
optimum trajectory and the need for throttle-setting optimization. It was found, for
example, that the engine characteristics of a typical jet transport (Erzberger, 1978)
were such that fixed throttle climb and descent produced no more than a one percent
penalty in fuel consumption compared to the optimized free-throttle settings.
Sorenson, et al expanded on the Erzberger algorithm to produce a computer program
for NASA Langley flight management research (Sorenson, 1981 and Sorenson, 1983).
included the need for smooth, continuous
in their analyses
Important results
mathematical functions of airplane drag, thrust, and fuel flow to provide satisfactory
performance of the optimization algorithm. This was especially true when iterating to
Operational problems, such as descent rate limits and engine
obtain a 4D solution.
bleed losses, were also addressed in the development of the optimization program.
Calise applied singular perturbation theory to solve problems in flight performance
This technique reduced the high-order two-point boundaryoptimization (Calise, 1977).
value problem associated with trajectory optimization to a series of lower order
problems.
Chakravarty utilized this technique to develop an algorithm for computing
Comparisons of the
optimal trajectories of jet transport aircraft (Chakravarty, 1985).
Erzberger and Chakravarty algorithms have shown them to be functionally equivalent. The
cost functions which are minimized in cruise, climb, and descent are identical for both
algorithms.
Differences in the computed trajectories are due solely to different
numerical techniques and airplane performance models contained in the algorithms.
Enhancements made to the Chakravarty algorithm (Buckham, 1986) have made it the
preferred algorithm for the analyses of this paper.
Descent trajectories computed by the optimal control algorithms are characterized
by variable airspeeds and Mach numbers throughout the descent. Piloted simulation tests
were conducted at NASA Langlvy to investigate the basic guidance requirements for flying
Results of these tests showed that
these variable speed trajectories (Vicroy, 1985).
special 4D, speed command guidance and altitude error and flight path angle situation
information, coupled with an augmented control wheel steering flight control system,
allowed the pilot to easily follow the optimized trajectories.
3.

TRAJECTORY GENERATION

To provide a meaningful comparison between the constant Mach/CAS and optimal
control descent strategies, the algorithms must be formulated and the trajectories
This section details the equations and
computed based on common equations of motion.
algorithm formulations used for this study.
The optimal control formulation was based
on the methods described in Chakravarty, 1985.
3.1

Equations of Motion

The point mass equations of motion in a vertical plane, assuming small angles and
equilibrium of vertical forces, can be written as follows:
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Va

g(T-D)/W - gy

=

-

w

=VaY

(2)

x = Va + Vw = V

(3)

The tire rate of change of wind speed, Vw, can be represented as a vertical wind shear
Vw = (dVw/dh)h = (dVw/dh)Vay.

(4)

Va = g(T-D)/W - gy -

(5)

Equation (1) then becomes
(dVw/dh)Va.

The equations of motion a~e further simplified by combining altitude and
a single state variable, specific energy:
E

=

airspeed into

h + Va 2/2g.

(6)

h + VVa/g.

(7)

Differentiating equation (6) yields
;

Substituting equations (2) and (5) into (7)
= V a (T-D)/W - y(V a2/g)(dV w/dh).
The control variables in equation (8) are airspeed Va and thrust T.

(8)
This is the energy

state approximation model which is widely used in trajectory optimization problems.
3.2

Optimal control formulation

The optimization problem is to steer the system described by equations (3) and (8)
from an initial state (xI , E1 ) at t, to a final state (xf, Ef) at fixed final time tf so
that the fuel used is minimized. Equivalently, the expression
tf

J =

t.

f

Cfdt

(9)

1

is minimized in which Cf is the cost of fuel.
The Hamiltonian for equations (3),

(8),

and (9) is

H1 = Cf +
in which

Xx and

%x (Va + Vw) + XEE

XE are the range and energy adjoint variables.

(10)
Pontryagin's minimum

principle (Bryson, 1969) states that the Hamiltonian is minimum along an optimal
trajectory.
Furthermore, since the final time is fixed, and H1 is not an explicit
function of time, H 1 is constant along the optimal trajectory and given by
min {HI }
T,Va

(11)

K.

K has the units of cost per unit time, and if C t = -K is selected, equation (11) may be
rewritten
min I Ct + Cff + X(V
T,Va

+

+ X.,E
+=

0

(12)

along the optimal trajectory.
It therefore reduces to a direct operating cost (DOC)
optimization with free terminal time and cost parameters Cf and C t . The 4D optimization
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problem

is solved

by

fixing Cf and appropriately selecting

C t through

an

iterative

process until the desired flight time is computed.
The outer solution, according to singular perturbation theory (Chakravarty, 1985),
reduced to
min
h,Va
(T=D)

[Ct + Cff + 7,x (Va + Vw)]

is

(13)

= 0.

Using Pontryagin's minimum principle, we get

Xx
x

=

min [
h,va

C

+

Cff

(Va + Vw)

(14)

]T = D.

The ratio to be minimized in (14) is referred to as the cruise cost function.
During climb/descent, Equation (12) is transformed into
min[ C t + Cf f + Xxc (Va + V ) + X E ] = 0
T,V a

(15)

in which

Xxc corresponds to the value of (14) during the cruise segment.
equation (15), the energy adjoint equals

XE =_

min
V aD<T<Tmax
max
V aTmin<T<D

V
a

C + Cf +
(V + V
t
f
xc
a
w
(T-D)/W - y(V a2/g)(dV W/dh)

JE'

To minimize

(16)

The minimization is done to get the climb solution, and the maximization to get the
descent solution.
The ratio in equation (16) to be optimized at current energy E, is
called the climb/descent cost function.
3.3

Constant Mach/CAS schedule

The constant
Mach/CAS
descent
strategy
provides
a much
simpler
control
formulation.
As discussed previously, an empirical model of calibrated airspeed as a
function of descent Mach, with the descent Mach equal to the cruise Mach, provides a
fuel efficient descent speed schedule with near optimal performance. Cruise Mach may be
empirically modeled as a function of time and fuel costs, or computed from optimal
control formulation with nearly equivalent results. For this paper, equation (14) was
used to determine cruise speed for the constant Mach/CAS schedule technique. The true
airspeed descent schedule could then be computed at each altitude during the descent
using the following airspeed relations:

V

==aCAS
aS

Md = Mc

(17)

Va,Mach =asosM d

(18)

5[(Po/P((l + .2(V c/661.5) 21 35-1)+l) 286-i

).5

(19)

The descent true airspeed is then chosen the be the lesser of Va,Mach and Va,CAS*
3.4

Trajectory integration

Trajectory integrevlion is accomplished in the same manner for both the optimal
control and the constap& Mach/CAS schedule techniques.
Steps in pressure altitude and
true airspeed are converted to energy steps using
AE= Ahp (Tk/Tk,std ) + a(V a2/2g)

(20)

in which, the temperature ratio (Tk/Tk,std) is used to correct the pressure altitude
difference to a true altitude difference for nonstandard atmospheric temperature
conditions (Russel, 1951).
Time and range during descent ae then computed as
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At = AE/E

(21)

Ax = V At

(22)

g

4.0

OPERATIONAL FACTORS

This section describes the various operational factors which affect the calculation
A discussion of the effects of a subset of these
of airplane flight trajectories.
operational factors on the performance of the constant Mach/CAS and optimal control
techniques is contained in the Analytical Results section of the paper.
4*.
4.1.1

Airplane Characteristics
Speed limitations

All airplanes have speed restrictions based on controllability, structural, and
Additionally, operational limitations may be imposed by the
performance limitations.
aircraft operators or ATC. Typically, the operational limitations will further restrict
the speed envelope of the airplane. Figure 1 illustrates the airframe and operational
speed envelope as a function of altitude for the NASA TSRV B-737-100 airplane for the
cruise configuration.
The low speed airframe limit, typically referred to as minimum maneuvering speed,
is a function of stall speed. In operation, this low speed limit is simplified to be a
single indicated airspeed of 210 knots, which is a conservative value for typical
Some operators provide the pilots with speed cards showing minimum
airplane weights.
speeds as a function of airplane weight to expand the operational speed envelope. High
speed airframe limits are based on an equivalent airspeed at low altitudes and based on
a Mach number at high altitudes.
Operational limitations include a 250 knot indicated airspeed limit below 10 000
In
feet altitude imposed by ATC in the United States for safety considerations.
addition, constant CAS descent schedules restrict the maximum indicated airspeed to 350
knots. This is necessary since airframe speed limits would be violated if the maximum
indicated airspeed t 350 knots equivalent airspeed at higher altitudes was maintained
during the descent.
Additional operational limitations may be imposed by specific airlines or airplane
operators.
The performance algorithms used in the calculations of flight trajectories
must include the actual operational limitations rather than the airframe limits if the
computed flight trajectories are to conform to FAA and company procedures.
4.1.2

Thrust limitdtions

Engine thrust on jet transport airplanes is constrained on the high end by maximum
Company policy may also require derated
takeoff, climb, and cruise power settings.
thrust to be used during takeoff and climb for extending engine life and noise
abatement. Thrust at the low end is constrained by the idle performance of the engine
and for pressurization and anti-icing requirements. For the JT8D-7 engines on the NASA
TSRV B-737-100 airplane, maximum power settings are well-defined schedules of Engine
Pressure Ratio (EPR) versus total air temperature. Idle performance, however, occurs at
a physical throttle position and cannot be represented by easily defined power
idle thrust, the
Since descent trajectories are flown at or near
settings.
determination of idle performance is a necessity.
The exact relationship for idle power setting is determined by the fuel controller
of the particular engine. Minimum fuel flow limits are imposed to provide satisfactory
In addition, anti-surge bleed valves are employed to
engine performance at idle.
relieve pressures in the engine to prevent surging and stalling of the engine, thus
further complicating determination of idle thrust. The resulting mathematical model for
idle thrust to be utilized by a trajectory generation algorithm can be quite complex and
A more complete description of the idle performance
contain several discontinuities.
model used for the NASA TSRV airplane engines can be found in Williams, 1986.
4.1.3

Altitude rate restrictions

Descent at idle thrust for high airspeeds can result in very high descent rates
Altitude rate
(4 000 to 6 000 ft/min, or greater) in jet transport airplanes.
restrictions are often placed on aircraft by airframe manufactures, operators, and
through cabin pressurization constraints. In addition, pilots will often limit descent
rates during prolonged descents based on their own experience and when approaching level
flight segments during a climb or descent. The inclusion of descent rate limitations in
the trajectory calculation must be handled consistent with operational practices.
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4.2
4.2.1

Atmospheric Conditions
Wind

Variations in wind speed and direction have a primary effect on the flight time of
an airplane over a given range. As such, wind can be the most predominant atmospheric
condition affecting 4D trajectory calculations.
Known winds affect the speed schedule
and descent path the airplane flies to achieve a desired time.
Unknown winds force the
airplane to fly non-optimal speed schedules and descent paths to achieve the same
arrival time, thus, resulting in a higher cost of operation.
4.2.2

Temperature

Variations in air
Mach number (equation
(equation 20).
As with
descent path calculated
4.3

temperature affect the true airspeed of an airplane for a given
18) as well as the actual true altitude rate during descent
wind, known temperature deviations affect the speed schedule and
to achieve a pre-specified time.

Air Traffic Control

The 4D trajectory generation algorithm must produce flight profiles which are
compatible with Air Traffic Control procedures and restrictions.
These include the
navigation route to be followed, altitude assignments and crossing constraints, speed
restrictions, and time assignments at specific navigation way points. Furthermore, the
trajectory generation program must provide information in a timely manner to facilitate
pilot interaction with ATC controllers.
4.3.1

Altitude restrictions

Aircraft are required to fly at specific altitudes assigned by ATC.
Typically,
cruise altitudes are requested by the airplane operator in the flight plan submitted
prior to the flight. Individual controllers will assign specific altitudes as necessary
to insure separation of all air traffic. Altitude changes are expected to be made in a
timely manner.
Descents into the terminal area are typically made with altitude restrictions
resulting in intermediate level flight path segments or the requirement to use speed
brakes or some thrust during the descent. In some cases, ATC may issue a clearance for
the pilot to begin the descent at his discretion, thus allowing the pilot the
opportunity to fly an efficient trajectory. Altitude restrictions during a descent will
almost always result in more fuel being used than during an unconlstrained descent
regardless of the method of descent planning or trajectory generation technique. Thus,
for fuel efficient operations, ATC imposed altitude constraints must be continuously
reviewed and the unnecessary ones eliminated. On the other hand, the flight management
and guidance systems must also be designed to efficiently and economically accommodate
multiple altitude constraints during a single descent.
4.3.2

Speed restrictions

The airspeed an airplane can fly is often dictated by ATC.
Below 10 000 feet
altitude, all aircraft in the United States are required to fly no faster than 250 knots
indicated airspeed.
In addition, controllers often request aircraft to fly specific
Mach numbers or indicated airspeeds to provide and maintain separation from other
aircraft. Certain navigation fixes, such as entry points to busy terminal areas, have
crossing speeds associated with them to ease the workload of controllers in busy
sectors.
These speed restrictions, if known in advance, must be included in the
calculation of the flight trajectory to attain maximum efficiency.
4.3.3

Time assignment

The essence of time-based ATC is the regulation of the flow of aircraft to an
airport by assigning a unique time for each aircraft to cross a navigation fix.
This
time assignment adds an additional constraint to the trajectory computations.
Time
assignments to a navigation fix change the cost optimization trajectory computations
into ones for minimum fuel trajectories with speed schedules that satisfy the time
constraints.
4.3.4

Pilot interface

The pilot must approve and execute the instructions received from ATC. As such,
the necessary information from the trajectory generation program is required to
acknowledge an ATC request which affects or constrains the flight profile. While the
details of the pilot interface requirements are independent of trajectory generation
technique, the availability of the information in a timely manner is very much dependent
on the computational requirements of the trajectory algorithm.
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5.

ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE

An analytical comparison of the constant Mach/CAS and the optimal control
trajectory generation techniques, with certain operational constraints, was conducted.
Numerical data and results from several NASA Langley research efforts were used in this
Where necessary, a common baseline scenario and trajectory tracking
comparison.
computer program were utilized to provide a direct comparison of the primary performance
parameters.
5.1

Baseline Scenario

A 150 nautical mile final cruise and descent flight segment was used as the basic
This flight phase was consistent with the region of active
scenario for the analysis.
'arrival time selection found in advanced time-based air traffic control system concepts
Initial conditions for the baseline scenario for the NASA TRSV B-737being developed.
100 were chosen to be Mach .72 at 33 000 feet altitude with a gross weight of 85 000
pounds.
Final conditions were 10 000 feet altitude with an indicated airspeed of 210
knots. Other scenarios and conditions taken from previous studies are described in the
Analytical Results section.
5.2

Trajectory Tracking

A vertical profile tracking program was used to provide actual fuel and time
required to fly along the reference profile for both trajectory generation techniques
The tracking program utilized the same airplane performance
analyzed in this paper.
Speed
models and equations of motion used in the trajectory generation computations.
brake limits were also modeled to limit airplane tracking of profiles to the actual
capabilities of the airplane.
The vertical tracking program attempted to force the airplane to maintain the
inertial flight path angle and ground speeds computed for the reference trajectory.
With all atmospheric conditions and airplane performance parameters modeled exactly, the
thrust required to maintain the flight path angle and ground speeds would match that of
This would result in the airplane crossing the
the reference profile computations.
For
metering fix at the assigned time and using the predicted amount of fuel.
mismodeled conditions, however, the tracking program would adjust the true airspeed of
the airplane by changing thrust or adding drag through speed brakes, so that the ground
If airplane speed,
speed of the airplane matched that of the reference trajectory.
thrust, or speed brake limits were encountered, the limiting value would be maintained
and a time error would accumulate. If the time error exceeded two seconds, groundspeed
of the simulated airplane would be appropriately adjusted in increments to null the time
error. Total groundspeed adjustment was limited to 10 knots faster or slower than that
specified in the reference trajectory.
6.

ANALYTICAL RESULTS

6.1

Time Flexibility

An important measure of a trajectory generation algorithm's compatibility and
utility in a time-based air traffic control system is the flexibility it affords in
achieving prespecified arrival times. This time flexibility can be represented as a time
window defined by the maximum and minimum times available to fly a given range as
calculated by the trajectory generation program.
6.1.1

Speed limitations

The maximum and minimum times an airplane can achieve correspond to flying the
The time window,
minimum and maximum speed schedules, respectively, of the airplane.
assuming no path stretching maneuvers, is primarily a function of the speed limits
imposed on the trajectory generation algorithm. As discussed in the Operational Factors
section, the speed limitations observed in actual operations are generally somewhat
These limitations must be
conservative compared to absolute airframe limitations.
if the airplane is to
trajectory generation computations
observed within the
successfully fly the trajectory. This requirement tends to eliminate any differences in
time window capability between the Mach/CAS and optimal control techniques under normal
However, the potential exists to expand the time window for either
conditions.
trajectory generation technique by using the actual airframe limits. Further gains are
possible using the optimal control technique by varying the desired descent speed
schedule as a function of altitude. The time windows available for the baseline scenario
with both the constant Mach/CAS and optimal control techniques for both operational and
airframe speed limits are shown in the following table.
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Time Window (minutes)
Control
technique

Operational
speed limits

Mach/CAS
Optimal

8.12
8.12

Airframe
speed limits

8.94
9.36

Both control techniques had the same time window when operational speed limits were
imposed.
When airframe speed limits were used, th,. time windows were expanded.
The
difference between Mach/CAS and optimal time windows when airframe speed limits were
applied was due entirely to restricting the CAS portion of the Mach/CAS descent to be a
constant value throughout the descent.
Thus, the minimum speed CAS profile would use
the minimum airframe CAS at cruise altitude for all altitudes during descent even though
minimum airframe CAS actually decreases with decreasing altitude.
Similarly, the
maximum CAS for the constant Mach/CAS technique must be selected such that the limiting
value at the lowest altitude of the descent was not exceeded. The major factor lowering
the operational time window for both control techniques was the imposition of the 210
knot indicated airspeed lower speed limit. This accounts for nearly one minute off the
optimal airframe-limited time window.
Limiting maximum Mach number to maximum cruise
Mach accounts for approximately an additional 15 seconds loss in time flexibility.
6.1.2

Wind

The impact of wind on the time flexibility of 4D descent trajectories was
investigated in a previous NASA study (Williams, 1987).
As described in that report,
known winds have the affect of shifting in time the time cost versus flight time
relationship for a given fixed range situation. This is illustrated in figure 2 for the
200 nautical mile scenario of that paper.
As a result, a fixed flight time occurs at
different time costs for different wind conditions. Further, the time window available
for the given range is seen to shift with the different winds.
Mismodeling the winds
results in a loss of time flexibility since these shifts in time window are not
considered.
Further, the airplane will not be able to achieve flight times associated
with reference profiles commanding speeds and/or descent flight path angles beyond the
capabilities of the airplane. This results in additional loss of time flexibility under
mismodeled wind conditions. The summary plot of lost time flexibility versus wind error
is presented in figure 3 (Williams, 1987).
6.2

Fuel Usage

Minimizing fuel usage is a primary concern for airplane operators. Time-based air
traffic control promises reduced flight delays which should provide major fleet-wide
fuel reductions.
Individual aircraft profiles, however, will be penalized to some
degree by requiring 4D trajectory control compared to 3D control. Trajectory generation
programs must therefore provide fuel efficient operation in order to realize the maximum
benefits from time-based air traffic control.
The formulation of the trajectory
generation algorithm, as well as operational constraints, will affect the actual fuel
economy.
6.2.1

Algorithm formulation

The optimal control strategy provides the best fuel economy for a given range and
flight time.
The advantage of optimal control speed schedules over constant Mach/CAS
schedules, however, is found to be small.
Figure 4 presents the fuel versus time
performance spectrum for both optimal and constant Mach/CAS techniques for the baseline
scenario.
As seen in the figure, optimal performance is only slightly better at the
mid-time region, tapering to no advantage at the extremes of the time window.
Further illustration of the relative insensitivity of fuel usage to speed schedule
variations is shown in figure 5.
This figure presents descent calibrated airspeed
versus cruise/descent Mach number contours of constant time for the baseline scenario.
Superimposed on the time contours are speed schedules corresponding to minimum fuel and
speed boundaries of one percent increase in fuel over the minimum fuel schedule. For a
given flight time, therefore, a fairly broad selection of cruise/descent Mach and
descent calibrated airspeed are available which result in fuel usage within one percent
of the minimum. For example, a flight time of 23 minutes could be achieved using speed
schedules ranging from approximately .69 cruise/descent Mach and 290 knots descent
calibrated airspeed to .74 cruise/descent Mach and 260 knots calibrated airspeed with
essentially the same (within 1 percent) fuel usage.
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6.2.2

Idle Thrust

The effect of variations in idle thrust on calculation of descent trajectories was
studied in Williams, 1986. Essentially, idle thrust errors result in reference descent
flight paths requiring throttle or speed brake compensation.
A summary plot of fuel
penalty per unit power setting (.01 EPR) error versus flight time (from Williams, 1986)
is presented in figure 6. An example of the level of idle thrust mismodeling which can
occur is illustrated in figure 7. Flight data showing idle FPR versus altitude during a
constant calibrated airspeed descent of the NASA B-737-100 TSRV airplane is compared to
modeled EPR based on handbook performance. Significant errors, on the order of .06 EPR,
are evident between the model and the actual engine performance. Further the left and
right engines are seen to exhibit asymmetric performance at idle. Referring to figure
6, a .06 EPR error at idle would result in a fuel penalty of approximately 25 to 50
pounds, depending on flight time. This equates to a penalty of between 2 and 5 percent
of the total fuel for the 150 nautical mile baseline scenario. This penalty is the same
regardless of trajectory generation technique.
6.2.3

Wind

Atmospheric wind variations have a significant affect on fuel usage over a fixed
range. Figure 8 illustrates the fuel versus time performance for the baseline scenario,
computed using the optimal control technique, with several levels of constant wind. As
seen in the figure, wind has the effect of shifting the fuel versus time curve both in
fuel used as well as in time required. For a fixed flight time, therefore, a headwind
results in an increase in fuel and a tailwind requires less fuel.
A comparison of the performance achieved using the constant Mach/CAS versus optimal
techniques is presented in figure 9. This figure shows the fuel penalty above optimal
incurred by using the Mach/CAS technique for several constant wind conditions. Wind is
seen to have little affect on the magnitude of the fuel penalty, with average values of
less than one percent for most flight times and wind conditions. The largest penalties
are seen to occur at the high tailwind conditions, with approximately 1.5 percent fuel
penalty. It should be noted that the constant Mach/CAS technique used the same descent
speed schedule for all wind conditions.
Some small improvement would be possible by
adjusting the speed schedule for wind.
Wind errors result in fuel penalties regardless of the trajectory generation
technique.
These penalties arise principally from the improper descent range being
computed, requiring throttle or speed brake compensation to maintain reference flight
path (Williams, 1987).
Figure 10 illustrates the average fuel penalties (relative to
optimal performance in known winds) for a 200 nautical mile cruise/descent scenario
incurred while correcting for mismodeled winds.
In general, a mismodeled tailwind will
penalize the airplane to a greater extent than a headwind. The reference descent range
in a mismodeled tailwind is less than it would be if the wind had been modeled
correctly. This results in more time spent at cruise altitude, speed brake required in
descent, and correspondingly higher average throttle settings. In mismodeled headwinds,
the airplane will descend early with only small increments in thrust above idle needed
to maintain the reference flight path.
At higher speeds, however, the drag increase
associated with increasing Mach number (compressibility drag) demands considerable
thrust requirements in mismodeled headwinds. This in turn results in higher fuel
penalties at high Mach and large headwind errors.
This situation is illustrated in
figure 11 for two airplane configurations flying in two levels of mismodeled headwind.
For the lower headwind error (25 knots), the fuel penalties are seen to be approximately
the same at all flight times for both airplanes.
With a 50 knot headwind error,
however, a steep increase in fuel penalty is evident at the minimum time end of the time
window, corresponding to the highest airspeeds.
The two airplanes have significantly
different fuel penalties under these conditions as a result of their high speed drag
characteristics.
The tri-jet configuration was designed for higher speeds and is
therefore more tolerant of headwind errors than the twin-jet configuration.
This
situation highlights the configuration dependence of fuel penalties in mismodeled wind
conditions.
6.2.4

Temperature

Figure 12 illustrates the affect of variations in atmospheric temperature on the
fuel versus time performance of the airplane. Colder than standard temperatures result
in slower true airspeeds for a given Mach number. As a result, higher Mach numbers and
greater fuel usage are required for the same flight time.
Further, the airplane is
cruising at a lower geopotential altitude on a cold day for the same indicted pressure
altitude. Less distance is therefore required for descent. The opposite situation is
true for hotter than standard temperatures. Lower Mach numbers, less fuel required, and
longer descent distances for the same time and distance are experienced on hot days.
Errors in the atmospheric temperature profile during calculation of a reference
trajectory using either the optimal or constant Mach/CAS techniques will result in fuel
penalties.
Figure 13 shows the fuel penalties versus flight time computed for the
baseline scenario with temperature errors of plus and minus 20 degrees Centigrade.
Actual temperatures 20 degrees hotter .han predicted are seen to result in approximately
a 6 percent fuel penalty, while temperatures 20 degrees colder produce about a 2 percent
penalty. Since required descent range increases in hotter temperatures, unexpected warm
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temperatures require additional drag or speed brake in order to fly the miscalculated
shorter reference descent path.
This situation is similar to an unexpected tailwind
where significant fuel penalties are incurred by remaining at cruise altitudes and
throttle settings beyond the ideal top of descent point. Conversely, unexpected cold
temperatures result in an early descent requiring small thrust increments to fly the
As with mismodeled headwinds, the fuel penalties are
longer reference descent path.
The level of fuel penalties for
less thar would be incurred by descending late.
mismodeled temperatures was found to be the same for the optimal control trajectory
generation technique.
6.3

Computational Requirements

The optimal control and constant Mach/CAS techniques described in this paper are
both computationally intensive algorithms which would have been impractical to implement
on airborne computers just a few years ago. Rapid advancements in both memory and speed
of micro computers is now making it feasible to incorporate these algorithms in future
It is, however, important to minimize the size and
flight management computers.
maximize the execution speed of any software competing for the computing resources
onboard the aircraft.
Furthermore, time-critical functions, such as coordinating
clearances with ATC, may dictate speed requirements which the complex algorithms are
unable to accommodate. With these issues in mind, the computational performance of the
optimal control and Mach/CAS algorithms were compared.
analytical
Both algorithms were contained in the same computer program for the
studies presented in this paper.
Common atmospheric and airplane performance routines
were utilized as well as a common routine for integrating the equations of motion.
Differences in execution time were then solely due to the different methods used for
speed selection during descent. The computer used for the analysis was a desktop micro
computer utilizing a 12 MHZ Intel 80286 microprocessor with an 80287 math coprocessor.
The Mach/CAS algorithm was found to execute approximately three times faster than
the optimal control technique for the same conditions. Execution time for a typical 3D
Mach/CAS profile was 6 seconds, with an average of 4 iterations required for a 4D
trajectory.
This compared to over 17 seconds per iteration required for the optimal
control algorithm.
While absolute execution times could be reduced by more efficient
software coding, the relative difference between the Mach/CAS and optimal techniques
would probably remain the same.
Experience with flight tests and piloted simulations of descent
guidance
algorithms indicates that computation times of less than 10 seconds would be desirable,
if not required, to provide timely information to the pilot.
This requirement is
principally driven by the need to respond to ATC when given a time clearance. The pilot
needs to be sure he can comfortably achieve a specified arrival time prior to accepting
the clearance.
Actual implementation of the algorithm may require a separate or
simplified method for determining maximum and minimum time capabilities in order to
satisfy the time critical task of communicating with ATC. Once the arrival time window
has been established, caluulation of the actual profile can proceed at a slower pace.
7.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Two techniques for the generation of 4D descent trajectories have been evaluated.
Constant Mach/CAS speed schedules chosen to produce minimal fuel usage have been
compared with optimal control speed schedules for typical cruise/descent flight
segments.
Operational factors consisting of airplane performance characteristics,
atmospheric variations, and ATC requirements have been considered in the analysis.
The advantage of using optimal control was found to be less than one
percent
savings in fuel under most situations.
In fact, a fairly broad spectrum of
cruise/descent speed schedules were found to produce nearly the same fuel usage for a
given flight time over a fixed range. The optimal technique, however, provided nearly a
5 percent increase in time flexibility for the test scenario by permitting operation of
the airplane at airframe speed boundaries at all altitudes during descent. This greater
time flexibility was found to be eliminated when typical operational speed limits were
imposed on the airplane.
Atmospheric variations and mismodeling of winds and temperatures were found to
affect both the constant Mach/CAS and optimal techniques in the same manner. Wind has
the effect of shifting the fuel versus time performance in both fuel used as well as
time required.
For a fixed time, a headwind results in an increase in fuel and a
tailwind requires less fuel.
Wind errors result in an improper descent range requiring
throttle or speed brake to maintain reference flight path and speed. A wind error of 25
knots was found to reduce time flexibility by 30 to 40 percent and produce fuel
penalties of from 2 to 6 percent. Unexpected tailwinds produced the largest penalties.
Temperature variations produced similar results, with warm temperatures reducing fuel
requirements and cold temperatures increasing fuel for the same flight time.
An
unexpected temperature deviation of 20 degrees Centigrade resulted in fuel penalties of
2 to 6 percent, with warmer than expected temperatures producing the highest penalties.
Computationally, the constant Mach/CAS technique is a minimum of three times more
efficient than the optimal control technique.
Further improvement on the constant
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Mach/CAS technique would be possible by empirically modeling the performance of the
The optimal control
airplane and simplifying the integration of the equations.
technique, however, will remain computationally intensive due to the need for
minimization of the cost function at each altitude step in order to determine the
optimal speed schedule.
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EXPERT SYSTEMS FOR THE GENERATION OF TERMINAL AREA ARRIVAL PAHS FOR CIVIL TRANSPORT
Robert W. Sinpson
Director, Flight Transportation Laboratory
Room 33-412, Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Canbridge, Massachusetts 02139 U.S.A.

SUMMARY
Efficiencies can be gained from dynamic scheduling of the takeoff and landing operations for the
system of runways at a major civil airport. It is then necessary to be able to generate a conflictfree set of flight paths which inplements this schedule, and which can be easily changed. For
landing arrival aircraft, these flight paths start at a known time, point and speed in the descent
towards the airport, and end at a reduced speed and time at the outer marker of the final approach
to the assigned runway where desired in-trail separations must be achieved.
To generate sets of conflict-free arrival paths, an "expert systems" conputer program finds and
selects a path feasible within the performance limits of each aircraft from a set of "patterns"
which are easily understandable by the human controller. This technique is easily adaptable to the
geometric characteristics of different terminal areas and runway configurations, and easily accepts
rules and procedural limitations which can be specified and implemented by ATC controllers
themselves, as desired.

INIMDUCrION
Advances in the technologies of surveillance, digital commnications, aircraft automatic flight
control systems, and computer displays, networks, and software now provide the possibility of
introducing real-tine interactive automated decision support systems for ATC controllers. These
support systems have the potential to increase the capacity and efficiency of terminal area ATC
procedures, thus lowering tine and fuel costs for aircraft operators, decreasing the workload of
pilots and increasing the productivity of ATC controllers.
The integration of these technologies will require significant long-term research over the next
several years to provide the information necessary to plan a phased implementation of the new ATC
software, hardware, and terminal area procedures acceptable to the international aviation community.
The efficiencies are associated with creating a pre-planned, time-based ATC process which
coordinates the team of enroute arrival, final spacing, runway, and departure controllers. This
creates new interactive, real-tine automation functions known as Runway Scheduling, Path Generation,
Path Conformance Monitoring. Automated Final Spacing, etc. which are designed to assist the
controller in his responsibilities for handling air traffic.
This paper describes a preliminary investigation (Reference 1) of the application of Expert
Systems software technologies to the problem of Path Generation for aircraft arriving for landing.
This approach seems promising conpared to previous methods considered for Path Generation (see
Reference 2) since it provides a generic method of generating 4-D paths for aircraft, capable of
being used in many ATC environments, and capable of easily accepting a wide variety of constraints,
rules, procedures, etc.
1. DESCRIPTION OF AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS IN TERMINAL AREA AIRSPACE
1.1 General

There are two distinct classes of traffic flows in terminal area operations: a convergent,
inbound flow of aircraft intending to land; and a divergent, outbound flow of aircraft after
takeoff. The landing flows enter from several directions at various cruise altitudes. Their entry
points may be taken as the Top of Descent (TOD) which may be an mi as 150 n. miles and 30 minutes
away from landing. The airborne paths followed by landing traffic flows are generally monotonically
decreasing in altitude and speed. The takeoff traffic flows enter about 5 minutes away from takeoff
as aircraft depart from the gate (or ramp) and taxi to the runway along ground paths. The airborne
paths followed by takeoff traffic flows are monotonically increasing in speed and altitude.
There is generally a diversity of types of aircraft (such as jets, turboprops, pistons,
helicopters) in the traffic flows, causing varying performance limitations in terms of airspeeds,
clinbs and descent rates, cruise altitudes, desired speeds on final approach, runway length
required, etc. There is also diversity in performance of aircraft guidance-and-control systems due
to piloting (or levels of automation in onboard flight control systems), which creates significant
differences in the expected conformance of aircraft to paths commnded by ATC.
A typical geoetrical configuration for terminal area operations at a busy airport is shown in
Figure 1. The airport has three runways (two parallel, one crossing) simultaneously in operation
with some assignment of landings and takeoffs by type or class of aircraft to each runway. Figure 1
shows four entry fixes at 30-40 n. miles from the airport, where there are holding stacks
established at the ends of arrival airways. It shows two departure corridors and a departure zone
for initial clirb after takeoff. This departure zone has an upper altitude limit inposed to provide
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separation from landing aircraft until departure aircraft can laterally clear the landing traffic
flows. Then the departure aircraft are allowed to continue their climb so as to pass above various
landing zones (which then places an altitude limit on landing traffic). Crossing paths in the
horizontal are an inescapable part of terminal area operations. For each runway, there is a final
spacing-and-merge zone where aircraft are fed into the comnn approach path to the runway.
Currently, the length of the common approach path, is of the order of 5 n. miles downwind of the
runway for Instrument Landing System (IS) operations. The merge zones extend another 10-15 n.
miles.
Figure I provides only a meager indication of the complexity of terminal area flight paths at a
busy airport since only the nominal, no-traffic paths are shown.
We will expand the path
description later, but it is important to note that there will be other arrival and departure paths
for helicopters, turboprops, and piston engine aircraft. Also, for any given airport there will be
several configurations like that shown in Figure I as runway directions are changed due to wind,
visibility, noise, etc. Indeed, there are hundreds of variations on these several basic operating
configurations if we include runway assignment of aircraft landings and takeoffs by type or class of
aircraft. In major centers, there may be more than one airport in the terminal area, and there nay
be a number of low-level, Visual Flight Rules (VFR) corridors for general aviation and helicopter
overflying traffic. The real traffic flows within a busy terminal area are much more complex than
that shown in Figure 1 and require automation techniques which can completely master this complexity
if they are to be operationally acceptable.
1.2 Capacity Limits on Traffic Flow Rates: Delays
ATC separation criteria applied at both the merge area where final approach spacing is
established, and at the runway between landing and takeoff operations causes an upper limit or
"capacity" to be placed upon average traffic flow rates. There is a landing flow capacity, a
takeoff flow capacity, and a mixed runway operations flow capacity.
These capacities are expressed in average operations per hour, and will vary up and down in any
given hour due to the actual separations which must be applied to the actual mix and sequence of
types of aircraft in that particular hour's traffic flow. There are capacity benefits to be gained
in optimally assigning aircraft to runways, in setting sequences of aircraft operations which avoid
larger separations, and in adjusting landing arrival intervals to accommodate takeoff operations
(Reference 3). This automation function is known as "Runway Scheduling1 .
As traffic flow rates increase towards capacity flow rates, there will be an increasing
percentage of delayed aircraft, and an increase in average delay per aircraft. Approximately, the
percentage of aircraft which are delayed equals the percentage of capacity being used. As traffic
flow rates peak and temporarily exceed capacity flow rates, 100% of arriving aircraft are delayed in
that "busy period'. At lower traffic rates, the proability of an arrival finding the runways idle
(and therefore experiencing no delay) increases.
To accommdate arrival delays, all paths must be extended in time either by "path stretching" or
,speed reduction'. For the landing flows, there is a limit on the amount of delay which can be
accommodated on airborne paths. As delays get longer, it becomes necessary to initiate path
modifications earlier and to use holding patterns. The possibility of unexpected cessation of
runway operations due to weather or operational incidents will always require that holding patterns
be available in all planned terminal area configurations. For the takeoff flows, lengthy delays can
be taken easily in the queue at the takeoff runway, but the physical length of that queue my
necessitate holding aircraft on the ramp.
To prevent congestion in the terminal area airspace, the landing flows may be 'metered" to
control the number of aircraft which are simultaneously present in any sector of the terminal
airspace. This is a smoothing process which tries to eliminate short-term peaking in arrival rates
by causing early delays to certain aircraft in the landing stream, In a similar vein, arrivals at
the runway for takeoff are metered by gate-hold processes which take the delay on the ramp. Delays
due to runway capacity are experienced away from the runway when metering functions are in effect.
Irrespective of where or how the delay is applied, once a landing or takeoff arrival has entered
the terminal area ATC system, the amount of delay due to runway capacity which it must incur is
precisely determined, and the time costs associated with delay are fixed.
By taking delays at
higher altitudes, or at the ramp with engines off, the fuel costs associated with delay can be

reduced.

However, there is a danger of these metering processes causing unnecessary additional delay when
taking these delays further away from the runway, due to errors which cause "starvation" of the
traffic flows reachig the runway. If the runways go idle due to lack of traffic reaching them
during what should be a busy period, then considerable extra time and fuel costs are incurred by all
subsequent aircraft of that busy period. Therefore, metering processes have the strategy of
controlling the size of airborne and ground queues near the runway to values which are small, but
which are always positive, i.e. not all of the estimated delay should be removed early in traffic
flow paths if an efficient, minimm-cost terminal area is to be operated.
1.3 Current Control Processes in Terminal Area ATC
Today, terminal area ATC systems operate in a loosely coordinated, unplanned, tactical manner.
Ebroute Controllers, who are controlling descending arrivals for landing, may receive some metering
advisories from a centralized automated process (which now exists at a few airports), but they are
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usually simply told by terminal area controllers either that holding will be necessary or that a
minimum in-trail spacing should be applied to arrivals at the terminal area. The terminal area
Arrival and Final Spacing Controllers accept the resulting traffic flows from the entry points, and
execute the merge and final spacing processes with little or no recognition of current takeoff
operations on the runway system. (Runway Controllers may ask them for extended spacings for certain
peak departure periods when it is desired to insert more takeoffs in the landing traffic flow, but
otherwise the landing traffic flow is established independently by the Final Spacing controllers.)
In turn, Runway Controllers insert takeoffs into the landing flows in a tactical, ad hoc fashion and
are often not sensitive to any requirements from departure traffic flows. Departure Controllers
usually accept the departures as arranged by the Runway Controllers.
All of these terminal area controllers are not aware of each others' activities -- they are
attempting to work independently of each other. To maintain independence, inefficient procedures are
adopted. The existence of excellent conputer LANs (Local Area Networks) now allows us to tie this
group of terminal area controllers together with instantaneous real-time communication displays.
The common mode of exercising control over arrival and departure paths is called "radar
vectoring". While there is a general pattern to the paths being used, there is no precise,
predetermined 4-D trajectory or path for each aircraft. At appropriate intervals, the ATC
controller specifies a change in heading, airspeed, or altitude by issuing a "vector" conurnd by
voice radio cammunication. Path errors arise from pilot response to these caurands, from pilot
conformance to the commanded values, and from windspeed variations in location, altitude, and time.
The actual 4-D track executed by the aircraft nay not conform exactly to the ATC controller's vague
intentions, but an adjustment can always be made in issuing the next vector. This non-precision
control node is based upon a 2-D pictorial display driven by radar and beacon surveillance data
which provides position and altitude information at 4-5 second intervals. ATC controllers monitor
successive intervals to guess at the current direction and groundspeed of aircraft. Current "radar
trackers" are straight-line, steady-state systems incapable of providing accurate and reliable
groundspeed and direction, or altitude rate for roughly one minute after any ccmanded change in
these quantities, and hinder the application of their output to terminal area automation. Thus, the
future 4-D paths of aircraft are only known in a vague, general manner, and actual paths are
determined in a real-time, piece-real fashion as unplanned, tactical situations occur.
1.4 Future Control Processes in Terminal Area ATC
It is clear that there would be efficiencies in transitioning from the tactical, unplanned
control processes of current terminal area traffic control processes to more strategic, preplanned
control processes. Precise pre-planning of both landing and takeoff operations on a multiple runway
system is the core element in moving towards "time-based" ATC system processes. This "Runway
Scheduling" function involves the optimal assignment and sequencing of takeoff and landing
operations on the multiple runway system (so as to minimize delay, fuel, or finish tine). It
produces a dynamically changing schedule as new entrants for landing and takeoff arrive, and as
operational deviations occur. To perform runway scheduling, the desired final approach airspeeds
must be declared early to the ground controllers and considered by pilots as a commitment to be
actually flown.
But if a schedule is created, it must be possible to control aircraft so as to execute the
schedule with some degree of accuracy and reliability. This means that 4-D paths must be flown by
arriving and departing aircraft, i.e. there must be more rigor in the "Path Generation" function
which creates feasible 4-D paths to be flown, and increased discipline in the "Path Conformance
Monitoring" function whereby aircraft adherence to their pre-planned, assigned paths is monitored.
"Path Generation" involves determining a complete 4-D arrival path which is feasible in terms of
airspeed, climb/descent speed, etc, and which is free of conflicts from all other existing planned
terminal area flight paths. It cannot be done onboard each aircraft -- because of the need to b6
conflict-free, it is necessarily a centralized, ground-based process. Since the schedule and the
associated set of conflict-free paths are dynamically changing, it will not be efficient to commit
to a fixed 4-D path early in the descent phase of aircraft arriving for landing, and landing arrival
paths must be generated in a manner to allow flexibility in rescheduling. At some point closer to
landinq, the schedule and paths may become fixed and at that time a complete 4-D path could be
transmitted to the aircraft (if it is capable of executing a 4-D flight path automatically). It is
not possible to predetermine a 4-D path for landing arrivals from TOD points because the landing and
takeoff schedule cannot be determined at that time. Takeoffs have not yet entered the schedule.
"Path Conformance Monitoring" involves ground monitoring of the capability of an aircraft to
follow a 2-D, 3-D, or 4-D path, given its navigation and guidance systems. In the traffic, there
will always be a mix of varying levels of conformance capability. Conformance errors are one source
of operational deviations. As each deviation occurs, there is a choice between regaining the
planned path, or generating a new path from the current position. There are other operational
deviations zaused by missed runway exits, missed approaches, new takeoff insertions, runway closures
and changes, etc. Path Conformance Monitoring is a new automation function to be added to future
terminal area processes when paths become explicitly defined.
Finally, if a planned, time-based ATC process is to be introduced to future terminal area A.C
processes, it will be necessary to provide improved ccmaunication to coordinate the activities of
the arrival, final spacing, runway, and departure controllers of the current ATC organizational
structure so that they are all aware of the plan and can contribute to it.
This is possible with
digital communications and computer displays using today's technologies in computer networking.
There may be significant organizational restructuring of terminal area sectors and responsibilities
as such capabilities are introduced.
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Within the framework given above, there are still many issues and alternatives for future
terminal area ATC control processes. For example, what degree of control shall the ground air
traffic control exert over the aircraft path? Will a complete 4-D path be transmitted to the
aircraft as modified from time to time, or only a partial description of the path? Shall paths be
defined in 2-D, 3-D, or 4-D, or a mix of different ways depending on the capabilities of the
aircraft? Will the air traffic controller and the pilot always be integral elements of the control
process? (Note that the MACALS terminal area ATC system under development by the US Marine Corps
(References 4,5) specifies both datalinking cross pointer display information to guide the pilot on
a complex path, and also an automatic mode which sends computer-generated ground commands directly
to the AFCS (Automatic Flight Control System) of modern navy tactical aircraft. Marine ground
controllers will be able to draw desired 2-D terminal area flight paths on their display screen with
a light pen, and specify altitudes at way points; the pilot retains control over throttles,
airspeed and disengage buttoni)
Given the presence of multiple ownership of civil aircraft, including international ownership, it
will be necessary to reach agreement on an internationally accepted, long-term plan for introducing
phased degrees of automated control processes in the terminal areas of busy civilian airports.
There is a need for extensive research to support the development of such a plan.
2. PROBLEM STATEEN

- PATM GENERATION FOR IANDING ARRIVAL

The problem of 4-D path generation for landing aircraft may be stated as follows:
Given:
1)
2)
3)
4)

a schedule of landing and takeoff operations for a multiple runway system
the performance limitations of aircraft in terms of airspeed, clinb/descent rate,
runway length, etc.
the pertinent ATC separation criteria stated in terms of time, distance, and altitude
the position and airspeed of arriving aircraft as they enter the terminal area ATC
system

Find a set of feasible, conflict-free flight paths for landing arrivals which:
a) meets the schedule
b) can be easily rescheduled to accommodate missed approaches, changes of runway, etc.
c) is easily understood by controllers and pilots
d) uses the 2-D, 3-D, or 4-D guidance capabilities of aircraft in the mix of arriving
traffic
e) can accept interventions by controllers which modify the arrival paths in both short
term and longer term
f) accommodate pilot requests for arrival paths, runways, etc.
In developing such an interactive automation system for ATC, it is now possible to display
quickly and briefly for the ATC controller the proposed path for any aircraft, with its encounters
(an encounter is another path crossing this path at minimal or specified separation), or to select a
small subset of co-existing planned paths for display. The operational automation system must be
easily transferable to various airports, and be capable of being quickly and easily modified in the
field to accommodate the inevitable changes in operating environments and procedures which occur on
a daily and monthly basis at any given airport. It must be generic in nature to avoid writing a
software system customized to every configuration and airport, and every change in operating
requirements. It is even possible to envision a system which can be tailored to some degree by each
individual controller to match his style of controlling traffic.
3. AN EXPERT SYSTFES APPROACH M1HANDLING PATH GENERATION
The requirements established above suggest an "Expert Systems" approach to constructing an
automated path generation system. In this approach, an expert system "shell" or "core" or
'software system" is created which provides a generic means of easily creating sets of landing
arrival paths called "Patterns". It provides a simple means of selecting a 4-D path from a Pattern,
given aircraft performance. It also provides an easy method to irpose constraints arising from ATC
practice and procedures, ATC separation criteria, controller ntervention, etc. on the path
selection process. In creating the Expert System, it is accepted that not all possible Patterns are
yet known, and that not all future constraints, interventions, etc. have been identified. A
"software system" is provided by the designer so that later "knowledge engineers" can use it to
tailor its application to the specific requirements of operations of any particular terminal area.
An analogy is the provision of a higher order conputer language by a conputer systems designer for
later application codes written by engineers. The computer languages of LISP and PR1LG are used in
Reference 1 to begin the initial construction of such a "software system" for AC Path Generation.
A "Path" can be viewed as a sequence of segments. Each segment is a turn, or a deceleration, or
a descent, or a straight and level path, and each has a start and end time. The end time of one
segment is the start time of the next segment. Note that each segment corresponds to a "radar
vector" where a change in heading, altitude, or speed is cammanded so that a Path can be viewed as a
sequence of "radar vectors". The origin of a path is the current position and altitude of the
aircraft. The destination for a landii path is the runway threshold at the scheduled time. At
both the origin and destination, there is an estimated groundspeed and direction. For landing
aircraft, there is a declared airspeed on final approach which must be reached before the outer
marker of the ILS. Once the outer narker and glide path are reached, there can be no further
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changes camanded by ATC since the pilot or autopilot is expected to fly in a stabilized, steady
condition on the final path segment. Note that a "Path" is defined in four dimensions: speed and
altitude can be varied on the same 2-D path to create a "new" Path.
A "Pattern" consists of a fixed sequence of segments where the timing of the segments, or the
heading, speed, and altitude of those segments can be selected to get a particular path belonging to
the Pattern. This selection also includes the possible elimination of any segment (eg. a speed or
altitude or heading change of zero). These Patterns are similar to the current STARs (Standard
Arrival Routes), and can be published to allow pilots and controllers to have a mutual understanding
of the arrival paths, at least in general terms.
Figure 2 provides examples of two Patterns for the nominal arrival paths from the northeast and
southwest entry points to the runway OIL shown in Figure 1. This expands the nominal paths shown in
Figure 1, and actually only a few discrete paths are shown in Figure 2. Other typical Patterns for
runway 01R are shown in Figure 3. A set of Patterns is called a "Configuration" since it corresponds
to any operating configuration of the terminal area airspace.
The actual nurber of Paths in a Pattern is infinite since the timing of speed, heading, and
altitude changes can be chosen in a continuous domain. To be consistent with current practice,
speed changes are quantized to 5 knots, heading changes to 5 degrees, and altitude changes to 500
foot intervals.
TheLe are multiply redundant degrees of freedom in selecting a Path to meet the requirements of
any aircraft. For example, consider the "Overhead" Pattern from the northeast entry point of
Figure 2. There are seventeen path parameters which determine the actual Path flown within this
Pattern:
1,2
3.4
5,6
7
8,9
10
11,12
13
14
15
16
17

initial descent time and altitude
initial speed reduction and time
second descent time and altitude
overhead divergent heading
divergent descent time and altitude
lateral offset of downwind leg
downwind speed reduction and time
time of turn to base leg
time of turn to intercept leg
time of speed reduction to final approach airspeed
minimum time deviation for any segment
minimum length of straight 2-D path segments (to allow radar trackers to establish
groundspeed and direction)

For any aircraft and desired origin-time and destination-time, there are many degrees of freedom
in finding a path. An ATC controller can easily impose many further constraints in real time; for
example, that there should be no initial descent until 5 miles from a point overhead the airport,
and/or that overhead passage should be below 5000 feet, and/or that the lateral offset of the
downwind leg be 4 nautical miles from the runway centerline. Alternatively, the AlC controller may
wish to inpose general rules or strategies for path selection, e.g. to declare a nominal offset for
the downwind for normal aircraft, reserving an inner downwind offset for slow aircraft (say, less
than 125 knots), and an outer downwind offset for faster aircraft (say, the Concorde).
Even with these additional rules and constraints, there are still multiple residual degrees of
freedom to define arrival paths which maintain safe separation from all other paths and still arrive
at the outer marker at the desired time, speed, and altitude. The conputer process of selecting
these residual parameters in the Expert System consists of an "ordered search process" which has
priorities or preferences for "nominal" certain values of heading, speed, and altitude, and which
may depend on other factors such as the sequence of landings and takoffs on runway OIL, or aircraft
entry points. The Path Generation process begins with this "nominal" phase.
As each segment of a potential nominal path is defined, it will have a start and end time. If
there is a "time overlap" with certain segments of previously determined arrival paths in certain
other patterns, then a "conflict identification" phase of the Path Generation process proceeds to
see if it also conflicts in other dimensions of altitude, and/or lateral distances. If segments are
found to be in conflict, then a "conflict resolution strategy" phase is entered to specify pertinent
path parameters depending on the situation for these conflicting segments. The Path Generation
process then returns to continue the ordered search for a conflict-free path. For example, in
Figure 4, the overhead divergent segmnit of a path from the northeast entry point is found to be in
conflict with an arrival from the northwest entry point destined for runway 01R. In this case, the
"conflict resolution strategy" specifies the maximum altitude of the divergent segment and this
necessitates changes of the descent time and altitudes for the second and initial descent segments.
Similarly, a conflict with another departure for runway O1R at the northeast entry point delays the
initial descent point, thereby causing the initial and second descent segments to join into what
appears to be one continuous segment. Later in this arrival path, yet another conflict in the base
leg area exists with an arrival from the scuthwest entry point to runway OIL. In this case the use
of altitude separation has been ruled out by the At controller and the lateral offset of the
downwind leg is increased to allow this prior landing to safely cross in front of the examrple
aircraft (a message is sent to the ATC controller explaining why his desired offset is not being
used). Alternatively, a speed reduction might have resolved this base leg conflict. The path
adjustments to maintain correct delivery at the outer marker in spite of these three "conflicts" can
still be made in selecting the divergent heading, downwind deceleration, turn to base, etc.
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There are still an infinite nuner of conflict-free paths to be found. In this example, there
was no initial speed reduction imposed upon leaving the entry fix. A single speed reduction on the
first segment might have contributed to eliminating both the overhead and base leg conflicts due to
a later arrival in these areas, but would perhaps cause problems in the conflict at the entry point
with the arrival for runway 01R. There are many ways to create conflict-free paths, and many
useful, generic "rules" to develop in establishing the Expert System. Note that these Paths are
selected sequentially - a conflict-free path is found given that all the conflict-free paths
previously determined are not to be changed. This avoids a co binatorial explosion in the size of
the search process for finding a Path.
In the "Conflict Identification" phase, notice that there are Patterns where no conflict between
any segments can ever occur. For example, the Base Fan Patterns for runways OIL and 01R shown in
Figures 2 and 3 can never conflict until their arrival on the runway centerlines, and the runway
scheduling process will have resolved the conflict at that point. For every segment in any Pattern,
the search for conflicts can be pre-determined to be made amongst certain other segments in certain
other Patterns of the current Configuration. The first test is whether or not any of these segments
co-exist in time with this segment. This reduces the search size for conflict identification.
For cases where there are successive landings on the same runway and the second aircraft is
going to fly a slower approach airspeed, paths can be constructed to ensure a merge to the runway
centerline as near to the outer marker as possible, perhaps using altitude separation at the merge.
In this special "slow merge" case, it is also possible to recommend imposing a higher final approach
airspeed for certain slow aircraft when the available runway length is clearly excessive. If the
controller gains concurrence from the pilot, a suitable arrival path predicated on the agreed
approach speed will be found, and the clearance to fly the approach will contain this speed
restriction when it is time to transfer control to the runway controllers. However, when Runway
Scheduling is in effect, there are many situations where takeoffs can be inserted in the landing
traffic flows so that the inefficient, large gap at the runway ahead of a slower landing aircraft
can be efficiently utilized, thus avoiding the necessity of imposing these special "slow merge"
procedures which maximize runway capacity.
All of the paths shown in these examples and in Reference 1 have started at the entry points to
the terminal area. Obviously, they can start earlier during the descent on airways towards the
entry point and can include the possibility of a preplanned number of "racetrack loops" in the
holding pattern at a given altitude before continuing into the termiral area airspace. Such an
extension would allow a smooth handling of interruptions in runway activities, e.g. closure due to
reduction in ceiling and visibility, or change of runway directions. Note that as weather drops
through current category I,I1, and III limits, some aircraft will be able to continue to land while
others must be held awaiting diversion or improvements in the weather. It is necessary for the Path
Generation process to be able to go into "holding" in a smooth continuous manner, to be able to
minimize the number of holding aircraft, and to work towards eliminating holding aircraft as quickly
as capacity and traffic flow rates allow. It is not possible to monitor aircraft conformance within
a holding stack, and difficult to control precisely the exit times of holding aircraft.
4. DYNAMIC OPERATION OF MERGE AND FINAL SPACING
The generation of pre-planned 4-D landing paths from some point in descent is an example of a
metering process which distributes delays along the arrival path. Since metering will plan to leave
soe small delay to be taken at a point near the runway, it is not necessary to conform to these
paths with a high degree of precision until the final three segments, i.e. turn to base leg, turn to
intercept leg, and reduction to final approach speed. Aircraft with 4-D capabilities in their AFCS
would be capable of executing these final three segments by themselves. Other aircraft would need
assistance from the ground in timing both the turns and airspeed reduction. This requires good
Conformance Monitoring from the ground, and timely, efficient, precise communication between the
aircraft and ground. If digital communications are available, it would be useful to send current
heading (or track direction) and current airspeed (or groundspeed) from the aircraft to the ground
to assist in tracking of maneuvering aircraft, and thereby provide "intelligent" surveillance
tracking for the Conformance monitoring function. Digital Communications would also be used to
uplink path commands and improve timely response to these last three commands. Improving the
precision of control over these final three segments is essential to achieving precision in
executing the runway schedule, and thereby operating at full capacity rates. There is no capacity
benefit from good conformance to earlier segments, but some lower degree of conformance is still
needed to ensure safety.
The creation of an automated ground control process for "Final Spacing" of landing aircraft is
not a candidate for an Expert System approach. It can be a distinctly separate deterministic
control process associated with the Path Generation function described above.
Because of
conformance errors and operational deviations, it must be dynamic in nature and capable of making
small adjustments in retiming of runway operations as small conformance errors occur.
However, there will also be sudden large adjustments in retiming and rescheduling runway
operations for aircraft already in the Merge and Final Spacing Zone. These result from the
inevitable occurrence of unexpected operational deviations at the runway. While these may be rare
events, any automated system for generating ATC flight paths must be capable of handling them in a
smooth, continuous manner before it is operationally acceptable. The Expert System approach can be
extended to handle these events.
Examples of these unexpected operational deviation events are: landing aircraft missing their
expected exit due to late touchdown, poor braking, poor visibility, etc, thereby spending more time
on the runway, and blocking a planned takeoff insertion; a missed approach declared by one. or
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several aircraft (if a sudden change in visibility or runway icing conditions occurs), a wind
change requiring closure of a runway for landings; an aborted takeoff; an airborne emergency
necessitating an imirediate landing (and perhaps subsequently a blocked runway).
All of these events require a sudden rescheduling of runway operations, both landings and
takeoffs. For a single landing aircraft, a missed-approach path at low altitudes must be found from
the current position on approach back to the .same runway (or perhaps another runway in visual
conditions). This causes a rescheduling of all operations, and a sudden insertion of this aircraft
into previously-planned landing sequences. There are many issues -- What are the restrictions
defining various missed approach paths by aircraft type or conformance capability? What isthe best
re-insertion sequence to minimize loss of capacity?
For a takeoff aircraft, a missed insertion requires rescheduling of all takeoff operations and
perhaps minor adjustments of landing gaps to accommodate the new takeoff insertion sequence. For a
sudden unexpected runway closure, it must be possible to handle several sequential missed
approaches. For a planned change of runways, there is the problem of deciding on the best aircraft
to be the last landing on the current runway and the best aircraft to be the first operation on the
new runway. In between these two aircraft, there may be several landing aircraft which execute
missed approaches (or modify their planned paths to go to the new runway) and which must be
rescheduled into the new landing traffic flow. As this is executed, there is a similar problem in
scheduling takeoff operations on the old and new runways. Holding of aircraft arrivals at the entry
points may suddenly be part of the new plan. The possibility of such a sudden event requires an
iitplicit assignment of holding altitudes on all planned landing arrival paths so that holding occurs
smoothly. These unexpected deviations have a major influence on the design of Patterns.
Failure to handle these unexpected events automatically means that human controllers will take
over and irpose some ad hoc plan which is likely to be inefficient, but safe and simple. Given a
manual takeover, there isa problem in re-initializing the automated scheduling and path generation
functions. Given the short-term dynamics of potential operational deviations, these are not simple
automation systems, but handling these events is necessary for operational acceptance. There may be
a general requirement to build an interactive automation system in which the controllers can easily
intervene at any point to resume manual operation, and can also easily restore at any point various
levels of the automation functions of runway scheduling and path generation. Re-establishing
automated operations must be easily acconplished and practiced during normal operations.
A hypothetical example of rescheduling for a single missed approach is shown in Figure 5. An
aircraft has declared a missed approach on runway 01R during a busy period where there is a
continuous stream of planned landings from the northeast and southeast entry points. These stream
are not a flow of equally spaced arrivals since there may be several successive arrivals from one
entry point and corresponding gaps in the arrival flow from the other entry point. The missed
approach may take up to 15 minutes to reach the Merge and Final Spacing Zone (there may be a minimum
time desired to allow the pilots time to recover safely and execute the procedures of a Missed
Approach). In the interim several aircraft have landed. Because of a gap in the arrival flow from
the southeast entry point, the twelfth aircraft behind the missed approach aircraft can be slowed
substantially without affecting arrivals behind it. Due to rescheduling, the missed approach is
inserted as the tenth landing after its original position, causing the original tenth to be
switched to the eleventh position since its downwind leg can be extended without conflict and since
there are efficiencies in rescheduling the takeoffs. The Itrombonew extension of the downwind leg
is quickly brought back to a normal position by the slowdown which was applied to the twelfth
landing arrival, as it now arrives later and can use a closer base leg to follow than the new
eleventh arrival from the northeast entry point.
Similar slowdowns have been applied to three
subsequent arrivals to successfully avoid any holding, and there are two takeoffs now being inserted
later than originally planned. To impose all these changes in the few minutes after the missed
approach isa challenge. There also may be constraints from communications capabilities, which must
be considered to ensure that all changes can be trasmitted to aircraft in a timely fashion.
S.SLVMAW AND O)NCLUSION
Terminal area ATC operations around a busy civil airport are conplex. Introducing automated
decision support to assist ATC Controllers in decision-making will require a significant effort in
research to provide results adequate to allow planners to agree upon a phased approach of
implementation. The new software technologies seem to provide a basis for developing generic
systems capable of handling this complexity over a wide variety of terminal area configurations and
procedural practices, and adaptable to long- and short-term operational changes at a given airport.
There are many real-world operational events which need to be considered since they direct the
Expert Systems methodology into directions which provide capabilities necessary for operational
acceptance. Similarly, since the maximum capacity of any runway system is achieved when
interdependent takeoff and landing operations are scheduled, it is necessary to consider both
takeoff and landing operations and multiple runway systems as essential parts of the research
problem since they will direct the methodologies to be explored.
Inthis paper, the generation of departure flows has not been addressed, but when introduced this
will affect the generation of paths for landing aircraft.
hile the research activities must
consider the full problem at the outset, a phased program iplementation and testing must be
achievable.
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SUMMARY
A description of a time-based ATC concept called TIMER (Traffic Intelligence for the
Management of Efficient Runway-scheduling) and the results of a fast-time and real-time
computer evaluation are presented.
The concept was designed to improve the efficiency
of extended terminal area operations (en route approach, transition, and terminal flight
to the runway).
TIMER integrates en route metering, fuel-efficient cruise and profile
descents, terminal sequencing and spacing together with computer-generated controller
aids,
in order
to
fully use
runway capacity and
improve
efficiency of delay
absorption. The concept, by using simplified aircraft models, accomodates both 4-D and
non 4-D equipped aircraft and is designed for integration into the manual, voice-linked
ATC system in an evolutionary manner and still be able to accommodate proposed system
upgrade features such as data link and further ground automation.
Fast-time and real-ime computer simulation results identify and show the effects and
interactions of such key variables as horizon of control, metering fix and final
approach delivery time errors, aircraft separation requirements, delay discounting,
wind, flight technical error, and knowledge of aircraft final approach speed.
The
current ATC system has a runway interarrival-error standard deviation of approximately
26 seconds.
Simulation results indicate that, with computer aiding, the runway
interarrival-error standard deviation for non 4-D equipped traffic can be reduced to the
region of 8 to 12 seconds if expected-final-approach speed is known; however, the
reduction is only in the region of 16 to 20 seconds if expected-final-approach speed is
unknown.
Another major finding is that en route metering fix delivery-error standard
deviation should be kept to less than a number somewhere between 35 to 45 seconds to
achieve full runway capacity.
This requirement implies the need for either airborne
automation or assistance to the controller since the current manual performance in
today's en route metering environment is in the order of 1.5 minutes.

1.0

INTRODUCTION

In the United States, air travel delays have become a major problem because aircraft
traffic demands are overtaking the current operational capacity of the nation's major
airports
(U.S. Department
of
Transportation,
FAA,
June
1986).
Environmental
considerations have restricted both the expansion of existing airports and the building
of new terminals.
Consequently, several efforts described in the above reference are
directed at enhancing the capacity of existing terminals.
One of the major challenges
facing Air Traffic Control (ATC) system designers is to determine how best to take
advantage of advances in airborne capability to improve the ojerall system (aircraftATC) performance.
One of the outcomes of advanced avionic research by NASA and others
has been the development of aircraft 4-D Flight Management Systems (FMS).
These systems
not only navigate efficiently to a specified x, y, and z point in the airspace but are
capable of arriving at the point at a designated time.
Time control is not new to ATC, in fact it was the basis of separati),. before radar.
The current ATC system has evolved into a separation-based system primarily because
relative aircraft distances are displayed to controllers from radar data.
However, the
two major variables that limit longitudinal separation are time-based.
These are, (1)
the time required for an aircraft's wake vortex to decay to a safe level, and (2) the
aircraft's runway occupancy time.
Runway arrival capacity will be used to its fullest
potential
when
these
variables
can
be
satisfactorily
modeled
and
manipulated.
Therefore, an ideal,
automated, time-based ATC system could be postulated which
schedules aircraft to the runway as a function of these two variables and within the
range of arrival time capability of each aircraft.
Research and development in the areas of runway guidance, high speed turnoffs, accurate
weather prediction, and wake vortex modeling should eventually permit the use of
variable, reduced time separation as a function of weather conditions.
This development
together with improved delivery precision form the basis for significant potential
increases in runway arrival rates. In such a time-based system aircraft would use their
onboard flight management systems to precisely meet their respective scheduled landing
times.
This is the ultimate goal or ideal system model to improve airport capacity.
There are many operational issues that must be resolved before such a system is
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implemented, but the concept appears technically feasible. The problem is how to get to
This paper
that ideal environment from the manual, separation-based ATC of today.
concept
called
TIMER
(Traffic
describes
an
extended-terminal
flow management
Intelligence for the Management of Efficient Runway-scheduling) designed to bridge tffe
Results of fast-time and real-time simulations of the
gap from the current system.
TIMER concept are also presented.
2.0

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

The period of the late 50's, 60's, and early 70's witnessed a substantial amount of
effort in the areas of analysis and study of computer-aided spacing systems for terminal
Much of that work was focused on final-approach spacing aids to the controller.
ATC.
(Holland, F. C., March 1975) contains an excellent summary of this activity and has 75
entries in its bibliography.
In spite of all this effort there is still no terminal
computer-aided spacing in operation. Some of the reasons these earlier efforts did not
result in an operational system are:
1.

There was a lack of coupling or integration of en route arrival metering with
computer-aided terminal sequencing and spacing.

2.

The trajectory and time calculations did not use aircraft type or modelspecific performance data.

3.

The limitations and state of computer, display, data processing, and tracking
technology at the time were a handicap.

4.

Computer derived seperation criteria and operational procedures that handle the
loads and throughput of VFR conditions were not developed.

5.

There was insufficient controller involvement early in the design phase and a
lack of organized controller/machine interface activity.

6.

There was inadequate flexibility and consideration to real-world requirements
like pop-ups, active runway changes, and weather disturbances.

The TIMER concept together with advanced technology addressed the first three
shortcomings.
In addition, TIMER introduces a needed perspective and consideration of
The resolution of the fourth item
aircraft and avionic capability and development.
depends more on criteria definition and procedural factors than on technical
Further research and development will be required before the important
limitations.
concerns of items five and six are satisfied.
Because the present ATC is a tactical system that handles delays through a series of
local separation actions, the opportunity to realize arrival efficiency is restricted
during periods of heavy traffic.
The current U.S. En Route Metering (ERM-l) is
characterized by relatively coarse planning and by a lack of interactive coupling
between terminal and en route control (Groce, R. L., May 1986). ERM-l uses interarrival
time spacings based only on an average arrival rate without aircraft performance
The terminal
modeling or controller aids to deliver aircraft at the desired times.
control facility uses the output of the ERM-l process without knowing its intended
landing sequence or target times. The present terminal control process is characterized
by two or more controllers solving a series of localized merge and separation problems
(tactical rather than strategic control).
The mutual objectives of pair separation and aircraft fuel efficiency are not
contradictory but require a more sophisticated ground/airborne interactive process,
which must be strategic in nature, in order to control the en route/terminal transition
region.
Earlier activities
oriented
toward
that
approach are documented in
What is needed is an
(Erwin, R. L., February 1976) and (Benoit, A., October 1982).
How can
approach that is broad enough to simultaneously address several issues.
How can ATC not only
aircraft operations during peak demand periods be improved?
accommodate aircraft with advanced avionics but go further and take advantage of this
capability, while still handling conventionally equipped traffic? What can be done to
improve delivery precision and reduce interarrival separation so as to increase
capacity?
Answering these questions requires a multi-disciplinary, systems approach
such as shown in figure 1. The answers lie not in the specific fields of Communication,
Navigation, or Surveillance (CNS) so much as in the areas of ATC/aircraft interaction;
flexible fuel-efficient 4-D flight management systems, and automated controller aids.
An ATC/aircraft system oriented approach is being taken by the NASA Langley Research
Center Advanced Transport Operating Systems Program Office (ATOPS). One of the principal
thrusts of the ATOPS progam is to define and evaluate evolutionary ATC concepts which
improve the capacity, reliability, and economy of extended terminal flow operations (en
route approach, transition, and terminal flight to the runway) when used with projected
ground and avionic hardware. The TIMER concept is an output of that activity. It was
designed to perform the task of assisting the air traffic controller with traffic
TIMER is a step in the direction of using
management in the extended terminal area.
It is
computers for control assistance, not just data formatting and transfer.
evolutionary in nature, accommodating today's aircraft as well as 4-D equipped advanced
The algorithm, employing simplified aircraft performance models,
technology aircraft.
is designed for integration into the manual, voice-linked ATC system and later
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accommodates proposed National Airspace System (NAS) features such as data link and
further ground automation (U.S. Dept. of Transportation, FAA, June 1986).
TIMER was
also designed to bridge the gap between today's en route/terminal process for handling
arrival traffic at major terminals and the future situation where presumably most of the
aircraft will have advanced 4-D flight management systems capable of data exchange with
ground automation.
A block diagram of how information might flow in such an advanced
future system is shown in figure 2.
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3.0

CONCEPT OVERVIEW

In essence, TIMER integrates en route metering, fuel-efficient profile descents and
terminal sequencing and spacing, together with computer-generated controller aids, in
order to fully use runway capacity and improve fleet fuel efficiency.
The principal
features and areas of operation of the TIMER concept are shown in figure 3. The major
steps in the system's operation are as follows:
1.

Derandomize the arrival traffic stream into the
norizon of control, by establishing a proposed
building a list of aircraft target landing times
desired metering fix time as a result of the
determined.

2.

Nominal estimated times of arrival used in step one are based on fairly simple
yet representative aircraft performance models.
Using these models and
predicted winds, a ground computed trajectory is determined to meet the
aircraft's assigned target landing time.

3.

Computer generated assistance is given to the controller
aircraft target times based on the trajectory calculations.

4.

Adjustments to the target landing times and even changes in
sequence will be necessary to accommodate errors and anomalies.

5.

The

aircraft

trajectory

order to meet
uncertainty.

the

will

be

fine-tuned

aircraft's

final

in

extended terminal area at the
aircraft landing sequence and
based on safe separation. The
assigned landing time is also

the

target

final

landing

to

help

the

approach

time

him meet

landing

region

with

in

limited
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Figure 3:
4.0

FINE TUNING REGION

Principal features and areas of operation of the TIMER concept.

DESCRIPTION OF ARRIVAL TRAFFIC DYNAMIC CONTROL PROCESS

A more detailed explanation of the TIMER flow control system is perhaps best done by
unfolding the sequence of events for the upper northwest route, depicted in figure 4, as
an aircraft flies from the horizon of control to the runway. At the horizon of control,
the ground system begins the process of determining the landing sequence.
Nominal
arrival speeds, route segment distances to the runway, and predicted winds are used Lo
determine aircraft's undelayed Estimated Time of Arrivals
(ETA).
Currently the
sequencing criteria used is a projected first-to-reach-runway ordering. More advanced
versions would employ sequencing algorithms which take advantage of the variable spacing
between classes of aircraft to slightly increase the runway throughput rate.
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Figure 4:

Sequence of events an arrival aircraft would experience in the
TIMER concept.

Starting at the horizon of control, there is a range of earliest and latest landing
times that the aircraft can achieve by varying its speed between nominal approach values
and slowest possible speeds imposed by performance considerations. If the landing time
assigned exceeds the latest attainable speed-control time, then the additional delay
must be absorbed by path stretching or holding. For the sake of discussion, it will be
assumed that the scheduling process has assigned a landing time within the range
attainable by speed control.
The time and distance associated with all descent and
deceleration segments are calculated from aircraft-type-specific point-mass equations of
motion for a clean configuration with flight-idle thrust and predicted winds.
The
details of the trajectory calculation are presented in (DeJernett, F. R., February
1984).
As shown in figure 5, the flight path is diviaed into a cruise segment and
several descent and level deceleration segments.
An Iterative process is used to
determine the required metering fix altitude and the resultant time using as input the
scheduled runway time, the aim point (location where clean idle descent normally ends),
the wind, and the nominal speeds for the segments inside the terminal from the metering
fix. Another iterative process calculates the cruise Mach, the Mach/CAS descent speeds
to the metering fix, and time to begin the descent so that the aircraft arrives at the
metering fix at "he prescribed time, altitude, and speed.
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The trajectory calculation divides the arrival flight path into
a cruise segment and several descent and level deceleration segments
using a MACH/CAS flight-idle thrust, profile descent approach.

for the example aircraft is determined by
The initial Scheduled Landing Time (SLT)
(the aircraft's undelayed, estimated landing time)
taking the larger of the following:
or (the landing time of the previously scheduled aircraft + separation criteria + TB).
From the trajectory
TB is a buffer time to account for system delivery uncertainty.
calculations briefly described earlier, a non 4-D aircraft's desired metering fix time,
the cruise Mach, and the time to begin as well as the Mach/CAS speed to perform the
descent would be displayed to the controller. Using this information the controller can
The 4-D
assist the non 4-D aircraft to meet its schedule in a fuel-efficient manner.
Figure 6
equipped aircraft could be given either its metering fix or aim point time.
presents examples of the types of controller messages envisioned for both 4-D and non
4-D traffic. There are many 4-D path solutions possible. Thus, proper coordination and
between ground system designers and airborne flight management system
interfacing
designers are essential if there is to be compatibility between the paths flown by 4-D
ideally, the only difference would be the greater time precision
and non 4-D aircraft.
expected from the 4-D aircraft.
The aircraft's SLT may be changed when it arrives at the metering fix either because of
the action of preceding traffic or because of the aircraft's own metering fix time
This
error. The TIMER system is flexible enough to accommodate aircraft time errors.
presumably,
a large
is particularly important in the initial implementation when,
the
Depending on circumstances,
percentage of unequipped aircraft would be present.
aircraft's SLT may be slipped forward or backward, or its landing sequence may even be
altered if the schedule slippage warrants such action.
Using the aircraft's updated
landing time based on its actual metering fix arrival, the trajectory calculation
determines the terminal profile descent speeds needed to meet the target landing time.
Those speeds are given to the unequipped aircraft, whereas the aim point (end of
terminal profile descent)
time is given to the 4-D aircraft.
Example controller
messages inside the metering fix are also shown in figure 6.
in the final approach region there are two computer-aided fine-tuning maneuvers which
attempt to reduce delivery error.
In keeping with the evolutionary mode, the initial
The
design was configured to be similar to the conventional approach performed today.
pilot would not be able to distinguish between a TIMER-assisted final approach and a
conventional manual control approach.
The process currently under study is based on a
regularly updated ETA calculation which displays how early the aircraft would be if its
turn instructions were issued immediately. This gives more information than a straight
clock countdown.
With expected communication and response times factored in, the
display indicates when and to what heading the controller should vector the aircraft for
the base and localizer intercept segments.
The fine-tuning region must accommodate
minor schedule changes due to other aircraft errors, wind estimate errors, or own
aircraft flight errors which have accumulated since the last speed control point.
Future efforts with both 4-D equipped and unequipped simulated aircraft will explore the
advantages of alternative fine-tuning schemes.
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Figure 6:

The

TIMER

concept

Example TIMER control instructions for 4-0 and non 4-0 equipped
aircraft doing flight-idle thrust, profile descent approaches.
described

has

several

potential

benefits.

The

initial

metering,

sequencing, and scheduling of aircraft to the terminal takes place early enough in the
en route airspace where most of any required delay can be taken in a more fuel-efficient
manner.
The en route and terminal control processes are integrated and coupled so that
the strategic fuel-efficient descent is continued into the terminal area down to the aim
point near the final approach region.
4-D equipped aircraft will be allowed to use and
benefit from their capability. TIMER services both today's and 4-D equipped aircraft by
making use of ground-aided profile descent instructions for unequipped aircraft and
target time objectives for 4-D equipped traffic.
The Mach/CAS type of descent profiles
calculated can be flown with today's conventionally instrumented cockpits.
The finalapproach controller spacing aid is based on the customary turn instructions normally
issued to landing aircraft.
Its use would be transparent to the pilot.

5.0

DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETRIC SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The TIMER concept described earlier was incorporated into the TAATM (Terminal Area Air
Traffic Model) simulation
(Credeur, L., August 1981) so the effect of significant
parameters could be studied.
The TAATM is a flexible dynamic model of the airborne,
navaid, ground control, and communication aspects of the terminal area environment which
can run in either fast-time
(batch mode) or in real-time
(with controller/pilot
interaction).
Pertinent en route times, delays, and errors are stochastically modeled
in the TAATM.
A fast-time parametric sensitivity evaluation of the basic TIMER concept
was performed.
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Data collected from fast-time (batch) data runs of the TAATM simulation were used as a
basis for evaluation. Each of the parametric data points is a statistical combination
of at least two independent runs for the conditions studied.
Each of the individual
runs contains two hours of steady-state landing data. If the output performance measure
of each run in a set did not closely agree, an additional two run set was performed and
the total results were combined in a pooled estimate of the variable of interest.
The Denver Stapleton approach routes operating in a runway 26L landing configuration
(figure 7) were used with IFR commercial arrival traffic. The metering fixes are KEANN,
KIOWA, BYSON, and DRAKO. The Official Airline Guide was used to determine the aircraft
type distributions.
The traffic consisted of a set of large and heavy transport type
aircraft with 8.6 percent of the traffic in the heavy category. None of the simulated
traffic were equipped with 4-D flight management systems. The minimum wake turbulence
separation requirements were defined in terms of nautical miles distance.
Using
aircraft velocities and simulated winds, the separation distances are converted to
separation times. The distance separation criteria (nmi) used in terms of the lead and
trail aircraft of a pair are:
3/4/5 criteria

lead

large

large
heavy
2.5/3.5/4.5 criteria

3
5
t

lIead
large
heavy
2/3/4 criteria

lead

trail

heavy
3
4

laeavil

large

heavy

2.5
4.5

2.5
3.5

large

heavy

large

2

2

heavy

4

3

The simulation arrival traffic was distributed to
posts in the following manner:
Metering fix
KEANN
KIOWA
BYSON
DRAKO
6.0

SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.1

Horizon of Control

the

four metering fixes or corner

Percentage of total traffic
26
32
26
16

A major goal of the TIMER concept is to meter, sequence, and initially schedule arrival
aircraft early enough in the approach so that any delays needed to derandomize the
traffic can be taken in a fuel efficient manner.
The trade-off is to determine how
early or at what expected flight time to the metering fix should the horizon of control
be located without extending too far back in time from the airport to cause coordination
and territorial problems. Figure 8 shows measured en route delay means and their pooled
standard deviation for the two types of approach routes for various horizons of control
(flight time between initial scheduling and metering fix).
The western routes (DRAKO
and BYSON) are the long routes whereas the eastern routes (KEANN and KIOWA) are
identified as the short routes relative to their flight times from the metering fix to
the runway.
The data were obtained from simulation runs with a traffic arrival rate
equal to the runway acceptance rate (35 aircraft' per hour) for a traffic sample of large
and heavy aircraft using IFR 3/4/5 nautical miles separations and a metering fix error
standard deviation (a) of 30 seconds. The sequencing scheme (projected first-to-reachrunway ordering) in some delay situations imposes longer en route delays to aircraft on
the shorter routes. The result is longer overall average delays for the shorter routes
when operating at or near the system acceptance rate.
Therefore, for the conditions
simulated, the short route delay is the more demanding case which will be used to define
the desirable horizon of control.
Also shown in figure 8 are the contours of delay possible by speed reduction to Mach
0.63 from a range of initial cruise speeds. The profile descent delay capabilities were
determined using the procedure in (DeJernett, F. R., February 1984). The nominal cruise
speeds of commercial aircraft vary with aircraft type as well as individual airlines
policy. Using the Mach 0.78 data as a representative cruise speed, a horizon of control
of 27.5 minutes from the metering fix is enough so that speed control will absorb all
the en route delays that are less than the mean delay plus 1 a (approximately 84 percent
of delay cases). If the criteria is the ability to handle all delays less than the mean
delay plus 1.28 a (90 percent of delay cases), the horizon of control would be 30.2
minutes.
The 1.65 a (95 percent of delay cases) criteria would place the horizon of
control at 32.7 minutes.
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Horizon of control needed to efficiently absorb delay for range
of cruise speeds (3/4/5 nautical miles separation).
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Figure 8 shows the slight en route delay effect which results from changing the horizon
of control. There is also a terminal area delay effect which must be considered. From
the moment an aircraft is scheduled at the horizon of control and begins its flight
toward the metering fix, there are schedule changes that occur as a result of both the
preceding traffic's metering fix time errors and flight technical errors inside the
terminal.
The dynamic Scheduled Landing Time (SLT) slippages, caused by preceding
traffic's terminal area technical errors, are not always accounted for while the
aircraft is still in the en route region. Consequently, when an aircraft arrives at the
metering fix, its SLT could have been shifted from the earlier assigned landing time
which originally established the metering fix target time. The longer the flight time
to the metering fix the more the SLT is likely to have shifted.
Figure 9 shows this
effect. The results differ slightly from that shown in (Credeur, L., June 1986).
In
those earlier simulation runs of TIMER, the effect of preceding aircraft's terminal
dynamic slippage were never added to an aircraft's metering fix target time.
In the
data of this report, the accumulated dynamic slippages since originally scheduled are
sometimes added to an aircraft's metering fix target time. Specifically, thic occurred
only when an aircraft's metering fix target time is pushed back (delayed) as a result of
a preceding aircraft's metering fix error.
In figure 9, the measured mean terminal area delays, plus their pooled a about their
fitted curve, are shown as a function of horizon of control for the same traffic and
error conditions as in figure 8. Also shown are the speed control delay capability
boundaries of the nominal routes and the combined speed and path delay capability using
the maximum delay routes of the final approach region shown by the dashed line longer
path in figure 7. A system goal is to use fuel-efficient speed control as much as
possible inside the terminal as well as en route. A horizon of control is needed that
is large enough to absorb most of the expected en route delays and yet does not impose
terminal delays that exceed the terminal speed control capability. For the simulation
conditions studied and using the current schedule adjustment algorithm, no upper
bournary was imposed on the horizon of control by the terminal area's SLT dynamic
shifts.
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Figure 9:

Horizon of control region needed to stay within the terminal
area nominal delay capability (3/4/5 nautical miles separation).
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Figure 10 shows the same information as figure 8, but for a traffic arrival rate equal
to the runway acceptance for a 2/3/4 nautical miles separation criteria. The two cases
shown in figures 8 and 10 span the range of separations likely to be used in the
foreseeable future.
For the conditions of figure 10, the horizon of control boundaries
are less than for the larger separation criteria of figure 8. The horizons of control
needed with the 2/3/4 nautical miles separation are 24.5 minutes for mean delay plus 1 a
(84 percent of delay cases), 26.2 minutes for 1.28 a (90 percent of delay cases), and
28.5 minutes for 1.65 a (95 percent of delay cases).
Figure 11 verifies the situation
observed in figure 9.
There is no upper horizon of control boundary imposed by the
terminal area within the range of conditions simulated.
Figures 8 and 10, reveal several factors an ATC system designer must consider in
selecting the design value for horizon of control.
A weighted, expected nominal cruise
Mach should be determined from expected ai. line company policies and projected aircraft
types.
The separation standard to be used must also be considered.
Slower airline
cruise speeds, to conserve fuel, requirL a larger horizon of control whereas reduced
separations tend to reduce the necessary horizon of control time.
Without the benefit
of detailed traffic or policy projections, a working number of
30 minutes is
reasonable. This translates to about 220 nautical miles for an aircraft flying at Mach
0.78, 35,000 feet and no wind.
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6.2

Horizon of control needed to stay within the terminal area nominal
delay capability (2/3/4 nautical miles separation).

Metering Fix Delivery Accuracy

Section 4.0 described how, in concept, the aircraft would be delivered by en route
contr_. to tne four metering fixes or corner posts with a target time which is computed
This process is simulated by assigning
to meet the aircraft's scheduled landing time.
the aircraft to appe;.r at the metering fix at the scheduler-calculated target time plus
a statistical error. The metering fix time error is picked from a normal distribution
Depending on the magnitude and
-nean of 0 and an externally specified variance.
witr
sign 'early or late) of the metering fix error, and operating within the boundaries of
terminal controllability, the scheduler attempts to minimize the scnedule slippage of
the following aircraft stream. That means that under certain circumstances an aircraft
at the metering fix may have its order in the sequence changed to reduce capacity loss
due to its large metering fix time error.
When aircraft arrive at the metering fix earlier than their scheduled time, the
application of time delay is used to preserve the schedule by first speed reduction and
The nomina! approach routes are shown by the solid
then path stretching if necessary.
lines and the region of path variability is defined by the dashed lines in figure 7.
Table 1
The range of time controllability varies with aircraft type and winds aloft.
shows the range of terminal controllability for each approach route, without wind, for a
In a similar manner, the ability to recoup late arrival errors depends
B737 aircraft.
on the time catch-up or forward-schedule-slippage capability of the various routes. The
eastern routes (KEANN and KIOWA) have only about 18 seconds of time-catch-up capability,
relative to their nominal paths, while the western routes (DRAKO and BYSON), because of
Figures 12 and 13 show
their "trombone" configuration, have approximately 88 seconds.
the terminal traffic flow patterns for a metering fix arrival-error standard deviation
of 30 seconds and 120 seconds respectively. Figure 13 illustrates the increased use of
both path reduction and stretching, relative to the nominal routes, in an attempt to
accommodate the larger metering fix arrival errors.
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TABLE 1

-

SPEED AND PATH TIME CONTROL OF TERMINAL APPROACH ROUTES
Delay Control (sec)
Speed
Speed and Path
44
114
38
106
73
237
71
237

Routes
KEANN
KIOWA
BYSON
DRAKO

/

Catch-Up Control
Path
18
17
87
89

(B737)

(sec)

.,

/\

-t

I

N

Figure 12:

/

Terminal flow pattern for a metering fix arrival error stardard
deviation of 30 seconds.

iiI/

//
//

Figure 13:

Terminal flow pattern for a metering fix arrival error standard
deviation of 120 seconds.
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The following factors determine what time loss, if any, results from a metering fix time
which route the aircraft is on, the route and SLT's of adjacent aircraft in the
error:
Figure 14
sequence for swapping, and the magnitude of the metering fix error itself.
The figure presents the
indicates the cumulative effect of these factor interactions.
runway arrival rate of three separation standards plotted for various metering fix
For an en route/terminal coupled time-based flow
arrival-error standard deviations.
control system with the conventional geometry simulated, the plot indicates that en
route metering fix delivery-error standard deviations should be kept to less than a
number somewhere between 35 to 45 seconds to realize full runway capacity. This is true
The system uses the controllability inside the
for all the separations simulated.
terminal region to prevent the smaller metering fix errors from adversely affecting
Figure 15 confirms that less than 35 to 45 seconds is a consistent
runway capacity.
criteria applicable to different runway delivery accuracies as well as to the various
separations shown in figure 14.
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Figure 14:

Impact of metering fix error on capacity.

(a) below 35 seconds
Keeping the metering fix delivery-error standard deviation
implies the need for ground or airborne assistance to the controller since the manual
performance in today's en route metering environment (ERM-1) is in the order of 1.5
The controller aids described in Section 4
minutes (Heimbold, R. L., September 1980).
would provide the assistance to improve the deivery performance of aircraft without 4-D
The TIMER concept uses representative point-mass models of aircraft to
capability.
calculate and then indicate to the controller, the Mach cruise speed, start of descent
time, and Mach/CAS flight-idle thrust descent speed to be issued in order to meet the
Experiments conducted fron the cockpit of commercLal
scheduled metering fix time.
airlines (Knox, C. E., May 1985) with a simple model and similar open-loop commands have
shown that less than 35 sec a is achievable in real-world operational conditions.
Airborne, closed-loop, 4-D flight management systems could reduce metering fix error a's
to considerably less than 35 seconds (Bruckner, J. M. H., July 1977), (Heimbold, R. L.,
September 1980), (Knox, C. E., October 1980), (Adam, V., October 1982), and (Moor, D.
However, for the terminal area simulated, figure 14 shows chat
A., December 1984).
For
degree of increased precision would do little to improve the arrival rate.
example, there would be no capacity benefit from having closed-loop systems expend extra
fuel by manipulating throttles to precisely cross the metering fix with five seconds or
less standard deviation. The different curves of figure 15 on the other hand, show chat
reducing the delivery time error as much as possible is desirable at the runway
This indicates chat 4-D flight management system design3rs should use an
threshold.
accuracy criteria that is a function of the time or distance to the runway.
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6.3

Impact of both metering fix and runway delivery error on capacity.

En Route Delay Discounting

As shown in the previous section, runway capacity is influenced by large arrival time
errors at the metering fixes. The primary factor in this relationship is late arrivals
at the eastern metering fixes, KEANN and KIOWA.
Whereas late arrival times at the
western metering fixes can generally be made up by shortening the downwind leg of the
approach, the geometry of the eastern routes allows very little time-catch-up
capability.
This results in slippage of schedules and subsequent gaps of excessive
separation on final approach.
Some of the schedule disruptions caused by large metering fix arrival time errors can be
smoothed out by using a technique called delay discounting.
This technique, applied
during en route control of an aircraft, reduces any calculated en route delay needed to
meet its target metering fix time by an amount that is a specified percentage of the
delay capability provided by the aircraft's speed reduction capability within the
terminal area.
The aircraft's terminal path-stretching delay capability is kept in
reserve to accommodate errors and uncertainties.
For example, aircraft that had delay
discounting applied and arrived on time at their metering fix without an assigned
landing time change, can expect a delay in the terminal area that is equal to the
discounted or postponed amount. Early arrivals at the metering fix are kept on schedule
by first using any remaining speed control delay capability not used to accommodate the
delay discounting and then by path stretching.
The discounting benefit results from
having been applied to late arriving aircraft at the metering fix, particularly the
eastern routes. The effect of these late arriving aircraft is reduced since the limited
time catch-up capability is only needed when the aircraft's metering fix overdue time
error is larger than the amount of en route delay that was discounted or postponed.
Thus, the schedule impact caused by larger, late, metering fix time errors on the
eastern routes is reduced.
As implemented, the specified amount of delay discounted en route for all four corner
posts is a constant percentage of each particular route's terminal speed control delay
capability. For each aircraft, the terminal controllability is computed and stored at
system entry time.
Thus, the terminal speed control amount of delay available for
discounting is usable throughout the en route phase of control.
Parametric data runs were made using 0, 30, 50, 70, aad 100 percent of terminal speed
control for en route delay discounting and 30, 90, and 120 seconds standard deviation of
metering fix arrival time errors.
Figure 16 presents these results showing the runway
arrival rate as a function of the upper boundary (percentage of terminal speed control)
available for discounting when en route delay was needed.
The curves indicate that
increasing amounts of discounting recovers about half of the capacity loss due to
metering fix arrival errors with large standard deviations.
If the system were to
operate without any en route controller aids, then delay discounting snould be
cousidered.
However, if an enhanced en route system and 4-D aircraft are able to
restrict metering fix delivery-error standard deviations to approximately 30 seconds or
less, there is no capacity benefit to be gained by delay discounting.
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For the 30 seconds metering fix delivery-error standard deviation case, the decrease in
average en route delay is matched by an equal increase in average terminal delay as the
percentage of delay discounted is increased from 0 to 100 percent. That situation is
Since there is no capacity gain for smaller metering fix
illustrated in figure 17.
When the metering fix
delivery-error a's, then delay discounting should not be used.
delivery-error a is in the vicinity of 30 seconds or less, applying delay discounting en
route will result in increased terminal area delays which could have been taken en route
in a more fuel-efficient manner. As would be expected, since delay discounting improved
the capacity for the 90 and 120 seconds metering fix delivery-error cases, the reduction
in average en route delay is greater than the corresponding increase in average terminal
delay when delay discounting is applied to a 35 aircraft per hour traffic sample.
Figures 18 and 19 illustrate this significant reduction of average en route delay at the
expense of a slight average terminal area delay increase.
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6.4

Final Approach Delivery Performance

6.4.1

Relation of Separation and Delivery Precision

Like any ATC system that must keep violation of specified separations to a low
probability level, TIMER's capacity is sensitive to system final delivery precision.
This comes about because a delivery-error-dependent interarrival time buffer must be
added to the minimum permitted separation time in order to reduce separation violations
to some low probability criteria. The scheduled time separation between two aircraft is
illustrated in figure 20.
The time relation between single aircraft delivery precision
and the buffer added to keep violations between aircraft pairs to less than 5 percent is
defined below:
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Figure 20:

The time relationship between two successive landing aircraft
of their individual 4elivery error, separation standard, and their
scheduled separation.
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6.4.2

Runway Arrival Rate

Figure 21 shows the simulated TIMER runway arrival rate as a function of system runway
interarrival-error standard deviation and runway delivery-error standard deviation for
the three separation standards defined in Section 5.0. These data were obtained under
If current
the assumption that Runway Occupancy Time (ROT) is not a limiting factor.
procedure of prohibiting simultaneous occupancy of a runway by more than one aircraft is
adhered to, then the maximum mean ROT is 37.6, 50.4, and 63.3 seconds for the 2/3/4,
2.5/3.5/4.5, and 3/4/5 nmi. separation criteria, respectively (Swedish, W. J., August
Runway interarrival-error standard deviation will be the measure used to
1979).
However, since 4-D system
evaluate the delivery effect of several parameters.
performance is normally given in terms of aircraft delivery-error standard deviation,
As figure 21 clearly
that axis was also included in figure 21 for comparison.
indicates, final delivery precision is a key issue related to system capacity for all
It
separations although the impact becomes more pronounced as separations are reduced.
is anticipated that when a time-based ATC system is first introduced, meny if not most
Until the bulk of the traffic is 4-D equipped, the
of the aircraft will be non 4-D.
performance of a time-besed system will be constrained by the runway delivery precision
A major goal of this study is to determine where, on
achievable with non 4-D aircraft.
the figure 21 runway delivery precision axis, the resultant performance of non 4-D
equipped aircraft falls when operating together with computer aiding for the controller.
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As a point of reference, the delivery precision (interarrival-error standard deviation)
of manual control at the final approach course gate (normally 1 nautical mile outside
the final approach fix) is about 18 seconds (Haines,, A. L., April 1978). Bear in mind
that the delivery precision at the runway threshold is further degraded by variation in
aircraft final approach speeds due to varied weight and piloting procedure. Figures 22
and 23 show aircraft separation distributions at the outer markers and at the runway
While these data were collected under
threshold (Mohleji, S. C., April 1987).
conditions of visual aircraft separations, they illustrate the effect that variable
final approach speed has on increasing the spread of the separation distribution at the
One documented value of runway
runway as compared to that at the final approach fix.
measured interarrival-error standard deviation, for manually-vectored aircraft, is 25.6
seconds (Martin, D. A., August 1968).
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6.4.3

Non 4-D Equipped Aircraft with Known Expected-Final-Approach Speed

There are several parameters which directly affect the runway delivery performance of
non 4-D equipped aircraft in TIMER environments.
One of the principal factors is the
variability in final approach speed, even within a specific aircraft design class, which
is due to variable aircraft load (passengers, freight, and fuel) and differences in
piloting procedure.
If the final approach speed is known to the flow control system
then other factors will determine the lower bounds of delivery precision. Some of these
factors are pilot and controller response times, aircraft heading error, heading command
resolution, wind velocity, wind velocity error, and piloting procedures.
6.4.3.1
Pilot and Controller Response Time:
There is imbedded in the TIMER ETA
calculations an assumed time for the controller response to computer generated aids and
the pilot response to resultant ATC messages. Clearly a time error will be introduced
if either the controller or the pilot react differently. A constant response time error
will introduce a bias in the individual aircraft arrival times but the interarrival time
error will not be affected.
Two successively landing aircraft either early or late by
the same amount will be properly separated relative to each other. However, variability
in the response time will affect the runway interarrival error.
Figure 24 shows the
measured runway interarrival-error standard deviation as a function of the combined
controller and aircraft system reaction-time-error standard deviation.
The nominal
value used in the baseline runs was a standard deviation of 3.5 seconds.
This value
yielded an interarrival-error standard deviation of 6.6 seconds with no winds.
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Effect of controller and pilot/aircraft response times on the system's
runway interarrival error.
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When an aircraft is given vector instructions in the
6.4.3.2 Aircraft Heading Error:
dow,.wind, base, and turn to final region, the accuracy to which those vectors are
followed has some affect on the runway arrival time accuracy. The TIMER calculations
If the aircraft's path or flight distance is
are based on a specific trajectory.
Figure 25 displays the measured runway
different, then a time error will occur.
interarrival-error standard deviation sensitivity to aircraft-heading-error standard
The nominal value used in the baseline runs was a
deviation for two wind conditions.
Increasing the heading error c to 6
heading-error standard deviation of 2 degrees.
degrees only added about 0.75 seconds to the runway interarrival-error a for either wind
condition.
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Figure 25:

Effect of aircraft heading error on system's runway interarrival error.

6.4.3.3

The TIMER algorithm calculates a precise heading
Heading Commaid Resolution:
When that
for the aircraft to follow a desired ground track with the assumed winds.
heading instruction is displayed and issued to the. aircraft, it is rounded to a
This causes the heading angle error to vary somewhere between
specified resolution.
i/2 the resolution angle. Current ATC practice calls for vectors to be issued to the
nearest 10 degrees. Figure 26 presents the boundaries of the runway interarrival-error
standard deviation as a function of aircraft heading command resolution for two headingFor non-varying conditions, the resolution rounding or
error standard deviations.
aliasing error is constant for any given ground track. This introduces a fixed bias in
the runway delivery time for each aircraft but does not effect the interarrival error.
The non-varying condition is represented by the lower boundary of each of the heading
error conditions.
On the other hand, variations in the resolution rounding error, caused by factors such
as changing winds, altitudes, aircraft speeds, and approach path headings of different
The upper boundaries plotted in
routes will affect the runway interarrival error.
figure 26 show the measured interarrival-error standard deviation as a function of
heading command resolution for a uniform distribution model of resolution rounding
error.
The interarrival-error standard deviation is not very sensitive to heading
resolution induced errors if the resolution is kept to 10 degrees or less. For example,
the error contribution due to 10 degrees resolution will be somewhere between 0 and 0.75
seconds interarrival-error standard deviation depending on wind and aircraft trajectory
variations.
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As the curves of figure 25 indicated, the TIMER system final approach
6.4.3.4 Wind:
performance is degraded by winds as well as aircraft-flight-technical-error. Figure 27
shows the measured runway interarrival-error standard deviation as a function of wind
strength for the upper and lower bounds of any likely aircraft heading-error standard
deviation.
Since the TIMER ETA calculation accounts for wind, the interarrival error
should not change with wind strength. However, figure 27 indicates that wind strength
For example, an increase in
magnifies the effect of another error or uncertainty.
surface wind from 0 to 20 knots results in an increase of 2.3 seconds interarrivalerror a.
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Figure 27:

Impact of wind strength on system's runway interarrival error.
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in addition to the interarrival-error effect there is a further arrival rate reduction
due to reduced groundspeeds caused by the headwind component on final approach. This is
characteristic of a system constrained by a distance separation criteria as opposed to a
Figure 28 shows this compounding effect on the runway arrival
time-based criteria.
The dashed curve represents the- simulated arrival rate for the given wind
rate.
condition but for the no-wind interarrival-error buffer value. The interarrival-error
standard deviation measured were then used to adjust the separation and project the
arrival rates shown by the solid curve.
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Impact of )eadwind strength on runway arrival rate.

This results from a
Another consideration is the contribution of wind strength error.
difference beteen the actual and predicted value of wind. Figure 29 shows the measured
interarrival-error standard deviation for various percentabes of wind strength error for
a 20 knot surface headwind aligned with the runway. Unfortunately, wind strength errors
Since a particular ground track is
also affect the final heading vector calculation.
desired, there is an interplay betueen the heading value calculated, the given wind
error condition, and the heading resolution to the nearest 10 degrees. This obscures
the results somewhat as the data scatter of figure 29 indicates. Nevertheless, for the
20 knot wind condition, it appears that wind strength errors of up to 20 percent have
less than a 1 second effect on the interarrival-error a.
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6.4.3.5
Pilot Induced Variation in Expected-Final-Approach-Speed:
The final approach
speed is defined as the speed flown on an instrument approach between the final approach
fix and the runway threshold. For each aircraft type there exists a final approach and
landing speed (typically 1.3 times the stall speed) which, for the recommended flap
setting, is nearly a linear function of aircraft weight.
The speed/weight curves are
contained in company and pilot manuals and also in a tabular form in the pilot's takeoff and landing speeds flip-chart.
Generally, pilots add one-half of the surface
headwind plus the gust value to the indicated flip-chart speed.
This resultant value
will be referred to as the expected-final-approach speed.
However, there is some
variability in the wind adjustment from pilot to pilot as well as in the precision of
flying the selected final approach speed. Other considerations are the type of terminal
and traffic load as well as the increasing wind shear concern. These characteristics of
higher than expected final approach speeds may be modeled but some variability is
inevitable.
The effect of final approach piloting procedure was modeled by adding an additional
increment of speed to the expected-final-approach speed, assuming the landing weight of
the aircraft was known.
This pilot induced uncertainty was represented by a Gaussian
distribution of 0 mean and a specified standard deviation. Figure 30 presents measured
runway interarrival-error standard deviation sensitivity to the standard deviation of
error in the expected-final-approach speed. Variability in actual final approach speed
that is different from the expected speed significantly degrades the runway delivery
precision.
A reasonable pilot induced final approach speed standard deviation in the
vicinity of 4 knots (Section 6.4.4) would add about 3.5 seconds to the runway
interarrival-error standard deviation as compared to the situation when the prescribed
speeds, for the aircraft landing weights, were precisely flown.
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In the terminal
6.4.3.6
In terarr ival -Error with Known Expected-Final-Approach Speed:
simulation the variability in final approach speed that is due to the aircraft's landing
The approachweight is accounted for by varying a quantity called weight factor (Wf).
speed/weight/weight factor relationships are illustrated in figure 31.- Weight factor is
type which characterizes the aircraft's
a normalized value to the particular aircraft
maximum
A weight factor of 1 is equivalent to that aircraft's
actual landing weight.
The
operating empty weight.
equivalent to the aircraft's
landing weight and 0 is
almost linear over the defined range of weight
recommended final approach speed is
A straight line approximation to the final approach speed/weight factor
factor.
relation was used.
Therefore, the aircraft's final approach indicated airspeed (Va) is
defined by

V a =Vam - 01

- Wf)(

AV a

)

(3)

where
Vam =final approach speed at maximum landing weight for the A/C type
AV a =Vam - (approach speed at A/C operating empty wt)
Wf =

(A/C landing wt.) - (A/Ctype operating empty wt.)(5
(A/C type max landing wt.) - (A/C type operating empty wt.)(5

(4)
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If the TIMER system knew the expected lending weight, the specific aircraft's final
approach speed could be determined from parameters stored for that aircraft type and
One possibility would be to have expected landing weight
equations 3, 4, and 5.
included as part of the flight plan information entered into the ATC system. A related
technique would be to have departure weights entered and then approximate the landing
weight using the aircraft fuel-burn rate. The use of data link to convey weight or even
the pilot's planned final approach speed will be feasible when that system becomes
operationally available. Before data link, a manual entry of the pilot's intended final
approach speed into the flow control system might be used instead of calculating the
This, however, could present some operational problems and additional
expected speed.
workload, particularly to the controller.
Another method of knowing the final approach speed would be to request each aircraft of
a type to fly a specific indicated airspeed. Either a common speed plus wind correction
would be agreed to by pilots and carriers and included in company manuals or it would be
The aircraft-type-specific airspeed would be selected to allow the
requested by ATC.
heavily loaded aircraft of the class to land safely at existing wind conditions. This
procedure would simplify the ground system requirements, but would require the lighter
Either a mutually
loaded aircraft to fly faster than normal final approach speeds.
agreed to common final approach speed or an ATC requested final approach speed is a
change from current operating procedures and pilot/company acceptance would be a major
issue. Other considerations such as tire wear cost, blow-out hazard, runway lengths,
and exit locations would influence operational acceptance.
If the aircraft's expected-final-approach speed is known to the TIMER system, the lower

bounds of non 4-D equipped aircraft's delivery precision will be determined by several
These factors include pilot and controller response times, aircraft
other factors.
heading error, heading command resolution, wind velocity, wind velocity error and final
approach piloting procedure. The parametric evaluation of how these factors degraded
runway delivery accuracy indicates that the runway interarrival-error standard deviation
for unequipped traffic would be in the region of 8 to 12 seconds with computer aiding to
As referenced in Section 6.4.2, the interarrival-error delivery
the controller.
precision a of manual control is about 26 seconds at the runway threshold by
comparison. Using the same 5 percent violation criteria defined in Section 6.4.1, the
improvement of computer aiding over the manual system would theoretically yield an
arrival rate increase in the range of 16 to 25 percent when operating under either the
3/4/5 or 2.5/3.5/4.5 nmi separations criteria.
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6.4.4

Selected Real-Time Piloted Simulator Results

The real-time version of the Terminal Area Air Traffic Model, TAATM (Credeur, L., August
1981), with the TIMER algorithms embedded, together with a transport cockpit simulator,
forms the basis of a total simulation system for real-time crew-in-the-loop
experiments. These experiments serve a dual purpose. The first is to verify the fastlime re.:uts and refine the model.
The second is to provide a baseline operational
o pabiliy for evaluating and refining controller and display options.
The transport cockpit (figure 32) used in the study is a fixed-based, full-workload,
DC-9 simulator.
In addition, a television model board provides the out-of-the-window
landing scene.
The aircraft dynamics modeled were those of the DC-9 Series 30
aircraft. A full complement of cockpit electromechanical instruments was provided, with
all major systems functional including autopilot, dual flight directors, navigation and
communication radios. Subsystems such as hydraulics and electrical systems were modeled
to the extent necessary to provide normal in-flight operations and readouts to the
crew.
The terminal-area simulation program and the cockpit simulator were run
simultaneously on separate computer systems with x, y, and z positions from the DC-9
simulator
available
to
the
terminal-area
model.
The
multi-frequency
radio
communications were simulated with selectable voice link channels between the cockpit
radio heads and the ATC controller radar display console of the terminal simulation.
Once initialized, the TIMER algorithm treated the DC-9 simulator as if it was one of the
terminal simulation's own traffic and reacted to the situations created by the
controller/pilot actions.

'NASA-

Figure 32:

DC-9 cockpit simulator.

The area of interest was the final approach performance of the conventional non 4-D
aircraft in the TIMER environment. Approaches from the KEANN and DRAKO routes
(figure 7) were randomly selected.
A real-time data run was started with the DC-9
simulator initialized and replacing a TAATM aircraft at either 6.5 miles before the
downwind leg on the DRAKO route or 6.5 miles before the turn to base on the KEANN
approach.
Eight professional DC-9 rated crews, four from each of two major U.S.
airlines, served as research subjects. A set of runs was made with each crew requested
to react to controller instructions as they normally would on an IFR approach.
Each
crew was then briefed on the TIMER concept and how it was being applied, and another
series of simulated approaches was performed. Each run was flown all the way to runway
touchdown and terminated after starting the rollout.
A full report of the real-time
simulation results is in preparation.
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Figure 30 indicated that large variations from the expected indicated airspeed, flown by
pilots from the final approach fix to the runway threshold, would have a severe impact
on runway interarrival error. Therefore, determining the extent of speed variation on
final approach from that expected is an important parameter. The pilot's chart listed a
speed of 130 knots for the DC-9 simulator configured landing weight of 95,000 pounds.
Since the simulated surface headwind was 8 knots, the expected-indicated-airspeed on
final approach was 134 knots. Figures 33 and 34 show the frequency distribution of the
final approach indicated airspeeds sampled at the category I window (about 200 feet
above and 2,800 feet from the threshold for a 3*glideslope), before and after briefing,
The t and F tests at the 6 percent level indicated that the means and
respectively.
standard deviations of the final approach speeds, before and after briefing were not
distinguishable. Consequently, the before and after briefing speeds were combined to
get the frequency distribution shown in figure 35. This pooled data indicates that, on
the average, the final approach speed was 4.8 knots faster than expected, and the
standard deviation of the 68 data runs was 3.7 knots.
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Figure 33:

The frequency distribution of the final approach indicated airspeed
sampled at the category I window before the TIMER pilot briefing.

As indicated earlier, a key issue related to system capacity is the runway delivery
performance of non 4-D equipped aircraft when operating in a time-based environment that
provides computer assistance to the controller.
This experiment was conducted
specifically to quantify the non 4-D pilot/cockpit airborne system's contribution to
delivery error. Later experiments in the Langley Research Center total system simulator
(Kaylor, J. T., October 1985), with full pseudo-pilot loading of the controller, will
assess the ATC controller influence on runway delivery error in a TIMER Lenvironment.
It
should be noted that the DC-9 simulator's landing weight was a known and constant value
in all the approaches flown.
Figures 36 and 37 show the frequency distributions of the runway threshold delivery
errors before and after pilot briefing.
The measured runway arrival-error standard
deviation was 9.7 seconds before briefing as compared to 7.0 seconds after briefing.
The F test at the 6 percent level, barely indicated the measured runway arrival error
standard deviation after briefing was different from that measured before pilot
briefing.
With no error contribution by the ATC controller and with today's typical
airline crew response, the data indicate a non 4-D aircraft-delivery-error standard
deviation of about 10 seconds. With pilot knowledge and awareness of the process, i.e.,
with motivation and attention, the delivery error dispersion could be reduced
slightly.
Unless the ATC controller error contribution is significantly greater than
expected, the real-time piloted simulation outcome after briefing supports the fast-time
study conclusions.
That is,
non 4-D aircrafts'
runway interarrival-error standard
deviation would be in the range of 8 to 12 seconds, given pilot motivation and ground
system knowledge of expected-final-approach speeds.
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The frequency distribution of the final approach indicated airspeed
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6.4.5

Non 4-D Equipped Aircraft with Unknown Expected-Final-Approach Speed

In today's operational environment the weight and thus the expected-final-approach speed
of a specific aircraft is not known to the ATC system. Clearly if the expected-finalapproach speed is an unknown, variable value then an additional degrading of the
delivery precision will result.
Flying the last 5 or so miles of the approach at a
different speed from that assumed will introduce a significant time error to the runwaythreshold crossing time.
In the previous two sectiors the system runway interarrivalerror standard deviation was determined to be somewLere between 8 to 12 seconds. The
question is how much further reduction in delivery precision will result if the
expected-final-approach speed is unknown and should an effort be made to obtain this
parameter?
There were 10 types of transport aircraft simulated in the arrival traffic. The value
of their possible approach speed variations are shown in table 2. These were compiled
from various readily available sources such as "Janes's All the Worlds Aircraft" and
Aviation Week's Commercial Transport Table.
In calculating ETA's to the runway, when
the aircraft's actual landing weight or expected-final-approach speed was not known, the
procedure used was to choose the speed value corresponding to the mean of the weight
factor distribution.
Traffic samples with a weight factor mean of 0.5 and various
standard deviations were created to obtain their impact on interarrival delivery
precision.
TABLE 2 - FINAL APPROACH SPEED DIFFERENTIAL DUE TO
WEIGHT VARIABILITY OF SIMULATED AIRCRAFT
Aircraft Designation
B720F
B727
B727-200
B737
B747
DC8
DC8 (60, 70 Series)
DC9
DC9 (30-80 Series)
DCIO

Final Approach Speed
Differential (kts)
14
30
32
32
30
26
30
35
31
25

Figure 38 shows the measured interarrival-error standard deviation as a function of
different weight factor standard deviations. Under the conditions simulated, operating
with unknown expected-final-approach speeds had a significant effect on system
interarrival error for landing weight factor standard deviations greater than a value in
the range of 0.05 to 0.10. What are the operational weight factor spreads likely to be
encountered in the real world?
Figure 39 presents the probability distribution of
weight factors for all arriving B-737-200A aircraft of a major U.S. carrier landing at
Chicago O'Hare Airport (ORD) between January 1, 1986, and April 30, 1987.
The weight
factor mean for the B-737-200A data was 0.435 and the standard deviation was 0.176.
Likewise, figure 40 presents the same information for that carrier's B-737-200
aircraft.
The weight factor mean for the B-737-200 data was 0.541 with a standard
deviation of 0.196.
While these distributions may not represent all situations, the
fact that they are for a major carrier means that the distribution characteristics will
have a significant impact on total population statistics.
Based on the limited real-world data available, it appears that weight factor standard
deviations of greater than 0.1 are likely to be encountercu. rigure 38 indicated that
operating without direrarr-specific expected-final-approach speed knowledge could add 6
to 10 seconds to the system interarrival error standard deviation. Figure 41 shows the
data of figure 27 together with the results when exected-final-approach speed is unknown
to the TIMER algorithm. The weight factor distribution cf the input traffic had a mean
of 0.5 and a standard deviation of 0.15 for both cases, When the detrimental effects of
pilot induced final approach speed variability as well as weight factor a's that could
exceed 0.15 are considered together with the data r,
figure 41, the overall runway
interarrival-error standard deviations would be in the region of 16 to 20 seconds if the
final approach speed is unknown to the system. This difference in interarrival-error
standard deviation represents about a 10 percent loss in arrival capacity.
This
magnitude of difference in arrival rate suggests that if there exists an operationally
feasible approach to obtaining expected-final-approach speeds, it should be pursued.
Some possible techniques were discussed in Section 6.4.3.6.
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6.4.6

4-D Flight Management System

There is reason to believe that aircraft equipped with advanced 4-D Flight Management
Systems (FMS) can achieve delivery precisions of 5 seconds, or less, standard deviation
(Bruckner, J. M. H., July 1977), (Heimbold, R. L., September 1980), (Adam, V., October
1982), and (Moor, D. A., December 1984). Figure 42 shows the runway arrival rate as a
function of unequipped aircraft runway-delivery error for various mixes of 4-D equipped
aircraft. The curves were obtained by a process of mathematical extrapolation, using
data from the 2.5/3.5/4.5 separation curve of figure 21, with an assumed delivery-error
standard deviation of the 4-D aircraft of 4.3 seconds.
The analysis assumed that
average interarrival time was the result of three factors: (1) separation standard, (2)
schedule gaps due to system inefficiency, and (3) added interarrival buffer to
accommodate delivery uncertainty. Since arrival rate is the reciprocal of the average
interarrival time, the value of the first two factors can be determined from the data
shown in figure 21.
If the first two factors are then held constant, one can
extrapolate the arrival rate effect of a new weighted buffer. The weighted buffer time
value used
in the
revised average interarrival time is calculated by using
equations 1, 2. and
2
TB

2

=

TBPiPj

(6)

where
TB - weighted buffer time
TB - buffer time defined in equation (2) for aircraft pair ij.
p
i
j
1
2

- probability that an aircraft is either 4-D equipped or non-equipped depending
on the value of i or j.
- first aircraft of a pair
- second aircraft of a pair
- designates a 4-D equipped aircraft
- designates a non 4-D equipped aircraft

Figure 42 indicates that even if the runway interarrival-error standard deviation for
non 4-D equipped aircraft is reduced with computer aiding to about 10 seconds, there is
still some incremental capacity gains (theoretically 8 percent gain for 100 percent
equipage) to be obtained by using high performance 4-D flight management systems.
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Effect of 4-D equipage on runway arrival rate.
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6.5

Final Approach Geometry

It was postulated in Sections 6.2 and 6.3 that capacity may be affected by the limited
time catch-up or forward-schedule-slippage capability on the two eastern or short
In order to test this hypothesis, the final approach geometry was
approach routes.
The dashed lines show the shorter
modified in the simulation as shown in figure 43.
minimum paths obtained by relocating the final approach fix for runway 26L at a distance
Such a
of 3.5 rather than the normal 5.5 nautical miles from the runway threshold.
close-in final approach intercept may be acceptable with MLS navigation.

/

/
Final
approach

I

/

j

fix

Runway

Figure 43:

Fine tuning region expanded by dashed lines.

The revised configuration increases the forward-schedule-slippage capability of the
The Western route time-catch-up
eastern routes from about 18 to about 31 seconds.
The delay capability
capability is increased from about 88 to about 160 seconds.
remains virtually the same as shown in table 1. Figure 44 compares the arrival rate for
The result of the revised geometry is a slight
the nominal and revised geometries.
increase of about 1 aircraft per hour for the 3/4/5 nautical miles separation
standard.
This suggests that increasing the forward-schedule-slippage capability,
particularly on the short approaches, improves the scheduler's ability to accommodate
Although current operational considerations
late arrivals at the metering fixes.
restrict the shortening of the common final approach path, the implementation of the MLS
A combination
may allow a reconsideration of the constraints (White, W. F., May 1978).
of designing as Much time catch-up capability as possible in the short routes, together
with delay discounting if aircraft are likely to have larger than 30 seconds metering
fix errors, are techniques that the ATC system designer can use to reduce the shortroute limitation of the conventional four-corner post terminal geometry.
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MAJOR SIMULATION RESULTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

An effort was undertaken, the broad objective of which was to define and evaluate an
evolutionary time-based ATC concept called TIMER. The concept is aimed at improving the
capacity, reliability, and efficiency of extended terminal operations
(en route
approach, transition, and terminal flight to the runway) when used with projected ground
and avionic upgrades.
A fast-time rarametric sensitivity evaluation of the basic
extended terminal area flow-control concept with non 4-D equipped aircraft was performed
using a four corner-post, Denver runway 26L configuration with IFR arrival transport
traffic.
In addition, a follow-on real-time simulation study was conducted.
The
results of these studies identify and show the effects and interrelationships of key
system variables. The following is a summary of the major findings:
1.

A parameter of interest is the horizon of control which, if chosen properly,
would enable most of the delays, needed to derandomize arrivals, to be taken en
route using cruise spee& reduction and fuel-efficient profile descents. Fasttime simulations, with a traffic arrival rate equal to the runway acceptance
rate, were run varying the projected flight time to the metering fixes. The
desired value of horizon of control depends on the separation standard in use
and the airline nominal cruise speeds.
The data indicate that a value of 30
minutes to the metering fix is a reasonable working number to use in the design
of an extended terminal flow-control design.

2.

Data runs indicate that the en route delivery error at the metering fix should
be kept to a standard deviation less than somewhere between 35 to 45 seconds in
order to realize full runway capacity. Time precision is critical to capacity
at the final approach fix and the runway but the impact is considerably less at
the metering fix. The system Is more robust to metering fix errors because of
the speed and fine-tuning control capability within the terminal area.
This
implies that the metering fix delivery precision design criteria for 4-D Flight
Management Systems could be relaxed from the potentially achievable 5 seconds
standard deviation.
Limiting
the metering fix delivery-error standard
deviation to 35 seconds or less indicates the need for automated controller
aids in the process of controlling aircraft without 4-D capability.
The
current manual performance in today's en route metering environment (ERM-l)
is on the order of 1.5 minutes.

3.

Delay discounting, or postponing the execution of some of the en route delays
due to terminal scheduling until the aircraft arrive in the terminal area, was
shown to be beneficial in reducing the capacity loss of metering fix deliveryerror standard deviations significantly larger than 30 seconds. If no en route
controller aiding is used, then delay discounting should be applied. However,
if automated advisories and 4-D equipped aircraft reduce the metering fix
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delivery-error standard deviation to about 30 seconds or less, as expected,
then no delay discounting should be used because taking delays en route is more
fuel efficient than within the terminal area,
4.

As would be expected, the TIMER concept is sensitive to runway delivery
precision because a delivery-error-dependent time buffer must be added to the
time separation in order to keep separation violations to a low probability.
The IFR capacity of a first generation time-based system will be constrained by
the delivery precision achievable with non 4-D equipped aircraft. Assuming the
expected-final-approach speed is known, there are several other factors such as
pilot and controller response time, aircraft heading error,, heading command
resolution, wind effects, and final approach piloting procedure which will
A fast-time and real-time
determine the lower bounds of delivery precision.
simulation evaluation of these factors indicates that, with computer aiding to
the controller, the runway interarrival-error standard deviation for non 4-D
traffic could be reduced to the region of 8 to 12 seconds from the
approximately 26 seconds that is typical of the current manual control
system. This improvement would ideally translate to an "arrival only" increase
in the range of 16 to 25 percent in capacity under U.S. IFR separations
criteria.
One of the principal factors which affect the runway delivery performance of
non 4-D equipped aircraft is the variability in final approach speed as a
Fast-time simulations of operations,
result of varying landing weights.
without aircraft-specific expected-final-approach speed knowledge, indicate
that the overall runway interarrival-error standard deviation would be in the
region of 16 to 20 seconds. This represents about a 10 percent loss in arrival
capacity when compared to the results where the final appr6ach speeds are
known.
Those results indicate that developing an operational process to
determine aircraft expected-final-approach speeds is an important area in the
establishment of a precision delivery time-based ATC system.
The introduction of 4-D Flight Management Systems into a time-based ATC system
such as TIMER offers further incremental increases in capacity with increases
in fleet equipage. With 100 percent equipage, the arrival capacity increases
to a theoreti7al value of about 8 percent over the non 4-D case, even with
It should be noted that all the
expected-final-approach speeds known.
calculated gains given earlier are under conditions where separation distances
are rigidly defined and adhered to, which is not the case under VFR conditions.

5.

8.0

It was postulated that large late arrival time errors at the metering fixes
have more impact on capacity than early arrival errors of equal magnitude. The
reason is that the four-corner post terminal geometry that was simulated has
much greater delay capability to accommodate early errors than it has catch-up
or slip-forward capability to accommodate late errors. This is especially true
Shortening the minimum path length by
of the two shorter or eastern routes.
moving the extended runway centerline intercept two miles closer to the
This
threshold slightly improved the capacity by one aircraft per hour.
indicates that increasing the time catch-up capability improves the scheduler's
The MLS syste may
flexibility to handle late metering fix arrival errors.
provide an opportunity for the time-based, terminal automation planners to
design some additional catch-up capability into the terminal approach geometry
in order to reduce the effect of the current short-route limitation.

ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ATC

Air Traffic Control

ATOPS

Advanced Transport Operating System Program Office

CNS

Communication, Navigation, and Surveillance

4-D

Four Dimensional (x, y, z, and time)

ERM

En Route Metering

ETA

Estimated Time of Arrival

FMS

Flight Management System

IFR

Instrument Flight Rule

NAS

National Airspace System

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

nmi

Nautical Miles

ROT

Runway Occupancy Time
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aStandard

Deviation

SLT

Schedule Landing Time (at runway threshold)

TAATM

Terminal Area Air Trafic Model

TIMER

Traffic Intelligence for the Management of Efficient Runway-scheduling

VFR

Visual Flight Rules

Wf

Weight Factor
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A DESCRIPTION AND EVALUATION OF "TIMER" -- A TIME-BASED
TERMINAL FLOW CONTROL CONCEPT
Credeur, L. - Capron, W.
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USE OF 4D RNAV IN TIME-BASED EN ROUTE ARRIVAL METERING

by
R.L. Erwin and K.H. Izuni
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
P.O. Box 3707 M/S 9W-38
Seattle, Washington 98124-2207
United States
SUMMARY
Arrival metering in en route airspace can match the demand rate to the airport acceptance rate. Air traffic control
(ATC) is evolving time-based control techniques to facilitate en route arrival metering. This allows fuel savings by
using speed reduction to absorb delay. The logic for en route arrival metering: 1) estimates the undelayed landing
time of each arrival, 2) assigns the earliest available landing time, and 3) controls each arrival to its terminal area
arrival (feeder) fix according to the common schedule developed for all arrivals.
The airplane flight management system (FMS), used along with the ATC computer as part of a distributed data
processing system, can define a minimum fuel cruise and descent flight profile which is consistent with ATC
constraints. A study of four-dimensional area navigation (4D RNAV) operational requirements for use in en route
arrival metering has determined the functions and time-guidance accuracies needed for ATC-compatible
operations. Special investigations have evaluated the use of clean-idle Mach/CAS, constant flight path angle
Mach/CAS, and fuel optimal cruise/descent arrival profiles individually and in combination. Significant
differences in these descent strategies only appear at high arrival rates.
A 4D RNAV capability is most easily achieved by "wrapping" a time-navigation capability around a 3D FMS. It is
estimated that fifty percent of U.S. jet transports will have been delivered with a full 3D FMS by 1995 without any
special effort to implement 4D RNAV ATC operations. Inclusion of systems such as performance management
system as candidates for 4D RNAV will bring this estimate well above fifty percent.
Concepts for controlling a mix of 4D RNAV equipped and unequipped aircraft in a time-based en route arrival
metering system have been the subject of on-going analyses and simulations by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) Ames Research Center. Meanwhile, Boeing on contract to NASA Langley Research
Cerier, used a fast-time simulation to show that even with a small percentage of equipped aircraft, the 4D RNAV
user could expect a 4D RNAV clearance a high percentage of the time.
The use of 4D RNAV in en route arrival metering operations can save the ope:ator fuel, reduce both pilot and
controller workload, and reduce terminal airspace congestion. Eventually, the extension of 4D RNAV to the
runway and 4D RNAV departures can increase airport capacity. ATC operational units have shown enthusiasm
toward aircraft capable of precisely achieving assigned fix times. The key issue remains of how to get the jet
transport fleet to equip so that 4D RNAV operations can grow.
LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
3D RNAV
4D RNAV
ACPH
AF
ARTCC
ASP
ATC
ATOPS
CAS
CFPA
DME
ERM
ESP
FAA
FL
FMEM
FMS
ft
gal
IFR
KCAS
lb
MF
NASA

Three dimensional area navigation
Four dimensional area navigation
aircraft per hour
arrival fix
Air Route Traific Control Center
Arrival Sequencing Program
Air traffic control
Advanced Transport Operating Systems
Calibrated airspeed
constant flight path angle
Distance Measuring Equipment
En Route Metering
En Route Spacing Program
Federal Aviation Administration
flight level
Flow Management Evaluation Model
flight management system
feet
gallon
instrument flight rules
knots calibrated airspeed
pound
meter fix
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
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NMi
PMS
pv
TMA
TNAV
U.S.
v
VFR
S
X,
ag
1.

nautical mile
performance management system"
probability of overlap
terminal area
time navigation
United States
common airplane speed
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INTRODUCTION

When the arrival demand equals or exceeds the capacity of an airport it is desirable to meter traffic into the
terminal area at a rate which matches the airport acceptance rate. By extending the metering process back into the
en route phase of operations, traffic flow can be smoothed and delay absorbed efficiently using speed reduction or
high-altitude path stretching and holding.
Modem jet transport aircraft have flight management systems which: 1) have the computational capability to
define flight paths in four dimensions, 2) contain detailed real-time airplane performance data, 3) provide precise
navigation position data, and 4) use digital flight control systems which accurately control the aircraft to the
planned trajectory. Concurrently ATC authorities are developing time-based traffic management and control
systems for automating the flow of air traffic. Combined, these airplane and ATC capabilities provide the basis for a
time-based ATC system using the airborne 4D RNAV capability with operational benefits to both ATC and the
aircraft operator.
A considerable technical background has been developed relative to the use of 4D7RNAV for time-based arrival
control. Eurocontrol has done extensive analysis and simulation of the use of timed trajectories (Benoit, Swierstra,
1982). The U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has implemented time-based arrival control as the en
route metering (ERM) system. NASA has analyzed arrival operations using 4D RNAV, simulated ground control
of unequipped aircraft, and demonstrated 4D RNAV operation in the Denver ERM system (Tobias, Scoggins, 1987;
Knox, Cannon, 1980). Lockheed similarly demonstrated 4D RNAV operation into the Dallas-Fort Worth
International Airport (Heimbold, Lee, Leffler, 1980). Boeing has developed the ATC-comapatible 4D RNAV
requirements and under NASA contract has analyzed 4D RNAV operations and alterntative trajectories (descent
strategies) (Izumi, Schwab, Groce, Coote, 1986; Groce, Izumi, Markham, Schwab, Taylor, 1986). These are only some
of the 4D RNAV efforts.
This paper presents one concept for time-based ATC using 4D RNAV. It is essentially a summation of the principal
operational concept, 4D RNAV FMS requirements and trajectory studies which have interested Boeing to date.
The general approach to operations is described and a quantifying of the potential benefits is offered.
2.

ATC OPERATIONS

The basic functions of time-based arrival metering operations are: 1) determine the time each arriving aircraft
should cross the arrival fix and fly a nominal path to the runway such that the arrival demand matches the
runway acceptance rate, and 2) control the arriving aircraft along non-conflicting flight paths so that they cross the
appropriate arrival fix at the desired (assigned) time. The process should start before flights reach their top-ofdescent points. This process works effectively when started at least 30 minutes flight time or 200 NMi out from the
airport.
The FAA has for some time used a time-based arrival metering system called "en route metering" (ERM).
However, the arrival metering function is now called the "arrival sequencing program" (ASP). This together with
the en route spacing program (ESP) make up what is currently the ERM function. ERM is operational for the
Denver Stapleton, Minneapolis-St. Paul and Dallas-Fort Worth international airports. It also is used by other Air
Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCC) in various metering applications.
2.1

Arrival- Fix Time Calculation

Figure 1 shows the ERM functional steps in determining the assigned arrival fix time:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Estimate the time each flight will reach the arrival fix if undelayed.
Calculate the earliest landing time for each flight by adding the nominal arrival fix to runway transit time
to the estimated arrival fix time.
Assign the earliest available landing time which is later than the earliest calculated landing time.
Subtract the nominal arrival fix to threshold transit time from the assigned landing time to obtain the
assigned arrival fix time.
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2.1.1 Undelayed Arrival Fix Time Estimate
The undelayed arrival fix time is obtained by estimating the undelayed flight time of an aircraft from its present
position to the arrival fix. Inital ERM operations estimated the meter fix (arrival fix) crossing time by projecting
flight progress at radar-measured ground speed during cruise. However, more accurate estimates can be made by
representing the descent portion.
One argument has been made that the estimated arrival time at the arrival fix should be based on a fast descent. In
high-demand situations, most flights will be delayed. This-allows the flights to.efficiently absorb delay by slowing
down. In the ERM implementation, the arrival fix time estimated from an airplane's normal cruise speed
approximated a fast descent.
To illustrate this concept, imagine four arriving flights all positioned 200 NM from the arrival fix such as to be
equal flying time from the arrival fix. They must be sequenced and spaced for a 30 per hour acceptance rate. Figure
2 shows the fuel use from 200 NMi to the arrival fix for: 1) absorbing delay by slowing from an estimated fast
descent (curve A) and 2) absoibing delay by descending at a slow speed and then holding (curve B). Table I shows
the fuel used by each flight under strategy A and strategy B, and the total fuel. In this example, when three or more
flights are competing for the same arrival fix time, the fast descent strategy uses less fleet fuel.

DESCENT FUEL (pounds)

FLIGHT

STRATEGY A
Fast Reference Speed

STRATEGY B
DIFFERENCE
Slow Reference Speed
A-B

1
2
3
4

1325
1065
1005
990

985
1165
1330
1490

340
-100
-325
-500

TOTAL

4285

4970

-685

Table 1. Total Descent Fuel Calculation for Two Different Reference Speeds

2.1.2 Estimated Landing Time
The earliest estimated landing time is obtained by adding a calculated terminal area transit time to the estimated
arrival fix time. The terminal area transit time is calculated as the flight time from the arrival fix to the runway
threshold along the nominal four-dimensional terminal area arrival path for that class of aircraft (e.g., jet
transport, large propeller, small propeller, etc.).
2.1.3

Landing-Time Scheduler

The scheduling of arrivals to match airport capacity is crucial to efficient time-based arrival operations. The traffic
flow at the airport must be scheduled accurately to provide runway utilization equaling or exceeding that provided
by conventional manual traffic control, while also providing for efficient flight profiles.
The scheduler must accommodate a mix of arrival airplane performances, unscheduled (pop-up) arrivals,
departures on the same or dependent runways, runway changes, and non-standard occurrences (e.g., go-arounds
and aircraft emergencies). The scheduler complexity can vary from one for a runway dedicated to jet transport
arrivals to one for a runway (or runways) with all types of operations. Since implementation will be different for
each airport special operating procedures may need to be developed.
2.2

Time Control

Aircraft can be controlled to meet the assigned arrival-fix lime using speed control, path stretching (vectoring) or
holding, or a combination of these delay absorption techniques.
Aircraft in a time-based arrival control system can be controlled either from the ground or by using an airborne 4D
RNAV capability. The precision of control from the ground is limited by the position measuring accuracy of the
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surveillance system, the frequency with which corrective clearances are transmitted, and the response time and
accuracy of the corrective actions. 4D RNAV control has been demonstrated to be able to deliver an aircraft over an
arrival fix with an accuracy of a few seconds (Knox, Cannon, 1980). The time accuracy of 4D RNAV control is
essentially limited only by the position-measuring accuracy of the along-track navigation system. During
implementation of time control operations, ground-based control will be used for unequipped flights with some
loss in operational benefits.
3.

OPERATIONAL CONCEPT FOR USING 4D RNAV

The basic operational concept is for ATC to issue to a 4D RNAV-equipped aircraft a time clearance to the arrival fix
while the flight is still some distance from its top-of-descent point. Aircraft would be certified by ATC for 4D
RNAV operations and 4D RNAV equipage indicated on the flight plan for the controller. Figure 3 shows a
nominal scenario for 4D RNAV flight to the arrival fix in a hypothetical ATC environment using high- and lowaltitude sectors separated at flight level 240. The high altitude controller issues an "expected" arrival fix time
clearance and a clearance for the pilot to descend to FL240 at his discretion. The pilot then uses the 4D RNAV
system to plan the top-of-descent point and trajectory for minimum fuel to the arrival fix. This involves an aim
point at or beyond the arrival fix, beyond which the trajectory is fixed by ATC constraints (in this case, the aim
point is PALMER). Meanwhile, control has been handed to the low-altitude controller (even though the aircraft is
still in the high-altitude sector) and the flight is cleared for a 4D RNAV ALDER arrival.
3.1

Operational Scenario

Figure 4 is the basis for a scenario depicting the use of 4D RNAV in time-based arrival metering when most aircraft
are not 4D RNAV-equipped. Figure 5 is the basis for a scenario in which all (or most) aircraft are 4D LNAVequipped.
In a system where most aircraft are unequipped, the use of 4D RNAV can be based on the premise that time
clearances would be issued only when ATC concludes that a 4D flight would not conflict with other flights being
controlled manually. When metering is in progress and if aircraft are being held, the 4D RNAV aircraft would
proceed to the holding fix per ATC instructions. In the absence of holding and with ATC deciding that a conflict
was unlikely, the airplane would be given an arrival-fix time assignment. Should the time assignment require
more delay than can be absorbed by slowing, the airplane and ATC would negotiate a time clearance including
holding at an agreed fix and altitude. A similar negotiation could provide for path stretching to absorb a small
amount of excess delay which was less than the minimum absorbable by holding.
When most of the airplanes are 4D RNAV equipped, more of the task could be centralized in ATC with less
interaction with the airplane. ATC could use stored performance data to determine the aircraft need for holding,
and to specifically calculate and determine non-conflicting trajectories.
An important issue is how much performance data does ATC need to have and how these data will be used to
calculate profiles. Ground-based computations will be complicated by the likelihood that no single descent strategy
will be employed by all traffic.
4.

FLIGHT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Analysis of 4D RNAV operations in the ATC system has indicated the operational performance time-navigation
accuracy 3-d flight profile descent strategies which should be considered as system operational requirements.
4.1

Operational Performance

The 4D path definition algorithm should satisfy the following functional and performance requirements to assure
efficient operations.
4.1.1 Airplane Performance
The algorithm must define a path which is within the airplane performance limits. This includes the
speed/altitude capability, cabin altitude control requirements, anti-icing, and turbulence penetration. The
algorithm should have the capability to define paths ranging from the slowest to the fastest available within the
speed/altitude envelope so as to maximize the delay absorption capability.
4.1.2 Arrival Path Geometry
The path must be calculated for the lateral path which the airplane is expected to fly.
4.1.3 ATC Constrair's
The path must conform to ATC altitude and speed constraints.
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4.1.4 Arrival Fix Time
The 4D path from present po..ition must be defined to place the aircraft over the assigned fix at the assigned time
with a specified degree of accuracy and commensurate with a selected descent strategy. This will be discussed later
in this section.
4.1.5 Path Accuracy
The 4D path calculation must be based on true geometric height by correcting the pressure altitude. The hydrostatic
equation must be solved using the temperature lapse rate and reference temperature. Precise wind data must be
used to define airspeeds corresponding to the desired ground speeds so that maximum use can be made of the
airplane speed-altitude envelope.
4.1.6 Reinitialization
When the cleared 4D profile is interrupted (e.g., a vector for traffic, reclearance over a different arrival fix, or
weather avoidance), the 4D FMS must quickly (or continually) confirm to the pilot the validity of the initial
assigned fix time or calculate a new time window within which a new assigned fix time is desired.
4.1.7 Holding and Path Stretching
When the delay to be absorbed exceeds that which ca
. accommodated by slowing, holding or path stretching
must be added to the 4D profile. The algorithm should compute the minimum fuel combination of holding or
path stretching and speed control which will meet the assigned fix time. Holding may be at cruise altitude or at a
designated fix at lower altitude. Path stretching may be a vector away from and back tu the planned 3D path either
to a designated ,r a FMS selected fix. A function which continuously informs the pilot of estimated arrival time at
the fix, if he turns toward it, now can provide flexibility in the range of path stretching maneuvers which may be
used.
4.2

Time Navigation Accuracy

Recent 4D studies have demonstrated oppoi tunities for increasing flow rate as a result of the 4D RNAV-equipped
airplane's capability of absorbing delays precisely and fuel-efficiently through speed control. The precision with
which the airplane can make an assigned time at a reference waypoint (e.g., the arrival fix) in a time-based ATC
system affords an effective means for increasing throughput.
If no errors in the system are assumed other than delivery accuracy errors which are normally distributed with zero
mean, speed differences in traffic consisting of different airplane types are ignored (common speed v), and overlap
probability Pv is assumed, the throughput X (in aircraft per hour) over a common path is given by:
I
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where 8 is the minimum horizontal separation standard (in nmi), ag is the standard deviation of the delivery
accuracy error (in seconds), and Q-1 refers to the inverse lookup on the standard normal distribution tables.
When the speed at the arrival fix is required to be 250 KCAS (at 10,000 ft) and a separation violation of dt most one
in a hundred approaches (Pv = 0.01) is tolerated, relationships between Xvs. arrival .ix delivery accuracy are shown
in Figure 6 for four minimum separation standards (8 = 3, 5, 7, and 10 nmi).
The figure suggests that significant improvements in throughput can be achieved if 4D RNAV traffic can make
arrival fix times with greater precision. In a DME/DME navigation environment, 4D RNAV is capable of
achieving fix-time accuracies as small as 2 to 3 seconds (-o). Manual control to achieve an assigned fix time is
expected to be much less accurate, possibly by a factor of ten.
4.3

Flow Management Evaluation Model

The Flow Management Evaluation Model (FMEM) was developed by the Boeing Company's Air Traffic Control
Systems Analysis Group to evaluate sensitivities of conflict rate to traffic consisting of varying levels of 4D RNAV
equipage in an en route metering (ERM) environment employing a postulated time-based metering compenent.
The study was conducted as part of the NASA Advanced Transport Operating Systems (ATOPS) Flow Management
Avionics Research Studies program.
The FMEM is a fast-time simulation, which models the interaction of the ATC system employing ERM with traffic
flying in the Denver Center airspace. It provides routing, scheduling, controller clearance generation, conflict
checking, and aircraft trajectory generation processes. Model inputs include airspace structure, weather conditions,
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traffic characteristics, ATC rules and procedures, flow management parameters, and an aeroperformance data base
for airplane trajectory calculations. Statistics are collected over specified time intervals to use in evaluating
efficiency of operation both from the airplane and ATC's perspectives.
The air traffic control module keeps track of all "ac',ve" aircraft in the simulation, assigns routings, determines
present position (radar) data, and monitors conflicts. Ground hold processing is also performed. The ATC module
also simulates actions of the controllers in assigning speeds, vectors, or holding to achieve meter-fix times.
The arrival metering module simulates automation software as installed in the NAS Stage A system. The
functions performed by the arrival metering software include runway arrival time prediction, runway sequencing
and scheduling, delay determination, and creation of meter and freeze lists.
Thie profile generation module provides aircraft trajectories based on point-mass, steady-state equations of motion.
A performance data base is employed for the various commercial turbojet aircraft types modeled, including thrust,
drag, fuel flow, and speed envelope data. These trajectories represent the "true" positions of aircraft in the
simulation as a function of time.
The FMEM provides data on flow rates and capacity, level-of-delay, fleet fuel burn, controller workload (expressed
in terms of number of clearances generated), and safety (numbers of conflicts).
4.4

Flight Profile Descent Strategy

The desirability of having descent profile consistency to minimize the probability of conflicting paths suggests that
all traffic employ an identical descent strategy. Furthermore, the unique set of procedures inherent in each strategy
implies that one strategy might be preferable to another from the perspective of increasing flow rate and
minimizing delays. Following are summaries of recent Boeing investigations of descent strategy trade-offs and
their implications for the ATC system and the operator.
4.4.1 Descent Strategy Characteristics
An internal Boeing study of the B737-100 airplane showed that the 30-constant flight path angle (CFPA) Mach/CAS
descent strategy possessed almost identical range of delay absorption capability with an overall increase in fuel
usage penalty relative to clean-idle Mach/CAS over a common distance, and for calm winds, ISA conditions, and
common initial and final energy states. The explanation for this is that the 3O-CFPA Mach/CAS descent profile
closely approximates the clean-idle Mach/CAS but uses some thrust to maintain its geometric constraint. Figure 7
illustrates these fuel vs. delay characteristics for the B737-100. The minimum and maximum elapsed times
correspond to fastest- and slowest-speed descents using those strategies. The entire range between these limits
constitute the strategy's delay absorption margin. These results prompted similar investigations for other Boeing
airplane types. The outcome was the same for the B727-200 (JT90-7J engines) and the B767-200 (JT9D-7R4), but 20CFPA compared more favorably with clean-idle for the B747-200 (JT9D-7J).
These results suggested the possibility that all arri, al traffic employing a common descent angle strategy are less
likely than clean-idle to provoke conflicts (and, by implication, increase throughput) when both use the same speed
schedule, while still enjoying similar delay absorption margins. Recent studieb have also identified a technique for
minimizing 4D descent fuel by using Pontryagin',; Minimum Principle (Chakravarty, 1985) and here in called the
"energy-optimal descent strategy."
4.4.2 4D Descent Strategy Evaluation
Intuitively, airplane speed differences would appear to affect system throughput and delay in high-demand
situations. An airplane pair in relative proximity requires conflict resolution if the trailing airplane is faster.
Throughput is reduced even when a single airplane's descent speed differs from those ahead of and following it.
Allowing each aircraft type to descend at its fuel-optimum speed (typically Mach/CAS schedules) may do much for
individual airplane efficiencies, but possibly little for system flow rate, in all but low-demand environments. In
this light, the Boeing Company under NASA contract has and is continuing to evaluate the system sensitivities to
4D RNAV arrival traffic employing different descent strategies.
The strategy options evaluated for this study were the use of dean-idle Mach/CAS descent, constant flight path
angle (CFPA) Mach/CAS descent, and point-mass, energy-optimal descent using variable speed and thrust
schedules throughout the descent.
The study assumed traffic consisting of mixtures of three Boeing airplane types (B737-300, B747-200 and B767-200)
which were initially flown at the same cruise altitude (37,000 ft), speed (Mach 0.78), and over the same arrival path.
An additional assumption was the existence of an advanced, time-based air traffic control system which is
postulated to have the ability to maximize the traffic throughput rate, while eliminating conflict-caused delays by
adjusting spacings over an arrival fix based on predicted relative separation requirements. This enables ATC to
space consecutive arrivals in such a way that no conflicts are projected to occur throughout their descents.
Therefore, the definition of throughput implies maximum flow rate for non-conflicting traffic.
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Figure 8 shows the effect on system throughput of varying B737, B767 and B747 percentages, for a common 4D time
requirement of 1658 seconds and CFPA strategy. The optimal strategy plot is shown in Figure 9, for 1658 seconds.
These results demonstrate descent strategy characteristics when airport demand is high, namely, that system
throughput is least sensitive to traffic mix when all aircraft use the CFPA Mach/CAS strategy, followed closely by
clean-idle Mach/CAS.
Figure 10 shows expected throughputs at some major U.S. airports when the arrival fleet employs the three
strategies. Table 2 shows the U.S. domestic traffic arrival distributions according to-an airplane-type partitioning
(equivalencing), based on data derived from 1984 statistics (Office of Management Systems and Office of Aviation
Information Management, 1984).

Airpor
John F. Kennedy
Los Angeles
Chicago O'Hare
Atlanta
Denver Stapleton
Dallas/Fort Worth
Minneapolis/St. Paul
Typica! ERM Airport
U.S. Average

B737-300
42.6
67.9
80.0
82.4
86.2
88.2
90.6
87.9
88.9

Equivalent type
B767-200
B747-200
11.5
6.2
7.9
11.0
11.0
4.1
0.8
4.8
4.6

45.8
25.9
12.1
6.6
6.6
7.7
8.6
7.3
6.5

Table 2. 1984 U. S. Arrival Traffic Distributions(Percent)

A follow-on study that the Boeing Company is currently conducting under NASA contract assumes that aircraft are
initially at their optimum flight conditions (long-range cruise speed and altitude as a function of weight).
Table 2 data indicate that the B737 type monopolizes the demand (at least 80%) at all but a few large international
airports. At these airports, descent strategy is unimportant in determining system throughput, because only when
traffic mixes are more evenly distributed do more conflicts occur, as Figures 8 and 9 demonstrate. For current
separation standards, the theoretical maximum throughput (capacity) is just under 60 aircraft per hour (ACPH), so
that the study results also suggest that, at most large domestic airports where throughput is almost saturated, no
ATC or airline benefits will be achieved by increasing airspace capacity or decreasing the minimum, zero-conflict
spacing required between aircraft. At an airport such as J.F.K. International, where the the relative proportions of
B747 and B737 types are roughly the same, throughput as expected suffers.
The underlying zero-conflict condition on the throughput definition also suggests that as demand exceeds
throughput, delays (and, therefore, fuel use) will be greater for more conflict-prone strategies for a fixed arrival rate.
5.

CONSIDERATIONS OF PROPORTION OF AIRCRAFI BEING 4D RNAV EQUIPPED

As in any change over in systems, the question arises as to the use of 4D RNAV during the time period when only
a portion of the fleet is equipped. Principal questions are: At what rate will the fleet equip? How will ATC handle
a mixed fleet? How will 4D RNAV-equipped users benefit during the change over?
5.1

Status of 4D RNAV Implementation

Four-dimensional area navigation capability may be obtained as an integral function in a flight management
system, or incorporated into an existing FMS by adding time guidance (TNAV) to the 3D RNAV function. For
experimental purposes, a performance management system (PMS) was modified to provide time guidance for
NASA demonstrations in en route metering (Heimbold, Lee, Leffler, 1980).
Boeing forecasts that in the U.S. by 1995, 2100 of 4000 large jet transports will have been delivered with a full flight
m,.nagement system (FMS) which will have either an integral 4D RNAV function or a 3D RNAV function suitable
for being upgraded to 4D RNAV. In addition, aircraft with other capabilities such as performance management
systems can be modified to provide time guidance. ATC's provision of a beneficial environment for the use of 4D
RNAV could encourage a high percentage of civil jet transports toward 4D RNAV equipage.
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Control of Mixed 4D RNAV Equipped and Unequipped Traffic

5.2

Two methods have been considered for controlling a mix of 4D RNAV equipped and unequipped aircraft in a
time-based arrival metering system. The first approach, based on minimum change to existing procedures, is to
provide 4D RN1AV clearances on a non-conflicting basis. In this procedure, the controller would issue an arrivalfix time assignment clearance to approved 4D RNAV operators if in the controller's judgement there was a high
probability that the path of the 4D RNAV airplane would not conflict with that of other traffic. Inherent in this
approach is the concept that when an unequipped aircraft follows a 4D RNAV cleared aircraft, the unequipped
aircraft would be controlled using the 4D RNAV aircraft for guidance.
The second approach is more complex. In this approach time-based control would be automated to schedule, track
and provide advice to the controller for clearances which would keep unequipped flights on their assigned time
schedule. Simulations have demonstrated this approach for operations into the terminal area and onto final
approach (Erzberger, Chapel 1985).
Performance of a Partially Equipped Fleet

5.3

As a study for NASA, the flow management evaluation model was used to investigate the operation of 4D RNAV
equipped aircraft in the en route metering environment. Denver Air Route Traffic Control Center ERM
operations were simulated for Denver traffic. The probability of a successful 4D RNAV arrival as a function of
percent air carrier jet 4D RNAV equipage was developed for Denver operations (Figure 11). Two criteria for success
were considered: 1) the 4D RNAV equipped aircraft completed its flight to the meter fix without any conflicts with
other traffic; and 2) the flight was completed without conflict with any preceding flights, while the controller paced
the immediately following airplane relative to the 4D RNAV flight to ensure separation. Note that the analysis
assumed that when 100 percent of the scheduled air carriers were equipped, there would be additional unequipped
jet traffic such that only 72 percent of the total arrivals would be equipped. This analysis suggests that when only a
small percentage of the fleet is 4D RNAV equipped, 4D RNAV clearances will be available a high-percentage of the
time, especially when the controller paces following unequipped flights on preceding 4D RNAV cleared flights.
A characteristic of hubbing is that in any particular busy period, the majority of flights are often those of the same
air carrier. Therefore, if one air carrier equips, it can expect a higher percentage of 4D RNAV operations than
indicated by the random equipping analysis. Figure 12 shows proportion of arrivals by air carrier in an example
hubbing schedule.
BENEFITS OF USING 4D RNAV

6.

The airplane 4D RNAV flight management system can perform some time-based control functions more
advantageously than a centralized ATC system. This can provide significant benefits to both the airplane operator
and the ATC system.
6.1

Advantages

The operational advantages of 4D RNAV include:
1)
2)
3)
4)

The ATC system can accurately forecast the future position of the aircraft.
The pilot knows the profile that will be flown.
The airplane can more precisely achieve an assigned fix time than can be accomplished by control from the
ground.
The FMS can more precisely determine the optimal flight path for that particular flight's aircraft type and
weight.

For the ATC system, the potential benefits accruing from these advantages are:
1)
2)

Higher throughput by more precise spacing control.
Reduction of communications and total controller workload through fewer tactical control clearances.

The benefits airplane operators can expect include:
1)
2)
6.2

Reduced pilot workload because of fewer tactical clearances.
Fuel savings through use of minimum-fuel flight profiles to meet the assigned fix time.
Fuel Savings

The potential fuel savings have been quantified for 4D RNAV operation in the U.S. en route metering system in
an internal Boeing study. Airfield operations simulations were used to determine the delay statistics for the
Denver Stapleton (Figure 13), Minneapolis-St. Paul and Dallas-Fort Worth international airports for forecast 1995
traffic levels. The delay statistics were accumulated for the busy time periods when ERM was assumed to be in use.
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The delay statistics for each of the three airports were convolved with the projected fuel savings versus delay for a
B737-300 type aircraft (Figure 14). The B737-300 was assumed to represent an average jet transport. This yielded the
annual fuel savings for these three airports. These fuel savings rates were then extrapolated for: 1) an additional
15 U.S. airports which are considered principal candidates for ERM use, and 2) all additional U.S. air car.i' arrival
operations.
Further fuel savings were projected for:
1)
2)
3)

Precision spacing over the meter fix requiring less terminal area maneuvering.
Slowing of flights during unmetered periods which would otherwise have arrived early because of mor.
favorable winds.
Extension of metering along the full en route flight which equates on averagea to metering from about 600
miles from the destinaticn airport.

Table 3 presents the results of these fuel savings analyses. The calculated estimated fuel savings using en route
metering at 18 U.S. air carrier airports in 1995 is a total of 604,600,000 pounds. This equates to 28,650 pounds per
airplane per year. The table also lists potential savings from the other considerations resulting from using 4D
RNAV for arrival metering.
7.

ADDITIONAL 4D RNAV APPLICATIONS

In addition to time-based arrival metering, 4D RNAV is expected to find use for en route flow management,
departure spacing, and terminal area arrival spacing control operations.
The en route flow management application is envisioned for situations where ATC wants traffic to flow past a
point or boundary with some desired spacing. Examples include whenever:
1) A flight has an assigned time or time-window for crossing a Flight Information Region boundary.
2) One ATC center is required to provide traffic to an adjacent center with a specified in-trail mini.num
spacing.
3) En route spacing is desired at a fix (or fixes) in one center to meter traffic to an airport in another center.
4) En route ATC applies the arrival metering function when all aircraft are still at cruise altitude.
Departure spacing can be used either to: 1) meter (schedule) departures from multiple neighboring airports across
common departure fixes, or 2) release a departure such that it can climb to altitude and occupy an otherwise empty
slot in a string of in-trail spaced flights.
The implementation challenge is greatest for terminal area arrival spacing, but the benefits are also significant.
The principal advantage of using 4D RNAV in time-based terminal area arrival spacing is the increase in runway
capacity that can be achieved due to more precise (and thus closer) spacing of the arrivals. The FAA is conducting
research to define the future Terminal Area ATC Automation using time as the basis for spacing and control.
Past investigations have indicated that a nominal value for manual interarrival spacing control accuracy is 18 to 20
seconds under IFR conditions, and possible 8 seconds under VFR conditions. Expected 4D RNAV delivery acLuracy
is 2 to 3 seconds. Figure 15 shows the results of a fast-time simulation of Minneapolis-St. Paul International
arrivals in which the average annual delay was estimated for manual control (8/18 seconds), and use of 4D RNAV
during IFR only (8/2 seconds) and full-time use of 4D RNAV (2 seconds). When six-minute average annual delay
is used as the capacity criterion, the annual capacity could be increased from 390,000 to 470,000 operations. Another
way of viewing the results is that the average delay in 1990 could be reduced by 5.2 minutes (an annual saving of
2,246,400 minutes).
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Annual Savings (1995)
U.S. EN ROUTE METERING ESTIMATE:
Denver
Minneapolis-St. Paul
Dallas-Fort Worth
15 Additional Airports
TOTAL ERM

62,4000,000 lb
39,200,000 lb
43,900,000 lb
459,100,000 lb
604,600,000 lb
(28,650 Gal/Airplane)

OTHER POTENTIAL SAVINGS:
Remaining Possible ERM Operations
Extended Metering to 600 NMi
Reduced Terminal Area Maneuvering
Slowing Unmetered Early Flights

34,830 Gal/Airplane
14,770 Gal/Airplane
9,000 Gal/Airplane
4,480 Gal/Airplane

Table 3. Estimated Fuel Savings with 4D RNAV

CONCLUSIONS AND ISSUES

8.

The research to date suggests potential areas of 4D RNAV application and the future efforts required to reach
operational status.
8.1

Conclusions

The following are the principal conclusions which might be drawn from 4D RNAV time-based ATC research to
date:
1)
2)
3)
4)
8.2

Aircraft can be equipped for 4D RNAV which has the performance required for time-based arrival control.
Beneficial operations are potentially available to the 4D RNAV user starting with the first installations.
Usage of compatible descent strategies will increase system throughput and save fleet fuel.
More precise arrival fix times by 4D RNAV-equipped aircraft will improve system throughput.
Issues

Issues that must be resolved to reach practical implementation of time-based metering are deemed to include:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Find a means to achieve fleet equipage with an appropriate 4D RNAV capability.
Develop a runway scheduler which with accompanying proce.ures will provide landing (and departure)
times such that runway utilization efficiency will equal or exceed that provided by manual control.
Develop a ground-based controller for controlling unequipped aircraft in a time-based system.
Find solutions to the technical challenges in the ATC system design to include calculating operations to the
second, planning non-conflicting trajectories involving multiple sectors and systems, and communicating
clearances across sector/system boundaries.
Provide accurate wind data along the arrival trajectory to support full use of the speed/altitude envelope.
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AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT AND AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE IN A ZONE OF CONVERGENCE
by
Andr6 Benoit and Sip Swierstra
EUROCONTROL

European Organisation for the Safety of Air Navigation
Engineering Directorate
72, Rue de la Loi,

B-1040 Brussels

SUMMARY
The basic principles of air traffic management and guidance of individual aircraft in a Zone of
Convergence (ZOC) have been presented in previous papers at successive stages in the development of
the project (1978, 1980, 1982, 1984, 1986).

The purpose of this paper is to summarise these principles and to discuss their applicability to the
actual operational environment, compatibility with present technology and direct adaptability to future
developments, the quality of the interfaces involving the air traffic controller and the aircraft crew and
the resultant benefits to the community in terms of economy, use of available capacity and safety.
OBJECTIVES
The ZOC was worked out and developed as a short term concept, an intermediate step towards the
efficient integration of air traffic control over all flight phases for all flights. It is a ground-based
approach that is consistent with the effort undertaken by aircraft manufacturers and operators aimed at
making efficient use of autopilots and more specifically airborne flight management control and guidance
systems to determine and fly trajectories meeting airline criteria duly adapted to the numerous
constraints resulting from the overall air traffic situation.
In the expected operational context, both the pilot and the controller remain the key elements of the
control system. On the ground the controller's prime responsibility is to maintain safe separation among
the aircraft in his sector. The ZOC system will advise him how to obtain the maximum utilisation of the
available capacity considering the flow of traffic through all sectors of a Centre. In the organisation of
the traffic flow, specific objectives of the aircraft operators such as minimum cost, fuel or flight
duration are considered, leading to a global minimisation of the deviations from the preferred flight
profiles (see below).
In the air, the Flight Management Computer System (FMCS) will assist the pilot in implementing the
ATC directives with a very high accuracy, improving the overall control system stability. Future
availability of a digital air/ground data link will improve this even further.
Given the presence of human elements in the control loop, the initial planning of the traffic flow will
have to be based on an average level of human performance and foreseeable constraints. However, in
the ZOC management and control concept, special attention is given to adapting the control strategy to
This is done by automatically taking note of above-average
maximise the system throughput.
controller/pilot performance and adapting the control accordingly. On the other hand, in the event of
any setbacks, the system advises the controller how to make the best of the developing situation.
An overall presentation of the approach was made at the AGARD Conference on "Air Traffic Control in
face of User Demand and Economy Constraints" organised in Lisbon on 15 October 1982 at the request
of the Portuguese authorities (*).
As a consequence, this paper will merely indicate the essential features of the system at its present
stage of development. Emphasis will be placed on particular aspects which make it a true ground-based
optimum traffic management unit fully in line with advances in airborne guidance, control and flight
management.

(*) "Dynamic Control of inbound flights for minimum cost operation"
Andr6 Benoit and Sip Swierstra,
AGARD GCP Conference, Lisbon, Portugal, October 15, 1982.
AGARD CP-340, February 1983.
Also EUROCONTROL Report 822041, October 1982.
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PRINCIPLES
The ZOC includes and surrounds a main terminal and possibly a series of secondary airports.
It
extends as far as possible, up to 150, 200, or even 300 nm, from the runway to enable real integration
of control over the cruise, descent, approach and landing phases, and possibly also all or part of the
climb.
At this point, it may be appropriate to reiterate the notions of preferential and actual trajectories as
referred to in the ZOC concept.
Preferential trajectory
(a)

Definition

For each aircraft entering the area, from whatever direction, there is one trajectory which meets
the operator's requirements in an optimum manner, that is to say for which the control variables
are selected (essentially route, altitude and speed) in order to optimise the operating criterion
(economy in the wide sense of the term).
This will be referred to as the "preferential
trajectory". The adjective "preferential" will also be used to qualify its components.
In both the present fixed route network and in any possible future free route system, the route
will in practice be determined and assigned according to local considerations (geography,
restricted area, availability of ground support, etc.).
Consequently, it will play little part in
the selection of the preferential profile and can actually be discarded from the control variables.
As a result, seen from the ground, the control variables include essentially cruise altitude and
speed vector along the path.
(b)

Determination and availability

The preferential control variables, altitude and speed, are usually presented for a given route in
terms of a sequence of pheses, each characterised by a constant indication : indicated airspeed,
Mach number, total temperature.
Since such conditions can be readily implemented while
nevertheless constituting good approximations of the theoretical optima.
Aircraft manufacturers
and airlines usually make the relevant information easily available to the air traffic services
authorities.
In a ground/air/ground data link communications environment, it is possible to envisage on-line
receipt of the preferential profile computed on-board at entry, which would accordingly
incorporate the impact of local and instantaneous parameters, including aircraft mass and
temperature and speed of the air along the route.
Moreover, if the preferential profile is not only determined on-line by a computer (either
on-board or ground-based) but also implemented by a computer, the notion of phases
characterised by constant indications may be superseded.
Actual trajectories
Clearly, if an aircraft were entering an empty area, it would fly the preferential profile. In reality,
the corresponding trajectory will most probably conflict with one or several trajectories of other aircraft
already in the area covered by the ZOC control. Accordingly, one or several aircraft will have to
depart from their preferential trajectories and fly what are referred to as 'actual trajectories'.
Management of traffic
Too often, in the present operational system, aircraft are allowed to follow their preferential profile
until a point where the start of a conflict or problems can become likely or actually be expected : as
far as the stack for most aircraft approaching a main airport. The resulting incidental penalties have
been quantified and are well known.
Furthermore, they increase very rapidly when the density of
traffic approaches the maximum runway capacity (saturation effect).
By contrast, ZOC management looks ahead to a horizon which corresponds to the size of the zone
concerned (of the order of one hour for a zone covering the whole of Belgium).
The management
system aims to assign a set of trajectories such that the overall operational criterion (summation
extended over all individual criteria for aircraft present in the system and still amenable to control) is
satisfied. This set of trajectories is conflict-free at both ends : at entry in accordance with a basic
operational rule of control transfer and at the runway threshold as a result of ZOC management action.
In short, each inbound aircraft flying through the ZOC area is assigned a trajectory which, on
average, is as near as possible to its preferential profile.
Control of individual flights
Once the management component (ROSAS in ZOC terminology) hac, ciz entry of a new aircraft,
updated the traffic flow characteristics, the "actual trajectories" are adapted to the new plan by the
guidance and control component (CINTIA) and the relevant advisories (or directives depending on the
level of automation) are dispatched to the control position(s) concerned for immediate or subsequent
implementation.
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OVERALL STABILITY
The present system is naturally stable, the stack constituting the regulating reservoir.
In contrast, ZOC management avoids the systematic use of the stacking facilities. It determines the
time of arrival and adapts the speed at entry of the aircraft concerned or on entry of another aircraft
if applicable. These two operations - associated with the traffic situation and with the characteristics
of the aircraft concerned, respectively - are closely coupled.
Accordingly, ZOC management is
appreciably more efficient than the present operational ATC, but it clearly operates without the
reliable, although very costly, buffers constituted by the stacks.
The numerous and varied factors that affect the course of a flight are such that the uncertainty on
arrival at the runway threshold could amount to several slots.
This fact was recognised at an early stage of the project and duly taken into account.
Indeed,
following the first full-scale ATC simulation conducted at the Experimental Centre in 1982, an
appreciable effort was devoted to the development of a ground-based 4-D guidance system designed to
maintain the assigned time of arrival to within seconds (error less than 10 seconds).
This system,
which is referred to as CINTIA*, has been tested under a variety of conditions using full-scale flight
simulators operated by airline crews. The flexibility, adaptability and accuracy of CINTIA ensure the
stability of the overall management and control system in the ZOC area, from entry to touchdown.
MAN/MACHINE INTERFACES
As has been stated previously (Miller, ZOC Video, 1986), the complexity of the ZOC system (as regards
both the ROSAS and the CINTIA components) is kept within the computer. The resulting messages are
integrated into the aircraft label displayed on the controller's radar screen - without complementary
tabular displays or any other addition.
The actual messages were defined in conjunction with
professional air traffic controllers and they appear to be compatible with real operations. A further
discussion on the human aspects involved is presented separately#.
COMMUNICATIONS ENVIRONMENT
A series of exercises has been conducted in order to assess the various components and the overall
systems. Full-scale ATC simulations have been conducted satisfactorily in the present radio-telephone
(R/T) communications environment.
Nevertheless, the messages and related interfaces have been made directly adaptable to automatic
air/ground data communications (D/L).
Data link environment exercises are planned in the course of
1990.
ON-BOARD CONTROL/GUIDANCEINAVIGATION CAPABILITY
The ground-based system under development is intended to accommodate all aircraft allowed to fly in
the controlled airspace, without any specific additional requirements.
It is essentially based on
surveillance information.
Guidance directives are expressed in terms of DME distances, of time, or
a combination of both*.
IMPLEMENTATION
The ZOC system, incorporating both the CINTIA and the ROSAS components, has been designed in
accordance with the principles of distributed processing, i.e. it can be introduced at an experimental or
operational centre on a separate small processor, thus avoiding the difficulties inherent in integration
into a complex ATC system based on a mainframe computer.

* "The Control of inbound flights : Basic principles"

AGARDograph AG-301, Paper 32. In publication.
Also EUROCONTROL Report 892011-E, December 1989.
# "The air traffic controller facing automation : Confict or Cooperation"
The Royal Institute of Navigation, ILondon, U.K., September 1987.
Also EUROCONTROL Doc. 872008, July 1987.
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CONCLUSIONS
In 1982 a full-scale air traffic control simulation of the ZOC concept was conducted at the
EUROCONTROL Agency's Experimental Centre (Miller" t , 1982). The exercise was extremely instructive
and the lessons learnt caused us to reorientate our development work in order to allow for the following
factors :
(1)

Management position stored in the computer
A virtual management position is always contained in the computer. It can be activated as
an on-line traffic manager position. In the simulation conducted subsequently, covering the
airspace over the whole geographic area of Belgium, there was no requirement for such a
position.

(2)

No separate display for presentation of landing sequence
A display of the landing sequence and the landing times was introduced into the
EEC's 1-82 ATC simulation.
Where precise guidance advisories were lacking, this
information, although presented on a separate display, provided adequate assistance
to the approach control, indicating, in particular, the origin of each aircraft
approaching the localiser ; such a facility is included in the German COMPAS, to be
tested shortly at the operational Frankfurt centre.
Nevertheless, the presence of a second, separate tabular or other display can be a
source of additional human workload and fatigue. It was accordingly decided to avoid
any such additional display.
A complete revision of the man/machine interface was
undertaken as described in the next paragraph.

(3)

Man/machine interface : Integration of all information into the radar label
The present ZOC display integrates the guidance advisories into the classic radar
lRbel - also the aircraft position in the landing sequence - without any requirement or
need for additional tabular or other separate display ;
The man/machine dialogue has become a computer -> display -> controller monologue,
except where the controller wishes to modify the system configuration.

(4)

For convenience of implementation in an operational ATC system,
developed in line with the principles of distributed processing.

the system has

been

In conclusion, these essential factors, introduced at a early stage of the development work, have led to
o system sufficiently intelligent to interpret correctly the controller's actions and detect his choices on
the basis of the relevant radar observations.

**

"Adaptation of simulation tools to the study of fuel consumption pr-blems at the
EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre" by W. Miller
Institute of Air Navigation Services,
Luxemburg, October 1982.
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GROUND-BASED 4-D GUIDANCE OF FLIGHTS IN STRONG WIND (*)
by
Andr6 Benoit and Sip Swierstra
European Organisation for the Safety of Air Navigation
EUROCONTROL
Engineering Directorate
B - 1040 Brussels (Belgium)
72, rue de la Loi,

ABSTRACT
In strong wind, groundspeed may vary appreciably during a turn, just as for example in the case of a
landing after a U-turn preceding the localiser intercept. Such conditions are critical for maximum use
of the runway, and render human estimation of aircraft motion extremely difficult.
This paper summarises the tests conducted using a ground-based 4D-guidance program, developed to
assist the air traffic controller in maintaining the predicted landing-time sequence with an accuracy
better than 10 seconds for each arrival.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In the past, we have tested the ability to predict, guide and control aircraft so as to maintain time of
arrival and/or minimum separation at the runway to within seconds, in spite of the numerous
perturbations affecting the conduct of a flight (Ref. 1).
In this connection, wind unpredictability was given special attention.
Errors in groundspeed of as
much as 30 kt were introduced, deriving from both wind inaccuracies and incorrect indicated airspeed,
the latter originating in either human errors (on the ground - generated by air traffic controller - or
in the cockpit) or transmission defects or both.
The results were within the control system stated tolerances,
expected time-of-arrival error is less than 10 seconds.

namely no correction advice where

Accordingly, we considered that the model used in the prediction/control programme (CINTIA),
performed satisfactorily in a moving atmosphere, whatever the phase of the flight. Nevertheless, the
question raised by an experienced airline captain, knowledgeable in aircraft operations and aircraft
motion modelling (Ref. 2), cast some doubts on our opinion.
"Have you really tested 'your system' in strong wind conditions ? In a U-shape approach, for
instance, an aircraft could be flying with a 50-kt tall wind and encounter a 50-kt head wind on the
localiser, that is to say a wind variation of 100 kt over one single turn in the last and most critical
part of the flight".
In other words, the control component of CINTIA could very well cope with perturbations resulting
fr,' appreciable groundspeed errors, although the impact of wind in the predictive module might not
properly be accounted for.
In order to confirm our opinion - or otherwise - It was then decided to conduct experiments in
realistic conditions, human aspects included.
The tests were carried out at British Airways Flight Crew Training Centre, in Hounslow, London, on
2nd July 1987. The B-737 and B-757 flight simulators were used simultaneously, operated by two
highly experienced British Airways Captains. The Air Traffic Control function was performed by Ren6
De Wispelaere, ATS Expert of the Belgian Airways and Airports Agency, with competence for en-route
and apprcach control, currently Head of Approach and Tower Control Units at Brussels National
Airport.
This contribution outlines the basic set-up, the scenario followed and the essential conclusions.
detailed description of the tests and results obtained Is available in Reference 3.

Ref. I

"Next Generation of Control Techniques in Advanced TMA"
by A. Benoit, S. Swierstra and R. De Wispelaere
EUROCONTROL Doc. 862016R, June 1986.

Ref. 2

Critical cc'nments expressed by Captain Y. Delnatte,
SABENA Belgian World Airlines.

Ref. 3

"Ground-Based 4-D Guidance of Flights in Strong Wind
Tests conducted using British Airways B-737 and B-757 flight simulators"
EUROCONTROL Doec. 872010, August 1987.

A
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2.

FUNDAMENTALS

The trajectory of an aircraft operated in windy conditions is calculated from the integration -of the
instantaneous vectorial sum
Ve =V+W
where V and Ve are the speed vectors of the aircraft relative to the atmosphere (airspeed) and to the
earth (earthspeed) respectively, and W the velocity of the local air mass relative to the earth (wind
vector).
When the wind is considered constant around the aircraft body, any variations - whether time
derivatives or space gradients - being slight relative to the aircraft motion scale, the method used to
obtain the trajectory in still air is directly applicable, subject to minor amendments affecting in
particular indicated speed as against altitude profile near the ground.
Indeed, in the present
navigation environment, the influence of the wind on the conduct of the flight is mainly sensitive
during take-off, approach and landing.
In a ground-based system designed to guide aircraft accurately for precise delivery at the runway
threshold, the influence of the wind may become critical since it affects the control
advisories the last part of the flight, especially in the course of U or S-shape approaches. Hence the
need to assess the calculation, prediction and control of aircraft model algorithms used in CINTIA
(Ref. 1) in the presence of strong wind.
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3.

EXPERIENTAL ENVIRONMENT

The experimental facilities used to assess the guidance and control system enable tests to be conducted
in realistic conditions from both the atmospheric and human angles.
These particular facilities consist essentially of two full-scale flight simulators (Boeing B-737 B-757),
operated simultaneously by British Airways pilots.
The ground-based control unit (ROSAS/CINTIA) receives the position information (radar data) from
It generates and displays the guidance advisories, which are then
the two aircraft (Ref. 1).
transmitted to the aircraft concerned by an actual air traffic controller on the normal R/T channel
(Ref. 4).
The experimental facilities used to conduct these tests make it possible to reproduce the most realistic
flying conditions, incorporating
actual aircraft behaviour - through the use of two full-scale flight simulators
airline pilot/aircraft interfaces
pilot/ATC controller interface
ATC controller/computer interface
atmospheric motion, wind and turbulence effects included.
Additional information on the experimental facilities used will be available in a separate report dealing
with the introduction of specific aircraft control capabilities in air traffic handling simulations.

4.

TRAFFIC SCENARIO

The flights took place in
arriving via Mackel (MAK)
at an altitude of 10,000
following the local Bruno

the Belgian area depicted in Figure 1. The flights inbound to Brussels were
and Chivres (CIV). Above the initial points, aircraft were in level flight,
ft. From there on, the aircraft were proceeding towards Affligem (AFI),
(BUN) approach procedure to land on Runway 25 left.

Two exercises were run, each composed of a series of two flights, the two B-737 and B-757 flight
simulators being operated simultaneously. The first exercise was performed in still air, while for the
For ease of subsequent analysis the
conduct of the second, a 50-kt westerly wind was blowing (2600).
windvector was kept constant with altitude. The arrival times at Mackel and Chi~vres were selected
such that without controller intervention, the aircraft would be "in conflict" over Affligem. Table 1
summarises the general operating conditions.

ATMOSPHERE

FLIGHT

AIRCRAFT

PLANNED ROUTE/APPROACH/LANDING

no
wind

BA732

B737

BA252

B757

CIV - AFI -- BUN - ILS - RW25L
MAK - AFI - BUN - ILS - RW25L

BA735

B737

CIV - AFI - BUN - ILS - RW25L

BA255

B757

MAK - AFI -

wind
50kt/260

0

BUN - ILS - RW25L

INBOUND FLIGHTS TO BRUSSELS NATIONAL AIRPORT
General operating conditions
Table 1

Ref. 4

"The Air Traffic Controller facing Automation : Conflict or Co-operation"
by A. Benoit; S. Swierstra and R. De Wispelaere
EUROCONTROL Doe. 872008, July 1987.
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HORIZONTAL PROJECTIONS OF PLANNED FLIGHTS
Initial predictions made at entry into control area
Figure 2.a
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HORIZONTAL PROJECTIONS OF ACTUALLY OBSERVED FLIGHTS
Time of arrival maintaine? as per initial predictions
Figure 2.b
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5.

CONTROL OF THE FLIGHT

When arriving at the initial point, either Chibvres or Mackel, the aircraft were allocated a landing time
based on the
nominal route
aircraft performance capabilities
airline preferential operation procedure
standard ATC restrictions ;
separation requirements on the localiser
current meteorological conditions.
The duration of the flights was in all cases of the order of 15 to 20 inn,
length of the order of 60 to 80 nm.

corresponding to a track

Once a landing time had bcon allocated, the control of the corresponding flight was exercised in
accordance with the ZOC CINTIA techniques, the control variables including mainly the position of the
initiation of the turns, both to base-leg and, to localiser intercept and, to a limited extent, speed at
and below 2000 ft.,
For these tests, it was decided not to use available speed control in the en-route phases, and
accordingly the initial phases of the flights, from Mackel or Chibvres down to 2,000 ft, were conducted
at an indicated airspeed of 250 kt.
In addition to current perturbations affecting the control of a flight, realistic ATC perturbations were
introduced, in particular, actions of the controller aimed at resolving conflicts. These affected the
flights in both the vertical and horizontal planes.
A comparison of the horizontal projections of the flights is shown in Figure 2. In the upper part,
Figure 2.a gives the ground projections of the trajectories as they were initially computed, aircraft
B-757 being over Mackel in the case of flights BA252 and BA255, aircraft B-757 being over Chibvres in
the case of flights BA732 and BA735.
In the lower part, Figures 2.b shows the corresponding
projections for the flights actually observed. It can be seen, for instance, that the controller let both
flights BA252 and BA255 go direct towards Bruno to avoid a conflict situation around Affligem.
Nevertheless, in all cases the objective was to maintain the time of arrival at the runway threshold as
initially predicted. Figures 3 and 4, show clearly the speed control constraint imposed on the tests,
namely speed control available only from 2,000 ft downwards.
The ATC ground-based computer having available the preferred airlinelaircraft operating procedures
for each aircraft, descent, approach and landing speeds, the resultant groundspeed was readily
computed : for this exercise, it was assumed that the ATC computer had a correct picture of the
atmosphere, the impact of wind inaccuracies having been investigated previously (see for instance Ref.
1).
Groundspeed-versus-time relationships initially computed and actually observed are given in
Figures 5.a to 5.d, each diagram illustrating a different comparison.
For completion,
clearly illustrate
conflicts in the
runway through

a perspective view of the trajectories is given in Figures 6 and 7. These diagrams
the efficient cooperation between the human controller undertaking action to avoid
neighbourhood of Affligem and the computer maintaining the time of arrival at the
adequate guidance advisories.

The control advisories were integrated into the radar labels, as discussed in References 1 and 4. An
illustration of the radar screen available to the controller is given in Photographs l.a and 1.b.

(a)

(b)

DISPLAY OF ADVISORIES TO THE CONTROLLER
Photograph 1
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PLANNED AND OBSERVED CAS ALONG THE FLIGHT

Flights conducted in still atmosphere
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Flights conducted in strong wind
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Figure 4
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Initial predictions and actual observations
Flights in still atmosphere and in strong wind
Figure 5
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ATMOSPHERE

No

wind

Flight

BA-732

BA-252

Aircraft

B-737

B-757

Flight duration (sec)
Predicted
Actual

881
884

889
880

Error in time of arrival (sec)
Error in time at outer-marker (sec)

3 (L)
6 (L)

9 (E)
5 (E)

Flight

BA-735

BA-255

Aircraft

B-737

B-757

Flight duration (sec)
Predicted
Actual

853
857

873
874

Error in time of arrival (sec)
Error in time at outer-marker (sec)

4 (L)
2 (L)

1 (L)
1 (E)

ATMOSPHERE : Wind 50 KT/2600

E : early

L : late
Observed accuracy at runway threshold and at landing
CONTROL OF TIME OF ARRIVAL
TABLE 2
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6.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In strong wind, groundspeed may vary appreciably during a turn, as for example in the case of a
landing after a U-turn preceding the loca!iser intercept. Such conditions are critical for maximum use
of the runway and render human estimation of aircraft motion extremely difficult.
This paper summarises tests conducted in response to the question whether a ground-based computer
program, generating advisories fully integrated in the radar label could efficiently assist the air traffic
controller in maintaining the predicted landing-time sequence with a accuracy better than 10 seconds
for each arrival.
In order to investigate the matter, tour incoming flights landing after a U-shape approach were
performed in series, two in still air and two encountering a 50-kt head wind on the localiser, that is
to say encountering a 100-kt wind variation in the last and most critical part of the flight.
The flights were carried out at British Airways' Flight Crew Training Centre, in London. Simultaneous
use was made of the B-737 and B-757 flight simulators operated by professional airline pilots, while the
ATC functions were performed by an ATS expert.
The functions of the air traffic controller essentially included the resolution of conflicts over the
converging point Affligem - modlifying the standard inbound flight path either in the horizontal or in
the vertical plane or in both - and the implementation of the computer advisories appearing in the
relevant radar labels.
Two sets of two flights, one in still, and the other in moving atmosphere were conducted. At each
session, flights were initiated in such a manner that they would conflict over the common waypoint of
Affigem; the conflict resolution was left to the human controller, while the advisories to maintain the
landing time within 10 seconds were generated by the automatic computer support.
The actual operation of the aircraft was left of the discretion of the pilots, without any request from
our side regarding the use of the autopilot or any flight management computer mode ; further, none of
the aircraft was equipped for 4-D navigation and the time of arrival predicted at entry (over Mackel or
Chibvres as appropriate) was not transmitted to the pilot by the controller.
The results are summarised in Table 2. It can be seen that all flights met the 10-second accuracy
The
criterion at landing (also at the outer-marker), whether in still or fast-moving atmosphere.
respective errors for the B-737 and B-757 were 3 and 9 sec. in still atmosphere and 4 and 1 sec. in
moving atmosphere (50 kt head-wind at landing).
In conclusion, the authors feel confident that a true computerised support, suc as that derived from
CINTIA (Ref.1) and used in these tests, can control with an accuracy of a few seconds the trajectory
of aircraft of all types in extreme wind conditions (involving typiclly about a 100-kt variation during
a final U-turn) without the need for special on-board guidance or navigation systems apart from the
normal DME equipment. The corollary is that the ATC controller can concentrate on crucial conflict
resolution tasks without costly path extensions or systematic holding, in the knowledge that he can
rely on an efficient trajectory control support for guidance advice.
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GUIDAGE QUADRIDIMENSIONNEL A PARTIR DU SOL
DE VOLS OPERANT PAR VENT FORT(*
par
Andrd Benoit et Sip Swierstra
Organisation europdenne pour la sdcuritd de la navigation adrienne
EUROCONTROL
Direction technique
72, rue de la Loi,
B - 1040 Bruxelles (Belgium)

RESUME
Par vent fort, ]a vitesse-sol peut varier considdrablement en virage ; clest notaninent le cas lors d'un
atterrissage effectud apr~s un virage A 1800 prdcddant linterception du faisceau ILS. Ces conditions
jouent un r6le crucial au niveau de l'exploitation maximale de la piste, rendant l'apprdciation humaine
du mouvement de l'adronef extrdmement diffidile.
Le prdsent document constitue un rdcapitulatif des essais effectuds h l'aide d'un programme de guidage
quadridimensionnel asservi, & partir du sol, mis au point dans le but d'aider les contrdleurs de la
circulation adrienne h maintenir ia sdquence prdvue des heures d'atterrissage avec une prdcision de
l'ordre de 10 secondes pour chaque arrivde.
1. INTRODUCTION
Par le passd, nous avons testd l'aptitude du systbme de contr~le & prdvoir la trajectoire des adronefs,
A les guider et A les contrdler de manibre bt maintenir 11heure d'arrivde et/ou itespacement minimum sur
la piste dans une fourchette de quelques secondes et ce, en ddpit des nombreuses perturbations
susceptibles d'affecter la conduite d'un vol (rdf. 1).
Dans ce contexte, une attention toute particulibre a dt6 accordde it llimprdvisibilit6 du vent.
Des
erreurs de vitesse-sol d'une amplitude pouvant aller jusqu'% 30 noeuds on 6t6 introduites [provenant
soit d'une estimation inexacte du vent, d'un affichage incorrect de la vitesse indiqude imputable soit h
des erreurs humaines (au sol - de ia part du contrdleur - ou en cabine), soit
des probl~mes de
transmission, voire 4 une combinaison des deux].
Les rdsultats enregistrds se situaient dans les limites de toidrance prdvues pour le systbme de contr~le
A savoir, aucun avis de correction lorsque l'erreur de prdvision de l'heure d'arrivde est infdrieure it 10
secondes.
En consdquence, nous avons considdr6 que le rmod~le utilisd dans le programme do prdvision de
trajoctoire et de rdgulation (CINT IA) fonctionnali de manizre satisfaisante en conditions atmosphdriqucs
dynamiques, quelle que soit la phase de vol. Ndanmoins, la question quo nous a posde ur. commandant
de bord chevronn6, possddant une longue expdrience de l'exploitation des adronefs et do la
moddlisation de leurp mouvements (rdf.2) nous a amends A~ remettre en question notre apprdciation du
programme :"Avez- 'ons vraiment tostd 'votre systbme' par vents forts? Dans le cas d'une trajectoire
d'approche en U, par exomplo, un adronef 6voluant par vent arribre de 50 noeuds affronterait un vent
debout de 50 noeuds sur le radiopharo d'alignement, soit une variation du vent de 100 noeuds au cours
d'un seul virage, pendant ia phase finale - et la plus critique - du vol'.
En d'autres termes, si l'dldmont "rdgulation 1 du CINTIA est parfaitoment en mesurt, d'absorbor les
perturbations rdsultant d'erreurs notables au nivoau de la vitosse-sol, l'indice du vent dans le module
de prdvision de trajectoire pourrait n'avoir pas dt6 suffisamment prise en compte.
Dans le but de confirmor - on d'infirmer - notre apprdciation globale du programme, nous avons ddcidd
do procdr & une sdrie d'expdriences dans des conditions - 6ldment humain compris - aussi proches
que possible de la rdalit6.

Ref. 1

"Contrble du trafic dans lcs TMA modernes :Techniques de la prochaine gdndration'
PrA.

Bno,t

S.

S-irt'

et R,

Do Wisnelaore

AGARD 42nd GCP Symposium, Bruxelles, 10-13 juin 1986, AGARD CP-410, ddcembrel986.
EUROCONTROL Doc. 862016-F juin 1986.
Ref. 2

Observations critiques du Commandant Y. Delnatte,
SABENA Belgian World Airlines.
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Les essais ont eu lieu le 2 juillet 1987 au Centre de formation des dquipages de ]a British Airways (BA
Flight Cr"i Training Centre) &~Hounslow, prbs de Londres. Nous avons ou recours en parallbIe aux
Nimulatcurs de vol du B-737 et du B-757, dosservis par deux commandants do bord chevronnds de la
liritish
Airways.
Le
r8le
de
contr~leur
de
la
circulation
adrienne
6tait
assurd
par Rend Do Wispelaere, expert ATS de ]a Rdgie des Voies adriennes (Belgique), compdtent en contr6le
en route et en contr6le d'approche et actuellemont chef du Service de contr8le d'approche-tour et
d'adrodroineltour A 1'adroport de Bruxelles-National.
Le prdsont documont so borne A ddcrire la configuration et le scdnario retenus pour cette
o'xporimentation, et A formuler les conclusions essentielles qui slen ddgagent. Quant h±la description
dd6taillde des essais et des rdsultats obtenus, elle fait Ilobjet du document vis6 on rdf.3.
2. NOTIONS FONDAMENTALES
Li trajoctoiro (lun adronef opdrant par vent d'une certaine force ost calculde A partir de l'intdgration
de Ia somnme voctorielle instantando
V

V+W

06 V ot Vccorrespondent aux vecteurs do vitesse do l'adronof par rapport it l'atmosphbre et A la terre
respectivoeiiuft et o i W correspond a In '.itesse do la masse d'air locale par rapport A Ia terre (vecteur
..Vent").
Si P'on considbre quo le vont est constant autour du fuselage, toutes les variations - ddrivdes do temps
on gradients d'espaco - dtant mninimes par rapport it l'dchelle do grandeur du ddplacoment do l'adronef,
lit mdthode utilisde pour ddterminor )a trajoctoire dans P'air non perturbd eat directement applicable
moycnnant quelques modifications niineuros affectant on particulior Ia vite~,se indiqude par rapport au
Iprofil d'altitude Ai proximitd du sol. Do fait, dans l'environnenient qui nous intdresso, I'influence du
vent sur Ia conduito do vol so fait principaleinent sontir au dcollage, pendant l'approcho et Ai
l'atterrissage.
Dans Ie cadre d'un systbme assorvi Ai partir du sol conqu pour guider los adronefs avec prdcision
jusqu'au scuil do piste, Ilinfluence du vent pout slixvdrer crucialo en cc sens qu'eUe entraine des
imodifications au nivoau des messages do contr~le pendant Ia phaso terminale diu vol, en particulior lors
D'oai Ia ndcessitd d'dvaluor los algorithmos du modble do celcul, do
Wa'~pproches on U ou en S.
prilvision do trajectoire et do rdgulation des adronofs utilsds par Ie CINTIA (rdf.1) dans los conditions
do grand vent.

CONFGURAION
E LAZONED'ESAI E

N
CONFIURATO
Doc 87210 Augus

1987.

BautQo

NBEGIU
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3. ENVIRONNEMENT EXPERIMENTAL
Les installations utilisdes aux fins d16valuation du systome de guidage et de r6gulation permettent de
proc~der A des essais dans des conditions tr~s proches de la r6alitd tant au niveau des conditions
atinosph~riques que de l'6l6ment humain.
En l'occurrence, iH s'agit de deux simulateurs de vol grandeur
desservis simultandment par des pilates de la British Airways.

nature

(Boeing B-737

et B-757)

L'unit6 de contr8le au sal (ROSAS/CINTIA) regoit la position (donn~es; radar) des deux adronefs
(r6f.1). 11 g~nbre et afficlie les messages de guidage qui sont ensuite transmis par un contr~leur do
la circulation adrienne h l'a6ronef intdress6, via le rdseau radiot~ldphonique normal (r~f.4).
Les installations expdrimentales
proches de la r~alit6 A savoir:
*
*
*
*
*

utilis~es permettent

de recrder

des conditions de vol extrdmement

comportement de l'a~ronef - grace bLlutilisation do deux simulateurs de vol grandeur
nature
interfaces pilotela~ronef
interface pilote/contr8leur ATC
interface cantr~leur AT/ordirateur
conditions atmosph~riques, y compris los d6ports dias au vent et les effets de turbulence.

Une information plus complbte sur les installations exp6rimentales utilis~es sera publide sous forme d'un
radpport sdpard consacrd it lintroduction de certaines fonctians de rdgulation des trajoctaires d'adronefs;
dans les simulations portant sur la gestion du trafic adrien.
4. SCENARIO DE TRAFIC
Les vols ant eu lieu en Belgique dans la zone ddcrite it la figure 1. 11 s'agissait d'arrivdes A Bruxelles
via Mackel (MAK) el, Chibvres (CIV). A la verticale des points initiaux, los adronefs se trouvaient en
vol horizontal a une altitude de 10.000 pieds. Passds ces points, uls mettaient le cap sur Affligem
(AFI) et se conformaient A )a procddure locale d'approche via Bruno (BUN) pour atterrir sur Ia piste
25 L.
Deux exorcicos ant 6t4 arganisds consistant chacun en deux vols effectuds en m~me temps,
Le premier oxorcice a 6t6 rdalisd en
respectivement sur les simulateuri de vol B-737 et B-757.
atniosphb re calme, le second avec un vent d'ouest (2600) de 50 noouds. Pour simplifier l'analyse des
rdsultats, le vecteur "vent" a 6td nmaintenu constant avec l'altitude. Les heures d'arrivde A Mackel et
Cliibvres ant 6t6 choisies de telle sorte quo, sauf intervention du contr8leur, les adronefs; dovaient
indvitablement so trouver en situation de conflit au-dossus d'Affligem. Le Tableau 1 ci-aprbs ddcrit
les conditions gdndrales d'explaitatian.

ATMOSPHERE

FLIGHT

AIRCRAFT

no
wind

BA732
BA252

B737

wind
50kt1260 0

DA735

B737
B757

BA255

B757

PLANNED ROUTE/APPROACH/LANDI.NG
CIV
MAK

-

CIV

-

M'AK

-

-

API
API

-

BUN
BUN

-

API
API

-

BUN
BUN

-

-

-

ILS
ILS

-

ILS
ILS

-

VOLS A DESTINATION DE BRUXELLES-NATIONAL
Conditions gdndrales d'exploitation
Tableau I
Rlef. 3

"The Air Traffic Controller facing Automation :Conflict or Ca-operation"
par A. Benoft, S. Swierstra et R. De Wispelacre
The Royal Institude of Navigation, NAV 87, London, U.K.,
28,30 September - 1 October 1987.
Also EUROCONTROL Doc. 872008R, July 1987.
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-

RW25L
RW25L
RW25L
RW25L
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PROJECTION HORIZONTALE DES VOLS PREVUS
Pr6visions initiales au point d'entr~e dans la region de contr8le
Figure 2.a
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PROJECTION HORIZONTALE DES VOLS TELS QU'EFFECTIVEMENT ENREGISTRES
Alaintlen de 1Phoure d'arrivde par rapport aux prdvisions initiales
Figure 2.b
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5. CONTROLE DES VOLS
Lors de leur arrivde au point initial, Chibvres ou Mackel, les adronefs se virent proposer un instant
d'atterrissage cal-culde sur la base des 4idments suivants
*
*
*
*
*
*

itindraire nominal
performances du type d'adronef
procddures de vol prdconisdes par l'exploitant
restrictions ATC d'application gdndrale
normes d'espacement requises au passage du radiophare d'alignement de piste
conditions mdtdorologiques du moment.

Dans tous les cas, la durde des vols 6tait de l'ordre de 15 & 20 minutes,
trongon de route de 60 A 80 nm.

ce qui correspond 4 un

Une fois l'heure d'atterrissage attribude, la rdgulation des vols a Wt exdcutde en application des
techniques ZOCICINTIA, les variables principales dtant le point d'amorce des virages, tant pour le
parcours; de base que pour l'interception du faisceau ILS, et, dans une moindre mesure, la vitesse A
2000 pieds e, en-dessous.
II a Wt ddcid6, pour cette sdrie d'essais, de ne pas faire usage de la fonction de rdgulation de vitesse
pendant les phases en route. Les phases initiales des vols - de Mackel ou. de Chibvres jusqu'A
1'altitude de 2000 pieds - se sont par consdquent ddrouldes A la vitesse indiquge de 250 noeuds.
Outre les perturbations usuelles affectant la conduite d'un vol, le scdnario comportait un certain
nombre de perturbations de nature proprement ATC, notamment une sdrie d'actions de la part du
contr8leur aux fins de rdsolution de conflits. Ces mesures ont eu des rdpercussions sur le trac6 des
vols tant dans le plan vertical qu'horizontal.
La figure 2 permet une comparaison des projections horizontales des vols. La figure 2 .a montre les
projections au sol des trajectoires calculdes initialement. Le B-757 assurant les vols BA252 etBA2S5
passe par Mackel, le B-737 des vols BA732 et BA735 passent par Chi~vres. La figure 2.b donne la
projection des vols tels quills ont effectivement 6td enregistrds. On peut constater que le contr~leur a
aiguilld les vols BA252 et BA255 directement sur Bruno afin d'dviter une situation de conflit aux
alentours d'Affligem. Dans tous les cas, l'objectif demeurait ndanmoins de respecter l'heure d'arrivde
initialement prdvue au seuil de la piste. Les figures 3 et 4 font clairement apparaltre la contrainte de
vitesse imposde pendant les essais, A savoir, la mise en oeuvre de la fonction de rdgulation de vitesse
A partir de 2000 pieds seulernent en descente.
Vu que 1'ordinateur ATC situd au sol possbde en mdmoire les procddures de vol prdconisdes par
l'exploitant ou le constructeur pour chaque type d'adronef, assorties de tous les parambtres de vitesse
pour ]a descente, l'approche et Ilatterrissage, la vitesse-sol rdsultante a Pu 8tre facilement calculde:
en 1'occurence, on a supposd que l'ordinateur ATC disposait d'une image correcte des conditions
atmosphdriques, l'incidence des donndes de vent inexactes ayant fait l'objet d'une 4tude antdrieure (cf
rdf.1 par exemple). Les diagrammes des figures 5.a A 5.d montrent l'6volution dans le temps de la
vitesse-sol effectivement enregistrde par rapport h ia vitesse-sol calculde initialement,
chaque
diagramme prdsentant un type de comparaison bien distinct.
La prdsente 6tude est compldtde par une vue perspective des trajectoires suivies (figures 6 et 7).
Ces diagrammes rdvblent l'dtroite collaboration entre le contr~leur de la circulation adrienne, qui est
intervenu de inanibre A prdvenir des conflits aux alentours d'Affligem, et l'ordinateur, qui a permis de
respecter l'heure d'arrivde sur la piste en affichant des messages de guidage ad hoc.
Les messages de guidage dtaient intdgrds aux dtiquettes radar, comme ii est explqu6 dans les
documents citds aux rdfs. 1 et 4. Las photographies l.a et l.b montrent Ildcran radar tel qu'il
apparait au contr8leur.

MESSAGE DE GUIDAGE A L'INTENTION DU CONTROLEUR
Photographie 1
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A : en avance
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Degrd de pr6cision au seuil de piste et A l'atterrissage
CONTROLE DE L'HEURE D'ARRIVEE
TABLEAU 2
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6. CONCLUSIONS
Par vent fart, la vitesse-sol peut varier considdrablement en virage ; c'est natamment le cas lors d'un
atterrissage effectu6 aprbs un virage & 1800 pr6c~dant l'interception du faisceati ILS. Ces conditions
jotient un r~le crucial au niveau de l'exploitation maximale de ]a piste, rendant l'appr~ciation humaine du
mouvement de l'adronef extr~mement diffidile.
Le prdsent document constitue un rdcapitulatif des essais effectugs afin de savoir si tin programme de
guidage asservi ht partir du sal et g6ndrant des messages intdgrds It l'dtiquette radar pouvait
effectivement aider les contr~leurs de la circulation adrienne Atmaintenir la sdquence prdvue des heures
d'atterrissage avec tine pr~cision de l'ordre de mains de 10 secondes pour chaque arrivite.
Pour faire, quatre vols &tVarrivde devant atterrir aprbs une approche en U ant 6t6 r6alis~s en s6rle,
deux par vent nul et deux par vent debout de 50 noeuds ati radiophare d'alignement de piste, salt une
variation du vent de 100 noeuds pendant la phase finale - et la plus critique - du vol.
Les vols, effectuds aui Centre de formation des 6quipages de la British Airways ht Landres, ant Wt
r~allsgs Atlaide des simulateurs de vol du B-737 et du B-757, utilisds en parallitle et desservis par des
pilotes de ligne chevronn6s. Les fonctions ATO 6talent, quant 6t elles, assur~es par un expert ATS.
Le r~le du contr~leur de la circulation a6rienne consistait principalement At r~soudre las conflits
au-dessus du point da convergence d'Affligem en modifiant la trajectoire standard des vols At l'arrivde,
tant dans le plan vertical qulhorizontal, et en mettant en oeuvra las messages de guidage gdndrds par
l'ordinateur qui apparaissaient sur las; 4tiquettas radar.
Deux sdries de vols ant 6t6 effectudes, l'une en atmosphitre calma, l'autra par vent de 50 kt. Dans
chaque cas, la trajectoire des vols avait dtd calculde de manibra it crdar tine situation de conflit
ati-dessus du paint de passage commun, Affligem. La rdsolution des conflits dtait laissda At linitiative
du contrdleur, tandis que l'ordinateur gdndrait automatiquement les messages parmattant de respecter
l'heure d'atterrissage Atdix secondes pr~s.
La conduite des a6ronefs ittait lalssle ht la discr~tion des pilotes sans aucuna exigence de natre part
concernant le recaurs aui pilate automatique oti l'exploitation de l'ordinateur de gastion de vol. Aucun
des deux a~ronafs n'ittait 6qtiip6 pour la navigation qiiadridimensionnelle et le contr8leur ne transmettait
pas au pilate l'haura d'arrivda prdvue ati point dlentrde (Mackel oti Chiitvres, salon le cas).
Les r~sultats des assais sont r-assemblds dans le Tableau 2. Il en ressart que tous les vols sont arriv6s
en raspactant la fourchette de 10 sacondes imposite it l'atterrissaga (et &tla radioborne extdrieure),
Les erreurs enragistrdas
quelles que sojent las conditions atmosph~riquas - air calme oti perturb6.
pour le B-737 et le B-757 ittaient raspactivamant de 3 et 9 secondes en air calnie et de 4 et 1 sacondes
en air perturbit (vent debotit de 50 noatids AItl'atterris sage).
En conclusion, les auteurs considitrant qu'tin appui informatique effectif, tel qua celui ddri-%rd du CINTIA
(ref.1) utilisit pour cette s~rie dlessais, permat tine r~gulation des trajectoiras de vol de taus les types
d'a6ronefs avec tine prdcision da l'ordre de quelquas secondes mgme dana des conditions da vent
axtrtmas (comme par exemple una variation d'una amplitude de 100 noatids pendant la virage final dutne
approche en U) sans qu'il salt n~cessaira de prdvair des systtmes sp6cifiquas de guidaga et de
Autra avantage du systitme, le
navigation embarqtids autres que 1'6quipement DME convantionnal.
contr6lcur ATC petit se concantrer stir la rdsolutian des conflits sans devoir recourir Atdes allongemants
d'itin6raire ou &tla inise en attante systdmatique - deux mesures andreusas - tout en sachant qu'il pet
compter pour le guidage des vola, stir tin appui efficace du programme de r6gulation de trajactoires.
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A PILOTED SIMULATOR EVALUATION OF A GROUND-BASED 4D DESCENT ADVISOR ALGORITHM
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ABSTRACT
A ground-based, four-dimensional (4D) descent-advisor algorithm has been developed that combines
detailed aerodynamic, propulsive, and atmospheric models with an efficient numerical integration scheme to
generate fuel-efficient descent advisories. This paper investigates the ability of the algorithm to provide advisories for controlling arrival time of aircraft rot equipped with on-board 4D guidance systems.
A piloted simulation was conducted to determine the precision with which the algorithm predicts the trajectories of typical straight-in descents flown by airline pilots under different wind conditions. The
effects of errors in the estimation of winds and initial aircraft weight were also evaluated. A description of the algorithm as well as the results of the piloted simulation are presented.

INTRODUCTION
experienced a
In the past several years, the United States' air traffic control (ATC) syste,, 1a4.
continual increase in the congestion of high-density terminal areas resulting in an incycise in delays,
fuel wastage, and controller workload. Research is currently underway at NASA Ames Research C'rnter to
investigate the potential for a time-based, automated air traffic management system to improve the t-affic
flow into high-density terminal areas. The success of a time-based air traffic management system depeno.
on its ability to handle aircraft equipped with various types of on-board equipment ranging from the basic
to the advanced. For example, the near future will bring new commercial aircraft that will be equipped
with flightpath management systems capable of generating and flying four-dimensional (4D) trajectories.
Although these systems are the essential component of a time-based air traffic menagement system, there
will be a long transition period when there will be a mix of equipped and unequipped aircraft. Thus, to
achieve some of the benefits of a time-based air traffic management system during the transition period, a
means of controlling the arrival times of unequipped aircraft as well as ATC procedures must also be
developed. ATC procedures for controlling a mix of 4D-equipped and unequipped aircraft have already been
investigated in a series of simulation studies.1
This paper describes the development and performance of a ground-based 4D descent-advisor algorithm
for controlling the arrival times of unequipped aircraft.* For the purposes of this paper, the arrival
time is assumed to be controlled to a position (time-control point) located 30 n. mi. from touchdown at an
altitude of 10,000 ft. This position represents an intermediate point between cruise and touchdown where
commercial jet traffic transitions from enroute descent to terminal2 area operation. The desired arrival
time accuracy for unequipped aircraft at this position is ±20 sec.
Previous work in on-board flightpath management algorithms has laid the foundation for ground-based
algorithms. The problem of generating optimum trajectories that minimizj direct operating cost for free
Sorenson and Waters extended
terminal time was originally solved using an energy-state approximation.
that work to include control of time of arrival. 4 However, practical use of these optimal flightpaths
requires an on-board guidance system to display the guidance commands necessary for the pilot to fly the
trajectory. Several flight test programs have addressed this problem an demonstrated the feasibility of
In principle, optimum trajeccontrolling arrival time using on-board flightpath management systems .,
tories could also be calculated on the ground and then uplinked, but data links for sending complex trajectories to aircraft are not currently available in civil aviation. The alternative pursued in this
paper is to compromise somewhat on optimality by defining trajectories that can be specified succinctly
and flown manually using conventional instrumentation. This compromise resulted in the choice of constant
Mach/constant calibrated airspeed (CAS) and idle thrust altitude profiles for the descent trajectories.
Such trajectories achieve fuel efficiencies that lie within about 1%of the optimum.
The algorithm described here resides in a microprocessor-based workstation that is interfaced with
and receives aircraft surveillance data from the National Airspace System Host Computer. As an unequipped
aircraft enters the terminal area, the algorithm calculates the trajectory to meet a specified arrival
time. Commands to fly the trajectory are presented to the controller in the form of a descent advisory
which the controller issues to the pilot as a clearance. The calculations take Into account aircraft type
and weight, current atmospheric conditions, and airline operating procedures. Unlike the simple "rules of
thumb" pilots currently use in flying descents, the algorithm uses detailed aircraft performance and wind
information to determine the position for initiating an idle descent.
A piloted simulation was conducted on a 727 simulator to determine the precision with which airline
pilots could fly advisor-assisted descents. In addition, the effect of errors in the estimation of wind

*A modified version of this paper was presented at the August 1987 AIMA Guidance, Navigation, and
Control Conference (AIM Paper 87-2522).
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dnd aircraft weight were also studied. This paper presents a description of the 4 descent advisor algorithm as well as the results of the simulation studies.

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
The descent advisor algorithm synthesizes a 40 trajectory in the following way. First, it calculates
a nominal descent trajectory based upon the aircraft's current speed. After comparing the nominal arrival
time to the desired time, the algorithm then iterates on descent speed until it computes a 40 trajectory
which meets the desired time. For each iteration step, a corresponding trajectory is calculated by integrating the aircraft's equations of motion backwards from the time control point to the aircraft's initial
position. Finally, the algorithm translates the desired trajectory into an advisory consisting of a topof-descent point and a descent speed.
1. Descent Procedure
The trajectories generated by the descent advisor algorithm are based upon models of fuel conservative descent procedures currently used in airline operations. These procedures employ a near-idle thrust
descent with a constant Mach/constant CAS profile. In general, a descent proceeds in the following way.
First, the pilot reduces the throttle to idle and pitches down to maintain the cruise Mach number. When
the aircraft has accelerated to the descent CAS, he then changes attitude to track CAS. As the aircraft
nears 10,000 ft, the pilot reduces the descent rate to decelerate to 250 knots calibrated airspeed (KCAS),
as per Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) regulations, and then continues on down to touchdown. However, some situations require thrust management procedures other than idle throttle. For example, inclement weather may require a minimum thrust level for deicing or turbulence penetration. In addition, some
of the older pressurization systems require a minimum thrust level for smooth operation.
2. Equations of Motion
For each speed profile selected in the iteration process, the corresponding descent trajectory is
computed by integrating a set of point mass equations of motion. In deriving these equations, no limiting
assumptions were made with regard to pilot procedures, aircraft performance, or atmospheric parameters.
As a result, the algorithm requires detailed information to model: thrust management; aircraft lift,
drag, and thrust performance; and the altitude dependence of winds and temperature. Although this method
is coi,iationally intensive, it is highly flexible and is more accurate than schemes which depend on
analytical app.*: imations or precomputed trajectories. An additional benefit of this method is the
potential to incorpordte the preferred operational procedures of individual airlines into the trajectory
calculations.
The trajectory equations are derived with respect to an earth-fixed reference frame. It is assumed
that the aircraft is flying along a known ground track, thereby simplifying the trajectory to an altitude
profile along this track. The descent advisor algorithm incorporates the general case of a curvilinear
ground track in the trajectory synthesis process. However, for the purposes of this paper, the ground
track is assumed to be a straight line. Defining the variables s and h as distance along the flightpath
and altitude, respectively, the equations of motion to be integrated are
ds()
u d = VT cos(Ya) + Uws
(1)
w =Lh = VT sin(ya)

(2)

where u and w are defined as the components of inertial velocity in the direction of s and h, respectively, VT is the true airspeed, Ya is the aerodynamic flightpath angle, and Uws is the effective wind
speed in the flightpath direction. With the wind known as a function of s and h, Eqs. (1) and (2) may be
solved once expressions for VT and ya as functions of time are found.
During the constant Mach/CAS segments of the descent, straightforward algebraic expressions for
and Ya may be found. For the constant Mach case, the definition of Mach leads directly to
VT = Ma(h)

VT

(3)

where a is the speed of sound as a function of altitude and M is Mach number. Making use of the small
angle approximation, the corresponding expression for y. is
-U

aM (I
where T is thrust, D is drag, and
lengthy expression for VT

T

M+ g +

VT

g is the acceleration of gravity.

(4)
For the case of constant CAS, a

can be expressed in the form
VT = VT(VCAS,h)

(5)
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Ya' analogous to Eq. (4), is

The corresponding expression for

V

g--

YaAT

(6)

For the case of neither Mach nor CAS constant (i.e., acceleration at the top or bottom of descent),
VT must be found by integrating the expression for its time derivative
dVT

d

1

TDI

= (T

- g sin(ya)

IdUws\

d )cos(ya)

(7)

while taking into account
/dya\

mVI-"I= L - mg cos(ya)

0

(8)

where L is lift. Equations (7) and (8)are coupled by the dependence of drag on lift. The approximation of lift equal to weight in Eq. (8) is based on the assumption that the acceleration normal to the
flightpath is negligible for normal descent operations.
The evaluation of the T, D, and Uws terms in Eqs. (4), (6), and (7)will be discussed in the following section. The algorithm adopted to integrate Eqs. (1), (2), and (7) is a fourth-order Runge-Kutta
scheme, the details of which are discussed in Ref. 2.
3. Descent Advisor Implementation
The descent advisor algorithm has been implemented on a SUN 3 workstation using FORTRAN 77. The
information required for the trajectory computations is input both interactively and in file form. For
each run, the user is prompted for the aircraft's initial cruise condition (position, altitude, velocity,
and weight) and the desired time of arrival. Eventually, the descent advisor will access the cruise state
information directly from radar and flight plan data stored in the ATC host computer. In the meantime
however, the ability to interactively input the aircraft's initial condition is valuable for research
purposes. The information stored in file form includes the aircraft perfLrmance models, the thrust management model, the atmospheric data, art..e arrival route waypoint structure.
Presently, the descent advisor algorithm models only one aircraft type, a Boeing 727-200. However,
the software is structured to accommodate any numoer of different aircraft types. The performance model,
which includes detailed propulsive and aerodynamic information, is used to evaluate the thrust and drag
terms just discussed. The propulsive model represents thrust as a function of engine pressure ratio
(EPR), Mach, temperature, and pressure. The thrust management mod,!, which wil be discussed shortly,
defines either the EPR or thrust value required duting the descent for a particular thrust management
procedure. The Mach number is determined by the speed profile along with temperature, and the temperature
and pressure are determined from the atmospheric data. The aerodynamic model represents the drag coefficient as a function of lift coefficient, Mach number, and control surface deflection (speed brake, flaps,
and gear). Here, the lift coefficient is determined by employing the approximation that lift is equal to
weight. The control surface deflection schedule is based upon speed and position. However, for the purposes of this paper, the aircraft is assumed to be in a clean configuration.
With regard to the modeling of thrust management during a descent, three cases have been identified. The first case is that of k constant thrust setting. The second and third cases involve the variation of thrust to maintain a constant rate of descent and constant inertial flightpath angle, respectively. The actual implementation of the algorithm allows for the assignment of any one of these cases to
each distinct segment in a descent (e.g., constant Mach, constant CAS, and so on) along with the corresponding descent rate or flightpath angle for the latter cases. Although a pilot would not actually fly a
constant inertial flightpath angle, the combination of the three cases allows for the greatest flxibility
inmodeling automatic and manual descent procedure,.
The atmospheric conditions are modeled in terms of altitude profiles of wind vectors and temperature
data. This structure was adopted to take advantage of the Wind Profiler, developed by the Wave Propagation Lab (National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration), which reports wind vectors and temperature as a function of altitude on an hourly basis. The accuracy of this system's wind measurement is
reported to be within two knots. 7 Several profiler units have been installed in the Denver area for the
purpose of evaluation. For this reason, the Denver Air Route Traffic Control Center is most likely to be
the first site for an operational evaluation of the Descent Advisor.
Finally, the arrival route waypoint structure defines the desired aircraft ground track for each
arrival route as a set of discrete positions defined in longitude and latitude. Any number of routes may
be modeled at one time allowing the controller to select the desired route for each arrival aircraft.
For each aircraft handled, the descent advisor stores data detailing the synthesized 4D trajectory
for later comparison with the aircraft's actual trajectory. This information is uced to track time error
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(defined as the difference between the actual and desired schedules) which may grow during the descent.
An example of a synthesized trajectory is given in Ref. 2.

WEIGHT SENSITIVITY
Initially, there was concern about the effect of errors in the estimation of aircraft parameters,
especially aircraft weight. Therefore, a study was conducted to determine the sensitivity of an advisorassisted descent trajectory to an error in the estimation of weight. This section briefly details an
analytic investigation of the sensitivity.
It is easily shown that, for a fixed descent speed profile, the time to descend is a function of
Ya" Therefore, the sensitivity, S, of a descent trajectory to a variation in aircraft weight, W, can be
defined in the following way:
(9)

dYa

SdW
Neglecting the thrust (for an iale descent) in comparison to the drag, it follows from Eq. (6)that

(:_).

(10)

Ignoring compressibility effects, the drag coefficient, CD , is closely approximated by a second-order
polynomial function of the lift coefficient, CL
C0 = aC2 + b
where

a and b are constants.

(1I)

Equations (9), (10), and (11) may be combined to yield
d(-CD/CL)
dCL

b
C2

(12)

L
where it is assumed, as in Eq. (8), that lift is equal to weight.
2 Equation (12) indicates that the sensitivity of Ya to variations in weight depends inversely on
CL and is zero when the aircraft is operating at maximum L/D. For a given nominal aircraft weight, the
sensitivity is a function of descent speed. What remains to be determined is the range of speeds for
which a variation in Ya, caused by a variation In weight, Is negligible (i.e., less than 1%). For a 727
aircraft, nominally weighing 140,000 lb, this range was determined by fast-time simulation to be between
250 and 280 KCAS.
It is also of interest to determine the actual variation in time, and therefore Ya, that is due to a
variation in weight for the most sensitive case (i.e., fastest speed profile or smallest CL). This case
was also studied by simulation, the results of which are discussed in the simulation results section.

SIMULATION DESCRIPTION
The ground-based 4D descent advisor was evaluated in a piloted simulation, of a 727-200 aircraft,
conducted at the Ames Research Center's Man Vehicle System Research Facility. The simulator, which is FM
certified phase II,has a six-degree-of-freedom motion system and a night-dusk computer-generated-imagery
visual system.
A total of 12 pilots were used as test subjects, all of whom were current 727 captains from major
U.S. airlines. Before each descent run, the pilot was briefed on current wind and weather conditions.
Two wind conditions were tested: a direct tailwind of 70 knots at 35,000 ft linearly decreasing to
0 knots at sea level and a direct headwind of 70 knots at 35,000 ft linearly decreasing to 0 knots at sea
level. These two relatively extreme wind cono *ons were chosen to expose pilots to a fairly difficult
flying task, that of minimizing powered flight dt lower altitudes, if performed without an advisory. The
headwind case forced the trajectory algorithm to keep the aircraft at cruise altitude for a longer time
than for a zero wind case, thus requiring a higher descent rate, while the tailwind case caused the aircraft to start down sooner. For each simulation run, the aircraft's initial conditions were: DME range
to San Francisco International Airport of 150 n. mi., 35,000 ft altitude, a cruise Mach of 0.8, and
heading set for a straight-in approach to runway 28R at San Francisco.
To compare the performance of the 4 descent advisor algorithm with a baseline of current descent
procedures, the pilot was initially asked to fly a descent using his airline's standard operating procedure. It turned out that all of the pilots flew a Mach 0.8/280 KCAS descent speed profile. After the
baseline descent was completed, the pilot was briefed on the procedures to be used in flying advisorassisted descents. Following the briefing, the pilot flew several descents, with the aid of advisories,
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at speeds spanning the envelope of the aircraft.
nal (0.8/320), and fast (0.84/350) profiles.

The descent speeds flown included slow (230 KCAS), nomi-

The advisor-assisted descent procedures required that all decelerations be performed in level flight
and that all accelerations be performed using cruise thrust (for the case of a descent Mach number greater
than the cruise Mach number). In addition, a restriction was imposed on each pilot to limit his descent
rate to 3.000 ft per minute (fpm). This was done to study the pilot's ability to follow such a trajectory
restriction. The advisory for each descent, generated off-line by the computer algorithm just described,
was Issued only once at a position approximately 5 n. mi. prior to the top-of-descent. A typical advisory
was as follows, "Begin descent procedure at 108 DME; fly a Mach 0.8/320 KCAS speed profile."

RESULTS
A total of 55 descents were flown, 43 of which were advisor assisted. Errors in arrival time,
defined as the difference between the actual arrival time and the scheduled arrival time at the time control point (30 n. mi. from touchdown at 10,000 ft) were the major criteria used to evaluate the effectiveness of the 4 descent advisor. Aircraft trajectory data, including altitude, position, time, CAS, Mach
number, vertical speed, EPR, and total thrust, were recorded for each descent. Finally, extensive discussions with the subject pilots were conducted in debriefing sessions following the simulation.
1. Arrival Time Accuracy
Figure 1 is a histogram of arrival time errors at the time control point for the 43 advisor-assisted
descents flown under both wind conditions. This plot shows that the majority of aircraft arrived within
±10 sec of their scheduled time. The one-sigma standard deviation was ±13 sec around the mean value of
+6.1 sec. This bias of 6.1 sec is considered small and does not degrade the effectiveness of the
algorithm.
20
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Fig. 1 Histogram of arrival time errors.

Table I lists the total variability in arrival time at the time control point, and Table 2 lists the
one-sigma standard deviation in arrival time for all 55 descents (baseline and advisor assisted) for both
wind conditions.
TABLE I TOTAL VARIABILITY OF ARRIVAL TIME IN SECONDS
Advisor assisted
Baseline
Nominal
Tailwind
Headwind

195
88

42
24

Slow Fast
12
13

21
55

Fast-idle

22

Figures 2-6 are composite plots of altitude versus range for the baseline and advisor-assisted
descents for the headwind case. These figures illustrate the trends which cause the time variability
listed in Tables I and 2.
For the baseline descents, there were significant differences in arrival time at the time control
point (88 and 195 sec for the headwind and tailwlnd conditions, respectively). The reason for this, a
wide variation in the top-of-descent point, is illiestrated in Fig. 2. Although each of the pilots used
the glide ratio rule of thumb of 3 n. mi./1,000 ft, the correction they used for wind varied from pilot to
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pilot. The advisor-assisted descent using the nominal speed profile (0.8/320), the profile most similar
to the baseline profile, resulted in a dramatic decrease in the arrival time variability. This is due to
the consistent top-of-descent point used in the advisor assisted runs (Fig. 3). The slow profile
(230 KCAS), which represents the low-speed boundary of the 727, yielded the lowest variability in arrival
time. This profile (Fig. 4) was the simplest for the pilot to fly because he only tracked a single speed
(CAS) throughout the entire descent; i.e., there was no constant Mach segment. Although there were good
results for the fast (0.84/350) profile with the tailwind, the fast profile with the headwind presented
problems for the pilots. The large variability for the headwind case (55 sec), which contrasts strongly
with tiat for the tallwind case (21 sec), is due to the extremely difficult task of limiting the descent
rate for this set of conditions. The maximum idle-thrust desc2nt rate for the fast profile is approximately 6,000 fpm for the headwind case as opposed to 3,000 fpm for the tailwind case. The difficulty of
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TABLE 2 ONE-SIGMA STANDARD DEVIATION OF ARRIVAL
TIME IN SECONDS
Advisor assisted
Baseline

Tailwind
Headwind

±64
±33

Nominal

Slow

Fast

Fast-idle

±16
±10

±4
±6

±10
±18

±8

the descent rate limit task is due to two factors. First, the large difference between the Idle thrust
descent rate and the descent rate limit varies as a function of altitude. This forces the pilot to continually vary thrust to meet the limit. Second, there is a significant time lag in the vertical speed
indicator and the thrust response of the aircraft Is slow. As a result, there is a large variation in the
altitude versus range profiles from pilot to pilot (Fig. 5). For the purposes of comparison, additional
fast profile descents (with headwind) were flown without the descent rate limit (i.e., idle thrust).
Figure 6 illustrates the relatively small variability in the altitude versus range trajectories for this
case. These runs resulted in a 22-sec variability in arrival time which is very close to the result for
the tailwind case.
The effect of the descent rate limit on time variability (as a function of speed profile) is best
illustrated in Fig. 7. This figure plots the one-sigma standard deviation time versus range to touchdown
for the advisor-assisted descents flown with the headwind condition. For the slow descent (230 KCAS),
there is little variation In time over the trajectory because the aircraft never approaches the descent
rate limit thus enabling the pilots to fly consistent trajectories. The same is partially true for the
nominal profile (0.8/320) in that the idle-thrust rate of descent exceeds the limit only during the constant Mach segment of the descent. However, for the fast profile (0.84/350), the time variation is large
because the idle thrust descent rate exceeds the 3,000-fpm limit over the entire trajectory.
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A comparison of the plots for the nominal and fast profiles in Fig. 7 reveals an interesting phenomenon. Toward the end of the fast descent, within 45 n. mi. to touchdown, there is a noticeable increase in
time variability. This is due entirely to the large variation in the flightpath angle, from one run to
another, seen in Fig. 5. These variations in flightpath angle result in a wide range of positions at
which the aircraft arrives at 10,000 ft (approximately 15 n. mi.). The large increase in time variability
occurs inside 45 n. mi. because some aircraft are decelerating to 250 KCAS in level flight while others
are still descending at 350 KCAS. Figure 7 also shows that when the descent rate limit is removed (fastidle case), the time variability is dramatically improved. This improvement translates into a 56% reduction in the one-sigma standard deviation of arrival time. Therefore, to minimize errors in a descent
advisory system, the procedures employed must avoid the necessity for large variations in thrust.
2. Effect of Wind Estimation Errors
Also studied was the effect of an error in the estimate of winds aloft on the time accuracy of an
advisor-assisted descent. Five additional piloted descents were flown with descent advisories based upon
an incorrect estimate of the wind. The initial conditions for this test were the same as just
described. The descent advisory for each descent was Mach 0.8/320 KCAS with the top of descent based upon
an estimated wind aloft of 70 knots at altitude linearly decreasing to 0 knots at sea level in the tailwind direction. However, the actual wind aloft programmed into the simulator was 90 knots at altitude
linearly decreasing to 10 knots at sea level in the tailwind direction.
Figure 8 presents the time and altitude trajectories for the five piloted descents. The scheduled
trajectory, synthesized by the descent advisor for the estimated wind condition, is superimposed on these
figures. A 10- to 40-sec difference in descent duration exists between thp piloted descents under the
actual wind condition and the synthesized trajectory for the estimated wind condition. Although there
were not enough runs performed for a reliable statistical analysis, two important trends may be
observed. First, the variability In arrival time at 30 n. mi. for the piloted descents (30 sec) is within
that found for the pilot performance studies just discussed. More importantly, the arrival time error
(the difference between the actual and scheduled arrival times) exceeds the desired time accuracy of
±20 sec. These results tend to indicate the need for a "mid-descent" correction procedure which would
allow a controller to correct a descent trajectory for any significant errors that may develop. However,
It is important to note that the error In wind estimate studied is large compared to the ±2-knot accuracy
of the Wind Profiler.

3. Effect of Weight Estimation Errors
The descent advisor algorithm was used to simulate the 4D trajectories resulting from a variation In
aircraft weight. The initial conditions were the same as for the piloted simulation just described,
except that the wind was set to zero. The trajectories were simulated to Wie time control point, for a
variety of descent speeds spanning the aircraft's speed envelope. The baseline run Incorporated a descent
profile (at idle thrust) which would deliver a 140,000-lb aircraft to the final position at 10,000-ft
altitude and decelerated to 250 KCAS. The same descent profile was also simulated for aircraft weights
10,000 lb above and below the baseline weight. This difference in weight represents a 10% error in the
estimation of the aircraft's actual useful load (fuel plus payload) for a typical medium range flight. A
survey of alrline pilots showed that their airlines' estimates of enroute weight are accurate to within at
least 5%.
The results of the fast-time simulation confirmed the earlier analysis that the sensitivity of
fllghtpath angle to variations in weight is highly dependent on descent speed. For the descent speeds
between 250 and 280 KCAS, there was no appreciable difference in flightpath angle for the various weights
tested. However, for greater speeds, there were distinct differences in flightpath angle for the various
weights. Figure 9 illustrates the variation in the altitude-versus-range trajectory for the worst case
(highest descent speed profile, Mach 0.84/350 KCAS). The lighter aircraft arrived 12 sec later than the
baseline while the heavier aircraft arrived 9 sec early. Although the lighter aircraft was able to meet
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the desired final condition of 250 KCAS at the time control point, the heavier aircraft was still decelerating through 280 KCAS at this point. This difference in final condition translates directly into an
additional time error of 2 sec. It is interesting to note that nearly all of the time error, for both the
lighter and heavier aircraft, occurs after the level-off at 10,000 ft. The difference in Ya' between the
baseline and off-weight cases, has little effect on the true airspeed profile for a given descent
Mach/CAS. Once the aircraft reach the level-off altitude though, the variation in Ya translates
directly into a stretched or shortened level flight segment to the 30 n. mi. point.
4. Pilot Debriefing
Pilots were pleased that the procedures used in flying the descents were the same as they are currently using to fly unassisted descents. They felt that most line pilots would not resist following
descent advisories issued by a controller if the advisories would lessen the chance of delays. All of the
pilots were supportive of the descent advisor concept as a method for savin fuel and reducing delays.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
A ground-based 4D descent advisor algorithm has been developed and tested in a piloted simulation.
The algorithm has significant potential for accurately controlling arrival times of aircraft not equipped
with on-board 4D flightpath management systems. An accuracy at the time control point of ±20 sec, which
is necessary tor a time-based ATC system to be effective, appears attainable with the descent advisor. It
was determined that to minimize time error, the descent procedures employed must avoid the necessity for
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large variations in thrust over the descent. It was also found that errors in the estimation of weight do
not have a significant effect on the algorithm's performance. However, wind errors of 20 knots or more do
have a significant effect and will require a mid-descent correction procedure if encountered. Subject
pilots who participated in the simulation were able to fly the advisor-assisted descents without prior
training and were enthusiastic about the potential use of the descent advisor. Current plans call for a
more extensive evaluation of the algorithm to study its performance in handling descents with turns. In
addition, a series of ATC simulations will be performed (inconjunction with piloted simulations) to
evaluate the descent advisor's effectiveness as a controller tool. If these tests are successful, the FAA
and NASA plan to conduct an operational evaluation of the descent advisor at an enroute traffic control
center.
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SUHARY

Today, developments in ground-based and on-board computers, navigation and digital air/ground/air com- munications make it possible to envisage for tomorrow extensive automation of the overall air traffic
control process, always provided that reliability, safety and responsibilities can be absolutely covered
in all possible eventualities, however remote.
Accordingly, before "tomorrow", an appreciable amount of traffic will cross our skies and be handled by
air traffic controllers without the support of advanced automated tools. Nevertheless, at the same time,
the potential of automation will continue to increase.
Its inherent benefits for the overall community may be refused and lost for a long period; in contrast, it
may contribute to the production of more sophisticated and powerful tools and assist the controller in
achieving a degree of efficiency which he could never have dreamed of before. What is it which will tip
the scales in favour of one or the other option?
This subject will be discussed in the light of the experience gained during the development of an approach
to the definition, assessnent and testing in an operational environment of a procedure suitable for
guiding aircraft along 4-D trajectories illustrative of the next system generation of ATC. The paper will
cover the essential aspects of the computer/controller/pilot/aircraft chain of dialogues, placing the
emphasis on the connivance between the computer and the controller, the intelligent interpretation of the
surveillance information by the computer, the definition and generation of guidance directives, their
relay to the pilot and finally, the use of navigation aids.
The paper concludes by showing the integration of the ground-based 4-D guidance and control system messages on a standard ATC radar display, illustrating this for the guidance of flights conducted by SABENA
crews operating B-737 and DC-10 aircraft.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In poor visibility and for night operations, pilots have for several decades now trusted automatic guidance directives to bring transport air-carriers safely to the ground. Today, it is conceivable to input
a detailed flight plan in a computer for the resulting flight to be conducted automatically. Nevertheless, the captain remains in charge and ultimately responsible for safe operation.
In Air Traffic Control, the situation is still appreciably diffecent. Certainly modern technology plays a
role, but essentially to assist in the performance of ancillary tasks and the presentation of available
information. The processing of flight plans and the display of synthetic radar data are examples of such
contributions. Clearly, technology provides aircraft position, but in contrast with aircraft operation,
no automatic system has yet been introduced to generate solutions resulting from an assessment of the
overall traffic situation and suitable for the safe conduct of each individual flight accordingly.
This difference between air ard ground situations probably results from a range of historical, motivational, psychological, commercial and other general and particular reasons which we do not intend either
to analyse, explain, deplore or justify. Nevertheless, as automation in air traffic handling becomes a
reality, and will undoubtedly change the face of air traffic control, it may now be appropriate to derive
counsel from some observations.

(*) This paper has been presented at the International Conference NAV 87
"Data dissemination and display" organised by
The Royal Institute of Navigation, London, U.K., 29, 30 September - I October 1987
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Increased aircraft performance has always been a challenge motivating both qualified engineers and skilled
pilots, whatever the performance aspects were: speed (whether high or low), manoeuvrability (stability,
terrain following, interception), all-weather and night operations, or more recently, low noise and fuel
economy.
Clearly, pilots have always been closely associated with engineers in the development of new aircraft and
the implementation and use of automation. In the field historically known as Air Traffic Control, there is
no equivalent to a test pilot, and the general attitude appears rather conservative in contrast with the
aviation community, where the next generation of aircraft remains a perennially fascinating theme. The
situation may and probably will evolve.
Accordingly, we trust the controllers to work jointly with the engineers to develop reliable and powerful
tools suitable to yield a high level of efficiency in terms of economy, use of available capacity and comfort of passengers, which could never be achieved without the introduction cf an automated decision process. The following paragraphs will illustrate this further in the case of a 4-D guidance program.
Further, to derive full benefit of theautomation potential - on-board and on the ground -, "it is obvious
that future development in the ATM field must entail close co-operation between aircraft and avionics
manufacturers, aircraft operators, and the authorities - ATC engineers and controllers - responsible for
Air Traffic Management", as already advocated previously (V. Vachi6ry, AGARD - GCP Symposium, June 1986,
AGARD-CP 410).
2.

OUTLINE OF ZONE OF CONVERGENCE CONCEPT

The Zone of Convergence (ZOC) concept has been described elsewhere (see Ref. 1 and enclosed bibliography)
and in this paper it will be sufficient to state that it was suggested and developed as an efficient
short-term measure to bring about a significant improvement in the handling of air traffic in Western
Europe. It integrates the control components for all flights and each flight is considered as a whole
- not as a succession of disconnected phases - and it provides the optimum flying conditions in the area
concerned in terms of economy, capacity, expedition and, as a consequence, crew and passenger comfort.
The area covered must be sufficiently large compared with the size of a present terminal; hence the introduction of the tcrm Zone of Convergence (Andrg Benolt and Andr6 Fossard, 1977) to avoid any ambiguity
with current practice. Applications to Brussels and London treated as Zones of Convergence have shown
quantitatively the advantages which may be expected, and clearly indicated the critical path in the
development prior to implementation.
Among these, the ground-based 4-D guidance of individual aircraft following the directives resulting from
the assessment of the overall traffic situation constitutes a prerequisite for which no illustrative
example is available elsewhere.
The relevant technique aims at guiding aircraft accurately through the area so as to
landing time within seconds of the values determined at entry, i.e. 15 to 60 minutes
lowing paragraphs will show the level of automation and the roles of the controllers
guidance process, illustrating a characteristic component of the next generation of
techniques.

3.

achieve an allocated
beforehand. The foland pilots in such a
air traffic handling

4-D CONTROL OF AIRCRAFT TIME-OF-ARRIVAL CONSTRAINED TRAJECTORY

When an aircraft enters the jurisdiction of the ZOC control, the ZOC management unit (optimiser)
re-assesses the overall traffic situation and determines the option landing sequence and consequently the
landing times and in a second step defines the trajectories which meets these constraints in a way closest
to the pilot requirements.
For the system to be stable, this trajectory must be "implemented" in accordance with its initial definition, and the time of arrival at the runway threshold controlled within seconds. In present operations,
the ATC controller cannot achieve these twin aims, on account, inter alla, of airspace structurisation,
traffic handling complexity, lack of adequate predictive tools, etc.
It was accordingly decided to place particular emphasis on the design of a ground-based 4-D control module
suitable for accurate on-line guidance of aircraft throughout the flight, whatever the perturbations
affecting its conduct. A summary of the objectives, status and plans is presented in Reference 2.
Since the initial phase of the assessment of the methods and techniques proposed or considered, airline
pilots and professional air traffic controllers have been playing their own role in the experiments (see
Refs. 3 to 9), such an defining from the start interfaces not only compatible with, but also highly
suitable for practical operation.
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4.

INTERFACES

4.1.

Experimental facilities

The experimental facilities used to assess, test and validate the ground based 4-D control of aircraft
techniques and procedure are described elsewhere (Ref. 9). The main components include :
(a) an Air Traffic Control unit implementing the directives generated by ROSAS, the Regional
Organisation of the Sequencing and Scheduling of Aircraft System, namely the central traffic
on-line management unit covering the Zone of Convergence concerned. The main tool available for
the efficient conduct of this task is the CINTIA system (Control of Inbound Trajectories of
Individual Aircraft) which provides the sector controllers with precise guidance directives aid
all relevant information pertaining to the flights falling within this sector unit's jurisdiction. In the series of tests conducted to date, this unit has been operated by one or two professional controllers from the Belgian Airports & Airways Agency.
(b) full scale airline flight simulators, operated by qualified airline crews and semi-automatic
computer flight simulators used to increase the overall work-load. Recent tests (1987) were
made using simultaneously two airline flight simulators (British Airways B-737 and B-757 and
SABENA DC-10 and B-737).
(c) a processing unit which receives the information from the aircraft simulators involved and
transmits the collected information as simulated radar data to the Air Traffic Control Unit.
(d) the R/T ground/air/ground communication channels as available today will be the only mode of
communication discussed in this paper. Nevertheless, the system proposed is directly adaptable
for use in a future automatic data link environment.
4.2.

Main interfaces

Two essential categories of interface can be envisaged, viz those involving automatic exchanges only, such
as the generation, transfer and receipt of radar data, and those involving human participation. The latter
will be the only one considered here.
4.2.1 ComuterL controller
This interface involves several paths:
(a) Coapaeer_-_dis
-2controller
firstly for guidance directives generated and displayed automatically by CINTIA and secondly for
provision of information requested by the controller either directly on his own initiative or
following requests expressed by the aircraft;
(b)Controller-. keyboard/mouse - computer :
only required for change in presentation of information or to express requests for additional
data or to alter the arrival time proposed by ROSAS ; never for actual control or guidance of
aircraft, even in cases of trajectory alterations.
4.2.2 Controller

aircraft crew

This R/T supported interface will transmit two essentially different types of message, namely
(a) display-

controller/aIrcraft crew :

4-D guidance directives generated by CINTIA, displayed on the radar screen, translated into
current ATC terminology and sent to the aircraft with acknowledge ment or otherwise.
(b)ccntroller/ aircraft crew :
for all other non-guidance messages the crew and the controller used standard phraseology.
4.2.3 Aircraft crew-L aircraft control
In this context, this interface corresponds to the implementation of the CINTIA's 4-D guidance directives
at the discretion of the Captain - within of course the possibilities offered by the onboard equipment -,
this can be done in several ways depending on the phases of flight and local/instantaneous conditions
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

manually ;
using the auto-pilot in the ad hoc mode;
using the flight management computer system
combining the above modes of operation.
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5.

DESIGNER/PILOT/CONTROLLER CO-OPERATION

5.1.

Initial experiments in real life operation

Once the basic principles of a groundbased guidance of aircraft were established, preliminary feasability
tests were conducted on line, In the Autumn of 1979, during actual operations in conjunction with British
Airways, Engineering Operations, air crew, and Air Traffic Control Authorities providing Belgian en-route
and approach controllers for the conduct of the flights and adequate co-ordination between London Air
Traffic Control, EUROCONTROL UAC and the Brussels FIR (see Ref. 3).
5.2.

Assessment of CINTIA operating procedure

Since the techniques have evolved but the co-operation with both the users of the system, namely the air
traffic controllers on the one hand, and the users of the airspace, the airline pilots on the other hand,
has continued. After a series of tests conducted with aircrews of British Airways, Deutsche Lufthansa,
NLM City Hopper, SABENA Belgian World Airline and of the NLR, National Aerospace Laboratory, Amsterdam,
and professional en-route and approach controllers of the Belgian Airports & Airways Agency, the results
obtained make it possible to draw essential conclusions with respect to the acceptability of the procedure
translating CINTIA's directives into aircraft control commands, and its compatibility with current operation.
The tasks referred to, using full scale flight simulators, have been made in different Flight Simulation
Departments (Fokker and National Aerospace Laboratory, Amsterdam; SABENA, Brussels; Deutsche Lufthansa,
Frankfurt; Finnair, Helsinki; British Airways, London).
For each session, the simulator was operated by a different crew. Accordingly, the procedure was exposed
to a reasonably wide range of captains, first officers and flight engineers. Their reactions, critical
comments and advices have been analysed, discussed and the conclusions integrated in the procedure
presently available.
Iv contrast, the ATC Unit was always operated by the same two controllers, both experts in en-route and
Occasionally, additional controllers joined the simulation for familiarising themapproach control.
selves with this concept, illustration of the next generation of control techniques.
5.3.

General conclusions

5.3.1 Airlines crews
It is fair to say that the directives generated by CINTIA for an accurate 4-D guidance of the aircraft
appear adequate whatever the mode of operation (manual, auto-pilot, FNS). Obviously, CINTIA's gutdance
relies on the availability of DME information on the flight deck.
The stage has been reached where briefing of the crew prior to the flight is no further necessary; the
aircraft receives guidance messages from entry into the zone as would be the case in current operation.
In conclusion, the crew do not need particular training to implement satisfactorily and closely follow
CINTIA's 4-D guidance directives.
5.3.2 Air traffic controllers
In this respect the situation is different.
(a) In most of the tests there were only two controllers actually involved, precisely those who
contributed to the definition of the guidance messages.
(b) During familiarisation sessions, when use of the system was demonstrated to a group of some ten
controllers, the general reaction was positive, most enthusiastic comments originated from representatives of the young generation.
(c) From our limited experience, it is nevertheless clear that, in contrast with pilots, the ATC
controllers will need reasonable training before being uble to play their role with full
efficiency.

6.

CINTIA MESSAGES IN RADAR DISPLAY

The prediction, guidance and control data generated by the CINTIA system are converted into messages
suitable for traffic and aircraft control. Their messages have been integrated in the standard ATC radar
display as shown in Figure 1.
This figure presents a sequence of four pictures of the controller's screen, when two aircraft approach
Brussels to land on Runway 25L. Let us follow these two flights, through Pictures (a) to (d).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

CINTIA MESSAGE INTEGRATION IN STANDARD ATC RADAR DISPLAY
Fig'ure 1

--
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Picture (a)
Flight SN 476 comes from Mackel (HAK), it is a "heary" aircraft, in fact a SABENA DC-10, and according to
the on-line ROSAS management system it is presently number one in the landing sequence. This information
appears in .he first lina of the label : identification (SN 476), mass category [heavy (H); medium (N);
light (L)]. The second line provides the mode C altitude expressed in flight levels (99) and the ground
speed rounded off to the closest multiple of 10 kt(29). This inforcation is derived from radar data. The
third line contains the CINTIA directives (warning or positive, the transition from one mode to the other
corresponding either to flashing or change of colour or both). In this case, SN 476 is expected to
initiate descent at 26 nm from Bruno DME (BUN), and to conduct the descent at 250 kt, IAS, at idle power.
Similarly, Flight SN 656 comes from Cblavres (CIV), it is "medium" in terms of weight, a SABENA B-737
aircraft, is presently second in the landing sequence, it is at FL 110 and its ground speed is estimated
to be 310 kt. The aircraft is expected to (a) initiate descent at 23 nn-DME, Bruno, and (b) to descent at
250 kt, IAS.
Picture (b)
Both aircraft are now descending and heading towards Bruno. SN 476 is expected to turn right, at
5.3 nm-DME Bruno onto heading 140 degrees. Similarly, SN 656 may expect to turn at 2.5 nm-DME Bruno onto
heading 210 degrees.
Picture (c)
SN 476 will now be advised to turn onto heading 220 degrees for intercepting the localiser. The indication to the right gives the precise information on when the directive should be transmitted to the cockpit.
Picture (d)
SN 476 has just passed th3 outer marker beacon. SN 656 will intercept the localiser. For both aircraft,
the symbol "..."
indicates that the expected landing time is still within CINTIA acceptable tolerance
(presently 10 sec.). Further, the information ".3E" and ".2E', respectively, indicate to the controller
that the arrival time error would correspond to .3 and .2 nm respectively, (E for early ; L for late).

7.

CONCLUSIONS

The principles of a ground-based 4-D control technique suitable to guide aircraft accurately through a
zone of convergence have been established. The control accuracy such as the time-of-arrival allocated
some 15 to 60 minutes in advance can be maintained within seconds in spite of the numerous perturbations
effecting the actual trajectories of aircraft.
From the initiation of the experimental phase a close co-operation between the engineers, professional air
traffic controllers and airline pilots existed. This made it possible to define precise, realistic and
reliable guidance and control messages on the basis of the data generated by the ground guidance and
control system (referred to as CINTIA). Presently, these messages as generated by CINTIA have been
integrated in the ATC radar display. The experiments conducted to date indicate that the control and
guidance directives definition and presentation is adequate for both the air traffic controller and the
airspace users.
Further, it seems that the crew could receive acknowledgement and implement the guidance directives correctly without prior familiarisation with the system, while the ATC controller will need adequate training
to gain full benefit of such tools, representative of the next generation of control techniques.
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LE CONTROLEUR DE LA CIRCULATION AERIEN.NE ET L'AUTOMATISATION:
CONFLIT D'INTERETS OU CONVERGENCE ?(*
par
Andr6 Benoit et Sip Swierstra
Organisation Europdenne pour la Sdcuritd de Ia Navigation Adrienne
EUROCONTROL
Direction Technique
72, rue de la Loi, B-1040 Bruxelles (Belgium)
et
Rend De Wispelaere
Rdgie des Voies Adriennes
80, rue du Progrits, B-1210 Bruxelles
SOMAIRE
Les progrits rdalisds dans le domaine de l'ordinatique adronautique (qu'il s'agisse de l'infrastructure au
sol ou de l'6ldment embarqu6), des systtmes de navigation et des tdldcommunications numdriques
air sol-air nous autorisent it imaginer pour "'demain" un processus de contritle de la circulation adrienne
hautement automatisd pour autant qua dans toutes los 6ventualltds - mdme dans les momns probables - la
fiabilitd, la sdcurit6 et la stricte ddlimitation des responsabilitds soient totalement garanties.
Mais bien avant cela, nos cieux auront 6t0 traversds d'innombrables vols que les contr~leurs de Ia
circulation adrienne auront pourtant dra prendre en charge sans l'aide de ces techniques do pointe.
Entre-temps, toutefois, les possibilltds qu'offre IPautomatisation ne cesseront de croltre.
On pourrait certes vouloir se passer des avantages iAntrinsitques qu'olle prdsente pour toute la
coinmunautd adronautique, mais on en perdrait alors le bdndfice pour longtemps ; &t lopposd, on peut en
tirer parti pour l'dlaboration do moyens plus perfectionnds et plus puissants et aider ainsi le contritleur
Atatteindre un niveau d'efficacitd ddpassant tout ce qu'il aurait pu concevoir.
Quel est donc l'Mlmont qui ddterminera le choix de l'une ou l'autre option ?
Tel est prdcisdment le probltme que nous nous proposons d'aborder ici, At la Iumiitre de l'cxpdrience
acquise dans la mise au point, l'dvalutstion et ]a mise hLl'dpreuve, en conditions rdelles d'exploitation,
d'une procddure qui permnt de guider les adronefs sur des trajectoires quadridimensionnelles et qui est
reprdsentativo de Ia prochaine gendration de systitmes ATC. Nous ddcrirons par ailleurs les principaux
aspects des maillons calculateurlcontrdleur/piloteiadronef constitutifs de la chaine du dialogue (en nous
attachant
particuliitremont ht l'aliiance
ordinateur-contrdleur),
Ilinterl rdtation intelligente,
par
l'ordiziateur, des informnations destindes bt la surveillance, la ddfinition et ]a production de directives de
guidage, la transmission de celles-ci au piloto et, enfin, I'emploi des aides AtIa navigation.
Dans la conclusion, nous montrons comment on ir*Zigro los messages du systtme sol de guidage et de
contrdle quad ridimensionnels au dispositif sur les dcrans standard de visualisation radar dent sont dotds
les services ATC ; les exemplos choisis povr les besoins de ]a ddmonstration sont des vols exdcutds par
des 6quipages do la SABENA s'ir B-737 et DC-b0.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Depuis plusicurs ddccnnios, los pilotes slen remettent At des moycns automatisds de radiocommunication
pour faire atterrir leurs appareils en touto sdcurit6 lorsqu'ils opitrent en mauvaises conditions de
visibilit6 ou la nuit. De nos jours, i1 est de surcroit tout i fait concevable do mettre sur ordinateur
toutes los donnes ddtailldos d'un plan de vol.
La conduite de cc vol peut alors dtre entlibrement
automatique, mais en dernier ressort, cc nWen est pas momns le commandtznt de bord qui reste soul
responsable de la sdcurit6 du vol.
Pour le moment, il en ye tout autrement dans lea services de contrdlo de hI circulation adrienne. Bien
s(~r, Ia technologlo moderne y laisse son empreinte, mais ella sc borne essontiellewent At apporter une
assistance dans Ilexdcution de certalnes tftches secondaires et dens Ia visual~sation de l'informatior.
disponible. Le traitement des plans de vol at l'affichage des donndes radar synthdtiques en sent une
illustration.
Certes, la technologic pormet de bien connaitre ]a position des adronefs, mais, A la
diffdrence de cc qul se passe pour Ia conduite d'un avion, il n'existo encore aucun systtmo automatisd
susceptible de fournir une solution prdciso bt partir d'une apprdciation de Ia situation do trafic dans son
ensemble et permottant done I'exdcution, en toute sftrctd, de chaque vol.
Le contraste entre ces dccx dtats de fait tiont probablement ht une foule do raisons tant gdndrales que
particulbres, Atla fois d'ordre hiatorique at relevant do motivations psychologiquos et co.nmerciales, quo
nous n'avons I'intention n! d'analyser, ni d'expliquer, ni de ddplorer, ni encore de justifier d'aucunc
()Cette communication fut prdsentde it la Confdrence Internationale NAV 87
"Data dissemination and display"
organisde par
The Royal Institute of Navigation, Londres, Royeumne-Uni, 29 sept.- ler oct. 1987.
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fagon. Mais, Ilautomatisation dans 1'exercice du contrdle de ]a circulation adrienne devenant bel et bien
une dalit, le paysage du Contr~le s'en trouvera sans nul doute boulevers6. D~s lors, le moment est
peut-6tre venu de faire certaines constatations et d'en tirer des enseignements utiles.
L'a-ndbioration des performances de vol n'a jamais cess6 d'&tre un ddfi stimulant, DLla fois pour les
ingdnieurs spdciallsds et pour les pilotes chevronnds. C'est ainsi qu'elle a portd tant6t sur la vitesse
(plus rapid3 ou plus lente), tantdt sur la maniabilit6 (stabillt6, aptitude A serrer les obstacles naturels,
interception), tant~t sur les opdrations tout temps ou de nult, ou encore - plus rdcemment - sur la
rdduction du bruit et les 6conomies de carburant.
De fait, pilotes et ingdnieurs ont toujours travaili en 6troite coopdration lorsqu'il s'est agi de concevoir
de nouveaux appareils ou de mettre en oeuvre des techniques ou des systbmes automatisds.
Dans le
domaine que l'histoire a fait connaltre sous le nom de Contr~le de la circulation adrienne, P'alter ego du
pilote d'essai n'existe pas et. d'une manibre gdndrale, les esprits sont beaucouD plus conservateurs que
dans le monde de Iladronautique, qui porte A chaque gdndration successive d'adronefs un intdt sans
cesse renouve16. 11 est possible et, au demeurant, probable que les mentalitds 6volueront sur ce point.
C'est pourquoi nous ne doutons pas que les contr8leurs se joindront aux ingdnieurs pour mettre au
point des moyens fiables et puissants, dont l'utilisation offrirait la perspective atun tr~s haat niveau
d'efficacitd non seulement sur le plan 6conomique, mais encore sur celui de l'exploitation du potentiel
disponible et du confort des passagers, ce qui ne saurait s'imaginer sans le recours A un processus
automatisd de prise de ddcision.
Les paragraphes qui suivent s'attacheront A en donner la
ddmonstration, en prenant comme exemple le processus de guidage des adronefs dens les quatre
dimensions.
En outre, si lon veut tirer le parti maximum du potentici que recble lautomatisation - tant A bard qu'au
sol - "Il est 6vident que les perfectionnemonts futurs dans le domaine de la gestion du trafic adrien
ndcessitent absolument une 6troite coopdration entre les avionneurs, les fabricants d'6quipements
adrodlectroniques, les exploitants d'adronefs et lea services (ingdnieurs ATO et contrdleurs) chargds de
la gestion du trafic adrien", commo le soulignait V. Vachidry (Symposium ACIARD-GCP, Juin 1986,
AGARD-CP-410).
2.

LE CONCEPT DE LA ZONE DE CONVERGENCE

Le concept de la zone de convergence (ZOO) a fait lobjet d'une publication sdparde (voir rdf. 1 et
bibiographie incluse). Nous nous bornerons d~s lors h rappel--r ici que sa rdalisation a 6td proposde
comme maven officace d'amdliorer sensiblement A court terme l'dcoulement du trafic adrien en Europe
occidentale.
11 s'agit d'intdgror, pour l'onsemble des vols, les diffdrents dldments constitutifs; du contrdle, chaque
vol 6tant considdrd comme une entit6 et non plus comme une succession de phase distinctes ; les
conditions d'exploitation offertes dans la rdgion considdrde sont donc optimales A plusieurs titres:
6conomle, capacit6, rapidit6 d'dcouleme;. et par voie de consdquence confort, des 6quipages comme des
passagers.
La rdgion d'oxploitation d'un tel concept doit Atre relativement vaste, compardo & une rdgion terminale
classique, d'of) ]a notioa de "Zone de convergence" (Andr6 Benoit et Andrd Fossard, 1977) afin d'dviter
toute confusion avec ]a pratique actuelle. Les applications rdali:sdes pour Bruxelles et Londres ont
permis de prdfigurer les avantages quantitatifs de ln ZOO, tout en mettant en dvidence le "cheniin
critique" des divorses 6tapes Akmettre au point avant sa mise en oeuvre rdelle.
Parmi ces avantages, on peut citer le guidage, quadridimensionnel depuis le sol, de chaque adronef
suivant les directives auxquelles nboutit l'spprAdciation de la liuation du traric dans son ensemble ; un
tel guidage est un prdalable dont il, n'oxiste aucun autre exemple ailleurs.
La technique utilisde permet de guider les adronefs avec prdcision tout au long de leur itindraire dans
In zone de convergence, de manibre quo l'atterrissage se produise, A quelques secondes prbs, A l'houro
qul lour a 6td assignde au moment ot) Hs pdnbtrent dans cette zone (soit 15 A 60 minutes auparavant).
Les paragraphes qui suivent s'attacheront & ddcrire le niveau d'automatisation requis, ainsi que les
r~les respectil's du contrdleur et du pilote dans le processus de guidage, afin d'illustrer l'une des
composantes caractdristiques de ]a prochaine gdndration des techniques de contr~le du trafic adrien.
3.

CONTROLE DES AERONEPS DANS UES QUATRE DIMENSIONS
DETERMINATION DE LA TRAJECTOIRE EN FONCTION D'UNE HEURE D'ARRIVEE IMPOSEE

Lorsqu'un adronef pdnbtre dans la rdgion relevant des services de Contrble de la ZOO, l'organisme
gestlon de la ZOO (le service "optimiseur") r66value ]a situation globale de trafic ; ii ddtermine
meilleure sdquence d'attorrissage possible - et donc lea heures prdvues d'atterrissage - et, dans
second temps, ddfinit la trajectoire qul tient compte de ces rdfdrences horaires tout en rdpondant
micux possible aux exigences du pilate.

de
Ia
un
le

Pour que le syst~me conserve sa stabilitd, cette trajectoire dolt 6tre suivie en conformitd de sa
ddtinltion initiale et l'heure de franchdasement du seuil do piste respectdo A quelques secondes prbs.
Dans les circonstances actuelles, le contrdleur ATO ne saurait atteindre simultandment ces deux
objectlfs, notanunent en raison de la structure de l'espace adrien, de Ik complexitd des procddures de
contrdle, du manque do moyens de prdvision addquate, etc.
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Clest pourquoi ii a 6t6 d~cid6. d'accorder une importance toute particulibre hLla conception d'un module
de contr8le quadridlinensionnel, se pr~tant au. guidage pr~cis, en direct, du vol tout ar' long de
"sl
son itin~raire, quels que sojent los 616ments ext6riours suscoptibles d'influer sur son exdcution.
L'ouvrage citd en r6f~rence n0 2 fait la r6capitulation succincte des objectifs, de la situation actuelle et
des projets existant dans ce domaine.
Dbs le moment oii a commencd l'dtude des m~thodes et techniques proposies ou envisagdes, les pilotes de
ligne et los contr~leurs a6riens ant apportd leur part A la conduite des exp~rimentations (voir
r~fdrences 3 A 9), par exeinpie pour la definition, d'entrie de jeu, d'interfaces qui, loin d'ftre
simplement compatibles avec les op6rations rdeiles en vo, y soient parfaitoment adaptdes.
4.

INTERFACES

4.1.

Moyens d'exp6rimeiiiation

Les moyens qui ant servi ht 1'dvaluation, A l'exp~rimentation et A la validation des techniques
"quadridimensionnelles" de contrble adrien sont d6crites dans l'ouvrage vis6 en r~f~rence 9. En voici
cepondant los principaux 6l6ments constitutifs:

4.2.

(a)

un organisme de contr~le de la circulation aiirienne appliquant les directives produites par
le systbme ROSAS (Regional Organisation of the Sequencing and Scheduling of Aircraft
System), c'est-it-dire l'organisme central de gestion en direct du trafic a6rien desservant Ia
zone ele convergence considdr~e. Actuellement, l'outil le plus efficace dont on dispose pour
cette tfiche est le systbme CINTIA (Control of Inbound Trajectories of Individual Aircraft),
qui donne aux contr6leurs de socteur des directives de guidage pr~cises, ainsi que toutes
les donndes utiles concernant los vols relevant de la juridiction de cet organisme.
Dans
tous les essais rialis~s & ce jour, colui-ci a 6t6 desservi par deux contr~leurs chevronn6s
de la R6gie beige des Voles adriennes.

(b)

des simulateurs de vol en vraie grandeur, avec, aux commandos, des 6quipages de ligne
qualifi6s, et des simulateurs de vol semi-automatisis afin d'augmenter la charge de travail
globale. Des essais ant 0t6 r~alis6s rdcemment (1987), A l'aide de deux sixnulateurs de vol
(en l'occurrence celui d'un B-737 et B-757 de la British Airways, ainsi qV'un DC-10 et
B-737 de Ia Sabena) utflisds simultan~ment;

(c)

un dispositif de traitement, qui regoit les donn6es transmisos par les simulatours et los
renvoie, sous forme de donn~es radar simul~es, & l'organismo de contrble de la circulation
a~rienne

(d

les voies de communication
radiotdldphaniquos
sal-air-sal,
telles qu'elles existent
aujourd'hui, sont le seul mode de communication qui sera 6voqu6 dans le prdsent expos6. Le
systbme propos6 peut raianmoins sladapter directement it une infrastructure oil les 6changes
de donn6es seraient automatis~is.

Interfaces

Les deux principaux types d'interfacos envisageables sont ceux qui donnent lieu exclusivement & des
6changes automatis6s (par exomple pour Ia production, le transfert ou la r~ception de dann~es radar),
et ceux of) intervient un 616ment huinain. Ce sont ceux-ci qui retiendront notre attention.
4.2.1. Ordinateur/contr~lour
Ce rapport comporte pluajeurs filibres

Sert, en premider lieu, Al lacheminement des indications de guidage produites et affich~es
automatiquement par lo systbme CINTIA et, en second lieu, Al a fourniture des informations
domanddes par le contr8leur soit de sa propre initiative, soit hkIa requt-te d'un pilate.
(b

Contr Louyr

-

clavierlsourls

-

ordinateur

Cette liaison est utilis~e uniquement pour changer la pr-dsentation des donn6es, demander un
suppl~ment d'lnformation ou modifier l'houre d'arrivde propos6e par lo systbme ROSAS ; ole
ne sert donc jamals au cantr~le ou au guidage t'l des a6ronefs, pas m~me en cas do
changoment do trajoctoire.
4.2.2. ContrblemlrI6
Cette liaison,
messages

Ipmlt~

r6alisde

en

radiot6ldphonle,

sert

essontlellemont

au

transfert

de

deux

types

de

(a)
directives do guidage dans los 4 dimensions, produltes par le sys~me CINTIA, affich6es
sur l'6cran radar, produihes en termes ot siglos ATC consacrtls et transnmises Akla6ronef
avoc ou sans demande d'accue6 do rdception
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(b)

c2-tOnet/4qjlge
messages, autres quo ceux qui comportont des directives de guidage ; 116quipage et le
contr8leur utilisent. ici les expressions conventionnelles habituelles.

4.2.3. E~p&

evc

T

Dans le contexte qui nous occupe, cette liaison correspond A la mise en application des directives de
guidage quadridimensionnelles du Systbme CINTIA, selon la ddcision qu'aura prise le commandant de
bord en fonction, bien entendu, des diverses solutions que Iui proposera l'6quipement embarqud.
II
existe en l'occurrence plusiours modes d'intervontion, selon la phase de vol. et les conditions locales ou
ponctuellos:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

intervention manuelle
pilotage automatique, dans le mode qui conviont
systbme automatis6 de gestion de vol.
combinaison de deux ou des trois modes prdcdnts.

5.

COOPERATION ENTRE CONCEPTEURS, PILOTES ET CONTROLEURS

5.1.

Applications expdrimentales en conditions d'exploitation rdelles

Une fois 6tablis los principes fondamentaux d'un systbme "sol" do guidage de~s adronefs, los premiers
essais de faisabilitd ont 6t6 rdalisds en direct, h Ilautomne 1979, A l'occasion de vols rdels et avec
l'assistance do ia British Airways, des services d'exploitation technique, d'6quipages et des autoritds
ATC beiges qui avaient fourni les contr~leurs en route et los contrOleurs d'approche ndcessaires 6
l'exdcution des vols, ainsi quA la bonne coordination entre les services de contr6le do Londres, l'UAC
do Maastricht (EUROCONTROL) et la FIR do Bruxelles (voir rdf. 3).
5.2.

Evaluation do la procddure CINTIA

Dopuis lors, los techniques ont 6volu6 et la. coopdration avec los deux parties prenantes au syst~mo,
c est-&-dire los contrdleurs do la circulation adrienne, d'une part, los utilisateurs de l'espace adrien et
les pilotes do ligne, d'autre part, W'est poursuivie. CVest ainsi qu'une sdrie d'essais, rdalisds avec
l'assistance d'6quipages do la British Airways, do la Deutsche Lufthansa., do la. NLMI City Hopper, do la
Sabena et du NLR (Laboratoire adrospatial des Pays-Bas), ainsi quo do contrdleurs en route et
d'approche do ia Rdgie beige des Voles aC-riennes (RVA) a permis do ddgagor des conclusions
ossentielles quant A i'acceptabilitd do la prncdduro pour la transposition des directives CINTIA en
instructions do contr~le destindes A l'adronef, ainsi qu'A la compatibilit6 do cotte procddure avec los
modes d'expioitation actuels.
Ces essais, pour lesquols il a Wt fait appel it des simulateurs do vol en vraie grandeur, ont Wt
oxdcutds avec le concours des services spdciallsds do Fokker, du Laboratoire adrospatial national des
Pays-Bas (Amsterdam), do la Sabena (Bruxelles), do la Deutsche Lufthansa (Francfort), do la Finnair
(Helsinki) et do la British Airways (Londres).
Pour chaque session do travail, le simulatour 6talt dessorvi par un autre 6quipage, do sorte quo
l'application do la procddure a 6t6 lassde hi iapprdciation d'un nombre relativement 6lev6 do
commandants do bord, do co-pilotos ct d'officiers mdcanicions do bord diffdrents.
Leurs rdactions,
observations, critiques et avis ont fait l'objot d'analyses et d'6changes do vues, dont los conclusions
ont Wt intdgrdes A la procddure telle qu'olle existe aujourd'hui.
En revanche, l'6quipe ATC a toujours ~t6 coniposde des deux mdmes contr~leurs, tous dei'x detenteurt,
do licences do contr~le en route et d'approche.
Parfois, d'autres contr~leiirs ont particip6 aux
exercices do simulation pour so famliariser avec le concept, qui est un exemple ddmonstratif do in.
prochaine gdndration des techniques do contr8le.
5.3.
5.3.1.

Conclusions gdn6rales
gjippa~geSdegnp

En touto honn~tet4, on pout affirmer quo los directives produites par lo systbme CINTIA pour le
guidage prdcis do l'adronef dans los quatre dimensions donnent satisfaction quel quo soit le mode
d'exploitatlon choisi (manuel, piotage automatique, FMS).
Bien entendu, le guidage CINTIA no pout
s exercer quo si l'on dispose, dans le poste do pilotage, dos informations du DME.
Nous avons maintenant atteint le stade oL le "briefing" des 6quipagos avant le vol nWest plus
ndcossaire ; l'dquipage regoit los messages do guidago dLbs quo l'adronef p6n~tre dans la zone, 6i l'instar
do ce qul so passerait dans los conditions opdrationnelles rdelles.
En conclusion, i1 est permis do constator quo los 6quipagos nWont bosomn d'aucune formation particulibre
pour pouvoir appliquer correctemont los directives do guidago quadridimensionnefles du CINTIA.
5.3.2. Contrdlours do Ia circulation adrienne
11 en va diffdremment des contr~leurs:
(a)

La majorit6 des essals oat 6t6 rdalisds avec l'assistance do deux contrleurs seulement, en
l'occurrence ceux qui avalent contribu6 A la ddfinition des messages do guidage.
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(a)

(b)

(C)

(d)

INTEGRATION DES MESSAGES CINTIA DANS L'AFFICIIAGE RADAR
Figure 1
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6.

(b)

Pendant les exercices de famniliarisation, oa~ 6tait faite la d6monstration pratique de
l'application du systbme a l'intention d'un groupe de quelque dix contr~leurs, les
reactions 6taient, d'une mani~re gdn6rale, positives, les reprdsentants de la jeune
g~n6ration 6tant aussi les plus favorables.

(c)

11 ressort n~anmoins de cette expdrjence, il est vrai limitde, qu'hL linverse des pilotes,
les contr~leurs devront bdn6ficier d'une certaine formation avant de pouvoir assumer leur
r8le avec un maximum d'efficacit6.

AFFICHAGE RADAR DES MESSAGES CINTIA

Les donndes de prdvision, de guidage et de contr~le produites par le systbme CINTIA sont traduites en
messages se prfitant au contr~le, tant global qu'individuel, du trafic adrien ; les messages ATC sont a
leur tour intdgr~s it l'affichage radar habituel, comine le montre la figure 1.
Cette figure reproduit une s6quence de quatre images de l'4cran du contr~leur, reprdsentant l'approche
de deux a~ronefs en vue de itatterrissage sur la piste 25L de l'adroport de Bruxelles. Voyons, image
par image, comment ces vols se ddroulent.
Image (a)
Le vol SN 476, en provenance de Makl (MAK), est effectu6 par un gros porteur (DC-to de la
Sabena) ; en application du systbme ROSAS de gestion en direct, il devrait C-re le premier h atterrir.
C'est ce qui apparait it la premibre ligue de 1'4tiquette :identification (SN 476), catdgorie de poids
(lourd :(H), moyen (M), ldger (L)). A la deuxibme ligne, on trouve les donn6ea d'altitude en Mode C
exprim6es en niveau de vol (99) et la vitesse-sol arrondie au plus proche multiple de 10 noeuds (29).
Ces informations sont tiries des dorknies radar. La troisibme ligne contient lea directives CINTIA
(avertissement, autorisation, transition d'un mode A un autre, si le voyant lumineux dlignote ou s'il y
a changement de couleur, ou les deux). Dans le cas considdr6, le vol SN 476 est cens6 amorcer sa
descente A 26nm du DME Bruno (BUN) et effectuer cette descente ht 250 noeuds VI et A puissance
rdduite.
Le vol SN 656, en provenance de Chi~vres (CIV), de "moyen' tonnage - (B-737), est class6 deuxibme
dans la s6quence des atterrissages ; il 6volue au niveau FL 110, A une vitesse estim6e A 310 kts. 11
est suppos6 amorcer sa descente A 23nm du DME Bruno et ex6cutera sa descente A 25C noeuds VI.
Image (b)
Las deux adronefs sont maintenant en descente et se dirigent vera le DME Bruno. La SN 476 devrait
virer A droite, A 5,3 nm du DME Bruno et prendre le cap 1400. De m~me, le SN 656 peut slattendre A
virer au cap 2100 & 2,5 nm du DME Bruno.
Image (c)
Au vui de cette image, ii sera conseilid au. SN 476 de virer au cap 220 pour intercepter ltallgnement.
Las indications sur la droite prdcisent, trbs exactement, le moment auquel la directive correspondante
doit Otrd transmise au poste de pilotage.
Image (d)
La SN 476 vient de d6passer Ia radloborne extdrieure, et le SN 656 n'a pas encore intercept6
l'allgnement. Pour les deux aironefa, le syinbole " .. 1 indique que l'heure attendue dlatterrissage est
toujours conforme aux tol~raneea CINTIA (en l'occurrence 10 sec.). De plus, les indicateurs "I.3E" et
".2E" montrent au contr~leur que l'erreur sur itheure d'arrivde so traduirait par 0,3 nm et 0,2 nm
respectivement (E
en avance ; L :en retard).
7.

CONCLUSIONS

La technique A suivre pour contr~ier lea adronefs dans les quatre dimensions, ht partir du aol, pour lea
guider avec pr6clsion dans leur traversde d'une zone de convergence eat bien 6tablie dana sea
principes. La pr~cision de ce contr~le peut 8tre maintenue A quelques aecondes prbs, par exemple en
ce qul concerne I'heure d'arrlvde assignee 15 A 60 minutes plus t8t, en ddpit des nombreux 616ments
influant sur lea trajectoires r~ellement suivies.
L'dtrofte coop~ration qul s'est lnstaurde depula lea tout ddbuts de la phase exp~rimentale entre lea
ingdnieurs, les contr8leura a6rlens et les pilates do ligne a permis de ddfinir des messages de guidage
et de contr~le pr6cis, rialistes et fiables sur la base des donndes produites par le syatbme aol de
guldage et de contr8le coanu sous l'oppellation CINTIA.
Aujourd'hui, l'lnt~gration des messages CINTIA aux dispositifs de visualisation des donndea radar eat
chose faite, et lea exp6rimentations r~alis6es A ce jour donnent A conclure que la d6finition et la
pr6sentation des directives de guidage et de contr8le conviennent tant au contr8leur de Ia circulation
a6rienne qu'A l'utillaateur de Ilespace a6rien.
Enfin, 11 semblerait que lea 6quipages de conduite puissent recevoir, confirmer et mettre correctement
en application lea directives de guidage sans avoir dQ se soumettre au prdalable & une formation
ap6cialis6e, tout h lInverse des contrbleurs ATC si P'on veut que ceux-ci puissant tirer pleinarnent parti
da ce nouveau concept, reprdsentatif de la prochaine gdn6ration des techniques da contr~le.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.

WHY RADAR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ANALYSES?

Present day ATC Systems rely to a great extent on the radar derived aircraft positions
displayed to the controller. The displayed positions should represent as accurate as possible the actual
3 dimensional aircraft position at the display time.
In order to safely separate aircraft, thereby
respecting as much as possible an economic dynamic behaviour of aircraft, also the availability of accurate speed information is of importance. For the correct vectoring of aircraft in the Approach function
the availability of an accurate speed vector is extremely valuable.
Furthermore several functions associated with the Radar Data Processing System, assisting
controllers in their tasks, make use of the radar derived position and speed information. An important
one is the so-callea Shor'-Time Conflict Alert function, which, by making use of the actual positional
and speed information in most cases, supplemented by Flight Plan information, provides predictions for
possible near future conflicts (e.g. infraction of the radar separation minimum within the forthcoming 2
minutes). Information on e.g. along-track and across track accelerations or on changes in the vertical
speed could increase considerably the accuracy of prediction of this function.
It is, therefore, very important that the capability of the t , al radar system for the accurate
derivation of the aircraft position and speed, and to a certain extent ot its accelerations, is assessed.
This assessment forms part of an assembly of radar performance analyses which are made prior
to putting a radar system into operational use or as part of the monitoring and control actions protecting
the radar system from performance degradation. An important pre-requisite for executing radar performance assessment is the availability of accurate positional and time information on the actual aircraft
trajectory.
2.

POSSIBLE WAYS TO OBTAIN RECONSTITUTED TRAJECTORIES

Classical ways of measuring aircraft trajectories consisted either of the use of special test aircraft with accurate on-board measuremez.t equipment or of the measurement of aircraft positions with
special tracking radars (lock-follow) with a high positional update rate.
Both measurement methods
suffer of some severe drawbacks such as high costs and relatively low traffic samples, which are
furthermore restricted to small geographical areas andlor to the use of limited numbers of aircraft types.
Therefore methods have been developed by EUROCONTROL in cooperation with the National
Aerospace Laboratories in Holland for the accurate reconstitution of the aircraft trajectory data from
multi-radar plot data. Radar plot data are the radar derived extractor messages which are transmitted
from the radar extraction systems to the ATC Centres (often via telephone lines) for further processing
in the Centre's Radar Data Processing System.
3.

AIRCRAFT TRAJECTORY RECONSTITUTION FROM MULTI-RADAR PLOT DATA

3.1.

Reconstitution of the aircraft position

The successive steps necessary for an a-posteriori aircraft trajectory reconstitution from radar
plots are the following :
i)

As a first step the total number of collected multi-radar plot data (typically consisting of I to 3
hours of data) are subjected to a chaining process (sometimes referred to as Object
Correlation). This process organises the data in such a way that correct plots belonging to a
particular trajectory receive a particular Aircraft Identity (AI). Plots not receiving an Al are
considered to be so-called "false-plots" (e.g. derived from SSR reflections, antenne sidelobe or
PR clutter).
A chainer is an a-posteriori device (i.e. has at any given time both history and future plot
information available) and can, therefore, operate more accurately than a real-time tracker.
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ii)

As a next step, all radar data are evaluated for systematic radar errors.
sources are evaluated per radar :
-

The following error

Positional errors in the radar station position (latitude, longitude)
Bias error in the reported plot azimuth
Bias error in the reported range information
Possible range dependent range error (e.g. wrong range unit, extractor clock error)
Time stamping bias
Alignment error between SSR and PR element of a radar station.

Prior to the actual trajectory reconstitution, an assessment per aircraft is made of a possible
bias-error in the SSR range information due to an error in the aircraft transponder delay,
which occurs when preparing a reply on an interrogation.
iii)

As a last step the multi-radar plot information is corrected for systematic errors and is
subjected to a process of curve fitting through the corrected plot data by the use of so-called
B-spline functions.
The B-splines used are of the order 4 and the time is sub-divided in dynamically adaptable
time-intervals. The length of the time-intervals depends on the amount of manoeuvring of the
aircraft.
Continuity of position and speed is imposed at the end and start of intervals. Reconstituted
trajectories are stored in the form of B-spline coefficients (data reduction) for which optimum
values are found by a least-square approximation. One coefficient is required per interval and
per dimension.
The estimation of systematic errors is only sufficiently accurate if sufficient radar overlap
exists between the coverage of participating radars (preferably some areas with triple radar
overlap). Normally such multiple coverage exists for regions with a high density of air traffic.
Tests and operational experience with the position reconstitution program at the EUROCONTROL
Experimental Centre have shown that absolute positional accuracies between 50 and 100 m. may
be obtained. Some difficulties exist still with the speed of convergence of the systematic error
estimation process.

3.2.

Reconstitution of the speed and accelerations

Elsewhere in this AGARDograph, Mr Blom has presented a paper on the application of Markov
Jump-diffusion models of manoeuvring aircraft for radar tracking and trajectory reconstitution.
Although the use of B-splines provides a good means for the reconstitution of the aircraft
position, it has been found that the reconstituted speed and as a result of course also the reccnstituted
accelerations are rather inaccurate. The use of models as described in Mr. Blom's paper promise much
better results. His method permits as a supplementary advantage the classification of trajectory parts
according to the so-called Mode-of-Flight (uniform motion, along-track acceleration/deceleration, unintentional manoeuvres, normal and expeditious turns etc.). This classification is necessary for the accurate
evaluation of radar tracking algorithms. A facility based on the principles outlined in Mr Blom's paper
will be developed in the near future.
4.

ADDITIONAL APPLICATIONS OF THE USE OF RECONSTITUTED AIRCRAFT TRAJECTORIES

The use of reconstituted trajectories and the associated assessment of systematic errors has, in
addition to the use for radar performance analyses, a number of other applications such as
-

5.

Aircraft accident and incident investigations
On-line Quality Control and alignment of radars
Simulation of realistic aircraft trajectories for any desired aircraft type in any desired environment.

CONCLUSION

The radar system is a very critical element of the present ATC System and will be this for the
forthcoming 10 to 20 years. Due to its importance and complexity, evaluations of the radar system
performance are required both prior to the operational use of a new system as well as during its operational life.
The availability of detailed information on the aircraft position, speed and accelerations at any
given time for comparison with the displayed radar information is an important pre-requisite for execution of radar performance analyses. Methods have been developed and are now in use which permit the
accurate reconstitution of the aircraft position from multi-radar plot information. Methods for the accurate reconstitution of the aircraft speed and accelerations, as well as of the so-called Mode of Flight, will
be developed in the near future.
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ABSTRACT
An overview is given of a Bayesian tracking system for a multi-sensor environment. The main modules
perform track initiation, track continuation and systematic error estimation, respectively. The track
continuation module plays for Air-Traffic Control the most important role. It consists of a combination of
those approximate Bayesian methods that proved to be the most efficient for the main problems of track
continuation: Extended-Kalman filtering for non-linear dyramics, Probabilistic Data Association for
unassociated measurements and Interacting-Multiple-Model filtering for sudden manoeuvres.
Comparisons of this new tracking system with a-8, Kalman based and state-of-the-art tracking systems show
its superiority for application to Air-Traffic-Control surveillance. It provides better track continuity,
more accurate expectations of position and velocity and more complete additional information in the form
of probabilities of modes of flight (turning, accelerating and straight modes) and consistent estimates of
its own accuracy. With this track information, advanced Air-Traffic-Control systems may better cope with
the many uncertainties that are inherent to air traffic.
The results in this paper were obtained partly under contract with the Dutch Organization of Civil
Aviation (RLD).

1.

INTRODUCTION

During recent years an extensive study on aircraft tracking for civil ATC (Air-Traffic-Control) has
been done at NLR. The objective was to develop a tracking system, which can provide far better aircraft
state information (tracks) than is presently the case. The desired improvements are more accurate state
estimates and additional state information. With the first, we mean better track continuity and smaller
errors in the estimates of position, velocity and acceleration. With the additional state information we
mean:
- Probabilities of track types, such as aircraft track, flying angle track or false track.
- Probabilities of the mode of fligt, such as manoeuvring, accelerating or straight flight.
- Reliable indication of the accuracy of the state estimates.
The provision of such additional state information to an ATC system seems particuiarly important In view
of the growing need of air-traffic-controller-friendly systems for planning, conflict alert and conflict
resolution. These systems can only be made more friendly if they are provided themselves with more
complete state information. This can be done by installing better sensors, better extractor systems,
better tracking systems and better aircraft transponder systems. As new sensor, extraction and transponder
systems have already the full attention of the ATC community, the present study concentrates on
improvements of the tracking system, with the requirement that measurements, using new types of
transponders, sensors or extractors can easily be incorporated into the new tracking set-up. To reach the
objectives, the theoretically well-known Bayesian approach was used in the study. The elaboration of this
approach started shortly after the invention of the Kalman filter and it has led to a steadily growing
number of Bayesian tracking methods (Jazwinski, 1970; Farina and Studer, 1985; Blackman, 1986; Bar-Shalom
and Fortmann, 1988). The result of the NLR tracking study is a Bayesian multi-sensor tracking system,
which is practically implementable and makes high-quality tracks from measurements of only a single
primary surveillance radar system.
This paper gives an overview of the design, the theoretical background and the performance of this
tracking system. First, in section 2, we present the main modules of the tracking system. Next, in
section 3, we take a look at the module that executes the, for ATC most critical, function of track
continuation. Then, in section 4, we give an impression of the performance of this tracker for
measurements of a single primary en-route surveillance radar, and make some comparisons with other
trackers. In section 5, we draw a number of conclusions.
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2.

MULTI-SENSOR TRACKING MODULES

The task of a multi-sensor tracker is to provide track information about aircraft in the ATC
surveillance area. This area is coveted by one or more sensors, possibly of different type. To perform the
tracking, we developed a modular system, of which we give a short outline of this section.
The heart of the system is the track continuation module. it receives the measurements of all
sensors, updates its tracks with that information and evolves them to the next measurement instants.
Because this is the most important task of the tracking system, we devote the next section to an outline
of this track continuation module. After tracks have been updated with the available measurements, the
appropriate measurements are associated with tracks, while all other measurements are handed over to the
track-initiation modules. Our track initiation system has a distributed architecture (Farina and Studer,
1986), in the sense that each site has its own track-initiation system. The track-initiation system is
responsible for aircraft that enter the surveillance region through the area of the corresponding site.
Each initiated track is immediately handed over to the track-continuation system.
Obviously, a track continuator can work in combination with any track-initiation system, but as a track
continuator can only continue a track after it has been initiated, we think that a high-performance track
continuator should cooperate with a high-performance track-initiation system. Therefore, we developed a
Bayesian track-initiation system (Hogendoorn and Blom, 1988).
For brevity the following modules are not elaborated upon:
-

Track-merging module.
Due to split measurements or aircraft, flying in a tight formation, that are occasionally seen apart,
tracks may be generated that are essentially the same. In order to reduce the work load of the tracking
system, these tracks are combined into a single track by the track-merging module.

-

Track-deletion module.
If an aircraft leaves the surveillance area, it can no longer be seen by any of the sensors. Because the
border of the surveillance region fluctuates randomly (due to atmospheric
onditions, sensor malfunctioning, etc.), such an exit occurs randomly. Therefore, a track-deletion system checks, after each
update of a track with new measurements, both the accuracy and the consistency of that track. If one or
both are out of bounds, then the track is stopped and all associated past measurements are transferred
to the track initiators of the originating sites. This track-deletion module also takes care of deleting
any false track that might sneek into the track-continuation system.

- Systematic-error estimator.
Due to the largi number of measurements that are available to estimate the systematic errors (azimuth,
gain and timing), this can be done by simple but robust methods (Farina and Studer, 1986).
- Coordinate-transformation module.
This module transforms all measurements into a fixed global coordinates system and corrects for all
estimated systematic errors, before the measurements are handed over to the track continuator.

3.

THE TRACK CONTINUATOR

In this section, we
track has been initiated,
least one sensor. During
the following three cause

give an outline of the principles that underly the track continuator. Once a
a track continuator has to continue that track as long as it is observed by at
this task a track continuator has to cope with several uncertainties, of which
the major complications:

1. Non-linear aircraft dynamics during a turn.
2. The association of measurements with ongoing tracks.
3. Sudden starts and stops of manoeuvres.
To develop a high-quality track continuator, we adopted the Bayesian approach. It consists of building
causal stochastic models; developing the exact filter solution from the theory of Bayesian estimation for
Markov processes and, finally, introducing efficient numerical approximations of the exact solution. By
following these three steps, several approximate Bayesian methods were developed for each of the above
mentioned subproblems of tracking. the various approximate Bayesian methods show a trade-off between
computational load and performance, depending on the particular application (Chong et al., 1982; Pattipati
and Sandell, 1983).
To cope with subproblem 1, the well known Extended-Kalman method of linearization along the predicted
path is adopted as a good compromise (Jazwinski, 1970).
Of the various Approximate methods to cope with subproblem 2, a Multiple-Model Probabilistic Data
Association (PDA) method (Gauvrit, 1984; Bar-Shalom and Fortmann, 1988) was judged to be the best
compromise to update an aircraft track from new observations (a PDA method efficiently updates a track
from all measurements, rather than from one likely measurements).
For the third subproblem, the existing methods were judged to be insufficient for meeting the
objectives of the study. The desired results were obtained by applying Markov Jump-DiLfusion theory to the
modelling of aircraft behaviour. Bayesian estimation is used to identify sudden aircraft manoeuvres.
Without going into the mathematical details of these methods, it is quite well possible to explain how
they apply to sudden aircraft manoeuvres.
An aircraft trajectory, as seen by ATC, can be subdivided into distinct segments, corresponding to
modes of flight, such as constant acceleration, bank angle or flight-path angle. Examples of such segments
are a left or a right turn, a climb, a descent and uniform motion. The switching from one mode to another
is controlled by the pilot. An appropriate model for the switching between modes is a finite-state
(semi-)Markov process. An aircraft is then modelled as having a continuous (diffusive) state and a
discrete state. The discrete state models the various modes of flight. The diffusive state of the aircraft
consists of the horizontal position, ground speed, course and, for some modes, bank angle, flight-path
angle and acceleration. The evolution in time of the discrete state (i.e. switching between modes) and the
diffusive state is determined by the physical relations between the state components, the jump-type
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changes of the control outputs by the pilot, and disturbances caused by both the pilot and the wind. In
this model, a switching from one mode to another mode generally causes a simultaneous random jump in bank
angle, flight-path angle and acceleration. The combination of discrete states and diffusive states in a
manoeuvring trajectory model causes the associated tracking problem to fall within the class cf so called
hybrid-state estimation problems. Filtering algorithms for hybrid-state estimation consist in general of a
bank of Kalman filters and some algorithm to organize the cooperation between the individual Kalman
filters. The better such cooperation is organized, the less Kalman filters are necessary to perform close
to the exact Bayesian solution. The study of this type of problems led to a better way of organizing the
cooperation betveen Kalman filters, viz. the Interacting Multiple-Model (IMM) algorithm (Blom, 1984, 1985;
Blom and Bar-Shalom, 1988).
The IMM algorithm (Fig. 1) has, for each possible mode m , one Kalman filter. The efficient
cooperation between the Kalman filters is realized by an interaction between the estimates Ri for the
oifferent modes at the beginning of each filter cycle. The interaction is determined by the conditional
probabilities of switching between modes of flight. For problems like tracking, the IMM interaction is so
effective, that IMM performs almost like the exact Bayesian filter (Blom, 1985; Blom and Bar-Shalom,
1938). Moreover, IMM requires a far lower computational power than other, recently devel ped, highperformance algorithms for tracking manoeuvring aircraft (Bogler, 1987; Bar-Shalom et al., 1988).
The last step is to assemble a complete track-continuation module from the three selected suboptimal
Bayesian methods:
- the extended Kalman filter to deal with the non-linear aircraft dynamics during turns;
- PDA to deal with unassociated measurements;
- the IMM algorithm to deal with sudden manoeuvres.
Figure 2 shows the complete track-continuation set-up.
Due to the generality of the Bayesian approach, each of the three approximate methods in figure 2 is
efficient for a large family of causal stochastic models. As such, the Bayesian tracking set-up of
figure 2 can adequately be parametrized for a large family of track continuation problems. Therefore, it
is possible to incorporate the measurements of a large variety of sensors into the set-up of figure 2. The
price of this generality is that a large number of parameters has to be set properly. Experience, however,
showed that most of these parameters are not very critical.

4.

EVALUATION OF THE TRACKING PERFORMANCE

In this section, we give an impression of the performance of a prototype implementation of the
Bayesian tracker. This prototype is called "Jump-Diffusion Tracker".
The performance evaluation is based on both Monte Carlo simulated measurements and measurements of
live traffic. These date sets are selected, such that they present a wide range of difficulties to i
tracker. Some typical Jump-Diffusion Tracker results are given in figures 3-5. The main results of this
evaluation are that the Jump-Diffusion Tracker gives
- very accurate state estimates during constant mode of flight;
- very fast response upon and convergence after a change of mode;
- estimates of its own accuracy that are consistent with the actual errors.
Next, the performance of the Jump-Diffusion Tracker is compared against a tracker that consists of PDA
combined witn an Extended Kalman filter (Blom, 1983). Although this is also a Bayesian tracker, it lacks
an adequate solution to the switching nature of manoeuvres. Using the above mentioned data sets, the
comparison showed that the Jump-Diffusion tracker responds far better on sudden manoeuvres, while It is,
at the same time, far less sensitive to bad measurement conditions. The observed differences are even
larger than the differences reported for comparisons between Kalman filtering and IMM filtering in simpler
situations of sudden accelerations (Blom, 1985). These results indicate that the Jump-Diffusion tracker
realizes an effective cooperation between the IMM, the PDA and the Extended-Kalman filter methods.
For practical applications, it is of course more interesting to make a comparison of the JumpDiffusion Tracker with operational trackers, viz.
- A logic-based a-8 tracker;
- A logic-based extended o-8-Y tracker.
The a-B tracker and the a-8-y tracker were operational for the main en-route radar system in the
Netherlands, respectively Lefore and after 1985. The indication "extended" of the c-8-Y refers to its
capability to detect and follow turns.
The result of the comparison is that th. Jump-Diffusion Tracker performs best, the o-B-Y tzacker
scores second, the PDA Extended-Kalman tracker scores third and the a-a
tracker scores last. Moreover,
the differences between the first and the last trackers are very large. The PDA Extended-Kalman tracker
performs significantly better than the a-B tracker, i.e. far less sensitivity to outlier and false
measurements, better convergence during a turn and smaller RMS speed errors. The %-8-Y tracker shows
significant improvements over the PDA Extended-Kalman tracker, i.e. far smaller RMS state errors during
uniform motion and far better convergence after starting or stopping a turn. The Jump-Diffusion Tracker
performs significantly better than the a-6-Y tracker, i.e.
-

far less sensitivity for outlier and false measurements;
faster convergence after starting or stopping a manoeuvre;
far smaller RMS speed errors;
more stable behaviour during "strange" manoeuvres (accelerated
non-circular turn, etc.)

turn, s-turn, expedite turn,

Some examples of position and speed comparisons between an a-8-y tracker
Tracker are given in figures 6-10 (live-data from the Leerdam Primary Surveillance
These comparisons show that an a-0-y tracker provides ATC of far better track
tracker and that, on its turn, Jump-Diffusion Tracking provides ATC of far better
an a-6-Y tracker.

and the Jump-Diffusion
Radar).
information than an atrack information than

-"
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5.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An outline is given of the capabilities of a Bayesian multi-sensor tracking system. This system
consists of several modules of which track continuation plays for ATC the most important role. We outlined
the underlying principles of the Bayesian track continuator. It is assembled from the most efficient
approximate Bayesian methods, such as Extended-Kalman filtering, Probabilistic Data Association and the
Interacting-Multiple-Model algorithm. The latter was developed as a part of the tracking study. A
prototype of this Bayesian track continuator was implemented (called "Jump-Diffusion Tracker") and
evaluated with respect to computational load and performance. Although the computational load of JumpDiffusion Tracking is rather high, it is possible to run a multi-sensor version in real-time on presently
available multi-processor systems (Gerlofs, 1986). Its performance was evaluated and compared with that of
other trackers. It showed that the Jump-Diffusion Tracker performs superior to other trackers or, more
specifically, it shows better response on sudden manoeuvres and a lower sensitivity for measurement
errors. Also, when measurement conditions detorate, the performance degrades far slower than the
performance of the other trackers.
The overall conclusion of the study is, that an adequate Bayesian approach to the problem of tracking
aircraft for ATC resulted in a new tracking method, called Jump-Diffusion Tracking, that can be
implemented on presently available hardware. The tracker showed excellent behaviour and is also able to
provide advanced ATC system of additional state information, such as mode of flight probabilities and a
reliable indication of its own accuracy.
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THE USE OF DOWNLINKED MEASUREMENTS TO TRACK CIVIL AIRCRAFT
by
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19 Arapaki str, 176.76 Kallithea, Athens, Greece

SUMMARY
This paper describes the use of measurements made on board civil aircraft to
improve tracking accuracy in air traffic control (ATC) systems. The measurements are
transmitted to the ground station via the SSR mode S data link.
First the widely used a-P filter and the first order Kalman filter are reviewed.
Next the problem of maneuver handling is described and it is established that
xpected when tracking
significant improvements, in terms of tracking accuracy, are
maneuvering aircraft. The shape of maneuvers is examined us5ng recordings made on
board civil aircraft during normal scheduled services.
The on board measurements considered are roll angle, heading and true air speed
(TAS). Roll angle and the rate of change of Heading are theoretically equivalent,
since they are related though aircraft velocity. Maneuver tracking filters using
either roll angle or heading are described and compared. It is shown that the filter
using heading provides a better performance in thr, event of missing replies, since
changes of heading are eventually detected. Both- filters cannot track longitudinally
accelerating targets.
Next the use of velocity measurements, derived from TAS and heading, is
considered. A filter is described that i. capable of estimating the wind speed in the
vicinity of the aircraft. The same flter provides satisfactory tracking accuracy
during maneuvers and can handle longitudinal accelerations.
Under monoradar coverage, where the data rate and accuracy are fairly constant,
the filters reduce to a p rticulalry simple form, that may be regarded as an enhanced
a-P filter.
The performn;.ce of the filters is evaluated using data recorded during normal
scheduled z-rvices.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The formation of civil aircraft tracks for air traffic control (ATC) purposes is
investigated in the present paper. Initial!y radar measurements were the only
measurements available to the ground data processing system and consequently aircraft
tracks were formed using noisy positional data only. In this respect a great deal of
effort has been concentrated on suboptimal filters with reduced computational
requirements and, in the case of straight line tracks, a vast body of knowledge
exists e.g. 11-6). In the case of monoradar coverage, where data rate and accuracy is
approximately constant, a simple filter, known as the a-P filter, is being widely
used with satisfactory results. In the case of multiradar coverage however, where
neither data rate nor data accuracy are constant, trackers based on the first order
Kalman filter are used. In either case the tracking accuracy achieved is satisfactory
during straight line tracks (i.e. during straight line/constant velocity flight),
whereas during maneuvers it is not.
Civil aircraft tracks are adequately modelled as'straight line segments connected
together with turns. During these turns the straight line model acquired by
processing previous measurements is not valid and totally erroneous tracks result if
no provision to handle maneuvers is made. At present maneuvers are handled by
maneuver detectors, which merely detect maneuvers as statistically significant
departures from the straight line/constant velocity model. This is achieved by
processing the tracking filter residuals (difference between the predicted and the
measured aircraft position). Once a maneuver is detected, smoothing is relaxed, so
that the tracker acquires quickly another straight line model from new positional
measurements. Consequently any tracker incorporating a maneuver detector is bound to
suffer a significant loss of accuracy during and immediately after maneuvers, since
it makes no attempt to track them. In this sense the overall performance of the
tracker is degraded by its inability to track maneuvering aircraft.
To overcome the maneuver tracking problem a number of adaptive filter trackers
has been developed. Instead of using a simple maneuver detector to relax smoothing,
these trackers estimate the probability of a maneuver and change the flight model
accordingly (for an excellent review of adaptive filter trackers look C7]). All
adaptive trackers have large computational requirements, compared to the first order
Kalman filter tracker, and perform best in environments where measurements are
available at a rate in the order of 10 measurements per second or higher.
The evolutionary development of the secondary surveillance radar (SSR) towards
SSR mode S opens new possibilities in radar tracking in ATC systems. A transponder is
available on board which is automatically triggered when the aircraft is scanned,
transmitting back code and altitude data. Via the same link other measurements made
on board, like roll angle or magnetic heading, can be transmitted to the ground. The
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importance of such measurements stems from the fact that they are directly related to
the state of the aeroplane. Roll angle for example is directly related to the rateral
acceleration of the aircraft. Similarly the rate of change of heading is directly
related to the angular velocity of maneuvering aircraft. Consequently by processing
such measurments on the ground, it is possible to detect and track aircraft maneuvers
far more efficiently than processing positional measurements only. The present paper
describes ways of incorporating roll angle, heading and TAS measurements in ground
based trackers. Several algorithms are described using each of these parameters and
are finally compared. The comparison takes place by using data recorded on board
civil aircraft during normal scheduled services. These data are combined with radar
measurements to provide a realistic data base on which aircraft derived data assisted
trackers may be compared and evaluated.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 The first order Kalman filter tracker
The first order Kalman filter tracker is used to track aircraft moving on a
straight line/constant velocity course. Consider an aeroplane flying on a straight
line with constant velocity. Two identical filters are used to track it, each
operating on each axis of a cartesian coordinate system OXY. The earth is assumed to
be flat and measurements are assumed to be uncorrelated between the two axes.
Although these assumptions are not strictly true they are made to enable the
decoupling of the tracking process between the two axes. Under these assumptions the
motion of the aeroplane is described by two equations on each axis as follows:
2
x k+1Xkl
= xk +vx kT O.SVXx T

vx k+l

+ Vx kT

vx

(1.i)

x = x
+ noise
m
k+1
In matrix form these equations are written as follows:

I

x

x

[o.5T]
+

Vk+1

Vxk

(1.2)

k

xl
X k+1
x

m

=

(1,0 }+

noise
m

Define the transition matrix

Sk

=

(1.3)

k+1

Gk =Mk=

k' the noise matrix G k and the measurements matrix Mk:

(I

, 0k

The standard deviation of the plant noise and the measurement noise are assumed to be
constant under monoradar coverage and equal to a
and a respectively. T and a are
x
x
pn
not constant under multiradar coverage.
At the end of the kth iteration the best estimates of the position and the
velocity, xk and vxk respectively, are available. The Kalman filter tracker for the
system
kdescribed by eqns 1.2 and 1.3 consists of the following five
steps:
1. Given xk and vx k calculate the predicted position and velocity
at t=tk+ 1 , ' k+ and vxk+
I.
Xk+1

xk + vx kT

(1.4)
vx

k+1
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calculate the

2. given the covariance matrix Pk of xk and vx
covariance matrix Pk+l of Xk+

2

+2p TT+p 22 T +O.25T
+
P12P12

and vxk+ 1

42

z

A

+p22T+O.T a
pn' P12
12722(.5

(1.5)

k+l
pn

P22

pn

2212

3. Compute the Kalman gain matrix (smoothing coefficients).
Pil
or
K+

x

+p
11
(1.6)

1

a

x

p

11

4. Calculate the new best estimates x

and vx

k+1

k+l = xk+I + k11 (xm
m v

V k+1

vx

+k21(x

VXk+

21

xk+l )
-

m

(1.7)

x

m

)

(1.8)

k+1

where k.. are z3k+l
the elements of K

and xm is the k+1 positional measurement.

5. Compute the covariance matrix Pk+
P 11 ax ,

P k+l =

k+1

A

of xk+ 1 and vxk+ 1

.

Pl2X

(1.9)

_11+02

p
P1 2 ox

At this stage xk+

IA

and VXk+

,

(p1 1

x

~P
22

-p

2

and their covariacce matrix Pk~are available. Note
A

A

that p1 1 Is the variance of Xk+l, P2 2 is the variance of vxk+ 1 and p1 2 =P2 1 is the
A

their covariance. (p j are the elements of P k+).
3. SHAPE OF MANEUVERS
Since the second order tracker can estimate only a constant acceleration, it is
important to consider a proper model for the aircraft turns. The shape of maneuvers
is investigated from roll angle, TAS and heading recordings made on board civil
aircraft. These aeroplanes usually maintain the same longitudinal velocity during
turns and this is conformed from TAS recordings. Figure 3.1 shows roll angle, TAS,
heading and pressure altitude measurements recorded during a typical maneuver. The
longitudinal acceleration of the aircraft is nearly zero, and the lateral
acceleration is directly related to roll angle.
A particular maneuver model has to be chosen to be used by the maneuver tracking
filter. The simplest model is the circle, for which roll angle should be a step
function. Unfortunately large asymmetries are found in almost all civil aircraft
maneuvers. Figure 3.2 shows roll angle recordings during four typical maneuvers. It
can be seen that the transition times from zero to maximum roll and, particularly,
from maximum roll back to zero are very long compared to the time during which roll
is steady. This a feature commonly found in civil aircraft maneuvers. Therefore
smaller maneuvers resemble a circular turn less than large maneuvers. Figure 3.2b
shows a typical small maneuver and it can be seen that roll angle Is never steady.
Figure 3.2a represents a total change of heading of 250, and figure 3.2b of only 70.
Figure 3.2c shows a quite irregular turn consisting of four subarcs like the one
shown in figure 3.2b yielding an overall change of heading of 200. Figure 3.2d shows
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another irregular maneuver yielding a total change of heading of 140. From the above
examples it is seen that no maneuver model fits all civil aircraft maneuvers.
Therefore a circular maneuver model is used, treating any deviation as noise. An
alternative is to use directly roll angle or change of heading measurements without
any processing to estimate the state of a maneuvering aircraft. This possibility
yields simple filters capable of tracking irregular maneuvers and is exploited in
filters developed later.
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4. FILTERS USING ROLL ANGLE
4.1 The extended Kalman filter

Consider an aircraft maneuvering along a circular track.
is described by the following equations:

In this case it motion

x = vx + noise
vx = -(a/v)vy + noise
y = vy + noise

(4.1)

vy = (a/v)vx + noise
a

0 + noise

where v =

vx and vy are given as functions of time by:
vx = v coS( 0+ (a/v)t)
r

vy = v sin(%p+

(a/v)t)

where p0 Is the angle between the velocity vector and the X axis at time t=O. Since
x,y and a are measurable, the measurement equation becomes:
x

x
y
a

0

0

0 0

01

vx

0
0

1
0

0

y
vy

0
0

1

+

noise

(4.2)

a

a

is derived

m

from roll

angle measurements according

to:

a C = g tan(roll)

x

m

x
y

(4.3)

and y m are obtained by resolving radar range and bearing measurements:

m

= R sln(8 )
m
m

(4.4)

M

= R cos(8 )
m
m

(4.5)

The covariance matrix

R

of

the measurements

k+a

x
Rk+

=

pxy
0

(x

,

m

y

and a
m

) is given by:
m

xy
ay

0
0

(4.6)
a

where
a
= Rsin (8) + R a cos (8)
m
8
m
x
= cR
(8 ) + R a sin (8 )
y
m
8
m
pxy = 0.5(aR - R a )sin(28 )
aa = a roll (i+tan (roll))

(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.10)

, a , p
, a , R ,
,a , a are as defined In the list of principal symbols.
Equ~tIos 4iY an 4.2 descr be ' mildly nonlinear dynamic system. The extended
Kalman filter is an appropriate filer to use with this system.

where a
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Figure 4.1 shows a typical maneuver tracked by the extended Kalman filter using
roll angle measurements. Figure 4.2 shows the same maneuver tracked by a first order
Kalman filter tracker with a maneuver detector. The extended Kalman filter tracks the
maneuvering aircraft satisfactorily whereas the classical first order Kalman filter
tracker suffers a serious aloss of accuracy during the maneuver until a new straight
line track is established. It can be seen from equations 4.1 and 4.2 that the
extended Kalman filter requires the multiplication and inversion of 5X5 matrices,
which consitutes a serious computational requirement compared to the first order
Kalman filter tracker. The computation requirements of the extended Kalman filter
would be significantly reduced if the tracking process could be split and performed
independently on the two axes of the coordinate system, but this is not possible
under the formulation of equation 4.1. This is so because the acceleration term
appears on both axes and is an element of the state vector of the system. Roll angle
measurements made onboard civil aircraft and transmitted to the ground station via
the mode S data link are of good quality, so that the acceleration term in equations
4.1 can be obviated. In this case the roll angle estimate is set equal to the current
acceleration measurement. This makes the separation of the tracking filter in two
suboptimal tracking filters possible, each one operating on one axis of the
coordinate system. This leads to a simple and efficient tracker, the acceleration
bias filter (ABF) described in the next section.
4.2 The acceleration Bias Filter (ABF)
A simpler alternative to the extended Kalman filter exists since roll angle
measurements available on board civil aircraft are of sufficiently good quality to
obviate the use of the acceleration term in equations 4.1. In this case the lateral
acceleration is calculated from the last roll angle measurement using equation 4.3.
The standard deviation of the new lateral accelaration measurement is calculated
according to equation 4.10. Since the lateral acceleration is calculated fromthe last
roll angle measurement only, it is uncorrelated to any other measurement or estimate
(position and velocity on each axis). In addition no particular maneuver model has to
be used, at least as far as the computation of lateral acceleration is concerned.
The above asumption lead to a simple maneuver tracking filter. The target
dynamics are still described by the first four equations 4.1. In this case however
the corre!ation between the X and Y axes can be neglected, as is done by the first
order Kalman filter tracker during straight line/constant velocity flight. In
addition lateral acceleration is regarded as a noisy input to the system.
The new maneuver tracking filter, called the acceleration bias filter (ABF) for
reasons that will be described later, consists of the five steps as does the first
order Kalman filter tracker.
1. Predictions are calculated by integrating equations 4.1 from t=t k to t=t k+.
some manipulation prediction equations become:
On X axis:
-

x k+I =

A

/Aa

xk + vx Tcos( 0.S kT/v )

xk+= vx kcos(a kT/v)

-

-

(4.11)

VYkTsln(O.5akT/V )

Vy kTsIn(a kT/v k.12)
k)

On Y axis:
Yk+l
vy k+

'A

A

A

A

A
VYkTcos( 0.Sa kT/v k ) + vk Tsln(O.5a kT/^V )

vy kcos(a kT/v k ) + VXk Tsln(a kT/V)

(4.13)
(4.14)

where Aa is put equal to the last lateral acceleration measurement.
Note that on each axis a separate filter is iterated.
2. Calculate the prediction covariance matrix:
For the X axis the prediction covariance matrix becomes:
xpXii
11xp 12
1
P

(4.15)

k+1

xp12

xP2 2

where xpi j are given in Appendix A.

After
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Similarly for the Y axis the prediction covariance matrix becomes:
-A

A.'

Pk+l=

(4.16)
yp12

where yp
At

YP2 2

are given in Appendix A.
ii this stage the only measurement left to be processed is the k+i

positional

measuremnt x . Since the covariance between the two axes is neglected, smoothing
takes place m
independently on each axis. Since the positional measurement is the
only one left to be processed the rest of the equations of tne ABF are identical to
the equations of the first order Kalman filter.
3. Calculate the Kalman gain matrix.
The Kalman gain matrix (smoothing coefficients are calculated by the formaulas of the
first order Kalman filter (equations 1.6).
t

nA

4. Calculate the new best estimates xkiand
k
V1k+
vxki 1

The new best estimates are calculated as in the first order Kalman filter by
equations 1.7 and 1.6.
5. Calculate the new covariance matrix P

k+1
The new covariance matrix is calculated as in the first order Kalman filter by
equation 1.9.
Comparing the new tracker with the first order Kalman filter it is readily seen
that they differ only in the prediction and prediction covariance equations.
Actually prediction and prediction covariance equations are performed independently
on each axis. The resulting equations may be regarded as the equations of an
augmented Kalman filter where its prediction equations are biased by a non zero
lateral acceleration measurement (hence the name ABF).
Comparing further the first order Kalman filter and the ABF equations, it is
readily seen that the ABF reduces to the first order Kalman filter for a =0. The
only difference is that an additional term remains in the prediction
k covariance
equations, reflecting the fact that for the ABF the straight line/constant velocity
flight is an event estimated with a certain probability (for A =0) whereas for the
first order Kalman filter the straight line/constant velocity k flight is an a-priori
assumption. The operation of a non-zero k measurement may therefore be regarded as
biasing the prediction and prediction
k covariance equations of a first order
Kalman filter tracker to allow it to adapt to the change of the behaviour of the
target. In addition there is no particular assumption made about the shapa of the
maneuver, since the acceleration estimate is always put equal to the current
acceleration measurement. Consequently the ABF is capable of tracking maneuvers of
irregular shape.
Figure 4.3 shows an irregular maneuver tracked by ABF. Figure 4.1 shows the same
part of flight tracked by a first order Kalman filter tracker with a maneuver
detector. The ABF tracks the maneuver satisfactorily whereas the first order Kalman
filter suffers a great loss of accuracy.
The ABF is a simple filter relying on the quality of the data linked roll angle
measurements. In a practical implementation first order Kalman filters are used to
track stright line/ constant velocity flIght, switching to the ABF as soon as a
non-zero lateral acceleration measurement is received. Alternatively the ABF can be
used throughout the entire flight since it is capable of tracking both maneuvering
and non-maneuvering aircraft. The penalty in this case is the computational overhead
of the ABF as it Is seen from appendix A.
The only problem with the AEF is that It relies heavily on the received roll
angle measurements. In the event of a data link disruption the ABF yields totally
erroneous tracks. Consequently a f.lse roll angle measurement rejection scheme must
be employed before the received roll angle measurements are fed to the tracker.
4.3 False measurement relection
Civil aircraft maneuver with a maximum lateral acceleration of 1g. taking into
account that lateral acceleration and roll angle are related through equation 4.3,
the maximum acceptable roll angle measuremnt is 450 . Consequently a simple false roll
angle measuremnt rejection scheme is to accept all roll angle measurements within the
±450 window and reject all others.
To assess the efficiency of this scheme consider a false roll angle measurement
of exact:y 450 received during an actually straight line flight. This measurement is
accepted as valid and will cause an error in the prediction equations. This error Is
less than 0.5a T '. Assuming a typical sampling Interval of 5s the error is less than
0.08nm. This k
error is acceptable and will not cause any severe transient
errors in the behaviour of the filter. In the case of a false measurement the missing
roll angle measurement is replaced by the last valid roll angle measurement and
a
a
is increased by 50% for each missing reply. The value of 50% increase has been
reached by trial and error to give good results for 5s sampling intervals.
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4.4 Necessary range and resolution for the roll angle measurements
As is described earlier, the maximum lateral acceleration to which a civil
aeroplane may be subjected Is 1g. Therefore the necessary range of roll angle
measurements is ±450.

A 10 resolution has been used in the present data, but this Is

too coarse since roll angle measurements have a standard deviation less than 10. On
the other hand increasing the roll angle measurement resolution increases the data
link capacity taken to transmit roll angle. Consequently a very fine resolution for
roll angle is also undesirable and 0.50 is a reasonable compromise.
The maximum data rate is once per antenna revolution. This is marginally
sufficient, particularly with low speed aircraft. Consider for example an aeroplane
flying at 200Knots executing a 300 turn. It takes only 9.5s to complete the turn and
therefore, if a larger sampling interval is used, there is a certain probability that
no measurement is received during the maneuver. If this happens then the ABF has no
means to adapt to the maneuver and a large overshoot and loss of accuracy will occur.
Consequently roll has to be transmitted every scan.
Even with the maximum data rate there is a possibility that slow turns are missed
by the ABF. The same thing applies in the event of missing replies. This is so
because roll angle returns to zero after the maneuver is completed, so that its
detection is not possible if no roll angle measurement is received during the
maneuver. This is true for any filter using roll angle and to treat this problem
heading has to be used instead of roll angle. Changes of heading are eventually
detected even if no measurements are received during the actual maneuver. Also
the change of heading is equivalent to roll angle, given the longitudinal velocity of
the aeroplane. The use of heading is examined in the next chapter.
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Figure 4.3
Typical maneuver tracked by the acceleration bias filter (ABF).
+ denote measurements, o denote filter estimates. The number of the radar taking the
measurements is shown displaced under the actual measurement.
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5. FILTERS USING HEADING
5.1 The Extended Kalman filter

A circular motion of the aeroplane may be described using its angular velocity
instead of its lateral acceleration. In this case the system state equations become:
= vx + noise

vx = -uvy + noise
(5.1)

y = vy + noise
vy = wvx + noise
= 0 + noise

2 +vy2
where v = (vx
vx and vy are given as functions of time by:
= v cos(Y0 + ut)

vx

vy = v sin(0 + wt)

where p0 is the angle between the velocity vector and the X axis at time t=O. Since
x,y and w are measurable, the measurement equation becomes:
x

01

[x[1

000

y

0

0

1

0

L)

0

0

0

0

wis
m

J

vx
y

+

noise

(5.2)

vy

derived by differentiating heading measurements

x

m and y m are obtained by resolving radar range and bearing measurements:

x
m

y

m

= R sln(8 )
m

m

= R cos(e )
m

m

(5.3)
(5.4)

Equations 5.1 and 5.2 describe a mildly nonlinear dynamic system. The extended
Kalman filter is an appropriate filter to use with this system. Figure 5.1 shows a

typical maneuver tracked by the extended Kalman filter using heading measurements.
Figure 4.1 shows the same maneuver tracked by a first order Kalman filter tracker
with a maneuver detector. The extended Kalman filter tracks the maneuvering aircraft
satisfactorily whereas the classical first order Kalman filter tracker suffers a
serious aloss of accuracy during the maneuver until a new straight line track is
established. It can be seen from equations 5.1 and 5.2 that the extended Kalman
filter requires the multiplication and inversion of 5X5 matrices, which consitutes a
serious computational requirement compared to the first order Kalman filter tracker.
The computation requirements of the extended Kalman filter would be significantly
reduced if the tracking process could be split and performed independently on the two
axes of the coordinate system, but this is not possible under the formulation of
equation 5.1. This is so because the angular velocity term appears on both axes and
is an element of the state vector of the system.
It can also be seen that the only use of the angular velocity term In the
prediction equations of the extended Kalman filter is the calculation of the term
W T/O . This term represents the angle by which the velocity vector has turned during
k
kthe sampling interval. This angle however Is directly measurable as the
difference between successive heading measurements. Since heading is directly
measured on board and transmitted to the ground, the use of the angular velocity term
can be obviated. In this case the turn of the velocity vector is put equal to the
defference of the two most recent heading measurements. This leads to a simpler
filter which Is described below.
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Figure 5.1
Typical maneuver tracked by the extended Kalman filter using Heading.
+ denote measurements, a denote filter estimates. The number of the radar taking the
measurements is shown displaced under the actual measurement.

5.2 The Heading Bias Filter (HBF)
A simple filter can be constructed for tracking maneuvering targets, since heading is
directly measured on board. Au in the oae uf the ABF the now filter u 11 g ho
ndgl
(called the heading bias filter (HBF)), consists of five steps. The only difference
is that HBF uses equations 5.1 to fromulate the motion of the aeroplane.
Predictions from t=t k to t=tk
are made by integrating equations 5.1. It is seen
that the angular velocity estimate a) is used merely to calculate an estimate of the
change of the direction of flight
k during the sampling interval, represented by
the term
w T. This quantity however Is directly derived from the received heading
measurements k according to:
Sy = -(hk+I

- hk

(5.5)

)

where h
is the heading measurements at t=t
(the negative sign is due to the way
k
is measured).
heading
Assuming that Stp is normally smaller than 200. the prediction equations are
further simplified to:
On X axis:

xk+l
vx

+ Vx kTcos( 0.56p) - vy kTsin(O.56p)

(5.6)

- v'k TsIn(S6 p)

(5.7)

= v k cos(&p)

On Y axis:

~

yk+1
Vk

.c

=

A

A

k + VYkTcos( 0.56p) + vx kTsin(0.56(p)
A

A

= vy kCOS M P) + vk Tsin(Scp)

Ic

(5.8)
(5.9)
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Since 6tp is calculated from heading measurements, the angular velocity term is no
longer required. The filter equations are further simplified by neglecting the
correlation between the axes. Since this simplification is done during straight line
flight, it is reasonable to make it during maneuver tracking too.. In this case
covariance equations are iterated separately on each axis. On X axis, for example,
prediction covariance equations are calculated by considering "xk+l and VXk+ 1 as
A

A

A

&
p. The prediction covariance equations are given in
functions of x , vx , vy and
k
k
k
appendix B.
Smoothing and the calculation of the new covariance matrix take place separately
on each axis. Since the positional measurement is the only measurement left to be
processed, the rest of the equations are identical to the ones of the first order
Kalman filter. It can also be seen that for 6(p=O the HBF reduces to a first order
Kalman filter, as it should since for &p=O the aeroplane flies on a straight line.
There is only an additional term in the prediction covariance equations reflecting
the fact that gp=0 is still an estimate and not an assumption as it is in the first
order Kalman filter. HBF therefore may be regarded as an augmented first order Kalman
filter using heading measurements to bias the prediction and prediction covariance
equations.
The HBF does not assume any particular maneuver model. In this sense it is
capable of tracking maneuvers of irregular shape, as civil aircraft maneuvers are in
practice. Figure 5.2 shows the same maneuver as the one shown in figure 4.1 tracked
by HBF. No overshoot or any other loss of accuracy is seen during the maneuver.
Comparing HBF with ABF it is seen that the HBF eventually detects maneuvers, even
if no replies are received during the maneuver. Figure 5.3 shows a typical case where
only one reply was received during a maneuver. The target is a HS748 propeller
powered aeroplan,
flying at 10,000 ft with a speed of 200 knots and executing a turn
of 300. Only one roll angle measurement of 2.860 is received during the maneuver,
whereas the total change of heading is easily detected from later measurements.

5.3 False heading measurement rejection
Since the difference of successive heading measurements is actually used by HBF
it is reasonable to screen heading measurements that result in unrealistically large
changes of heading. Civil aircraft do not maneuver with lateral acceleration larger
than 1g. Angular velocity, ground speed and lateral acceleration are related through:

w = a/v
from which the maximum acceptable change of heading is derived:
hk+
- h k = Aw T = AakT/vA k
k+1
k
k
k
k
For 'ak=g the maximum acceptable change of heading measurement is:
max

k

(5.7)

where T is the time elapsed from time the last valid heading measurement is received.
Any received heading measurement resulting in a Sy larger than the maximum
acceptable is rejected and the current heading measurement is put equal to the last
valid heading measurement. A more sophisticated false heading measurement rejection
scheme is not required since HBF is not sensitive to small measurement errors. Note
that a data link error in the least significant bits, resulting in an erroneous (but
accepted) single heading measurement, results in an 59 error In two successive
measurements which almost cancel each other.
5.4 Necessary resolution of the heading measurements
The range of heading measurements is 00-3600. A 10 resolution has been used In the
present data, but this is tao coarse since heading measurements have a standard
deviation less than 10. On the other hand increasing the heading measurement
resolution Increases the data link capacity taken to transmit it.
Consequently a
very fine resolution is also undesirable. 0.70 is a reasonable compromise occupying 9
data bits in the data link.
The maximum data rate is once per antenna revolution. As it is outlined In
section 4.4 this is marginally sufficient, particularly with low speed aircraft.
However since HBF is relatively unsensitive to missing replies one measurement per
antenna revolution is satisfactory for the operation of the HBF.
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Figure 5.2
Typical maneuver tracked by the heading bias filter (HBF).
+ denote measurements, 0 denote filter estimates. The number of the radar taking the
measurements is shown displaced under the actual measurement.
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Figure 5.3
Roll angle and heading recorded during a small maneuver. The aeroplane is a HS748
propeller powered airliner and the ground speed is approximately 200 Knots.
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FILTERS USING COMBINED AIRSPEED AND HEADING MEASUREMENTS

6.

6.1 The velocity bias filter (VBF)
Downlinked TAS and heading measurments are resolved to provide aircraft velocity
measurements in the X and Y axes:
= TAS sin(h)

vx
m

vy

= TAS cos(h)

m

vx m and vy m is calculated by considering Vxm and Vym

Tof covariance matrix P
The
vm

nctions of the random variables TAS and h. TAS and h

ge

as random variables whicbe
are independent and P
vm

Svsin

(h)

+ TAS ahcos

(h),

(a

TAS a h)sin(2h)

-

(6.1)

{ainh
22

vm

a

- TAS

vh

2

2

a )sin(2h)

,

a cos 2(h) + TAS a sin (h)
h
v

As was stated earlier the covariance (off diagonal) elements in (6.1) is ignored
to decouple tracking in the two axes to reduce the computational load.
The velocity measurements vx and vy calculated are an unbiased noisy measure of
m
relative to its surrounding atmosphere.
m
the velocity of the airplane
As a measure of the aircraft ground speed, however, they are biased by the wind which
is assumed to be constand for small periods of time.To incorporate the velocity
measurements in the tracking filter, the aircraft motion is modelled as follows:

F2k+
=

k+1

0

1

0

+

r

0

k

2

k

k+1
rx

x

2

1

0

(6.2)

+ noise

(6.3)

T

k

k+I
Xm

0

Irkl
vx

0

1

0

b k+1
Ik+11

The velocity of

the airplane

relative to

its

surrounding atmosphere

is used

Instead of the target ground speed as a system state variable.
Since TAS and heading are measured on board velocity need not be estimated and
the second term In (6.2) is omitted (r Is always put equal to vx ). This results in
m
k
the following motion equations:

Xk+ 1

=

T

xk

[2

+-

ovk.
vxm

(6.4)

[bk+Ikb

x

(6.5)

[1
(+nis

b4~j~os
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A

Note that the only assumption is that b is constant. No particular assumption is
bsing equation (6.4) will be able to track
made about vx and consequently a filter
maneuvering m targets and estimate the wind at the same time. This filter, called
the velocity bias filter (VBS) is described by the following simple equations:
At the beginning of the k+1 iteration, x k , vx and their covariance matrix P are
k
k
k
known.
Predictions.
A
k+1
k
IV

b

k+1

T +
mT

A

k

(6.6)

A

zb

k

Prediction Covariance Matrix.
2
4
2 2,
A
T+p2T +0.25Ta
+a
T
p +p T
12
22
pn
vx
12 22

A

P

+2p
11

Pk+l

(6.7)
A

T

+

A2

' P22

p 22

P12

a

1

p^

where pij are elements of Pk"
Smoothing coefficients.
Pil
2
A
ax + Pl
Kk
k+l

(6.8)
P1

1

2 A
ax + p

Smoothing
x^
k+l

k+1

vx k+

S
vx k+ +

where k.

13

11

(x
m

-

x

)

(1.7)

k+1

k21(xm
k (x -

A(6.9)
xk)
k+

are the elements of K

k+l

and x

m

is the k+1 positional measurement.

New estimate covariance matrix

p1x

12X

A

P k+1

+

2

(6.10)
C,

12

a')p

(11

x

22

12

Where pjh are elements of P
Equations 6.6 to 6.10 rbsmble strongly the first-order Kalman filter equations
with minor differences in the prediction and prediction covariance equatios only. The
VBF however estimates the wind as bk instead of the aircraft ground speed and tracks
maneuvering targets.
Maneuver tracking can also be achieved by using heading measurements only. The
advantage obtained using TAS and heading is that slightly simpler filter equations
result and that the wind speed is estimated. Also VBF copes with longitudinal
accelerations as well as with lateral accelerations, whereas by using heading, only
lateral accelerations are treated. This is a significant advantage when tracking
targets other than airliners, which accelerate in the longitudinal axis, e.g.
helicopters,VSTOL aircraft etc.
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The computational load of VBF is similar to that of the first-order Kalman
f-ilter. The additional performance is achieved at the penalty of transmitting two
additional airborne measurements. Figure (6.1) shows a typical maneuver tracked by
VBF.The target is a boeing 747 airliner during normal scheduled flight. Tracking
accuracy is preserved during the maneuver despite its irregular shape. This
performance is typical of all flights used to test the tracking accuracy of VBF.
VBF estimates the wind in the vicinity of the airplane as a bias in the velocity
measurements. If, for any reason, a bias source other than the wind exists, then
tracking accuracy is not lost but the additional bias is incorporated into bk. Figure
(6.2) shows a typical case that has occured during the flight tracked in Fig.(6.1).
The estimated wind speed and direction are shown together with the wind speed and
direction measurements made by the on board INS. Althcugh tracking accuracy is not
lost, as is seen in Fig.(6.1) a constant difference in the VBF-INS wind estimates is
clearly seen. Table I shows wind estimates made by VBF and INS during four typical
flights. The agreement is very good in the two flights, but there is a disagreement
in the other two either in the wind speed or the wind direction. In all flights
tracking accuracy is very good as is shown in Fig.(6.1).
The ability of VBF to absorb any TAS or heading bias provides a stable operation
in the event of a system failure where the data linked parameters are partially or
fully lost.
If TAS is lost permanently, then TAS is given an arbitrary nonzero value e.g. 500
knots. In this case tracking accuracy is preserved, even during maneuvers, but wind
speed estimate accuracy is lost. If both TAS and heading are lost (e.g.,due to a
transponder failure) then TAS and heading are given arbitrary values but maneuver
tracking accuracy is lost.
The ability of VBF to absorb any bias in the wind speed estimate can also be used
to check the TAS and heading measuring equipment. The wind estimate obtained from the
tracking of a particular aircraft is compared to the average wind estimate of other
aircraft flying in the vicinity. Excessive differences, not justified by the noise in
the wind estimates,indicate a sensor error in the tracked airplane.
6.2 False velocity measurement rejection
A source of awkward errors in the airborne parameters is the data linking process
which can result in wildly erroneous measurements. Since velocity measurements are
used unaltered by VBF, large data linking errors must be removed before they are fed
tothe filter. TAS and headings are treated separately and a suitable procedure for
processing the heading measurements is described in section 5. A fading memory
averager is used to compute the velosity average (AVTAS) that is used by VBF.
Where I is a constant 0.1<1<0.3. TAS is first compared to AVTAS and if it is
declared as valid and is used further. A valeu for 1=0.2 and a rejebtion window have
been used successfully with the present data. In any case, the valeus of I and the
rejection window are not critical.

6.3 Necessary range and resolution of airspeed measurements
The range of TAS is 0-660 knots for subsonic airplanes. A 1.3
knots resolution is satisfactory, in view of the present data,
and therefore the transmission of TAS occupies 9 data link bits.
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Typical maneuver tracked by the velocity bias filter (VBF).
0 denote filter estimates. The number of the radar taking the
measurements is shown displaced under the actual measurement.
+ denote measurements,
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Figure 6.2
Wind speed and wind direction estimates produced by VBF and the on board INS plotted
against time. The flight Is the one shown in figure 6.1
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7. Discussion
Roll angle and heading are the two most Important downlinked measurements to aid
the tracking of maneuvering civil aircraft. Both result in simple filters using
equivalent target motion models (ABF and HBF) which differ only in the way they
handle missing data events. HBF provides superior performance since changes of
heading accumulate and are eventually detected. This does not apply to roll angie
so that ABF suffers a serious (and unacceptable) loss of accuracy in the event of
miising replies during maneuvers.
VBF is another tilter formulation that provides longitudinal acceleration
maneuver tracking in addition to lateral maneuver tracking, provided by HBF. VBF uses
true air speed measurements, in addition to heading measurements. VBF provides also
estimates of the wind. The wind however is not estimated as such, but as the average
difference of measured airspeed and estimated ground speed. Consequently any
systematic error in heading or true airspeed measurements will show up in the wind
speed estimates.
An overall comparison of tracking using heading and using S.S.R. obtained
positional data only is shown in figures 7.1 and 7.2. Figure 7.1 shows the track
obtained by a first order tracker with a maneuver detector. The situation is
multiradar coverage with three radars covering the area simultaneously. Apart from
the typical behaviour on maneuvers, false triggering of the maneuver detector by
noise occurs at several points. Between maneuvers the track is acceptably smooth,
since it is a straight line flight. The track obtained by HBF is shown in figure 7.2.
No significant loss of accuracy is obsrved in any part of the flight.
The final conclusion is that HBF provides the safest operation combined with a
low use of the data link capacity. VBF provides in addition longitudinal acceleration
tracking at the cost of a higher data link load. With civil aircraft however
longitudinal accelerations are not large, so that HBF provides an overall
satisfactory performance.
Nomenclature
Adenotes

x
yk
vxk
vyk
ak
Wk
rk
k
yx
Tk
R
em
xm
ym
am
vxm
am
ax

ay
GR
an
apn
h

an estimate
denotes a prediction
denotes the aircraft position on X axis at t=t
denotes the aircraft position on Y axis at t=tk
denotes the aircraft velocity on X axis at t=tk
denotes the aircraft velocity on Y axis at t=tk
denotes the aircraft lataral acceleration at t~t
k
denotes the aircraft angular velocity at t=t
denotes the relative velocity of the aircraft with respect to its
surrounding atmosphere at time t=t
denotes the plant noise (random accefaratlons) at t=t
k
denotes the sampling interval
Radar range measurement
Radar bearing measurement
position measurement on X axis
position measurement on Y axis
lateral acceleration measurement
velocity measurement on X axis
standard deviation of
x measurement
standard deviation of
ym measurement
standard deviation of
R m measurement
standard deviation of
Om hweasurement
standard deviation of VXm (plant noise)
standard deviation of
hk (magnetic heading) measurement
k
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APPENDIX A
Prediction covariance equations of the acceleration bias filter (ABF).
For the ABF operating on the X axis:
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L APPORT DES TECHNIQUES SATELLITAIRES
A LA SURVEILLANCE DE LA NAVIGATION AERIENNE
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Olivier Carel,
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Chef du D~partement Radiocommunication et Radioguidage du
Service Technique de la Navigation A~rienne
Membre frangais du Comit6 Special FANS de l'OACI
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RESUMXE
La mise en oeuvre des satellites pour les communications, navigation et surveillance de
l'aviation a 6t6 6tudi~e et a commenc6 A Otre planifi6e par l'Organisation de
l'Aviation Civile Internationale qui a cr~e le comit6 special Future Air Navigation
Syst~me (FANS) A cet effet. Ce comit6 vient de rendre son rapport final. La note pr6sente ses travaux et analyse les consequences de l'introduction des satellites dans le
cas particulier de !a surveillance du trafic. L'6lment le plus important sera la
"surveillance d~pendante automatique" (ADS) qui consiste en une retransmission automatique de lavion vers le sol de divers param~tres mesur~s a bord, principalement sa
position telle qui fournie par les moyens de navigation de l'appareil. Ce syst6me permettra un contr~le bien plus efficace dans les zones sans infrastructure sol. Dans les
zones continentales A fort trafic, les satellites ne se substituent pas au radar
secondaire, cependant les nouvelles techniques permettront plus de souplesse dans la
conception de l'infrastructure.
SUMMARY
The International Civil Aviation Organisation asked a special committee FANS (Future
Air Navigation Systems) to study satellite systeme implementation for communication
navigation and surveillance applications. This committee issued recently its final
report. The paper presents FANS work and analyses the consequences of satellite systeme
implememtation repon the surveillance of air traffic. The most important element will
be automatic dependent surveillance (ADS) which implies the automatic air to ground
return transmission of various airborne measured parameters, i.e mainly aircraft
position as supplied by the aircraft navigation equipments. This concept is to allow a
much more efficient air traffic control in every area lacking a ground infrastructure.
In continents areas with heavy air traffic, satellites will not substitute the
secondary surveillance radar. The new techniques however will allow a flexible design
of the ground infrastructure.

1 -

INTRODUCTION

L'apport des satellites a 6t6 6tudiA r~cemment par l'Organisation de l'Aviation Civile
Internationale qui a confi6 cette r~flexion A un groupe de travail dont les travaux
viennent de s'achever. Ce travail va Otre rappelA dans une premiere partie. Les satellites pourront jouer un r8le dans le systdme CNS (communication navigation surveillance) de laviation civile future. La pr~sente communication restreint sa r~flexion au
probl~me de la surveillance. Elle examinera surtout deux cas : le premier cas est celui
de la surveillance d6pendante, c'est A dire celle ot le mobile informe le centre charg6
de le suivre de sa position actuelle, le second cas concerne la surveillance ind~pendante cooperative, c'est A dire la d6termination par le centre de la position du mobile, en se servant de mesures effectu~s sur des 6missions de ce mobile. Nous
conclurons en essayant de pr~voir la fagon dont ces techniques nouvelles arriveront, ou
non, A s'introduire dans les operations a6riennes.

2 - LE TRAVAIL EFFECTUE A LIOACI.
L'Organisation de l'Aviation Civile Internationale a cr~e en 1984 un comit6 special
qu'elle a chargO d'6tablir une description des moyens futurs de la navigation a~rienne.
Ce comit6 s'appelle FANS (pour "future air navigation systems"). Il est compos6 de
seize membres officiels
(Allemagne f~d~rale, Australie, Br~sil, Canada, Danemark,
Espagne , Etats Unis, France, Grande Bretagne, Islande, Italie, Japon, Pays Bas,
Tanzanie, URSS, IATA (association internationale du transport a~rien), IFALPA (f~d6ration internationale des associations, des pilotes de ligne) IATCA (f6d6ration internationale des associations de contr8leurs de la circulation a~rienne). De nombreux
observateurs ont particip au
e dbat, certains do fagon fondamentalo (Agence pour la
s~curit6 de l'aviation civile en Afrique et A Madagascar, Eurocontrol, Agence Spatialo
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europ~enne, INMARSAT, Portugal, etc... ). Le president de FANS a 6t6 M.Jan Smit des Pays
Bas qui vient de prendre sa retraite et qui a ainsi achev6 sa carri~re a~ronautique par
un franc succ~s. Le comit6 FANS s'est r~uni quatre fois en r6union officielle A
Montreal. Les comptes rendus des r~unions 2 et 3 sont des documents vandus par l'OACI.
La quatri~me et derni~re r~union s'est tenue du 2 au 20 mai 1988. Son rapport va bient8t 8tre 6dit6 off iciellement. Ce rapport va Otre, selon toute probabilit&, propos6 A
la prochaine Assembl~e G~n~rale de l'OACI qui se tiendra A Montr6al A l'autonne 1989.
Le plan propos6 par le FANS, s'il est approuv6 par cette asseinbl~e g~n6rale, prendra un
statut official et international. L'auteur de cette note a repr~sent6 la France au
comit6 FANS. L'activit6 de ce comit6 a en particulier 6t6 consacr~e A l'introduction
des techniques spatiales dans la navigation a6rienne, ou, pour 8tre plus pr~cis, dans
le syst~me de communication de navigation et de surveillance de la navigation a~rienne,
ce que V'on trouve parfois contract6 dams les initiales "CNS". On trouvera en annexe 1
A cette note les tableaux 6tablis par FANS pour d~crire l'emsemble de ces syst~mes. Ces
tableaux conprennent 3 lignes, la derni~re 6tant consacr~e A la surveil.lance. Les trois
colonnes correspondent A la p~riode actuel'.e, et A deux myst~rieuses phases A et B qua
la comit6 n'a pas voulu appeler par des dates trop pr.~cises. La colonne A correspond A
des syst~mes dont la mise en oeuvre est d~jA planifi6e (ca qui est le cas du GPS1
Navstar, par exempla), elle vise en gros la p6riode 1990/2005. La phase B correspond au
syst~me futur qua souhaite FANS et qui sera mis an oeuvre qualque part entre 2000 et
2015. On voit que le comit6 FANS n'est pas, A tort ou A raison, r~volutionnaira. Les
communications vocales VHF, par exempla, sont consid~r~es comne 6ternelles. Ilais FANS
et l'OACI doivent se tenir A des systdmes acceptables par tous les pays, or , A travers
le mon'de, la dispersion des niveaux de d~valoppememts dams le domaine a6ronautique est
consid6rable. on notara dams cas tableaux quelques termes relevant du franglais (certains espaces a6rians" sont devenus "espaces a6riems s~lectionn6s" par contagion de
l'amglais "selected air spaces"), mais l'6dition que nous reproduisons m'est pas encore
1'6dition finale. On remarquara aussi de nombraux: acronymas dont certains correspondent
A des concepts assez nouveaux qu'il vaut la peine de consid~rer en d~tail.

3 LES PERFORMANCES
Capability).

DE

NAVIGATION

REQUISES,RNPC

(Required

Navigation

Performance

Les r~glementations actuelles sur l'enport de moyens de navigation sont d6suates, ellas
obligant par exemple tous les avions a 8tre 6quip~s de r~cepteurs VOR, mona les avions
6quip~s de cantralas A inertie dont las pilotes me consultent pas le VOR. La
r~glamentation applicable dams la zone contr8l~e da l'Atlantique nord montre une
nouvalle voie :pour acc~der A cette zone, on demande aux avions de savoir tenir leur
route A mieux que 5,2 milles nautiques dans 95% des cas, mais on laisse A l'op~rateur
la choix des noyens pour y parvenir, l'Om~ga, l'inertie etc... Ce concept sous le mom
de RNPC devrait atra 6tendu A tous las espacas comtr6s. Les autorit~s responsables
d'une certaime zone devroat d~clarar quella classe de RNPC est n~cessaire pour
fr~quemter cette zone. Les autorit~s de certification v6rifiaront que l'avion remplit
bien les conmditions de cette classe dams l'espaca consid6r6. Las services du contr8le
6tabliront leurs procedures sans avoir ,. connaltre le type d'6quipemant de chaque
aviom. Cetta nouvella r~glementation se mettra en place lentement. Un groupe d'exparts
de l'OACI ast charg6 de se pancher sur le sujet, ce groupa partira des quelques textes
d6jA 6tablis par la comit6 FANS.
Le concept de RNPC simplifiera la vie de tout le monda, nais une des cons6quencas pour
la surveillance est qu'on 6tablira les s~parations entre avions suivant ces saules
normas. on me s~parera pas tel et tel avion, de 5 nautiques parce que l'un se sert du
Loran-C et l'autra du VOR et telle autre paire de 3 nautiquas parca que ces avions utilisent le GPS. Il y aura ume norma et uma seule.

4

-

LE GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite Systene).

En ce qui concarma la navigation (at on varra plus loin que la navigation et la surveillance pourront 8tra fortamant associ~as), le comit6 est certain qua la navigation
par satellite fourmira una solution universella,
facile d'amploi, sOre pour que la
position pr~senta d'un mobile soit connue avac pr6cision dams le mobile lui-mame. Le
comit6 FANS sait bian (cf les travaux du comit6 SC-159 du RTCA et du groupe 19
d'Euroca6 tous deux sur l'utilisation de GPS dams l'aviation civila)
qua le saul
systdme bien 6tudi6 est le GPS am6ricain et que calui-ci pose des probl~zes assez
alarmants da continuit6 de service (possibilit6 pour un mobile de se retrouver sans
signal GPS au milieu d'une op6ration d~licatbi at d'int~grit6 (possibilit6 pour qu'um
mobile utilise des signaux GPS hors moines sans qu'on puissa en Otra pr~venu ou sans
qu'on sache le d~tecter par des noyams internes au mobile). Le comit6 FANS a donc
appe16 GNSS um syst~me futur suppose A l'abri des difficult~s da continuit6 de service
et d'int~grit6 sans que l'on puisse dire da quoi sera compos6 le GNSS. Una hypoth~sa
serait que le GNSS soit form6 de 1'emsemble des satellites am6ricains
(GPS) et
sovi6tiques (GLONASS), ce qui farait taint de satellites que la panae d6finitive ou la
d~rive pernicieuse de l'un daux me pourrait entrainer aucune cons~quence grave. Une
autra hypoth~se serait qua le GNSS soit composA des 66ents du syst~me GPS tel qu'il
est actuellemant planifi6 par le D6partememt de la d6fense des Etats-Unis, augmemt6 de
noyans da surveillance au sol des sigmaux GPS at de moyans de diffuser des
renseignenent sur l'6tat de syst~me par exempla A partir de satellites en orbita
c6ostationnaire (cf article de Genevibve Eydaleime dams le bulletin de 1VOACI de mars
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1988). Ces mayens auxiliaires de surveillance de GPS pourraient atre mis en place par
les autorit6s civiles. Les notions de continuit6 du service et d'int~grit6 ont 6t
6tudi~es tr~s finement par les sp6cialistes de l'atterrissage tout temps. ( cf annexe
10 de l'OACI, supplement C A la lere partie, section 2-8). Hais ces notions ne
s'appliquent peut Otre pas tr~s bien A des approches guid~es par des satellites. En
effet, toute panne dramatique d'un moyen d'atterrissage actuel, survenant au monent le
plus d~licat de l'atterrissage, ne mettrait en danger que le seul avion en fin
d'appxoche, alors qu'une panne 6quivalente d'un satellite GPS peut compromettre la
s6curit6 de tous les avions en approche sur un quart de la surface de la terre. La
probabilit6 de pouvoir terniner son approche est la m~me dams le cas d'une aide locale
(ILS ou MLS) ou dans le cas d'un guidage par satellite et pour chaque passager d'un
avion donn6 c'est probablement ce qui compte. 11 est cependant d6plaisant de voir que
la probabilit6 d'6chec de nombreuses approches vont 6tre coupl~es et que la panne
unique d'un sous ensemble sur un satellite risque de compromettre tant d'approches de
sorte que chaque panne pourrait bien entrainer un authentique accident. Le risque est
difficile A 6valuer, mais si dans la couverture d'un satellite se trouvent quelques
milliers d'avions en l'air, que ceux-ci volent en moyenne deux heures et qu'il y a peut
6tre quinze A trente secondes de vraiment sensibles, encore qu'une panne ne causera
d'accident que dans une fraction de ces remises de gaz aventur~es A trbs basses
altitude, on arrive au taux d'un accident toutes les dix pannes de satellites, ce taux
serait inf~rieur Si les moyens d'atterrissage au sol restaient tr~s r~pandues (les
moyens d'atterrissage au sol seront toujours n~cessaires aux approches de pr~cision).
La fiabilit6 de la svirveillance de la circulation adrienne par l'usage d6tourn6 d'un
"GNSS",c'est ALdire l'ADS, n'a gu~re 6t6 6tudi6. On en reparlera plus loin.

5

-

SURVEILLANCE DEPENDANTE OU INDEPENDANTE,

COOPERATIVE OU NON COOPERATIVE.

Les concepts de surveillance d~pendante ou ind6pendante, coop~rative ou non cooperative
ont beaucoup 6t6 utilis~s dams les travaux du comit6 FANS.
on dit qu'un systbme de surveillance de la circulation adrienne est "coop~ratif" quand
les a~ronefs saint munis d'un 6quipement radio de bord qui participe au systame. Ainsi,
les 1FF, les radars secondaires qui utilisent des r~pondeurs dans les avions sont des
Les radars primaires qui utilisent des r~flections sur les sursyst~mes coop~ratif s.
faces conductrices d'un mobile sont des syst~mes "non coop6ratifs". Le cas de la
goniom~trie, c'est A dire du reldvement par des noyens au sol de la source d'6missions,
peut relever de l'une ou de l'autre classe, mais en ce qui concerne l'aviation civile,
la goniom~trie des 6missions ou la mesure de distance bas~e sur le temps de
transmission d'6changes de donn~es cod6es reldvent 6videmment de la surveillance
coop~rative.
La surveillance
ou d~pendante.

coop6rative peut elle-m~me se partager entre surveillance ind~pendante

On dit qu'un syst~me de surveillance cooperative constitue une "surveillance ind~pendante" lorsque l'estimation de la position du mobile par le sol est faite A partir de
mesures faites du sol. Le radar secondaire qui se base pour ses mesures d'azimut comme
pour ses mesures de distance sur des mesures faites au sol reldve de la surveillance
ind~pendante.
on dit qu'un syst~me de surveillance net en oeuvre une "surveillance d~pendante"
lorsque l'estination de la position du mobile se fait seulement A partir de donn~es
mesur~es dams l'avion et transmises au sol. C'est le cas aujourd'hui de la surveillance
de l'altitude par le radar secondaire, puisque l'altitude pression est mesur~e dams
l'avion, cod6e puis transnise au sol en utilisant le node C du radar secondaire. On
trouvera dams les textes FANS deux applications particulidres si fr6quentes qu'on les
d6signe par leurs initiales, il s'agit de l'ADS (Automatic Dependant Surveillance) et
la CIS
(Cooperative Independant Surveillance soit la surveillance ind~pendante coop6rative).
Ce sont ces deux techniques qui, si elles saint nis en oeuvre par l'interm~diaire de
satellites, peuvent tr~s profondement modifier la fagon d'estiner la position des
a6ronefs en vol dams certaims espaces a6riens.

6

-

LA SURVEILLANCE DEPENDANTE AUTOHATIQUE (ADS), PRINCIPE DE BASE.

Il existe de nombreux espaces a~riens oai le trafic est trop faible pour justifier
l'implantation d'un r~seau important de moyens au sol :il s'agit de nombreuses zones
d~sertes (arctiques, antarctiques, deserts, etc... ) et de la plupart des oc6ans. Il
existe quelques zones oc~aniques oiA le trafic a~rien nWest pas du tout n~gligeable,
c'est le cas de la bande de l'Atlantique Nord sur laquelle se concentrent les vols
transatlantiques (Oceanic Track Systdme, OTS) at d'ume zone analogue dams le Pacifique
Nord, entre las Etats Unis et les pays industrialis~s d'Extr~me Orient. Dams ce cas, le
trafic justifiarait des investissements mais pas assez pour entretanir des moyans de
surface an haute mar. Dams toutes ces zones vans moyans au sol, donc sans radar
secondaire, la saula possibilit6 de surveillance moderne sera l'ADS, c'est A dire la
transmission automatique de dones masur6es dams l'avion vers le service sol. Le
syst~me sara automatique, c'est A dire sans intervention de 1'6quipage. Ceci impliquera
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donc un protocole de dialogue pour cette application entre les systdmes informatis~s
des services de contr6le a6rien et les systdmes informatis~s, a bord des avions (le cas
des avions anciems et des abronefs pas trop 6quip~s de l'aviation g~n~rale, impliquera
peut &tre quelques interventions humaines dans le systdire mais cela reste A voir).
Le message ADS sera demand6 par le centre de contr8le. Celui-ci pr~cisera A chaque
avion quelles sont les donn~es qui l'int~ressent e4 le moment oil il aura besoin de ces
donn~es, par exemple :une fois tout de suite, ou autre exemple, toutes les cimq minutes, A partir de tel instant. Le message ADS sera assemblA dans l'avion et adress6 au
moment indiqu6.
Le message le plus simple contiendrait par exemple les donnfts
suivantes (cf rapport FANS 4, point 3 appendice B, tableau 1a).

ADS DE BASE (POSSIBILITES OBLIGATOIRES DE L-EQUIPEMENT EMBARQUE)
El~ments A communiquer
Elements de donn6es

Dams chaque
rapport

latitude/longitude

x

Altitude
Temps
Indice de qualit6
Champ d'activation
Capacit6 ADS
Identification

x
X
X

Sur demande

R~solution
0,0125 minute
d 'arc
2,4 m (8 pieds
0,125 seconde

X1
X

8 x 6bits

1) le champ d'activa ion/capacit6 i dique ce que 1 6quipement de
transmettre, ou va tiansmettre.
fI

Bits
42
16
15
7
16
48
'avion peut

Les messages plus longs pourraient comprendre en plus des donn6es ci-dessus, les coordonn~es du prochain point de cheminement,
ou le vecteur vitesse de l'avion, ou des
renseignements sur la m~tdorologie locale comme l'estimaticn du vent fournie par les
centrales A inertie. Les donndes de base donndes ci-dessus me sont pas encore fig~es
par l'OACI.
Bien des discussions sont encore ndcessaires avant que ces chiffres
figurent dams l'Annexe 10. Un groupe d'experts de l'OACI vient d'Otre charg6 de cette
t~che de mise au point. Deux sujets ont dejA fait couler beaucoup d'encre, ce sont
l'horodatage (faut-il ou non domner dans le message l'heure A laquelle il
a 6t6
6tabli?) et l'indice de qualit6 (em anglais "figure of merit") qui devrait indiquer la
confiance que le contr8le peut accorder aux renseignenents envoy~s :si
les donn6es
viennent d'une centrale A inertie, il serait int~ressant de savoir si celle-ci a pu
8tre recalde, ou non, r~ceminent. On peut se demander s'il est bien utile de r~p~ter ce
renseignement A chaque message.
On trouvera en seconde annexe un texte extrait du rapport FANS-4 et qui pr~che de fagon
assez convainrante en faveur de l'ADS.

7

-

LES MOYENS DE COMMUNICATION DE LWADS.

Quels seront les moyens physiques de transmission de l'ADS? Les premidres applications,
les plus 6videntes, z. ; Lrouvent dams les zones oc~aniaues oQ le trafic adrien et le
plus important. Dams ce cas, le moyen de communication le plus sOr va Otre le syst~me
de communication mobile a~ronautique par satellite (AMSS Aeronautical Mobile Satellite
Syst~me) pour lequel divers prestataires de service sont pr~ts A fournir des moyens (la
SITA par exemple,
en union avec les services officiels des t~ldcommunications de
France, da Canada et d'Australie; maim il y a des organisations concurrentes). L'agence
internatiomale Inmarsat va lancer prochaimement des satellites comportant des r~p~teurs
dams la bande adronautique, soit 1545 A 1555 MHz vers les avions et 1646,5 A 1656,5 MHz
vers les satellites. Ces moyens serviront A passer A la fois le t~l~phone des passagers
et les communications techniques des compagnies a6riennes et des services de contr8le
de la circulation a6rienne, qu'il s'agisse de voix ou do donn~es. Un passager qui parle
aura besoin de 10 mille bits par seconde pour transmettre son discours avec la fid~lit6
sonore A laquelle le t~l~phone public mous a habitu~s. A c~t6 do ces 10 000 bits/s, le
d~bit de donn6es de l'ADS me repr~sonte rien, disons cimq bits par seconde , par avion.
Ume cons~quence de cette disproportion est quo ce sera le passager qui paiera le plus
clair du cocit do ces mouvelles communications. Une cons~quence de cette coms6quence est
que 1'AMSS me se r~pandra vite que si les passagers r~vblent un fort besoim de
t~l~phomer pendant los vols. Bien sQr les quelques bits pourraient atre transnis par
biem d'autres techniques, par exemple, par le syst~me mis em oeuvre sous le non d'ACARS
en Ani6rique du Nord, et d'AIRCOM ailleurs, systbne qui permet de transnettre des bits
sur um canal VHF. Ce syst~me m'a pas d'application ATC (Air Traffic Control) pour le
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moment (mais ii y a d~jA une exception au.moins au Canada oi 1'ACARS sert A transmettre
A certains avions le d~tail du plan do vol que l'ATC impose avec le d~collage). Il ost
possible que d'autres moyens de coxnnuniquer des donn~es des avions vers le sol, qui
n'emploient pas de satellite, sojent offertos un jour A l'aviation civile. Ils pourraient utiliser soit une partie de la bande A14SS cit~e plus haut, soit une partie de la
capacit6 du futur t~l~phone "cellulaire" qui permettra un jour prochain en Europe de
t~l~phoner d'un avion conme on t~l~phone d'une voiture.
La nature du moyen de communication nest pas trds importante pour le transfert de donnoes cod~es. on peut imaginer que ce soit la tAche de syst~mes automatis~s do trouver
pour chaque, message le support le plus adapt6 A V instant et au lieu consid~r6. Cette
possibilit6 d'utiliser n'importe quel moyem de transmission do donn~es, lA oaiun radar
secondaire nest pas disponible est attrayante :elle pernettra d'offrir un contr~le do
qualit6 prosque partout (bien entendu, un bon contr~le exige bien d'autres 6l6ments quo
des moyens do surveillance).

8

-

LA SECURITE RE W'ADS.

La s~curit6 do 1ADS n'a gu~re 6t6 6tudi6e. Et il conviendra quo cetto 6tude
entreprise (encore quo los moyens los plus anciens do l'aviation nont jamais
l'objet d'6tudes do s6curit6 tr~s pouss6es avant leur introduction).

soit
fait

En ce qui concerne le radar secondaire, la logique est souvent cello do la double couverturo
chaque espace a~rien est observ6 par doux radars qui fonctionnent tout A fait
ind~pendanment l'un do JVautre. On n'utilise op6rationnellement qu'un soul radar en un
endroit donn6, mais 1e radar viendrait-il A tomber en panne qu'on pourrait aussitat
utiliser l'autre. D'autre part, chaque avion a un double transpondour. Si jamais il
perdait l'usage do sos deux transpondeurs, cola poserait un probl~mo do contrale mais
on peut n~gliger la probabilit6 quo doux avions voisins perdent tous lours transpondeurs au mime instant.
En ce qui concerno 1ADS, la chalne est bien plus longue. 1l y aura des avions luxueusenent 6quip~s et d'autros Aquip~s do fag;on sommaire. on pourra dams chaque cas,
effectuor une 6tude do performance et uno 6tude des pannes possibles. Les performances
do lADS d~pondront par exemple des 6l6ments suivants:
Des avions voisins, dont le contr8leur survoille l'espaconent, peuvont utiliser des
noyons do navigation identiques ou des moyens diff~rents. Leurs erreurs do navigation
pouvont Otre ind~pendantes ou ellos pouvent 8tre coupl6os, ce qui sera 1e cas s'ils
utilisont 1e mgme syst~mo do radionavigation. Comme nous 1 avions indiqu6 plus haut,
los avions 6voluant dams un mae espace auront tous prouvk qu'ils suivaient los normos
RNPC locales, et 1e plus simple serait do s'on tonir 1A. Cepondant le cas de sources
d'erreurs communes A plusiours avions (par oxemple errour due A une horlogo do
satellite qui d~rive au voisinage des tol6rances fix~es) doit 4tro consid~r6 et 6tudi6.
-

L'analyse des pannes do lADS devra aussi Otre faite. L'ADS exige le fonctionnenent
simultanA du syst~me do radionavigation qui pout oxiger 4 ou 5 satellites en vue do ls
zone contr8l6e consid~r~e, des rkcepteurs do bord do ce systbne, des syst~nes embarqu~s
do gestion des transmission do donn6es, des 6motteurs-r~cepteurs do bord, dos centres
d'6mission-r~ception au sol (ot ontre 6metteurs et r~ceptours, il y a toujours une
place pour une source do brouillago du spectre radio~lectrique) ,
dos moyens do
transmission des messages entre la station terrienno de communication par satellite et
lo centre do contr8le do la circulation earienne, etc...
-

La figure 1 ost une tentative do representation do cetto situation. On voit ciu'il pout
existor des mayens do secours. Le syst~me do nivigation par satellite aura sa propro
s~curit6 grAce A un nombre do satellites sup~rieur au minimum n~cessaire A un calcul do
position. Si le syst~me de satellite no pr~sonte aucune redondance, il faut imp~rativemont disposer d'un autro noyen. (Cependant los trous du syst~me GPS, seront probablemont assez brefs, do lordro d'une dizaine do minutes, on pourra dans do nombreux cas
utiliser l'estime pour survivro A ces moments difficiles). Lo systdmo do communication
par satellite comptera normalement un satellite do secours. Donc si au moment du
d~collage, il y a doux satellites AMSS disponibles, le systdmo devrait 8tre sar. Mais
si un do cos satellites neurt, et cela arrivera forc~ment, faut-il laisser los avions
d~coller pour des vols transoc6aniques? A des heures do pointe, cola posera problame,
et il faudra trouver d'autres chominononts, ou alors revonir aux procedures en viguour
auJourd'hui avec leurs espacenents lat~raux et longitudinaux consid~rables.
LWADS pout Atre assoz raisonnabloment envisag~e au dessus des continents ca existent
d'autres moyens CNS et elle pourra faire une cortaino concurrence au radar socondaire,
dams los zones ocx le trafic nest pas trop serr6.
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FIGURE 1
Le r~seau des informations ADS
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transporter que relativement peu d'information utile
(784 bits au plus par message,
250 bits en g~n6ral). Le format Geostar est bien adapt6 A un certain type de clientble
comme les mobiles terrestres, mais' il ne 'convient pas spdcialement A V aviation qui a
besoin de
mesurer les positions tr~s fr~quemment pendant les vols. Un usage
a~ronautique de G~ostar par l'aviation saturerait probablement une bonne part du
syst~me (500 000 transactions sont possibles par heure par 'faisceau" Gdostar dams les
premi~res applications, mais 60 millions pour un syst~me absolument complet, en 2010 ii
y aurait 60 000 avions volant simultandment sur le continent amdricain). Les kchanges
de dommdes de l'AMSS vont 6tre optimisds pour 6cononiser le spectre radio~lectrique,
ld6nergie 6mise, le nombre de bits par seconde. C'est exactement le contraire de ce qui
convient'A une bonne mesure de la distance. Dams un canal de 2,5 kHz de largeur, avec
un d~bit de quelques centaines a quelques milliers de bits par seconde, il faudrait um
temps considdrable pour obtenir ume mesure de distance utilisable, soit A quelques
hectom~tres pr~s. La totalitd de la bande AMSS nest elle-m~me que de 10 MHz. Ces
comsiddrations un peu vagues (mais le format AMSS n'est pas encore fig6) et plut8t
pessimistes sur
les applications A court terme des communications AMSS A la
localisatiom des avions, ne doivent pas aller jusqu'A declarer la CIS imfaisable. Pour
obtemir des mesures de distance de pr~cision int~ressante, il faudra que le systbme
AMSS soit surabondant pour les communications, afin que V'on puisse utiliser pour la
CISIS du spectre et du temps. Avec las bilams de liaison trds serr~s que 1 'on vise
actuellenent, il Wen est pas question, mais si un jour les satellites ont des antemnes
assez grandes pour assurer ume densit6 de puissance comfortable dams l'atnosphare
terrestre, on pourra inventer des formats de messages convemant a VA4SS. D'autres
progrds peuvent jouer, si liavion par exemple possdde une horloge de bord prdcise A une
fraction de microseconde prbs (I us correspond A 300 m~tres), il West plus ndcessaire
d'avoir un 6change aller-retour pour mesurer ume distance, un trajet aller suffira (a
la rdflexion cette idde est un peu douteuse, car si l'horloge de bord est inise A
l'heure avec les signaux GPS, la CIS obtenue ne sera plus si ind~pendante que 9a de la
navigation).

CONCLUSIONS.
Les satellites grace A leur altitude 6lev~e permettent de couvrir d'6normes espaces
avec peu de moyens. Malgr6 le coOt des techniques spatiales, satellites et lanceurs,
les satellites pernettront d'obtemir des services de qualit& uniforme A un coat acceptable sur ume grande partie du globe. Ces progr~s concerneront la navigation grace A
Navstar-GPS et peut 6tre grace A Glonass, la contrepartie sovidtique du GPS. On sait
que GPS commencera sa vie opdrationnelle bient6t (couverture A trois dimensions inondiale en 1992). Les communications air-sol par satellite (AMSS) vont se mettre em place
bient~t, Ininarsat devant nettre sur orbite en 1988 son premier satellite de seconde
g~m~ration comportant donc des transpondeurs dams la bande adromautique. Le premier
appel tbl~phonique depuis um vol r~gulier a eu lieu le 18 octobre 1987 (cf Aeronautical
Satellite News ddcembre 1987) grace A un satellite expdrimental japonais. Les moines
des sigmaux AMSS sont 6tudids dams divers formes. Le document mis au point par les conpagmies a~riennes (morine ARINC 741) est d~jA d'ume bonne 6paisseur.
Les consequences sur la surveillance du trafic adrien, de ce ddmarrage trds prochain
des services spatiaux A l'aviation seront assez mesur~es au debut. La mise en place de
l'ADS (Automatic Dependant Surveillance) va certainement apporter d'inienses progr~s au
contr8le du trafic a~rien au-dessus des oc~ans et ceci avant la fin du si~cle. Mais
l'ADS me saura pas pas concurrencer la prdcision et la rapidit6 du syst~ne de
surveillance par radar secondaire dams les zones terininales chargdes. WADS pourra peut
6tre permettre d'6cononiser certaines stations radar de rentabilit6 marginale, elle
permettra aussi d'obtenir des renseigmements plus pr~cis, plus t6t sur les avions qui
viennent des zones ocdaniques.
La surveillance ind~pendante coop~rative ne semble pas avoir d'application pr~cise
d'ici quelques temnps. Em effet le format n~cessaire a une bonne surveillance nWest pas
le mame que celui qui convient A des communications 6comomiques, or la strat~gie de
tous les int~ress~s vise aujourd'hui A lancer ce nouveau commerce des communications
adromautiques.

Ref &ences:
(1) Annexe 10 "T6ldcommunicatioms adronautiques, volume 1, OACI Montr~al.
(2) Rapports des r6unions FANS 2 (1985), 3 (1986) et 4 (1988), OACI Montrdal
(3) La navigation par satellite, prochaine
bulletin de l'OACI, mars 1988.
(4) Les services de radiorepdrage par
laviation civile, Brazzaville inai 1987.

6tape de
satellite,

l'aviation civile, G.Eydaleine,
ITA,

commission

africaine

de

(5) Project Paper 741, Aviation Satellite Communication Syst~me (Satcom), juillet 1988,
ARINC, Annapolis, Maryland.
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ANNEXE 1
EXTRAIT DU RLAPPORT SUR LE POINT 2 DE L'ORDRE DU JOUR DE FANS14
Tableau I-A .Evolution

du CNS

-

Espace abrien en route oc~anique/continental A faible

densitb de circulation (Note 5)

fonction

P6riode actuelle

Navigation

OMEGA/LORAN-C
NDB
VOR/DME
Alt.baromdtrique
1NS/IRS

P~riode actuelle
(note 4)
RNAV/RNPC
GNSS

Evolution future
possible

RNAV/RNPC
GNSS
Alt. barom~triqueAltim~trie GNSS
Alt. (Note 3)
INS! IRS

Signaux vocaux!
Signaux vocaux!
donn6es
Donndes/signaux
vocaux SMAS - HF au Bande L de terre
Donn~es/signaux
vocaux SMAS (note 1,dessus des p~les
seulement (Note 6)
P~riode actuelle

Communication Signaux vocaux
VHF
Signaux vocaux
HF

Surveillance

PHASE B

PHASE A

+

Radar primaire! Radar primaire/SSR ADS
SSR (continents) (Note 2) -Cornptesrendus de position
Comptes rendus
ADS
de position vo -vocaux
caux.

CIS par satellite
(espaces a~riens
s~lectionn~s
Note 5)

LEGENDE

SMAS
RNAV/RNPC
GNSS
ADS
CIS
INS
IRS

Note
ou A
Note
Note
Note
Note
Note

mobile a~ronautique par satellite
Navigation de surface! qualit6 de navigation requise
Systdne mondial de satellites de navigation
Surveillance d~pendante automatique
Surveillance ind~pendante coopdrative
Syst~me de navigation par inertie
Syst~me A r~f~rence inerrcielle

-Service

-

1I Les services vocaux ne sont peut-6tre pas disponibles dams certaines rkgions
bord de tous les a~ronefs.
2 - Le radar primaire est momns n~cessaire
3 - LA ocx Valtim~trie barom~trique n'est pas utilisable
4 - Les NDB seront progressivement retir~s.
5 - Comprend les basses couches, les r~gions off-shore et les r~gions recul~es
6 - Jusqu'A ce que les communications par satellite soient disponibles.
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Tableau I-B .Evolution du CNS - Espace a6rien continental A forte densit6 de
circulation.

Evolution future
possible

fonction

Pbriode actuelle

PHASE A

PHASE B

Navigation

OMEGA/LORAN-C
NDB
VOR/DME
Alt.barom~trique
INS/IRS

P~riode actuelle
(note 4)
RNAV/RNPC
GNSS

RNAC/RNPC
GNSS
Alt. baromntriqueAltim~trie GNSS
Alt. (Note 3)
INS! IRS

Communication Signaux vocaux
VHF
Signaux vocaux
HF

Signaux vocaux/donn~es VHF
Signaux vocaux/donn~es SMAS (Note 1)
Liaison de donn~es
SSR - Mode S

Signaux vocaux/
Donn~es/Signaux
vocaux SMAS Liaison de donn~es
SSR Modes S

Signau vocaux/
donn~es
Bande L de terre

Surveillance

Radar prinaire/
(Note 2) SSR Modes A/C ou
SSR Modes S

SSR Modes A/C ou
SSR Modes S
ADS

CIS par satellite
(espaces a6riens
s6lectionn~s
( Note 5)

Radar primaire/
SSR modes A/C

LEGENDE

SMAS
- Service mobile a~ronautique par satellite
RNAV/RNPC - Navigation de surface/ qualit6 de navigation requise
GNSS
- Syst~me mondial de satellites de navigation
ADS
- Surveillance d~pendante automatique
CIS
- Surveillance ind~pendante cooperative
INS
- Syst~me de navigation par inertie
IRS
- Systdme A r6f~rence inertielle

Note
ou A
Note
Note
Note
Note

1 - Les services vocaux ne sont peut-&tre pas disponibles dans certaines r~gions
bord de tous les a6ronefs.
2 - Le radar primaire est moins n~cessaire
3 - LA o6 l'altim~trie baromtrique nest pas utilisable
4 - Les NDB seront progressivement retir6s.
5 - Comprend les basses couches, les r~gions off-shore et les r~gions recul~es.

Tableau I-C .Evolution du CNS - Espace a~rien oc~anique A forte densit6 de circulation.

fonction

Navigation

P~riode actuelle

PHASE A

MNPS
P~riode actuelle
OMEGA/LORAN-C
+
Alt.baromtrique RNAV/RNPC
GNSS
INS/IRS

Communication Signaux vocaux
HF

Signaux vocaux
VHF
Donn6es / Signaux
vocaux SMAS
( Note 1)

Surveillance

Comptes rendus de
position vocaux
A D S

Comptes rendus
de position
vocaux

PHASE B

Evolution future
possible

RNAC/RNPC
GNSS
Alt. baromtriqueAltimtrie GNSS
Alt. (Note 3)
INS! IRS

Donn~es/Signaux
vocaux SMAS -

ADS

CIS par satellite
(espaces a~riens
s~lectionn~s
(Note 5)
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Note 1 - Les services vocaux ne sont peut-&tre pas disponibles dans certaines regions
ou A bord de tous les a6ronefs.
Note 3 - LA oA l'altimtrie baromdtrique nest pas utilisable
Tableau I-D .Evolution du CNS - Regions terminales A forte densit6 de circulation.

fonction

P~riode actuelle

Navigation

NDB
VOR/DME
ILS
Alt.baromtrique
INS/IRS

PHASE A

Pdriode actuelle
(Note 4)
+
RNAV/RNPC
GNSS
MLS

PHASE B

RNAC/RNPC
GNSS
MLS
NDB (Note 4)
VOR/DME (Note 5)
Alt. baromdtrique
INS/ IRS

Communication Signaux vocaux
HF

Signaux vocaux /
donndes VHF
Donndes/Signaux
Liaisons de donndes vocaux VHF SSR Mode S

Surveillance

Radar primaire
(Note 2)
SSR Modes A/C ou
SSR Modes S

Note
ou A
Note
Note

Radar primaire

Evolution future
possible

SSR Modes A/C ou
Modes S
ADS (Note 2)

Signaux vocaux/
donnes- Bande-L
de Terre

SSR

I - Les services vocaux ne sont peut-8tre pas disponibles dans certaines regions
bord de tous les adronefs.
4 - Les NDB seront progressivement retirds.
5 - Comprend les basses couches, les rdgions off-shore et les rdgions reculdes.
LEGENDE

SMAS
- Service mobile a~ronautique par satellite
RNAV/RNPC - Navigation de surface/ qualit6 de navigation requise
GNSS
- Syst~me mondial de satellites de navigation
ADS
- Surveillance ddpendante automatique
CIS
- Surveillance ind~pendante coopdrative
- Systbme de navigation par inertie
IRS
- Syst~me A rdfbrence inertielle

INS
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Tableau II -A

a~rien en route oc~anique / continental A
Evolution de VATM -Espace
faible densit6 de circulation.

FONCTION

Caract~ristique/particularit6s de base

PERIODE ACTUELLE

PHASE

comptes rendus de
position vocaux
-

traitement des
plans de vol
- contr~le aux proc&dures
syst4 me compremant
principalement des
routes fixes
iniportantes s6parations longitudinales
et laurale
signaux vocaux HF
et VHF
-

-

-

-

A

PHASE B

additions

additions

A DS

-

plus grande pr6cisiom de la sur veillance

R~zolution tactique
de comf lit

-

transmission de don
noes
routes optimales

Fonctions dams le sys- - traitoment automa- - corr~lation automa time ATC automatique tique des donn~es de tique donndes de plan
plan de vol
de vol - donn~es ADS

Fonctioms A bord des
a~romefs

-moyens

RNAV

plus grande capa
-cit6 de planifier
la circulation
-

pr~diction de
trajectoire
- moyems am~lior~s
de recherche et de
r~solution des con
flits (pour les
routes optinales
aussi ).

Fonctiom ADS
- Moyens am~lior~s
moyems de tranmis -de
navigation par
sion de donm~es
satellite
-communications vocales
par satellite
-

-moyems

RNAV complets

RNPC)
-moyems
de navigation
par satellite.
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A&NNEXE 2
EXTRAIT DU RAPPORT FANS/4
PERSPECTIVE ATC

-

UN SYSTEME D'AUTOHATISATION ATC POSSIBLE

ET EXIGENCES FONCTIONNELLES ADS.

1.1 Af in d'illustrer la contribution que l'ADS, conjointement avec d'autre outils ATC,
pourrait apporter A l'am~lioration du syst~me ATS, consid~rons, l'exemple suivant. Dans
cet exemple, le syst~me ATC automatis6 comprendrait le suivi de la position des a~ronefs, le traitement des messages de donn~es air-sol, le traitement des donnes de vol,
ainsi que des dispositifs appropri6s d'entr~e-sortie, y compris des affichages de
situation et des affichages sous forme de tableaux. Le syst~me comprend aussi
l'6quipememt imfornatique n~cessaire. Les possibilit~s fonctionnelles cens~es @tre
disponibles pour appuyer la mise en oeuvre initiale et / ou finale de l'ADS sont les
suivantes:
a) commnunications directes, fiables et efficaces, entre le pilote et le contraleur
ou entre le syst~me de bord et le syst~me ATC, sur liaison de donn~es, par satellite et/ou par d'autres moyens appropri~s pour l'ADS et les communications ATC
connexes;
b) cadence th~orique de mise A jour des comptes rendus de position d'a~ronef de 5
minutes, avec possibilit6 de faire varier la cadence en fonction des besoins et,
selon la demande, en fcnction des meilleures imformations concernant la position de
1'a~ronef, ses intentions concernant la trajectoire de vol, le cap et l'6tat
op~rationnel du systbme de navigation de bord (avertissenent du contr~leur si
1l6tat nest pas satisfaisant);
c) affichage de situation de la position de l'a~ronef compl~t6 de donn~es comme
l'identification, l'altitude et la vitesse de 1'a~ronef, m~thode de compte rendu de
la surveillance (voix ou ADS);
d) au momns une fois par minute, extrapolation de la position affich~e de l'a~ronef
entre les mises A jour de la position (sur la base du dermier compte rendu de
position, des renseignements suppl~mentaires les plus r~cemts et des renseigmements
concernant le plan de vol);
e) affichage de la position de l'a~ronef avec un minimum de d~laii aprds la transmission du compte remdu;
f) alerte
tion;

automatique variable en cas de non-r~ception des comptes rendus de posi-

g) possibilit6 pour le contr6leur de demander et d'obtenir sur liaison de donn~es
la position d'un a~ronef, ind~pendammemt du compte rendu de position automatique;
h) syst~me tridinensionnel, automatique et manuel, (c'est a dire A l'initiative du
contr~leur), de recherche de conflits et d'alerte, fond6 sur la projection sur
trajectoire des informations de position ADS et des intentions de navigation;
i) syst~me tridimensiomnel d'alerte automatique d~clench~e
avec paramdtres adaptables A l'6chelle du syst~me;

par um seuil d'6cart,

j) possibilit6

de r~autorisation et de validation automatiques du plan de vol sur
liaison de donn~es (information relative aux points de cheminement, envoy~e par
la6ronef sur demande du sol).

2. L'ADS, les services ATC automatis~s et le contr8leur.
2.1 Les possibilit~s fonctionnelles ADS expos~es ci-dessus indiquent les possibilit~s
d'ume ADS initiale en ce qui concerne la pr6semtation et la poursuite des a~ronefs, le
traitement des donnes et les fonctions connexes ; alerte A l'intention du contr~leur
et fonctions d~clench~es par lui.
2.2 Les possibilit~s du contr8le ATC automatis6 (et les possibilit6s connexes suppos~es
du syst~me de communication et du syst~me de bord) et l'interface contraleur pour les
comnunications directes pilote-contr8leur comprennent A la fois les affichages de
situation et les affichages du traitement de message. Il serait 6videmment avantageux
de permettre au comtr8leur d'assurer la plupart des communications en utilisant
l'affichage de situation et les donn~es dejA pr~sent~es sur cet affichage (par exemple
en utilisant l'information figurant dams les blocs de domnnes). Cependant, pour les
messages plus longs, comprenant par exemple la r~ception et le traitement de demandes
de changement de route, l'affichage du message serait n~cessaire.
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2.3 Pour les communications sur liaison de donn~es utilisant l'affichage des messages,
on pourrait utiliser des zones distinctes pour le message requ, le message envoy6 et la
formulation des messages, ainsi qu'une zone r~serv~e A l'affichage des donn~es de vol.
2.4 Les messages re~us et transmis comprendraient l'idemtification de l'a~ronef, la
priorit6, le conteni du message, un num~ro de message et tine indication prdcisant, stir
le message requ, si le contr8leir em a accus6 r6ception otinon, etc...2.5 Lors de la reception d'un message par le syst~me ATC, le contr~leur serait alert6
par tin indicateur appropri6 de bloc de donn~es correspondant A l'a~ronef consid~r6 stir
l'affichage de trafic. Au m~ne moment, le message serait pr~sent6 dams la zone
d'affichage de message requ de telle fagon qu'il soit visible sans aucune intervention
suppl~mentaire du contr8leur. Lorsque le contr8leur aurait accus6 r~ception du message,
le bloc de donn~es repasserait au mode normal, la teneur ou la pr~sentation du message
serait modifi~es pour ref l~ter le nouveau statut du message, et le syst~me modifierait
la liste des messages selon les besoims. Un indicateur diff~rent serait pr~sent6 pour
souligmer la r~ception d'un message hautement prioritaire.
2.6 Pour transmettre les messages que l'on me petit obtenir A l'aide du bloc de donn~es
d'a~ronef, on disposerait d'une liste relativement courte de messages
(transmis
couramment) "prfts A l'emploi" A s~lectionner par nun~ro ou par menu ; il existerait
aussi un type de n'essage A format libre. Les types de messages "prc-ts A l'emploi" me
n~cessiteraient que l'identification d'a~ronefs et 6ventuellenent quelques autres
6l6ments de donn~es, par exemple un vecteur de cap. Apr~s la formulation de ces
messages, dams la zone de formulation de messages, le comtr~leur les transmettrait au
moyen d'ume intervention simple. La zone de formulation de messages serait alors
d~gag~e et le message apparaitrait au bas de la zone "message envoyA" de l'affichage,
avec l'heure d'envoi.
2.7 Les messages dont il aurait 6t6 accus6 r~ception seraient effac~s de l'affichage,
aussi automatiquement que possible, et seraient alors mis en m~moire.
2.8 Ume an~lioration que V'on pourrait envisager consisterait A apparier les messages
sur l'affichage, pour repr~senter une transaction avec un a~romef. Par exemple, apr~s
lenvoi d'un message de r~ponse comme suite A um message de demande, on pourrait trainsf~rer le message de denande de la zone "message requ" A la zone "message",o _ il serait
appari6 avec le message de r~ponse. On pourrait automatiser cette fonctiom et r~duire
ainsi le travail d'entr~e/sortie.
2.9 L'emploi de formats de messages "pr~ts A l'emploi" pour les messages regus pernettrait tin traitenent plus automatis6 ees messages de donm~es et serait avantageux pour
le traitement des messages stir liaison de donn~es utilisant l'affichage de situation.

3. Jonction entre le contr8leur et les a~ronefs dotbs uniquement d'un 6cquipement HF.
3.1 Pour permettre l'application de proc~dures analogues dams le cas d'a~ronef s HF
seulement, le syst~me devrait permettre de reconnaitre les messages destin~s A des
earonef s bquip~s pour les communications vocales HF seulement ; ces messages seraient
pr~sent~s stir
affichage oti
stir support en papier, transmis A l'a~ronef par
communication vocales HF. Dams la direction a~ronef-sol, le message vocal serait
introduit dams tin syst~me de traitement qui lui donmerait le format du message ADS
standard (ou du message de communication connexe) et qui l'enverrait ensuite au syst~ne
ATC.

4. Communications vocales directes pilote-contr8leur.
4.1 Les communications vocales par satellite pourraient Otre d~clench~es par le pilote
ou par le contr8leur. Dams le deuxi~me cas, il serait n~cessaire d'emvoyer um message
de denande de canal vocal, soit en faisant tine d~signation appropri~e dams le bloc de
donn6es d'a6ronef, soit em mettant l'identification de l'a~ronef dams tin message de
liaison de donn~es pr~alablememt mis en format. Le contr8leur serait alors informt par
le systzae de communications qu'.. canal vocal a 6t6 6tabli et que le contr8leur pet
6mettre.

PART VII

Meteorological Forecasts
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DEVELOPMENTS TO ENHANCE METEOROLOGICAL FORECASTING FOR AIR TRAFFIC SERVICES
by
M.E. Cox
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EUROCONTROL
Engineering Directorate
rue de la Loi, 72, B - 1040 Brussels (Belgium)
and
D. A. Forrester
The Meteorological Office,
London Road, Bracknell,
Berkshire, RG12 2SZ, U.K.

SUMMARY
In the future, the quality of the meteorological data available for use both in ground-based systems
and on aircraft will become even more important as ATC strives to handle increasing volumes of traffic
in the most efficient manner. This paper, which deals primarily with European work, commences with
an indication of the effect of errors in meteorological data on the precision of predictions of aircraft
trajectories and then discusses the variability of wind and temperature, showing the influence of
location, altitude and season, in the European area. An outline of present-day forecasting methods
follows : the data used and accuracies achieved are included. Potential sources of improvements are
then discussed with the emphasis being placed on the use of aircraft-derived data : details are given
of the accuracy of such data, possible methods of recovery and their application within the Meteorological Services. A further short scction describes the impact of turbulence on both the safety of air
traffic and the accuracy of flight profile predictions : possible methods of providing aircraft with the
means for the automatic reporting of turbulence are included. This is followed by a short description
of some experimental work either performed or being planned in the European area, aimed at improving
the quality of the meteorological data made available for ATS purposes as a result of using data
recovered from aircraft through both satellite and ground-based (Mode S SSR) systems.
The final
section of the paper outlines some future work and other factors that could also influence the extent to
which improvements in forecasting might be made.
1.

INTRODUCTION

During the early 1970's, before the fuel crisis occurred, some thought was being given within the
EUROCONTROL Organisation to the question of developing a system of Air Traffic Control (ATC) for
Western Europe capable of handling the high volume of air traffic expected during the 1980's and 90's.
Apart from similar or improved standards of safety, two other system features considered essential
were : first, the system should permit aircraft to be operated close to their optimum profiles and,
second, that in the event of system failure perfectly safe operations would continue for a period of
many minutes. Initial proposals made by Martin and Benoit in 1972 for en-route control were based on
the exploitation of trajectory prediction techniques by the ground system.
The predictions would
enable each flight to be planned on a more 'strategic' basis and thereby considerably reduce the need
for tactical interventions by the controller. By 1973 these ideas had been further developed and a
system concept, using such techniques, was outlined at EUROCONTROL.
Studies of the accuracies
achievable for predictions over extended periods of time quickly underlined the need for high quality
upper-air meteorological data for all predictions apart from those based solely on radar data, which can
be made only for aircraft already in flight and are generally valid for only a few minutes ahead. The
requirement for high-quality upper-air meteorological data comprises two components : the first, windvector data, is a key element in predicting along-track progress throughout all phases of flight and,
indeed, their quality is likely to be the factor limiting the precision of any prediction over an
extended period of time; the second, temperature data, is of most importance during the climb phase.
As a result of collaboration with meteorological authorities it was soon established that the existing
methods used to provide forecast data would be incapable of meeting the possible future demands for
short-term forecast data having the precision desired - a limitation that arises from the relatively small
number of upper-air measuring stations and the frequency of soundings made (2-4) per day. Accordingly a programme of studies was started to e.amine the feasibility of using upper-air measurements
made on board aircraft and relayed to the grounid by means of a digital data link.
Today, a large number of aircraft are being equipped with Flight Management Computer Systems
(FMCS's) capable of making profile predictions in order to follow optimum flight trajectories and,
although the majority of these systems operate on 3-') profiles, by the turn of the century, many
aircraft will have a 4-D capability. The carriag. of FMCS's could perhaps reduce the need for
ground-based predictions but, wherever the predictici. are made, there will remain a requirement for
good wind-vector and temperature data to be available for use by Air Traffic Services (ATS).
This
paper discusses the significance of meteoroog -. l data on prediction accuracies but its main purpose is
in
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of aircraf
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data. to obtain the improvements in quality desired,
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2.

THE IMPACT OF METEOROLOGICAL ERRORS ON TRAJECTORY PREDICTION ACCURACY

2.1.

General

The application of trajectory prediction techniques to ATC embraces a range of possibilities
techniques have been developed both to meet different objectives in terms of the phase(s) of flight to
be covered and the period of validity required, and to exploit different levels of data availability.
Simple predictions can be made employing either readily available data, e.g. by extrapolation, for
controller assistance or system estimates. Considerable use is also made today of more precise shortterm predictions, using radar data and covering time periods from a few seconds to a few minutes
ahead, for controller displays and Short-Terni Conflict Alert (STCA) systems,
For the longer-term predictions possibly covering more than one phase of flight and valid for a period
of up to 30 or more minutes ahead, as required for conflict 'probing' or in strategic systems of
control, data requirements are increased considerably, as discussed by Benoit et al in 1975.
Moreover, the need for good meteorological data becomes paramount: first, any error in the alongtrack component of the wind vector translates into an error in the estimate of ground speed and
thereby impairs any prediction of along-track progress throughout all phases of flight; second, errors
in air temperature data impair the precision of both climb/descent predictions and true air speed
(TAS) calculations. As will be shown later, in Western Europe air temperature variability is of less
significance than wind variability. Nevertheless, apart from enabling a high degree of precision to be
achieved in climb/descent predictions, good temperature data are also important to the meteorological
services in assisting in the accurate forecasting of cloud, fog, and icing conditions and thus have a
further bearing on the safety of aircraft operations.
2.2.

The significance of wind vector and temperature errors

The difference between predicted and actual trajectories may be expressed in terms of ground distance
or time in the case of both altitude and along-track progress. Figure 1 illustrates the effect of
constant head and tail winds on the climb profile of a very modern medium-range airliner. Any
estimate of an aircraft's ground speed will be directly modified by the along-track component of a
wind-vector error. Actual prediction errors will depend on how well the atmosphere is modelled in
both the horizontal and vertical plane, the latter being relevant only to vertical manoeuvres.
The influence of temperature errors on prediction Rceuracy varies considerably both with aircraft
power plant and with the mean temperature difference from the International Standard Atmosphere
(ISA) and tends to be greatest at the upper operating altitudes.
Figure 2 illustrates the effect as
computed for constant temperature differences of between + 20 0 C from ISA on the climb profile of a
very modern medium-range airliner. It will be noted that, whereas with negative temperature differences or positive differences up to + 100 C from ISA, there is little influence on climb performance
below FL 290. With greater positive differences from ISA the influence of a temperature error will be
more pronounced.
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Calculations of TAS from Mach or Indicated Air Speed (IAS) are temperature dependent, but for
normal aircraft operations, the effect of a temperature error is small : for example, with an aircraft
operating at FL 290,and Mach 0.8, a 30 C error produces approximately a 3-knot or 0.65% error
in TAS.
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Wind and temperature variability

2.3.

2.3.1. Wind variability
In mid-latitudes the wind field is highly variable. On the basis of daily observations, Tucker (1960)
has shown that the standard vector deviation (SVD) reaches a peak of 65 knots at FL 300 in the North
Atlantic in January (the highest anywhere in the world) and 45 knots in July. Over Western Europe
at FL 300 the SVD is 50 knots in January but still 40 knots in July; at FL 390 it is about 40 knots in
January and also about 40 knots in July; at FL 180 it is 35 knots in January and 25 knots in July; at
FL 100 it is 30 knots in January and 20 knots in July.
of a few hours is governed by a power law

Variability (ot) on time scales (t)

p
ot ac SVD x t

Using pilot balloons, Jasperson (1982) has shown that p can take the value 1/3 or 1/2 depending on
Using a large source of aircraft flight data recordings, Gage and Nastrom
the synoptic situation.
A
(1986) have obtained power spectra which are in theoretical agreement with the 1/3 power law.
similar equation can be used to describe spatial variability.
2.3.2. Temperature variability
By reference to daily observations, Goldie, Moore and Austin (1958) have shown that the standard
0
deviation of temperature reaches a peak of 8 C at FL 180 and FL 100 over Newfoundland and 70C at
Over Western
FL 390 over the North Atlantic in January, and 60C at FL 390 over Scotland in July.
Europe at FL 300 the variability is small (3-41C) in both January and July; at FL 390 it is large
(6-70C in January, 5-60C in July); at FL 180 and FL 100 it is large (5-61C) in January but small
0
(3-4 C) in July.

3.

PRESENT-DAY FORECASTS

Currently (summer 1988) a global numerical model is run operationally at the World Area Forecast
Centre in Bracknell to produce wind and temperature forecast information for distribution to aviation
users worldwide.
The main sources of upper-air
Data from many sources are assimilated into this model every 6 hours.
data are radiosonde ascents (temperatures, humidities and winds usually at 00 and 12 GMT), pilot
balloon ascents (winds usually at 06 and 18 GMT), satellites (temperature profiles and cloud movement
Surface reports come from both land stations
winds), and aircraft (mainly AIREPs over the oceans).
and ships.
Human intervention plays an important role in the quality checking of this data prior to
the running of the forecast model.
The model, which is based on the primitive equations solved using finite difference techniques, has a
grid resolution of 1.50 in latitude by 1.8750 in longitude (about 150 km in mid-latitudes), has 15 levels
Forecasts are produced for up to 6 days
in the vertical and is run on a Cyber 205 supercomputer.
There is also a limited area fine-mesh
ahead twice a day from 00 and 12 GMT starting conditions.
0
0
model covering roughly 80 W-40°E, 30 N-801N with a resolution of about 75 km in mid-latitudes.
The World Area Forecast System grid-code data are disseminated on a 2.50 by 5.00 grid, but proposals
have been made to reduce this to 1.50 by 2.00.
With the recent acquisition of a new ETA 10 supercomputer improvements to the numerical models will
It is anticipated that the horizontal resolution will be increased
soon be implemented.
probably becoming 0.8330 by 1.250), and that extra levels will be inserted.
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The accuracy of the wind and temperature forecasts can be seen from Figures 3 and 4 where plots of
monthly RMS vector wind errors and RMS temperature errors are displayed against flight level for a
typical winter and summer month. The errors are based on the global model forecasts and on comparison with radiosondes over Western Europe. The curves for 0, 12 and 24-hour forecasts clearly show
a peak in wind error at about FL 300 in winter and FL 340 in summer (near jet stream level) and a
peak in temperature error at about FL 390 (near tropopause level).
The mean wind speed error is
generally small (less than 3 knots in the 24-hour forecast), but is consistently negative, indicating
that wind strengths are slightly under-forecast. The mean temperature error is less than 1°C. The
fine-mesh model generally has slightly smaller RMS errors.
The relatively large RMS vector wind error in the analyses (or 0-hour forecasts) is partly due to the
inability of the model to represent local intensifications on its relatively coarse grid. It is also partly
due to the need to allow mutual adjustment between the analysed variables so that the resulting fields
satisfy the dynamic constraints of the forecast model.
Hence, it is not always possible to fit the
observations within their expected observational errors.
4.

POTENTIAL SOURCES OF IMPROVEMENT

4.1.

NEXRADITDWR

The NEXt Generation Weather RADar (NEXRAD), is currently under development in the United States.
It will be a 10cm scanning doppler radar, measuring line-of-sight velocities, and is designed to monitor
severe weather - thunderstorms and tornadoes. It may also provide some information on winds in clear
air, but probably only at very low altitudes. A prototype is to be set up at Norman, Oklahoma, in
autumn 1988, and 196 systems are to be installed nationwide by 1995. The proposals cover installation
at certain sites in Europe, possibly including 3 in central, south and eastern England.
The NEXRAD
will be most useful for monitoring outside the terminal areas, and consideration is being given to
implementing a separate system of doppler radars at major airports to monitor the terminal areas,
particularly for windshear. This latter system is referred to as the Terminal Doppler Weather Radar
(TDWR).
4.2.

Profiler

The wind profiler is a vertically pointing "clear-air" doppler radar (operating on VHF or UHF frequencies) capable, unattended, of almost continuous measurements of wind above the site.
The
vertical resolution depends on the operating mode, and is hence a function of altitude, but is about
100 metres at low levels degrading to about 1km above FL 300. Following trials in Colorado, 30
profilers are planned to be in operation throughout the Midwest of the United States during 1989-1992.
An experimental profiler may be set up at Bracknell in 1989. COST 74 is a 5-year project recently set
up to consider a European-wide network of wind profilers.
4.3.

LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging)

Ground-based and airborne LIDARs have been developed to measure low-level windshear, but have not
had the power to operate at high altitudes, where the air is much cleaner.
However, Curran and
Readings (1988) claim that advances in laser technology could make feasible by the mid-1990's spacebased lidars capable of accurate measurements of upper-air winds (amongst other parameters), but
these would not be able to penetrate optically thick layers (i.e. thick clouds).
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4.4.

SODAR (SOund Detection And Ranging)

The doppler acoustic sounder or SODAR has shown promise in the detection of certain types of
low-level windshear (in particular the presence of low-level wind maxima), but is unlikely to be able to
penetrate to altitudes much above the boundary layer.
4.5.

Aircraft-derived meteorological data

Air Data
Today, an increasingly large proportion of commercial airliners are equipped both with
Computers (ADC's), capable of computing the static air temperature (SAT) to within + 10 C, and Area
Navigation (RNAV) systems or FMCS's which can provide good estimates of the wind speed and direction pertaining to the air mass through which they are flying. The accuracy of the wind information
is not usually specified - it depends on a number of factors including the sensors used, their basic
accuracy, and the extent to which different data are combined, e.g. an Inertial Navigation System
(INS) may use inputs from precision ground-based radio systems such as DME to improve positional
accuracy when operating in continental airspace. The ultimate accuracy of winds from high precision
aids lies in the accuracy achievable in measuring true airspeed (TAS), about 4 knots RMS using a
conventional pitot-static system, although doppler laser devices are capable of higher accuracy. When
first set up, an INS produces winds probably to an accuracy of about 6 knots RMS vector error;
however, owing to drift, the wind component error could build up to 10 knots or more after several
hours flying. Harlow (1982) has reported good agreement between the winds derived from DME/DME
RNAV and those derived from INS.
The introduction of GPS (Global Positioning System), a very precise system of navigation, should
result in a significant improvement in the accuracy and reliability of wind information over the oceans.
However, the limitation of the pitot-static measurements will remain the obstacle to obtaining nearperfect measurements of wind velocity.
Under good conditions, Omega is capable of quite high accaracy, but it is subject to unpredictable
ionospheric disturbances, which can seriously degrade its performance.
By using the principles of renavigation to correct for INS drift and Schuler oscillation using Doppler,
Decca, Loran or Omega, research aircraft such as the UK Meteorological Office C-130 Hercules can
measure horizontal wind components to an absolute accuracy of better than 1 knot and a resolution of
almost 0.1 knot in straight and level flight in relatively undisturbed conditions over the sea. This
involves, however, the use of wind vanes to measure the angles of attack and slideslip and an
accurate pitot-static device, all of which are mounted on a long nose boom.
In comparison, the accuracy of 1 minute (1000 ft) radiosonde winds, derived in the UK using the
Cossor 535D radar, is about 3 knots (RMS vector error) at a slant range of 90 km (Nash and
Schmidlin, 1987).
Using Omega or Loran results in poorer accuracy.
The accuracy of radiosonde
temperatures is about 0.5*C.
Bisiaux et al (1983) showed that very erroneous wind data were obtained from INS during aircraft
manoeuvres, but that this phenomenon was highly correlated with roll angle. Since rolls occupy only a
small percentage of flight time, albeit mostly in the terminal area, it is essential to ignore INS winds if
the roll angle exceeds a predetermined threshold. Otherwise, INS winds have been found to agree
well with nearby radiosonde winds. Bisiaux also found very large errors in static air temperature
recorded on flight data cassettes. However, when recalculated from total air temperature and mach
number, good agreement was obtained with radiosonde temperatures.
In using automatically acquired aircraft-derived data it is important to ensure that the accuracy of
estimates is maintained by the correct labelling of all reports with altitude, location and time. Whether
these are added in the aircraft or on the ground will depend on the data link systems employed.
5.

THE TRANSFER OF AIRCRAFT-DERIVED DATA

5.1.

Radiotelephony (R/T)

It is current practice for pilots on certain flights, particularly transoceanic ones, to make routine
reports by R/T regarding the meteorological conditions observed at intervals along their flight path.
In addition, on all international flights, they are required to report any incidence of meteorological
phenomena likely either to affect the safety or have a marked effect on the efficiency of other aircraft
operations. Although these aircraft reports, known as AIREPS or PIREPS, are very useful, they have
a number of limitations which preclude an extension of their use to achieve the measure of improvement
required in forecasting. The major limitations are :
-

they impose workload on the pilot and are thus unsuitable for the high reporting rates that
would be required during climb-outs and other operations in continental airspace;

-

on receipt at an ATC or communications centre, further manual effort is necessary to convert
the AIREPS into a form suitable for onward transfer and subsequent use in the meteorological
centre, with possible consequences on both accuracy and the timeliness of their availability for
applications;

-

because they are made most frequently in remote areas their transfer is invariably by HF radio,
with its widely varying performance.

Whereas the last limitation could be overcome by a more reliable communications channel, viz. satellite-based, the continuing use of R/T would not diminish pilot workload. By means of a digital data
link, which can be supported by a satellite in remote areas, meteorological data can be transferred
automatically and readily introduced into the forecasting system, as will now be discussed.
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5.2.

Digital data links

5.2.1. Mode S
This is a development of secondary surveillance radar (SSR) in which a unique address is used for
each aircraft: it is capable of supporting a two-way air/ground data link within the line-of-sight
coverage. Mode S is compatible with existing SSR but new ground systems and avionics (transponders
plus some interfacing/processing facilities) are necessary to support the data link. Although the
system currently uses a rotating antenna, transactions are possible every six seconds, which would
permit meteorological data to be transferred at approximately 400 ft. intervals during a climb/descent
of up to 4000 ft/min. Further technical details of this type of application were discussed by Cox
(1986).
The implementation of Mode S in Europe is lagging behind the USA but a number of ground
stations plus sufficient aircraft to provide reports should be in operation during the late 1990's.
5.2.2. ACARS (Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System)
This is a digital data link developed by the ai-"'nes primarily for Airline Operational Communications
(AOC).
Although VHF ACARS has a range of only about 200 miles, this system could provide
meteorological data close to land areas equipped with ground instalations. Several major airlines, e.g.
British Airways, are taking delivery of new aircraft such as B-747-400's and B-767's fitted with
ACARS, and also plan to retrofit many of their older aircraft.
Many US airlines already submit
reports in this way, but this information is not available in Europe.
If ACARS moves to a
satellite-based system, then this opens up the potential for near global coverage from a large number
of aircraft.
5.2.3. Satellite systems
Satellite communications systems have been proposed by the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) Future Air Navigation Systems (FANS) Committee (1988) as a means of transferring
meteorological reports from aircraft; this application would be an extension of satellite use for
automatic dependent surveillance (ADS), which relies on aircraft transmitting their position and
altitude at specific intervals of time. A limited number of fully operational aircraft may be in service
in the early 1990's and some aircraft may carry experimental equipment during this period.
The
growth in installations will follow the introduction of ADS, which should become very significant by the
turn of the century. In the meantime reports will be available from purpose-built systems known as
ASDAR. This Aircraft to Satellite DAta Relay was developed for the Global Weather Experiment in
1979, and fitted to 17 wide-bodied aircraft.
Wind and temperature data were sampled every
7.5 minutes during flight, and this information was transmitted via geostationary satellite every hour.
A new, improved ASDAR system, capable of giving more detailed climb and descent profiles, as well as
cruise data, is under development and 13 units are expected to come into operation during 1989. This
system is designed primarily to obtain meteorological information from data-sparse areas of the world to
help improve numerical forecasts worldwide.
6.

TURBULENCE

Turbulence, both in clear air and in cloud, takes its toll in terms of discomfort and injury to, and
occasionally death of, airline passengers and crew, increased flying costs due to diversions, changes
of flight level or reductions in airspeed and stress damage to, or even the complete loss of, an
aircraft.
Unforeseen speed and/or altitude changes may also invalidate trajectory predictions made
over extended periods of time.
Meteorological forecasts and airborne doppler weather radar usually provide adequate warning of
convective cloud turbulence. On the other hand, although forecasting of clear air turbulence (CAT)
has improved somewhat in recent years (Forrester, 1986), there is still no airborne instrument capable
of the remote detection of CAT in operation.
(Stearns, 1981, describes an experimental instrument.)
Moreover, the submission of AIREPs which contain turbulence reports as well as winds and temperatures, is practised only over the oceans and not over land areas. There is, therefore, a need for
automated measurements of turbulence transmitted to the ground in a timely fashion.
One measure of turbulence is the vertical (normal) acceleration increment experienced at the centre of
gravity of an aircraft.
This appears in the definitions of light, moderate and severe.
A better
measure, which describes the atmosphere itself rather than the effect of the atmosphere on the
aircraft, is the derived equivalent gust velocity. Sherman (1985) shows how this quantity is related
to the vertical acceleration, the airspeed and the weight of the aircraft. The provision of a processor
unit with the Mode S transponder should be adequate to handle the computations necessary on board
the aircraft and thereby make the automatic reporting of turbulence feasible in continental airspace.
Development in avionics architecture should enable satellite-based systems to report turbulence in a
similar manner.
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7.

EXPER]]MTAL WORK

7.1.

MODE S

7.1.1. Outline
Following studies to develop techniques by which large quantities of asynoptic data could be introduced
into Bracknell's forecasting model (Forrester, 1979), two Tristars of British Airways were equipped
with experimental Mode S transponders and processing facilities which enabled them to transfer, for
ground use, meteorological and other aircraft-derived data via the UK CAA's experimental Mode S
All data recovered from the aircraft were transferred to the
ground station in S. England.
EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre, where meteorological messages (CODARS) were prepared automatiRecordings
cally and transmitted to Bracknell via a terminal in the WMO network located in Paris.
from Digital Flight Data Recorders (DFDR's) on the aircraft were obtained from BA for each flight to
permit comparisons with data received via the link.
During trials which lasted approximately 12 months, some 200 normal commercial flights were monitored
within the radar's coverage and data transferred to Bracknell.
7.1.2.

Tests nerformed

Within EUROCONTROL, comparisons were made of the data received in the Comm-B messages and the
on-board (DFDR) recordings to investigate the frequency of errors and their possible causes.
At Bracknell, the meteorological data were validated and used to continue the studies into the use of
Validation was performed
such aircraft derived information for improving the quality of forecast data.
by comparing the received data with appropriate radiosonde ascents and other data available within the
Centre. Methods of handling were confirmed but, on account of the small number of flights available
daily, the CODAR messages were not introduced into background data banks.
For the latter stages of the experiment, wind/temperature profiles were constructed at Bracknell and
A functional diagram of the experitransferred to London (Heathrow) Airport for use by forecasters.
The value of wind/temperature profiles transferred to London
mental set-up is given in Figure 5.
(Heathrow) was judged subjectively by the forecasters at the airport.
7.1.3. Results
Of the 200 flights monitored, valid data from some 35 were checked against DFDR data. Discrepancies
were found in between 0.1% - 0.2% of the meteorological data received but it is believed that some of
the errors could be attributed to the method of comparison.
Bracknell found the temperature structure to be very well represented; unlike the comparisons made
°
earlier with data from other types of aircraft, however, the temperatures were generally 2 - 3 too
warm. A specialist investigation into the possible cause of the bias revealed firm reasons for only
0.7°C of this figure.
The forecasters at London (Heathrow) were very enthusiastic in their support for visual plots and
tabulations of the upper-air winds and temperatures made available to them, virtually in real time.
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On some occasions the two Tristars were observed
close proximity at a time near to radiosonde ascents. In Figure 6 the approximate tracksin offairly
the aircraft (A/C) on one such occasion are
shown together with the location of the sites from which radiosonde launches
were made, i.e. Crawley,
Uccle and Trappes (A/C 1 was descending to London from where A/C
2 was departing). A comparison
of the aircraft and radiosonde temperature measurements is made in
the apprcpriate timing of events are also given. Figures 8 and 9 Figure 7; aircraft positions and
and wind direction data obtained from the two aircraft together with show respectively the wind speed
their altitudes. The presence of
a jet-stream can be clearly seen from A/C 2 measurements - the
approximate
forecast data indicated
this activity to be 300 nm to the north of the Paris (Trappes) area.
The 20kt variation occurring in
the wind speed measurements emanating from A/C 1 between 1040 1046 GMT, i.e. 23 - 30 min. of
elapsed time, coincided with the aircraft rolling t 250 in a holding pattern.
Table I shows comparisons
made by Bracknell of the wind-vector data and radiosonde observations
at specific pressure levels.
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TABLE 1

WIND-VECTOR DATA OBTAINED FROM RADIOSONDE ASCENTS
AND AIRCRAFT AT SPECIFIC PRESSURE LEVELS
WIND DIRECTION / SPEED (kt) FROM DIFFERENT SOURCES
A IR CR A F T

RADIOSONDE ASCENTS

Pressure
hPa

7.2.

Altitude
approx. (ft)

CRAWLEY
1100 GMT

UCCLE
1100 GMT

TRAPPES
1100 GMT

a/c 1 (descending
1020-1100 GMT

a/c 2 (climbing)
1020-1040 GMT

250

34000

235/63

225/91

230/96

-

-

300

30000

240/60

220/88

230/95

-

-

400

24000

235/73

225/81

230/78

230/74

234/69

500

18000

235/73

225/67

235/58

240/65

243/69

700

10000

240/67

240/62

240/47

240/73

-

850

5000

240/59

240/53

245/48

240/60

- -

234/91

-

Radar trackers

A further application of aircraft-derived data lies in improving the performance of radar trackers,
which are used on the ground to provide estimates of aircraft position, speed vector and future
position. This application, which is discussed briefly by Cox (1986), also appears to offer possibilities for providing an alternative source of wind-vector data for aircraft not equipped with INS or
other suitable advanced RNAV systems, which might be very useful in covering areas, routes and flight
levels not used frequently by better-equipped aircraft.
Essentially the technique employs positional data to provide a precise ground track which, when
combined with other data readily available via the link, e.g. magnetic heading and true airspeed (TAS),
permits the computation of wind-vector estimates.
Preliminary experimental work has yielded promising results, particularly during level flight and under
conditions of high wind, but more work is necessary to develop the techniques. Specimen results from
a Heading Bias Filter radar tracker are compared with INS-derived wind vectors in Figures 10 and 11.
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Since 1985 the United Kingdom CAA, the Spanish DGAC and EUROCONTROL have been working with
the European Space Agency (ESA) in a series of experiments known as PRODAT, aimed at exploiting
satellites for aeronautical purposes, as summarlsed by Cooke and Cox In 1988. One aspect of this
work includes the transfer of meteorological data from a number of aircraft equipped with experimental
satellite terminals. Within the UK these data are being transferred to Bracknell for assessment (similar
to that performed with the Tristar data); EUROCONTROL will be studying the value of the data on
trajectory predictions over very extended periods of flight, which, to date, has not been practicable.
It is intended to conclude the PRODAT exneriment during 1990.
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8.

FUTURE WORK

8.1.

Use of current meteorological forecasts

Although much use is made of 12, 18 and 24-hour forecasts of winds and temperatures from the World
Area Forecast Centres in Bracknell and Washington in terms of pre-flight planning (grid-code data)
and in-flight management (charts), little general use is made of this information by air traffic control
in Europe. This may be partially remedied within a few years when a degree of automation is implemented at London Air Traffic Control Centre which will require as one input a recent forecast of
upper-air wind to allow the allocation of time slots for aircraft landing in the London area. It will be
interesting to see how well this model performs using conventional forecasts, the most recent available
being the 6-hour forecast ready for transmission about 3 hours after start time. Thompson (.987) has
constructed a statistical model to simulate the 0 and 12-hour forecast wind errors over the UK in the
Bracknell limited-area model. This technique could be applied to the simulation of the likely errors in
the timing of aircraft arrivals.
8.2.

Use of Mode S data in forecasting models

Work has recently begun at Bracknell towards constructing a 4-dimensional wind model designed to be
available for use by Air Traffic Services in the 199O' . The model will be based on biv.riatc optimal
interpolation (Gandin, 1963), a statistical method of using current (and recent) observations together
with a suitable background field to obtain the best estimate of the current field (the analysis) at any
desired point.
The model need not be restricted to using a regular lattice of grid-points, as is employed in largescale numerical models, but could be based on an irregular set of waypoints. The observations need
not be at the same points as the analysis. The horizontal "resolution" of such a grid, i.e. the mean
spacing between analysis points on any particular route, will be determined by theoretical studies of
aircraft arrival times, and will probably lie in the range of 10 to 25 kin. Because of the stratified
nature of the atmosphere, which can result in vertical wind shears in excess of 60 knots over 1000 ft
(Crossley, 1962), the vertical resolution of the model will be 1000 or 2000 ft, substantially better than
in large scale models.
Optimal interpolation requires a knowledge of the covariances of the errors in the observations and in
the background field.
This information will be obtained from a study of flight data recorded on
research and civil aircraft together with archived forecast fields.
The principal source of data for this model will be Mode S but conventional meteorological data, e.g.
6-hourly balloon soundings, and possible future profiler data will also be incorporated.
It should be
borne in mind that winds computed from balloon tracks are layer means taken over at least one minute
of flight time (about 1000 ft), whereas aircraft measured winds, whether during climb/descent or
cruise, are more nearly "spot" values.
The background field will be derived from a forecast from a previous time based on either the (new)
limited area model (50 km grid length) or the mesoscale model (15 kin grid length).
When regular Mode S data become available, it is visualised that analyses will be carried out at
frequent intervals, perhaps each hour, but only during daytimc unless night-time flying becomes more
popular.
Methods will be studied for producing a short period forecast (one to three hours ahead) - sometimes
referred to as a nowcast.
Rather than simply using persistence, i.e. no change until the next
analysis becomes available, it may be possible to use the large scale flow to advect the small scale
features.
Trials are planned to test the usefulness of Mode S wind and temperature data in other models.
Being
available only over land in Western Europe where an adequate network of radiosonde stations exists,
Mode S data will probably have only a very small impact in large-scale numerical models. However, it
should prove to be a useful supplement to other sources of data as input to models such as the
UK Mesoscale Model, which is used to forecast surface weather elements such as temperature, wind,
precipitation, cloud and fog. At a later stage it is hoped to undertake some limited trials on the
automatic reporting of turbulence by means of the link.
Further action must be taken to standardise through ICAO the formats to be used in recovering
aircraft-derived meteorological data with, ideally, identical formats being agreed for all air/ground
links. A method of identifying the aircraft providing the data or, tt worst, indicating the quality of
the on-board systems, must also be agreed.
Further work will be necessary to determine the most
effective collection strategy for use in acquiring aircraft-derived data, taking account of link loading
and data transfer costs.
8.3.

Satellite-based data links

Any real-time source of reliable observations from data-sparse areas of the world, e.g. much of the
southern hemisphere, would be beneficial to global numerical modelling. PRODAT or similar satellitebased systems being developed for aeronautical use in accordance with international standards, e.g. for
automatic dependent surveillance, should readily complement the ASDAR system.
Measures in the
near-term may be necessary in Europe and, indeed, worldwide, to ensure the availability of appropriate
ground communications facilities for the transfer of the aircraft reports between earth stations and
the user communities.
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8.4.

Sionificant weather charts

Recent research at Bracknell and Washington has been aimed at automating the production of high (and
ultimately also medium) level significant weather forecasts. Within a few years this information will
be available in grid-code format for dissemination to users along with the grid-code wind and temperature forecasts.

8.5.

Terminal airfield forecasts

Improvements in statistical forecasting may lead ultimately to the automated production of both short
(9 hour) and long (18 hour) TAF's, as well as the 2-hour TREND, which is part of the METAR.

9.

CONCLUSIONS

If the rapidly growing volume of air traffic in W. Europe is to be handled in an effective and

effecient manner, it is expected that an increased level of automation in ATC will be necessary. For
such a measure, good-quality meteorological data will be essential. Steps have been taken during
recent years which are helping to improve the quality of data made available to Air Traffic Services,
including an upgrading of the computer systems at the World Area Forecast Centre, Brackneil, UK,
and moves have been made to facilitate a greater use of meteorological data automatically reported from
aircraft. Short-term plans should result in the availability of a limited number of aircraft with
satellite terminals for this purpose which will be particularly advantageous in respect of operations
in remote or oceanic areas. During the 1990's, the introduction of ADS should greatly expand this
capability; moreover, within this time frame, it is expected that the implementation of Mode S in
W. Europe will likewise bring similar benefits in continental airspace.
Much work remains, however, if the potential for improvement, as seen today, is to be converted into
an effective and efficient reality.
10.

DISCLAIMER

The views expressed in this article are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the
policies of the Organisations to which they belong.
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INTEGRATION OF AIRCRAFT CAPABILITY IN
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SUMMARY
The incorporation of airlinc/aircrew/aircraft specific procedures and performances into simulations and
air traffic handling operations is a prerequisite for the next generation of management and control
techniques. This matter is analysed in the light of the shortcomings inherent in the present situation,
in order to meet operators' demands in terms of capacity and efficiency.
A practical approach is then proposed which includes the operators (aircrew/aircraftavionics) in the
overall ground/air/ground control loop at development, assessment, validation and real-time simulation
levels.
As an illustration of the potential offered, this approach is used to assess a ground/air coordinated 4-D
guidance technique, and the results are summarised.
REQUIREMENTS
in order to assess the performance of the guidance system (Ref.1) necessary to ensure the stability of
the on-line management of inbound traffic in extended areas including and surrounding a main terminal
(Ref.2), use was made of full-scale flight simulators operated by airlin, crews. Indeed, the usual ATC
simulation facilities incrude fairly simple aircraft models that are inadequate to reproduce both aircraft
motion and pilot response in a realistic manner. As a matter of historical interest, it is worth noting
that a connection was established between a Concorde flight simulator located in Toulouse and the
EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre to inves'igate the impact of the introduction of supersonic civil
transport on traffic and on ground-based control.
In current aircr-,t operation the pilot tends to use the automatic control facilities available on board,
essentially the autopilot modes and, where installed, the flight management computer. With this in
mind, it was decided to develop a computerised flight simulator such that the following requirements
would be met :
(i)
realism of aircraft model in dynamic operation such that a pilot operating the simulator recognises
the corresponding aircraft response ;
(ii)

modular structure including the following
-

a fixed operator/flight simulator interface
an aircraft/airline individual performance data base
a specific data base for the navigational aids for the gecgraphical area
a navigation data base for the geographical area of interest

(iii) possible use in various modes of operation covering :
-

manual operation by professional pilots, in particular to assess the simulator itself
(computer/pilot interface included),
to introduce pilot reaction into the overall
ground/air control loop and to conduct detailed and accurate parametric studies - also
as a means of familiarisation with aircraft autopilot modes of operation ;

-

semi-automatic operation for use in air traffic control simulation facilities.
In this
mode of operation each operator or pseudo-pilot is in charge of some 10 different
aircraft, each responding in a most realistic manner.
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automatic operation mode, in which the ground-based control directives are sent direct to
the airborne FMCS by datalink and automatically implemented in the aircraft ;
automatic mode in "fast-time" operation to generate realistic flight profiles for
reference purposes and performance evaluations such as fuel burn, vertical speed,
etc.
(iv) production of a low-cost module, suitable for direct integration into a large-scale ATC simulation
environment and use in a wide range of applications.
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2. ACCESS FLIGHT SIMULATOR FACILITY
The requirements stated above call for a very flexible tool with user-friendly interfaces, both from the
man-machine point of view and with respect to integration with other systems. The flight simulation
facility discussed- below is a further extension of the ACCESS (Aircraft Control Console for Experiments
and Simulations) flight simulator. A description of the initial version was presented at the 15th
Congress of the International Council of the Aeronautical Sciences, London, U.K., 7-12 September
1986*. In its present state of development ACCESS includes modes of operation to support single and
multi-aircraft ATC simulations in combined en-route and TMA environments assuming different levels of
system sophistication. Simulation scenarios may include anything from single-engine propeller aircraft
with standard on-board instrumentation up to advanced jet transport equipped with FMCS and Mode-S
transponder with digital ground/air/ground datalink capability. In addition, integration of ACCESS into
existing ATC simulation facilities has proved straightforward.
3. STRUCTURE AND RANGE OF OPERATION
The various system elements and their interrelationships are depicted in Figure 1.
In the basic "manual" operating mode, ACCESS is controlled by an experienced pilot who can operate
the flight simulator by means of a standard computer terminal. The aircraft status is presented on the
terminal screen and the pilot has access to all autopilot, flight director and auto-throttle functions
through the keyboard. The flight profile is computed using a point-mass model supported by several
data bases. The resulting 4-D aircraft positions are modulated with systematic and random radar errors
For large-scale ATC simulations, "semi-automatic" and
before transmission to the ATC system.
"automatic" operating modes are provided.
In the semi-automatic mode a "pseudo-pilot" controls several aircraft simultaneously. Typically he/she
would receive ATC directives via an R/T channel and communicate them to ACCESS via a
special-purpose interface. The Automatic Flight Operating System (AFOS), together with the FMCS
functions, will translate the encoded ATC instructions to yield elementary autopilot flight director
selections, hence providing the same operational flexibility in the two automatic modes as is available in
the manual mode.
The automatic mode can be used when the ATC system includes an advanced guidance and control
module, as is the case for instance with the implementation of the Zone of Convergence (ZOC) concept
as described in Ref.2. The ATC directives generated may be transmitted via a ground/air datalink to
the AFOS/FMCS modules in which they are decoded and subsequently implemented.
As suggested in Figure 1, all three modes of operation are in principle available simultaneously for a
given aircraft. This allows the organisation of complex ATC simulations with a minimum manpower
requirement.
4. MONITOR COCKPIT
The monitor cockpit modules allow the presentation of the status of any simuated aircraft on the screen
of a standard character-oriented computer terminal.
A typical display is presented in Figure 2, which shows the cockpit of flight SAB999B, a B-737
currently intercepting the localiser of runway 25L at Brussels National Airport.
The top line
represents the datalink communication area. The display shows that the last instruction received
pertained to a directive to reduce speed to 170 kt IAS. The columns below present from left to right
the selected "speed bug" values and the flight mode annunciators for roll, pitch and auto-throttle. On
the lower part of the screen the active Horizontal Situation Indicator (HSI) with VOR/DME information is
displayed with, to its right, a summary of the current aircraft configuration.
Tests with professional airline pilots have confirmed that after only a very short training time the
ACCESS simulator can indeed be flown according to standard company operating procedures and that
the pilot actions required are compatible with those executed whilst navigating the real aircraft.

5. PSEUDO-PILOT CONTROL POSITION
Air traffic control simulations including a TMA environment are particularly complex for two reasons. On
the one hand they require an accurate approximation of aircraft behaviour in turns and configuration
changes, and on the other, the man-machine interface operated by the pseudo-pilot must allow the
implementation of any ATC directive sufficiently rapidly to ensure an adequate real-time response from
the aircraft concerned.
To that effect, a special Interface has been developed which is based on an IBM-compatible personal
computer using a digitizing tablet as the sole input device. An example of the tablet menu layout is
presented in Figure 3.

* Also EUROCONTROL Doe. 862017, June 1986
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View of a typical cockpit display
Figure 2

Thle boxes marked 1

-

10 at the top allow the selection of the aircraft for which a directive has been

received. The "ovals" in the lower part of the tablet menu are for special editing and housekeeping
functions. The other fields are used to compile the various commands and are defined in such a way
that the commands can be entered In the same form as they are spoken by the controller on the RIT
channel. Heading, speed and altitude clearances may be entered using the appropriate "circle" fields
and the numeric keypad, or the specific "short cut" boxes if possible.

6. AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE
The flight profiles are computed using a point-mass model with, for most common aircraft types, a
possible choice between two aircraft performance models (Ref. 3).
For parametric studies the "table"
approach may be selected, which provides detailed thrust, drag and thrust-specific fuel flow data in
table form. Using this performance model, accurate estimates of fuel burn can be obtained, at the cost,
however, of computation overheads. For ATC simulations accurate modelling of aircraft behaviour is of
prime conce 'i and the polynomial aircraft performance approximation based on EROCOAIPARZOC
techniques yields the optimum in terms of flight profile realism, simplicity of the performance model and
the required computation resources. The navigational accuracy along flight plan routes is a function of
the assumed level of on-board instrumentation, regardless of the performance model selected for the
definition of the vertical profile. This results, inter alia, when aircraft are assumed to be equipped
with an Inertial Navigation System (INS), in the effect that they wili follow the planned route centre
line more closely than o'.hers which are not.
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7. APPLICATIONS
In this section we present two typical applications. Figure 4 shows in 3-D perspective a study of the
various inbound procedures to Brussels National Airport. Such tests represent a typical application of
the manual operating mode using the aircraft performance data in table form to optimise the default
arrival procedures under given meteorological conditions.
In contrast, Figure 5 presents the contents of a radar screen covering the Brussels TMA. It pertains
to certain evaluation trials of the ZOC concept utilising the ACCESS facility in automatic mode. For
inbound aircraft the guidance and control module (CINTIA) of the ZOC system generates advisories
which are displayed to the controller in the third line of the standard radar label. Whenever an ATC
directive is required it can be sent direct to the aircraft concerned through the emulated ground/air
datalink. In such a simulation environment outbound and overflying aircraft tend to follow predefined
default flight profiles and human intervention is required only for conflict avoidance action, which can
be entered via the pseudo-pilot control position.
8. IMPLEM TATION
The ACCESS flight simulation facility, in combination with the pseudo-pilot interface, was successfully
used during the large-scale real-time simulation of the ZOC concept at the EUROCONTROL Experimental
Centre in Br4tigny-sur-Orge, France, in June 1989. Its use on a processing unit with 0.9 mips capacity
meant that at least 50 aircraft could be simulated simultaneously in real time, whilst 8 pseudo-pilot
positions could be supported.
For manual operation, a single aircraft ACCESS implementation version is also available for an
IBM-compatible personal computer. This provides, in addition to the cockpit display, a "navigation
mode" display compatible with the equivalent FMCS mode.
9. CONCLUSIONS
The ACCESS flight simulation facility offers a consistent source of flight profiles for applications
ranging from the evaluation of specific flight operating procedures in terms of economy, safety, noise,

etc., to the assessment of advanced ATC systems, such as the ZOC concept, requiring large-scale ATC

simulation facilities.
Specific aircraft performance has been validated against full-scale airline flight simulators and provides
very realistic aircraft behaviour, in particular in a TMA environment. In manual mode the man-machine
interface presents a realistic workload to the pilotloperator, whereas the automatic mode offers optimum
flexibility in large-scale simulation scenarios while requiring minimum human resources.
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SIMULATION OF AUTOMATED APPROACH PROCEDURES
CONSIDERING DYNAMIC FLIGHT OPERATIONS
by
Prof. Dr.-Ing.-Manfred Fricke and Dr.-Ing. Andreas Hirmann
Technical University of Berlin, Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
D-1000 Berlin 10, Marchstr. 14, Germany
SUMMARY
During peak hours almost all major commercial airports operate close to their capacity limits. Moreover, the traffic
demand often exceeds the offered capacities leading to more or less stringent restrictions in slot allocation.
Purpose of the fast-time air traffic simulations performed at the Technical University of Berlin, was to analyze and
assess the performance and the practicability of automated time-based approach .concepts, currently developed to
optimize the terminal area air traffic process with respect to safety, capacity and economy.
The developed program system TASIMD (Terminal Area SIMulation considering the aircraft Dynamics) simulates
flight operations of arriving aircraft withTn a terminal area during a specified time interval. TASIMO models all
major elements of a TMA scenario related to the control and operations of automated approach procedures on the
ground and in the air (e.g. surveillance, control procedures, aircraft dynamics, flight guidance).
The aircraft fly along 40-trajectories, described by a horizontal profile, an altitude profile and a speed profile to
integrate the time element, considering influences on the path following accuracy in space and time. Sources of error
impact are: entry fix time deviation, navigation, wind, airspeed error and profile management algorithm error. Errors
are modeled in Monte-Carlo technique.
Two types of automated approach procedures were developed and analyzed: a variable path speed control concept
(VPSC) and a fixed path speed control concept (FPSC). Both concepts presume a shared air/ground responsibility for
profile control.
Being a typical representative of an airport with capacity problems the terminal scenario of Frankfurt/FRG has been
taken as data base for the developed simplified model TMA. The layout of the different scenarios (e.g. configuration
with navigation systems) was chosen on the basis of requirements for future terminal navigation previously derived
from results of a simplified macroscopic Monte-Carlo simulation. TASIMD is.written in FORTRAN and kept as
general as possible to allow similar investigations for almost any future terminal scenario.
Generally, the analysis indicated the practicability of applying automated terminal procedures based on a shared
air/ground responsibility. In order to adapt such concepts to a real environment, however, many details as e.g.
emergency procedures or procedures for aircraft with less sophisticated equipment, have to be considered. The
analysis of such questions which would require real time simulations in cooperation with pilots and controllers,
however, goes beyond the scope of TASIMD.
1.

INTRODUCTION

A steady growing traffic volume with an increasing inhomogeneity of the traffic structure, due to the Regionals
previously being almost unknown in Europe, leads to more and more regular delays at major airports, being the
bottlenecks of the air traffic system. The capacity problem is intensified by an often used hub-and-spoke service
concept of th6 airlines. To guarantee safe and regular flight operations more or less stringent restrictions in slot
allocation are required.
Due to institutional and environmental factors the possibilities for an expansion of airport capacities are rather
limited. Therefore, now technologies in the fields of air traffic control and flight guidance are currently under
development to handle the already high and still increasing. traffic volume in the most safe and economic way,
optimizing the usage of the available airspace and runway capacity.
One aspect In the context of developing a future integrated flow management concept with respect to the terminal
area problem is the impact of navigation on the path following accuracy in space and time.
An Increase in flight path accuracy would allow to reduce the so called "safety buffer" of 20 sec or more (Ashford,
Wright, 1979; Thomas, Dec. 1982) leading to a direct increase in terminal capacity. The "safety buffer" is applied
today for sequencing the arriving traffic flow. It is added to the actually required minimum separation to compensate
for Inaccuracies in flying along the commanded paths or profiles, e.g. caused by wind, navigation or human reaction.
Figure I (Hdrmann, Feb. 1985) shows the effect of a buffer reduction which depends on the traffic structure, I.e. the
mix of heavy, medium and light class aircraft. Two traffic samples are considered: homogeneous traffic and a typical
traffic mix of Frankfurt/FRG (30% heavy, 60% medium, 10% light).
Due to the occuring aerodynamical problems the future scenario the simulation model is based on, does not assume
reduced separation standards, though such a reduction, e.g. of half a mile, would yield a much higher increase in
landing capacity than just reducing the "waste" of airspace by an additional safety margin, unnecessary in the future.
Furtheron, a future terminal scenario will include some kind of position shift algorithm to optimize the sequence of
the landing aircraft with respect to the separation required.
To analyze the operational practicability and efficiency of future (automated) approach procedures regarding safety
and economy and to compare different concepts with each other a program called TASIMD (Terminal Area SiMulation
considering the Aircraft Dynamics: Fricke, Hbrmann, Dec. 1983/11; Hdrmann, Feb. 1985) has been developed.

__
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Figure 1: influence of a safety buffer on the landing capacity
TASIMD simulates flight operations of landing aircraft within a terminal area scenario (between the entry fixes, a
gate, approx. the outer marker, and the threshold of the runway) considering various operational and environmental
error influences. The aircraft model used reflects the dynamic reaction of the aircraft to control inputs while
proceeding along flight profiles determined according to specified 4 D-approach procedure concepts.
Two different automated approach control procedures were analyzed: a variable path speed control concept (VPSC)
and a fixed path speed control concept (FPSC). Both concepts are based on a shared air/ground responsibility to
match the time goal specified by the air traffic control. The VPSC concept, primarily applying path control within a
maneuvering area by heading changes, is comparable to an automated radar vectoring. It offers advantages with
respect to the controllability of flight times. The FPSC concept uses fixed routes of different length for rough flight
time corrections. In addition speed control is applied proceeding along these routes to exactly match the specified
times. The FPSC concept offers advantages regarding the monitoring of flight operations by the air traffic controller.
Being a typical representative of an airport with capacity problems the terminal scenario of Frankfurt/FRG has been
taken as data base for the developed simplified model TMA. The configurations of the radio navigation systems used
as example to perform the analysis were chosen on the basis of accuracy requirements for future terminal area
navigation systems derived from Monte-Carlo simulation with a simplified statistical model to generate flight paths.
TASIMD, however, allows to simulate satellite navigation, too. TASIMD is written in FORTRAN and kept as general
as possible to allow similar investigations for any future terminal scenario, if the applied automated air traffic
management is comparable to the implemented concepts.

2.

MODELS DEVELOPED TO ANALYZE FUTURE TERMINAL AREA SCENARIOS

2.1 The Future TMA Scenario
To analyze and compare the operational performance of different concepts of automated approach control procedures
a simplified but realistic model of a future terminal area environment is required.
There are two ways to define such a model. Either an absolutely new ATC scenario with a fundamental change of all
ATC control services or future procedures for terminal area control which fit into the current system could be
projected. Due to reasons of safety and acceptance, especially considering operational problems during the transition
phase, the evolutionary strategy was chosen to develop the model scenario.
Therefore, two main boundary conditions had to be considered:
-

The future terminal area is limited to the geometry of today's terminal area. Due to noise abatement the
(geometric) layout of future (approach) procedures is further limited to the arrival routes and the maneuvering
areas used for radar vectoring today.

-

The proposed 4D-procedures should fit into today's control process, i.e. they should be applicable during the
transition phase, too.

Due to the given task of analyzing the general performance of different approach procedures, the simulation was
restricted to considering only landing traffic, this being the main limiting factor of the terminal area capacity.
Projecting a concept based on the current airspace structure and organisation, leaving a rather small potential for
flight profile corrections, the major control actions have to take place outside the terminal area. The terminal
control then guarantees the operation of the airport's runway system with maximum utilisation of the available
capacity (if required). Proposing a "terminal control" starting at a further distance, requiring a complete redefinition
of the existing ATC sector structure, would probably yield a more effective control. However, considering the
transitional problems this is a rather idealized approach, at least for the near future.
Presuming an integrated flow management concept some, kind of smoothening function for the arriving traffic flow
outside the terminal area, limiting the possible deviation at the entry fixes, should exist.
To eliminate the remaining time error compared to the planned arrival at the TMA entry fix and to compensate for
the additional arrors accumulating during the flight, procedures for approach control are required. Flight times may
be corrected by path modifications (path control) and/or speed modifications (speed control).
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Due to the need of integrating the projected control procedures into the current terminal scenario the trajectory
specification was chosen in accordance with the currently applied radar vectoring technique. This approach led to the
profi!e parameters: x, y (waypoints, the heading is determined by the FMS), altitude and airspeed. With respect to
FMS-equipped aircraft the control concept introduces a shared air/ground responsibility to make use of the highly
sophisticated avionic capabilities of future aircraft in contrast to today's ATC philosophy of operating a system with
only ground responsibility: If an aircraft is not equipped with a FMS the required calculations could be performed on
the ground and the controller could then transmit the respective heading, speed and altitude commands to the
aircraft.
2.2 Automated Approach Control Concepts
Two types of automated approach procedures have been developed and analyzed: a variable path speed control
concept (VPSC) and a fixed path speed control concept (FPSC). To achieve comparable results the fan geometries of
both types use some common waypoints, e.g. the entry fixes, the fan entry points and the gates. The altitude and the
speed profiles have been chosen according to the flying practise.
-

The Variable Path Speed Control Concept (VPSC)

This type of procedure is based on path control performed in a maneuvering area between the extended centerline and
the fan entry point. Figure 2a shows the layout of t .a simulated example scenario according to the VPSC concept
(EP: entry point, CP: centerline point, the other characters indicate north, east, south and west, resp.). Though the
necessary path variations to achieve the assigned gate times are determined on-board, this kind of procedure
corresponds most to the radar vectoring technique applied today. The speed profiles remain fixed except for the fanin and the fan-out segments, where speed control may be applied to achieve additional system controllability. The
role of the ground ATC is reduced to assigning gate times considering the specific aircraft performance and to a
monitoring function. If the on-board monitored time error exceeds a certain value the system performes an update
procedure by a heading change. The assigned gate times automatically imply the landing sequence and the
corresponding landing times (according to the aircraft performance on the final). Figure 2b shows as example
trajectories of flights approaching from northeast and northwest to Frankfurt's runway 25 R/L simulated with
TASIMD between the entry fixes and the gate.
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Figure 2b:

trajectories of simulated flights using a
VPSC typo fan system

The Fixed Path Speed Control Concept (FPSC)

Though th~s type of procedure is mainly based on speed control (on-board) it uses path control (ground) to compensate
for the rather limited controllability of speed control. For the purpose of rough corrections three alternate routes
(shortened, nominal, extended) with a flying time difference of about 20 seconds compared with the middle one are
available. These routes are assigned by the ATC together with the gate times according to the time deviations
determined at the entry fixes. Besides these activities the ATC again has only a monitoring function for safety
purposes. The speed control updates are performed by the FMS on each straight flight segment by determining the
most favourable point on the assigned route to start the speed reduction. Speed changes within the terminal area are
limited to reductions. Figure 3a shows the layout of the example scenario according to the FPSC concept.Fiueb
corresponds with Figure 2b giving an impression of the resulting trajectories.
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2.3 Determination of 4D3-Traiectories
Flying from the entry fix to the gate and on until touch-down the on-board 4D-device (4D: x, y, z and as fourth
dimension time) determines the parameters of the trajectories according to the anticipated time target. Such 4Dtrajectories may be described by a horizontal profile, an altitude profile and a speed profile (to integrate the time
element).
The horizontal profile is defined by the x, y-coordinates of waypoints (longitude and latitude). The vertical profile is
defined by altitudes assigned to the different waypoints or by an initial and a final altitude (e.g. at the outer marker)
if a continuous descent approach (CDA) should be performed for the purpose of fuel conservation. The speed profile is
defined by assigned indicated airspeeds at the different waypoints instead of using ground speed, which would
presume all aircraft to be entirely equipped with FMS. If an aircraft is not FMS equipped the respective parameters
may be commanded by the controller.
Figure 4 shows the interaction of the different profiles on the aircraft's way from the entry fix to the gate. Though
the example is plotted for a flight within a fan system according to the FPSC concept it is principly the same for a
VPSC fan type structure, just the intercept onto the final would be performed somewhat earlier.
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2.4 The Aircraft Model
The simulated ai craft should navigate from an entry point into the TMA to the threshold with the boundary condition
to match a,prespecified time target, i.e. the aircraft modeled have to be capable of flying 4D-profiles. Thus the
model,algorithms plan 4D-trajectories (x, y, z, t), determine the respective control inputs for the aircraft to -follow
these predetermined paths and model the'dynamic aircraft reaction to these control inputs.
Figure 5 shows the basic structure of the aircraft model integrated into the dynamic simulation model. The inner-loop
(dynamic aircraft reaction, flight path determination and feedback control system) characterized as aircraft is
completed by a 4D-module (4D-device of the navigation computer) which determines the different profiles (azimuth,
altitude, speed) according to the gate time goal. For the developed control concepts a point close to the outer marker
is considered as gate. The ATC assigns those target times considering the aircraft performance, the delay fan
geometry and the forecasted winds aloft. To compensate for the time errors accumulating during the aircraft's flight
along the 4D-trajectories due to the various error sources (wind, navigation, airspeed, FMS)-an update device as
shown in the outer loop is required.
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Fiur 5__:basic ctructure of the TASIMO model to simulate 40-flight operations

2.4.1

Aircraft Dynamics and Flight Control

To simulate for example two hours of high density terminal area air traffic operations with up to twenty aircraft in
the air at the same time the evaluation of the complete system of differential equations describing th aircraft
motion would exceed reasonable computing time limits. Such a system would lead for each aircraft to a 7th order
transmission function with respect to the longitudinal motion (aircraft dynamics: 4, engine dynamics: .1, control
dynamics: 2) and to a 6th order transmission function with respect to the yawing motion (aircraft dynamics: 4, control
dynamics: 2).
However, purpose of the simulation Is to analyze flight guidance procedures, not to develop flight control algorithms.
An aircraft model designed for such purposes may be significantly simplified by just modeling the dynamic reaction
Instead of modeling the aircraft dynamics themselves. As the analysis showed, the complete dynamic reaction of the
aircraft Including control functions may be approximated with sufficient accuracy by two 2nd order time response
elements and one 3rd order time response element (Alles, Sundermayer, 1978). This aircraft model considers three
control channels: the airspeed, the path angle and the bank angle. The time constants of the approximated solutions
are determined on the basis of the complete transmission functions by a compensation of poles and zeros or by
numerical optimization, depending on the data available.
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of a dynamic system requires the design
of a correseonding flight management system (autopilot function). Though the control device itself works
automatically, the update mechanism influences the speed regulation (speed control, FPSC) and/or the track
regulation (path control, VPSC) by modifying the predetermined profiles. According to the developed aircraft mod~el
the control device commands three signals: air speed, path angle and bank angle. The aircraft reacts to those signals
comparable to an aircraft equipped with control wheel steering (CW/S).
As example of the designed path control algorithmns, each comprising an open loop and a closed loop control device,
Figqure 6 shows the Input bank angle control signal and the resulting aircraft heading of a typical flight from the entry
fix to the outer marker (FPSC concept with three turns).
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Turns are initiated if an aircraft reaches the switch radii determined by the 4D-module or automatically if the
airctaft deviates from the desired track and/or heading. According to the definition of the course angle the first turn
from a north eastern to a north western direction includes a change of the angle value by 3600 (00 = 3600). The steep
ascending flank results from initiating the turn with the steering device. To avoid overshoots when capturing a new
heading, the return to a zero bank angle is much slower (regulator). The remaining intermediate bank angle changes
to compensate for cross-track deviations are usually very small and therefore not noticeable within the scale of this
diagram. Due to ending the simulation at the time the aircraft crosses the "outer marker line" there remains a nonzero bank angle caused by the operational and environmental influences considered.
To simulate air traffic operations within the TMA, the described simplified dynamic aircraft model has to be
completed by a system of equations to determine the aircraft's movement through the airspace.
2.4.2

Aircraft Performance

To simulate flight operations within a terminal area the large variety of different aircraft types has to be reduced to
(a few) representative performance classes. Due to modeling TMA traffic, the main criteria to classify the aircraft
types are: landing speed and landing weight. Table 1 shows the chosen classification, differentiating between ten
performance classes. Listed are the reference aircraft with wake vortex classes plus mean landing speeds aid
corresponding example aircraft types.
aircraft
class

weight
class

mean
landing spd.
[Kts]

reference
aircraft

further
aircraft types
C 6, DO28
Merlin IV, DC 7
F 27

1

LIGHT

90

Nord'262

2

MEDIUM

3

98

MEDIUM

110

SH) 3

4

MEDIUI4

115

5
6
7

MEDIL4
HEAVY
HEAVY

125
125
130

HS748
B 115
8 727
8 707
A 300

a
9
10

MEDIUM
HEAVY
HEAVY

135
135
167

Ci ,8o
8 747
Concorde

F 28, S 210, YAK-42, VFW614, BAE 146, TU-104

TU-134, DC9, 8 737, B 720, TU-154
DC 8, VC10, IL-62, A 320, 8 757
Galaxy, IL-86, B 767, A 310
CV 990
DC 10, L1011
TU-144

Table 1: classification of aircraft types
The actual landing speeds related to specific gross weights are determined by interpolation with a quadratic function.
The landing weights are generated on the basis of a fifty percent payload with a normal distributed deviation.
2.5 Models to Simulate Operational and Environmental Influences
The considered influences on the flights within the terminal area are:
-

entry fix time deviation
navigation (position accuracy)

-

wind
airspeed error and
FMS algorithm error.

All error values, except for the initial time error and the wind error direction, are assumed to be normal distributed
with a mean of zero. The specific error values are generated on the basis of a compiler Integrated random number
generator source supplying uniformly distributed .,umbers between zero and one which may be converted into normal
distributed variables according to (White, 1975).
2.5.1

Entry Time Related Inaccuracies

The entry fix time deviation describes the Initial condition of the aircraft with respect to flight plan time deviations
at the terminal (system) entry. Due to the mentioned limitation of the terminal geometry and the required en-route
control functions of a future Integrated flow management concept the maximum occuring values are limited to + 30
sec.
On a digital computer random numbers according to this distribution may be obtained by drawing new normal
distributed random numbers if the resulting actual time error value exceeds the specitied boundary value.
2.5.2

Navigation

Simulating flight operations with the TMA both, the navigation system location and the position of the aircraft, are
known exactly. In contrast, In reality the actual position of the aircraft navigating along the predetermined 4Dt. ijectory may be determined with limited accuracy only. If the navigational error would be modeled like this, i.e.
the aircraft proceeding along their paths determine their position every time step of the integration, a dynamic
aircraft model would wcrk like a digital filter with respect to the normal distributed navigational error. To avoid this
effect the truly positional error of the aircraft was shifted into the waypoints.
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The system determines the correct waypoint coordinates, the deviation due to the navigation and commands the
perturbed values. The precisely working track control device then leads the aircraft to these wrongly located
waypoints. Waypoints determined by the update device are shifted according to the respective navigational error, too.
Tolerance areas of waypoints defined by radio navigation systems are modeled according to the resulting geometry as
intersections of straight lines (theta-system(s), radio bearing) and/or circles (rho-system(s), distance), VOR and NDB
overhead as defined by ICAO (ICAO, 1979).
The different equations to determine waypoint coordinates perturbed by navigation inaccuracies in position
measurement have been explicitly derived in (Fricke, Hormann, Dec. 1983). Most important in the context of
analyzing terminal area flight operations are the rho/theta-navigation and the rho/rho-navigation. Figure 7a shows
the geometrical relationship for determining the position by rho/theta-navigation with one convolut station. Figure 7b
is an example of the resulting two-dimensional error distribution using the developed algorithm to model rho/theta
nav-errors. The respective algorithms corresponding to the other navigation methods are listed in (Fricke, Hdrmann,
Dec. 1983/1). Table 2 shows typical accuracies of representative navigation systems.
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4.53 0 (a)
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If navigational aspects are to be investigated in more general terms without the refererce to a specific ground
station location and performance, waypoint tolerance areas may be defined by CEP 0 .95-values (circular error
probability (Schroepl, 1979). Using this abstract definition of tolerance areas around waypoints the TASIMD
navigation model also allows the modeling of satellite navigation (with respect to the resulting accuracy). Figure 8
illustrates the relation between CEP 0 . 95 -values and radio navigation accuracies.
2.5.3

Wind

Most problems in simulating a realistic environment usually occur in modeling the wind influence. Interesting with
respect to modeling 4D-trajectories is the error of the predicted wind compared with the actual wind conditions, i.e.
the difference between the wind considered for profile determination and the actual wind during tile flight. If high
precision navigation systems are to be used, the wind error shows to be the prime error source.
The TASIMD wind model consists of a "mean wind"-model, considered by the 4D-FMS in determining the profile
parameters, and a "wind error"-model. Due to designing a wind model to be applied for a simulation of TMA
operations the model may be simplified with respect to wind changes in the horizontal plane and with respect to
special weather conditions, e.g. gusts, or wind shear situations.
What remains is a (mean) terminal wind varying in speed and direction over altitude. This relationship is described by
a two segmented model. Starting from the ground an "EKMAN spiral" leads to a change in wind velocity and
direction. This spiral ends in approx. 1400 m with a change of 450 in direction. From there on only the velocity varies
according to an exponential relationship. The parameters describing the model were determined on the basis of data
supplied by the German National Weather Services (Deutscher Wetterdienst, 1961-1971).
Wind error vectors are generated with a normal distributed speed and a direction uniformly distributed between 00
and 3600 deg. The fact that the occuring wind errors will not be uncorrelated is considered by limiting the error
values for successive aircraft, successive meaning aircraft succeeding on the same delay fan within I or 2 minutes.
Primarily important with respect to the flight time management is the along-track component, i.e. the wind (error)
vector component in the direction of the trajectory. The cross-track component leading to a deviation from the
desired track will be automatically corrected by the path control algorithm.
2.5.4

Air Speed

The airspeed error is an operational error considering that the aircraft do not fly exactly the assigned speeds. The
airspeed error is generated according to a normal distribution. The deviation of the speed variation is defined by a
percentage of the proper IAS and a minimum value. The speed error may be higher if there is a large share of nonequipped aircraft and the control mainly bases on manually issued commands (delay times in executing commands,
wrong values, etc.).
2.5.5

Flight Management System

The FMS error considers the limitation of the on-board equipment in exactly predicting profiles. Therefore, this error
is of mathematical and numerical nature (calculation time, interpolation). The FMS error decreases as an aircraft
approaches the gate with a shorter remaining distance to fly (and trajectory to predict). On the last segment between
the outer marker and the threshold profile corrections to adapt flight times are very limited. Typical values as
measured by the DFVLR are approx. 2 sec at the entry into the terminal area decreasing to 0.5 sec. Due to the
integration of such an FMS into the aircraft model, there is no separate consideration of this error source.
3.

THE DEVELOPED SIMULATION SOFTWARE: TASIMD

Due to the completely different control concepts of the considered approach procedures and the corresponding
differences with respect to data storage and organisation two versions of TASIMD were developed: one to simulate a
VPSC fan system and one to simulate a FPSC fan system. From the user's point of view, however, both versions look
alike. Simulations were run on a Control Data Cyber 175, requiring approx. 600 sec to simulate two hours of high
density air traffic using the VPSC concept and approx. 260 sec using the FPSC concept.
The program structure was tailored to allow similar investigations for any future scenario under various aspects.
Thus, almost any future TMA scenario may be defined by geographic coordinates and control parameters to chuose
the respective program modules, if air traffic management procedures comparable to the implemented ones are to be
used.
Neglecting a short program section of processing data to control the program run and the simulation analysis itself,
the general structure of TASIMD (Figure 9) may be differentiated into four main sub-blocks as listed below.
a)

definition of the TMA geometry and configuration

Within this sub-block the geographic layout of the terminal area is defined by waypoints and configurated with
navigation systems. All geographic points are defined by longitude and latitude. The coordinates are transformed into
the geodetic simulation coordinate system by a stereographic projection. The control concept to be simulated is
selected by the resp3ctive TASIMO version.
b)

determination of the ATC reference planning data

The division of the air traffic into a ground section (ATC) and an air section (pilot, aircraft) is reflected in the
structure of TASIMD. Following the definition of the geometry and the strategy of the approach control procedure
the sub-block "ATC planning" calculates the reference times later on assigned as target times to the arriving
aircraft. These reference times are determined by a simulation without error influences.
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Figure 9: general structure of the TASIMD program
In the case of a VPSC delay fan the program determines the flying times for eleven equidistant centerline points
between the earliest and the latest centerline intercept point. This procedure allows for an easy path control updating
with minimum CP-time requirement. by interpolating between two predetermined times.
In the case of a FPSC delay fan the program determines the flying times via the three alternate routes. The nominal
time is used for the time assignment. The differences between the alternate routes are needed to perfurm rough
flight time corrections.
Table 3 gives an impression ol the flight time controllability for the example of a delay fan (VPSC, FPSC) layed out
to handle southeastern traffic destinated to runway 25 R/L at Frankfurt/FRG (see Figure 2 and Figure 3).
path control

delay fan

.ecJ

I...

VPSC

-44.7

FPSC shortend
nominal
extended

-18.1
-

Table 3:

speed control

[sec]

max.

min.

maX.

59.3

-16.3

16.3

-21.4
-23.9
-26.6

21.4
23.9
26.6

-

18.1

time controllability (example: southeast delay fan)

Due to the applied lath control the VPSC fan type shows higher controllability than the FPSC fan type, though both
fans use comparable geometries with similar maneuvering areas. A positive sign means deceleration potential, a
negative sign acceleration potential.

c)

generation of air traffic and coordination

TASIMD allows the use of two types of traffic samples: artificially generated traffic or specified traffic demand
lists, e.g. based on recordings of real traffic during peak hours. If the aircraft should be generated, the aircraft mix
(number, distribution over the different types or classes) and the traffic structure (distribution of the traffic demand
over the available delay fans) have to be specified.
The icheduler calculates the required separation according to the wake vortex classes and determines the resulting
generation time at the entry fixes, considering a safety buffer value if desired.
d)

simulation of dynami': fl]qht operations

This sub-block Initializes the different flights at the entry fixes, simulates those flights through the terminal area,
monitors the separation and determines parameters required for the result assessment.
A specific point is reached If an aircraft crosses a line running thrjugh this point, perpendicular to the trajectory
direction. If necessary the delivery time error Is determined by Interpolation.
Each simulation run supplies a short summary of the air traffic handled within the analyzed time interval to facilitate
Identifying flights deserving further Inspoction. Besides the lineprinter output all aircraft and air traffic related
parameters are recorded on tape for each integration time step. Except for some statistics the result analysis is
performed off-line using several evaluation programs wit'i mostly grafic output.
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4.

ASSESSMENT OF AUTOMATED APPROACH PROCEDURES

Characteristic criteria to assess the quality of air traffic within a terminal area are: safety, economy and capacity.
Parameters may be defined to evaluate the system performance with respect to one or two of those qualitative goals.
However, a TMA is a very complex system to assess with a lot of contrary interdependencies of the different
influences and, of course, a lot of different interests. The only commonly accepted goal is safety. Figure 10 shows the
main interest groups with the primary influence parameters, typical assessment parameters and the qualitative goals
including major interdependencies.
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The given task is to assess
a
nd compare different automated approach concepts with respect to safety and
practicability. Within this context the evaluation may be reduced to safety related aspects.
However, as the analysis of terminal control concepts showed the safety related parameters imply almost every other
criterion, e.g. capacity is a function of the separation minima applied (Hrmann, Feb. 1985). Regarding economy the
cost assessment is rather difficult and of minor sensitivity: applying automated procedures the required electronic
equipment is in general
same
oheand the variation of operating costs is mainly influenced by a potential delay due to
a lack of capacity.

The criteria chosen for the analysis performed to assess the simulation results are:
the achievable delivery accuracy end
the oecuring separation violations.
The achievable deliver-, accuracy is related to safety and capacity. Within the analysis the simulated scenarios are

configurated with nov'nation systems according to accuracy requirements for a 10 sec and a 5 stc time error target
isrmtned by means of a statistical Monte-Carlo simulation.
the devery accuracy
is rather used
to analyze
the consistency of the results derived from different simulation Thus,
models then to assess
the performance
of the
control
procedures. Prime assessment criterion are the occuring separation violations, a parameter requiring a continuous
model to be evaluated.
Separation violations are related to safety and suite
) assess the general practicability of concepts operating an the
basis of a shared air/ground responsibility for profile control, i.e. to match time targets and to assure separation.

5.

SIMULATION ANALYSIS

The simulation analysis of the two proposed approach concepts performed with TASIMD started with a sensitivity
ah.alysis to get an impression of the Impact and the sensible range of the different influences considered. Together
with the accuracy requirements for future terminal area navigation the results led to the definition of two example
scenarios with different configurations of navigation systems. To evaluate the approach concepts a VPSC type fan
system and a FPSC type fan system were embedded Into those scenarios.
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5.1

Sonsitivity Analysis of Important Influence Parameters

5.1.1

Entry Time Deviation

Due to the available limited airspace within a terminal area, the controllability of an approach control (without
holdings) is in the order of one to a few minutes, depending on the time (distance) the aircraft are under terminal
control. Thus a rather precise delivery of the aircraft at the entry fixes by the en-route control is required.
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Figure 11: impact of the delivery accuracy achieved by the en-route ccntrol
Figurs 11 shows the resulting delivery accuracy at a gate (outer marker) as function of the achieved delivery
accuracy at the entry fixes. The results of the different control concepts are marked with VPSC and FPSC.
Considered are two cases: one with VOR/DME-navigation and the error influences described in section 2.5 and the
other with the entry time deviation being the only error source.
The simulation results clearly show the time flexibility of the designed control procedures (VPSC: approx. 60 sec,
FPSC: approx. 40 sec). As soon as the entry fix accuracy reaches these values the gate accuracy dramatically
declines. Considering other error sources the time controllability is cnly partly used to correct the entry time
deviation leading to an earlier decline of accuracy.
5.1.2

Navigation

Aircraft capable of approaching the runway via one of the designed delay fans have to be (at least) equipped with
area navigation (RNAV). The increasing number of aircraft having a flight management system (FMS) on board will
certainly use inertial navigation (INS) even within the TMA, others will use satellite navigation which should be
available in a future scenario. However, analyzing a time horizon covering not only the system of the future, but at
the same time the transition, the application of radio navigation is presumed.
There are two alternatives for radio system based 4D-RNAV procedures: rho/theta-navigation and rho/rho-navigation.
Theta/theta-navigation leads to waypoint accuracies not sufficient to fly 4D. As the single-aircraft-analysis by
Monte-Carlo simulation (Fricke, Hdrmann, Dec. 1983/1) indicated, the application of rho/rho-navigation yields
superior accuracies depending to a large degree on favourable gebmetries. To avoid the generation of such secondary
(geometrical) influences on the results due to the actual configuration selected, the simulated aircraft navigate u;ing
the rho/theta-method.
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Figure 12: delivery accuracy at the outer marker using rho/theta-navigation (FPSC concept)
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Figure 12 shows the resulting delivery accuracy at the outer marker with no other error source considered than
navigation (rho/theta-station located in the center of the TMA). The different curves, valid for a constant distance
measuring error, are drawn as function of the azimuthal error.
As the azimuthal error increases all graphs asymptotically approach the curve determined with an error-free DME.
The results using systems with low theta-errors are dominated by the DME influence.
Despite the variation of capacity by influencing the delivery accuracy, the navigation impact on operating costs is
almost neglectable (Hdrmann, Feb. 1985).
5.1.3

Wind

The achievable delivery accuracy of 4D-procedures bas;riq uii precise navigation predominantly depends on the quality.
of the predicted wind vecLors along the determined trajectory (Fricke, Hbrmann, Sep. 1984).
Figure 13 shows the resulting delivery accuracies with increasing magnitude of the wind error vector generated
according to the developed wind model (section 2.5.3). Analyzed are two scenarios for each control concept: one with
all modeled error influences and the other considering only the wind influence.
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Figure 13: impact of the wind error on the delivery accuracy

Figure 13 illustrates the dominant impact of the wind error. Differences in the results between the two control
concepts are due to the general layout of the fans and the time control procedure applied, for path control with
heading changes are slightly more sensitive to errors in wind prediction.
5.1.4

Traffic Samples

The maximum available capacity of a certain scenario may be determined on the basis of the required safety buffer
in spacing the aircraft. This safety buffer corresponds with the achievable delivery accuracy influenced by various
operational and environmental error sources. However, the structure of the traffic sample determines to which
degree the available terminal area capacity is used. For the simplified model TMA with simulating only approaching
traffic, TMA capacity signifies landing capacity.
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Figure 14: achievable maximum landing capacity as function of the aircraft mix
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There are three parameters related to the traffic structure influencing the system throughput: the mix of aircraft
types, the geographical distribution of the arriving traffic flows and the distribution of traffic demand over time with
the Lraffic mix being the most important parameter regarding capacity.
Despite some attempts to optimize the landing sequence, in general the first-come-first-served (FCFS) strategy is
applied for spacing the aircraft. The influence of the traffic mix is twofold: according to the weight classes of
succeeding aircraft different separation distances are required, at the same time the spacing has to consider the
different landing speeds of the aircraft.
Figure 14 shows the variation of the landing capacity with an increasing share of LIGHT aircraft. The different
curves are determined with a constant share of the weight category MEDIUM, marked as "% M". The remaining
difference between the sum of "%L"and "%M" are HEAVY aircraft.
The worst combination with respect to the required minimum separation is a preceeding HEAVY with a succeeding
LIGHT. The lowest capacity values occur for very inhomogenous traffic samples, maximizing the combinations
HEAVY/LIGHT and MEDIUM/LIGHT.
5.2

Analysis of Example Scenarios

5.2.1

Definition of the Example Scenarios

The operational practicability of the designed approach procedure concepts (section 2.2) was analyzed on the basis of
two example configurations. The general TMA layout comprised two delay fans (VPSC or FPSC) north and south of
runway 25 R/L of the Frankfurt airport. Aircraft arriving west of Frankfurt were assumed to be directed towards one
of the two entry fixes east of te airport.
Due to the task of analyzing different control concepts and not the impact of different traffic samples, the
simulation runs were performed with a homogenous traffic sample consisting of only MEDIUM category aircraft.
The traffic was generated with maximum density, i.e. minimum separation. It was assumed that 50 % of the traffic
arrive from either direction (north or south). Thus, the results present some kind of worst case analysis. Simulations
with 100 % via one delay fan showed consistent results. Each program run simulated two hours of TMA traffic flow.
The error influences considered were (see section 2.5):
-

entry fix time deviation:

limited to + 30 sec

-

wind error vector:

velocity 10 Kts
(normal distributed)
direction 00 - 3600 (uniform distributed)

-

airspeed error:

2 % of the lAS
(normal distributed)
or 2 Kts, whichever is greater

-

navigation (Table 4):

central enhanced VOR/DME station
central DAS station
coftiguration

system accuracies
theta-error
rho-error
[deg] (2 sigma)

[m] (2 sigma)

enhanced VOP/ttE

1.72

259

OAS

0.20

30

Table 4: navigation accuracies of the example configurations
The two configurations were chosen on the basis of the requirements for future terminal navigation derived from a
statistical Monte-Carlo simulation (Fricke, Hirmann, Dec. 1903/1). The VOR/DME-configuration represents a solution
to achieve a 10 sec time error goal, the DAS-configuration yields a delivery accuracy below 5 sec.
5.2.2

Delivery Accuracy

Both simulations, the simulation of realistic dynamic TMA operations with TASIMD and the Monte-Carlo flight path
combination of straight segments and curves, led to consistent results. Assuming the precise navigation based on DAS
or enhanced VOR/DME the simulations again highlighted the dominant wind error impact. A careful modeling of the
FMS Is required In order to provide an adequate time and trajectory planning for the individual aircraft flying under
varying wind conditions. Differences in the results are due to the very simplified FMS algorithms designed for a first
order analysis of the general practicability of computerized approach procedures. Table 5 lists the received delivery
time error values determined on the basis of a two hour traffic sample.
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delay fan

navigation

vPsc

DAS
erhkanced VORIDtE

4.18
9.46

FPSC

DAS
enhanced VOR/OME

6.90
9.83

Table 5:

5.2.3

delivery accuracy
(sec] (2 sigaa)

resulting delivery time error

Practicability of the Proposed Approach Procedures

ro analyze the practicability cf the proposed automated TMA procedures based on a shared ground/air responsibility
special attention was given to the occuring separation violations.
The review of the occuring separation violations showed that there are three typical types of events:
-

Potential violations of longitudinal separation at the entry fixes due to the assumed entry fix time error
distribution. In such a case the proposed TMA procedures provide for an initial vertical separation of 1000 ft
(9000 ft resp. 10000 ft at the entry fix for the two aircraft concerned).

-

Violations of separation during maneuvers if the aircraft fly along the same delay fan. If all aircraft fly the same
profile (continuous descent approach) the vertical separation of 1000 ft will be guaranteed. However, separation
violations according to existing regulations will occur if the flights are subjected to errors and/or if the aircraft
fly their own non-fixed altitude profile (2D + time navigation). The separation of 3 NM usually is reestablished
without intervention because these violations last only for the period of the turn of one aircraft due to the fan
geometry.

-

Final longitudinal separation violations occuring at the outer marker (gate). To avoid these violations, the final
spacing (scheduling) has to consider a buffer value to compensate for the estimated delivery time error besides
the minimum separation.

For a more detailed review of the occuring events, the violations were classified according to their severity in steps
of 0.1 NM within the interesting interval between 2.0 NM and 3.0 NM. In this context it has to be discussed whether a
separation which remains for example above 2.8 NM is a real violation and a severe problem for the safety of the
system. Or another point: what about the temporary separation reductions due to the fan geometry?
Figure 15 shows the statistics of the separation violations accuring during maneuvers using the FPSC concept for both
example configurations: the very precise navigation with a central DAS-statinn and the navigation with an enhanced
VOR/DME-station. The quantization chosen in Figure 15 comprises a large number of separation violations that are
close to their respective upper class boundaries. In so far the giaph gives a somewhat pessimistic impression of the
minimum distances between aircraft during maneuvers. The simulation with the less accurate VOR/DME-navigation
yields a lower total siumber of separation violations than in the case of DAS, but a higher percentage of more severe
events. This can be attributed to the fact that an increased error in navigation in turn increases the total variability
of the simulated TMA operations, either by identically compensating the iniluences of other error sources (wind,
aircraft speed, FMS algorithm) or by increasing the total number and/or severity of separation violations.
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The remaining separation violations at the outer marker may be reduced by the introduction of a planning buffer.
Table 6 shows this effect for different buffer values assuming DAS-navigation. This buffer reduces of course the
system throughput (Fiqure 1). However, a value of 10 sec, which leads to almost no separation violation, still lies
considerably below the safety buffers presently practiced by experienced controllers.
separation [N]

buffer value
[see]

3.0

2.7

2.4

2.0
0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

4

2

9

23

5

a

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

3

5

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

15

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Table 6: separation violations at the gate with different values of the safety buffer (FPSC concept, DAS-navigation)
With respect to the practical execution of flight operations the VPSC concept allows an easy update with usually
small heading changes. In most cases fixed updates at the fan entry point and the centerline point are sufficient, no
intermediate update becomes necessary. Though the simulated aircraft have speed control capability this function
was neither needed nor applied. However, the continuous monitoring of the time error requires rather sophisticated
airborne computing capabilities. A replacement of the ahead simulation by algorithms on an analytical basis within
the path generating function would reduce the necessary computing time but at the same time increase the FMS
error.
Though showing a comparable performance, there are some specific differences in the results of the different control
concepts. The number of occuring violations within a VPSC type fan system (Figure 16) is significantly higher than
within a FPSC type fan system with a dominant majority of less severe events. At the same time there exists a
stronger influence of navigation accuracy on the number and severity of separation violations due to the intercept
procedure onto the final from two different directions (north and south, Figure 2a/b). As for the FPSC concept the
number of violations (not only at the gate) may be significantly reduced by the introduction of a buffer value.
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16: separation violations during maneuvers (VPSC concept, 2 hours simulated)

Looking at the overall system performance both control concepts prove the general practicability of automated
terminal RNAV procedures in dynamic flight operations without intervention by ATC. For practical use, however, the
developed concepts have to be refined in order to handle also traffic situations which do not comply with the
assumptions made for this study.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

Purpose of the performed simulations was to analyze the operational practicability of automated approach procedures
in a "real" air traffic control environment of the future. Assessment criteria were the achievable delivery time error
and, primarily, the occuring separation violations. The simulation model developed for the analysis (TASIMD ) allows
the simulation cf zynamic operations of approaching aircraft in the entire terminal area. The TMA Frankfurt/FRG
was taken as data base for the layout of the mode! of a future terminal area scenario comprising automated traffic
flow control procedures.
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The results of the navigational impact with respect to the delivery accuracy are in general consistent with accuracy
requirements derived from single-aircraft-analysis with a statistical model (Fricke, Hormann, Sep. 1984)To achieve a
delivery time error of approx. 10 sec (2 sigma) enhanced versions of used navigation systems used today, (VOR, DME)
are sufficient. Due to the strong geometrical dependencies of DME/DME navigation, the simulated aircratt navigate
using VOR/DME stations. Only high precision navigation systems may yield lower delivery time error targets.
Reducing the share of the navigational error the wind error becomes the dominant error source. Thus, the benefits of
a high precision navigation may only be used in combination with a definite reduction of the wind error. The same
applies to navigation based on other than radio systems.
To get an impression of the overall performance of such procedures the activities of the ATC were limited to a
monitoring function except at the entry fixes (target time assignment, vertical separation if required). In contrast to
reality the ATC does not intervene into the running system if separation standards are violated. Futhermore, the
received results depend on the set up separation standards. It was not intended to change the currently defined
standards though traffic of 4D-equipped aircraft using a high performance navigation system may allow for reduced
separation minima under consideration of the wake vortex problem and the runway occupancy times. Simulating 2
hours of traffic with maximum density the performed simulation runs represent some kind of worst case analysis.
Even within a scenario using high precision navaids separation violations occur. The negative influence of less precise
navigation primarily results in increasing the severity of the occuring separation violations, though the total number
may be less. The VPSC fan type generally yields more violations due to the path variation. However, most of the
additional events are within a 0.1 NM limit of the defined 3.0 NM separation standard. The effect of less precise
navigation remains the same, though there generally exists a stronger influence of navigation due to the application
of path control.
The received number and severity of the separation violations may be considerably decreased by the introduction of a
buffer to compensate for the expected delivery time error. Approximations for these gate time error deviations were
determined ear!ier by Monte-Carlo simulation (Fricke, HiJrmann, Dec. 1983). The required buffer values yielding
acceptable results still lie much below the today applied values.
Looking at the overall system performance both delay fan types prove the practicability of automater, uarminal
RNAV-procedures in dynamic flight operations on the basis of a shared air/ground responsibility. The VPSC fan type
offers a higher controllability, the FPSC fan type requires less complex update algorithms. Future approach control
concepts have to combine the advantages of both control types.
In order to adapt such concepts to a real environment, however, many details as e.g. emergencies or aircraft with less
sophisticated equipment, have to be considered. The analysis of such operational problems, however, requires the
performance of real time simulations in cooperation with pilots and controllers.
7.

ABBREVIATIONS

ATC
CDA
CEPo.9 5
CHA
CP
CWS
DAS
DME
DME/P
EP
FCFS
FFM
FMS
FPSC
GED
GT
IAS
ICAO
INS
NDB
OM
RNAV
TMA
VOR
VSC
WP

Air Traffic Control
Continuous Descent Approach
Circular Error Probability, 95 % error radius (Schroepl, 1979)
Charlie, navaid within TMA Frankfurt/FRG
Centerline Point
Control Wheel Steering
OME based Azimuth System
Distance Measuring Equipment
Precision DME
Entry Point, arrival fix
First-Come-First-Served
Frankfurt, navaid within TMA Frankfurt/FRG
Flight Management System
Fixed Path Speed Control
Gedern, navaid within TMA Frankfurt/FRG
Gate
Indicated AirSpeed
International Civil Aviation Organization
Inertial Navigation System
Non Directional Beacon
Ourter Marker
aRea NAVigation
Terminal Maneuvering Area
VHF Omni Directional Beacon
Variable Path Speed Control
WayPoint
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